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INTRODUCTION
(Revised)

"Elizabeth Seton did more for the Church in America than all ofus
bishops together. "
Archbishop Francis Patrick Kenrick

On September 14,1975, Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton (1774-1821)
became the first native of the United States of America to be canonized a saint of the Roman Catholic Church. This event focused attention for a brief time on a woman whose life was intertwined with many
notable figures of the young republic and the growing Catholic church
in America.
Elizabeth Seton's education, family life, and social practice were
typical of women of her class in late eighteenth century America. In
her early life in New York, she mingled with figures of
post-Revolutionary society, religion, government, and business. As a
devout Episcopalian wife and mother, she was a founding member of
the first benevolent society in the United States initiated and directed
by women. Her conversion to Catholicism in 1805 brought her to the
attention of such priests as John Carroll, John Cheverus, and William
Dubourg, who came to view her as an instrument, even a partner, as
they sought to shape the emerging identity of the American Church.
The school which she began in Emmitsburg, Maryland, in 1810 educated the daughters of prominent families, Catholic and non-Catholic
alike, from Baltimore, New York, Philadelphia, and elsewhere as well
as children of the poor and working class. Her personal magnetism
and spiritual depth sustained lifelong networks of friendship that
spanned oceans and decades. Among American women of her time,
particularly Catholic women, she is one of the earliest for whom substantial documentation is available.
But, despite Elizabeth Seton's prominence in the history of American Catholicism, there has been little critical scholarship about her.
One major reason has been the difficulty of accessing relevant documents since her writings are located in a number of archives
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historiography until recently paid little attention to the contributions
of women and lay people in general. Finally, Elizabeth did not compose the theological tracts or compendia of spiritual teachings that
historians would have been likely to notice. Rather, she wrote letters
and journals, women's traditional medium of communication, singularly revealing, but often overlooked.
THE HISTORY OF THE PROJECT
The Sisters of Charity Federation in the Vincentian-Setonian Tradition, previously the Elizabeth Seton Federation, is an association of
women's religious congregations in the United States and Canada
which trace their roots to Mother Seton's 1809 foundation ofthe Sisters
of Charity in Emmitsburg, Maryland, or which follow the rule of St.
Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Matillac. The Federation was organized in 1947 primarily to promote Elizabeth Seton's cause for canonization. Several decades earlier, Charles Souvay, C.M., had laid the
groundwork by compiling all of Elizabeth's then known writings. In
1938 with the appointment of Salvator Burgio, C.M., as American
Vice-Postulator and the formation of the Mother Seton Guild, the cause
gained momentum. Elizabeth Seton was declared Venerable in 1959,
beatified in 1963, and canonized in the Holy Year of 1975.
In 1992 the Federation sponsored the first Seton Legacy, a major
research conference on the life and spirituality of Elizabeth Seton, in
which the co-editors and manuscript editor of the present work were
involved. Subsequent Seton Legacy conferences were held in
1996-1997 and in 2001.
Presenters at the 1992 conference pointed out the difficulty of locating the various Seton papers preserved in a number of archives. It
was evident that further research would be greatly aided by the publication of the complete corpus of Seton writings. As a result, in 1993
the Federation authorized a committee of Sisters of Charity to begin
this work. Its first members were Regina Bechtle, (N ew York), Mary
Louise Brink (Halifax), Theresa Corcoran (Halifax), and Judith Metz
(Cincinnati), all of whom combined scholarly expertise with a deep
desire to spread knowledge of Elizabeth Seton.
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Phase I of the project sought to locate and identify all original
Seton writings. Written inquiries verified that original letters, journals, notes, translations, and other material existed in twelve archives,
with the largest collection at St. Joseph's Provincial House,
Emmitsburg, Maryland. Additional materials were later discovered in
five more archives. As a useful tool for researchers and a step toward
publication of the writings, an annotated list of the holdings in all archives was prepared. This list was published in several installments in
Vincentian Heritage, ajoumal ofthe Vincentian Studies Institute, beginning with volume 18, number I (1997).
In March 1996, EUin M. Kelly, professor emerita at DePaul University, Chicago, joined the committee as manuscript editor. Dr.
Kelly took over the formidable task of transcribing newly found material and verifying the accuracy of existing transcriptions. Sisters Regina Bechtle and Judith Metz were named co-editors of the project in
the spring of 1996. They assembled the Advisory Committee with
representatives from each of the six congregations which traced their
roots to the community founded by Elizabeth Seton in Emmitsburg in
1809. Other scholars who have served on the committee include
Kathleen Flanagan, S.C., (Convent Station, NJ); Anne Harvey, S.c.,
and Elizabeth Bellefontaine, S.C., (Halifax, NS); Vivien Linkhauer,
S.C., (Greensburg, PA); and Betty Ann McNeil, D.C., (Emmitsburg
Province).

PREVIOUS STUDIES
Rev. Charles I. White wrote Life ofMrs. Eliza A. Seton (New York,
1853), the first full-scale biography of Elizabeth Seton, thirty-two
years after her death. White's work was translated and adapted by
Madame Helene Bailly de Barberey and published in French as Elizabeth Seton et Les Commencements de L'Eglise Catholique aux
Etats-Unis (Paris, 1868). After six French editions Msgr. Joseph B.
Code translated de Barberey's work back into English as Elizabeth
Seton by Madame de Barberey Translated andAdaptedfrom the Sixth
French Edition, adding newly discovered material. Inevitably, the
two processes of translation resulted in some deviations from White's
biography and the original sources on which it was based.
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Seton scholarship. New letters were published in the Life of Mother
Elizabeth Boyle of New York by Maria Dodge, S.C. (New York,
1893). In her 1917 History ofMotherSeton's Daughters Mary Agnes
McCann, S.C. (New York, 1917), brought to light new documents
from archives in Baltimore and Cincinnati. Rose Maria Laverty, S.c.,
traced the saint's Bayley and Le Conte ancestry in Loom of Many
Threads (New York, 1958).
In her 1950 dissertation at The Catholic University of America on
the life of Elizabeth Seton, historian Annabelle Melville made extensive use of the Seton manuscripts. Subsequently published as Elizabeth Bayley Seton, 1774-1821 (New York, 1951), this book has come
to be regarded as the definitive scholarly biography of the saint. Melville with Ellin Kelly edited Elizabeth Seton: Selected Writings (New
York, 1987) and thereby introduced a wider audience to the depth of
Mother Seton's spiritual life. Until the publication of the CUlTent
work, this study represented the most comprehensive publication of
Seton writings available. Dr. Kelly, manuscript editor for the present
volumes, has made numerous major contributions to Seton scholarship over the years, notably as compiler and editor of Elizabeth
Seton's Two Bibles: Her Notes and Markings (Huntington, IN, 1977)
and Numerous Choirs: A Chronicle of Elizabeth Bayley Seton and
Her Spiritual Daughters (2 vols., Evansville, IN, 1981, 1996).
Papers from the first two Seton Legacy symposia on the significance of Elizabeth's life and spirituality have been published in
Vincentian Heritage [14 (1993) and 18 (1997)].
Besides Melville's dissertation six others have dealt with aspects
of Elizabeth Seton's life. Kathleen Flanagan, S.c., studied the influence of Rev. John Henry Hobart (Union Theological Seminary,
1978). Rose Marie Padovano, S.C., explored Elizabeth's ministerial
leadership qualities and educational innovations (Drew University,
1984). Gail Giacalone used Elizabeth's experience as a case study in
loss and bereavement (New York University, 1987). Jenny Franchot
analyzed the ante-bellum encounter of American Protestants with Catholicism through the writings of Elizabeth Seton and other converts
(Stanford University, 1986). William Jarvis focused on Elizabeth and
the early Sisters of Charity to critique the influence of religion on
nineteenth century women (Columbia University, 1984). Judith
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Metz, S.C., studied Elizabeth's life as a woman ofthe early Republic
in New York (The Union Institute, 2000).
Works in a more popular and reflective vein which have also
drawn on many of the Seton manuscripts include Letters of Mother
Seton to Mrs. Julianna Scott by Joseph B. Code (New York, 1960);
Mrs. Seton: Foundress ofthe American Sisters of Charity (New York,
1962, 1975) and The Soul of Elizabeth Seton: A Spiritual Portrait
(San Francisco, 1990), both by Joseph Dirvin, C.M.; Praying with
Elizabeth Seton by Margaret Alderman and Josephine Bums, D.C.
(Winona, MN, 1992); Elizabeth Ann Seton: a Woman ofPrayer (New
York, 1993), The Intimate Friendships ofElizabeth Ann Bayley Seton
(New York, 1989), and Elizabeth Ann Seton: A Self~Portrait
(Libertyville,IL, 1986), all by Marie Celeste Cuzzolina, S.C.; A Retreat with Elizabeth Seton: Meeting Your Grace by Judith Metz, S.c.
(Cincinnati, 1999); and 15 Days of Prayer with Elizabeth Seton by
Betty Ann McNeil, D.C. (Liguori, MO, 2002).
These works, of necessity, have been able to select only a small
sample of Elizabeth's letters, personal journals, meditations, and instmctions to her sisters. The majority of the Seton manuscripts have
never been published in full or in part. With the publication of this
comprehensive and chronologically arranged edition of Elizabeth
Seton's writings, the full depth of her spirituality and the breadth of
her achievements and relationships over her short lifetime are finally
accessible to the interested reader and serious researcher alike. An authentic portrait can begin to emerge of Elizabeth Bayley Seton as a
woman firmly rooted in her times, yet able to transcend them.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE WORK

Volume One consists of Elizabeth Seton's letters, journals, and
notes from 1793 through June 1808. Part I covers her life as an Episcopalian daughter, wife, and mother in New York from 1793, just before her marriage, until October 1803, when she sailed for Italy with
her ailing husband and her eldest daughter, Anna Maria. Part II (October 1803 to June 1804) includes the journal and other material written
on the Italian journey during which her husband died. Part III (June
1804 to July 1805) contains the journal of her spiritual conflict and
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widow and mother in New York (July 1805 to June 1808).
Volume Two comprises Elizabeth's time in Baltimore (Part V,
June 1808 to June 1809) and her years as founder of the American Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's in Emmitsburg, MD. The writings in
Part VI (June 1809 to December 1815) and Part VII (January 1816 to
December 1820) shed light on her relationships with her children, the
women who joined her in the fOlmative years of the community, and
the clerical leaders of the Catholic Church in early America. They
also give compelling evidence of her maturing spirituality.
Volume Three will include material from Elizabeth's notebooks, instructions, and meditations as well as excerpts from works she translated for the Sisters. The latter is significant for an understanding of the
spirituality that Mother Seton bequeathed to her young community.

A NOTE ON SOURCES
Simon Brute noted that sometime after 1817 Elizabeth Seton destroyed her papers. He asked to keep some of them in order to understand the Protestant faith that had formed her. Since Elizabeth's death
in 1821, her remaining papers have found their way by circuitous
routes into numerous archives, including but not limited to those of
the original congregations that stemmed from her Emmitsburg foundation. The Seton-Jevons Collection is one example. These family
letters formerly in possession of the Jevons family, Elizabeth's
great-grandchildren, were given to the Mother Seton Guild, which
promoted the Seton cause for canonization. Subsequently, they were
distributed among various Sisters of Charity archives by Salvator
Burgio, C.M., who also gave photostats of the letters back to the donors. A fire at the motherhouse in 1951 destroyed manuscripts the
Sisters of Charity of Halifax possessed. In 1967 the last direct descendant of Elizabeth Seton, Ferdinand Jevons, willed the bulk of his photostats to the Sisters of Charity of New York. Thus the present
volume includes both original manuscripts and copies under the designation "Seton-Jevons."
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to the Seton Collection, there is also a "Souvay Collection" (designated as UNDA MSVY). This contains typescripts and photostatic
copies of Seton letters used by Charles Souvay, C.M., who was one of
the first to collect Elizabeth's writings in connection with her cause
for canonization. Material from the Souvay Collection has been included in this volume when the original could not be located.
Elizabeth' s letters, sayings, etc., compiled by Simon Brute, S.S.
(ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99 and 12:102), andherletters to George Weis copied by her nephew Bishop James Roosevelt Bayley (ASJPH
1-3-3-2:76) were also used for this volume.
Many Seton manuscripts have simply disappeared. Only fragmentary citations survive in early works by Simon Brute, Charles I. White,
and Msgr. Robert Seton, Elizabeth's grandson. Internal evidence in
letters written by some of her correspondents, including Bishop John
Cheverus and Rev. John Henry Hobart, indicates that additional Seton
letters once existed. In these cases the editors made every attempt to
locate the original manuscripts. Where this proved impossible, a
typescript or transcription from an archival photostat or printed
source was used, and this is indicated in the accompanying notes.

A FINAL NOTE
This project of the Sisters of Charity Federation is focused on making the Seton writings accessible in as close a form as possible to the
original manuscripts while at the same time providing adequate information to situate the writings in context. These volumes provide
scholars with much material for further research. Yet to be probed in
depth, for example, are themes such as the trajectory of Elizabeth's
spiritual development; the influence of political, intellectual, and religious movements of her day; her philosophy and practice of education; her exercise of leadership; and the manner in which she adopted
or transcended the conventional role of women. Those who guided
this project to completion share the hope that these volumes will mark
the beginning of a new and fruitful phase of exploration into the life of
Elizabeth Bayley Seton, wife, mother, widow, convert, educator,
founder, and saint.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
(Revised)

Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton began the Sisters of Charity, the first
religious community of women founded in the United States. She
was born into a prominent Episcopalian family in New York City,
August 28, 1774. Her father, Dr. Richard Bayley, was a physician,
professor of medicine, and one of the first health officers of New
York City. Her mother, Catherine Charlton Bayley, daughter of a
Protestant Episcopal minister, died when Elizabeth was only three
years old.
Elizabeth married William Magee Seton, scion of a wealthy New
York mercantile family with international connections, January 25,
1794, at the home of her sister, Mary Bayley Post. Five children were
born between 1795 and 1802, Anna Maria, William, Richard,
Catherine, and Rebecca. As a young society matron, Elizabeth enjoyed a full life of loving service to her family, care for the indigent
poor, and religious development in her Episcopal faith, nurtured by
the preaching and guidance of Rev. John Henry Hobart, an assistant at
Trinity Church.
As the eighteenth century drew to a close, a double tragedy visited
Elizabeth. Political and economic turmoil took a severe toll on William Seton's business and on his health. He became increasingly debilitated by the family affliction, tuberculosis. Hoping to arrest the
disease, Elizabeth, William, and Anna Maria embarked on a voyage
to Italy. On their arrival in Leghorn, they were placed in quarantine;
soon after, December 27, 1803, William died. Waiting to return to
their family, Elizabeth and Anna Maria spent several months with the
Filicchi brothers of Leghorn (Livorno), business associates of her
husband.
For the first time Elizabeth experienced Roman Catholic piety in
her social equals. She was deeply impressed, especially by the
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to New York in June 1804, full of religious turmoil. After almost a
year of searching, she made her profession of faith as a Roman Catholic in March 1805, a choice which triggered three years of financial
struggle and social discrimination. At the invitation of several priests,
she moved with her family to Baltimore in June 1808 to open a school
for girls.
Catholic women from around the country came to join her work.
Gradually, the dream of a religious congregation became a reality.
The women soon moved to Emmitsburg, Maryland, where they formally began their religious life as Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's
July 31,1809. Elizabeth Seton was named first superior and served in
that capacity for the next twelve years.
As the community took shape, Elizabeth directed its vision. A
Rule was adapted from that of the French Daughters of Charity, a novitiate was conducted, and the first group, including Elizabeth, made
religious vows July 19, 18l3. In 1814 the community accepted its
first mission outside Emmitsburg, an orphanage in Philadelphia. By
1817 sisters had been sent to staff a similar work in New York.
During her years in Emmitsburg, Elizabeth suffered the loss of two
of her daughters to tuberculosis, Anna Maria in 1812 and Rebecca in
1816. By that time she herself was weak from the effects of the disease. She spent the last years of her life directing St. Joseph' s Academy and her growing community. She died January 4, 1821, not yet
forty-seven years old.
Elizabeth Seton was canonized September 14,1975, by Pope Paul
VI as the first native-born saint of the United States.

GENEALOGY
(Revised)

The Bayley Line
William Bayley (1708?-1758?) of Hertford shire, England, later of Fairfield, Connecticut, m.
(1742/3) Susannah Le Conte (Le Compte) (b. 1727?), daughter of William LeConte
(LeCompte) and Marianne Mercier of New Rochelle, New York
Children:
Richard Bayley, Sr. (1744-1801)
[I] Married (January 9, 1767) Catherine Charlton (d. 1777), daughter of Mary Bayeux
and Rev. Richard Charlton (1706?-1777)
Children:
Mary Magdalen Bayley (1768-1856) m. (1790) Dr. Wright Post (1766-1828)
Children:
Catherine Charlton Post (1798-1828) m. (1824) James Van Cortlandt Morris
(1796-1843)
Richard Bayley Post m. Harriet Wadsworth Terry (b. 1804)
Eugene Post (18\0-1884) m.
[I] (1835) Pricella Ridgely Howard (\814-1837)
[2] (1838) Margaret Elizabeth Howard (1816-1901)
Lionel (Leo) Post (d.1819?)
Edward Post (1791-1816)
Mary Post m. (1832) Robert Harwood Hawthorne
Emily Post (b. 1802) m.
[I] (1824) Frederick Gore King (d. 1829)
[2] (?) William Meredith Hawthorne
Elizabeth Ann Bayley (1774-1821) m. (1794) William Magee Seton (1768-1803)
Children: See below.
Catherine Bayley (\ 777-1778)
[2] Married (June 16, 1778) Charlotte Amelia Barclay (1759-1805),
daughter of Helena Roosevelt ( 1719-1772) and Andrew Barclay (1719-1775)
of New York
Children:
Charlotte Amelia (Emma) Bayley (1779-1805) m. (1799) William Craig (l775?-1826)
Richard Bayley, Jr. , (1781-1815) m. (1812) Catherine White (1786-1878)
Andrew Barclay Bayley (1783-1811)
Guy Carlton Bayley (1786-1859) m. (1813) Grace Walton Roosevelt
(1792-1828)
William Augustus Bayley (1788-1817)
Hele n Bayley (1790-1849) m. (1814) Samuel Craig (1782-1830)

Mary Fitch Bayley (1796-1830) m. (1817) Sir Robert Bunch (1789-1830)
William Le Conte Bayley (1745-1811) m. (1771) Sarah Pell, daughter of Phoebe and
Joseph Pell
Children:
William Le Conte Bayley, Jr. (b. 1772)
Susannah Bayley (b. 1774) m.(l795) Jeremiah Schureman II
Joseph Bayley (b. 1777) m. Susan (?)
Richard Bayley (b. 1779)
Ann (Nancy) Bayley (b. 1782) m. Captain James Hague
John Bayley (b. 1784)
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The Charlton Line
Rev. Richard Charlton (1706?-1777) of Ireland, later of Staten Island, New York, m. Mary
Bayeux, daughter of Thomas and Madeleine Boudinot, French Huguenot settlers of New
Rochelle. New York
Children:
Catherine Charlton (d.I777) m. (1767) Dr. Richard Bayley (1744-1801)
Children:
Mary Magdalen Bayley (1768-1856) m. (1790) Dr. Wright Post (1766-1828)
Elizabeth Ann Bayley (1774-1821) m. (1794) William Magee Seton (1768-1803)
Catherine Bayley (1777-1778)
Mary Magdalen Charlton m. Thomas Dongan (1717-1765)
Child: John Charlton Dongan (1763)
Dr. John Charlton (1736-1806) m. (1765) Mary de Peyster (1819?)
Child: Mary Magdalen Charlton

The Seton Line
William Seton, Sr., (1746-1798) of London, later of New York City, son of John and
Elizabeth Seton (1718/19-1797), clan ofParbroath, Scotland, and of London
[1] Married (March 2, 1767) Rebecca Curson (Curzon) (l746?-1775?), daughter of
Richard Curson, Sr. (b. 1726), and Elizabeth-Rebekah Beker of Baltimore, Maryland
Children:
William Magee Seton (1768-1803) m. (January 25,1794) Elizabeth Ann Bayley
(1774-1821)
James Seton (b. 1770) m. (1792) Mary Gillon Hoffman (d. 1807)
John Curson Seton (1771?-1815) m.
[I] (1799) Mary Wise (d. 1809)
[2] (?) Mrs. Charlotte Gorham (d. 1820)
Henry Seton (b. 1774)
Anna Maria Seton (b. 1775?) m. (1790) John Middleton Vining (1758-1802)
[2] Married (November 29, 1776) Anna Maria Curson (Curzon) (d. 1792), daughter of
Richard Curson, Sr. (b. 1726), and Elizabeth-Rebekah Beker of Baltimore, Maryland
Children:
Elizabeth Seton (1779-1807) m. (1797) James Maitland (d. 1808)
Rebecca Mary Seton (1780-1804)
Mary Seton m. Josiah Ogden Hoffman
Charlotte Seton (1786-1853) m. (1806) Gouverneur Ogden (1778-1851)
Henrietta (Harriet) Madeleine Seton (1787-1809)
Samuel Waddington Seton (1789-1869)
Edward Augustus Seton (b. 1790) m. Bazilide Belome Spence
Cecilia Barbara Seton (1791-1810)
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Elizabeth Ann Bayley and William Magee Seton
Elizabeth Ann Bayley (1774-1821) m. (January 25, 1794) William Magee Seton
(1768-1803)
Children:
Anna Maria (Annina) Seton (1795-18 12)
William Seton II (1796-1868) m. (1832) Emily Prime (1804-1854)
Children:
William Seton III (1835-1905) m. (1884) Sarah Redwood Parrish (1844-1895)
Child: William Seton V (1886-1886)
Henry Seton (1838-1904) m. (1870) Ann Foster
Children:
John Gray Foster Seton (1871-1897)
William Seton IV (b. 1873)
George Seton (d. infancy)
Robert Seton (1839-1927), ordained priest (1865); archbishop (1905) of Heliopolis
Elizabeth Seton (1840-1906)
Helen Seton (1844-1906) entered Sisters of Mercy of New York (1879), known as
Mother Mary Catherine, R.S.M.
Emily Seton (1845-1868)
Isabella Seton (1842-1929) m. (1870) Thomas Edwin Jevons (1841-1919)
Children:
Marguerite Jevons (1871-1954)
Reginald Seton Jevons (1872-1907)
Thomas Seton Jevons (1874-1963)
Ferdinand Talbot Roscoe Jevons (1876-1967)
Infant Seton (d. infancy)
Richard Bayley Seton (1798-1823)
Catherine Charlton (Josephine) Seton (1800-1891) entered Sisters of Mercy of New
York (1846), known as Mother Mary Catherine, R.S .M.
Rebecca Mary Seton (1802-1816)

EDITORIAL PROCEDURES

1.

All letters, journals, etc., are original autograph documents unless indicated. To
produce clear and accurate transcriptions of the original documents written by
Elizabeth Seton, the transcribed texts follow the originals as exactly as possible,
given the condition of the documents. A clearer idea of the writer is obtained by
retaining the unique and significant features of her writings.

2.

Conventions of spelling, grammar, and punctuation were not standardized in
Elizabeth's time. For example, she often used ie where ei is usual, and she did
not consistently indent paragraphs. In general these volumes follow herpunctuation, capitalization, spellings, and misspellings in English and other languages
as closely as possible except where such retention would result in confusion.

3.

Dates are uniformly placed at the beginning of letters. Dates appearing within
the text have been retained as in the original in the case of letters written over a
period of several days or longer. Brackets around a date indicate that it does not
appear in the manuscript but has been determined from internal or other evidence. Undated letters are grouped based on the internal contents of documents.

4.

Salutations are placed on a separate line even though this was not always Elizabeth's practice.

5.

Square brackets [ 1enclose missing dates, letters, words, or punctuation added
by the editors for clarity.

6.

Complete words are substituted for abbreviations not in current use. Elizabeth
used either alld or the ampersand; alld is used throughout this edition.

7.

Accent marks in French names and expressions do not always appear in the
original manuscripts.

8.

Elizabeth's sty Ie offrequently using equal sign (=), short dash (-), and long dash
(-) as terminal punctuation is followed as closely as possible.

9.

Elizabeth's favorite devices for emphasis were underlining and exclamation
marks. Underlined words and phrases appear in this edition in italics. Multiple
underlinings and other unusual notations in the text are indicated in footnotes.
Elizabeth also added emphasis by writing words larger than usual.

10.

Material crossed out in the original appears in angle brackets < >. Braces { }enclose material found not in the original but in copies made by another hand.
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The numbering of the Psalms in contemporary English editions based on the
Hebrew Scriptures (RSV , 18, NAB) differs from earlier Catholic Bibles which
were derived from the Septuagint and the Vulgate. Elizabeth Seton used the
Douay-Rheims version of the Bible in an edition printed by Matthew Carey of
Philadelphia in 1805.

FOOTNOTES
1.

The archival citation precedes the footnotes of each document.

2.

Where possible, footnotes identify persons, places. and events named in the text
in their relationship to Elizabeth Seton.

3.

To minimize the number of notes, frequently mentioned persons, abbreviations,
and nicknames are listed at the beginning of the volume. Elizabeth often bestowed nicknames or pet names on her family and friends , names not always
easy to identify precisely. As was the custom of the day, the Setons had household servants to whom they usually referred by first names only.

4.

The first citation gives full biographical or geographical data. Within a document a person's name or a place is footnoted only the first time that it appears.

5.

Besides quoting the Bible directly, Eli zabeth used many scriptural allusions.
"Cf." indicates a probable biblical citation. All biblical footnote citations refer
to contemporary Catholic translations.

6.

Names of immigrants to the United States have been anglicized; the French or
Italian usage has been retained for those who lived in Europe.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

The following archival designations are used:
AAB

Archives of the Archdiocese of Baltimore, Baltimore, MD

ACM

Archives of the Carmelite Monastery, Baltimore, MD

ACU

Archives of the Catholic University of America, Washington, DC

AGU

Archives of Georgetown University, Washington, DC

AMPH

Archives of Marillac Provincial House, Daughters of Charity, St. Louis,
MO

AMSJ

Archives of the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, Mount St. Joseph, OH

AMSV

Archives of the Sisters of Charity ofSt. Vincent dePaul, Mount St. Vincent,
Riverdale, NY

ASCH

Archives of the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, Halifax, NS, Canada

ASCSE

Archives of the Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth, Convent Station, NJ

ASCSH

Archives of the Sisters of Charity of Seton Hill, Greensburg, PA

ASJPH

Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Daughters of Charity,
Emmitsburg, MD

AUQ

Les Archives des Ursulines de Quebec, Quebec, Canada

MHS

Manuscripts Department, Maryland Historical Society Library, Baltimore,
MD

OCL

Old Cathedral Library, Vincennes, IN

PAHRC

Philadelphia Archdiocesan Historical Research Center

SAB

Sulpician Archives, Baltimore, MD

S-J

Seton-Jevons Collection (Photostatic collection in AMSV)

UNDA

Archives of the University of Notre Dame, South Bend, IN
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Other abbreviations used in the text and footnotes include the
following:
C.M.

Congregation of the Mission (Vincentians)

D.C.

Daughters of Charity of SI. Vincent de Paul

O.C.D.

Order of Discalced Carmelites

O.S.A.

Order of SI. Augustine (Augustinians)

S.c.

Sisters of Charity

S.S.

Society of the Priests of SI. Sulpice (Sulpicians)

SJ.

Society of Jesus (Jesuits)

PART V

The Baltimore Venture
June 1808 - June 1809

1808
In Volume II Elizabeth makes frequent reference to her children,
Anna Maria (Anna, Annina, Anna, Nin, Nina), William (Willy, Bill),
Richard (Dick, Dicks[e]y, the Giant, Daddy), Catherine (Miss Kitten,
Kissior, Kate, Cate, Kitt, Kitty, Josephine, Jos Miss Kitten), and
Rebecca (Becca, Beck, Bec, Becky). She refers to her Seton in-laws
Cecilia (Cicily, Cissy, Celia, Cecil, Cis, Sis), Harriet (Hatch, HatcM,
H), Edward Augustus (Ned), and Samuel Waddington (Sam) as well
as to her cousin Eliza Farquhar (Zide, Eliza, E).
According to the custom of the day, she uses the title Mr. when referring to priests. Clergymen with whom she had frequent dealings
were Rev. Michael Hurley, O.S.A. (St. M, M, why so), Rev. Pierre
Babade, S.S. (Our Pere, patriarch, Venerable Patriarch), and Rev. Simon Brute, S.S. (G, the Brother, Seraphim, the President).
Among her friends she often refers to relatives of Julia Scott
(Glorianna): her children, Maria and John, and her siblings Charlotte
Sitgreaves Cox (Sister, Mrs. Cox, Lott) and Samuel Sitgreaves
(Brother, Brother S. Brother Sam); and to Eliza Sadler (Eliza, Sad)
and Catherine Dupleix (Due).

-25.1 To Cecilia Seton I
10 Oclock Thursday 9 June 1808

My own Cicil would scarcely believe that we are only now passing
the light house 30 miles from New York-All the fatigue and weariness of mind and body past-the firmament of heaven so bright - the
cheering sea breeze and merry sailors would drive Old care away indeed had I the company of the 5 dearest beings who bade Adieu in the
little room. Your darlings play and eat till the motion of the VesseF
makes them sick and then sleep away as soundly as possible - poor
Ann 3 suffers all the while she does not sleep5.1 AS.JPH 1·3-3-8:149
1Elizabeth and her three daughters sailed from New York to Baltimore June 9, 1808. During her
trip, June 9-17, Elizabeth kept a daily account of the voyage and her arrival at St. Mary's for her
sister-in-law Cecilia Seton.
Cecilia Seton (1791-1 81 0), the daughter of William and Anna Maria Curson Seton, was a
half-sister of William Magee Seton and a convert to Roman Catholicism (June 20, 1806) despite
strong family opposition. She joined Elizabeth in Baltimore in June 1809 and shared the life of the
Sisters of Charity at Emmitsburg until her death April 17, 1810, in Baltimore where she hact been
taken for medical treatment. Known as Sister Cecilia or Cecilia Theresa, she was elected to the first
council of the Sisters of Charity in 1809. She is buried in the original community cemetery at
Emmitsburg.
Simon Gabriel Brute, S.S., has written at the top: "Her journal sailing from New York to
Baltimore 1808- preserve it - see below (a pointing hand)."
Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute de Remur, S.S., (1779- 1839) was born in France, became a physician
in 1803, and was ordained to the priesthood in 1808. He accompanied Bishop-elect Benedict F1aget
to the United States, arriving in June 1810. He brought an extensive library of several thousand
volumes with him which he shared with Elizabeth. She translated some of these books in order to
share them with the sisters. Brute served at both St. Mary's College and Seminary, Baltimore,
Maryland, and Mount St. Mary's, Emmitsburg, Maryland, where he developed deep spiritual bonds
with Elizabeth Seton. He became the spiritual director and chaplain for the Sisters of Charity
(1818-1834) and later the first bishop of Vincennes, Indiana (1834-1839).
The Society of the Priests of St. Sulpice (S.S., Sulpicians) were founded in Paris in 1642 by Rev.
Jean-Jacques Olier (1608-1657). Their mission is the formation and education of candidates for the
pliesthood. With Rev. Pierre de Berulle (1575-1629) and St. John Eudes (1601-1680), OIier is
considered one of the founders of the French school of spirituality. OJier was a friend and colleague

of St. Vincent de Paul (1581-1660) in the spiritual renewal ofthe Catholic Church in France after the
Council of Trent.
2The name of the vessel was the Grand Sachem. Elizabeth 's brother-in-law Dr. Wright Post paid
$50.00 for their passage, and he went with James Seton and William Craig to see them safely 01I.
Elizabeth's family had spent the night before their departure at William Craig's home on Cortlandt
Street, formerly the home of Elizabeth' s good friend Eliza Craig Sadler.
3Anna Maria Seton (1795-1812), born May 3, was the oldest child of William Magee and
Elizabeth Bayley Seton, and she accompanied her parents to Italy in 1803. She came to Emmitsburg
in June 1809 with her mother, and later she expressed a desire to die as a Sister of Charity. She made
her vows shortly before her death March 12, 1812; she is buried in the original community cemetery
at Emmitsburg.

-3everyone is so kind-a very mild modest man came down before
we had been half an hour on board and said Madam my name is James
Cork - call on me at all times - I will help you in every thing - and so it
is-O sweet Mercy how kindly you are mixed in every cup - how
soothing to look up and think of it all4 -again and again this poor heart
is offered in every way he will make use of it - how small a tribute for
the daily debtMy Cicil, dear dear friend of my Soul!!!Friday - Saturday - and Sunday are past my dear one with many a
prayer - many a sigh - rocking and rolling without getting on - Ann is
suffering every way very low spirited - refusing to go on deck - the ladies on board, Mrs. Smith and her daughter, so good to us - coaxing us
with almonds and raisins (You remember poor Sister's human Affections)-Kissior and Rebecca' are not half so sick as Ann - said our
Vespers6 during a squal - very fervently you may be sure
-This morning we are again in sight of land and near Cape
Henry7 - Imagine a mattress forming a seat on all sides, good Mrs.
Smith and her daughter one end, poor Ann who we have forced upon
deck and the two Darlings all singing "Where and 0 Where is my
Highland laddie gone"-sometimes begging to go back to Cicil,
sometimes stretching their sight towards land where they look for

'Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., drew a pointing hand in the margin before this next line.
' Kissior is Catherine Seton , Elizabeth's daughter.
Catherine Charlton Seton (1800-1891), bon) June 28, was the fourth child and second daughter of

William Magee and Elizabeth Bayley Seton. She came to Emmitsburg in June 1809, and as a young
lady, she taught at St. Joseph's Academy there. She is often referred to as Josephine, probably her
Confirmation name. After Elizabeth's death Catherine traveled with her brother William and his
family before entering the Sisters of Mercy in New York (1846) where she was known as Mother
Mary Catherine. She did prison ministry and later became the assistant of her order (1864-1871).
She died in 1891 as a Sister of Mercy and is buried in Calvary Cemetery (section 4-2-0) in
Woodside, New York.
Rebecca Seton (1802-1816), the youngest child of William Magee and Elizabeth Bayley Seton,
was born August 20. She moved to Emmitsburg with her mother in 1809 and became lame as the
result ofa fall while playing on the ice near Toms Creek. She died November 3,1816, and is buried
in the original community cemetery at Emmitsburg.
6Vespers, a liturgical prayer said in late afternoon or early evening, is one of the hours of the
Divine Office.
7Cape Henry is a nautical landmark off the coast of Virginia Beach, Virginia. In 1768 William
Magee Seton was born at sea hundreds of miles off its coast.

-4Willy and Dicksey8 -Mothers heart in firm and steadfast Confidence
looking straight Upwards-Oh how many many times has it prepared
for Death since we came on board-how Ardently does it commit its
three darlings Sisters to Him its only hopeTuesday - after rolling and dashing all night my own love with both
little dear ones in my narrow birth - the hand held over to Ann who
sleeps beneath me, praying every ten minutes and offering the life so
justly forfeited-here we are flying up the Chesepeake9 -a fairer
wind and lighter hearts never went thro' it I believe. The girls are
singing and eating almonds and raisins, sending ships over board to
New York-the sun is setting gloriously my dearest-are you looking at
it-my Soul flies up with the Miserere, 10 it is wrapt round yours and
dear Zide's - for our own Hatch" it sends the sigh-

8Willy and Dicksey are among the pet names which Elizabeth Seton called her sons, William and
Richard. At the time they were students at Georgetown College, Washington, D.C.
William Seton (1796-1868) was born November 25, tbe oldest son of William Magee and
Elizabeth Bayley Seton. He attended both Georgetown College in Washington, D.C., and St.
Mary's College in Baltimore and was among the first students at Mount St. Mary's College,
Emmitsburg. From 1815 to 1817 he was apprenticed to the Filicchi mercantile firm in Leghorn
(Livorno), Italy. He served in tbe United States Navy (1818-1834) and married (1832) Emily Prime
(1804-1854), the daughter of a New York banker. They had nine children of whom seven lived. He
led the life of a country gentleman, dividing his time between travel and residence at his wife's
beautiful estate, Cragdon, in Westchester County, north of New York City. He and some members
of his family are buried in tbe old cemetery at Mount St. Mary's, Emmitsburg, Maryland, near the
entrance to the present National Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes.
Richard Bayley Seton (1798-1823) was born July 20, the second son of William Magee and
Elizabeth Bayley Seton. He attended both Georgetown College in Washington, D.C., and St.
Mary's College in Baltimore and was among the first students at Mount St. Mary' s College,
Emmitsburg. He later served in tbe United States Navy (1822-23) and became the United States
Assistant Agent in Monrovia. He was serving in this capacity at the time of his deatb which was the
result of an illness contracted whi1e nursing the first American consul in Liberia, lehudi Ashmun,
who recovered. Richard was buried at sea.
9Chesapeake Bay. an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean, provides a passage into the Baltimore harbor.
lOpS. 51, known as theMiserere, is a traditional prayer of repentance.
"Zide refers to Eliza Farquhar, a first cousin of the Setons and a daughter of James and Eliza
Curson Farquhar. Hatch is Harriet Seton, Elizabeth' s sister-in-law. These two and Cecilia Seton
were emotionally attached to Elizabetb and sympatbetic to Catholicism.
Henrietta (Harriet) Seton (1789-1809) was the daughter of William and Anna Maria Curson
Seton and the half-sister of William Magee Seton. She accompanied her sister Cecilia to Baltimore
in June 1809 fo r a visit with their sister-in-law Elizabetb Seton. Once engaged to Elizabeth's
half-brother Andrew Barclay Bayley, (1783-1811). Harriet broke the engagement after her
conversion to Roman Catbolicism. She made her profession of faith July 22, her First Communion
September 24, and died December 23. 1809.

-5to-morrow - do I go among Strangers l2 - No - has an anxious thought
or fear passed my mind - No--can I be disappointed - No-one sweet
sacrifice will unite Soul with all who offer it - doubt and fear fly from
the breast inhabited by him-there can be no disappointment where the
Souls only desire and expectation is to meet his Adored Will and fulfill
it-in the midst of my uneasy slumbers I was busily employed in extracting my large Crucifix from the back of St.M. 13 - it was fastened with
needles which were under the back bone-what an imaginationin 48 hours shall I be offering the Sacrifice of thanksgiving and fervent love for All my darling darling Cicil-You will be in my heart to
meet him, Who can speak the sweetness of that hope!!!Wednesday Evening
Once more Good night Sweet love aboard the Grand Sachem-not
yet in Baltimore Bayl4 hope is on the wing - expecting to-morrow
morning What are you doing-All the darlings looking up to Cecil happy happy Child whom God employs - how contrasted to the giddy
round of Beings who play away their happiness both present and Eternal-Go on - favoured of Heaven its eternal blessings be with You, my
own
Thursday Morning 90clock - Since Eleven last night we are at the
Wharfl5 - but cannot quit the Vessel until our things are entered at the

12Elizabeth had been invited to Baltimore to open a school for girls.
BRev. Michael Hurley, O.S.A., (1780?·1837) was raised in Philadelphia although he was
probably born in Ireland. He entered the Order of St. Augustine (Augustinians) in 1797, becoming
its first candidate from the United States. Educated for the priesthood in Italy, he was ordained in
1803 and then returned to serve at St. Augustine's Church in Philadelphia, the first Augustinian

foundation in the United States. He came to New York to assist at the time of the 1805 yellow fever
epidemic. He served at St. Peter's in New York until 1807 when he was recalled to Philadelphia.
Elizabeth grew to admire and respect the young priest who became her spiritual advisor. She and
Cecilia Seton often called him "St. Michael," "St. M," or "why so." He later became pastor of St.
Augustine's in Philadelphia (1820) and superior of the Augustinians in the United States (1826).
The Order ofSt. Augustine (O.S.A., Augustinians) was a mendicant order begun in the thirteenth
century when a number of semi·eremitical groups in present·day Italy, Spain, Germany, France, and
England were consolidated under the rule of St. Augustine (354·430), bishop of Hippo and doctor of
the Church. The first Augustinian friars came to the United States from Ireland in 1794 and settled in
Philadelphia.
14-fhe Patapsco River provides immediate access to the inner harbor at Baltimore. At this time

Baltimore, with a population of more than 40,000, was the largest city in Maryland and third largest
in the United States.
15The Setons disembarked at Fells Point, a thriving shipbuilding center in Baltimore harbor.

-6custom house-it rains very hard - how poor Mothers heart beats[,]
the hand trembles too-in one hour we will be at St. Marys l6 how often has the Soul Visited his sacred presence on the Altar - not one solitary altar, but the many we soon will see-my Cicil my Souls Sister
there is no distance for souls united as OursThursday Evening Corpus Christi l 7-my dear dear dear dear dear
all I can tell you is a carriage conveyed us to the Seminary l8 - the organs Solemn pause first - then the bursting of the Quire [choir] - this
was the moment of the consecration of Mr. Dubourgs l9 chapel-we
entered without a word - prostrate in an instant - St. M's voice re-

l"The Sulpicians staffed St. Mary' s College and Seminary where Rev. William Dubourg, S.S.,
resided. He had invited Elizabeth Seton to Baltimore.
17 A Catholic feast celebrating the presence of Christ in the Eucharist.
18St. Mary' s College and Seminary, originally the Seminary of St. Sulpice, was founded by Rev.
Charles Nagot, S.S ., in 1791 in One Mile Tavern which was located on the western edge of
Baltimore, approximately one mile from the center of town off the Hookstown Road (later called
Paca Street). The adjoining St. Mary's College was begun by Rev. William Dubourg, S.S. in 1799.
When Elizabeth arrived in Baltimore, the ceremony dedicating the chapel was being celebrated. The
chapel, designed by Maximilian Godefroy, contained a subterranean chapel dedicated to Mary, the
Mother of God. It was here that Elizabeth prayed and where the children she instructed received
their First Communion.
Rev. Charles Nagot, S.S . (1734-1816), was the first superior of the Sulpicians at St. Mary' s and
superior of the Sulpicians in the United States from 1790 until 1810. In this capacity he was
instrumental in helping to form the Sisters of Charity. Nagot had planned to accompany Elizabeth
and her companions to Emmitsburg in June 1809, but ill health prevented him.
19Rev. Louis William Dubourg, S.S., (1766-1833) was boru in San Domingo, educated and
ordained in France, and came to America as a result of the French Revolution. He joined the
Sulpician community and became President of St. Mary's College in Baltimore. His invitation to
Elizabeth to come and teach in Baltimore led to the establishment of the first native sisterhood in the
United States, the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's (1809). He briefly served as the community's
first Superior (1809). As first bishop of Louisiana (1812), he invited the first priests of the
Congregation of the Mission to begin their work in North America in 1816. He resigned his
Episcopal See in 1826 to return to France where he became bishop of Montauban (1826-1833) and
archbishop of Besan~on (1833).
The Congregation of the Mission (C.M., Vincentians) was founded in France in 1625 by St.
Vincent de Paul to evangelize the poor in country districts through parish missions. Their ministry
soon expanded to include priestly formation through seminaries, ministry among the sick and poor,
and foreign missions. St. Vincent de Paul also founded the Confraternities of Charity (1617) and
co-founded the Daughters of Charity (1633), as well as distinguishing himself as a preacher against
Jansenism.

The Daughters of Charity (D.C.) were founded in 1633 in Paris by St. Vincent de Paul and St.
Louise de Marillac for the service of the poor. Because they were not a consecrated religious
community. they were not subject to the restrictions of the cloister and worked among the people.
They quickly expanded to other European countries. The French emigre Sulpicians were familiar
with the work of this group.

-7sounded the Kyrie Eleison 20 - human nature could scarcely bear
it-your imagination can never concieve the Splendor - the Glory of
the Scene all I have told you of Florence 21 is a Shadow - after Mass - I
was in the arms of the loveliest woman you ever beheld Mr. D's
Sister22 - surrounded by so many caresses and Blessings-all my wonder is how I got thro' it-the Darlings confounded with wonder and
delightFriday Evening [June 17]-Recieved Our/My All - Oh how ferventlySo much, all combined turns my brain, Mass from day light to
Eight - my dweling the most compleat - almost joining the chapel Vespers and Benediction23 every Evening-every heart carressing us
the look oflove and Peace on every countenance St. M always with us
talking of you - he will soon write you.-I go with him on Monday to
George Town24 for my darling Boys-hush my Soul! Cicil my Cicilthat Soul cries out for You - it cannot do without you-it must claim
You in life and in Death there is a little mount behind the Chapel called
Calvery - olive trees and a Cross-at the foot of it are four Graves "there is your rest" said Mr. D[ubourg] as we passed it this morning-it must be Yours my lovely dear Sister-PREPARE THE WAy' 25

20Greek for "Lord, have mercy," a prayer of the Mass
21Elizabeth was deeply moved by her experiences of Catholic worship in Florence and other
Italian cities which she visited in 1803-1804.
22Fran<;oise-Victore Dubourg Fournier (1763-1825), the sister of Rev. William Dubourg, S.S.,
arrived in Baltimore from Bordeaux in August 1805. She resided at St. Mary' s College where she
managed the household. She provided gracious hospitality to the Setons during their stay in
Baltimore.
23Benediction is a paraliturgical devotion in honor of Christ's presence in the Eucharist.
24Georgetown was a Catholic boys' school founded by Bishop John Carroll in 1792 and operated
by the Catholic clergy in what is today Washington, D.C. The Seton boys were students there.
25Cf. Isa. 40:3.

-8Eliza! Harriet!-is it possible? Blessed Lord pity US ten thousand
loves to the dear girls26
5.2 To Catherine DupJeix'
20 June [1808)

My dearest Due
What would I not give to know how you do and where you are-Oh
that I could once more be in your dear Arms and restore your darlings
to them-Your dear [George] Duplex has written the kindest letter
you can imagine to me and tells me he very much fears you were on
your Way to meet him when he left England. Should this be the case
indeed my heart bleeds for you as I know how bitter your disappointment will be. I have heard the worst accounts of your health dearest
and that you had suffered ever since you are in Europe--dear dear
Due-must it then be so. it is a long long while to be patient. when
shall we gain the crown.
You will be much surprised dearest to hear that we are no longer in
New York-the last of April I had a heavy weight on my heart seeing
much discontent among the parents of the boys who boarded with me.
some were dissatisfied at my moving in a new house, others with Mr.
26Written on the outside: "embrace dear Mrs. Grim for me Mrs. Guyer - Mammy T- poor Kate if
you see her Hatche Eliza Oh Sam dearest - Ed"
Mrs. Eliza Grim was a widow and a convert to Catholicism in New York. She expressed an
interest in coming to Emmitsburg before her son. Charles, enrolled at Mount St. Mary's
(18 11-1818). Elizabeth helped support him while he was a student. Mrs. Grim may have boarded at
St. Joseph's, but she did not become a Sister of Charity. Mammy T is Mammy Taylor, a domestic
worker. Sam and Ed are probably Samuel Waddington Seton and Edward Augustus Seton.
brothers-in-law of Elizabeth.
Samuel Waddington Seton (1789-1869) and Edward Augustus Seton (b. 1790) were sons of
William and Anna Maria Curson Seton. Edward (Ned), a talented artist, went south and married
Bazilide Balome in Opelousas, Louisiana. Samuel served as an agent and superintendent of the
public schools in New York.
5.2 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:63
'Catherine Mann Dupleix (Due) (1777-1836) and her husband, George Dupleix (1766-1840), a
sea captain, were natives ofIreland. Catherine was a close New York friend of Elizabeth and active
with her in the Society for the Relief of Poor Widows with Small Children. She converted to
Catholicism in the fall of 1812 after which she was active in several Catholic charitable
organizations in New York, including the orphan asylum later staffed by the Sisters of Charity.

-9Harris 2 for giving them too much liberty, and it was concluded that of
the six who were with me four would go to College in the fall, and the
two remaining would not pay the Baker and house rent-What plan to
fall on I knew not and was mentioning my peculiarly hard case to Mr.
[William] Dubourg of St. Marys College of Baltimore simply as a
communication of one friend to another, and he instantly said "My
dear Mrs. Seton if you could consent to remove to Baltimore your situation would be very different, I will recieve your Sons in the [St.
Mary's] College free of all expence you shall have a small neat house
we have just finished and as many girls in your care as you can manage." this plan you may be sure delighted me and after consulting Mr.
[John] Wilkes and [Wright] Post' who readily agreed to it, we removed the middle of June, and believe me (as you easily will) that I
find the difference of situation so great that I can scarcely believe it is
the same existance. all those little dear attentions of human life which
I was intirely weaned from are now my daily portion from the family
ofMr. Dubourg, whose Sister and Mother4 are unwearied in their care
of us, the little nicities which I cannot afford are daily sent to us as a
part of their family, and in every respect my condition is like a new being-the fence of our boundary is the only division from a beautiful
Chapel which is open fromday light till nine at Night. our house is
very neat, placed between two orchards, and two miles from the city.
2Rev. William Harris, a member of the Episcopal clergy in New York, operated a school.
Elizabeth had boarded his students as a means of supporting her family.
3John Wilkes and his brother Charles were nephews of John Wilkes, a famous liberal member of
Parliament and mayor of London. They came to New York in 1780 with letters of introduction to
William Seton, Sr., from the Berrys, Seton relatives in England. Charles Wilkes succeeded William
Seton, Sr., as cashier of the Bank of New York. He worked at the bank forty years, eventually
becoming its president, as well as being involved in a number of civic endeavors. John Wilkes was

also a business associate and friend of the Setons. He assisted in supporting Elizabeth after her
conversion.
Dr. Wright Post (1766·1828) married Mary Magdalen Bayley June 10, 1790. Having studied
medicine under Dr. Richard Bayley and in Europe in 1792-1793, he became a prominent New York
surgeon and professor at Columbia College. Beginning in 1802, he served on the medical board of
the Institution for the Innoculation of Kine Pox with the objective of instructing physicians in
methods of innoculation, preparing the vaccine, and providing free vaccine for the poor. He died
June 14, 1828.
4Fran~oise- Victoire Dubourg Fournier was the sister of Rev. William Dubourg, S.S. His mother
was Madame Marguerite Armand de Vogluzen Dubourg. Elizabeth may have mistakenly identified
Madame Brush" the college "maman" or "commere" (housemother), with Duhourg' s mother who
was not in Baltimore.

-10My prospect of an establishment I leave to God Almighty-the two
nieces of Mr. D[ubourg] 5 are all I have but after the summer vacation
when the inhabitants return the prospect will be better. [Antonio]
Filicchi6 writes me that he has doubled his income since he was here
and that I must draw on Murrey" without reserve or any other limit
than my wants. his generosity and Julia Scotts8 enabled me to put a
thousand dollars in the Bank when I came here, and my expenses are
very small as every article of provision is sent us from the College at
first cost, and our wood at 5 dollars per cord put up in the yard. there is
also a branch of the Barry famili here who are as kind to us as our
dear Mrs. [Joanna] Barry in N[ew] York-She is now in a state of ab-

SLouise Elizabeth (Aglae) Dubourg and possibly Mary Louise Frances Dubourg or Celanire
Delarue who arrived in Baltimore with Aglae Dubourg in July 1807 but who was not Dubourg' s
niece.
6Antonio Filicchi (1764-1847) and his wife Amabilia Baragazzi Filicchi (1773-1853) provided
hospitality to the Setons in their home at Leghorn (Livorno), Italy, after the death of William Magee
Seton at Pisa in 1803. Antonio accompanied Elizabeth on her return to the United States from Italy
in 1804. The Filicchis were instrumental in Elizabeth's conversion to Catholicism and became
lifelong friends, confidants, and benefactors to the Setons and later to the Sisters of Charity. They
had ten children.
7John Murray and Sons of New York was the Filicchis' business agent in the United States.
Antonio Filicchi had directed Mr. Murray to disburse funds to Elizabeth at her request.
8Julianna (Julia) Sitgreaves Scott (1765-1842) was the oldest daughter of William and Susanna
Deshon Sitgreaves. Born in Philadelphia, after her marriage to Lewis Allairc Scott January 15,
1785, she lived in New York. The couple had two children, John Morin Scott and Maria Litchfield
Scott. Julia returned to Philadelphia in 1798 shortly after her husband's death and lived with her
sister, Mrs. Charlotte Sitgreaves Cox. She was a lifelong confidante and benefactor whose

friendship Elizabeth cherished. They carried on an extensive correspondence until Elizabeth's

death in 1821.
9Robert Barry (1775-1838) was a native of Ireland who was serving as the Portuguese consul in
Baltimore. He and his wife, Mary Ann , had six children and lived on Gay Street. Robert Barry. the
nephew of James Barry, was a merchant of Washington and Baltimore, whose business had carried

him to New York where he and his family became friends of Elizabeth at the time of her conversion
to Catholicism. He and his wife, Joanna, had two daughters, Mary and Ann.
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solute desolation. our last letters of 20th June are to Bishop CarroPo
describing her Ann [Barry] swoln above the knees and in that last
symptom of lax II so that all must now be over, and we expect her arrival from Madeira incessantly20th June 1808
My dearest Friend I have just received a most Affectionate letter
from your dear husband in which he gives me the sorrowful account of
your disappointment and his-in what a situation must you have been
my Darling, and even now where are you? pain and sorrow are our
constant companions my dear friend and where can we look for rest
but in Eternity. There is then no prospect of our soon meeting
again-of my soon putting your dear children in your arms-This is
your sweet Rebecca's birth dai 2 - memorable day to us both, what did
you not suffer for me my Due on that day - You were the first person
who cherished and nursed the dear little being, and many many days
and nights of watching and anxiety you gave us after that. and you
will ever love us my own friend-While away from all to whom we
are allied by natural affection, alii ens to our nearest connections and
seeking Bread among strangers, my soul cries after you as its dearest
Sister and rests assured of your love-yes we are among strangers in
one sense of the word-but not strangers in Kindness nor affection for
we never recieved so much before since we were left desolate but
from you. Madame [Fran~oise-Victoire] Fournier, the sister of our
IORev. John Carroll (1735-1815), a native of Maryland, was educated in Europe where he joined
the Society of Jesus (Jesuits). He returned to Maryland in 1773 when the Jesuits were suppressed

and was later named the first Catholic bishop in the United States (1789) and the first archbishop of
Baltimore (1808). Bishop Carroll first met Elizabeth when he administered the sacrament of
Confirmation to her May 25,1806, at Sl. Peter's Church on Barclay Street in New York. Elizabeth
looked to Carroll as her spiritual father and he became her confidant. She turned to him for advice,
support, and direction during the beginning years of the Sisters of Charity. Carroll surrendered his
immediate superintendence of the new community to the Sulpician Fathers in 1809. In 1812
Carroll, as ecclesiastical superior, approved a modified version of the Commol! Rules oj the
Daughters ojCharityforuse by the community, then called the Sisters of Charity ofSt. Joseph's.
The Society of Jesus (S.J., Jesuits) is a religious order founded by St. Ignatius Loyola in Spain in
1540. French, Spanish, and English Jesuits came to the New World with the explorers in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The first Jesuits came to Maryland in 1634, and during the
colonial period English Jesuits hore the major pastoral responsibility for Catholics in British
territory on the east coast of North America.
II A term for diarrhea
12Rebecca's birthday was actually August 20.

-12Superior [William Dubourg], assists me in all the little cares for my
children, if there is a finger ach she watches over us, Mrs. [Mary Ann]
Barry and her husband omit nothing that generosity, or kindness can
dictate and I do not fear that they will be wearied in their attentions because I know the principle on which they act. you would be pleased to
see our good old Bishop Carrol when he is in the midst of us, of all his
children as he calls us.
-Your Anna is the admiration of everyone, more for her discretion and propriety of behavior than even for her beauty, and little Kit
is sweeter every day. Rebecca is not so handsome, but is so wise and
full of expression you would not wish her to be lovelier. The talents
of both of them far exceed either of the three elders-Rebecca speaking of you called you "her dearest Due" "who is Due?" one of her
companions asked. "She is a lady whom I love very much and wish
she was here" answered Beck with a toss of her head quite affronted
that they did not know her Due-they were all saying what they
would do if the[y had] 50 mile boots-Dick said "for my part I would
go right up to the clouds." "I would not," said Bill, "I would go
straight to Ireland and whip up Due on my back and she should be
here in ajiffy" - he is the drolest creature you ever knew always full
offun, and loves it much better than his Grammar. Dick always gentle and affectionate.-he frequently complains of his dear head, but
looks well and has the same sweet smile and look we used to love so
much, his neck is the same but it does [not] disfigure him. but where
will my letter end dearest if I attempt describing them to you. You
may not know perhaps that our dear little Sister pose 3 is near her confinement. My sweet Cecil is still in New York-her being with us
you may be sure is the first wish of our hearts, but James SI4 was so
positive on the necessity of her staying with him till his family is set-

13Mary Magdalen Bayley Post (1768-1856), Elizabeth·s sister. was the oldest daughter of Dr.
Richard and Catherine Charlton Bayley. She married Dr. Wright Posl in 1790 and had nine children.
seven of whom lived, Edward, Lionel (Leo), Catherine Charlton, Richard Bayley, Eugene, Mary
Elizabeth, and Emily.
14James Seton (b. 1770), Elizabeth's brother-in-law, was the son of William and Rebecca Curson
Seton. He married (1792) Mary Gillon Hoffman (d. 1807). He was an insurance broker with offices
at 67 Wall Street and a business associate of William Magee Seton. He had eight children and had
recently lost his wife.
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tled that neither she nor I could properly insist, but I shall have a
great deal more care and Occupation 'till she comes. she writes me
that Barclay'5 is expected next month. Poor Hatche is truely unhappy.
I shall write dear Eliza l6 too for the next Packet in the mean time if
you write her give her my tenderest remembrances. When I left New
York, Helens 17 intended marriage was neither off nor on, dear girl how
I pity her.
-and will you not write your Own friend and tell me your
heart-do do my Due write close and small, many is the long day
since I have heard from you. I ask impudent AnnISwho stands by my
side what I shall say to Due for her, and she gabbles a mess of French
compliments, but ends them in plain English that she longs for the
dear hour of our meeting again
-dear dear dear friend farewell - ever your own friend MEAS.

5.3 To Julia Scott
4th July 1808

My dear dear Friend
how often you must have looked for a letter from me since my lastbut it indeed has been next to impossible to write-after our arrival

15Andrew Barclay Bayley (1783-1811) was the son of Dr. Richard and Charlotte Barclay Bayley
and Elizabeth' s half-brother. At this time he was engaged to HametSeton, Elizabeth's sister-in-law.
He pursued a mercantile career in Jamaica and the West Indies and died there.
16Eliza Craig Sadler (d. 1823) was a native of Ireland and a New York friend of Elizabeth. She
was active in the Society for the Relief of Poor Widows wi th Small Children and other benevolent
organizations. Two of Elizabeth's half-sisters were married to two of Eliza' s brothers. Her husband
Henry Sadler (d. 1801), also a native of Ireland, was a merchant. The Sadlers frequently traveled to
Europe.
17Helen Bayley (1790-1849), Elizabeth's half-sister, was a daughter of Dr. Richard and Charlotte
Barclay Bayley. She married Samuel Craig on June 1, 1814.
18Anna Maria Seton was thirteen years old at this time.
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-14here I went immediately to Washington' for my dear Boys, and having
my family to settle, house to arrange, c10aths to repair and such heat to
support as was almost insupportable, it has really been very difficult
to write even a line-And Oh how much my dear Julia may have suffered during this interval-What would I not give to know your exact
position - still I am not yet so engaged but that at the general vacation
of August I might come to you if you even wished it. I scarcely know
how to restrain myself or ask you a question on the subject--do do
write me dearest, and say if seeing your poor friend would console you
a moment. my house is so near the Seminary and every person so interested to make us happy that an arrangement might easily be made
without difficulty as it respects the Children, and I may Accompany
Our Mrs. [Mary Ann] Barry or in other words I should not mind any
difficulty which would enable me to express my affection for you to
whom lowe so much-how can I ask you any questions about your
Mother, but Julia you must write if but ten linesYou would scarcely believe the change I experience in my manner
of life since I am in my New home - after so long a period of trouble
and confusion to lead a life of regularity and comparative repose-accustomed to find recreation and amusement only in my books, and
considering every visitor a thief upon my few precious moments and
almost an intruder, my poor heart was wrapped up in its own
solicitudes, or indifferent to every temporal object - but such is the
contrast of my present situation I scarcely dare think of it-we were
recieved by each of the Reverend gentlemen of the Seminary1 as their
adopted charge. Mr. Dubourg's sister- who conducts the regulations
of the establishment is a most amiable affectionate character and tho'
beyond forty a very elegant woman. She arranges my affairs for me
such as c10athing my dear boys, placing and providing necessary furniture, provisions etc etc with an ease and gaiety of manner as if the favour was all on my side. I have the advantage of procuring every thing
I use from the seminary which as they engage by the gross makes a
I Richard and William Seton were studying at Georgetown College in Washington, D.C.
2Susanna Deshon Sitgreaves (d. 1808)
3Members of the Sulpicians
4Fran~oi se. Victoire Dubourg Fournier. At this time Elizabeth was thirty-four years old.

-15difference of at least a third less expence in every Article. The difference of wood at five dollars and half a cord without cartage, of three
dollars a load is very great. a neat delightful mansion at 200 dollars instead of 350, intirely new, in the French style of folding windows and
recesses is also great. My Boys are finally recieved in the college' by
the voluntary offering of these kind beings who are the Professors
without the least expence which saves me Filicchi' s 400 dollars-Mr.
Robert Barry the consul for Portugal with his amiable wife are unceasing in their kindness. they have taken care of my children for me during my journey and assisted me in every way. A very good servant6 at
4 112 dollars per month does my washing cleaning and cooking. -I
have one pensioner only but have two more engaged-several have
offered as day scholars which does not enter in my plan which I confine to 8 boarders for the first year or two. the best masters of music
drawing etc attend the seminary which enables me to procure their
services if necessary at a very reasonable ratethe children are in a dream of delight on being once more united
and so much carressed - but as it is all a novelty and consequently
bears its best appearance it is liable to change - however I shall not be
disappointed-but while I make you this detail my love your mind
may not be even in a situation to read it - Oh my Julia that I was this
hour by your side - you will not deny me the one request, to write as
soon as you can.
I had saved at interest five hundred dollars of your money, the bill
you sent made six, and the four of Filicchi' s for the last year (you are
the only persons I recieve from) made me the rich possessor of 1000
dollars when I arrived here therefore do not be uneasy for us in that respect.

5St. Mary' s College, Baltimore
"rhis housekeeper may have been Ann Nabbs (1788-1823) who came to Emmitsburg in July
1809 to assist the sisters. then later applied to join the community. She was admitted to the novitiate
in 1812 and was known as Sister Anastasia. She served at Mount St. Mary' s, Emmitsburg, in
domestic and infirmary work (1815) and later went to Philadelphia (1821). She was the first Sister of
Charity to die away from St. Joseph's.
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I shall write again dearest as soon as I hear from you-give my
most Affectionate remembrance to your dear Amiable Maria7 -and
particularly tell me of the health of our dear Sister. 8
Always yours most truly EASeton

5.4 Copy to Antonio FilicchP
Baltimore 8 July 1808

My dear Filicchi
You no doubt will be pleased to hear once more that your little
American Sister is still in the land of the living, our long embarg02
must have of course accounted for my not writing, but why a year and
more should have passed without a line from you is not so easily explained-however I willingly suppose any other reason than the possibility that you have in the least degree forgotten one whom you have
planted and cherished with so much care-far be that thought-look
at the date of this letter-Baltimore-within the precints of the Seminary of Mr. Dubourg.

7Maria Litchfield Scott (I789?-1814) was the daughter of Lewis Allaire and Julia Sitgreaves
Scott. In 1812 she manied Peter Pederson, consul general and charge d'affaires of the King of
Denmark. to the United States. She died in Copenhagen, Denmark November 7, 1814.
'Charlotte Sitgreaves Cox, sometimes called "Lott," was the daughter of William and Susanna
Deshon Sitgreaves and the sister of Julia Sitgreaves Scott. After her sister Mehitabel Sitgreaves
Cox's death, Charlotte married her widower brother-in-law, James Cox, January 4, 1787, at St.
Paul's Church in Philadelphia. James Cox was the president of the Pennsylvania Insurance
Company.
5.4 AMSJ A 111 049
I Antonio Filicchi copied this from the original and added: "Original sentto Rev. Charles l. White,
Baltimore, 20 October 1846." Rev. Charles I. White was a priest of the Archdiocese of Baltimore
who published the first biography of Elizabeth Seton in 1852. His papers have not been located. He
is not the same person as Sister Rose White's son Charles.
2President Thomas Jefferson signed the Embargo Act which prohibited foreign vessels from
taking goods at American ports, and American ships from sailing to foreign ports December 22,
1807. January 9 and March 12, 1808, brought new Embargo Acts. There was substantial opposition
to these measures in the United States, and France retaliated. Merchants found means to evade these
laws through smuggling.

-17You left me in a situation you did not approve of, yet compelled to
remain in it or else make still larger claims on the generosity of yourself and Brother,3 I contented myself by committing my cause to Almighty God sure that he would point out some other way when the
proper time anived-You are acquainted with the decided opinion
expressed by our Bostonian Fathers 4 on the question of a removal to
Canada5 -that was not to be thought of-my number of ten
Bo[a]rders was reduced to five, and of these, three were prepared for
College, and to leave me in the fall-Mrs. Startin6 has excused herself
from contributing to our support, Mr. [Wright] Post as you know
made no advances, Mr. [John] Wilkes plainly said he knew not what I
should do-in this situation dining accidentally at Mr. [Andrew]
Monis's7 with our Rev. Mr. Dubourg he mentioned something relative to the property of the College of Baltimore of which he is President, and the vacant lots of ground in their possession, and I said truely
jesting "] will come and beg" these careless words produced an explanation afterwards of my exact position in New York, and Mr.
Dubourg interesting himself for us as he does for even the least of
3Filippo Filicchi (1763·1816), an Italian business associate of the Setons, probably spent the
years 1785·1786 in the United States. It is fairly certain he was also in the United States in 1788.
When he returned to Italy later that year, he was accompanied by young William Magee Seton. In
1789 Filippo again went to the United States, and it was probably at this time that he married Mary
Cowper (1760·1821) of Boston who moved to Italy the following year. The couple had no children.
Late in 1789 the Filicchi house of commerce was publicly established in Leghorn (Livorno), and in
1794 Filippo Filicchi received an appointment by President George Washington as United States
Consul for the Port of Leghorn.
4Rev. Francis A. Matignon (1753·1818) was an emigre from France and doctor of the Sorbonne
(1785) who arrived in Baltimore in 1792. While serving in Boston, he was a trusted advisor and

friend of Elizabeth.
Rev. John Cheverus (1768-1836), another emigre from France, became the first bishop of Boston
in 1808. He befriended and advised Elizabeth Seton after her conversion. After resigning as bishop
of Boston, Cheverus became the archbishop of Bordeaux (1826·1836) and was named cardinal
shortly before his death.
5At one time Antonio Filicchi had proposed that Elizabeth relocate her family to Canada where
Elizabeth could work and the children could be educated.
6Sarah Clarke Startin (1746-1822), wife of Charles Starlin and godmother of Elizabeth in the
Protestant Episcopal church, was a rich and childless widow, active in the Society for the Relief of
Poor Widows with Small Children and other benevolent organizations in New York. She provided
financial assistance when Elizabeth returned from Italy, but after her conversion to Catholicism,

Mrs. Startin excluded Elizabeth from her will.
7 Andrew Morris, a wealthy chandler, was among the founders of St. Peter's, the first Catholic
parish in New York City. The first Catholic office-holder in New York City, he was Assistant
Alderman of the First Ward from 1802 to 1806.

-18God's creatures to whom he may be useful, said decidedly "come to us
Mrs. Seton we will assist you in forming a plan of life, which while it
will forward your views of contributing to the support of your children
will also shelter them from the dangers to which they are exposed
among their Protestant connections-and also afford you much more
consolation in the exercise of your Faith than you have yet enjoyed.
We also wish to form a small school for the promotion of religious instruction for such children whose parents are interested in that point."
You may be sure my dear Brother I objected only want of talents to
which he replied we want example more than talents. An immediate
application was made to Matignon and Cheverous with a statement of
the intention, to which Mr. Chevrous replies also in the name of Dr.
Matignon "We are of opinion such an establishment would be a public
benefit to Religion, and we hope a real advantage to yourself and family. We infinitely prefer it to your project of retreat at Montreal" this
is an extract of his letter to which he adds, "Mr. Filicchi has authorised
you to draw on his correspondent in N[ew] York for any sum necessary to begin a useful establishment and this same worthy friend wrote
me on the same subject these very words Money shall not be wanting;
you know the sincerity of their offers and you may no doubt avail
yourself of them to the extent which prudence but not an extreme delicacy or timidity should dictate, I do not know their funds, but I know
full well the good and generous heart of our worthy friend, and his tender affection for his Sister Mrs. Seton"After this letter I consulted Mr. [John] Wilkes, [Dr. Wright] Post,
etc. and they thought our removal to Baltimore an excellent scheme as
my principles excluded me from the confidence of the inhabitants of
N[ew] York. Mr. Wilkes asked me very kindly for my account it
amounted to 900 Dollars for the board of his two boys- I have

recieved from him since our arrival from Leghorn 1100 he said he was
glad he did not owe me and we parted with good wishesFortunately I had given in the hands of Mr. Morris the two hundred
Dollars per year Mrs. [Julia] Scott allows Anna, and these six hundred
added to four hundred I then drew on Murrey 8 for the last year, enabled
8John Murray and Sons of New York was the Filicchis' business agent in the United States.

-19me to bring one thousand to Baltimore, which tho' a small sum is a
great deal to me. Mr. Post paid my passage 50 Dollars and here we are
under the sheltering living of beings who live only to promote the Glory
of God, and to bless the friendless, and distressed.
I removed my Boys from George Town immediately and Mr.
Dubourg has recieved them in the College free of all expence to me,
and I may make use of your generous allowance to assist our maintenance-as our plan does not admit of taking any but Boarders, and
those Catholics, it cannot be forwarded with that speed which attends
an institution founded on W orIdly views-yet there is every hope that
it will gradually succeed, as it is committed solely to [the] providence
of Almighty God.
Should I my dear Antonio enter into a detail of the effects of the unexpected, and to me immense happiness of living in such Society as
here surrounds us every Soul breathing only Divine Charity, the sweet
company and friendship of one of the most amiable Women in the
W orId, the sister of the Rev. Mr. Dubourg, who suffers me also to call
her Sister-A chapel the most elegant in America, and very little inferior to some in Florence, so near my dwelling that I can hear the bell at
the altar-Oh Filicchi: you, who knew so well how [to] pity your Sister will gladly recieve the account of this happy reverseThe gentlemen of the Seminary have offered to give me a lot of
ground to build on, it is proposed (supposing such an object could be
accomplished) to begin on a small plan admitting of enlargement if
necessary in the hope, and expectation that there will not be wanting
ladies to join in forming a permanent institution- but what can a creature so poor in resources do? I must trust all to Divine Providence-Mr. Wilkes was willing to assist in forwarding the plan of
erecting a small house on the ground proposed, but with such intimation of doubt in respect of security from these dear Gentlemen etc. etc.
etc, as is hateful to think of-however he knows no better-With that
frankness lowe to you from whom no thought of my mind should be
concealed I dare to ask my Brother how far and to what sum I may
look up to yourself and your honoured Brother in this position of
things-what you have done is so unmeritted by the reciever, what
you continually are doing for us is so much more than could in any

-20way be expected that Iforce myself to ask this question-which is
however necessary to the regularity of my proceedings, and the respect due to those Rev. Gentlemen, who interest themselves so earnestly in our regard.
Dr. [Francis] Matignon writes so much to Mr. Dubourg of his expectations and hopes in regard to myself, and girls, and-but it [is]
best to be silent-lest you should fear for my head- but indeed all
they can say of so poor a creature makes me but the more sensible of
what I ought to be-They little know the past, or they would think but
little of the present-but as I approach of Him almost every day, you
must suppose I try to be good.
Present my tenderest love to your Amabilia [Filicchi] and Darlings-Oh do Antonio write me about them I know you don't like to
write letters but surely you might at least make it a Penance-Pray remember to all that remember me - to Dr. Tutilli, and Abbe Plunkets 9
most particularly- at all events whatever may be the result of this letter on your dear heart, let it not be a moment checked in the sentiment
which is my greatest happiness in this World write I conjure you Antonio. if you think your poor little Sister even wrong at least pity her,
and love her for ever as she does you being
yours forever MEAS

5.5 To Cecilia Seton
8 July [18081

Yes my Cecilia favoured of Heaven, Associate of Angels, beloved
Child of Jesus - You shall have the Victory, and he the Glory. to him
be glory forever who has called you to so glorious a combat, and so
tenderly supports you through it. You will triumph, for it is Jesus who
"The physician who attended William Magee Seton in Legholll (Livorno) and Rev. Peter
Plunkett, Irish Jesuit and noted apologist. who discussed the Catholic religion with Elizabeth at the
request of the Filicchis. On her return to New Yark. Elizabeth mentioned a daily prayer book which
Plunkett had given to her.
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-21fights - not you my dear one - Oh no - Young and timid, weak, and irresolute, the Lamb could not stem a torrent, nor stand the beating
storm - but the tender Shepherd' takes it on his shoulder casts his cloke
about it, and the happy trembler finds itself at home before it knew its
journey was half finished - and so my dear one it will be with you, He
will not leave you one moment, nor suffer the least harm to approach
you/ not one tear shall fall to the ground nor one sigh of love be
lost-happy, happy child - and if you are not removed to the sheltering fold that awaits you, he will make you one in his own bosom until
your task is done - happy happy child, how sweet must be your converse with that divine Spirit which puts in your heart, yet so inexperienced, so untutored, the Science of the Saints-how must those
blessed beings rejoice over you while walking so steadfastly in their
paths, and their Sufferings
-it is poor Sister who must beg you to pray for her - I am at rest my
darling while you are mounting the heights of Sion3 - often too I sleep
in the Garden, while you are sharing the bitter cup: but it is not to be so
long, his mercies are endless and I shall not be left without my
portion.' Pray for me that it may not come from within - that and that
alone is real Anguish, - as it is, I am daily and hourly recieving the
most Precious Consolations, not with the enthusiastic delight You
know I once experienced, but gently gratefully offering to resign them
in the very moment of enjoyment-your letter will be food for
thanksgiving and Joy in Our dear Lord beyond all human calculations-I would willingly go through any bodily suffering to recieve
such a feast for the Soul- What shall we say in this case God alone is
sufficient - Our Blessed Patriarch6 has wept with joy at reading your
letter, I have also consulted Mr. Dubourg and all agree that it is a case
ICf. John 10.
2Cf. Ps. 9 l.
3Cf. Jer. 31:12.
4Cf. Luke 22:39-46.
' Cf. Ps. 100:5 and Ps. 16.
6Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S., (1763-1846) assisted Rev. William Dubourg, S.S., in establishing St.
Mary's College in Baltimore and taught Spanish there. He sometimes wrote poems for Elizabeth
who chose him for her confessor and spiritual advisor. Babade supported the idea of establishing a
religious community and brought the first recruit for the Sisters of Charity. Cecilia Q'Conway, from
Philadelphia to enter the community in Baltimore.

-22which the hand of man must deem sacred and consign to God
alone-but not without the Assurance that all our Prayers are and shall
be united for your most Precious Soul's support and consolation-and do do do write most particularly.
My precious Child I have received your last few little lines - they
consoled the heart that doats on you. My dear honored Father (Our
Patriarch) goes to Philadelphia immediately after Six Oclock Mass on
Tuesday, he staid a day to celebrate with me the blessed day that gave
you birth my Treasure-yes, Blessed day when my darling was born
to Immortality 0 the hour of bliss when we shall be united in that
Ocean of Glory My going with him to St. Augustins festival was but a
dream - I would not leave my children for the World. Julia Scotts
Mothee too is dead and there could be no necessity for the Journey.
All our Gentlemen and My Sister8 (in the college) too are going to
leave us during the Vacation which lasts six weeks and Sister will
again be ALONE WITH GOD. but hush! not a thought of my Cicil
contrary to his blessed will. all our present pain will one day be made
up to USIt is strange Sister [Mary Bay ley] Post should write me as if she has
not received a letter from me I wrote her a fortnight ago. 9 to Hatch
what shall I say, Pity and love fill my Soul at the thoughts of her, to
write her in her present position lO except under cover to you is out of
the question. and dearest Eliza [Farquhar] dear dear dear dear child, 0
MY GOD! there is indeed my Cross. I would pay my life willingly to
obtain for them our PEARL Il
My love you must if it is possible teach discretion to our dear

7Susanna Deshon Sitgreaves

8The Sulpician priests and Fran~oise- Victoire Dubourg Fournier
"This letter is not extant.
lOHarriet was staying with her older sister Charlotte Seton Ogden who was bitterly opposed to
Catholicism. She wanted Harriet to promise never to become a Catholic which Harriet refused to do.
Charlotte Seton (1786-1853), Elizabeth's sister-in-law, was the daughter of William and Anna
Maria Curson Seton. She married Gouverneur Ogden (1778-1851) who was from a prominent New
York family and who had graduated from Columbia (1796). He entered the legal profession and was
a partner of Alexander Hamilton.
"Ct. Matt. 13: 45-46.
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Girls/ 2 and convince them that they ought never to speak of Sister.
how hard. as to our Catharine of Sienne l 3 may the angel of fidelity and
love Support her! You 4 are always in the midst of my Soul every day
it has fed actually on the heavenly Manna l4 (except Thursday) for this
week past - every day 0 heavenly week ...
but I must now speak of somethings of necessity to be remembered
in the first place St. M. Picture l 5 I tremble least something has happened to it. dodo my darling enquire of Mrs. Wall my dear Mrs. Wall.
how unhappy I should be if St. M. knew that is not in my possession
Mr. Wood must be paid for framing it write a little note to Brother
[Wright] Post and get the sum of him whatever it may be, and tell him
it is to pay a debt I have left, and I will settle it with him when I settle
my house rent. give Mr. and Mrs. Wall a thousand thousand loves for
me and also to dear Mrs. Connolly tell them they are never forgotten in
the blessed Sacrifice. 16 also make it your business always to remember me to the Morrises their kindness can never be forgotten. show
them that you do not forget it.
Monday - [August] 8th Your letter inclosing dear Ems and Agnes 17
is just received my darling child may you be soon released if it is his
blessed Will, but the Sacrifice must be consummated and Sisters Soul
prays for you unceasingly, nor is it unaided by prayers of much more
worth.-how many holy Souls are perpetually united for that end.
to-morrow - how I long for it. Imagine the feast of the Assumption l8
next Monday, your own at the altar Willy, Richard, and Anna, Oh how
shall a Mothers soul Support such happiness. Ann longs longs to see
the girls and you all. they will write this week, by some of the

12This comment is a caution to Elizabeth's sisters-in-law and cousins that they not mention
Elizabeth because of the family 's attitude toward her conversion and their anger over Cecilia
Seton's conversion.
13St. Catherine of Siena (1347-80) was a mystical writer and Doctor of the Church. This allusion
refers to Catherine Seton, a daughter of James Seton.
14Cf. Exod. 16:32.
15E1izabeth was concerned about a picture of her friend Rev. Michael Hurley, O.S.A. , which had
been left behind in New York to be framed.
16In this paragraph Elizabeth is referring to several Catholic friends in New York.
17Emily (Emma) Seton, one of James Seton' s daughters, and Agnes, possibly her sister
18The feastofthe Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary into heaven is celebrated August 15.

-24students 19 going to N[ ew] Y[ ork] and so shall your own. 51 cents for
your letter to day what an imposition, but if you make the smallest inclosure it doubles postage. 20 [Antonio] Filicchi writes me the most delightfulletter saying he has double the means he had when [he] was
here 21 and to draw for whatever I will-Merciful providence!-tell
me if you ever hear of Mrs. [Sarah] Startin. What says our dear
Sam[uel Seton] in the storm, dear dear fellow, it must vex him . and
Eliza [Farquhar] then is again separated - but what is man - how fruitless the resistance if it is the will of God, as our dear experience has evidenced.
If ever you see Madame Longmere tell her from me I remember
and love her as my dear Sister-and that she must keep my place in her
heart as hers is sacred in mine. What will you do without your pastor?22 heavenly love defend you my Cicil. do you know Mr.
C[ ooper]23 is coming [to] live in our Seminary of refuge-I should not
wish you to know him as I do. My dear Father [Pierre Babade](our Patriarch) returns from Philadelphia the last of September he has great
hope of bringing you back with him. What a hope!-give your dear
dear children the kiss of truest love from their own Aunt Wm 24 whose
heart cherishes and loves them as her own[;] poor little Amelia what
would I not give to have her here. but we must leave all to Him.
19Students from St. Mary's College
21The receiver paid the cost of postage.
21At one time Antonio Filicchi commented to Elizabeth: "Through you my mercantile interests
are blessed by God with an uninterrupted success" (ASJPH 1-3-3-10:26, n.d.).
22Rev. Louis Sibourd resigned as pastor of St. Peter's June 27, 1808, and the churchwas without a
pastor until the following October.
Sibourd, a French priest, who came to the United States about 1798, became pastor of St. Peter's
Church in New York from 1805 to 1808. A friend of Rev. William Dubourg, S.S., he first met
Elizabeth while Dubourg was visiting Sibourd in New York. He later ministered in New Orleans,

but eventually he returned to France and died in Montauban where Dubourg was bishop.
23Rev. Samuel Sutherland Cooper (1769-1843) was a wealthy sea captain who resided in
Philadelphia. He converted to Catholicismin 1807 under the guidance of Rev. Michael Hurley,
O.S.A. He studied at St. Mary's Seminary at Baltimore under the Sulpicians and was ordained a
priest in Maryland in 1818. As a seminarianhe became a significant benefactor of Elizabeth Seton
and the Sisters of Charity through his donation of money to purchase property in Emmitsburg,
Maryland.
24At this time Cecilia was livingin the home of her brother James Seton and caring for his eight
children who had lost their mother the previous year. On August 3 Cecilia had written to Elizabeth,
"Baltimore is the uppermost wishof my heart" (ASJPH 1-3-3-4:203). Her priest advisors, however,
encouraged her to remain in New York. Aunt William is Elizabeth herself.

-25a thousand blessings be with you my Sweet love. forever
yours---do not neglect to remember me most affectionately to dear
Helen [Bayley]. I promised sincerely to write to her not thinking how
every moment of time would be filled
If you ever see Mammy Taylor give her my love. also to good
Caty-I hope they made out well. also bless my poor Mammy Dina
for me. Our crazy Mary25 is here but I do not know if she will be contented. poor Soul. Communion Every Day M. Babade-

5.6 To Cecilia Seton'
Friday 12th August 1808

-this is an effusion of your own Kate intirely her own - She has
missed her paper, and Sister fills it with an overflowing heart. it is St.
Clara's2 day-What did she not suffer in opposing the World - how
tender and faithful was the love of her Agnes who followed her-shall
we one day be so happy my dear one. He only knows who holds us in
his hand - but this we know, that "Sorrow is not immortal." Nor can
we suffer long severed, or united. The Angelus 3 bell rings morning
noon and night - at half past 5 in the morning precisely - again before 2
in the day, and again before 8 at night-meet your Own Souls Sister in
the sweet salutation. I say it with particular attention and always on
the knees because there is a particular indulgence4 annexed to it,
25Mammy Taylor. Caty. and Mammy Dina were probably domestic workers in the Seton
household. Mary was probably a domestic worker who left New York with Elizabeth and now lived
with the family in Baltimore.
5.6 AS.JPH 1-3-3-8:150
IThe first section of this document, a letter written by Catherine Seton, is not included in this
transcription.

2The feast day of St. Clare of Assisi (1193-1253), a friend of St. Francis of Assisi and founder of
the Poor Clares, a religious community of women. Agnes, a sister ofCtare, was a founding member

of the Poor Clare Order.
Originally called the Poor Ladies, the Poor Clares were founded in Assisi, Italy, in 1212. As a
contemplative order they engage in recitation ofthe Divine Office, prayer, study, and manual labor.
3A Catholic prayer in honor of Mary, the mother of Jesus. The Sulpicians at St. Mary's initiated
the practice of ringing the church bells three times a day for recitation of the Angelus.
~e belief that God grants remission of the temporal punishment for sin as a result of a person
performing prayers or good works. Indulgences could be applied to the deceased.

-26which indulgence and every other I can gain after the example of our
most dear Patriarch I offer to Godfor the departed. pray for our poor
Ann B[arry] she had the last symptoms of swelling above the knees
and lax the 20 June-her mothers state you may imagineMy dearest Child you must not think Sister neglects you - I have so
little time and so much writing to do - When I write a letter some of my
prayers must always be given up, many a visit to the blessed Sacrament is resigned for this purpose, but the letter that accompanies this
has been begun long ago and waited the departure of one of our collegians. -give Mrs. [Eliza] Grim the letter when you can, and tell my
dear Mrs. Wall she must take your letter as written to herself - she is
envying me my residence with St.M but! am as far distant as herself to
my Sorrow-do you never see dearest Hatche. oh sorrow, sorrow,
sorrow, and Eliza [Farquhar] too is banished - we are monsters indeed-but I would not change one of my half hours with the good
folks for their whole life put together.
-you do not say a word of our wretched Henry. Jack5 is poverty
and misery itself. Ah Cissy dear if they had our substitute for all riches
and pleasures-but we must adore in silence-pinch my own Sam's
ears for Sister tell him sometimes to pluck a widows flower in Remembrance.-if you will prepare a hundred letters they can all be
brought to me by Mr. Redmond6 from George Town College who will
call at Mrs. Grims for them before the 15th of next month-a long
time I give you all for preparation
Kiss my dear dear Children a thousand times for me if ever you see
Mrs. Parsons remember me to her. be very attentive to [George] Duplex if you meet him he is so kind to us. I wrote him a long time ago I
hope he has received my letter-love to Ned [Edward Seton] and to all
you wish to give it to.

5Henry Seton (b. 1774), Elizabeth's brother-in-law, was the son of William and Rebecca CurSOll
Seton. He had served as a lieutenant in the United States Navy but was currently experiencing
financial difficulties.
John Cumon Seton (1770-1815), Elizabeth's brother-in-law, was a son of William and Rebecca
Curson Seton. He married Mary Wise in 1799 and they lived at Summerhill in Alexandria, Virginia.
Mary Wise Seton was killed in an accident in 1809. John remarried the widowed Mrs. Charlotte
Gorham of Boston. After his death she converted to Catholicism in 1816.
6James Redmond was a Jesuit scholastic assisting at St. Peter's Church in New York.
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5.7 To Antonio Filicchi
Baltimore 20th August 1808.

My dearest Antonio
Although your American Sister has written to you twice within two
months she cannot resist the pleasure of addressing you a few lines by
a very favourable opportunity, and thanking you for your favour of the
18th of April, which was the most consoling and comforting cordial to
my affrightened imagination, which portrayed a thousand evil consequences from your long silence, which has continued nearly a whole
year. Almighty God knows with what tenderness and intreaty I have
recommended your Filippo [Filicchi] and yourself at Mass and Communion uncertain if you inhabited this World or the next,-and when
last Sunday I recieved your long wished for letter I dared not open it
until on my knees the act of resignation to his Will was fervently
made, but, afterreading it over and over, the children to whom the Joy
was comunicated all knelt round and we said Te Deum 1 with our
whole soul- that you are not only alive and well my dear Brother but
that you also love and cherish the remembrance of your unworthy sister, is true joy indeed-and Amabilia [Filicchi] your dear excellent
Amabilia - your sweet children - All are well, and a new treasure to increase my longing desire to see you all once more, but it is not possible
that the most lovely Georgina can ever be rivalled, if the dear darling
child shall ever again be in my arms how close I shall hold him-dear
Antonio sometimes embrace him for me-many a tear I have droped
over the little frock his dear Mother gave me belonging to him and his
little lock of hair which I hope yet one day to shew him-you do not
speak of Filippo's health, so that it is no doubt as usual.
The letter you mention having written at Bordeaux2 I have never
recieved how much I regret the loss of it. but perhaps it may come
yet-Those written you since I am in Baltimore are committed to the

5.7 AMSJ A 111 050
I Te Dellin is a traditional prayer of praise attributed to Sl. Ambrose of Milan (339-97).
2A

port in France

-28charge of Angels-if you do not recieve them sad will be my disappointment.-but the will of Almighty God be done - so much of my or
rather the scheme 3 of these reverend gentlemen depends on your concurrence and support that I dare not form a wish-every morning at
the Divine Sacrifice I offer (as I know they do also) the whole success
to Him whose blessed will alone can sanctify and make it fruitful. for
my part I so naturally look for disappointments and have al ways found
them so conducive to the souls advancement that if we succeed in
forming the purposed establishment I shall look upon it as a mark that
Almighty God intends an extensive benefit, without calculating my
particular interest which is always best advanced in povelty and in
tears-I mean that poverty which a soul experiences being destitute of
every earthly resource, or human dependence.
You say it is mortifying to recieve-Oh Antonio-how little you
can judge of the mortifications I have experienced, if you would call it
mortification to recieve from you--on the contrary, when I gave Mr.
Craige4 the last order of Murrey on the day I left N[ ew ] York it was a
great a triumph to me as if your purse were mine and I had it to bestow;
but true pain and mortification is to depend on those who neither cherish you for the love of God nor love of yourself-however all that is
past, and if we shall be reduced at Baltimore to recieve charity it will
be from those who know how to bestow it, if ever I dared to ask any
thing from God respecting our temporal destination it certainly would
be that we may never be compelled to return to N[ ew] York, but I ask
nothing, his blessed will be done in every respect. Say Amen.

3This refers to the establishment of a girls' school and ultimately the genesis of the American
Sisters of Charity in Baltimore at the initiation of the Sulpicians, primarily Rev. William Dubourg,
S.S. Ever since he had been unable to import Ursulines to Baltimore, Dubourg entertained the idea
of establishing a native sisterhood. Before Elizabeth left New York, Dubourg had written May 27,
1818, that if all went well for her school, he wished to "secure permanency to the Institution ...
perpetuating it by the association of some other pious ladies who may be animated with the same
spirit" (AMSV 110:2,1).
The Company of St. Ursula was founded in Italy by SI. Angela Merici (1474-1540) in 1535. They
were originally intended to work among the people, especially educating young women. Within a
century. due to pressure from church authorities, they became an order of cloistered religions with
solemn religious vows who conducted convent schools. Their first foundation in what is now the
United States was in New Orleans in 1727.
'Samuel Craig, a family friend, was acting on Elizabeth' s financial behalf. She received funds
from the Filicchis through the John Murray firm of New York.
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I am very unwilling to leave so large a blank but this letter is to accompany some other of Mr. [William] Dubourgs, and it may be too
late.-the dear Bishop Carroll asks of you and your honored Brother
[Filippo] very frequently and always with much affection. Embrace
your Amabilia and sweet Children for me a thousand times, you bid
me write by every opportunity or I should be afraid of sending you a
scribble so little worth its postage. tell your dear Brother I long for a
little sermon from him on Christian perfection, which tho so high an
Ambition, I am daring to gaze at with longing desire-he knows that
one page from him has more effect on his Novice than many volumes
from the pen of a stranger. the books he has given me are now doubly
a treasure. We have here a Venerable Patriarch who is always instructing me and refering to Bourdaloue5 and my Proues. but really
these children keep me so busy that if some one did not give me a helping hand I should seldom get beyond my litanies and Kempis. 6
Adieu A Dieu forever yours MEASeton

5.8 To Cecilia Seton
26th August 1808

Sweet darling Cis
An opportunity to you to morrow very early allows me the time to
say your own darling is anxiously waiting for a letter from you - do not
forget that Mr. [James] Redmond is coming next week as he told me he
intended-I am almost afraid you are sick it is so long since your last' -

5Rev. Louis Bourdaloue (1632-1704) was a French spiritual writer whose collected sermons
delivered in Paris fill dozens of volumes. These may have been among the devotional and
apologetic works Filippo Filicchi gave Elizabeth when she left Italy.
&r'homas a Kempis, a fifteenth century writer, authored the spiritual classic The Imitation of
Christ. A litany is a form of prayer composed of petitions or invocations.
5.8 ASJPH 1-3-3-8:152
'Cecilia had been sick since Elizabeth left New York in June. During these months Seton relatives
had been adamantly opposed to further talk of Catholicism within the family. The young girls,
Cecilia. Harriet, Eliza Farquhar, and several of James Seton's daughters, were closely watched and
kept apart as much as possible. Because their mail was censored, they had to smuggle letters to
Elizabeth and to her children.

-30and here 1 am Alone with God, and my dear ones. Mr. DuB[ ourg] gone
away, My Patriarch in Philadelphia and most of our Fathers dispersed
only my Sister Madame [Franc;oise- Victoire] Fournier remains of my
most intimate and my days and hours pass on sighing for my Cicil if 1
could ask any thing of our dear Lord which he does not grant to tell you
half the thoughts and Prayers of my Soul for you H[arriet] and E[liza]
and Em[ma]2 is impossible - Hatch above all draws my very
heart-strings. did you get a large packet from Mrs. Bums 1 sent by one
of our Collegians? 1 hope so--l enclose you now a little letter for Hatch
left out then - Dh do tell me every thing about her and sweet Zide [Eliza
Farquhar]. All the people are very silent - 1 cannot help it - to live forgotten and unloved is a Part of Christian Perfection-for the last part of
it is not my greater fear - these dear beings around me breathe no other
air but love
Mr. [Samuel] Cooper will be here this week to take the enclosureif we had not devoted ourselves to the heavenly spouse before we met
1 do not know how the attraction would have terminated but as it is 1
fear him not nor any other - but such a Perfect Character is a fit offering to the fountain of all perfection. he has my Rosary' and little red
cross by way of Memento of our George town expedition - Sweetest
dear What is all the W orId to you and l. we are in the Secret of his Tabernacle; and there is safety, and there alone, with true liberty and
sweet content.
Dh dear the young gentleman has called for my letter- I must fly tell our dear Mrs. [Eliza] Grim that our dear friend Kelly-' is gone and
most happy was his death-happy happy he-6
Yours forever My Darling.

2Eliza (Zide) Farquhar and Emma, one of James Seton 's daughters
3S amuel Cooper accompanied Elizabeth when she went to Georgetown to bring her sons,
William and Richard, back to Baltimore for study at St. Mary' s College.
4 A Catholic devotional prayer to Mary
5Probably Thomas Kelly, a lay teacher at Georgetown College, with whom Elizabeth had
corresponded when making plans for William' s and Richard's education.
6Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., drew pointing hands in the left margin of this letter next to the phrase
ending "to live forgotten" and next to the phrases beginning "the attraction would have terminated,"
and "Tabernacle."
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5.9 To Cecilia Seton
First Rule of School in Baltimore
Monday morning 5th September 1808

My own dearest darling beloved CicilYour dear letter must recieve an immediate reply or I cannot rest ifI were to write you a thousand times I can never tell you half the love
of the heart that doats on you, and never loved you as at this moment I
read the sweet words "my Mother" added to the many precious titles
which unite us - Yes in life and in death we will be united by our Jesus
Sovereign Lord, and I shall be your Mother Sister friend, and you my
darling of all Darlings. -and our darling Hatche was really permitted
to relieve you thank him our All for that. I had concluded that from her
delicate and painful position she would have been obliged to forgo a
happiness so dear to her - but not one word of our own Eliza
[Farquhar] - Oh how I long and how I must long to see you All! and
our dearest Catherine of Sienna and sweet Agnes 1 - dear dear children.
What delight I yet anticipate in our Reunion. every thing you wish to
know of your own Sister is said in two words - in the Chapel at six until
8. school at nine - dine at one - school at 3. chapel at six 112 examination of Conscience and Rosary, sometimes before that hour a Visit to
some one in our limits or a walk, sometimes at the chapel also at 3 and so goes day after day without variation - but I should rather say
Where are you my love? Your Sufferings are proportioned to my ease
I fear - Oh Cicil dearest why cannot I exchange with you - in an instant
I would take your stormy Station if it was his will, to give you even a
taste of my enjoyments-but how soon may they pass, at least in their
form, tho' in principle we know they are unalterable.-poor poor
Maitland2 and our most [wretched] Henry [Seton]! What shall we say
- awful and dreadful is the lesson.
5.9 ASJPH 1-3-3-8:157
lCatherine Seton, daughter of James Seton, and Agnes, possibly another of his daughters
2James Maitland, Elizabeth' s brother-in-law, who had a history of problems and had lost his wife
the previous year

-32I have not seen Jack [Seton] these three weeks, the last time he said
he meant to get away some where as he had not the means of daily
Bread - and had long borrowed 2/per a day of a friend - his family he
intends to leave at Alexandria [Virginia] until some change in his affairsI have the kindest letter from J[ ohn] Wilkes you can imagine - quite
unexpected indeed and shall answer it immediately. We expect poor
Mrs. [Joanna] B[arry] with Anns remains' here immediately, but there
are no letters from herself, it is supposed she willjoin me, but I have no
such hope.
my poor darling Cicil so you were but once at church the whole
time ofMr. [James] Redmonds visit to N[ew] Y[ork] - oh oh oh - He
was sorely disappointed at not seeing you, and begs you to remember
him in the Great Sacrifice as he does you. the prayer at the end of your
George town prayer Book will explain the gife he left you. Ann and
our Sweet Aglai [Dubourg] wear them always round the neck with
great devotion. but my dear Cicil what am I to think about St. M.s picture. I am in a handsome scrape indeed. Oh do do see about it. a
young gentleman of this college promised me faithfully to call on Mr.
Burns for your command before the last of this month, and you might
send it by him. if you have not yet made the demand on [Wright] Post
do not do it use part of the inclosed and I will remit you the charge of
Mr. Woods. My breast is very sore' darling and I can write no more at
this time, but soon again, give my tender love to much loved,6 remember me to all who remember me - and my best love to dear Mrs. Wall[,]
C. and my S. G[rim]. if you see Madame Longmere tell her she shall
soon hear from me
dearest child farewell I charge you in the Name of our Lord, to
want nothing your dearest can give you know we are one in him. use
the inclosed freely you will recieve another as your just share every

3Joanna Gould Barty had gone to Madeira, Spain, with her seriously ill daughter Ann.
4This gift was an Agnus Dei (literally "Lamb of God"). It refers to a small piece of pure wax,
bearing the impress of a lamb supporting tbe standard of the cross, which is encased in precious
metal. It is worn devoutly around the neck or hung in a glass frame.
'Elizabeth was beginning to show signs of tuberculosis of which she eventually died.
6Samuel Seton, Elizabeth's brother-in-law

-33quatter. 0 may we not be separated long - but hush! his blessed will
not ours.

Your true own Sis
If there is any Suspicion of the Bill - say simply Sister left a debt
unpaid, and Ned [Seton] can change [it at] the Bank as it goes thro' all
the Notes

5.10 To Cecilia Seton
6th October 1808

My dearest most precious Child
-Sisters Joy is but an anticipation of yours when you will find the
best and most excellent assistents to our dear Mr. [Louis] Sibourg'
that could be obtained are on their way to our poor desolate congregation of New York - r cannot speak my Joy, as it will so much glorify
the adored narneYour precious letter and those of the dear girls with the lovely profile are safe to hand, the profile is hung under the picture of our
Lord-all the girls my Aglai and Celena/ among the rest, are wild to
see their Aunt Cecilia- Aglai is the fairest most perfect child you can
imagine, diligent and faithful in every duty, always remembering our
dear Lord's eye is upon her. Kit and Annina and herself are excellent in
every thing. you would not know Anna for the same child since she is in
cat'e of Mr. Dubourg. what would we ask in this world if Cicil H. E. 3

5.10 ASJPH 1-3-3-8:153
1Revs. James Wallace. Michael White, and Adam Marshall were sent to assist Rev. John Byrne at
St. Peter's Church, where parishioners numbered approximately twelve thousand. Rev. Louis
Sibourd had resigned as pastor several lllonths before.
2Agla" Dubourg and Celanire Delarue arrived in Baltimore in July 1807. They became
Elizabeth's first pupils at her Paca Street school.
3Cecilia and Harriet Seton, Elizabeth's sisters-in-law, and Eliza "Zide" Farquhar. a cousin of the
Setons

-34and the dear flock of the Wilderness4 were with us - in my dear Sacred
Communions which are almost every day, Often my soul cries out so
much for you all that it seems impossible to express the desire in any
words, but a deluge of tears is the only relief-yes every morning in the
week at Communion--except some particular circumstance prevents,
living in the very wounds of our dearest Lord, seeing only his representatives, and recieving their Benediction Continually-What shall I say
the children sing Adoramus' all day long. after morning school our Litany of Jesus, after afternoon, our Rosary,-what more in this world but
Cicil and my sweet desolate girls, and our sister in J[esus] C[hrist] S.
Grim6 would I ask - but it is expected I shall be the Mother of many
daughters. a letter received from Philadelphia where my Blessed Father Our Patriarch now is on a visit, tells me he has found two of the
Sweetest young women, who were going to Spain to seek a refuge from
the World, tho they are both Americans, Cecilia and May," and now
wait until my house is opened for them-Next Spring we hope-he applies to me the Psalms in our Vespers "the Barren Woman shall be the
joyful Mother of children,"s and tells me to repeat it Continually -

4James Seton had eight motherless children and a country home called "The Wilderness;' located
on the banks of the Hudson (near present-day 43rd Street). Cecilia was living with the family and
caring for the young children after their mother's death. Some of the children had expressed interest
in Catholicism.
' This refers to the hymn Adoramus Te Christe.
6Probably Eliza Grim, a convert to Catholicism in New York
7Cecilia O' Conway (1788-1 865) from Philadelphia became the first member of the American
Sisters of Charity when she joined Elizabeth in Baltimore December 7, 1808. Known as Sister
Cecilia (Vero or Cis), she was elected to the first council in 1809. She made the first novitiate in
Emmitsburg (1812-1813) and pronounced vows July 19, 1813. A teacher at St. Joseph's Academy,
she was elected treasurer of the community (1816 and 1817), but in her second term, in order to
relieve some problems with carrying out the treasurer's responsibilities, Elizabeth agreed to keep
the books and assist her. Soon she was missioned to New York (1817) to work with the orphans, but

she retumed to St. Joseph's (1819) temporarily because of poor health. In 1823 Cecilia transferred
to the Cloistered Ursuline community in Montreal where she was known as Mother Marie of the

Incarnation. She retained happy memories and a correspondence with her Emmitsburg friends until
her death. See A-S.lOa for Cecilia' s journal of the early years of the cOlflUmnity (ASJPH
1-3-3-4: 118,1).
Anna Maria Murphy Burke (d. 1812) came from Philadelphia at the recommendation of Rev.
Pierre Babade, S.S., to join Elizabeth in Baltimore during the spring of 1809. Known as Sister
Maria, she was sometimes referred to by her own surname. Murphy, or by Burke, her stepfather' s
name. She died October 15, 1812 at SI. Joseph's during the first novitiate of the Sisters of Charity
and is buried in the original community cemetery at Emmitsburg.
sps. 113:9

-35which you must do with me my darling. he says "I promise you, and
wish you many crosses, which it will be my delight to bear with you my
daughter - but they will brighten our crown, and glorify his name whose
glory is our only desire"1 have a lovely picture of St. Mary Magdalen of Piatzi9 who is
kneeling in her Religious habit before a crucifix standing on a little altar on which her motto is written, we must not die, but suffer "ne point
mOUl-iT, mais souffrire," but dare not send it [to] you for fear of trouble, but will send you your own little Crucifix[ion] framedIO-Oh
Cicil my souls Treasure let us beg our Lord to hasten the time of our
Reunion for which my Soul Our Soul longs and sighs-and poor
Hatche and Eliza! they little know what my Soul endures for them sweet precious beings gladly joyfully would their Own Sister give the
last drop of her blood for them. Hatche's letter was sweet indeed-O
dear unfortunate child tell me if Eliza is more interested in the amiable
Curs on II that now is. and dear dearest Emma [Seton] ! - She suffers for
Our Lord in her separation from you all-She is as dear and near to my
Soul as My own.

having other letters to write Darling I can only Recommend to you
to shew as you have ever done whose Child you are, by his patience
and meekness-whose infinite reward awaits youRemember me to Mr.[Louis] Sibourg with the most grateful affection tell him Mr. [William] Dubourg is quite well, perfectly restored
from his Visit to the mountains-I would write him to beg his blessing
but - the pain in the breast-have two dear girls more since I wrote you
last-O my Cicil think of poor Henry '2 writing me the most desperate
letters from the Gaol of New Haven threatening that he will destroy

9St. Mary Magdalen of Pazzi (1566-1607) was an Italian mystic.
J()This was an engraving of Rembrandt's CrucifIXion by K. E. C. Hess which was brought from
Holland by William Magee Seton.
') Possibly a suitor. Both Cursons and Farquhars were related to the Setons.
12Henry Seton, Elizabeth's brother-in-law, was in aNew Haven. Connecticut,jail presumably for
pauperism. From here he sent Elizabeth desperate letters threatening to kill himself if he did not
receive some assistance.
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himself etc. tell James [Seton] this, he writes me continually for assistance, which by every tie of duty I am obliged to refuse-Jack is with
his family at Alexandria l3 I believe-it is several weeks since I have
heard from him. the last time he said he forced to borrow 21 a day to
support his existance-Oh Blessed Lord-but for poor Henry I think
it best you should know his situation-Why why must I tell you?-he
writes me that "a prison for the first time encloses my unfortunate
Brother"Remember to all that remember me-[page tom] loves and blessings to the Darlings-forever Your MEAS
When Mr. [James] Redmond returns do not fail to send me five
yards of the Salisbury flannel of which we made our coats-the Shop
is the comer ofMott St[reet] and Bowery I believe - do not omit it my
love as it is necessary for my Rheumatism to wear it all winter-you
must find time to get it-and leave it with Mr. Sibourg. the shop is I
know in the Bowery I think Mott St[reet] or the next comer
Remember me to my dearest Much Loved a thousand times. it
will be a merry day when he comes - and also to dear Ned. 14 best love
to Madame Longmere-if you ever see her. and if you ever see
[George] Duplex behave very kindly to him I cannot tell you half his
kindness to me_Is

13John Curson Seton (Jack), Elizabeth's brother-in·law, had lost his livelihood and was begging
from friends in order to exist. He was talking about going off to make his fortune and sending for his
family later. His wife, Mary Wise Seton, was killed in an accident sometime in 1809.
14Samuel and Edward Seton, Elizabeth's brothers·in-Iaw
15Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., drew pointing hands before the line "living in the very wounds," before
"but it is expected," and before the line of text with the quote "Barren Woman."

-375.11 To Julia Scott
10 October [1808]

My own dear JuliaI might challenge the whole World to produce a friend so sincere
and constant as yourself; - imagining that you would be quite impatient at my long silence this very morning I determined that no impediment should prevent my asking you before night the question if you
thought any longer of your poor little nun, or if you did not expect to
see her death announced in the paper-when behold the kindest consoling letter from your dear self was unexpectedly handed to me. You
are then really returned to Home, and in safety, dear dear Julia what
would I not give to put my heart in your hands for a few hours, but
since there is no hope of seeing you at least this Autumn let me answer
your questions as nearly as possible-and in the first place tell you
what will please you most, that I would not change my situation for
any possible advantage that could be offered to me under the sun - every endearing attention most congenial to human nature is bestowed
upon us as freely as the air we breathe - my dear little dwelling is retirement and peace itse1f-I have but four boarders,! but those with
my three girls are as many as I can manage this winter - in the Spring if
I get rid of a pleasant pain in the breast which has weakened me so
much as to leave me little hope of the health in which you left me, then
some proper assistance will be procured to enable me to extend my
number - you know my disposition dearest, sickness does not frighten
the secret peace of mind which is founded on a confidence in the Divine Goodness, and if death succeeds it, I must put a Mothers hopes
and fears in his hands who has promised most to the widow and the
fatherless 2 -but be assured there is no cause of serious apprehension

5.11 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:74
!The four hoarders were Aglae Duhourg, Celanire Delarue, Isabella O'Conway of Philadelphia,
Sister Cecilia O ' Conway' s sister, and Julia Le Breton (Britton).
2Cf. Ps. 146:9.

-38for the present the physician who attends the College3 is very eminent
and knows perfectly the nature of such complaints as most french physicians do - instead of Blisters I take a bottle of Porter a day" since
which I am so strengthened and relieved that without doubt my complaint proceeded from weakness, especially as the cold bracing
weather agrees with me so well - Altho, since one fortnight of hot
weather in June we have scarcely felt one day too warm.
Your Anna is my great assistance and a finer creature both in mind
and body you could scarcely wish for - since she is in Baltimore the
woman is so marked in her appearance and manner that indeed you
would scarcely know her - her chest is very prominent and the shoulders quite in their right place - here she appears to advantage as the
girls associated with her dress in some style and she of course imperceptibly adopts their mannerOctober 10th.
My darling Julia the above was written a week ago - the weather
grew cold so suddenly that a general rout must be made for winter
clothes and my letter was left to sleep in my Bible; again to return to
your questions of kindness and love - My Boys appear to be the most
innocent and well disposed children that can be imagined for their
age. Neither of them appear to me to show any distinct marks of genius, but their progress in their classes is superior to that of most Boys
of 10 and 12. William will be 12 in November Anna was 13 the third
of last May-but your little Kate has more talents than either of the
three elder, and Rebecca more than all of them together-the charm of
being all reunited is still in full force, they are all happiness and love.
though often they appear much affected if they see me suffer, not one
of them but anticipates the SorTOW of being dispersed-but I myself
have no fears on the subject-

3Dr. Pierre Chatard of Baltimore was a physician who had studied in France before settling in

Baltimore where he and his wife, Marie Franc;oise, became friends with the Setons and the Sisters of
Charity. His granddaughter entered the Sisters of Charity August 28, 1857, and became Sister
Juliana Chatard (1832-1917).
4Blisters were formed by the application of an irritating ointment or plaster as a medical
treatme nt. Porter is a type of stout or ale.

-39how happy you are in your precious Maria, Oh what a Treasure is
such a daughter-you do not tell me ifMr. John' is at Philadelphia or
at Easton - nor a word of my dear Brother. 6 Poor Charlotte - how hard
it must be to have no prospect of relief-I have always heard that that
complaint is without remedy, but I believe it does not speedily destroy
the constitution.
-you talk of being old-believe me until you told me our dear
Maria is near 21 I never recollected that you are older than myself, and
as I am full 35 I wish you joy-now pray tell me Julia if it is possible
that with your intelligent mind, long experience of human vicissitudes
and very critical moment of life, tell me if you do not sometimes reflect on the long long long long life to come? if you do, and in earnest,
your own friend has one of the first wishes and prayers of her heart answered; answer me this question in some moment that you are alone
with God. I will never preach to you, but I wish I could pour my heart
in your bosom and tell you how sweet it is to have him our best friend,
[our] dearest hope-do do promise that you will pray to him for this
Knowledge, you are sure of being heard with peculiar pleasure, he
would leave his ninety nine 7 in a moment if you would but be in earnest in begging his assistance-you and I must die dear daily - Oh do
do think of it.-poor Maria how much better an Inheritance you might
leave her than riches.Your suggestion that you may possibly come to Baltimore' is most
sweet how I should delight in putting my darlings Again in your arms
and once more be in them Myself. I hope by the Spring you will find
our prospects better. [Antonio] Filicchi writes me he has been on an

'John Morin Scott (1789·1858), the son of Lewis Allaire and Julianna Sitgreaves Scott, moved to
Philadelphia with his mother after the death of his father in 1798. He was educated there and at
Princeton after which he practiced law and served several terms in the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives. He married Mary Emelen (1795-1881) May 15, 1817, the daughter of George and
Sarah Fishbourne Emelen, a prominent Quaker family. John and Mary Emelen Scott had seven
children.
6Samuel Sitgreaves (1764-1827), the son of William and Susanna Deshon Sitgreaves and a
brother of Julia Sitgreaves Scott, was a lawyer in Easton, Pennsylvania. From 1794 to 1798 he
served as a member of the House of Representatives and from 1798 to 1802 as a commissioner
representing the United States government in England. He married Mary Kemper.
7Cf. Matt. 18:12.
8Julia Scott never came to Baltimore to visit Elizabeth.

-40Embassy for the Queen ofNaples, and that some fortunate speculation
has doubled his fortune he gives me unlimited credit on Murrey and
Sons9 - but I have written him explicitly and suggested my wish to do
something advantageous with the lot of Ground these kind Gentlemen
of the Seminary and College have given us.
You ask my terms - they are 200 dollars per year--extra accomplishments which require the assistance of Masters as music dancing
drawing etc are paid seperately - the Masters engaged in the service of
the College attend at my house on the most moderate terms though
they are the best that can be procured. every body here seems to pity
the poor little widow.
You could hardly believe my Bakers bill from the college for three
full months is 8 dollars 88/100, the Butchers 18 dollars 50/100, and
the best wood including cartage 4 dollars 25/100 a cord - very different from N[ ew] York where I have often paid 3 dollars 2511 00 per load
in winter. but this is owing to the College stipulation
-You are too good my Julia - you cannot think how I am delighted
that you propose sending your cloathing now out of use, - but do not
send the best, nor fear that any thing can be useless, all turns to account
with me, particularly any thing of Johns for my Boys. their c10aths are
my heaviest expence - and all my trunks now are nearly empty-You
know I never had much - your gown Anna wore without any alteration
but the slope behind. My direction lO is to the care of Reverend Mr.
Dubourg St Marys College Baltimore-Write me when you send
them, and I shall get them safe.
dear friend Yours ever"

"The Filicchis' business agent in the United States
IOElizabeth's address in Baltimore
liThe date on the outside of this letter is October 10, 1809; the postmark is October 11.

-415.12 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
+[FaIl1808]

Al Preb Dr. Padre Babade
Oh the happy day for your Poverina' my dear dear Father-the
greater my unworthiness the more abundant is his mercy-again then
you will put the white gannent on your own-Oh my Father and you
will help her to preserve it.
I did not understand you if you meant I should come to the Chapel
at 12 - but you must have meant that and if you say nothing to the contrary I will be there at 112 past Eleven.
your own ES

5.13 To Julia Scott
6th December 1808

Oh my own dear Julia
how long a time you must have been uneasy for your poor
friend-the sight of the dear amiable John Cox' brought the whole
recollection with full force, and convinced me the hours and days pass
with me much faster than I calculate-from half past five in the morning until 9 at night every moment is full, no space even to be troubled-ten girls three of them almost women, keep the wheel going
continually-many very advantageous offers of assistants have presented themselves, but in the present state of my family we are so
happy and live so much as a Mother surrounded by her children that I
cannot resolve to admit a stranger, yet it must be eventually-but
what would amuse you my darling friend would be to see Your old

5.12 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:55
'An Italian reference to herself as a poor little woman
5.13 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:75
'Julia' s nephew, John Cox, of Philadelphia, was a son of James and Charlotte Sitgreaves Cox.

-42Lady at five in the afternoon (as soon as school is over) seated gravely
with a slate and pencil with a Master of Arithmetic stuffing her brain
with dollars cents and fractions, and actually going over the studies
both in grammar and figures which are suited to the scholar better than
the mistress - so it is - and you may well imagine there is very little
time for writing. even at this moment the pen is falling from my hand
so completely is nature wearied.
8th December 1808
-John C[ox] gives me a most interesting account of you all- how
it delights me that Charlotte [Sitgreaves Cox] is so much recovered,
and he says you have perfect health. Yet the idea of that certain will is
very painful, and as it relates to our dear amiable Maria it is more than
painful-precious precious child her reward is ever with her, and I
think the person to whom the property has fallen is in a most embarrassing situation-for me every dollar would be a thorn. Why do I
speak of this to you - but can I love and honour Maria's conduct so
much without being sensible of her disappointment in being denied
the testimony so much her due.
and so my darling friend you are still the woman of fashion - still
drawing the chains of the World-alas-my soul sighs - that subject
will not do-it would be a great pleasure to you to see my girls-Anna's spirits
are so even and independent that you would hardly believe she was in
a transport at the sight of the white beaver hat especially as Miss
[Aglae] Dubourg has one exactly like it-they are two lovely beings
and very much united-Rebecca wears the brown one and Kitty had a
brown one also presented to her accidentally - so that every body is
pleased, and Mother enjoys it as much as they do.---dear dear Julia
many things you have sent were of too much value for such childrenbut care will not be wanting, and they are much more useful to us than
you would perhaps imagine as I am obliged to be more attentive to appearance here than in N[ew] York - not myself, but the family. poor
little self is always dressed for the grave which must ever be my dearest anticipation tho' not in the sense you take it darling.
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how truly was I mortified to find our Maria gone, and without one
word to you or a single call from me who would have walked five
miles to have seen her again, but so it was, that it was out of the question as to the possibility of going to her, even if I had not had the mistaken idea that Mrs. Harper' lived at a distance from the City, which
afterwards our Bishop [John] Carrol informed me is not the case and I
have confounded the idea of Mrs. Catons 3 residence with hers.
I am obliged so strictly to avoid giving offence that as I could not
leave home at any time without the greatest inconvenience, I do not
pretend to leave it at all-and this as you know, is one of the charms of
my situation, which truly and indeed my Julia is most congenial to all
my ideas ofhappiness-Oh how sweet to be every moment employed
in the service and in the sight of the dearest and most generous of Masters who repays with the tenderness of compassionate love even the
good will of his child however imperfect its execution. but you do not
understand - poor Julia
Will you please dearest send my warmest tenderest [regards] to
Brother Sam [Sitgreaves], - and tell your dear Charlotte my heart was
light as a feather at the sight of her amiable son who [is worthy] of her,
and had it not been for the fear of surprising him I should have given
him such a squeeze as I wish to give to her.
Oh my dear dear Julia when I think of you all and of you my first
last and most faithful friend - my friend who has borne so many years
with all my negligencies, and who is unchangable thro' so many
changes, Twould wish to lay at your feet, to be your servant, any thing
that might be the least expression of my attachment to you and yours,
but such is the Divine Order that the good must be rec[eive]d on my
part, and not bestowed, and I must be content with that dispensation

'Catherine Carroll (1778-1861), the daughter of Charles and Mary Darnell Carroll of Carrollton,
married Major-General Robert Goodloe Harper (1765-1825). They had three daughters, Elizabeth,
Mary Diana, and Emily, who were cousins of John Carroll, archbishop of Baltimore. She invited
Elizabeth Seton's only surviving daughter Catherine to stay in their home at Carroll Manor after
Elizabeth's death in 1821.
3Mary (Polly) Carroll (1770-1846), the daughter of Charles and Mary Darnell Carroll of
Carrollton, married (1786) Richard Caton (1763-1845) . They had four daughters, Louisa, Mary
Ann, Elizabeth, and Emily who were cousins of John Carroll, archbishop of Baltimore.

-44which hightens his favours by conveying them thro' a hand so dear
and beloved.
- I am now so well, so free from weakness of the breast etc that I
can hardly believe it. winter has always been my cheerful season, and
here I am sheltered from all cold and changes of weather wet walks
etc. dear dear friendJarewell. Your EAS
give my dear Maria my love and blessing and thank my dear John
Scott for the cloth.
My darling Julia, J[ohn] Cox is detained here so long that I shall
have time to write again by him and conclude to send this little word of
love by a person who leaves this for Philadelphia to-morrow
-May a thousand thousand blessings and the first and best of
blessings be yours the ensuing years - even to Eternal ages my dear
dear friend
December 18th.

January - June 1809
5.14 To Antonio Filicchi
Baltimore January 16th 1809

My dearest Antonio
In these dismal times of embargo' it is quite a happy chance which
enables me to address a few words of that tender affection for you
which far from diminishing by time or seperation is daily increased in
proportion as the sense of the invaluable treasure I have recieved from
your hands, is increased and strengthened--dear dear Filicchi how is
it that I have been so favoured-if you could know how many many
5.14 AMSJ A 111 051
'The United States prohibited foreign trade at this time. The Embargo Acts were repeaJed March
1, 1809, allowing Americans to pursue foreign trade except with France and Britain.
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favours and consolations are daily bestowed on your American Sister
your heart would overflow with thankfulness-and you may be sure
that if yourself and your Filippo [Filicchi] does not recieve your
centuple 2 even in this world it is not for want of constant fervent
prayers of your prodigal child to which indeed you need not give
much credit, but when I repeat to you that I am so happy as to recieve
the Bread of Angels 3 so often, (sometimes for two weeks together every day), how can I help hoping that the incessant prayers will be
recieved which is offered to and by and through Him from whom all
blessings flow:
I wrote you several times since your last which was dated soon after your return from your French embassy-the subject of my letter to
you dated July so nearly concerns all my hopes and expectations for
this world (which is to do something if ever so little towards promoting our dear and holy Faith) that I am sure you would give me some
encouragement if you had any opportunity, or your reasons for not encouraging our plan (if indeed it is the will of God that it shall not be
realised)-it has long since been committed to Him, but I cannot help
begging always in Communion while my heart is turning toward
Livourno [Leghorn], oh dear Lord put in their hearts whatever is your
holy will for me, and bless them and theirs with a thousand blessings
spiritual and temporal.
Mr. [John] Wilkes writes me from New Yorks that Mr. Fisher tells
me "the Filicchis have made a mint of money and he hopes they will
not forsake me tho' the old proverb says 'out of sight out of mind' -he
himself laments that he cannot come forward to my assistance tho' indeed it has not been asked for the small number of girls I have as
boarders will keep us in Bread without any difficulty, and I could not
dream of applying to him for assistance in the promotion of a religious
establishment-that establishment can never take place but by the
special protection of divine Providence which as it has already pro-

2Hundredfold. Cf. Matt. 19:29.
3Holy Communion
'Elizabeth may be paraphrasing the doxology of the Mass.
sJohn Wilkes' letter was dated December 25, 1808 (ASJPH 1-3-3-2:52).

-46vided some excellent Souls with dispositions to embrace it,6 and fulfill the intention of instructing children in our religion, it seems that its
Bounty will not be limited to a beginning-many parents have proposed sending their children to me to prepare for their first Communion from the recommendation of our Rev. Archbishop [John]
Carrol-five are now in the house for that purpose. My life is a very
happy one spent intirely between my school and the chapel which
joins our dwelling-our Rev. Mr. [Pierre] Babade who is a saint, said
Mass this morning for my Leghorn Brothers [Antonio and Filippo
Filicchi] and I offered my Communion for the same intention as this
holy season was precisely the time that the divine Light of Faith which
I so long resisted forced its way with an overwhelming power which
made me to see and taste its infinite sweetness-Oh Antonio where
would the poor Mother and her children be if she had not been delivered from darkness and error. a very excellent young woman has
recieved the grace of conversion in our family since she has been with
us," and the poor old woman who used to make you so many bows.
Cecilia is still in her Brothers 8 family, but I shall be obliged to call
her if my school increases.-great changes have taken place in New
York in the church, it is on a much better footing than when you were
here. Mr. Coleman9 from George Town college is now the Superior,
and in Philadelphia Mr. [Michael] Hurley has made many very respectable converts. Those which are made here in Baltimore are ofthe
more humble kind but more numerous and no doubt equally acceptable-a niece of Judge Nicholson has been put in my care by our
Bishop [John Carroll] who supports her, as her relations will not
recieve her in any of their houses since she is become a Catholic and I
am instructing and preparing the dear girl for the greatest of all

6See the letter to Cecilia Seton of October 6. 1808 (Document #5. 10).
7possibly the niece of Judge Nicholson referred to below
ReccHia was caring for the eight motherless children of James Seton, her brother.
9Rev . Anthony Kohlmann, S.J., (1771-1836) was an Alsatian-born Jesuit who arrived in New
York in the fall of 1808 with the hope of opening a school there. He served as pastor of Sl. Peter's and
administrator of the diocese of New York from 1808 to 1815. As the spiritual advisor of Cecilia
Seton, he opposed her departure for Baltimore in 1809. Soon after, he referred the candidates, Mrs.
Corish, a widow, and her two daughters, Margaret (later Sister Benedicta) and Jane (later Sister
Camilla), to the Sisters of Charity.
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blessings. Our Annina is so good that all who know her wish their
daughters to be her companions-the Boys as I have told you are in
the College under Mr. [William] Dubourg - but they do not seem to
have either talents or application which is a great cross to me but they
are innocent in their conduct and do not show any bad dispositions in
other respects, and I must be patient.
Mr. [John] Chevrus will be here in a short timelO-Oh how happy
will I be to see him dear Antonio What pleasure we will have in speaking of you. You see that your sister can say nothing to you but of the
world within, I am as much seperated from that without as if we were
in your Mountainsll-I have not called on Messrs. Murrey since we
are in Baltimore and do not mean to apply until I hear from you. do
dear Antonio say every thing for me to your sweet Family and tell
your beloved Amabilia [Filicchi] I never can forget her and tell your
Filippo [Filicchi] I embrace his feet, Oh that I could do so in reality, as
often as I do in Spirit. remember me also to his dear Maria l2-the
good Dr. Tutilli and Abbe Pll1nket if they are yet with you. my heart is
never so warm in gratitude as when I think of you all.
My dear Antonio neither you or Filippo must be displeased with
me for so freely addressing all my affairs to you-I repeat it is not to
make any formal request, but only by showing you the situation in
which our Lord has placed us, give you the necessary intelligence to
direct you in doing his will for me, whether it is his pleasure to advance or retard my views his adored blessed will be done, I have none,
and if he but continues to give me himself I am blind to everything
else. May he bless and keep you in Life and in death.
forever yours MEASeton

IORev. John Cheverus, with whom Elizabeth had been corresponding, had been nominated as
bishop of the newly created diocese of Boston. Elizabeth was anticipating that he would come to
Baltimore for his consecration by Archbishop John Carroll. In fact the consecration did not take
place until November ISIO at which time Elizabeth met him for the first time.
liThe mountains in the area of Tuscany near Leghorn (Livorno) and Florence in Italy
12Mary Cowper Filicchi, Antonio' s sister-in-law

-485.15 To Eliza Sadler
Baltimore 20th January 1809

My dearest Eliza
-I believe our dear [Samuel] Craige must have written you before
this that we are all (that is the little Mother and her five children) quietly settled in Baltimore since last June - very advantageous offers
were made me by the Rev. Mr. [William] Dubourg President of St.
Marys College, and everyone most interested for us in New York advised me to accept them and imagine now all under the little comfortable roof upon a small scale it is true, but really comfortable in every
respect-ten girls boarders forming as large a school as 1 can manage,
my dear Boys at the college on the premises of which we live-they
are free of all expence to me and the 400 dollars per annum [Antonio]
Filicchi allows them is at my own disposal-our means of support is
quite sufficient and your friend is breathing the air of Peace and tranquility in the atmosphere she loves-a chapel joining our fence, the
constant society of the gentlemen of the college and Seminary which
are composed of the most respectable of the French emigrant clergy
all friends of our ever dear Mr. Tisserant' and a sister of Mr. Dubourg
who superintends the domestic part of the college his Mother' etc-in
every respect then I am as you have so long wished to see us, and as
much separated from the outside scene as if we were in another world
your dear little girls oh how you would love them, Anna a pattern of
daughters, but you know her good qualities better than I do, that is you
can better appreciate them but here they are a great advantage both to
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'Rev. Jean S. Tisserant was a French emigre priest and a friend of John Cheverus, bishop of
Boston. He appears to have been a tutor in the famil y of a Mr. Bellasis with whom he visited the
United States before he returned to England. He became Elizabeth 's spiritual advisor during the first
year after her conversion and was her sponsor at Confirmation when he served in Elizabethtown.

New Jersey. From June 1805 to June 1806 when he returned to Europe, they wrote frequently.
Elizabeth hoped for his return to the United States, and January 9, 1810, she mentions the possibility
of him as chaplain for the Sisters of Charity. Tisseran t's letters to Elizabeth are preserved in
Emmitsburg; hers to him have not been found.
2possibly Rev. William Dubourg's sister-in-law Charlotte Brnsle who served as commere
(housemother) for students at St. Mary's College
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girls and a model for all who wish their daughters to be religious and
discreet. Cecilia is still at the Wilderness 3 how long she will remain
there is uncertain, but if I am obliged to extend my school I must beg
for her.
[George] Duplex is so kind and attentive that my heart really overflows to him, whenever he hears from our Due he writes me every particular. and thro' him I often hear of Craige and of all our
family-Sister [Mary Post] sometimes writes but her dear little infant
allows her very little leisure, and our Helen [Bayley] must have a natural aversion to writing for she is always saying she will, but never
writes a line-I must remember when I was young.
and how are you my own dear Eliza what are you doing - Duplex's
last letter mentions one from you and says you are very impatient of
your long delay - and you must be so, tho' I pity you in the hour of parting from your Uncle and many others no doubt extremely dear to you.
how can there really exist persons who doubt a future state since possessing affections and tenderness of heart they must feel the necessity
of a place of reunionyou have perhaps heard the lovely excellent Ann Banl is gone,
her Mother is the most afflicted of Mothers of course and truly desolate-we have no letters from her since the death of Ann nor even intelligence of her in any way, so that we are uncertain if she has
survived the dreadful blow-if she lives no doubt she will settle herself near our Venerable Bishop [John] Canol who has great power
over her mind, and possession of her confidence and attachment than
anyone else in the world- Oh what happiness it would be to me to
give her a moments consolation.
There is no account of our Valued Reverend friends for several
months past I have not had a letter from him since your departure, but
the Bostonian gentlemen6 have heard since that time, but not for some

3The country home of James Seton
"The deceased daughter of James and Joanna Gould Barry
5Rev. Jean S. Tisserant
6Revs. John Cheverus and Francis A. Matignon

-50months-what delight would it be to see him once more-but hush!
dear Eliza dear Due shall I ever see him with you?
The truth is I am a coward in thought, and try to drive away the past
as much as possible in whatever occasions regret-to recieve the
daily Bread, and do the Sacred will is the fixed point-but I find in
proportion as my heart is more drawn towards the summit, it looks
backward with added tenderness to everyone I have ever loved, much
more those who have long possessed its intire and truest attachment-our dear Craige gave me some marks of affection before I left
New York which were truly like yourself - altho' you know his excellence so well how he would have pleased you - we slept a night at your
house Eliza it was the last! was in and if you had seen the c[ are to] provide the necessaries for our Voyage, if you had been at home it could
not have been greater. Brother [Wright] P[ost], James S[eton], our
[Samuel] Craige all accompanied us on board the Packet-I saw once
more the windows of State St[reetr - passed the quarantine,S and so
near the shore as to see every part of it-Oh my Lord in that hour--can
a heart swell so high and not burst? but you can better understand than
I describe my Eliza-think of me when you pass it again - battering
the waves of my changable life-yet would I change one shade or trial
of it-that would be madness, and working in the dark- Oh no the
dear dear dear Adored Will be done through every moment of it, may
it controul regulate and perfect us and when all is over how we will rejoice that it was done - you say Amen I know and I must hasten to in-

7The last hOllse that Eli "...abeth and her husband occupied in New York was at 8 State Street OIl the
Battery.
8The health station on Staten Island where Elizabeth's father, Dr. Richard Bayley, had worked
and died
Dr. Richard Bayley (1744-1801) was the son of William and Susannah LeConte (sometimes
spelled LeCompte) Bayley. He studied medicine under Dr. John Charlton and three times traveled
to England to study, twice under the famous Dr. William Hunter. He married Catherine Charlton
January 9, 1767. The conple had three children, Mary Magdalen, Elizabeth Ann, and Catherine who
died as a young child. Afterthe death of his first wife, he married Charlotte Amelia Barclay June 16,
1778. They had seven children, three girls and four boys. A well known surgeon, he had a special
interest in public health and served as the health officer of the Port of New York as well as a noted
authority on yellow fever. He died at the quarantine station on Staten Island August 17, 1801.
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close this to Duplex who has promised to send it with our Embassialways and truly yours MEAS

5.16 Draft to a friend [possibly Catherine Dnpleix] after Ann
Barry's death
[January 1809]

My dear Friend
I must beg of you to give me some account of your health as I have
heard that you have been much indisposed-how much my heart
prays for you and how tenderly it is attached to you you can never
know until we reach the source oflight who will make all things evident. Oh dear Sister to us who look beyond the pains and separations
of our present existence how sweet is the hope of an eternal reunion in
the presence of our Lord. I know that all your hopes are fixed on that
happy time which makes me love you with a love which is inconceivable to those who do not find their center in the sacred hearts of Jesus
and Mary-but he knows with what tenderness I present you to him in
my happy Communion and the daily Masses I assist at-I hope you
never forget me in yours
there is no news of our dear Mrs. [Joanna] Barry-no doubt our angelic Ann now remembers us who have been so fondly attached to her
<while she was with us>--dear dear friend my tears flow at the
thought of her happiness and the heavenly hope that we shall share it
with her, Oh let us not stop a moment but sigh incessantly for that
happy hour when we will be together absorbed in the Ocean of his
love who is now our life our Hope and consolationdear friend do not be displeased that I am so much at liberty in writing to you - loveing you in God I cannot speak any other

9Eliza Sadler was traveling abroad.
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-52language-that we may be happy in the ages of Eternity is the fervent
New year wish of your affectionate friend
your handsome handkerchiefs were far too handsome for me dear
friend I have long ago offered them to God in the Service of the Altar
in your Name which was the greatest pleasure I could have in using
them. Your dear little girls all offer you their best love.

5.17 To Filippo Filicchi
Baltimore January 21, 1809

My dear Filicchi
-last June I wrote you a long letter telling you of my transportation
to Baltimore and the hopes and prospects our removal had given rise
to-they have been in some part realized, as some very good children
have fallen in my hands, and many good souls capable of seconding
my intentions are ready to join the contemplated institution as soon as
Almighty God may permit it to take place - but - you know my exertions can scarcely make bread for the daily support much less produce
the means of procuring or erecting a house suited to our purposeMr. [William] DuBourg always says patience my child trust in
Providence, but this morning at communion, submitting all my desires and actions in intire abandonment to His will- the thought
crossed my mind ask Filicchi to build for you - the property can always be his-to be sure thinking of it at such a moment shows how
much it is the earnest desire-indeed it is as much wished as I can wish
any thing which is not already evidenced to be the will of our Lord.
and if really the thought is practicable on your part the lot of ground
stands always ready and if a building is placed upon it you could regularly attach it to yourself and secure your property while you would
promote so good an action, and as our gentlemen of the College and
Seminary and Mr. [John] Cheverous and [Francis] Matignon of
Boston declare, promote our Precious Faith and glorify God in a
5.17 AMSJ A 111 052
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motive, and believe the assurance I make you in the presence of our
Lord that it is not a self-gratification I seek - for what can I expect in
such a situation-you well know it can be neither rest, repose, or exemption from poverty I have long since made the Vows I which as a religious I could only renew, and the thirst and longing of my soul is
fixed on the cross alone-I know you do not like any singularities in
religion externally, but no one can attach that character to your convert as it is a thing understood that she is intirely detached from the
world, and be assured that no one can be more cheerful, or try more
than I do to avoid all singularities of every kind, except that of a religious appearance, which has been so many years in use that it would
be indeed odd to be without it.
some of the first families here send their daughters to visit us as a
house where they will imbibe religious sentiments in the easiest way, so do do, dear Filicchi hold me up, and keep your little candle in the
candlestick-but hush-Our Lord will direct all, whatever you say or
do I shall consider as his voice and Will. I have two poor sisters2 who
will gladly fly to me if ever we have a house to recieve them-Oh,
Filicchi how they will adorn and brighten your crown.
I wrote Antonio [Filicchi] last week to go by the Embassy to
France reserving this for that to England. Our country at last has
found its voice you see and resolves to submit to neither tyrant-but
awful are the mysteries which hang over us, and I should not be surprised, from what! hear of the Scourge,3if he should find his way to us
and level our chapels and bestow on many the opportunity of a glorious Martyrdom-this expectation I have heard expressed by some of
our first calculators - but the high council alone can knowdear Filicchi how I wish to see you again - but alas until that great
judgment where you threatened to challenge me, I must not expect
it-and now I do not fear your challenge you will find me defended by
lElizabeth was living in the spirit of the religious vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience long
before she made fonnal vows. Although March 25, 1809, she made private vows of chastity and
obedience for one year to Archbishop John Carroll, it was not until July 19, 1813, that she took her
first vows as a Sister of Charity.
2Probably Cecilia and Harriet Seton, Elizabeth's sisters-in-law
' Napoleon Bonaparte, the emperor of France, whose armies were ravaging Europe at the time

-54many children-but I forget they are yours also - where should we be
if it were not for you and our Antonio, who to be sure fought a hard
battle with my evil spiritAdieu - do give my love to your dear Maria [Filicchi]-your
Annina remembers you with great affection-she is a lovely young
woman and really good. We pray for you continually as well we may.
Always your MEAS

5.18 To Filippo Filicchi
Baltimore February 8th 1809

My dear Filicchi
You will think I fear that the poor little womans brain is turned who
writes you so often on the same subject, but it is not a matter of choice
on my part, as it is my indispensable duty to let you know every particular of a circumstance which has occured since I wrote you last week
relative to the suggestions so strongly indicated in the letters I have
written both yourself and our Antonio [Filicchi] since my arrival in
Baltimore-some time ago I mentioned to you the conversion of a
man offamily and fortune in Philadelphia-this conversion is as solid
as it was extraordinary, and as the person is soon to recieve the
Tonsure' in our seminary, in making the disposition of his fortune he
has consulted our Rev. Mr. [William] Dubourg the President of the
College on the plan of establishing an institution for the advancement
of catholick female children in habits of religion and giving them an
education suited to that purpose-he also desires extremely to extend
the plan to the reception of the aged and also uneducated persons who
may be employed in spinning knitting, etc. etc. so as to found a
manufactory on a small scale which may be very beneficial to the
poor-you see I am bound to let you know this disposition of
5.18 AMSJ A 111 053
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-55Providence that you may yourself judge how far you may concern
with it-Dr. [Francis] Matignon of Boston <to whom> with Mr.
[John] Chevrus the Bishop elect Antonio referred me on every occasion, had suggested this plan for me before the gentleman in question
even thought of it-I have invariably kept in the back ground and
avoided even reflecting voluntarily on any thing of the kind knowing
that Almighty God alone could effect it if indeed it will be realized
My Father Mr. Dubourg has always said the same, be quiet God will
in his own time discover his intentions, nor will I allow one word of
intreaty from my pen-His blessed blessed Will be done.
in my former letter I asked you if you could not secure your own
property and build something for this purpose on the lot (which is an
extensive one) given by Mr. Dubourg-ifyou should resolve to do so
the gentleman interested will furnish the necessary expenditures for
setting us off, and supporting those persons or children who at first
will not be able to support themselves-Dr. Matignon will appoint a
director for the establishment which if you knew how many good and
excellent Souls are sighing for would soon obtain an interest in your
breast, so ardently desiring the glory of God. but all is in his hands. if!
had a choice and my will should decide in a moment, I would remain
silent in his hands. Oh how sweet it is there to rest in perfect confidence, yet in every daily Mass and at communion I beg him to prepare
your heart and our dear Antonio's to dispose of me and mine in any
way which may please him-You are Our Father in him, thro' your
hands we received that new and precious being which is indeed true
life. and may you in your turn be rewarded with the fullness of the divine benediction. Amen a thousand times. MEASeton
Also I must tell you that the idea of the building calculated extends
to a division into two separate houses one for the rich children who
may be educated in a general manner, the other for the poor and such
persons as may be employed in the manufactory as the infirm etc. it is
unnecessary to tell you how backward I feel my dear Filicchi in saying
all this-but you know the motive and that is enough-

-565.19 To Rose Stubbs!
Baltimore February 20th 1809

My dear dear Rose
great was my joy and consolation on recieving a letter from our
good friend [George] Duplex which once more gave me news of your
dear family whom I have never ceased to think of with regret and affection. Since our arrival in Baltimore I had one letter from you which
I wished to answer immediately but was hindered by many circumstances and soon after heard the current report that your dear Father
had found his settlement so very inconvenient that he had moved
away from it, and tho' I wrote to New York for information and made
every enquiry could never hear if you were coming this way (as your
dear Father hoped in case you made a change) or if you had gone to the
more interior part of the country. Oh my dear girl wherever you are or
in whatever state a truer or more sincere friend you will never find
than the unworthy one on whom you bestowed so much of your tenderness, and who now declares to you she will love you until
Death-and what is far more I hope forever, in that blessed home
where neither distance or time can seperate us. but Duplex says you
have been all sick, your dear Parents too have felt the hard effects of
our rude climate-May the Almighty God strengthen and comfort
you all, and deliver you from every tribulation and yet tribulation is
the riches of his children whom he generally treats with outward severity, by giving them a share in his cup--since I left New York every
thing has been the contrary to me-it seems as if our Lord binds me to
him by carresses and favours. every thing has turned out far beyond
my brightest expectations so far, but your friend my dearest Rose has
many trials to go through as it has pleased Almighty God to appoint
me a station full of cares and dangers, yet with him and supported by
his allmighty arm there is nothing to fear which he will not can)' us
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-57thro' . a gentleman here> who is about to take the tonsure has given a
handsome property for the establishment of such females as may
choose to lead a Religious life devoted to the education of poor children in the catholic faith, and I am already the Mother of some and
have the prospect of recieving many daughters. We are going to begin
our Noviciate in a beautiful country place in the mountains,3 and if
ever by the Providence of God you feel an inclination to join us, and
your dear parents would think proper to consent there will be a happy
home ready for you in which you may enter without expence or difficulty; but so great a happiness as that of recieving my dear Rose in my
arms is more than I dare expect.
-Oh that I could see you all once more, your dear Mother and
Catherine at least I hope have escaped the miserable ague4 - the sweet
season is now come which I trust our God will revive you all as no
doubt your condition is still the same my dearest Rose you declared
you never would change it where you are.
When I go to Mass in the morning how often I think of you, and
when tempted to stay at home by any excuse of bad weather or bad
walking that moment your dear Mother comes in my mind and I think
of you all who neither minded weather nor distance and off I go
ashamed of my cold heart. think think my dear Rose every morning
every morning at 7 oclock I [page torn] recieve our Adored Lord in
that unworthy heart which never forgets you nor those generous
hearts of your dear parents who were so kind to me. Duplex does not
tell me any particulars about your family except that you have all had
the ague - if they should but come this way how I should rejoice; one

2Samuel Cooper
3Novitiate is a time of preparation and formation in a religious community prior to taking
religious vows. Samuel Cooper had proposed to purchase property in Emmitsburg for Elizabeth's
foundation.
4Persons sick with ague have a fever and usually chills, especially associated with malaria.

-58 of our gentlemen of this Seminary' is appointed Bishop of some diocese in the interior part of our country so that if indeed your father resolves to stay I trust you will have some benefit of his appointment as
several clergy are to be sent out, but how much happier I should be if
you were to come if only near Baltimore, where indeed is true Piety
and such exemplary clergymen as is rarely to be found
-our little girls are very well big and little all go to confession
once a week. how are your darling Brothers--could I but see you all.
Oh my dear child may the blessing of all blessings be yours, and the
Peace of the Divine Love rest in your soul - give my fervent love to
your Father Mother Catherine and all the family. do write to me if
possible.
I am your ever true and affectionate friend MEASeton

5.20 To Julia Scott
March 2nd 1809

My own darling Julia
I think my last letter must have given you painful impressions respecting the poor little Mothers heart which was to be sure at that time
rather depressed and with some reason, but gradually its pain has
worn away as nothing new has occured to increase the weight and I
think our beloved Anna will not be materially injured by the strong necessity which has forced her to exertions I really had thought her incapable of-it seems as if the moment she was made sensible of the
uneasiness and sorrow she occasioned me the terror and alarm of her
' Rev. Benedict Joseph Flaget, S.S., (1763·1 851), a French emigre priest serving in the United
States, was bi shop·elect of Bardstown, Kentucky. At the request of Rev. John David, S.S. , superior.
and Archbishop John Carroll, he obtained a copy of the Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity
while on a tri p to Europe and brou ght it to Emmitsburg (1 810) for the use of Elizabeth and her sisters.
While in France, Flaget also visited a manufactory at Issy, a suburb of Paris, where the Daughters of
Charity served orphan children as well as providing employment to the aged and uneducated. Mr.
Samuel Cooper, who had donated the Emmitsburg property, had expressed a wish that a
manufactory be established at Emmitsburg.
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mind banished every fancy and imagination which has blinded her,
and she became docile and attentive to my will as if it was not opposed
to her own-poor dear child I do not know how she can be so patient,
as I well remember at her age I should not have been neither seeing nor
hearing from the dearly beloved.
Emily Caton' is not quite so generous-her family are truly unhappy about her but what can be expected from a warm heart and
lively immagination nourished only by romances-poor poor child.
- As you have so long shared all my pains my dearest how much
pleasure it will give you to know that providence has disposed for me
a plan after my own heart-a Benevolent gentleman2 of this place has
formed a scheme of establishing a manufactory for the use of the poor,
and includes in his intention the Education of children rich and poor.
he is about purchasing a place at Emmetsburg' some distance from
Baltimore, not very considerable, and has offered me the department
of taking care of the children who may be presented or rather of being
the Mother of the family. this pleases me for many reasons - in the
first place I shall live in the mountains, in the next I shall see no more
of the W orId than if I was out of it and have every object centered in
my own family both of provision employment etc
a very amiable young lady who has been my assistant4 two months
past will accompany me, and with Miss Nicholson I before mentioned
to you and Mr. [William] Dubourg' s niece' compose an invaluable society for Annina-such is the prospect dearest, but whether it is to be
accomplished or not is the question. I am quite at my ease on the
'Emily Caton McTavish (1793-1867) was a daughter of Richard and Mary Carroll Caton, both of
well-known Maryland families. She married John McTavish in 1816, remained in Maryland, and
managed her grandfather Charles Carroll's households.
2Samuel Cooper
3The town of Emmitsburg in the Catoctin Mountains traces its roots to Charles Carroll of
Annapolis who sold 2260 acres to Samuel Emmit, dating the birth of the town of Emmitsburg to
1757. The village was formerly called Carrolls-burgh and also Poplar Fields. Located 52 miles west
of Baltimore, it was an early center of Catholicism in western Maryland.
'Sister Cecilia O 'Conway
'Rebecca (Becky) Nicholson and Agla" Dubourg were both students in Elizabeth's school.
Rebecca Nicholson was the daughter of Joseph Hooper Nicholson of Baltimore, the brother-in-law
of Francis Scott Key and the one who first arranged for the printing of the poem "Defence of Fort
M'Henry" which was set to the tune of "Anacreon in Heaven" and became known as 'The
Star-Spangled Banner."

-60subject caring very little how I am disposed of the remainder of my
life if only I may persevere in acting the Mothers part with fidelity. the
care of teaching will be off my hands tho ' not the superintendence and
I do not hesitate to embrace the offer of going to the country as no
doubt it will be a means of prolonging my days for my dear ones, and
probably be an effectual means of extricating Anna from the effects of
her imprudence for if young D[uPavillon]6 is hereafter true to his attachment he may easily claim her, if not her happiness depends on seeing him no more
-are you not happy most happy in your Maria [Scott] - but she
never had the milk of an inflammable Mother as poor Ann had.
My Julia when you write me say if you have disposed of the funds
which the embargo had embarrassed you with as our J[ohn] Scott informed me, and if you would chuse to lend three thousand or two thousand dollars on the best security in either Philadelphia or Baltimore to
be refunded in a year. this question you will answer as to a
stranger-perhaps you will think it very strange I ask it but as I only do
it in fulfilment of a promise answer it, and then forget it. -how you
laugh at me, but did you never make a promise in a hurry. yet if indeed
you have any thing to dispose of in that way you may command the security [of] Mr. Sims, or James Craig, or recieve a mortgage on the best
lots of ground in Philadelphia-it will be employed in the purchase of
or rather the arrangement of my future dwelling to be sure, but you are
not to consider me in the caseas I have been already three days writing this letter at intervals, if it
is not concluded it may be another week so again and again the repetition of a thousand times ten thousand blessings on you dearest, with
my tenderest love to your dear children-do not forget to tell me how
dear Charlotte is - this lovely weather I hope will strengthen her-is
Brother Sam well, is his sum of multiplication enlarged-tell me all
about yourself and yours .
Your own friend EAS
6Charles DuPavillon was a student at St. Mary 's College whose family lived in Guadeloupe, an
island in the Caribbean. Elizabeth' s eldest daughter, Anna Maria, was infatuated with him, but she
had not shared this attachment with her mother who was much chagrined about the affair.
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5.21 To Julia Scott
23rd March 1809

My own dear Julia kindest and dearest of friends
-Your letter speaks a language to me which requires the most unreserved explanation of the circumstances which interest you'-and
this is the history of them, a Mr. [Samuel] Cooper an Englishman of
fortune and great talents from a singular combination of circumstances has attached himself to the Catholic Church. I met him on my
first arrival here and travelled with him to George Town 2 - he had then
made the resolution oftaking holy orders, and as you know, Ihad long
since renounced every thing like earthly attachments. from the involuntary attraction of certain dispositions to each other there was however an interest and esteem understood-you may be sure tho' I have
always considered him as a consecrated being as he did me and the
only result of this partiality has been the encouragement of each other
to persevere in the path which each had chosen and in consequence of
his having now taken the Tonsure he has given his reasons to his
Brother for disposing of his own property, and has purchased a very
valuable farm4 forty miles from this place on which all the conveniences of life are abundant. this farm and its appurtenances are
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lIn her letter of March 15, Julia raised several objections to Elizabeth's proposed plan of moving
from Baltimore.
"Shortly after her arrival in Baltimore in 1808, Elizabeth, accompanied by Samuel Cooper, had
traveled to Georgetown where her sons had been studying. She brought them back to Baltimore and
enrolled them in St. Mary's College.
3This may be either his brother James Cooper or his half-brother Commodore Richard Dale. In
1813 Elizabeth wrote Julia Scott about an attempt by Cooper's brother to recoup the donation
Samuel Cooper had made to the Sisters of Charity.
4Samuel Cooper paid $6,961 for the Fleming Farm which included two tracts of 212 acres and 57
acres. The deed was recorded on April 26, 1809, in the name of Samuel Cooper and William
Dubourg of Baltimore County and John Dubois of Frederick County, Maryland.
According to the Regestre minutes for the Sulpician Assembly for March 14, 1809: "It is a matter
of buying a plantation near Emmitsburg to found there a community of daughters, {I peu pres slir Ie
meme plan que les flUes de la Charite, de Saint Vincent de Paul; [nearly according to the same
framework as the Daughters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paull who join to the care of the sick, the
instruction of young girls to all branches of Christian education."

-62placed in the hands of Mr. [William] Dubourg 5 for Your own friends
accommodation and future home as a sure living and maintenance.
the views of Mr. C[ooper] always have been to afford instruction and
consolation to the poor in every way it can be applied to them-he
purposes to have a manufactory on this farm it is true, but neither the
fatigue or responsibility will fall on me you may rest assured-it is
true also that I shall be at the head of a community which will live under the strictest rules of order and regularity, but I shall not give those
laws, nor have any care of compelling others to fulfil them if any person embraces them and afterwards chooses to infringe them they will
only find in me a friend to admonish and it will be in the hands ofMr.
Dubourg either to rectify or dismiss them. the order of Sulpicians
which is composed by the venerable and respectable gentlemen of this
Seminary and College have a Seminary and a great part of their property at Emitsburg on the Mountains6 where the farm in question is situated the most ancient of them always presides and resides there. I
shall be always protected and taken care of as a part of their family,
and I cannot help wishing extremely that I may be so fortunate, as to
merit a continuance of their friendship.
-so far I can express, but to speak the joy of my soul at the prospect of being able to assist the Poor, visit the sick, comfort the sorrowful, clothe little innocents, and teach them to love God! - there I must
stop. -the present living I have if it would continue is enough to content me. but out of seven girls I have had in my charge four are withdraw[n], not from any discontent with me but because they (two of
them are older than Anna) have accomplished the allotted time when
their year is out, which will be in June the time proposed for my departure, nor does any parents shew a disposition to commit their children
to your friend on any other pretence than that of rectifying their

5At the time the farm was purchased for the Sisters of Charity, the community had not yet been
incorporated, and Rev. William Dubourg, S.S., was its superior. However, when he left Maryland in
1815, Dubourg relinquished his legal rights to the property to Samuel Cooper and Rev. John Dubois,
S.S. The community was incorporated in 1817, and two years later Cooper and Dubois transferred
their rights and the title ofthe property to the new corporation, the Sisters of Charity ofSt. Joseph' s.
6Mount St. Mary's College near Emmitsburg, Maryland, was founded in 1808 by Rev. John
Dubois, S.S .• as a school for boys, and itlater became a seminary as well. It was located at the base of
St. Mary's Mountain on land donated by a prominent local Catholic family , the Elders.

-63tempers and giving them good sentiments-I will venture to say that
even yourself Sister C[harlotte] or any other however attached to me
would not give me the charge of children you meant to bring up for the
world or to bear a part in polished society, and if you could concieve
the wretched state of my health in summer and know what I suffered
during the last, you would be quite reconciled that I should breathe the
mountain air at least for a while-if! live a year or two, as Mr. Cooper
intends to form here a boarding school for girls offamily, I shall either
be at the head of it with such persons as now carryon those establishments here or at least be able to put my Kitty and Rebecca in an advantageous situation. Anna Maria in her present state will be very well in
the country for the summer-if she has the least wish to be from it I
shall give her over to you-you would never never say no to a friend in
such a case.
The love you have ever shewn me excites in me an unbounded confidence my darling friend, but I intreat you that this letter may be as secret as the grave, in all that relates to Mr. C[ooper] I think you must
have met with him as he was a frequent visitor at Mrs. Craig's, and an
intimate friend of Mrs. Patterson.
how little room I have to speak to you of your dear self, and particularly to ask you why when you have so many calls for money you continually send me so much where it can so easily be dispensed
with--do not do it again dearest unless I ask you, which I sacredly
promise to do if there is the least necessity. the necessary cash for the
payment of the farm was immediately obtained from the Brother of
Mr. C[ooper] who was very glad to pay him the full value of his Philadelphia lots as property of that kind is now so valuable. I will very
soon write you again my Julia - say to me whatever you will- you can
never in any thing do otherwise than give me redoubled proofs of your
interest and affection for us. but I hope when you consider the temper,
habits, and disposition of your own friend, you will not absolutely disapprove of her resolution which leaves her as much and even more libelty than she now enjoys-love and cherish in your heart the one who
loves you as her own soulever your EAS
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5.22 To Cecilia Seton
Easter Tuesday 3rd April [1809]

My own dear Child
- I think 1 can see your dear and tender heart after all its struggles
resting in quiet repose on the bosom of our adored Lord-struggle it
did 1 am sure when you recieved my last letter, but well 1 know that
one who loves him as you do cannot remain long suspended on any
object, but immediately finds its hiding place, and from that secure
harbour only looks out upon what is passing externally-so be it dearest and while his adorable ever blessed will is accomplishing in your
own Sister here, do you stay courageously in your station and wait until he makes it as clearly known in you. and for this end 1 shall let our
dear honoured Bishop [John Carroll] read your last letter and that part
ofMr. [James] Redmonds - which relates to you, and then whatever he
decided I shall conclude to be the will of God, and will never say one
word more about your joining me until it pleases him to shew us it is
right. my affairs or rather His go on rapidly here Mr. [Samuel] Cooper
has this day taken the Tonsure, and every thing is facilitated in a manner to shew plainly who blesses the undertaking. our dear Bishop at
first hesitated on account of the children whether I might take the
charge or not, but Ann is so much pleased to go and if I even staid in
the world for her sake, I could give her none of those advantages
which are thought necessary at her age and as she is circumstanced she
will be much better in the mountains than in Baltimore or any where
else, all I have to wish for her is that she may see the world in its true
colours-you see it my darling but I fear you cannot fly it. However
Fear must not dwell in our breast a moment - Hope and Jesus is OLlr
banner.
Oh Cecil Cecil this heavenly day - and the heavenly week that is
past-every hour of the weekfilled with Sacred Sorrow. and this day
imagine six of us the girls all in white as modest as angels - recieving
from the hand of our blessed Father B[abade], our adored Lord- he
5.22 ASJPH 1-3-3-8:154
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has resounded with love and adoration this morning in the
subteraneous Chapel of the blessed Virgin! in the very depth of solitude on the tomb of our Lord he celebrated the adorable Sacrifice and
despensed the Sacred Passover - his tears fell fast over his precious
hands while he gave it, and we had liberty to sob aloud unwitnessed by
any, as no one had an idea of our going there - what a scene-could
you but have shared it. immediately after the dear Mr. [William]
Dubourg came down and said the Mass of thanksgiving served by our
Father BB whose grey hairs looked more venerable than can be expressed---every night we have Benediction-imagine twenty Priests
all with the devotion of Saints clothed in white, accompanied by the
whole troop of the young Seminarians in surplusses also, all in order
surrounding the blessed Sacrament exposed, singing the hymn of the
Resurrection, when they come to the words "Peace be to all here"2 it
seems as if our Lord is again acting over the scene that passed with the
Assembled disciples-hushDomin will not come for the letters, and I know you must be uneasy at my not writing therefore this must go by Post, and the other letters wait a private opportunity, Harriets last touched me to my heartoh how little she knows of the Vehement love of that heart for her, she
can never never know it, or Eliza [Farquhar] either until Death which
will chase away all the clouds of mOltality-if indeed-but I trust in
our dear Lord that his love will triumph in the hearts of both eventually thro' every danger of the world-how willingly, gladly, would I
lay down my life for either of them
-my dearest, the scene before me is heavenly. I can give you no
just idea of the precious Souls who are daily uniting under my banner
which is the cross of Christ; the tender title of Mother Salutes me every where even from lips that have never said to me the common salutation among strangers, they give the silent little squeeze in the chapel,
for here no one speaks as in N[ ew] York---one ofthe most elegant and
highest girls in Baltimore is panting for the moment of our depalture

lThe lower chapel at St. Mary's in Baltimore
2John 20:20
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and has no peace but in my arms, you have heard perhaps of (Louisa
Caton)3 she is sister to the one I wrote you or Eliza about, she refuses
the most splendid matches to unite herself to our Lord. she is of the
family of our Blessed Bishop [John] Carrol who intreats you my love
to keep your sweet Soul at rest in the arms of your Saviour and to wait
a while before you resolve on any thing, but also he exhorts you not to
enter in any engagement whatever, nor to think ofopening a school on
any account. these words he orders me to transmit to you with his
blessing, and says he will write Mr. Colman about you-If he even
wished you to come now I should never be easy about the darling
[page torn] who I know must love you more and more every day, and
now you are on your own I tmst you will have more oppOltunity to fulfil your heart's desire-write me every thing.
My dearest tell my much loved 4 that we have blessed him and have
longed for him a thousand times just now I cannot write but soon
will-the girls are all waiting for a private occasion which may happen next week, and my letter to Mr. [James] Redmond and to our dear
S. G[rim] shall go with this by a private hand to Philadelphia and then
by Post to you-tell Mr. Redmond we have been wait[ing] for Domin
as his letter is almost too old a date to send.- tell our ever dear Mrs.
Wall that I will write her soon, and that St.M. is in excellent health he
preached St. Patrick for us and turned the heads of many in Baltimore
and then disappeared like a comet. he spok[ e] of you all with great Affection. Remember my best love to Mrs. Wall
-dear dear Child Keep your precious heart at rest - never can you
find a surer way of obtaining all your desires than that of leaving all to
God, who delights to grant the wishes even for this life if you are full
of confidence - a thousand thousand Blessings be with you and Peace

'Louisa Caton (1791-1874) was the daughter of Richard and Mary (Polly) Carroll Caton,
granddaughter of Charles Carroll of Carrollton, and cousin of Archbishop John Carroll. At one time
she considered joining the Sisters of Charity at Emmitsburg, but instead she married Colonel
Hervey, later Sir Felton Balthurst, an aide to the Duke of Wellington. She spent most of her life in
Europe, but she continued to be a benefactor to the sisters at Emmitsburg, paying the tuition for
some students.
4Samuel Seton, Elizabeth's brother-in-law

-67and Grace from our LordJ[esus] X[Christ] Prayprayforyourown 5

5.23 To Cecilia Seton'
[n.d.]

Cecil with the Songs of our Patriarch's composing and sung in our
little chapel but I can never send the sweetness of the music

5.24 To Matthias O'Conway'
[Spring 1809]

Thank you ten thousand thousand times my dear OConway for
your kind and tender remembrance of me but above all for sending
your better part your most excellent and amiable Lady' - to tell you
how much true joy and content it gives me to see her is impossible and
my darling Cecilia once more in the arms that will cling round her until death- they are excessively fatigued as you may suppose but they
shall be comfortable and quiet the dear little Isabel [O'Conway] is one

5Date on the outside, AprilS, 1809. Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., added: "beginning of the Sisters so
much fervour and Simplicity of purpose God and heaven- all the priests angels themselves to her."
In addition he drew a pointing hand next to the lines about the Bishop' s decision, about his
hesitation, about the " title of Mother," and about Louisa Caton.

5.23 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:45
1Elizabeth added this note at the end of Catherine Seton's letter.
5.24 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:21
IThis note is on the reverse of Sister Cecilia O'Conway's note to her father.
Matthias O' Conway (b. 1766?) emigrated from Galway, Ireland, to the United States at age 17.
He served in the United States Army and settled in Pittsburgh where he began his career as a linguist.
He married Rebecca Archer March 9, 1787. With their tlrst child, Cecilia, they moved to New
Orleans and later to Havana, Cuba. By 1799 they had moved to Philadelphia where he worked as a
Spanish and French interpreter. Cecilia became the first woman to join Elizabeth in forming the
Sisters of Charity. Isabella Editha, another daughter, was a pupil of Elizabeth's althe Paca Street
school in Baltimore and also at St. Joseph's in Emmitsburg. Their other children included Joseph,
James, Anna Maria. Columkille, Ignatius, Matthias, and Peter (Elizabeth's godchild).
2Rebecca Archer O'Conway was the daughter of Robin and Maria Trainer Archer, weathy
Protestants from Dublin. She was the sale heir of her father' s estate in Pittsburgh but was
disinherited because of her conversion to Catholicism.

-68of us already - the dear Mother will stay with us in homely accommodations, but love will make them easy
-the dear Dr.3 is yet out of my way, but our Blessed Father will
take good care of himyours in haste but truly affectionately and forever MEASeton

5.25 To Anna Maria Seton
+[n.d.J

God bless my dear Anna Maria and make her the most obedient
child.'

5.26 To Julia Scott
9th May 1809

My dearest dear Julia
-to see Brother once more, and to know that you are all well, what
a pleasure for your friend-I need not dwell on the feelings - the remembrances - the sight of him revived-you may concieve them;
when he turned from my door I felt a melancholy and aching at my
heart which I thought it now incapable of-having surpressed every
expression of sentiment in his presence as he was Accompanied by
Mr. [William] Dubourg who Awes me extremely, when he was gone I
felt that Nature would accompany me to the grave altho' indeed my
Julia I do try to take every thing just as it comes, and to be independent
of every external object except my children and my friend-for you
3Joseph O'Conway

5.25 AMSV 110:10,5
'This line is at the end of a lengthy passage Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S., wrote to Anna Maria Seton.
Because Babade was influent ial among the early sisters, the passage is included in its entirety in
A-5.25a.

5.26 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:78
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with unremitting tenderness, tho Providence has so ordered it that it is
never in my power to prove it to youThe middle of next month as my house is then to be given up we intend to leave Baltimore. You would hardly believe a creature once so
ardent in every wish could be so indifferent about the place of residence or the circumstances which are to attend it, except that the state
of bodily weakness which sometimes threatens my dear ones with the
loss of Mother' s care makes me desire rather to go to the country air as
it hitherto has been my infalliable remedy for every complaint.
-but oh the blessed will of him who rules both life and death be
done.-Now my dear friend in his name I intreat you to be perfectly at
ease on my account-every comfort and indulgence I could even wish
for will be mine-Mr. Dubourg has appointed a very amiable lady'
who perfectly understands the management of things steward of the
family, she is much younger and more active than myself, and of
course I must at stated times inspect her accounts-and having almost
as many assistants as there are now children going with us, and having
an ample supply of all the good things a substantial country farm can
produce poultry milk etc etc you can have no reason to be in the least
anxious for us-and if you could imagine how kind and attentive a Father we find in Mr. Dubourg you would not have a moments care on
the subject. the Superior2 of our Seminary here who is graced with all
the venerable qualities of seventy five which is his age, a mind still
strong and alive to the interest of our little family as if we were all his
own, and one of the most elegant men in his manners you ever met
with, is going to take the charge of our community and reside at
Emitsburg, which is a great consolation to me in every sense, since he
will say Mass for us every day regulate our religious exercises etc-in
short dearest while you will be solicitous for me in your visionary
scenes I shall be enjoying substantial and solid Peace which you know
is All we should ever wish for.

'Ann Nabbs
2Rev. Charles Nagot. S.S. Because of ill health, Nagot never went to Emmitsburg as supelior of
the sisters.

- 70 I must hasten this hasty scribble to Brother as he says he positively
goes tomorrow-a thousand thousand thousand blessings be with you
my own Julia love your own friend always My tender love to Maria
and dear J[ohn] tell him I dont thank him for oversleeping himself the
morning Brother left Philadelphia.

MEASeton

5.27 To Matthias O'Conway
[postmark May 16, 1809]

My dear Friend
I am uncertain whether I had best write you or answer my much esteemed friend Josephs [O'Conway] elegant and most welcome letter
which really flattered and delighted even the old Mother as the girls
call me--you must know that the young Doctor left a very tender impression on us all and is named always with pleasure and regret mingled with warm affection indeed the family of the Oconways whether
justly or unjustly have obtained the name of "famille de Benediction'"
in Baltimore
-Your or rather our dear Cecilia Veronica [O'Conway] has had
one of those suffering turns of pain in her breast which could only be
removed by bleeding and a blister which tho' a very small one (about
twice the size of a dollar) has weakened her considerably - but her angelic disposition neither suffers her to complain or use the necessary
remedies to relieve her without the greatest persuasion. Dr. [Pierre]
Chatard says her pains are inexplicable to him as she has not had fever
or any indication by her pulse to express her malady, and her blood
was without any sign of inflamation and extremely good. She is now
perfectly recovered and both yesterday and this morning has received
with me Our adored daily Bread. Oh my dear friend if we are not

5.27 PAHRC Me 44:1,2
'A blessed family

-71happy who is? Your dear Isabel [O'Conway] is a very good child a little more assimilated to the ways of the house and something in Awe of
the Venerable Mother (you see I tell you the fine names they give me)
I find she has a governable good disposition with an excellent heart,
and seems intirely contentedMiss [Maria] Burk has had another letter from her Mother, who I
believe will leave her at liberty without much further trouble as our interest for that excellent child has induced us to smooth every difficulty
as much as possible, and I shall take (if the mother consents) both the
remaining girls with us and Mr. [William] Dubourg will take one of
the Sons in the Seminary at Emitsburg, so that it would seem Almighty God is blessing all the family for the sake of dear Maria who
daily shows more and more her inestimable Worth.
Our dear dear dear cherished beloved Father [Charles Nagot] is
running his heavenly race with a swiftness which I believe will soon
put him beyond our view, except some additional bodily strength is
given him-he faints almost intirely sometimes three or four times a
day every thing he eats however simple creates indigestion and pain
which is often so acute that I expect him to give up his Spilit while they
are on him. but such a mind! all activity purity and joy rejoicing in
Suffering and triumphing in the cross always hoping that the sufferings of the Pastor will be accepted for his flockWe expect to remove to the mountains in five weeks or less-there
is the pinch to leave our Father but it is the only sacrifice I have to offer
to him whose Adorable Will is the only object of all our desires.
remember me my dear friend with tenderest affection and love to
your dear and excellent Partner and your honored Mother do tell me
every particular about yourself and all so dear to you and to us Kiss
the dear Anna for me and all your precious little ones and sign my dear
Doctor [Joseph O'Conway] with the sign of Salvation on his handsome forehead for me I wish I could add to it the affectionate
Kiss-he will understand. 2

- ----- ---- -- - - - - -- -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- -

2Rev _Pierre Babade. S_S ., added an eleven-line note in Spanish to ML O' Conway_

-725.28 To Cecilia Seton
[after 25 May, 1809)

My own dear Cecilia
the first news I have had of your Suffering and illness was from my
Brothers letter' which at the same time gives the hope that you will
soon be with me-and however sick you may be I cannot but expect
you with an anticipation of joy which you alone can concieve who
knows how much my happiness is connected with you.
do not put up any other clothes but a black gown (if you have it) and
your flannels-Keep your heart in Peace, and in as much composure
as possible in parting with so many most dear to you-look up-and
remember what poor Sister has gone through. very probably we may
visit N[ew] York to gether in a few years. how I feel for poor James
[Seton] and the darlings-and our much loved perhaps he will bring
you himself-our girls are all wild with the hope of seeing you-O
can itbe!and our dear Harriet and Eliza [Farquhar] - but He who is our only
support will support them-ask to see my dear Mary [Bayley] Post
before you depart, and take her particular messages, I know she will
have many-my Darling I shall count every hour till you are in the
arms of your own Sister in X [Christl-best love to Dear Mrs. Wallwill write her by to-morrows post.

5.28 ASJPH 1-3-3-8:155
ISamuel Seton wrote to Elizabeth May 25, 1809. that arrangements had been made for Cecilia

Seton to come to Baltimore. James Seton' s oldest daughter Emily had returned home from school to
take Cecilia' s place in caring for the younger children. Cecilia was accompanied by her sister
Harriet, her brother Samuel, and Elizabeth's half-brother Guy Carleton Bayley. The party left New
York June 1 and arrived in Baltimore June 12. Harriet and Cecilia remained with Elizabeth; the two
men returned to New York.

Guy Carleton Bayley (1786-1859) was the youngest son of Dr. Richard and Charlotte Barclay
Bayley and half-brother of Elizabeth Seton. He had been in Leghorn (Livorno) working for the
Filicchis at the time Elizabeth and her husband arrived there in 1803, and later he became a
physician and practiced on Long Island in New York. He married Grace Roosevelt November 4 ,

1813, and became the father of James Roosevelt Bayley (1814-1877), convert, Bishop of Newark.
and Archbishop of Baltimore.

Anna Mruia (Ancina) Seton

William Seton

Richruu Bayley Seton

Rebecca Mary Seton

Catherine Chruiton (Josephine) Seton
(Mother Mruy CatheIine, RSM)

P-dintings of Elizabeth Seton's children by Salvator Burgio, CM.
(Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmit~burg)

Rev. Louis William Dubourg, S.S. (COUItesy, The Sulpician Archives, Baltimore)

Mother Seton House, Paca Street, Baltimore
(1974 sketch by Alice Edwards)

The original St Mmy's Seminmy Chapel, Baltimore
in an 1840's etching (COUIteSY, The Sulpician
Archives, Baltimore)

PART VI
Religious Foundress 1809-1820

June - December 1809
6.1 To Rev. William Dubourg, S.S.'
Winchester Friday Afternoon [June 21, 1809]

My friend and Father will I know be pleased to hem' that we are so
far safe tho' our progress is so much slower than you expected-your
turnpike road is to be sure a very rough one and we were obliged to
walk the Horses all the way - and have walked ourselves all except Cecilia nem'ly half the time-this morning four miles and a half before
Breakfast. the dear patient was greatly mnused at the procession and
all the natives astonished as we went before the carriage - the dogs and
pigs came out to meet us and the geese stretched their necks in mute
demand to know if we were any of their sort to which we gave assent
Cecilia is already stronger and eats something-you know what
spirits this must give us.
the gentleman who will take this cannot wait a moment - do do
present me as you know and wish to everyone particularly Madame
B2 and my Sisters, and Cashus6.1 ASJPH 1·3·3·2:5
lCecilia Seton, Elizabeth's sister-in-law, arrived in Baltimore in early June accompanied by her
sister Harriet and escorted by her brother Samuel Waddington Setoll and Guy Carlton Bayley,
Elizabeth' s half·brother. Her health was so poor that Dr. Pierre Chatard advised her immediate
removal to the country. Thus, Elizabeth assembled the small party of Anna Maria, Cecilia, Harriet,
and Sister Maria Murphy Burkc to go with her to Emmitsburg earlier than planned. They left
Baltimore June 22 and stayed ovenlight near Winchester, now Westminster, Maryland, before
arriving in Emmitsburg the following day. The rest of the group remained in Baltimore.
2possibly refers to Madame Brusle, the housemother at Sl. Mary 's in Baltimore, and Elizabeth' s
sister-companions at Paca Street

-74No doubt the dear children are well and the Sisters very good-we
are going off in an hour to sleep to night at Myers 8 miles hence
Harriet gives orders in your name remember Peace and Pardon for
Your poor X cross
the girls beg to be laid at your feet

6.2 To Matthias O'Conway
jmj
Mount St. Marys' 25th June [1809]

My dear O'Conway
I have before me your gay and sweet and lovely Columkill
[O'Conway] - he has been held close in my arms and heart, wishing
that his dear Mother could do the same - his countenance is as ruddy as
the morning, his eyes the bluest I ever saw and his whole person the
picture of health. his teacher is a venerable fine looking man - he says
your darling has most promising dispositions as to morals, and also
very good talents but like most of us he wants diligence, Yet is really
and truly a good child.
Cecilia Veronica [O'Conway] will tell you why I am here as I have
but a moment-dear Columkill asked directly for Cecilia remember
he shall never want a mother while I am here.
Remember me tenderly to your dear Family my dear Friend Mrs.
[Rebecca Archer] O[Conway] and Mr. Jos[eph O'Conway] III
6.2 PAHRC MC 44:1~1
'Rev. John Dubois, S.S., we1comedElizabeth and her first sisters to Emmitsburg. He surrendered
his log cabin on St. Mary's Mountain for their use until repairs were completed on the farmhouse
they were to occupy. This cabin originally served as a retreat house for the Baltimore Sulpicians.

Rev. John Dubois, S.S., (1764-1842), born in France and ordained in 1787, arrived in the United
States in 1791 as a refugee from the French Revolution. He was appointed by Bishop John Carroll as
a circuit-riding missionary in central Maryland and the Blue Ridge, and in 1795 he became pastor in
Frederick, Maryland. He joined the SUlpicians in 1808, the same year he founded Mount St. Mary's
College and Seminary in Emmitsburg. Dubois, imaginative. a gifted scholar, and a determined
character, was often called "Little Napoleon" by the students. In 181! he became the third superior
of the Sisters of Charity, a position in which he remained until 1826 when he was appointed bishop
of New York (1826-42). At the time of his episcopal appointment, he withdrew from the Su1picians.

-75particular and be assured of the constant and wannest affection of
your friend MEASX
I did not tell you we were half in the sky the highth of our situation
is almost incredible. the Chapel' elegant Simplicity Oh Oh
Oh- but- the Body is without its Soul-You know. thy kingdom come
- thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven' Amen 1000000004

6.3 To George Weis'
[August 6, 1809]

My dear George
Will you send my little cabinet. a bed for Sister Rose 2 is to come

2 Old SI. Mary's Church on the mountain was built by Rev. John Dubois. James Hughes, a builder
from Emmitsburg, contracted to do the work in 1805·1806.11 served the students from the college as
well as Catholics from the arca.

3Cf. MatI. 6:10.
"The next two pages contain a letter from Sister Cecilia O'Conway to her father.

6.3 ASJPH 1·3-3-2:64
[George Weis, a resident of Baltimore who lived near St. Mary's Seminary, was a carpenter and
contractor who built SI. Mary's Chapel in Baltimore and Mount SI. Mary's Seminary in
Emmitsburg. He and his family developed a lasting friendship with Elizabeth and her companions
as they were preparing to leave for Emmitsburg in 1809. He developed a deep spiritual relationship
with Elizabeth and remained a helpful friend of the community during his lifetime.
2Rose Landry White (1784-1841) was a native of Baltimore who married Captain Joseph White
in 1799. When her husband was lost at sea, she was left with two small children. She found support
from Rev. John David, S.S., who directed her to charitable work and to Elizabeth's new community
in June 1809. When Elizabeth went to Emmitsburg later that month, Sister Rose was left in charge in
Baltimore. She and the remaining sisters and students joined Elizabeth in Emmitshurg July 29. She
was a member of the first novitiate and pronounced vows July 19, 1813. She was elected Assistant to
Elizabeth (1812), Assistant Procuratrix (1814), and appointed Sister Servant at the Asylum in
Philadelphia (1814) and New York (1817). In April 1820 she returned to SI. Josepb's, Emmitsburg,
because of ill health, and was then elected to succeed Elizabeth as mother (1821-27). At the
conclusion of her term, she was sent to SI. Vincent's, Washington, DC (1827), the Baltimore
Infirmary (1828), Sl. Joseph's, Emmitsburg (1828), and the Orphan Asylum and School, Brooklyn
NY (1831). She was again elected Mother of the community (1833-39), after which she went to SI.
John's School, Frederick, MD, (1839) where she died July 25. She is buried in the original
community cemetery. in Emnlitsburg. See A-6.3a for Rose White'sjoumal covering the period from
June 1809 to August 1817. It contains typical journal events, biographical details of the early sisters,
obituaries, letters, and other items.

-76and if they could be sent together it would be best. 3 May the multiplied blessing of this precious octave be with you pray for Me as I do
for you
MEAS

6.4 To Archbishop John Carroll
[August 6, 1809]

My dear and tender Father
-It was my intention to have written to you on my first arrival at

the [St. Mary's] mountain but so many things occured to disappoint
and distress me that it was impossible to say any thing that would not
give you more pain than pleasure- since then our situation is fixed (at
least for the present) the Sisters! left at home have joined us and my
3By this time everyone from Elizabeth's party had moved into the farmhouse in St. Joseph's
Valley. This home had been built about 1750 and had belonged to the Robert Fleming family before
it was purchased by Samuel Cooper. It became known as the Stone House and served as the
community residence until February 1810. It contained four rooms, two upstairs and two down. It
was later expanded and served as the laundry building. It remained at its original site on a hill
overlooking Tom's Creek until 1979 when it was moved closer to St. Joseph's Provincial House.
6.4 AAB7M4
'By July 29 the rest of Elizabeth's children, Catherine, Rebecca, William, and Richard; two
boarders, Isabella O'Conway and Julia LeBreton; and the other women who had joined Elizabeth in
Baltimore had arrived at Emmitsburg. These included Sisters Rose White, Cecilia O'Conway, Mary
Ann Butler, Susan Clossy, Catherine Mullen, and Ann Nabbs who kept house.
Mary Ann Butler (1784-1821), born in Ireland,joined Elizabeth in Baltimore during the spring of
1809. She pronounced vows July 19, 1813, after completing the first novitiate. She became known
as Sister Mary Ann and was noted for composing words for hymns, including "0 What Could My
Jesus Do More." She died at St. Joseph's and is buried there in the original community cemetery.
Susan Clossey (1785-1823), born in Ireland,joined Elizabeth in Baltimore May 24, 1809. Known
as Sister Susan (Sus), she pronounced vows July 19, 1813, after completing the first novitiate. She
became close to Elizabeth as she nursed members of the Seton family, especiaUy the children. when
they were seriously ill. Elizabeth described her as "one of the sweetest souls ... who has lived in my
very heart and been more than an own sisterto me ... " (ASJPH 1-3-3-6:104). She was in the tirst
group sent to the Asylum in Philadelphia (1814) but returned to St. Joseph's in 1815. She again went
to Philadelphia in 1818 where she became Sister Servant. She also served at St. Mary's School
there, and in 1820 she was appointed Treasurer pro-tem ofthe community. She died in Emmit.sburg
May 6, 1823, and is buried in the original community cemetery there.
Catherine Mullen (1783-1 815), joined Elizabeth in Baltimore just before the tirst group left for
Emmitsburg in June 1809. Known as Sister Catherine or Kitty, she pronounced vows July 19, 1813,
after completing the first novitiate. She was elected to the first council in August 1809, elected
Treasurer (1812), and appointed novice mistress (1813). She died on Christmas Day at St. Joseph's
and is buried in the original community cemetery in Emmitsburg.

-77dear children even my Boys are all reunited to poor Mother, our Cecilia whose illness seemed incurable is restored, and Haniei' another
dear Sister who came with her is we hope in God in a fair way of becoming a good Catholic-Mr. [John] Dubois who is all kindness and
charity to us we begin to get accustomed to/ and we also have the consolation of observing in some degree the System which is hereafter to
govern us: and no doubt the goodness of our Lord will support us
thro' all our weakness and infirmities-Yet as you are truly our Father
it cannot be right to conceal from you that both myself and Sisters
have been greatly chagrined by a letter received from our Superior
[William Dubourg] soon after I came here which required of me not
only myself to give up a correspondance with the person in whom I
have most confidence,' and to whom I am indebted for my greatest
spiritual advantage, but also to eradicate as far as possible from the
minds of the Sisters that confidence and attachment they all have for
him. Sister Rose [White] and Kathy Mullen are the only persons in the
community who have an interest in any other director and as all the
rest are of one heart and voice with respect to Father Babade it seemed
a severe regulation and with respect to myself it was cutting me off
from the advice of the only one, of nine different Priests I have confessed to from necessity, to whom I ever yet had opened my heart or
been able to draw the consolation and instruction so necessary in my
situation-but accustomed as I am almost habitually to sacrifice every thing I most value in this life I should have acquiesed quietly tho
my heart was torn to pieces but the others could not bear it in the same

2Harriet Seton had expressed interest in becoming a Catholic in New York but had met family
opposition. She professed her faith in the Catholic church and made her First Communion
September 24, 1809. She was confirmed a few weeks later by Archbishop John Carroll and took the
name of Madeleine.

3Rev. John Dubois, S.S .• was the parish priest in Emmitsburg and came intotrequent contact with
the sisters.
4July 31 , feast of SI. Ignatius Loyola who was patron of the Maryland missions, marks the
foundation day of the Sisters of Charity. It was then that the sisters began a regular way of life
following an order of the day. See A-6.4a for the Provisional Regulations for the SI. Joseph Sisters.
On August 18 the sisters assembled 10 vote for a council to assist Elizabeth and her assistant, Rose

White. Sisters Catherine Mullen, Cecilia O'Conway, and Cecilia Seton were the first elected
council.

'Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S., had been the well beloved confessor and spiritual director ofthe sisters
while they were in Baltimore.

-78way, and the idea so difficult to conceal that our Superior was acting
like a tyrant-the reserve we all felt to the excellent Mr. Dubois knowing that he and the Superior had but one Soul-all this my dear Sir has
been the source of a thousand temptations, and the enemy of all good
has tried us hard you may be sure, added to all it pleased our Lord to
withdraw from me all comfort in devotion and deprive me in a manner
ofthe light of his countenance at the very time the foot of the cross was
my only refuge.
-now I am going straight on by Faith but if I were to indulge myself instead of rejoicing in the delightful prospect of serving and honoring God in a situation I have so long earnestly desired, death and the
Grave would be my only anticipation, but you know your child too
well to believe any such indulgence is allowed-on the contrary I
abandon myself to God continually, and invite all my dear companions to do the same.-to day the Superior has given the Sisters a copy
of the rule relating to correspondants which permits everyone to write
once in two months to the Director they prefer, on subjects of direction
which are disignated-none of us ever desired any thing more, and if
this had been understood at first much uneasiness would have been
spared - but the adored will be done-and do you our dearest Father
but bless us and pray for us and all will be well-there has been some
very busy persons making exaggerations to our Superior about my
writing large packages to Father Babade which package sent only
twice I truly explained to him contained letters ti'om Cecilia, Harriet,
my Anna, Maria [Murphy] Burk, (and my little girls who are fondly
attached to him and used to write him constantly when in Baltimore)
and the packages he twice sent us contained the life of Clotilda of
France,6 and the manner of regular meditation and mental prayer
which I had never followed in a manner necessary for a community
-Well, my own troubles will teach me I hope how to comfort others, and serve as the payment of some little part of the great debt I own,
may they last until Death if good will come from them, only do do
pray for your child, and be so good as to promise that you will not

6St. Clotilda of France (474?-545), the widow of Clovis. king of the Franks, and a mother of
three sons. She spent her widowhood helping the sick and poor at Tours.

-79speak of the contents of this, or any other letter I may write you, that
without restraint I may speak to you as to our Lord.
-Our dear Rose is my Treasure - she is truly excellent - Kitty too is
all goodness they lay their very heart at your feet united with that of
their unworthy Mother, with dear Cecilia's, and all your children.
how much I thank you for telling me of our every dear Mrs. [Joanna]
Bany - do if you write her say every thing for me affection can dictate,
and also pray mention us all tenderly to our dear Mrs. [Mary Ann]
Bany in Gay Street - if I had been rightly in my Senses since I have
been here I should have written her as I ought, for never can I express
my Sense of her goodness to us all =
Your account of Louisa [Caton] cuts to the heart - I must say I had
other hopes - but patience, she certainly cannot forget all her promises
and resolutions.
My dear Boys are here or rather at the Seminary of the mountain for
the present-can you will you forgive all this detail, pity a creature so
weak and imperfect - all my hope is that your dear self like our Lord
will accept the good will.
All ways yours with truest respect affection MEASe ton.

6.5 Copy to George Weis'
St. Joseph's2 26th August 1809

My dear Weiss,
I know it will please you, and your dear wife to hear from your
friend, though I have nothing new to tell you except that we are more
accustomed to our mountain home than when you last heard from us
and that our Cecilia [Seton] is quite strong, and your favorite Haniet
Magdalen [Seton] is waiting only for our dear Father to become a true
and fervent child of our Holy Church. She has news from her
6.S ASJPH 1-3-3-12:102 (4-7) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Bmte, S.S.
2The location of the property the sisters occupied was in the area known as Sl. Joseph's Valley.

-80bethrothed [Andrew Barclay Bayley] that she cannot expect him for
two years more and she is determined to stay with us, which you may
be sure is a great comfort. tell your dear wife that her little Azov races
after every priest he sees, and is faithless to his master and mistress
both but he is so handsome and lively, we cannot help loving him as
well as for her sake that gave him, but not as we love the pigeons, for
every body takes care of them and there is no such thing to be seen
here as a tame pigeon. Kitty and Becky [several words scratched out]
are very well. They often amuse themselves telling me what they did
while 1 was away and how often they dined with you and how good
dear Mrs. Weiss was to them-do tell my friend C. D. S. that 1 will
write to him by the return of our dear Father [Pierre Babade] whom we
are looking for every day-Harriet would not consent to go to the feet
of anyone else. (A weak uninformed faith still!)
27.-1 can never forget the kindness you have shown us but my
mind and body have both suffered what God alone can tell since I left
you but he knows how truly 1 am attached to you and how fervently 1
beg His blessings may be with you forever. if in this world he gives
them to you as to me in crosses and contradictions let us live by faith
since we know it is much better to suffer for a time that we may afterwards partake of His glory-my dear Anina C[ecelia] and H[arriet]
desire to be affectionately remembered to you both- Becky says tell
M. Weiss 1 send my best, best love to her and Mr. Weiss too don't forget him Mother-And Kitty says she sends her best love. That is all
we poor creatures have to give.

6.6 To Archbishop John Carroll
8th September 1809

My Father in God
- Our Superior [William Dubourg] has written us the welcome
news that we may expect our Father [Pierre] Babade here in a short
6.6 AAB7MS

-81time but mentioned that he did not know if you would give him permission to hear the Sisters.-how many times since have I begged our
Lord to direct me what to do - on the one hand I know it may displease
you if I say any more on the subject, and on the other side my dear
girls' are continually begging me "0 dear Mother do write to the
Bishop [John Carroll] he is a Father to us and will not deny your request" but I have put them off until the last few days my Cecilia
[Seton] is again sick and blistered and her pains being accompanied
by pmticular depression of spirits the only consolation I can give her is
the promise of writing you to beg in her name and the names of four
other Sisters 2 who desire the comfort and feel the necessity as she
does of unfolding their souls to him that you will allow them the privilege which will insure their contentment and Peace - for my part I assure you that if it is not granted to me you will leave a Soul so dear to
you in a cloud of uneasiness which can be dissipated in no other way.
It would seem as if our Lord has inspired this confidence in my Soul
and in those of many others round me for my severe and most painful
trial, circumstanced as I am-his ever blessed adorable will be done,
but as he permits us to desire and express that desire to you as our Father you will not be displeased with me for again troubling you on a
subject on which you seemed already to have made known your intentions.
We are looking out for your promised visit' and long for the timeMr. [John] Dubois has announced it publickly - how happy shall we
be to recieve your dear Paternal Benediction once more-Oh that dear
Mrs. [Joanna] Barry might be with you as we once hoped - have you
any news from her-do remember me most affectionately to our kind
friends Mr. and Mrs. R[obert] Barry - to the Welsh family - and good
little Mrs. Craig - I suppose she has given up her desire of visiting us.
committing the success of our requests to our dear Virgin Mother I
am and always must be your faithful Affectionate child and servant
MEASeton
1Eliwbeth' s daughters and some of the sisters wished to make their confessions to Rev. Pierre
Babade, S.S.
'Sisters Cecilia O'Conway, Mary Ann Butler, Susan Clossey, and Maria Murphy Burke
3Archbishop John Carroll came to Emmitsburg October 20, 1809, and confirmed Harriet Seton.

-82May I beg as the penitent at your feet that this may not be communicated to anyone - if Mr. Dubois should know this request was
made his feelings would be hurt and it would answer no purpose.

6.7 To Julia Scott
20th September 1809

Oh my Julia
what a letter have I received from you [who] but yourself could
have written it to your friend who seemed to have forgotten you.
about a month ago I wrote you in a very lively mood a parcel of nonsense about your abandoning me imagining I wore a straight waistcoat and giving you some droll idea of my position which letter would
illy reply to your dear tender expression therefore seriously and sincerely I will answer all your questions one by one-and in the first
place never was I more at liberty or in a happier state of mind to answer and make every communication to the dear ones of my heart of
whom you ever must be the first. why I have not written or rather sent
what I wrote is only another proof of that careless disposition so often
lamented; and also from a certainty that you were not at home and
probably would not be until the fall. as to affection Julia and the
tenderest solicitude for all that concerned you-the tears gush at the
thought you could have reason to doubt it-yet you know not that the
nearer a soul is truly united to God the more its sensibilities are increased to every being of his creation much more to those whom it is
bound to love by the tenderest and most endearing ties.
you will hear a thousand reports of nonsense about our community
which I beg you not to mind - the truth is we have the best ingredients
of happiness--order, peace, and solitude. there are only 16 now in

6.7 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:79

-83[the] family' a steward who supplies all our outdoor wants - a housekeeper who regulates within [Kitty Mullen], a superintendent of the
work room, and my dear Cecilia (who takes charge of my children and
two dear little girls2I brought from Baltimore) take all fatigue and care
off my hands as much as if I was a child myself. I am a name to keep
up regularity and to say there is a head to the house - the chief work I
do is to walk about with my knitting in my hand (we supply or are to
supply knitting and spinning [for] the college and two seminaries3 of
Mr. [William] Dubourgs with socks and cloth), give my opinion, see
that everyone is in their place, write letters, read and give good adviceYour Anna makes you uneasy but again I assure you circumstanced as she is with young DuP[ avillon] she is a thousand times happier here than she could be elsewhere-she has no restraint or want of
amusement - nothing can be more pleasant than our situation as to
woods meadows etc the comforts oflife in plenty, Cecilia and Harriet
are the companions of her choice if she had a thousand- she studies
French Spanish and Italian with them under a Mistress who is sweetness and modesty itself, a Miss [Cecilia 0'] Conway daughter of the
Spanish teacher in Philadelphia-her progress will never be of any
consequence probably but she is pleased and it keeps her busy-indeed my Julia if you had her she would be a source of perpetual uneasiness to you for as she grows up and looses herself from that blind
obedience exacted from a child under thirteen, she takes many varieties of temper which makes her disposition so unequal that until she is
more matured and experience teaches her some necessary lessons it is
very difficult to make her happy. the great error now past and

'In addition to those already mentioned, two women from Emmitsburg joined the young
community in its early months. Sarah (Sally) Thompson (1779-1850) entered July 3D, 1809.
completed the first novitiate, and pronounced vows July 19, 18 13. Because she was from the
neighborhood, she served as " steward" or business manager for the community. Known as Sister
Sally, she spent her entire community life in the Emmitsburg area at St. Joseph's and Mount St.
Mary' s in domestic service. She is buried in the original community cemetery in Emmitsburg.
Ellen Thompson (1788-1813) entered in September 1809, completed the first novitiate, and
pronounced vows July 19, 1813. Known as Sister Ellen, she had delicate health and died at SI.
Joseph's. She is buried in the original community cemetery in Emmitsburg.
2Isabella O ' Conway and Julia LeBreton who had been students at Paca Street
3SI. Mary 's in Baltimore and Mount SI. Mary's in Emmitsburg

-84irreparible on my part is to have made her my friend and companion
too soon, few dispositions like your dear amiable Maria can bear to be
advanced so soon, but all will be right at last with the excellent examples she has in both her auntsCecilias complaint of the breast4 so far remains that it is impossible
for her to undertake the burthen of cares she left at home in the charge
of house keeper and Teacher in James S[eton's] famili besides that
some delicate circumstances of a connection he has formed make it
extremely improper any young female should reside there-here she
finds a house after her own heart, and the summit of all earthly desires
which is to live with meBarclay 6 has written poor Harriet a proposal that he should remain
8 or ten years longer in Jamaica to obtain a fortune - she is so shocked
with a proposal which so evidently shows his indifference to her that it
seems to disgust her with every thing of the kind. however I hope he
will know how to appreciate her merit and constancy and things may
be accommodated in a shorter time.-she has resolved to wait the
event patiently and make the best use of her time in the interval-Ann
and Cecilia are the gainers and she is determined to hide her disappointment in our Mountains and keep out of the circles of fashion this
winter which would be impossible if she returned to N[ew] York.I wish Sister Charlotts curiosity southward had been awakened before we left Baltimore - I think you will all come to see me next summer and take a laugh at our black gowns and demure looks which
however hide a set of as lively merry heaJts as ever met together. My
darling sweet Boys are here also all health and life - they came just in
the vacation and I found they would be so well in the Seminary here
which has equal advantage with the one in Baltimore without such a
multitude of Boys that I obtained from Mr. [William] Dubourg a place
- and every Wednesday they are in Mothers arms-it is such a comfort
to have all within my reach you well know.-The note you inclosed

4Cecilia Seton had tuberculosis.
sCecilia Seton had been living in her brother James' home and carin g for his eight motherless
children before he r arrival in Baltimore.

6Elizabeth' s half-brother Andrew Barclay Bayley had gone to Jamaica by 1806 in order to pursue
a mercanti1e career. At the time he was engaged to Harriet Seton.

-85my darling friend was very very unexpected-the House of Murrey in
N[ ew] York informed me thro Brother [Samuel] Craig that they have
no more funds of the Filicchis which I cannot understand - nor have I
heard from Leghorn since I left N[ ew] York except by a Brother in law
of the F[ilicchi]s who tells me they made a hundred thousand dollars
during the Embargo by some fortunate speculation while everyone
here was losing. their constant Friendship I cannot doubt so that I
hope soon for some explanation. Your love in the mean time supplies
all- we should not have suffered for any thing however a more generous set of beings than those whose hands I am in you cannot imagine never have the least apprehension on that score-if you knew half the
really good your friend possesses while the world thinks she is deprived of every thing worth having you would moralize an hour at
least and allow that she has truly and really the best of it. If I am not
strong in health it is because my constitution is broken, air, exercise,
good food, Indolence and content ought to strengthen me, but so long
a combat as I have gone thro' will leave its vestiges - yet there is no
settled complaint of any kind--Dne strong north wester will brace all
again-how I wish you could take it with me
-what are you doing darling, dear Glorianna7 -You are well, you
have many comforts, but you have not all-When you are taken to the
sick bed what will you say - you will acknowledge you have had
enough - too much of this world because it has bound you - but you
will feel a want which nothing then can supply-the long long long
life in perspective will seem a strange land with strange inhabitants-think about it a little-do you know dearest that after all my neglect of you and the little reason you have to think I love you with the
boundless tenderness I do love you with - God is my witness I would
this moment gladly give my life to obtain for you the comforts to be
obtained in that hour - the Peace of a Soul going to its kindest dearest
tenderest friend-hush-you understand-when I think of you sometimes I could go and tear you away from all and wrap you in the bosom
that loves and has loved you so long-what would I not do to give you
7 An affectionate name for Julia Scott. Glorianna is also the name of the Faerie Queen in The
Faerie Queen by Edmund Spencer. Elizabeth was probably familiar with this famous allegorical
epic containing themes related to virtue.

-86only a little taste--dear dear dear friend - you laugh - but while you
laugh consider
-what an extravagant idea it is that piety creates gloominess and
disgust - unacquainted with the anticipations of a soul whose views
are chiefly pointed to another existance it is inconcievable what liberty it enjoys - the cares and troubles of life surround it to be sure as
others but how different their effect-human passions and weakness
to be sure are never extinct - but they cannot triumph in the heart
which is possessed by this friend of love and Peace - she is very lovely
Julia - make acquaintance with her-she will not be angry you have
neglected her so long--do you want a letter of recommendation-she
will recieve you even without that. tell me in your next how you like
her - and if Maria has any sentiment in her favour-a thousand thousand thousand blessings be with you dearest to the last moment of my
life I will love you, pray for you and long for your happiness-it shall
not be so long before you hear from me againforever ever your own friend EAS
direct to me as usual

6.8 Draft to Rev. William Dubourg, S.S.1
[September, 1809]

My Father
-the pleading of so weak a creature does not merit your attention I
know - yet once more be patient with one you have born with so
long-it seems but a dream that things are as they are that you have

6.S ASJPH 1-3-3-2:6
lRev. William Dubourg, S.S., conducted the sisters' first retreat in early August, and upon his
return to Baltimore he submitted his resignation as superior of the sisters to Rev. Charles Nagot,
S.S. , his superior. He resigned in reaction to Elizabeth's appeal to Archbishop John Carroll to
intercede with Dubourg who had forbidden the sisters to correspond with Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
Overcome with regret over his resignation, Elizabeth wrote to Dubourg. Meanwhile, she heard that
Rev. John David, S.S., had been appointed the new superior.

-87given your children to a Father in law 2 while their real Father still lives
and loves them with a Parents tenderness-and why - the Mother is
worthless - pity them - pity her try her once more and if she ever even
vexes you again quit her and them foreverthe Rev. Mr. [John] David may make an excellent Superior - his
merits as a Father are undoubted, but our Lord did not give him that
place with us - the charge was pointedly given to you my perverseness
has driven 3

6.9 To Archbishop John Carroll
2d November 1809

My dear Reverend Father
Two days after your departure! I received a letter inclosed for you
from Leghorn which Mr.[John] Dubois has forwarded and I hope you
have received. Since you left us Mr. [William] Dubourg has been here
some days, and I am not without hope that he will again resume his
charge as Superior -You know there are many reasons why I wish it,
and if it cannot be for any length of time at least until the Rev.
Mr.[John] Davids situation is decided for you know if he should go
with Mr. [Benedict] Flagel' we shall have three changes in one
year-besides the temporal management could not be done by him
2Elizabeth likened Rev. John David to a stepfather.
3The next page is tom away and the text is illegible. The following is written on the reverse of this
page:
Jesus Lover of my Soul
Let me to thy Bosom fly
Leave ah Leave me not alone
Still Support and comfort me-Hide me
6.9 AAB7M6
! Archbishop John Carroll had administered the sacrament of Confirmation to Harriet Seton in
Emmitsburg October 20.
2Rev. William Dubourg, S.S., the first superior, had recently resigned as a result of strained
relationships with Elizabeth and the sisters which stemmed from a decision he had made forbidding
their correspondence with Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
3It was expected that Rev. John David, S.S., would accompany his friend bishop-elect Rev.
Benedict Flaget, S.S., to his new frontier diocese, Bardstown, Kentucky.

-88and it is very difficult to divide it (under one circumstance) from the
spiritual, also since it is our first Superior I have offended to him I
ought to be permitted to make the reparation, if it may be allowed - Yet
if it is the will of our Lord it should not be so, I must do my best to
make all go right-the truth is I have been made a Mother before being innitiated - and that must excuse all- to you I attempt no justification - you know all - being a convert, and very much left to my own
devotion, how gratefully attached must I be to the one who has shewn
an unceasing care for my Soul and done every thing to enlighten it,
and discover to it the full consolation of our holy Faith. in my place
my dear Father you would have experienced my trial, but you would at
once have offered it up to God-I am late in seeing the necessity of
this measure, but not too late I hope since it is never too late with our
good Lord and he can dispose every heart to accommodation-you
will see how good a child I am going to be - quite a little child, and perhaps you will have often to give me the food oflittle children yet, but I
will do my best as I have promised you in every case. that I am sure of
your prayers for my advancement is one of my greatest comforts.
[Antonio] Filicchi's letter is 30th of November 18084 - replying to
the first I wrote him from Baltimore - and directs me to draw on his
agents for a thousand dollars to advance my establishment there.-let
your daily blessing be with us our dear and most Revered Father, and
do if you hear of our dear dear Mrs. [Joanna] BarTY give me one line.
always and forever Your respectful and affectionate MEASeton
pray present me respectfully to Rev. Mr. Beeston5- All the girls
would beg to be laid at your feet if they know of this hasty scrawl.

4 Antonio Filicchi' s letter had taken a year to reach Elizabeth because of the embargo. It was the
last she was to receive from the Filicchis until the end of 1815 due to Napoleon' s Continental
System.
5Rev. Francis Beeston , an English friend and secretary of Archbishop John Carroll and the rector
of the Catholic parish at Baltimore, died in late 1809.
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6.10 Copy to Antonio FilicchP
St. Joseph' s Valley 8th November 1809

My dearest Antonio
It is eighteen months since I have a line from Leghorn until a few
days ago your letter of 30th November 1808 with one enclosed for our
dear Rev. Bishop [John] Carroll gave me the inexpressible and most
grateful consolation of knowing that our valued Filippo [Filicchi] was
still in this World, and your dear self and family well, which we hear
by much later date through Mr. Purviance, and also by Mr. Wurger
who has kindly taken the trouble to call on me sometimes during his
stay in Baltimore. Yet your Brother's illness from his account is very
alarming, and I dread with all my good disposition to see the will of
God done in all things, yet must dread to hear so good and precious an
example is taken out of this World so much in need of it. I have recommended his dear soul whatever is his situation to a most holy Priest
here, who never fails to remember him in the divine Sacrifice every
day and it has often been offered with my unworthy communions all
for him.
In all my Communions you have a large place but one in every
Week entirely yours. What else can I do my more than Brother, in return for your unfailing goodness to your poor Sister? that is all my
possession except that joined with it the prayers of ten dear holy Sisters are daily offered for you, our Benefactor and friend. Now then
you will laugh when I tell you that your wicked little Sister is placed at
the head of a Community of Saints, ten of the most pious Souls you
could wish, considering that some of them are young and all under
thirty. Six more postulents are daily waiting till we move in a larger
place to recieve them, and we might be a very large family if! recieved
half who desire to come, but your Reverend Mother is obliged to be
very cautious for fear we should not have the means of earning our

6.10 AMSJ A 111 054 (mannscript copy) No original exists.
'The manuscript is a copy ofthe letter made by Antonio Filicchi. A note on the letter reads: "Copy
of the original forward to Rev. [Charles] White the 20 October 1846 at Baltimore."

-90living during the Winter. Yet as Sisters of Charity2 we should fear
nothing. Your thousand Dollars will greatly relieve us dear Antonio
may you be blessed for ever. I wrote you in full the plan proposed by
our Superior,3and greatly approved by the Bishop and dear Mr. [John]
Chevrous and [Francis] Matignon and as two letters went by different
occasions it is probable one is received and I will only my dearest Antonio beg your's and Filippo's pardon a thousand times if your uncommon friendship and indulgence to your Sister has made her
exceed in the request she has made you in them. Remember I would
not ask you to give more, for your generosity has already been too
great, and our Lord for whose sake and to whom you have given in the
person of the Widow and the Orphan can alone repay you. But that
you might find it proper after consulting proper persons to invest some
of your property in establishing us who have now been called to the
service of God in a religious state, and many others whose vocation is
undoubted, I have proposed to you without fear since He seemed to
open this door for us in your generous benevolence, my only fear is
that perhaps my intention was not sufficiently expressed to you:

6.11 To Matthias O'Conway
[December 12, 1809]

I take her place and scold continually, she is however the picture of
health as is our Isabella [0' Conway] who is the best heart and temper
in the world, she is so robust you would not know her but loves every
thing better than book and needle, she is truly a good child as to solid
goodness indeed the Oconways here are in very good credit if we had
but little Anna (and Joseph our Physician) and James the other
brother! we should be more compleat.
2This is Elizabe th's first reference in her letters to the community as Sisters of Charity.
3The plan referred to the Sulpician vision for the new community as brought to fruition by Rev.
William Dubourg, S.S.
'For the continuation of this letter see 6.39, May 20, 1810. AMSJ Alii 054.
6.11 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:20
! Anna. Joseph, and James were children of Matthias O' Conway.

-91Why cannot I write you in full-my friend my whole heart is tenderly attached to you and your dear family my little Pope is frequently
in recollection and presented on the sacred paten among my darlings
our Lord bless you all a thousand thousand thousand times
Veronique 2 will tell you all is sickness here among my part of the
family I am like a leaf before the wind blessed be the adored name
foreverL.J.c. J.M.J.'

forever your friend in Him MEASX
remember me to the dear Grandmamma and to all - all - all-

6.12 To Archbishop John Carroll
14th December 1809

My dear Reverend Father
-a full and particular letter written you by the holy Mr.[Charles]
Nago[t]' would have informed you of all our concerns since you left
us, but unfortunately one of our Sisters taking my pocket to wash
without my knowledge the poor letter with one inclosed to Louisa
[Caton] was drowned, and so spoiled it could not be sent - since that
time our Cecilia [Seton] has been at the last extremity, and Harriet
these last three weeks also confined to her bed, which with the many
etceteras of sick Sisters and children has made it almost impossible for
me to acknowledge your last most kind favour and thank you a thousand times for the many indulgent expressions it contains.

2Sister Cecilia O'Conway was known as Veronique after Cecilia Seton arrived in June 1809, but
she reverted to Cecilia after the latter's death in 1810.
3Elizabeth adopted the pious practice of using L.J.c. (Laudetur Jesus Christus, or "Praised be
Jesus Christ") from Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S. J.MJ. Means "Jesus, Mary, Joseph."
6.12 AAB7N7
'Rev. Charles-Fran<;ois Nagot, S.S., was the Sulpicians' American superior. He had written
Elizabeth a reprimanding letter (ASJPH 1-3-3-2:7) November 9, refusing to reinstate Rev. William
Dubourg, S.S., as the sisters' superior and telling her that it was God's will that Rev. John David,
S.S., be appointed superior.

-92I have had a great many very hard trials my Father since you were
here, but you of course will congratulate me on them as this fire of
tribulation is no doubt meant to consume the many imperfections and
bad dispositions our Lord finds in me - indeed it has at times burnt so
deep that the anguish could not be concealed, but by degrees custom
reconciles pain itself and I determine dry and hard as my daily bread'
is to take it with as good a grace as possible, when I carry it before our
Lord sometimes he makes me laugh at myself and asks me what other
kind I would choose in the Valley of tears 3 than that which himself and
all his followers made use ofhow much very much I wish to know something of our most dear
Mrs. [Joanna] Barry, if you have heard of her, if perhaps she is arrived
and every thing that relates to her-also dear Mrs. Robert Barrys family I have never been able to hear of since your last letter except once
that dear little John was still very ill-do give a thousand loves to her
for me the very thought of her kindness to us brings tears to my eyes,
tell her she is often in my thoughts with her dear husband and children
before the Blessed Sacrament.
There seems to be no intention of removing us to St. Josephs4 this
winter I have refused to give the least sentiment on the subject, there
are so many difficulties in staying and dangers in going that unless
obliged in Obedience I cannot take it upon me. Your favourite Rose
'Cf. Matt. 6:1l.
3Cf. Ps. 23:4.
"This refers to the house under construction, which Elizabeth named St. Joseph's House. The
Filicchi family helped finance the construction, but it was not until February 20, 1810, that the
community moved into their new log home, even though it was only partially completed. March 19,
1810, the first Mass was celebrated in the new chapel there. This building came to be called the
White House after it was later faced with clapboard and painted white. It contains a series of
paintin gs by Elizabeth's brother-in-law Edward Seton that depict its original appearance and the

ways the campus changed over the years.

The White House was originally located east of the chapel Cwhich is now located at the United
States National Fire Academy and Emergency Management Institute.) The house was enlarged
about 1826 and again about 1838. After the construction of other buildings, the decision was made
to relocate it. In 1845 it was dismantled, board by board and reassembled by John J. Shorb for $500.
Mother Xavier Clark supervised the project and restored the house to the way it looked in
Elizabeth's lifetime. It was moved again in 1917 under the supervision of John T. Bramble of
Baltimore because floor boards were rotting from being directly on the ground. A cellar was dug Cas
in Elizabeth's time), and the house was again dismantled, reconstructed, and restored on a site about
50 ft. northwest where it now rests. TIle mantels, baseboards, most of the molding and chair rails,
and the bannister on the stairway to the second floor are original.
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[White] and Kitty [Mullen] are very well and even improved in health
for some time past - dear good girls they all take every thing as it comes - every one of the Sisters vie with each other to make light of every inconvenience so surely the poor Mother must not lose
courage-pray for us my Our most dear Father as we do for you continually with the greatest tenderness. always most Affectionately and
faithfully your child in Christ MEASeton
Will you please to remember us to Mr. [Francis] Beeston we beg to
be remembered by him at the Altar. -I have written Louisa [Caton]
by post not knowing of this opportunity-

6.13 To George Weis
Saturday Morning [December 23,1809]1

My dear friend
-our Harriet is gone without my even knowing she was in
danger-she died at two this morning we have had Mass and the
communions of all the community it is now five oc1ock-where
where is the soul of our Father?-I can only offer a Mothers heart, a
Mothers sighs and a Mothers tears: Cecil [Seton] is very ill againtell our dear Father [Babade] that every moment of her illness
while she had any understanding was full of him, his towel his cake his
handkerchiefs his letters every thing she could touch of his, the water
he had blessed she even drank in the night by stealth all all was her
only delight-but above all when she received our Lord she said all
her soul was with him-as is that of the poor Mother. try to get this
6.13 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:57
lThe date is written in another hand.
2Harriet Seton became ill the last week of November, became critical December 18, and died of
an inflammation of the brain December 23, 1809. During the summer of 1809, Elizabeth and her
companions had taken a walk through the thick woods on their property in Emmitsburg in order to
select a site for a cemetery. Although several spots seemed favorable , Harriet' s attention rested on a
large oak tree which she designated for her repose, declaring, "This is my spotl " as she playfully
threw an apple core against its trunk. Though she never joined the community, she was the first to die
in Emmitsburg, and she was buried under that oak tree which became the site of the community
cemetery of the Sisters of Charity.

-94letter by all means to Rev. Mr. Moranville 3 and the Rev. Bishop [John
Carroll] before their masses Christmas day-and forward the
inclosed to New York as soon as possible
pray for us my dear dear friend 4

6.14 To Julia Scott
27th December 1809

My own dear little Julia
-how do you do are your dear ones well-I have had many heavy
hours since I wrote you first from the extreme illness of Cecelia
[Seton] which terminated in an absess of the liver and now the death of
my sweet and darling Harriet' who was the life and joy of my heart for
many months past-her illness has been long that is since she first
complained of the sick head ach and bilious affliction she has been
long subject to, but sometimes better at others worse I had not the least
alarm till her complaint took a sudden turn, Nature took a wrong
Course and she lost so much, excessive debility succeeded, her head
became violently affected and the dear child could neither be helped
by blisters or any etceteras of medical aid.
So it goes with your friend, tribulation is my element-if it only
carrys me Home at last never mind the present, do you ever think
about it - my dearest dearest Julia-Year after year passes, the last
must come - foolish and extravagant as your own friend now appears
to you when the scene is about to close things will wear so different an
appearance you would be very glad to have been among the number of
those who look beyond it. is it not so dearest.
3Rev. John Moranville (1760-1 824) was born in France. ordained a priest in 1784, and sent to
work in French Guiana. He came to the United States in 1794, and in 1804 he became pastor of St.
Patrick' s church in Fells Point near Baltimore. He was known for his sanctity and guided several
women to join the Sisters of Charity.
4Written on the address side, probably by George Weis: "the dear Cicilia arrived in my house
April lIth 1809." The year was reall y 1810.
6.14 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:80
IHarriet Seton died December 23, 1809.

-95-Our Mountains are very black but the scene below bright and
gay, the meadows still green and my dear ones skipping upon them
with the Sheep, except poor Anna who deeply feels the loss of her
companion friend and adviser - they always walked together, read and
worked together, sharing even the same bed. Yet I am much reconciled to our loss as her situation with [Andrew] Barclay [Bayley] was
so distressing always fearing he was only bound to her by honour, or if
his affection continued was obliged to follow him to Jamaica or probably to give him up intirely-she was an angelic girl truly and her
death is one of the hard blows destined for your own friend - yet here I
go like iron or rock day after day-as He pleases, and how he pleases,
but to be sure when my turn comes I shall be very glad = say dearest
say if you are growing good, and how every thing goes with You and
our dear Maria and J[ohn]. is Mrs. [Charlotte Sitgreaves] Cox able to
bear the change of weather-is our dear dear Brother Sam still at
Easton, is he well- if it was in my power to bring on you all the many
Blessings I wish you - you would have thousands more than you can
even wish for yourselves.
I do not like to send this blank side but have several letters to write
by this post dearest-they tell me a hundred most ridiculous stories 2
are going about relative to our manner of living here, but I hope you
will not listen to them a moment if they should reach you-and believe me again when I assure you that I have with my darlings also true
peace and comfort every way-as to sickness, and death itself if it comes to us again we know that they are the common attendants of human life they are our certain portion at one period or other, and it
would be madness to be unhappy because I am treated like the rest of
human beings =so do not give it a thought for my share in them but
think dearest think for your own precious most precious Self My
Gloriana farewelever your own friend EASe ton

200uverneur and Charlotte Seton Ogden, Elizabeth's brother and sister-in-law, wrote several
letters to Harriet Seton berating her for remaining in Maryland and converting to Catholicism (See

Robert Setol! Memoirs II: 64-71). Vehemently anti-Catholic in their sentiments. they had been
outspoken in their criticism of Elizabeth while she was still in New York.
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1810
6.15 To George Weis
1st January [1810)

My dear friend
I have received both your letters. but have scarcely a moment to
answer Anna is attacked with the malady of our Madelone'-Susan
[Clossy] and Mary Quin 2 has been in bed with it since X mas. so it is
but I implore you and Father [Babade] not to speak of it -let others tell
the tale-I am satisfiedCecil [Seton] is as before very weak almost fainting when she attempts to get up. tell Father that he must not think it in my power to
recieve anyone in the house until things are changed and we are settled in St. Josephs.3 -you must not think our courage fails - Oh no
when the clock struck 12 last night and ended the old year Annina laying in my arms in a violent ague I felt happy, contented, embracing my
lot with joy but this is only the force of grace, generally I am stupefied
and have not the power to wish or care for any thing but heaven and
eternity, every other thought is troublesome.
tell your dear [Mrs.] Minon [Weis] to have courage-all our
clouds will pass away by and by - perhaps this is our last year of trial.
-A dieu X your true friend. LJ.C. 1000000 Beni 1000 Adore
10000

6.15 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:72
IHarriet Seton took the name Madeline when she became a Catholic. She had died of
inflammation of the brain December 23, 1809, shortly before this letter was written.
2Mary Quinn (d. 1816) whose parents were Irish was born in New York and admitted as a
candidate November 11, 1809. After completing the first novitiate, she pronounced vows July 19,
1813. Known as Sister Martina, she made special contributions in the ministry of education. She
died at St. Joseph's May 26, 1816, and is buried in the original community cemetery in Emmitsburg.
3SI. Joseph's House, the sisters' newly constructed log home

-97beg our Father not to tell C' of Anninas sickness, but to pray for her
particularly himself. 5

6.16 To George Weisl
Sunday night January 7 1810

My Friend
You will be anxious for Annina her situation is not dangerous I
hope for the present but her complaint is very obstinate and the fever
constant. Good Susan [Clossy] is recovering, little Mary [QuinnY is
blistered and continues illtell our dearest Father [Babade] the thought that we are always in
his heart and prayers is my great consolation next to the adored, we are
all praying for him continually.
best love to your dear [Mrs.] Minon [Weis] LJ.C. Beni Adore

4Probably Charles DuPavillon with whom Anna Maria was infatuated.
5Written on the outside of the page: "tell Father St. Polycarp is his saint this month. S!. Vincent
mine-the first opportunity you will have something of Maddelan." It was a custom to draw the
name of a saint as a special model for the month.
S!. Polycarp (69?-155?). a disciple of St. John the apostle, was a leading Christian in Roman Asia
in the second century. He is an important link between the apostolic age and the great Christian
writers of the late second century. The account of his martyrdom was circulated widely in the early
Christian church.
Probably a reference to St. Vincent de Paul, co-founder of the French Daughters of Charity
6.16 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:65
'There are unclear lines above the date.
2Later Sister Martina Quinn

-986.18 To Eliza Sadler
Emitsburg 9th January 1810

My dearest Eliza
A letter from Sister [Mary Bayley] P[ost] last week tells me you are
safe arrived and very well-A few days before I began a letter to you
not knowing where it would find you - and now I do intreat you take
the first stormy day when visitors are quiet or the first hour of night
you can bestow to satisfy a heart that loves you more than you are conscious of-it is more than 9 months since I have heard any thing direct
from you or our ever dear Due and the last of her was far from Consoling
-the Darlings you have so long cherished are as when I last wrote
you full of health and innocence except poor Anna who is more than
affected by the death of Harriet but like every thing else this will pass I
hope. William has been very ill some weeks ago, I but has double
health and activity since.
-the different reports you may perhaps hear of our situation will
make you doubtful what it really is, but if you recollect the System of
the Sisters of Chariti before and since the Revolution in France, you
will know the rule of our community in a Word, which amounts only
to that regularity necessary for order and no more-You may
concieve my content in such a situation, it is almost inconceiveable to
myself that I possess it.
-now our chief object is Spinning Knitting etc to obtain clothing
for ourselves and the Children in our charge who are Educated with
6.18 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:36
IWilliam had been seriously ill in October 1809 to the point where his death was expected. A
shroud had been made which was used when Harriet Seton died.
2The Daughters of Charity were founded in Paris in 1633 by St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de
Marillac for the service of the poor. Because the Daughters of Charity was not a consecrated
religious community, the sisters were not subject to the restrictions of the cloister and were able to

work among the people. They quickly expanded to other European locales. The French emigre
Sulpicians were familiar with the work of this group.
St. Louise de Marillac (1591-1660) was born in Paris. married, and had one son. After her
husband's death she collaborated with St. Vincent de Paul in work with the Ladies of Charity, and in
1633 she co-founded with him the Daughters of Charity.

-99the care the principle inspires on which our good Sisters act. they are
tmly good Sisters - you would be delighted with their Simplicity and
sincerity. every Occasion to visit the sick is embraced but the Villages
round us are not very extensive. our mountain serves the limits of the
world to us but beyond them dearest Eliza you know I have many most
dear interests and tmly none more solid and sincere than that for my
Sad who comes in my mind a thousand times oftener than many others
from the nature of my Occupations so congenial with her mindOur Rev. Mr. [John] Tisserant is not yet returned but still expected,'
the death of a Sister in Germany has delayed him. we have here a most
interesting young man whom he has brought up and cherished with
tender care, son of an English nobleman over whose history the veil of
mystery is thrown, but he is inexpressibly dear to me, we feel for each
other as belonging to the same dear Father-we have reasons to hope
Mr. Tisserant will be our chaplain when he returns-perhaps you
have seen him since you wrote. If [George] Duplex is returned give
him a thousand kind remembrances from us the children speak of him
- their Uncle Craig: and those they were most attached to as if they
parted from them but yesterday. tell my dear [Samuel] Craig I ever
think of him and love him with the most sincere attachment
-how I should like to step in at your Sunday dinner and see dear
Helen, Mary, William Baylei for I have heard both the latter are in
N[ew] York
-do give my love to them all if it is so and the Long Island
physician" when you see him. do do write dear Eliza and direct to Baltimore as before. I am but one days ride from it and get my letters immediately
ever yours EASeton.

3He was in Europe at the time and never returned to the United States.
4William Craig, Eliza Sadler's brother, was a widower who had been married to Elizabeth's
half-sister Charlotte Amelia Bayley.
5Helen, Mary, and William Bayley, Elizabeth's half sisters and brother. About 1817 Mary Bayley
married Sir Robert Henry Bunch and lived in Nassau in the Bahamas. William Bayley died about
1818.
6Guy Carlton Bayley, Elizabeth's half-brother, had just begun medical practice as a country
doctor on Long Island.

-1006.19 Draft to Andrew Barclay Bayley·
[January 1810]

My dearB.
Before this time you have no doubt heard many different accounts
of the departure of our beloved H[ arriet] - I know letters were written
you immediately and thought it best to wait until your mind would be
composed before I wrote you any thing on the subjectBy your letters to her after her quitting N[ ew] York you appeared
to be acquainted in part with the circumstances of dear Cecils illness
and the manner in which they were again reunited to me at Baltimore from thence we came to the Mountain where both Hatche and Cecil
soon obtained a great share ofhealth.-we were accustomed to walk
in the woods every afternoon which led to the heigth of the Mountain
on which we lived half way up - and a little higher than our log cottage 2
stands our chapel which H never entered till some time after we came
here but always walked in the wood with Anna when Cecil and I went
there--neither of us ever asked why she did not come in well knowing
that in her situation it would be imprudent in her to take any share in
our religious customs - but when of her own accord she did come in
and take great delight in joining us in them we surely never advised
her to stay out, or showed any other opposition then asking her if she
had considered how it would be thought of at home-She then with many many tears related to me how completely
unhappy she was in that home which I fully knew before I left N[ ew]
York, said she would rather die than return to it - represented how little
hope she had of being united to you from the different accounts and reports she had of you from persons who intimately knew your situation

6.19 ASJPH 1.. 3-3-7:82
'Rev. Simon Brute. S. S .• wrote on this letter: "to Barclay Bailey who had loved Miss Harriet."
2For six weeks the women stayed in a log cabin which Rev. John Dubois, S.S., vacated for their
usc. Above it stood S1. Mary's Church on the Mountain where Dubois had been a resident pastor
since 1805. It served the college and seminary when Mount St. Mary's was founded in 1808.
Elizabeth and the first sisters came for prayer. Mass. and Vespers at "the old church on the hill."
where they provided music and tended the sacristy.

-101and habits, shewed a letter you had written which mentioned the story
of a young man who left his mistress lovely and youthful and was so
long seperated that he found her old and ugly, asking if she had not lost
her bloom etc. etc. which letter she burnt in great agitation and declared she would make her determination forever and never seperate
from Cecil and me, and by uniting herself to us she was sure of Peace
and tranquillity at least which was all she asked in this world-after
that Aunt F[arquharp wrote her that you wished her to join you in the
West Indies or that you were coming for her to which she replied in a
manner expressive of her unchangable affection and attachment to
you, and that she was ready to prove it at any hour, and I believe wrote
you to the same effect as I remember she was two or three days writing
you and sent a very large package by

6.20 To Archbishop John Carroll
19th January 1810

My dear and Honoured Father
an opportunity offers and I cannot refuse myself the melancholy
comfort of telling you how much I feel your Affliction,l it would be
the greatest of all consolations to me could I lessen it by relieving you
of the least of the many cares your heavy loss throws upon you both in
the domestic and every other way-every one amongst us have presented our constant petitions for the repose of the Soul so dear to you
or for its greater glory - for my part I have so associated it with our
dearest Harriets that every time the clock strikes my heart ascends for
them. Harriets death was very melancholy being caused by an
inflamation of the brain her mind was intirely deranged for the last
four days during which and all night long she sung almost incessantly
the musick of the church and even while she was dying continued to

3Elizabeth Curson Farquhar. a maternal aunt of Harriet Scton
6.20 AAB7N8
IProbably a reference to the death of Rev. Francis Beeston. the bishop's friend and secretary

-102sing a hymn the Sisters sing at the adoration 2-the first we percieved
of her derangement was from her excessive distress at not being fasting to recieve our Lord stretching out her arms and calling to him,
complaining that he was denied to her who was all her confidence and
hope - the next day, the expectation of the Blessed Virgin,3 she was
more composed, recieved him with great joy and remained quiet for
an hour, I asked her what he was saying to her She answered "all love
and Peace." and these were the last rational words she said - seemed
quite unconscious when Extreme Unction' was administered and
went to sleep without a struggle. My Anna was taken sick immediately and two of the Sisters - they are recovering - two have left their
chamber but I really began to think we were all going. I have been sick
a few days but am quite better and we are preparing to make a trial of
St. Josephs house - if it is too cold we must return again our moveables
are not very weighty. S do you bless us, do you carry us in your heart - I
know you do and it is a great very great comfort to us all-Cecilia
[Seton] is beginning to leave her bed, Anna has been blistered and a
good deal reduced but they are both sitting by a good fire and quite
cheerful--colder weather you cannot imagine than we now have but it
is much better than the unwholesome damp. Rose [White] and Kitty
[Mullen] are very well except colds - all beg your Paternal Benediction, and prayers particularly your poor unworthy but most Affectionate

MEASeton

2Hymns sung at Benediction included Tantum Ergo and Pange Lingua. both composed by Sl.
Thomas Aquinas.
3Harriet died December 23. She received Holy Communion for the last time December 18.
'A sacrament in the Catholic church celebrated with those who are seriously ill or dying. It is now
called the Anointing of the Sick.
sBecause of crowded conditions in the farmhouse, three sisters moved to SI. Joseph's house
before the building was completed.

-1036.21 To George Weis
[n.d.]

My dear Friend '
-All goes just so sweet Cecil is every day better and Annina is
well-ask our Father [Babade] why we hear nothing of Charles
[DuPavillon] is he at the college, or where is he-we intended to have
sent something by Lilly but I have been sick etc-tell your dear [Mrs.]
Manon [Weis] I love and bless her a thousand times and beg in return
her maternal benediction as she gave me when we parted. tell my Father I find no place this pinching cold weather but his dear dear heart
and I stay in it continually.
always your own friend MEAS
Oh take care of Lilly my heart bleeds with disappointment at his
change-but the adored will is all

6.22 To Rose Stubbs'
St. Josephs Emitsburg [January 24,1810]

My most dear Rose
Your most welcome letter is safe in my hands, and I cannot tell you
the comfort it gives me to hear of you and your dear family. you tell
me better news of them than I had heard from New York, but well persuaded that the only way to come to our heavenly Treasure is thro' the
fire of tribulation we can have no other will than his who goes before
us to lead us on-I have gone thro' more interior and external trials
since I began a religious life than you can concieve, but have always

6.21 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:58
6.22 AMSV 110:10,6
1A friend from New York

-104found and still find they are very very good for me-and so you must
take them dearest.
I have just buried my Sister Harriet [Seton] a most beautiful accomplished girl converted here last summer by the blessed Virgin of
the mountain,' recieved her first communion the 24th September,
feast ofthe B[lessed] V[irgin] of Mercy - gone ever since to the sacraments weekly, and lived up to our rules 3 with the fervour of devotion-just as her friends found out her conversion and a storm of
distressing reproaches was falling on her, and the solicit[at]ion of my
Brother [Andrew Barclay Bayley] to whom she had been engaged
many years she was taken ill and snatched away from it all, blessed be
our Lord forever. What is this World my dear girl-what can be our
hope in it-heaven and eternity-is the only point worth thinking of.
Now my dear to answer to some observations in your letter - you
say very true that a religious life cannot be embraced without many
considerations-let me be the last person in the world to persuade you
on the subject-but knowing your love of religion and your dear parents great love for it I only mentioned to you that there was such a
horne for you and there is here an excellent Seminary' for the education of young Clergymen many are taken free of all expence, and
brought up in the most edifying manner and no doubt it would comfort
your dear father to know this in case he was not able himself to Succeed and provide for you all-as to the rest Almighty God will do
what is rightOur Community increases very fast, and no doubt will do a great
deal of good in the care-of the sick and instruction of children which is
our chief business. the rule is so easy that it is scarcely more than any
regular religious person would do even in the world. like yourself
many of our Sisters do not know their Vocation, but they make no engagements till they have passed their twelve months Novitiate 5 and

2Rev. John Dubois, S.S. , erected a grotto to the Blessed Virgin on SI. Mary's Mountain which
became a favorite shrine of people in the area.
3The Provisional Regulatiolls fo r St. Joseph's Sisters was adopted du ring the summer of 1809.
Harriet Seton never became a member of the Sisters of Charity.

4Mount St. Mary's Seminary
' The Sisters of Charity had not yet established a novitiate.

-105then if they persevere they make simple Vows in the hands of our
Bishop [John Carroll] which he can dispense with at pleasure whenever he sees just cause for doing it. Oh what a comfort while the
church of God is reduced to such distress and seems as it were abandoned to its enemies he permits us to serve him in peace in this happy
corner, where he stays with us even under our very roof-we have an
elegant little Chapel thirty cells holding a bed, chair and table each, a
large infirmary, a very spacious refectory, besides parlour, school
room, my room working rooms etc.-remember it is your home and
your dear Sisters in any day when your dear parents and almighty God
may think proper, and this I tell you only for your and their comfort in
case any thing happened to them.
as I told you the Church is in great distress it is said that Pope Pius
VIlth has gained the paten of Martyrdom and probably there is now no
pope, or if there is it is a relation of Bon[a]parts-6
our good and excellent Mr. Byrne7 died sometime ago at George
Town College. Ann Barry died at Maderia and her Mother [Joanna
Barry] is daily expected here. this is all I know out of our own roofwe are as much out of the world as if we were burieddo let me hear every particular of your dear family as soon as you
can, I hear no more of good [George] Duplex nor his wife - will write
them this day-the Peace of our Lord be with You my dear Child, and
the blessing of your Virgin Mother. always your friend in [Christ]
most truly and sincerely MEAS. +
Anna and all the dear childrens best love to you-Cecilia [Seton] is
with me I told you I believe-she has been at the point of death and is
yet in bed-my eldest boy [William] also had his shroud made. I am
very well and thrive thro' trouble - pray for me always as I do for you
all.

6pOpc Pius VII had been made a prisoner by Napoleon Bonaparte at Grenoble, Savona, and
Fontainbleau successively. When the Allies entered Paris in March 1814, he returned to Rome
amidst great rejoicing. Pius VII lived until 1823.
7Rev. John Byrne had been an assistant at St. Peter' s in New York.

-1066.23 To Archbishop John Carroll
25th January 1810

dear and Most honoured Father
St. Josephs Housel is almost ready, in a very short time we expect
to be settled in it-you know our rules 2 have hitherto been very imperfectly observed but now the moment approaches when order must be
the foundation of all the good we can hope to do, and as so much depends on the Mother of the Community I beg you to take her first in
hand for I must candidly tell you she is all in the wrong - notfrom discontent with the place I am in since every corner of the world is the
same to me ifI may but serve our Lord, nor with the intention ofour institution for I long to be in the fullest exercise of it - but circumstances
have all so combined as to create in my mind a confusion and want of
confidence in my Superiors which is indiscribable. if my own happiness was only in question I should say how good is the cross for me
this is my opportunity to ground myself in patience and perseverance,
and my reluctance to speak on a subject which I know will give you
uneasiness is so great that I would certainly be silent - but as the good
our Almighty God may intend to do by means of this community may
be very much impeded by the present state of things it is absolutely
necessary You as the head of it and to whom of course the Spirit of discernment for its good is given should be made acquainted with it before the evil is irreparable. Sincerely I promised you and really I have
endeavoured to do every thing in my power to bend myself to meet the
last appointed Superior' in every way but after continual reflection on
the necessity of absolute conformity with him, and constant prayer to
our Lord to help me, yet the heart is closed and when the pen should
freely give him the necessary detail and information he requires it

6.23 AAB7M7
lThe house under construction which Elizabeth named St. Joseph' s House. The community
moved there February 20.
2The Provisional Regulationsjor St. Joseph's Sisters was adopted during the summer of 1809.
'Rev. John David, S.S., with whom Elizabeth had difficulty
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he had nothing to do with us, an unconquerable reluctance and diffidence takes place ofthose dispositions which ought to influence every
action and with every desire to serve God and these excellent beings
who sUlTound me I remain motionless and inactive. it is for you my
most revered Father to decide if this is temptation or what it is-Mr.
[Samuel] Cooper who is on a visit to Baltimore knows many particulars I cannot write which his interest in our community has made him
unavoidably observe and which I beg him to make known to you-if
you think proper to make known the contents of this to the holy Mr.
[Charles] Nagot you will do so, but if after consideration of every circumstance you still think things must remain as they are whatever you
dictate I will abide by through every difficulty, continuing at all times
and in every situation
Your most Affectionate Daughter in Christ MEASeton

6.24 To a Clergyman l
March 1, 1810

"The month of February past, and my tottering frame still stands;
but whence this change? With a cheerful heart I feel myself every day
get weaker, and I feel happy in the idea that a few weeks must end it
all. What now is all the world to me? It vanishes like smoke. 2 Night or
day, sunshine or rain, 'tis all one to me. My eyes are fixed on eternal
day; pain has become my rest, and my nights never more sweetly
passed than when restless and uneasy. Dearest Lord! How good you
are to me; you have indeed heard my prayer, always to let me suffer
for you, that so I may expiate my offenses; and when the hour of death
shall come I may pass immediately from this world into Thy arms of
mercy. Oh, how precious now is every hour of my time! Not an instant
6.24 Mother Setoll Guild Bul/etill, December 1947
INo original of this letter exists. This is a reprint from the Mother Seton Guild Bulletin. The editor
of the bulletin incorrectly attributes this as a letter to Rev. John David, S.S. It seems more likely
addressed to Archbishop John Carroll or Rev. Pierre Babade. S.S.
2Cf. Ps. 102:4.

-108shall be lost. Every thought, word, and action, shall tend to the one
point. And how ungrateful should 1 be to my merciful Creator did 1 not
devote to Him, to the utmost of my power the short remainder of my
life, which most probably will be but a few weeks longer.
"Since the last accounts to my dearest father, the soul has tasted
more peace that it has since our darling Harriet has gone. 3 Death has
no longer a frightful appearance. 1 can now meditate upon it with the
greatest composure. My daily pains 1 feel hourly more precious
though sometimes 1 get wearier, and even wish to be released; yet 1
find in my severest pains that 1 fervently pray our Lord to give me still
more, and purify and prepare me for Himself. 1 cannot help thinking,
from the nature of my complaint, that 1 am fast approaching toward
the end of my exile; the pilgrimage has been wearisome, the mountain
very hard to climb these few months past, which only make me long
more ardently for a haven of rest. But shall 1 ever reach that port? May
there not be some sins yet unexpiated? If so, 1 trust our Jesus will shed
a ray of His divine light in my unworthy bosom. Before the arrival of
that hour doubts and fears will arise; but Jesus speaks peace and comfort."

6.25 To a Clergyman l
[March 1810]

"I cannot express to my soul's father my longing for Holy Communion. 1 receive it as often as the Sisters but 1 seem to desire still more;>
and the days that 1 do not receive Him 1 am not the same creature. 1
have much more comfort in my Communions than formerly.
3Elizabeth had last written to Archbishop Carroll January 25. Harriet Seton died December 23.
1809.
6.25 Mother Setoll Guild Bulletill, December 1947
'No original ofthis letter exists. This is a reprint from the Mother Setoll Guild Bulletill. The editor
of the Bulletin incorrectly attributes this as a letter to Rev. John David, S.S. It seems more likely
addressed to Archbishop John Carroll or Rev. Pierre Babaoe, S.S ..
2According to the sisters' regulations "the days appointed for Communion will be Sunday,
Wednesday, and Friday, unless there occur some particular feasts in the week which may determine
to alter them OrlO grant an extraordinary Communion. None shall be allowed to receive oftener."

-109According to our neccessities He gives. Death and eternity ever before me! Why is it so? Because Thou, dearest Lord, givest me some
pain, some bodily uneasiness, to remind me of the slightness of that
thread which holds my existence. Was it always so? Once you saw my
weakness and pitied it. You have made me see, dear Lord, the vanity
of all human things.3I now truly feel this life a weary pilgrimage, and
long for the hour when my mortal part shall be dissolved and I shall be
at rest. Cut and crucify this sinful body here; here let it pay the penalty
that is due; but oh, my Jesus, spare me hereafter! At the hour of death,
commfort and receive me!"

6.26 To Eliza Sadler
8th March [dated 1809 but content indicates 1810]

My dear dear Eliza
- both your first and second letters reached their destination which I
know was to my very heart - they have said all that could be most
grateful to it-it seems to me I can see you and look within you while
you were writing; every article of furniture plants etc round you, and
the spot where every thing stood I can bring to the minds eye as distinctly as if they were in view but an hour ago, even the features and
expression of the beloved Pauline are exactly present-have you this
treasure of memory-some persons can never recollect features all
the past is confusion - if you have this privilege you must often look
towards the dear uncles dwelling with sensations Ifeel for you - sweet
Lord what a being is Ours - Obliged to reduce our aim to a simple view
of the little part we fill and in quiet acceptance insure tranquillity; or
engage the torrent of recollection-which carries - oh my Eliza where would mine carry me if it was not resisted-therefore a transient glance behind with me is quickly followed by a strong look upward which the mid day sun itself cannot repel-sour or bitter all is
3Cf. Eccles. 1 :2.
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sweet to me as if refered to the principle he either permits, or commands, either must be right it will be very right too if you will take
dear Craiges' health in the consideration and care next May to look at
our mountains you will find my plants in lovely order - the parent root
to be sure is almost sapless and appears quite decayed but when the
wind blows hard the little ones sUlTound and bear it up-indeed it is
true Eliza when I am so weak as to suffer vexations or cares to press
upon my mind only the look of these dear ones who seem to say
Mother live for us acts like a main spring-but yet it is not the main
spring for if it was no higher I should be worse than ungrateful.
Can you think then that the sad stories of my dear and precious
Anna is true indeed not one sentence more than I now tell you-she
contracted a strong affection, much stronger than I ever thought her
capable of, with a studenrZ at St. Marys college without having even an
opportunity <ever> to speak to him, and seeing him only at
Church-his good sense or fears that poor William and Richard (who
were the channels of his Bouquets and verses without my having the
most distant suspicion) would be found out by the Superior, induced
her to discover all to me-ofherselfl believe she never would so great
is the reserve of her temper, but he wrote her the most pressing
intreaties to throw herself in my arms and after showing his letters
endeavour to obtain my sanction to their affection - this was not very
difficult as I knew more of him than she did herself thro' my souls
friend 3 who is also his, and had always wished Anna might be so fortunate as to gain his affection in the way she has which seems to be
solid and sincere. his fortune is very large and his education of the
first kind with superior talents. his family only a very tender Mother
who resides in Guadeloup and I am told very amiable-so stands the
point so much and no more- they had one interview in my presence,
and I brought her away with me where she is very well contented waiting for the event with a good grace as she has sense to know his sincerity is best tried by absence and that she is yet too young to enter into so
'Either William or Samuel Crai g, Eliza's brothers
2Charies DuPavillon. Anna Maria had been passing love notes to him through her brothers,
William and Richard Seton.
3Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.

-111serious an engagement-he graduated last month and still lives with
the Superior of the college until he joins his Mother to bring her here
or she makes arrangements to settle here-I have no reproach to make
myself, for it is impossible a child could be more strictly watched or
carefully advised than my Annina - now I can do no more than commit
All to the Adored-some time ago I was uneasy, but I find her so good,
so innocent and dutiful that it would be folly to anticipate evil which
may never come-he writes always inclosed to me unsealed.
Your Richard is as lovely in my eyes as when in his curles and nankeens but would not be in yours the same sweet look of love but a
quiet considerate expression all opposed to Williams vivacity-still
as much in love with Mother as when hanging on the breast and always happier with his little Sisters than all the companions in the
world his talents are not distinguished but he is very steady-the bend
of the neck not ungraceful, but the dear head often achingI cannot say any more now without missing this weeks post - only
my earnest tender love to Craige-if ever you see dear Mary 4 try to do
away the bad impressions I find she has of Annina-it would be a very
dangerous example for her-Oh if God would ever grant that I should
once again have an opportunity of cultivating hers and Helens 5 sisterly love how thankful I should be-you know writing them the kind
of letters I should be obliged to write would be nonsense, nor have I
the time-but time and patience will do something perhaps all I can
say is my heart now hangs round them all more than everdear Mary Baratt and her lovely family do say a word of them that
partiality will go with me to the grave-as will my true and faithful affection for you EAS
-soon I expect my dear dear a thousand times dear Cecilia will
take her flight6-Oh Eliza how many strings draw up as well as
down[ wlards-yet my heart faints when I think of this separation no
one can concieve what she is to me - but - but - fiat.7

4Mary Fitch Bayley, Elizabeth' s half-sister
5Helen Bayley, Elizabeth' s half-sister
6Cecilia Seton was very ill at the time.
7 .. S o be it"

-1126.27 To Catherine Seton
9th March 1810

My poor Josephine!
The fault of quarreling you have so often confessed and declared
you would not do so again, that it hurts my very heart to find you have
been guilty of it-but your Lord is the one you have most offended my
poor child, to him who is so good to you, you are most ungrateful.
You cannot gd next Sunday but if you have no marks or cross between now and next Wednesday I will once more present your poor
little soul to him as a lamb the wolf is trying to tear from his dear
arms.tell Rebecca I did not think she would so soon forget her good
promises - but I beg our dear Lord and our Sweet Mother to give you
both pardon for all your faults through the precious blood which
washes sins away.
Your poor Mother +3

6.28 To Matthias O'Conway
St. Joseph's day 19th March [1810]

My dear and doubly dear friend
Your letter is this moment received and barely in time for the morning post-Your confidence I know cost you a struggle but it is not lost.
---dear dear Veronique! it was necessary to have the blessed Sacrament
in her heart and before her eyes to support her - this she had and the poor
6.27 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:48a
!This is the first extant letter in which Elizabeth addresses her daughter Catherine by the name
Josephine. Since she was baptized Catherine Charlton Seton, Josephine may be either her
Confirmation name or re flect an informal name change as the new community commenced. This

was the most stable living situation this ten-year-old girl had ever known.
2Receive Holy Communion
3 Rev.

Simon Brute, S.S. added this note: "after quarrels with her sister Rebecca"
6.28 UAQ#13
'Sister Cecilia O' Conway

-113weak trembling arms and heart of her souls Mother-Yet one word
from you and your blessed Rebecca2 would have been more than all for
the moment.-She is in my room, in my bed, in my heart, and will in a
few hours be strong for she is truly an angel-her sacred sorrow is unknown to all her Sisters except one who is one Soul with her' [they]
think she has a slight indisposition-look UP Father of Sorrows-to
the Father of Mercies, you and yours are his own, c10athed in the robe of
tribulation but marked with his Seal and signd-Iet us be comforted
"sorrow endures but for a night--our night is far spent and the day is at
hands - L[audetur] J[esus] C[hristus]"
in return for your confidence in your poor Mater she will tell you
that our sweet Lord has made her take some bitter bitter potions in this
Valley of Peace-the cup is yet to the lip, and is not near the dregs-so
much the better, the larger draughts of Salvation will follow it, but this
weakness is an embarrassment with respect to your dear - I have no
will, or power to move a finger, [one word and a line crossed out] from
Mrs. [Charlotte] Melmoths 6 communications with the Superiors and
confessor-but if she knows that [half a line plus two and a half lines
are crossed out] after her [unreadable] are it may be passed over in silence. Your utmost imagination cannot concieve half the difficulties
of my situation, but if I can have her I will be doubly her Mother, and
do all that is possible to reconcile her to leaving the angelic one she
will be separated from. This is committed to your honor and friendship. poor Mrs. Melmoth has been a sharp thorn in my crown, but that
does not make her merits less-eternal Silence on this subject
-respecting the picture7 I speak as afriend to a friend-it must
have cost you a great deal and that will deprive it of all its charms with
2Rebecca Archer O'Conway, wife of the addressee
3Elizabeth herself
4Cf. Rev. 7.
sCf. Ps. 30:5; Cf. Romans 13:12.
6A note on the address page reads: "Mrs. Melmoth was a lady who wished to be a Sister of
Charity, but Mr. Rev. Dubois would not receive her on account of her being an actress." A convert
and an actress from England and Ireland, Charlotte Melmoth was in Baltimore at the same time as
Elizabeth. She followed the sisters to Emmitsburg where she made the first retreat with the sisters.
She lived for a time in Emmitsburg, but later she returned to New York.
7Matthias O'Conway gave a number of paintings to the Sisters of Charity and to Mount St.
Mary's.
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me.-my Soul is dead to all pleasure in possessing this and that, as
things are now-it lies under the han-ow. but if you have bought it and
give it to the Community so be it - if the sum you have given can be restored take it again and wait till we both see happier days-the organ
is not for us nor the pictures but for Mr. [John] Dubois Chapel.
Editha [O'Conway], Sweet Soul is softened and now before God
knowing simply that the beloveds are in sorrow that is all, I have carried her to our Lord and impressed her with the sense of how much is
in her power to make you all happy. She is goodness itself. Columkill
[O' Conway] is the loveliest picture of health and innocence you can
imagineA Dieu A Dieu-dear dear James [0' Conway] will now be the object of all our prayers-our, that is about six of us who are One Soul.
but nobody knows or shall know
I open the letter to intreat you not to let your Rebecca venture on
these roads until you make enquiry-the last persons here from Baltimore found them dreadful-but with what delight I would press the
darling dear little Pedro [Peter O'Conway]-yet be prudent-

6.29 To Margaret Carey Murphy Burkel
March 21 st 1810

jmj
My dear Mrs. Burk
-your letter awakened many recollections which had been long
since forgotten - believe me until you mentioned them I had not

6.29 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:90
lMargaret Carey Murphy Burke (1770/72-1852 ) was the wife of Captain James Burke and the
sister of Matthew Carey of Philadelphia, a prominent Catholic publisher. About 1809-10 she
worked at Mount Sl. Mary's as the house mother. She was the mother of Sister Maria Murphy Burke
and of Teresa Murphy Burke who entered the community but did not stay.
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thought of particulars only had observed in you the effects of sorrow
and misfortune which are so familiar to myself and often are the occasion of so many pecularities of conduct that when 1 meet with them in
others they occasion no surprise-no my dear friend you are like myself a child of Affliction and the only painful feeling 1 have had with
respect to you was as you say the coldness of your manner and the fear
that you perhaps viewed me as the chief instrument of your unhappiness with respect to your beloved child-let her witness for me what
undeviating tenderness and sympathy 1 have always had for you from
the time 1 first knew her, indeed the manner she always spoke of you
would have excited it in anyone especially when added to the idea of
how much you must have felt in her seperating from you.
-but let us in future understand each other and be true friends - if
we have neither of us the manner of expressing outwardly, at least let
us rely on the internal sentiment for 1 cannot be more interested than
for your lovely family. also you love and honor My Father,2 and that
with me is a tie strong as the Gordian knot - also our dear Maria
[Murphy Burke] the angelic little Teresa - and our day is far spent the
night is at hand3 - how soon we may be called to meet where we will
inhabit the same home and be associated for Eternity. dear friend
Peace be with you. MEAS
<I believe I forgot to tell dear Maria that Father recommends to her
prayers the Brother of Mr. Dubourg for whom he is making a Novena she is to carry the request to our lady of Guadaloup.>4

2Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
3Cf. Luke 24:29.
4This title commemorates an apparition of Mary said to have occured in 1531 near Mexico City to
Juan Diego, a poor Amerindian. Mary is honored under this title as patron of the Americas. One of
the painting's given by Matthias O'Conway to Elizabeth and the sisters was of OUf Lady of
Guadalupe.

-1166.30 To Julia Scott
26th March 1810

My own dear and a thousand times dear Julia
-Your account of yourself and what is most dear to you is more
interesting to the very soul of your friend than you can imagine-What would I consider my life if it could obtain your true happiness, you know what happiness, not that of the present passing hour of
course, but that which is infinite-do not imagine your own friend is
looking on the gloomy side for that soul so precious, not so, but wishes
ardently wishes that you could taste the peaceful disengagement
which some are enjoying without being indifferent to their active duties-but patience dearest only be not insensible to the thousand
countless motives we have to love the best of Beings and it will grow
right at last, - that is if you will love. for my part I find so much contentment in this love that I am obliged to put on my consideration cap
to find out how anyone can raise their eyes to the light of heaven and
be insensible to it. I remember when Anna was six months old and every thing smiled around me, venerating the virtues of my Seton! and
sincerely attached to him, accustomed to the daily visits and devoted
love of my Father" possessed of all I estimated as essential to happiness, alone with this Babe in the see saw of Motherly love frequently
the tears used to start and often over flow, and I would say to myself
while retrospecting the favours of heaven, - all these and heaven too?
sometimes falling on my knees with the sleeping suckling in my arms
I would offer her and all my dear possession[s], Husband, Father,

6.30 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:81
!William Magee Seton (1768-1803), the son of William and Rebecca Curson Seton, was
educated in England for six years and served briefly in the Bank of New York. In 1788 he toured the
important counting houses in Europe and developed a friendship with Filippo Filicchi of the Filicchi
firm in Leghorn (Livomo), Italy. Upon his return he joined Seton, Maitland and Company. His
marriage to Elizabeth Bayley January 25, 1794, was witnessed by the Episcopal bishop, Rev.
Samuel Provoost. The couple had five children, two boys and three girls. Despite a sea voyage for
his health, William Magee died of tuberculosis December 27, 1803, at Pisa, Italy. He is buried in the
English cemetery in Leghorn (Livorno), Italy.
2Dr. Richard Bayley

-117Home, - and intreat the bountiful giver to seperate me from all, if indeed I could not possess my portion here, and with him too-nor do I
remember any part of my life after being settled in it that I have not
constantly been in the same sentiment, always looking beyond the
bounds of time and desiring to quit the gift for the giver-tell me how
your dispositions have been I never recollect hearing you express any
other sentiment but simple Veneration, but I know your heart is all
alive, and may be acquainted with a language in which it has never
spoken to its friend
-So you have been told we are all suffering sick etc-it has been
so in part, but not as much so as report would have it-Harriets death3
while it wounded me sorely in one way was easily reconciled in others
- if T had an hours conversation with You on her situation with the
F[arquharJ' family on one hand and our poor B[arclay]5 on the other,
you would see that with her heavenly sweet dispositions she is just
where it is best she should be, and all this starting of nature from separation and death is often more selfish then rational-Cecilia [Seton]
will very soon follow her I think in a very few months more probably
weeks-What can I say they are both far dearer to me than myself - we
part - nature groans - for me it is an Anguish that threatens dissolution,
not in convulsive sighs but the soul is aghast, petrified, after ten minutes it returns to its usual motion and all goes on as if nothing had happened - this same effect has followed the death of all so dear. Why,
Faith lifts the staggering soul on one side, Hope supports it on the
other, experience says it must be - and love says let it be - and so goes
your friend thro' her passing career- it will not last long that is all she
is sure ofdear Anna begins to feel her Mothers fate, and mixes the attention
of a friend with the duty of a child, how happy she is to learn experience at the school of a Mother, there is so many ways of sweetning the
lesson, and it makes her so solid and cautious in her hopes3Harriet Seton died December 23, 1809.
4The Farquhars were related to the Seton family. Elizabeth Curson Farquhar, William Magee
Seton's aunt, objected to Elizabeth's conversion to Catholicism as well as to HatTiet Seton's and
Cecilia Seton's interest in Catholicism.
5Andrew Barclay Bayley, Elizabeth's half-brother, had at one time been engaged to Harriet
Seton.

-118-You have given her compleady the means of independance6
which adds infinitely to her contentment in such a house as this where
the purse being one she would have had many restraints and sometimes
dissatisfactions - Whatever is mine is my childrens, but your gifts being
particularly to her she acts for herself; and I assure you with great propriety and considers her little sisters as in her own charge.
the Boys are very happy, and truly good-I have enough dearest
for this world be assured, the dearest pleasure in the world I would
now ask would be to see you quietly and alone for a few hours - perhaps before next winter - say yes - tho' they tell me it is a tedious journey from Philadelphia-Mr. [Samuel] Cooper tells me you are very
well- building a new and handsome house he wished extremely to call
on you but was prevented by some idea connected with me, I did not
well understand him. he brought me for Cecilia a Barrel of Honey one of Treacle7 which we make great use of - a box of Smyrna Figs one of Raisins - one ofPruens - and 70 or 80 yards of pelise Flannel besides pieces upon pieces of india chemise muslin - that was a good
thought you will acknowledge-he will never let us want what he can
give-We never see him - or even thank him for his pure Benevolence
- Many strange beings there are in this world dearest-love me dearly
dearly dearly as I do you
Your own friend MEAS

6.31 To Rev. John Dubois, S.S.
[April 1810]

My dear Sir
If you will accompany us on any part of our way we will esteem it

6Julia regularly sent money for the Seton children and additional money specifically for Anna
Maria.
7Molasses
6.31 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:86
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as a particular favour. You did not speak of Cecilias journey' when it
was first mentioned as either unreasonable or improper or she might
have viewed it so herself it is not yet too late if you wish to speak to her
on the subject, for my part circumstances as I am both with herself and
her family I cannot. if she should ever die in the attempt I can only feel
the conviction I have acted for the best, and done all in my power to
serve her, your kindness rely upon it will never be forgotten by me and
I am sure she is fully sensible of it.
MEAS

6.32 To Sister Maria Murphy Burke
[April 1810]

My dearest Dove
I thank you for your letter dear-you are always faithfully and tenderly remembered. look up, be good, cast all your care upon him who
cares so much for you,' and makes every thing work for good to those
who love 2
-You remember when Elisius 3 was pursued by his enemies he
saw millions of celestial beings ready to take his part - so it is with us,
and Patience will at last bring all right-my best love to Elenor4 and
kind remembrance to all with a thousand blessing to my darling boys.
in haste but ever and forever yours in Christ blessed be his holy
name Amen 10000000

'On the advice of Archbishop John Carroll and Dr. Pierre Chatard, Cecilia Seton went to
Baltimore for medical treatment. Accompanied by Elizabeth, Anna Maria, and Sister Susan
Clossey, they stayed at the home of George Weis.
6.32 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:92
'Cf. 1 Peter 5:7.
2Romans 8:28
3Probably the prophet Elisha, a disciple of Elijah. Cf. 2 Kings 6: 17.
4Probably Elenor Smith, a student at St. Joseph's Academy

-1206.33 To Anna Maria Seton
Tuesday morning 16th April [actually April 17, 1810]

My own most dear Anina
If you do not see Cecil' to day I fear you will see her no more in this
W orId therefore ask our dear Mrs. [Mary Ann] Barry if you may come
at 4. I have also another reason for wishing to see You Kiss the Darlings for your own Mother.

6.34 To Rev. John David, S.S.1
[April 28 or 29,1810]

My dear Sir.
As I was very very sick at the time of our departure from Baltimore
with chills and pain in all my frame - and also it was raining very hard
We were obliged to leave it without seeing you and Mr. [William]
Dubourg again contrary to my intention-Mr. Clovieres 2 Charity in
following and yours in sending him to us with every Other Mark of
your goodness to our dear Cecily you must know I am more than
grateful for, and am very desirous to convince of it by a more certain
proof than words.
I shall wait for further directions before announcing to the Sisters
the change that is intended in my situation as in Roses [White] Absence no one else would be willing to take the place of Mother without
your immediate order. - perhaps however Mr. Cloviere has letters - at
all events I shall be satisfied3
6.33 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:27
'Cecilia Seton, Elizabeth's sister-in-law, died in Baltimore April 28, 1810.
6.34 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:8
'This letter was formerly classified as written to Rev. Charles Nagot, S.S.
2After Cecilia Seton died in Baltimore April 28, Joseph Picot de Cloriviere, S.S., (d. 1813) a
seminarian, accompanied Elizabeth and Sister Susan Clossey on tbeir journey back to Emmitsburg
with the body.
3These two sentences are written crosswise at the bottom ofthe second page. The Suipicians were

discussing the possibility of replacing Elizabeth as Mother of the Sisters of Charity.

-121Susan [Clossy] and Mother had set out alone with Cecil in the coffin as cheerful and gay as tw%Uels),
We could hardly look at Mr. Cloviere with proper gravity when he
overtook us at Winchester 1 believe-

6.35 to George Weis
[S/n .d.]

My dear Wies,
- I flyaway from my School to tell you by our kind Doctor [Pierre
Chatard] that all is well- every thing Peace and my heart and Soul bent
upon keeping it so, well assured that this trial of our Lord in so
seperating us from Our own Father [Pierre Babade] is but to try us and
prove our Submission and love for his Adorable Willso it does not make me now uneasy but look forward to a time perhaps nearer than 1 imagine When we shall be personally united with
him our Souls live in-I say Our for there are some here who like myself love him if possible more and more and as 1 told our Rev.
Mr.[lohn] Dubois if once that spark was but a small proportion ofDivine love Now it is a strong and constant flame reaching higher than
heaven, for our darlings there nourish it continually-the children are
very well- tell my Annina when you see her that 1 will write this week
We are to have a retreat in June and our rule is now strictly begun a
thousand million Benedictions on Him who blesses us continually tell him I never do or will miss his mass at 7 but am there much more
than here.
tell our dear Minon [Weise] that 1 love her dearly and think of you
both very often recommending all you trials with my own to his dear
mercy.
ever your true friend .
Monday mom

4foals

6.35 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:66
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6.36 Draft to Rev. John B. David, S.S.
[5/n.d .]

Rev. Father
1 am sorry to find the business of Miss [Mary] Quin' has given you
pain and can only report that I have not done or said any thing to
authorise her expectation of coming here without a previous arrangement with you.
-The school has increased to thirty 5 scholars 2 and yet goes on
very well Ellen Thompson who is intirely unable to do any work in the
house has charge of the small children as Mr. [John] Dubois requested
she should be in the school and Susan [Clossy] also assists except on
washing and scrubbing days - so many would be unnecessary if it was
not requisite to finish school so as not to interrupt spiritual exercises
-the Sisters observe the rule to the utmost of their power except
the habit of Silence, which cannot very readily be established after so
long a scene of confusion and even now driven from room to room
surrounded by workmen and called upon in every direction as they all
are except Sister Rose [White] who keeps the work basket, and whenever any Sisters are collected round her they observe it as is required.
- I do not know that in any instance their peace or mutual charity has
been interrupted, but on the contrary they seem always carefully bent
on preserving it. two or three of them are not happy in their situation
here, but that arises from family circumstances and not any disgust
with their vocation. when you come you will no doubt judge if it is of
serious consequence or not.

'Written along the side of the address: "Tell dearest Father to send the chaplets he promised for
his children by the Doctor. and as many as he can blessed by himself' A chaplet is a rosary.
6.36 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:9
1Later Sister Martina Quinn
2St. Joseph's Free School began February 22,1810, while the first five boarders arrived from
Frederick County, Maryland, May 14. This is the first free Catholic school for girls taught by sisters
in the United States.

-123If you could suppose the Sisters are permitted to incure any
expence that may be avoided, Mr. Dubois who knows every thing that
passes in the house can satisfy you that he has been continually reproaching them that they are more sparing than they ought to be, but if
the size of the family taking in day labourers 3 also is considered the
very article of flour is an immense expence when purchased as it always is by the single barrel and we use but one balTel where they use
three at the mountain.

6.37 To Eliza Sadler
6th May 1810

My own dear Eliza
I have just returned from Baltimore where I had carried the darling
Celia with a distant hope that she might be benefited by the ride,
change of air, and consultation of Physicians - but - He said No - and
that is enough - a happier more consoling departure than she made you
cannot imagine - she was innocence and Peace itself - the precious
Sisters lay in a wood close by our dwelling, inclosed-every day the
hands of affection and love do something to adorn the sacred solitude,
how I wish we could pass the hour of Sunset there-yet dearest Eliza
let it be so in spirit
-how are you, how is dear [William] Craige, is our Due yet with
You - I have so many many letters to dismiss this week that I can only
ask you those questions to me really interesting-and will you beg
[Samuel] Craig to take the inclosed receipt to MUlTeys' and if he can
get the Bills to forward them. my darling Boys Bills must be paid, beside the expenses of so long an illness as Cicily's is not triffling since
October last-I say ifhe can get Murrey to meet the demand for it is so

3Extant financial records show that in the early spring of 1810, payments were made to Charles
Lee, a free black, for digging holes and planting trees; to James Dyer, George Caldwarder, and John
Blaise for work in the orchard and garden and for cutting wood; and to John Brown and Joseph
Hughes for carpentry in St. Joseph's house.
6.37 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:38
lThe Filicchis' business agent in the United States

-124long since I have heard from Leghorn that it would be no surprize if he
refused to do so - since his situation with the [Antonio and Filippo]
Filicchis may be changed - but Craige will interest himself
-The Mother has made a great effort, and Anna remains in Baltimore for a time, with a tried friend and most excellent woman Mrs.
R[obert] Barry part of the family we loved in N[ew] York. She is an
European - and will and does keep her always under her own eye.
Anna has a very great desire to improve herself in drawing, and will
always be busy, so that I cannot be uneasy for her, besides her modesty and reserve is really Angelic.
do dearest Eliza write soon - tell me ifthere is any thing more interesting to you in this world - if you have heard from the dear Beings you
left in Ireland-not asking if you are reconciled to having left them for
I well know you have the Secret of according every thing with the dispensations of the Adored.
We have not a word from Mr. [John] Tisserane but always
hope-obliged unwillingly to leave you
I am yours EASe ton
Special love to all I love.

6.38 Copy to George Weis I
13th May 1810

Is it possible my kind my good George who wishes only to make
the happiness of others, and fill them with Joy, should be himself a
victim of sorrow-{I hope some change has taken place last week,} I
entreat you in the name of our adored to take courage, and look to the
2Rev. John Tisserant had been in England since 1806.
6.38 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99 (1-2) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S. He added a drawing of Elizabeth holding
a cross and tablet on which "The Will of God" is inscribed. Another version of !his letter is ASJPH
1-3-3-2:76 (3-5) which is included in a set of letters copied by Rev. James Roosevelt Bayley,
Elizabeth's nephew. A note at the beginning of the packet states: "Copied from letters to a Mr. Weis
of Ball. by Mother Seton. I copied these notes myselffrom MS. which Mr. Weis or Wise let me have
for that purpose = when I was Seer to Bp. Hughes in 1846 or 47. J. Roosevelt Bay ley, Bp. of Newark,
St. Elizabeth's, Madison, Ap 29/48." The material enclosed as {) is in the Bayley copy but not in the
Brute copy of the letter.

-125crown before you-if you sink so soon in the days of trial, My friend,
how will we be able to keep in the bloody footsteps of our Leader-oh
look upon him; see his look of love and sorrow while he looks behind
after you, and calls "come, follow me-Calvary is the rendezvousthere my dear George both you and I must meet him-meet him-we
must be crucified-it is in vain to start, or think of escaping-oh that
the Adored would give you a spark of the fire he has put in my heart
since I bid you the last A Dieu-but I will use that fire to beg you may
be supported, or carried through this deluge of sorrow which has beset
you-{I can say nothing to you except I think you must be mistaken
about our Pere [Babade]-he would surely do his best to thank you for
all your goodness to us by double attention, besides your c1aimes on
his heart[,] this is a mystery.}
-oh Dear George do not give way to dejection look up, I supplicate you, remember the thousand offerings you have made of yourself-{ and write me next week how all goes-the dear children are
very well, talking often of dear Mr. and Mrs. Weis, and the dearest
Pere-I have told you last week of whatever new has happened since
my return}-peace be with you
-tell your dear Minon Weis to love me as I do her in our Lord, and
with all her heart, when I think of all her exertions, for one comfort
when with her mine overflow and our one painful moment must be
forgotten forever-our good Angel has blotted it out.
Always Your aff. friend MEAS

{-tell our dearest Father he cannot imagine how much good his
unique d' Estragon 2 has done - how often it relieves my weak breast perhaps I qualify it Faith, and love may be another ingredient - at all
events it is excellent - and every day and night I use the holy water
blessed by him in your little room in the manner of extreme unction in the morning to defend from danger - at night to efface the errors of

2

An herbal remedy using tarragon

-126the day-you must allow that Enthusiasts have a region of happiness
where the wise ones do not enter, if they did they would find a sort of
Greek they could not understand.
L. J. C. beni soit, loue, adore.

lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO} 3
6.39 To Antonio Filicchi'
May 20th 1810

Since the above was written, my Brother, I have never been able to
hear of a good occasion to write and have besides been so beset with
difficulties that having but a few moments and nothing but trouble to
tell you of, was not very anxious to write.
Yet do I speak of trouble before the boundless joy of having received another most dear Sister in our holy Church. Perhaps you may
remember Harriet Seton who was engaged to marry my Brother,> the
Doctor Bayley. She was in the top of fashion, amusement and the
Belle ofN[ew] York, when making us a visit while I was in Baltimore,
for the recovery of Cecilia's health, she followed us to the mountain,
where our Community is established, became a fervent convert, approached Communion twice a week and exercised every mark of
faithful Souls. In the midst of this happiness after having received the
reproachful letters of her friends and the learned ones of
Controvertists, renouncing them and the engagement to my Brother
(unless he joined her intentions) she was taken ill and died singing a
salutation to the blessed Sacrament. Since that, Cecilia too has departed,' the admiration and triumph of all who know her in our Faith.

3French for "May He be blessed. praised. adored." Brute notes that this ending is "a usual form of
her[s] to say without end, million times."
6.39 AMSJ A 111 054 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'For the first part of this letter, see 6.10, November 8, 1809, AMSJ A III 054. The manuscript is a
copy of the letter made by Antonio Filicchi. A note on the letter reads: "Copy of the original forward
to Rev. [Charles] White the 20 October 1846 at Baltimore."
2 Andrew Barclay Bayley
3Cecilia Seton died April 28, 1810.
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Your poor Sister to be sure is called the pest of Society, and all the
lovely names of Hypocrite, Bigot etc. etc. which you know are all music to the spirit longing only to be conformed to Him who was despised and rejected by men. 4
In our house we have had continual sickness too, all the Winter,
and I have been obliged to incur many expences, and to go thro' every
difficulty natural to such an undertaking as I have engaged in. You
know the enemy of all good will, of course, makes his endeavours to
destroy it, but it seems our Adored is determined on its full success by
the excellent subjects he has placed in it. We are now twelve, and as
many again are waiting for admission. 5 I have a very very large
school 6 to superintend every day, and the entire charge of the religious
instruction of all the country round. All happy to the Sisters of Charity
who are night and day devoted to the sick and ignorant. Our blessed
Bishop [John Carroll] intends removing a detachment of us to Baltimore to perform the same duties there. 7 We have here a very good
house tho' a [log] Building and it will be the Mother House and retreat: in all cases a portion of the Sisterhood will always remain in it to
4Cf. Is. 53:3.
5In addition to those already mentioned. women who had entered the Sisters of Charity by this
time were the following:
Jane Corbet (b. 1785). a native of New Yark and a convert to Catholicism. was recommended to
the community by Rev. Anthony Kohlman, S.J. She was admitted as a candidate in December 1809,
but she withdrew the next year and returned to New York.
Ann Gruber (d. 1840), born in Switzerland, entered March 16, 1810, and pronounced vows July
19, 1813, after completing tbe first novitiate. Known as Sister Ann, sbe served the community
several times as Procuratrix (1812,1826, and 1827). Altbough in April 1814 she asked to be relieved
of this duty, she was told to await the outcome of elections in July. In 1815 she went on mission to

Mount St. Mary's for domestic and infirmary services and in 1823 to the Baltimore Infirmary. She
died in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl vania, en route from St. Louis to Emmitsburg. Originally buried in St.
Pau)' s cemetery in Pittsburgh, in February 1874 her remains were removed to St. Mary's cemetery
and reburied in the lot of Tirnothy Hesson. She was the first woman religious buried in western
Pennsylvania.
Elizabeth (Betsy) Boyle (1788-1861), a convert from Baltimore, entered March 16, 1810, and
pronounced vows July 19, 1813, after completing the Iirst novitiate. She served as the Assistant to
Elizabeth (1814), as Sister Servant in Philadelphia (1820), and as Sister Servant in New York (1822)
for many yem·s. In 1846, under the sponsorship of Bishop John Hughes of New York (1797 -1864),
Sister Elizabeth Boyle became the first superior (1846-1849) ofthe Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul of New York. She died in New York at the Catholic Orphan Asylum on June 21 and she is
buried in the community cemetery at Mount-St.-Vincent-on-the-Hudson in the Bronx.
"The school opened February 22, 1810, when three new day students arrived.
7This did not happen until after Elizabeth's death.
SSt. Joseph's House, their newly constructed log home

-128keep the spinning weaving and knitting and school for country people
regularly progressing. Our blessed Bishop is so fond of our establishment that it seems to be the darling part of his charge and this consoles
me for every difficulty or embarassment. All the Clergy in America
support it by their prayers and there is every hope that it is the seed of
an immensity of future good. You must admire how Our Lord should
have chosen such a one as I to preside over it, but you know he loves to
show his strength in weakness, and his wisdom in the ignorant,9 his
blessed name be adored forever, it is in the humble poor and helpless
he delights to number his greatest mercies and set them as marks to encourage poor Sinners.
How are you, Tonino what are you doing. do you every think of the
poverina of America. Yet you do, and she thinks of you as of her daily
Bread.
22nd of May
The Rev. Mr. Zocchi!O has a letter to you which I trembled to write,
but my dear dear Antonio if! have done wrong only say the word and I
will apply no more to your boundless generosity without your immediate explanation of time and quantity. but this occasion of obliging
this good Priest, and the real advantage of the Sum at this time, has
perhaps made me trespass. Yet remember your command to draw on
you in necessity has been repeated and positive and it is not to me but
to our Adored you send it. If it was for any other intention but for His
use I would be far from using such a privilege, and this way seemed
better than apply to Murrey 11 as the time before when [William or
Samuel] Craig waited on him with my letter requesting him to make
me an advance he replyed that he had not funds from Filicchi to allow
more than the sum you ordered of 200 Dollars. Antonio, Antonio do
not be angry with me it is for the family of the blessed Virgin and St
Joseph J act and in their name.

9Cf. 1 Cor. 1:25.
lORev. N icholas Zocchi was born in Rome and ministered in the United States at Taneytown and

Westminster, Maryland, where he built a church in 1805. At this time he was returning to his
homeland for a visit.

11111e Filicchis' business agent in the United States

-129I do not know why this Clergyman [Zocchi] leaves America-but
he is much respected and very much useful, and has long had four
Congregations in charge. I have told him you would befriend him,
and I am sure you will. Our last letters from Boston the Reverend and
honoured Gentlemen 12 there were well-it is said Bishop
Concannon l3 is arrived and our Mr. [Benedict] Flaget who is to be
Bishop of Kentucky and if so the ordination will bring Mr. [John]
Chevrous to Baltimore and of course he will visit the Sisters of Charity-Oh how happy happy I shall be, may be he will call me to Boston
to settle a branch of us there-to be sure, fine hopes in the brains of
your poor Sister. indeed indeed Antonio I long and wish to serve our
Lord with every breath I draw-pray for your own work that it may be
crowned at last.I forgot, and it is almost useless to tell you that the New Yorkers
have given me up altogether and entirely, Mr.[John] Wilkes and Mrs.
[Sarah] Startin, before Harriet's conversion had ceased correspondence and looked upon me as one of the evils of Society but since that,
from what Sam[uel Waddington] Seton one of our younger Brothers
has written to Cecilia before her death I find my name cannot be mentioned before them. Mr. Wilkes last letter mentioned his Wife's fortune was in Chancery, 14 and all his affairs embarassed, and if he made
me any remittance he must borrow, which you may be sure I did not
require, and have not heard from him since upwards of one
year--does it hurt you that I press so hard on you and make no further
application to them--consider how can I apply to them for means
which would go to the support of a Religion and institution they abhor, while what is taken from you is promoting your greatest happiness in this World, and bringing you nearer and nearer to the Adored
in the next-but again let me repeat ifI have gone too far stop me short
12Revs. Francis Matignon and John Cheverus
"Bishop Richard Luke Concanen. O.P .• (1747-1810), an Irish Dominican, spent virtually his
whole priestly life in Rome. He had been consecrated the first bishop of New York in Rome April
24, 1808, buthe was unable to travel to the United States before his death June 19, 1810, in Naples,
Italy.
The Order o f Preachers, a.p., known as D ominicans, is a religious order of priests and brothers

founded in 1216 by St. Dominic de Guzman in Spain to teach and preach the Gospel. The
Dominicans were founded in the United States by Rev. Edward Fenwick, O.P., in 1805.
14 A court with jurisdiction in equity

-130forever if you find it necessary, without fear of the least wound to the
Soul you love which receives all from your hands as from that of Our
Lord, and whenever they may be closed will know that it is he who
shuts them who uses all for his own Glory as he pleases. I do not write
your Filippo [Filicchi] now as this letter will serve to say all to
both---except the fervency and attachment of my very Soul to you in
Our Christ may he be blessed and praised forever-how great that attachment is, and with how much reason can only be known by one
who once was what I have been, and can conceive how great the contrast of past and present is-this is understood by him alone who gave
you to me and us to you-for which I trust we will love, and praise and
adore thro' Eternity
Your MEASeton
Do not let your most dear Amabilia [Filicchi], and darlings forget
us-The Confessor of our Community IS under whose care my Boys
both are an excellent, superexcellent Priest has a great desire to obtain
an altar piece for his Parish. Mr. Zocchi says it could be done in Italy
for one hundred Dollars, and he has begged that Gentleman to interest
himself-and I beg of you, if you should know of any such to be interested too-he will punctually pay that Sum.

6.40 To Antonio Filicchi
22nd May 1810

My Dear Filicchi
-The Rev. Mr. [Nicholas] Zocchi being about to return to his native home, your lovely Italy and wishing to secure his little property
from the dangers of the Voyage, has proposed to me to exchange a
thousand Dollars for a Bill on you to that amount, which will be a great

15Rev. John Dubois. S.S .
6.40 AMSJ A 111 055

-131accommodation on both sides, nor can I doubt of your approbation as
in your last you ordered and commanded your Sister to call upon you
if necessary. I have recieved the sum from the Rev. Mr. Zocchi of one
thousand Dollars in gold and if you can return it in gold it will be particularly agreeable to him, and I have promised him you will pay it at
sight, at least in part, if not the whole.
I recommend this Rev. gentleman to your kindness and Friendship
- and remain your most
Affectionate in Christ MEASeton
St. Joseph's'

6.41 To Eliza Sadler
Monday 27th May 1810

My own dear Eliza.

The letter is received just in time to say that it is so, by this post and to thank our dear [William] Craige for so kindly executing my
Commission-indeed the health you are anxious for is more promising than it has been since its first hard hard shock and separation from
him who gave it. the bones will of course always be uppermost - but
the breast suffers little and the head is c1ear-You never mention
yours dearest - Oh if it could breathe our mountain air and taste the repose of deep woods and streams.
Yesterday we all - about twenty Sisters and children dined, that is
eat our cold ham and cream pies in our Grotto 1 in the mountain where

1Added in Mr. Zocchi' s handwriting: "Received from Mr. Anthony Filicchi the above sum of one
thousand dollars due to me by Mrs. Seton - this day the 21st of September 1810 N. Zocchi." A draft
of this note is found in ASJPH 1-3-3-10:40.
6.41 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:39
IThe Grotto on St. Mary ' s Mountain above Mount St. Mary' s was a natural setting formed by the
great trunk and thick roots of an ancient fallen tree which overhung the bed of the mountain stream.
Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., adorned it with an old cross, and it became a place of reflection and prayer,
especially as a Marian shrine.

-132we go on Sunday for the Divine Office. 2 Richard joined his Mothers
side and love with every mouthful handing the cup of water from the
cool stream with as much grace as an Angel [page tom] but William
contented himself with a wave of his hat and a fr [page tom] orne [page
tom] afterwards, and going home he followed in a part of the wood
where he would be unseen and gave such expressions oflove and tenderness as can come only from the Soul- but always unobserved and
never forfeiting his character of being a man. they are two beings as
different as sun and moon - but William most interests poor Mother.
in the afternoon catechism he was asked if his business in the world
was to make money and gain reputation or to serve God and use all his
endeavours to please him - "my business is to do both Sir," answered
William with the tone of decision. but I forget time flies and I have
taken half a sheet-a thousand thousand loves and benedictions be
with you my dear Eliza my heart feels as bright as the Sun now setting
and wants to share with you
Oh how it will comfort me if dear Helen [Bayley] is happy - I have
always felt as if I had been the means of depriving her of her little
property - and it has cut - but so many things will now concur to make
her situation delightful to her that I am truly truly thankful.
Anna is yet with Mrs. [Mary Ann] Barry - how we would love to
see her with Mari once more - but - Well dear Eliza now I catch the
sigh - Adieu. aDieu.
always yours, EAS

2The Divine Office is psalms and scripture readings which form the official prayer ofthe Catholic
church.
3possihly Mary Bayley Post, Elizabeth's sister, or Mary Fitch Bayley, her half-sister
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6.42 To Julia Scott
30th May 1810

My own dear Julia
-What is your conclusion - that this world is a changing passing
scene - to be sure dearest and happy they who can quit it as my Cecil'
has done - so peaceful and contented that when the last sad silence
came it was more like sleep than death. You may have heard by the
current of report that she died in Baltimore where your last hundred
dollars carried us, discharged our expences, procurred us many comforts for the three weeks we were there, and furnished Anna with all
she wanted and enabled me to bring my darling back to the W ood2 to
rest beside dear Harriet.-so it is, and so it is-and who shall say it is
not all right = Anna went with us but the stage we returned in could
only bring the dear clay,3 one of the Sisters of Charity,' who had
nursed her, and our baggage, so Annina was left with Mrs. Robert
Barry who is kindness personified and a truly amiable woman. it was
a very interesting moment for the poor child as her much loved5 was
on the point of departure to his own country in order to arrange his affairs for-our Lord only knows whether for their reunion, or separation. I have given the whole business up to that dear Lord who has
indulged me so much that now I go straight on, and let him manage every thing. all the precaution I took was to watch that they never were a
minute alone which they never were allowed to be before, and now
had no opportunity, so that my dear one might not be led into those indiscretions which tho apparently triffling at the time, yet must hurt the
purity of a heart innocent as hers
-Louisa and Emily C[aton] were often with us Louisa once said
come Anna stay with us we will get a much better match for you - you
6.42 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:82
'Cecilia Seton. Elizabeth's sister-in-law, had died April 28.
2Elizabeth often referred to the wooded area where the cemetery was located as "the Wood."
3The body of the deceased Cecilia Seton
'Sister Susan Clossey
'Charles DuPavillon

-134dont know the enchantment of cockades and epaulets etc-Oh how
my Mothers heart felt - between you and I alone I have begged Annina
never to go there. We are poor and let us be so, but free from such
ideas of happiness - poor poor Louisa how she is to be pitied - but we
cannot change her.
Now then dearest I am jogging on - thro' fine air, thick woods,
plenty of what I call the goods of this life - some cares, many comforts
- and always looking upwards. the children are good as Angels, the
Boys very regular and assiduous - no dear dear Cecil no soul meeting
soul when the sun sinks behind the mountain, but - but-butnow tell me about yourself-I used always to be fearing sickness,
accidents etc when you were so long silent - but now they say you are
so well and strong-Yet well and strong may change quickly too like
every thing else, tell me dearest how indeed are you = and Charlotte
and Brother - but above all most dear Maria - there is a lovely modest
girl (Ellenor Smith of Frederick Town) in my charge about sixteen,
but so like Maria that she took my heart the first moment she lifted her
eyes upon me, and many a sigh I give to Maria while giving her her
daily instructions. - I have four of them the same age as boarders, and
so many are daily applying that I suppose I must be school dame again
- our good Sisters can teach the country children very well, but when
the class is higher it is not so easy. Miss Caton told me our dear 10hn6
is making excursions - and I fear you are under some anxiety. he is so
young and impetuous in his disposition - and you have not my guiding
star7 dearest to make all that happens right - Oh what would I not give
if you had it - depend on it it is not because I do not ask it for you - and
you must ask for it continually, the first best gift of heaven.
I am not going to write you any more to day and will take advantage
of tommorows postadieu adieu adieu with a thousand loves.

6John S COI! had recently been in Baltimore where he had visited Anna Maria.
7The Catholic faith
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6.43 To George Weis
[6/n.d.J

My dear George
- Your bitter word gave me both comfort and pain - to find you in
such good disposition for your cross, and to hear it still weighs so hard
upon you, as I had hoped your business so distressing to you was now
settled-but remember our Master has his own time for every thing,
and you and I may as well take it patiently as fret under the bridle, and
depend upon it our day will come too
I am bent double with pain to night - L.J.c. and the messenger goes
early tomorrow - tell our F[ather Pierre Babade] my souls soul that I
am affraid to do the least to ease my pains for fear they may be sent to
him as I know one or the other must be nailed fast-Oh if it could be
always me I should sing as joyfully as the leper, feeling for my Father
on earth as for the Father in heaven since I cannot be with him let me
be so blessed as to suffer for him. I hope you understand this mysterious language sir-if you do not go to Cecils corner and her spirit will
fall upon you and explain it-but you understand well I know.
-a thousand loves to dear Minon [Weis] tell her her pidgeons all
are males and poor dismal capuchins they are staying no where and always wandering. good night good night LJ.C. 10000000 MEAS
let Annina have this immediately not in dear Fathers POCKET'

6.43 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:61
'The following note to Anna Maria was probably enclosed with this letter.

-1366.44 To Anna Maria Seton
+
[Baltimore 6/n.d.]

Be sure my dearest Ann go go to him your Father your fliend your
refuge, your All--only lay all your heart at his feet, the gift he loves
best-The prayers and cries of mine will be with you for all your intentions-

6.45 To Catherine Dupleix
4th June 1810 jmj

My own dear Due!
never let it enter your thoughts that time, absence or above all your
carelessness in writing can change, even in degree a love, a friendship
of my soul which for so many years has been as a part of itself, I
wished you to have written but could well excuse you, knowing your
habitual dislike to letter writing, and your most kind and dear
[George] Duplex has supplied your place. Our [Eliza] SadlIer], too
before his arrival wrote every account I so much wished for and I dare
say has written you that your poor little shipwrecked friend is finishing her career under the strange and ill placed title of Abbess of a convent; I say ill placed because it is as much so as it would be to call me
by any other name than that of Seton as the little community I have the
charge of are bound by no obligations! and are united only with the
view of schooling children, nursing the sick, and manufacturing for
ourselves and the poor, which to my disposition you know is the sum

6.44 ASJPH 1·3·3-9:25
6.45 ASJPH 1·3-3-7:64
!The sisters had not yet made vows and were not bound by a formal rule. They were following the
primitive document, Provisional Regulations for St. Joseph 's Sisters, which outlined the order of
the day.
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of all earthly happiness.-it is hard to live so far from the first ties of
my life, but you know circumstances sometimes made a residence
among them rather painful than otherways at least it could not counter
ballance the comfort of having my darling children all around me, in a
fine country where we enjoy the plain but substantial comforts of that
kind oflife which looks only to Home for its conveniences - we have a
new and handsome house newly built on a very large farm half covered with woods. high mountains run all one side of it and meadows
below. the darling Boys are in a branch ofthe Baltimore college 2 half
way up the mountain and well taken care of every way, and without
partiality they are two as sweet fellows in looks, manners and disposition as poor Mothers heart could wish-Richard always Mothers Boy,
all his desire centers in a farm that he may never quit her-William is
the Boy of hopes and fears.-reading some lines in an almanack the
other day of the whistling of a sea boy in the main top shrouds - "thats
your sorts" he said "I'm your man" and always talks of saving the
World - but yet has great ideas of being a gentleman in every thing,
without knowing that a gentleman without a penny is but a name,
however as his gentlemans notions makes him a fine fellow, keeps
him from meaness and cowardice, I trust it will all turn out well, for a
more loving and tender heart cannot be imagined, tho' the talents of
neither of them are distinguished, which does not disappoint me,
knowing well they often ruin their owners.
Kitty is only less than an Angel in looks and every qualification.
Oh Due if you knew her and your little Beck as they are and could
[see] them every day you would say there is nothing like them. but
what is truly funny is to see Beck with a little class of six or eight children, holding up her finger in silence with her pen and ink, giving
them good points or crosses and keeping better order than her Mother
can - her oldest is her own age but she is a woman to her - Kit rules
books, sets copies, hears lessons and conducts herself with such grace
that girls twice her age show her the greatest respect-

2Elizabeth refers to Mount SI. Mary's at Emmitsburg as a branch of St. Mary's College of
Baltimore. At this time both institutions were administered and staffed by the Sulpicians.

-138and my Annina - that is the pinch - My Annina - so young, so
lovely, so innocent absorbed in all the romance of youthful passionas I have told you she gave her heart without my knowledge and afterwards what could a doating and unhappy Mother do but take the part
of friend and confident dissembling my distress and resolving that if
there was no remedy to help her, at least by my love and pity.3 I found
her case incurable, nor do I yet know if there will be any cause for repentance as her favourite has good talents and a handsome independence - it is said immense wealth, but I never enquired much about it he is now on his passage to Gaudaloup to endeavor to arrange his affairs so as to settle my darling here as she never will consent to our
Separation, and her poor little soul is tossed by all the hopes and fears
you may imagine. - he has appointed six or eight months for his return,
but if it will ever be - who can tell. he has been well educated, and is
possessed of good principles but there is great danger certainly.
-You know I always look directly upwards. dearest Harriet and
my angel Cecil sleep in the wood close beside me, the children and
many of our good Sisters to whom they were much attached have
planted their graves with wild flowers, and the little enclosure which
contains them is the dearest spot to me on earth. I do not miss them
half as much as you would think as according to my mad notions it
seems as if they are always around me, at all events Separation will not
be long.
my health is excellent considering; these good souls who call me
Mother [supply me] with fresh eggs, milk and butter, coffee and
cream, good vegetables, home[made] bread etc. and oblige me to live
a thousand times easier and better than [unclear]. Never do the least
kind of work of any kind, to walk around with knitting in hand and
give the look of encouragement or reproof thro' the house and school
is my chief business-at 5 our work finishes and we all repair to the
woods in fine weather and in wet tell womans stories and read till supper
-so now dearest dear friend I have as I would have wished you to
do in my place - given you the outline-within all is quiet - no busy
3Anna Maria was infatuated with Charles DuPavillon, a student at St. Mary's College.

-139world, no painful wispers, no misconstructions we are as quiet as the
sheep your innocent Kit and Beck are caressing. Our chapel joins the
house, the parish pastor4 comes every morning at six to say mass and
at eight work begins.
-Your dear George and my dear George [Dupleix] has given me a
hope that you will come to visit us on your return. Oh Due Due Due
what a day will that be when ONCE MORE 1 put my all in your arms the poor eyes are blind at the thought - can it be - will it be dearest dear
friend farewell - your EAS
we all send you kisses from the heart on this spot 0 5
My dear Duplex 1 did not think you would sail so soon and unless
this is dismissed at this moment it will not be in time for you as the
mail goes on this day-a thousand thousand blessings go with you,
with the boundless gratitude and affection of the heart of EAS.
[I] have just received Mrs. Sads letter with yours but cannot write
her by this post. the childrens best love to you they look on you as one
of Mothers unchanging friends and love you with a special affection.
thank you for telling me about your home - mind and take good care of
yourself.

6.46 To Matthias O'Conway
jmj
5th June 1811'

My dear OConway
If you were as the world is, 1 would try to give you as 1 really could,
a doz[en] just excuses for so long a silence in the letter way; but you
can discern them in one glance and the smile of true Friendship speaks
4Rev. John Dubois. S.S.
5The last two paragraphs are a note on the outside of the letter to Captain George Duplcix. the
addressee's husband.

6.46 PAHRC MC 44:1,5
'Although this letter is dated 1811, its contents indicate that it was written in 1810.

-140Peace-I must go back a long way-to tell you the mingled feelings
of love and sorrow with which I received the dear picture which Mr.
Heughs' says he saw you pay down two hundred Dollars for - but it
was to our Adored and that is enough for You. Our good Sisters are
very proud of their possession we had a great many hints that it would
suit the Altar at Emits[burg] best, but we would not spell them, and it
makes our humble chapel look really like a chapel. I did not want such
a memento to raise the heart in fervent desires for the Donor and the
precious ones he loves best, but have begged the community to remember them continually.
[Nine words crossed out in a darker ink] all the powers of my Will
are limitted even in the least points, I have told you.-it would be
enough for me to present <her> for reception to insure <her> disappointment as I have experienced in other cases. only a hint of it to one
of the three Reverends who guide all things, was answered by an intire
disapprobation, [three words crossed out]-I answered you would
meet every demand - and he said then you had better apply to the Rev.
Mr. [John] David Superior- and so I think- the charge for a Boarder is
100 Dollars per annum and half in advance every six months - but if
you can only get her in fear not I will take the rest upon myself I.f I remain which is not decided.
We are to have a retreat in July, and then it will be settled, final
Rules proposed, and our yearly Vows made. You will laugh at me
when I tell you I have seen more real affliction and sorrow here in the
ten months since our removal than in all the 35 years of my past life
which was all marked by affliction.-You will laugh, I repeat, because you will know that the fruit will not be lost - at least I hope not,
tho' indeed sometimes I tremble. it is not needful to tell you this is SAcRED.

Our, Your Veronique is the Angel of the Community All Soul and
life, doing every thing with such ease and diligence, and at the Altar,
or in the schoolroom perpetually - not a moment lost.- Our Adored
has so changed her with respect to external things that at times when I

2Probably James Hughes who was a builder from Emmitsburg. Matthias O ' Conway gave an
original oil painting of Our Lady of Guadalupe to Elizabeth in 1811.

-141know her very soul has been drowned in Sorrow she has appeared as
calm and steady as a Saint - during the Visit of our ever dear Joseph
[O'Conway], at his departure, and since he is gone, not a word or look
has betrayed her poor heart which I know was suffocated - not even in
her bed which being next to mine she could not have cheated me - she
would go to sleep long before me and in peace like a Babe = what a
contrast to the convulsive sobs and tears which used to succeed even a
bad dream ofhome-Oh happy happy Father of such a precious child
Virgin Modesty and grace personified and yet always a proper confidence when necessity commands a true pattern ofInnocence and piety
= think what a true and solid comfort she is to me. She is now my
Counsel in the place of my departed angel Cecil.
- [Isabella] Editha [O'Conway] is much advanced since I wrote
you. her mind is beginning to form. She is much improved in many
ways, and gets her certificate every week for writing in the school-I
have always found it an excellent way to make children steady to
show them you confide in them, and put the younger ones in some degree in charge of the older-they go over the same lessons many times
which they have carelessly learnt, and being obliged to give good example it has a good effect - but this without neglecting their own particular pursuits. Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois is going to admit her a
[unclear] to Communion being much satisfied with the change in her
he kept mine back too for a time which cannot be disapproved as it was
right he should know them well first.
Well my dear dear friend ANSWER ME, is the World we are in any
thing but a prison, are you not a thousand times tired of it - obliged to be
diffident in trusting even what is good - and expecting what is good itself must turn to bad-I hope your Soul is not as sick as mine, except
our Lord chains you as he does me to himself and smiles upon your disgust and weariness with inspiring looks of courage and conquest.
sometimes I see him on before and with a reproachful look of love, he
says will you, can you desert my bloody footsteps, at others I run on by
His side, and would not change my company even for Beatitude itself the company of a Suffering agonizing REDEEMER 0, OUR GOD
What can we fear - hail a thous[an]d thous[an]d times dear dear dear
holy CROSS. dear friend Say Amen. amen a thous[an]d thous[an]d

-142times. and L.J.C. forever ever ever. your MEAS with tender love to
your dear Mother and dearest Wife whom I love in my very Soul.

6.47 To Archbishop John CarroW
15th June 1810

Most honoured and revered Father
Perhaps you have late news of Mrs. [Joanna] Barry but in the uncertainty I take this Opportunity of telling you that a letter from Mr.
D[avid] B[arry)' to Mr. Heffernam of New York mentions that she
was waiting to take her passage in the first American vessel that sails
from Cork [Ireland]. this letter was dated 3d of May.
your paternal heart will be glad to know that all goes quietly
here-Mr. [John] Dubois 3 has been named the representative of Rev.
Mr. [William] Dubourg, and is making some exertions for the settlement of the establishment which gives a better appearance to things in
general. the masons have nearly finished the lower part of the house,
but the work falls so heavy on our good Sisters who have stood it out
the longest that every one of them now are afflicted with pain in the
breast and side - for myselfI am almost bent double. but this I only tell
you as our chief Shepherd. let all things take their course, fortunately
for us Mr. Dubois never thinks any sickness worth minding till the
Doctor gives over, and therefore every one keeps up with courage.
Our school is very respectable and has increased to forty, including
Boarders.
-Rev. Mr. [Nicholas] Zocchi has begged me to exchange a thousand dollars with him for a bill on Filicchi4 which I readily did as

6.47 AAB7M8
I A draft version of this letter is ASJPH 1-3-3-1:53. It is dated June 14.
2David Barry, a nephew of Joanna Gould Barry
3Rev. John Dubois, S.S., was overseeing the completion of the new St. Joseph's House. This was
his first offici al role with the Sisters of Charity.
4Rev. Nicholas Zocchi had advanced money to Elizabeth and was to be reimbursed by Antonio
Filicchi.

-143Filicchi has ordered me to take whatever might be wanting. Mr.
Dubois has part of the money for the pressing wants of the house, he
has promised security to Mr. Zocchi, and to me, if I am in a necessity
for the money, which after paying him for my two Boys leaves about
six hundred dollars ... our friend [Robert] Barry has also a sum of
five hundred dollars in his hands for us-why trouble you with this
account only because I wish you to know whatever concerns us and if
it should please our Lord to suggest to you any plan of bringing us
nearer to you,s you may know how far my means may go, and if you
think proper to prevent Barry from investing it as he did a little sum of
Anna Marias which 1 have no power over, you will tell him to keep it
in his own hands. If you think it right our Anna should come home we
wish it very much - Mrs. [Mary Ann] Barrys goodness must not be imposed on. and the weather will soon be very warm, here we have had
continual cold almost like winter for some time past. 1 hope you will
be able to take your ex[ unclear] my dear Father you surely must want
it very much-always and at all [unclear] prayers I am yours in Christ
most affectionate
respectfully MEAS
If you thought you would make any use of the little sum Barry has,
will you tell him to keep it at your disposa1. 6

6.48 To Matthias O'Conway
Monday 16th [July] 1810

My dearest Oconway
- I have asked pardon of the Adored of my good Angel who suggested to me to write you last week, but can never forgive myself for
5 Anna Maria had written to Elizabeth June 10: "The Bishop told me the other day tho as in
secrecy and you will keep it such that you would probably be down in the fall again and still more
probable not go back. At least he said you would be down before October with a few. I hope he
means Father [Babade' s] children." (ASJPH 1·3-3-9:37)
&rhis ending note was written at the left upper corner of the page.
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leaving it in the power of another (even tho' my Souls Father) to tell
you of your Our Vero's' situation - the week before last her fate
seemed inevitable, last week it was so doubtful that I scarcely dared
hope but after undergoing a course of Mercury which our Doctor said
was his only resource, the dreadful symptoms subsided-a total obstruction had taken place between the breast and stomach (you know
the old seat of suffering) the most powerful medicines and blisters
seemed all in vain-I thought not of her my friend, but of you and your
beloved with anguish - the thought of adding this blow to the unabated
sorrows of your Soul put mine in agony-some reports from Baltimore had reached me tho' they are carefully hidden from her. Pere
Urban had said the word Paralytic annexed to the name of James' and
I dared not leave her to follow him in private for further enquires, as I
found she had catched half the sound and did not wish her to know
more in the state of suffering she then was - and could I - I - who
wished to spare you more than myself could I tell tell you Vero is dying if there was the even the possibility of her recovery, every precaution was taken that you should not hear it from Emitsburg, and I never
thought of Fathers do[ing] it.
-Well Our Lord means to place you high - high at his right hand
indeed-Oh happy happy Oconway What is the glory of mighty Conquerors, What the luster of crowns and Scepters compared with
yours-I am far prouder of my Alliance with you than if I were mistress of the Universe - not because you suffer and are signalized by Affliction - but that you know how to suffer - that the Sign of love is
written on your forhead, and you carry it triumphant with undiminished brightness-Angels must envy you, and her you call dear Mater
must imitate - she suffers like a child, and laughing with one eye
weeps with the other- but Mrs. Harolds account of you my dear

friend (transmitted to my Annina by our Father [Babade]) inspires me
more than the history of all the Saints I ever heard of and your letter of
this day shall be worn out in my bosom to teach it Silence and Victory-Our Angel child read it with me on our knees before the adored

'A shortened fortn of Veronica, a name adopted by Sister Cecilia O' Conway
2possibly his son James

-145who will not reject our tears and sighs for him who is the object of our
[prayers] - What will become ofhim-Vero is more than uneasy tho'
uncertain if he has left Baltimore or not and without the least idea that
any thing has happened since he left her-Oh how Adorable are the
darkest mysteries - but Mercy will shine thro' them.
the thought of seeing your dear dear consort is a great comfort to us
tho' certain of the fatigue and difficulties she will endure, but if ever
Angels guarded the just they will watch her and her precious charge.
We expect the Superior' S 3 here every day Whatever is my destination (which is yet undecided) Yours, are mine and we will not grieve.
Editha [O'Conway] is newborn in Grace, she has helped me with
devoted attention and love in fulfilling Veronique's charge-Vero
has resumed her office at the Altar which looked forlorn in her absence-She went yesterday with slow steps and often resting in the
woods, quite to the mountain chapel-it is impossible to give you an
idea of the joy and transport of every body to see her out again the children were transported out of themselves-and poor Mothers heart
sung AllelujahCome on dear dear friend, let us not stay behind a moment Heaven and Eternity - do do write soon.

YourMEAS'

6.50 To Julia Scott
July 20th 1810

How it hurts me my own Julia that your letter should have been so
long before it reached me-not from neglect but accident it being put
in the hands of a woman who had been our servant to be delivered to
myself, and the good soul quietly kept it in her trunk until all delays

' Elizabeth expected Rev. John David, S.S., to come to Emmitsburg soon. Rumors were afoot that
Sister Rose White would be appointed to replace Elizabeth as head of the community.
' For document A-6.49 see the appendix. This is a letter of Anna Maria' s which Elizabeth copied.
6.50 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:83

-146and difficulties in getting to me were overcome, and I did not get it in
time for the weeks post. the contents I repeat to you is no longer a matter of necessity, and I have given [Robert] Barry your last years gift to
Anna (except what we spent for Cecilia) to add to the dividend of the
Bank or Insurance share her poor Father' had put in her name, the only
point in his mercantile business we had any claim on - it is but a point,
but I believe dividends accummulated, it is now about five hundred
dollars including what I have been able to save.-great riches to be
sure, but I do not know how great a resource it may be to me in a future
day. the situation I am in as I have told you before is of all I could even
imagine in the world the one most congenial with my disposition sentiments and views of Peace, (happiness you know there is not) enjoying the liberty of solitude, country life, and plenty of every good I
think essential to our natural wants, with every advantage of mental
enjoyment. the thought ofliving out of our Valley would seem impossible, if I belonged to myself, but the dear ones have their first claim
which must ever remain inviolate consequently if at any period the duties I am engaged in should interfere with those lowe to them I have
solemnly engaged with our good Bishop Carol as well as my own conscience to give the darlings their right, and to prefer their advantage in
every thing = as it is - they are as you yourself would wish them to be,
except a certain polish which nothing belonging to me ever had or will
have =it will come soon enough if they turn out in the scenes where it
is requisite.
-You have been suffering my Julia, really suffering since the
spirit was wounded-What you must have felt in your apprehensions
for the precious friend and companion of your varied days ... when I
have seen my Anna in danger of death I felt a sensation of joy mixed
with the Mothers pangs rejoicing in her innocence, and anticipating
the pressure of human misery - but you dearest friend have another
perspective - I am sending my rose buds to blow in heaven, You looking over the sharp thorns which will grow on the rising stem think
more of the sweet odour they exhale in your own bosom.-ungenerous selfish little Mother - When will you grow wise.
'William Magee Seton, Anna Maria' s father, had died in 1803.

-147Emily Caton wrote our dear Maria had been very ill - and I am
afraid they have written you what they expressed to me that they considered my situation as a hardship and continual fatigue, but my own
Julia take the sacred word of your friend that it is not so, on the contrary every person in the house watches even my eye to hinder my
making the least exertion, I never do a stick of work for myself or children - even my Boys cloths are made and mended for me, and all my
wants supplied with the kindest attention =
-The little fairy is then on fairy hill-Oh Glorianna! could I meet
you there = but - that pleasure could only be purchased by many pains
for except the joy of seeing you and yours I would rather go thro' the
Shades of death than to Philadelphia or New York-in Baltimore I am
yet a stranger . .. tell our own Darling Maria Anna is not now in a
state of mind to enjoy Society - quiet, silent, and always reflective if
not melancholy she has no pleasure but in her work and piano - she
runs over the old lessons of the past with a very good grace but I see it
is only to please me-her Alexis 2 has made out to convey two letters
to her already expressive of the romance of his age but never could I
have believed (having once been Betsey Bayley) what he says in both
of them that she had never given him the least proof of her affection "Anna you always refused me, and I respected your delicacy, but at
the last moment when I left you perhaps for a watery grave could you
continue to refuse one single kiss - one only proof that I was dear to
you the remembrance that you persisted in doing so is a continual
cloud of sorrow" = this language is triffling - but to me the music of
heaven-that my darling should have had the virtue and purity of an
angel in the first dawn of youthful and ardent affection (for she certainly is not without passion) is a joy to her Mother which a Mother
only can know.
Emily C[aton] writes me some extravagant history of John [Scott]
(she knows how I love him) about some connection he is in danger ofmoney without qualifications - etc etc - I hope and pray it is not so - do
write me about him and all that interests you love. So you are growing
old - poor little darling !-J is sorry for you - truly to be old and young
2Anna Maria's beau at St. Mary' s College, Charles DuPavillon.

-148too must be a very troublesome business ... Oh do do do consider-My Julia-He will come - you cannot send him back. your
EAS
Dupavillon is the name. a thousand loves to dear Maria

6.51 To Rev. John David, S.S.
July [23,]181d

Rev. Father
The written list is the spiritual English books at St. Joseph's, some
of them are Mrs. McGirks, the lives of the Saints were given by my
friend [Antonio] Filicchi to my children and are much abused by a
years use in community, 2 but if you have not another set for the Sisters
it cannot be helped. there are some good french books also, which are
sometimes translated to them ...
The masons have completed the first coat on the cells, Rev. Mr.
[William] Dubourgs presence will no doubt forward every thing, but
he said yesterday he feared the cells could not be dry for the time you
appointed.
No new scholars - or change in any thing since Sister Rose 3 left
us.-be so kind as to remember me to her.
respectfully yours MEASeton

6.51 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:11
["23rd" is written in the upper right hand corner of th is letter.
2This list is not extant.
3Sister Rose White was in Baltimore on business, probably regarding her son, Charles, who
returned with her and enrolled in Mo unt St. Mary's.
Earlier in July there had been an exchange ofletters between Elizabeth and Bishop John Carroll.
Elizabeth's letter of July 7 is not extant. Carroll's letter is dated July lOand is ASJPH 1-3-3-1:44. In
his letter Carroll says he has not heard anything from the Sulpicians about a change in conununity
governance. He states that he is opposed to Elizabeth's removal from her office as head of the

community.
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6.52 To George Weis
[July 1810]

My dear Wise
Two precious treasures to me' come with this-Why my heart is so
heavy about their going to Baltimore I know not-but it is heavy
about many things - Yet rejoicing and always on the Note of Alle1uiah
while it sinks within my body Souls Father [will] understand so do
you perhaps-if my Boys are permitted to go out I know he will give
them some recreation - but what their orders will be I know not, only
this I am sure of that he will encourage them to mind their duty and be
submissive in every thing - and you will do the same-poor fellows-their mothers soul {goes}2 is with them or at least will be
where they aretell our dearest Father [Babade] I dare not let Anna write as the
Bishop [Carroll] has again {committed himself for me. Everything is
now in confusion. When and how it will end God only knows.} I am
always quiet on the subject as I know he will bring his own end out of
the painful warfare. Mr. [John] Dubois sees {plainly now what my
situation} is, and his kindness is doubled but I look to no one but God
alone-in a few weeks all will be settled. -tell him I have this day
passed an hour with the good Sarah on the steps of the Mountain
church repeating to her his method of prayer and meditation-She is a
precious soul indeed = when she first steped in our door I took her
hand and told her - "I dont know you but am glad to see you" and
Annina whispered "Father sent her" - but I loved her before that - how
much more afterwards. Charlotte Speak I have not seen - she gave Fathers letters to Annina to some one who came with Mr. Dubois and as
it was seen by every body I told him Father had written and forgot my
6.52 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:62
'Elizabeth's two sons, William and Richard Seton
2In the original of this letter some portions are crossed out in a different ink and are illegible. This
was probably done by someone other than Elizabeth. ASJPH 1-3-3·2:62a is a manuscript copy
which includes the crossed out portions of the origina\. The inserted portions in in this text are tram
the manuscript copy.

-150obligations - {this state of violence} cannot last long, some change
must happen, mean while Peace and good will to all- LJ .C. Beni so it Love and adore and c 1000000
poor Veronique is much more recovered than we could have expected - but her complaint is immovable and her sufferings must be
continual - She knows nothing of the misery of her family except
James's [O'Conway] illness - the sufferings of mind and body all are
lost in her fears of {my being dismissed which is whispered generally
and the state of mind and body it put my poor adorers in as they are
called is truly sorrowful} but LJ.C. again and again and forever - and
for everything
When William was very ill and his death expected I promised him
to send to N[ew] York for his Fathers gun, or rather his dear aunt
Maddelene 3 promised him, or else to give him a new one - he claims
the promise now and tho' I tremble, must perform it. do you my friend
manage it for me and if you cannot put him out of the notion teach him
prudence with it, and manage their gold piece to the best advantage - it
belongs to them I have no right to keep a present from them, but do
you advise them how to spend it. - - - - a thousand loves to your Minon
[Weis] Many little trifles we would wish to send but know not if the
boys will have a trunk to themselves, or if they would go safe.
tell our Pere [Babade] the daily Journal goes on - and after all are
asleep the prayers are most awake-laying down or kneeling is all
one to Him our all. Adieu ADieu U. 4
Sunday Evening
tomorrow general Communion L.J.c. 1000000

3Harriet Seton
4Elizabeth sometimes signed her letters to George Weis as "U," meaning Unique.

- 1516.53 To Matthias O'Conway
July 30 Monday [1810)

My dear Oconway
Our Blessed Rebecca [O'Conway] arrived safe but sorely tired this
day week ago - Tuesday - and gave the Darling Petrus [Peter
0' Conway] to the longing arms of his second Mother.-dear dear little angel - how long shall I think with delight of his fasinating smiles
and caresses. we have Your whole Treasure with us every day - fortunately you chose the right time for their visit for the next week the Superior and all his Philothees I are to come - L. J. C. your not writing by

6.53 PAHRC MC 44:1,4
Iphilothees refers to devout persons living in the world. Saint Francis de Sales addressedAn
Introduction to the Devout Life to "Philothea."
Saint Francis de Sales (1567 -1622), bishop of Geneva, was a noted writer, apologist, cofounder of
the Visitation Order (1610), and spiritual director of clergy, religious, and laity. He had a profound
influence on Saints Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac and collaborated with them in the
renewal of the Church in seventeenth century France. Elizabeth Seton studied de Sales' life and
works, including An Introduction of the Devout Life.
Rev. John David, S.S., arrived from Baltimore August 1 accompanied by Sister Rose White, her
seven-year-old son Charles, and three new candidates for the community:
Ellen Brady (1793-1825), a native of Ireland, was known as Sister Angela atter her admission
July 29, 1810, She pronounced her vows July 19,1813, after completing the first novitiate. Sister
Angela became the first Secretary of the community (1809), was elected Procuratrix (1815), and
was appointed the first Sister Servant at Mount St. Mary's (1816). She was the niece of John
Mullanphy, Catholic philanthropist of St. Louis, Missouri, who financed the Sisters of Charity
establishing the first Catholic hospital west of the Mississippi River, for which Bishop Joseph
Rosati, C.M., requested Sisters. She died at Emmitsburg and is buried in the original community
cemetery.

Anne Frances (Fanny) Jordan (1793-1867) was born in St. Croix in the Virgin Islands (formerly
Santa Cruz of the Antilles). Admitted as a candidate July 31,1809, she pronounced vows July 19,
1813, atter completing the first novitiate. She was the first member of the community to live to
celebrate her golden j ubilee of vocation. Known as Sister Ann Frances or Sister Fanny, she was on
mission at the Asylum in Philadelphia (1815 and 1819) and was Sister Servant there (1817); at St.
Joseph' s Central House as Treasurer (1819); at New York Asylum as Sister Servant (1822); at st.
Mary's Asylum, Baltimore as Sister Servant; at St. Peter's, Cincinnati as Sister Servant (1829); at
St. Louis Asylum(1833); atSt. Peter' s Asylum, Wilmington (1834); at WashingtonAsylum(1843);
at St. Mary' s Asylum, Baltimore (1850); and at St. Joseph' s Central House where she died June 13,
1867. She is buried in tbe original community cemetery at Emmitsburg,
Julia Shirk (1793?-1848) was admitted as a candidate July 29,1810, and pronounced vows July
19, 1813, after completing the flfst novitiate. Known as Sister Julia, she was sent on mission to the
Philadelphia Asylum (1813), St. Joseph's (1815), New York Asylum (1819), the Baltimore
Infirmary (1824), Baltimore Asylum (1832), Norfolk (1840), Boston (1841), the male asylum in
Washington, DC (1846), and Charity Hospital, New Orleans (1848) where she died.

-152this weeks post is a great disappointment and She knows not what to
do - but as Columbkille [0' Conway ] had gone to Baltimore to pass the
Vacation at the Seminary college, with my Boys and many others who
could not go to their parents, She wishes to go home by way of
Balti[more] =Veronique is sitting by me and I cannot get her to drop
the [unclear] of Joseph [O'Conway] [unclear] tho' she does not know
any thing that has happened [unclear] since he left us-She is [an] Angel- but I fear to trust her strength so far - could I tell you of her meeting with her Mother - No - Your souls eye alone can concieve it.
Blessed blessed Lord! how he must love such hearts ...
Your beloved Rebecca is so comforted by your letter - and poor
Vero so contented to hear you are really well- yet if there is no obstacle I cannot help wishing her to go to you - our Lord will declare when
the Superior comes =a shabby gentleman has disappointed us by not
coming for our letters, and your poor heart has perhaps again been torn
with new anxieties-Sweet Lord - strengthen and console the faint
and weary-Your <own> wish shall be Ours, except the demon of
contradiction is too strong for me - but everything is not at a stand-I
am as I ought to be, Nobody. have written many letters for the postforgive this scratch - I have still Vero's work on hand, and the
bones grow old - but he will revive animate and knit them again together. Courage and Patience My Brother - and prudence too, I
grieve to see the promise of another picture. you do not know the persons you address - their plans, views, and
speculations require the Value more than the gift. you understand-Peace - long suffering and joy in the H[olyJ G[host]. L.J.C.
Kiss the hand of your dear parent for me and a thous[an]d
bless [ings] to the Ii Ule ones

-153-

6.54 To Eliza Sadler
[Postmarked August 3]'

How do you do my own dear Eliza Sad.
What does the world say to you. my thoughts cannot turn to you
without being bedizzened by confused ideas of ladies and plumb cake
rack and ham and all the old fashioned story of a Wedding, or perhaps
the rocks of the wilderness is the scene offilicity - rocks of the wilderness - hush memory - Cecil[ia Seton] was once Queen there - where is
now her little train - where is she - where am I - the plumb cakes and ladies disappearThe wandering of fancy stops and I see only my angel Cate (who is
my right hand) adorned with her thousand graces making copy books
at the table I write on and reminding me by every expression of the
heaven we are travelling to, for you must know Cate is a living book,
young and old find their lesson in her - she is of that kind you sometimes read of, but cannot meet with in a multitude of thousands. Will I
ever put my children in your arms again Eliza? I have told you my
present situation is of all I could imagine in the world most congenial
to my views sentiments and disposition - the liberty of solitude, a
country life, and plenty without the trouble or care of providing would
tie me to the valley for the remainder of days, if I belonged to myself
but the claim of the dear ones must ever remain inviolate consequently
if at any time the duties I am engaged in should be inconsistent with
my duty to them the one must give place to the other, it was the only
condition on which Our good and blessed Bishop [John] Carrol would
permit me or rather consent to my coming here- All these things are in the hand of the chief shepherd I am at
Peace. I am at Peace. a lazy sleepy soul give me but quiet, and all is
given - yet that quiet is in the midst of 50 children, all day except the
early part of the morning and the last of the afternoon. but quiet it is order and regulaIity cannot be skipped over here, and I am in the full
6.54 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:43
'On the outside of this letter is written "18 I 0 or I 81 I." The contents suggest 1810.

-154exercise of that principle which in the world passed either for hypocrisy or a species of it - you know - that manner of looking upon twenty
people in the room with a look of affection and interest, showing an interest for all and a concern in all their concerns-you know I am as a
Mother encompassed by many children of different dispositions - not
all equally amiable or congenial, but bound to love, instruct, and provide for the happiness of all, to give the example of cheatfulness,
Peace, resignation, and consider individuals more as proceeding from
the same Origin and tending to the same end than in the different
shades of merit or demerit-I assure you the little woman is quite a
Somebody-and perhaps you are the only one of all who ever knew
her who could justly appreciate her means of happiness.
Anna is a picture of quiet sober solid virtue - but with a fund of gaiety in our hours of recreation - four very sweet girls2 of our good
Bishops connection her own age well brought up and innocent in their
habits are some compensation for the chasm our Cecil has left - they
are her constant companions, but in the fall she has promised to go
again to Mrs. [Mary Ann] BalTY in Baltimore.
tell me all about yourself - dearest Due - Craige - tell me something
of dear Mrs. McV[icker]s family - and even dear M[aty] Barette
[Baretto)'
- good Mrs. [Sat'ah] Startin I must not name She is what is called
mad with the fanatic - poor me-but surely she might consider many
mad ones lived before me, they are passed away, I shall pass away,
neither one or the other is out of the order of Gods Providence
-Peace - Eliza love me - imitate the patience of him We adore. all
the little cells and corners he keeps hidden will one day be seen in clear
day-L.J.e.
Laudate Jesus Christus. d Dieu chere and plus que chere
-do you hear from Paulina. our Blessed Reverend4 is said to be on
his way-EAS

2Among these were Jane Brent, Henrietta Smith, and Mary Diana Harper.
3Catherine Dupleix, William Craig, Mrs. MeVickers, and M. Barello are friends from New York.
4possibly Rev. John Tisserant

-1556.55 To George Weis
[August 1810]

My dear Wise
In the name of our Lord I beg you and our Minon [Weis] to recieve
me once more in the person of my poor Veronique for one single
night-forever blessed be his NameMEAS

6.56 To George Weis
[August 1810] Tuesday Evening

My dear friend
- tell your Minon [Weis] her poor Mother is at the feet of you both
to supplicate you to recieve Our Veronique and her mother for one or
two nights and be sure you recieve an angel- give them a mattress on
the floor down stairs in the spot our Colombe[kille O'Conway]
laid.-She will be in your company-I can only catch a moment to
say this to you and L.J.c.
you know my hands and heart are fuJI but, heaven and eternity.

6.57 Copy to George Weis l
August 9, 1809 or - 1810

Every thing here is again suspended and I am casting about to prepare for beginning the world again with my poor Anina, Josephine
and Rebecca, as we have reason to expect from many things passed
6.55 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:60b
6.56 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:67
6.57 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:102 (10-12) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S. Brute erroneously dated it 1809. Above
the text he wrote, "Expecting to leave? had it been so oh Providence! it was oot-"

-156lately that our situation is more unsettled than ever but, we will be under every case under the refuge of the most high,' and glad indeed
would I be, if! could inspire your dear soul with as much indifference
as is in mine, provided his adorable will be done during the few remaining days of my tiresome journey, which being made with so
many tears and sown so thick with crosses will certainly be concluded
with joy and crowned with eternal rest-look up the highest there,
were the lowest here, and coveted most the poverty and humility
which accompanied their and our Master every step of his suffering
life. but I do not care for your friend George, but for her in whom you
suffer much more than for yourself. if our Lord suffered us to bear our
misery alone without affecting the dearest part of ourselves, we would
not suffer like himself whose whole suffering was for us, and the injuries endured by his Eternal father. now my friend we are in the true and
sure way of salvation for that long, long eternity before us, if only we
keep courage, we will go to Heaven on horseback instead of idling and
creeping along = our Master is too good to us, that is all I can say if we
even end our lives as he lived, without a place to lay His head.'
0 , my mouth waters when Ithink of that ifhe ever grant me so great
a favor-but let all be in the order of his providence neither asking nor
refusing-blessed a thousand million times his own beloved and
blessed name forever.
George, George; be a Man but a supernatural man crucified in
Christ-Eternity

6.58 Copy to George Weis 1
August 28, 1810

George is then sick and suffering; added to your daily cup that is
hard indeeed, but we must often draw the comparison between time
2Speculation continued concerning what Elizabeth's future role in the community would be.
' Cf. Ps. 9 l.
' Cf. Mt. 8:20.
6.58 ASJPH 1-3-3·12:99 (7-8) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
IThe text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.

-157and eternity, - that is the remedy for all trouble. 0, my friend, how insignificant will the present moment appear when we enter that great
ocean. How much we will then wish we had doubled our penances and
sufferings while that moment lasted. How we will laugh when we
look behind, at the troubles we have endured and which will then appear in their true light. And that bright and glorious Cross which we
now drag through the mud and dirt how beautiful and lovely it will appear when we find it opens the door of our eternal happiness to us. 0,
my dear friend, follow on with courage. You do not suffer alone, you
well know, and remember there is but one place of true rendez-vous
for true souls.

6.59 To Archbishop John Carroll
[9/n.d.J

My most honored dear Father
Your much esteemed letter was accompanied by one from the Reverend Mr. David announcing his intention to give us a retreat immediately - and as there are neither rules arranged, or his successor
appointed I nothing but confusion can be expected from his plan. General confessions (which have already been made to Mr. [John] Dubois
by almost every individual) and a new set of examinations in those
dear hearts now quiet and tranquil will be the consequence of a retreat
whenever it takes place, and why should it be agitated before the
regulations 2 are made which are hereafter to bind them and why
6.59 AAB7NI
I Archbishop John Carroll wrote to Elizabeth September 11 telling her that Bishop Benedict
Flaget, S.S., intended to take Rev. John David, S.S., with him to his new diocese of Bardstown,
Kentucky. This would necessitate the appointment of a new superior.

2The Sulpicians were considering the adoption of a permanent rule for the community. The
Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity were eventually obtained, modified, and approved by
Archbishop John Carroll. Several models of government were under study. and a contingent of
French Daughters of Charity had been assigned to make a foundation in Baltimore in order to form
the American women as members of the Paris-based community. Elizabeth had serious reservations
about this proposal for herself as a mother to young children. Here she expresses her concern that
the sisters be consulted about the rule of life they wished to adopt.

-158should they be made by a Superior on the point of leaving us to be revised and probably new molded by his successor and thereby subjecting us to a new change-I do beg and in treat you as you so much wish
our peace and tranquility not to consent to a retreat until you have
given a formal approbation
I would not urge you my Reverend Father on the subject if! had not
witnessed the effect on the minds of our Sisters when the retreat was
proposed at the time of Mr. Davids Visitation in the summer and the
great disappointment it will cause when they will find there are no
more regulations after the retreat than before - and certainly if any are
proposed to us without going thro' the necessary discussion and approbation I can never give the example of Accepting them.
-the messenger who takes this letter will also take one to Mr.
[John] David suggesting the inconvenience attending his plan - if afterwards it takes place I must refer all to the Almighty Ruler.
-thank you very much for sending Mrs. Brene to us, as she has
promised to come again in order to see all our good Sisters which accidentally she missed as she came when they were all engaged in an employment at the old house which was not fit to take her to =
Our dear dear dear Mrs. [Joanna] Barry - how truly hard is her case
- 0 that it was in our power to solace her as soon as [she] arrives I hope
I shall know it = in haste but always yours
Most truly and affectionately MEAS
It is useless to tell you my our Father that every individual here
young and old reveres you with devoted affection.

3Mrs. Brent is probably related to Daniel Brent, nephew of Archbishop John Carroll, who was a
clerk in the Department of State. Two sisters of the Archbishop married into the Brent fami ly:
Eleanor married William Brent, Jr. , and Ann, deceased, had married Robert.

-1596.60 Draft to Rev. John B. David, S.S.
[n.d.]

Rev. Father
Your letter of to day by Mrs. Renaudet I believe requires an immediate answer and therefore do not hesitate to send Our Peter to convey
to you some reflections which I believe you could not have made =
what object can a retreart have at this time except it is to be followed
by an immediate application of those rules so long looked for, rules
which are to be discussed and presented to the Bishop for his approbation and afterwards to serve as a guide to the Superior providence may
assign us - of what use can it be to discuss those rules with any other
than the one who is to take your place of Superior as he may on many
points think differently from yourself and of course his opinion will
subject us to new changes and uncertainty-or if as it has been rumored there is to be no formal appointment of Superior to our house
our Rev. Director [John Dubois] as being best acquainted with
locallities can best point out to our Reverend Bishop the different motives for whatever plan is to be adopted-being now not even possessed of the constitutions but only of 2

6.61 To Matthias O'Conway
October 9. 1810

My dear Oconway
-Your letter was indeed a piercing one every way, and our loved
and excellent Cecilia [O'Conway], being already acquainted with its
6.60 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:12
lRev. John David, S.S., had proposed giving a retreat to the sisters hefore he left for Kentucky.
2Written crosswise at the bottom of the second page, probably by Brute: "could you think your poor
poor mother was guilty of such impertinence 0 our Jesus pity the ignorance and blindness of such a
moment"

6.61 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:23

-160truly melancholy contents was spared the additional pang of your cold
and distant language to me, which however I do not wonder at as you
little know the heart to whom you address it-Never till my last breath
will I cease to be interested in all your concerns and every part of your
ever dear family-you may think differently of my Sentiments but
still they will not alter-and can you in the multiplied trials and cares
which surround you suffer a diminution of charity and good will for
one who wills nothing to you and yours but the most Sacred affection
and alliance in the adorable source of every true attachment? I hope
not. Cecilia bears her affliction and heart rending sorrow with a fortitude which can come from him alone
She looks back as well as myself with many regrets but life is made
up of them, and she knows my mind has never changed to you but in
the momentary trial you well remember, and even then the heart was
unshaken in its good will and desires for you, and has and ever will
consider all your family with the most sincere attachment which is
founded in our Lord himself
do write if you know any more particulars Cecilia is very anxious-we have been affraid something else may have happened-With best remembrances to all your dear family especially
my own little one I am as ever
Your true friend MEASeton

6.62 To Julia Scott
23rd October 1810

My dear dear dear dear the Woods and mountains Echo dear, but
you will not answer- twice I have begged you to say I am alive but either you are very cross, angry, troubled, or MARRIED-Yet in every
case your own friend must cry dear dear dear dearest I would take any
pain for you but the last mentioned-that admits not of proxy,
and-perhaps it is Maria - perhaps Charlott has three - perhaps-but I
6.62 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:84

-161had better count the part[l]y coloured leaves of the mountains and
woods than guess at half the perhaps's of a Lady. what poor mortals
they are, and when Lady and fashion spelling in all fashionable lady
are put together who can detail the whys and wherefores she may find
for not writting to a country friend-a poor body stowed in a corner with a fool's mark upon her too. but my well beloved I hope before the
frost benumbs your little dear fingers you will be pleased to address
one word of remembrance to your woodland friend you may direct to
Madame Goose if you think proper tacking the name of Mr. [John]
Dubois who will know to which of his flock it belongs--do not scold
me for nonsense, what in the world can be done - if I preach, you do
not mind - if I beg you laugh at me-should sadness or gravity be uppermost - it would be affectation, for the children are so merry, the sun
so bright, the country so to my mind all falling and and speaking the
promise of the grave-the grave so--dark to-but so bright to the
longing, desiring active soul of the prisoner looking beyond its narrow
passage to the fields of everlasting Verdure. when I go I should like to
be near you dearest-to show you not the imaginary, but true joy of
that hour-which however to me seems less to be expected than a year
ago-for my breast suffers no more at all and tho' thin and weak in
comparison with healthy and strong people I have little to complain of
... consider age too miss - if I guess right you are advancing a little,
dearest dearest little Gloriana you must at last be old-to be sure-I
expect my nose and chin will soon look like nut crackers - but yours
turns up I remember-we ought to have some little pickinninnys in
the comerhow is dear Brother - how is Charlot - how are the young married
ones Mothers - and your dear wild John - alas - if he was well
bemarried so much the better. What are you doing yourself my days
ever the same are spent in eating, keeping, walking, teaching, loving,
and praying all the time, all day long at all kind of work, my loadstone
is present in all-dont you envy me you darling-to be sure you do you know it is no fancy - you know that the peace and confidence of
the soul in her creator must be her true happiness and the end for which
it was created. but to enjoy we must love, and to love we must sacrifice-old preacher you see cannot be still-patience dearest.

-162we are all all well Anna as qui[e]t as puss in the corner keeps her
Sensibilities all in order-has no letters since I wrote you-takes the
matter coolly - gathers nuts, dries fruits, and shares in all the amusements of the Boarders of the house, and seems to have resigned all to
him who knows best-Yet her Dl - may return when she least expects it.
there is an old lady in the Village near us called [Charlotte]
Melmoth, who has often been a Queen, but now hoping at some time or
other, to enter in our family (which she never can) has taken [up a]
country station, and some have told me in her great admiration of my
superior excellence talks a great deal about my health and situation
here, which she knows very little about-perhaps as she is just returned
from Philadelphia she has told a good history there which may chance
to reach your ear as it has done some of our New York friends-"that
my health is very bad, that my occupations are fatiguing etc" to which I
can say that my greatest delight would be to see all who are most dear to
me here, that they might themselves judge of my many COmfOlts - and
be convinced thatfor my disposition there could not be any where found
more true and certain content. the little girls you would doat upon ...
W[illia]m and R[ichar]d promise every thing I could wish at their age,
except they could be made bright genius's-which you know must be
the gift of Nature-for loviliness and sweetness of character I would
not change my five for any I ever saw ... as you may believe - you know
my own [William Magee] Seton wrote you when Anna was
born-"Parents are partial and fathers and Mothers see beauties in children concealed from All Others."
tell me all about your two, and do not be so lazy Glorianna dearest,
give Maria the warm and tender blessing of my heart-why did I not
answer her sweet little page-not that love was wanting-but many
thoughts pushing each other thro' my head and many letters to write every post must account for the omission-Anna never never writes letters - it is the one selfish habit I know in her-in a year or two it will
change I hope-remember your own friend continually as she does you
EAS 2

1Anna Maria' s beau, Charles DuPavillon.
2Written along the left side of page three of this letter: "this is written by twilight dearest."

-1636.63 To Fran~oise Victoire Dubourg Fournier
[ll1n.d.]

My dear Friend,
How happy I should be to answer your amiable letter in your own
sweet language, but since I left you the imperfect Knowledge I had of
it has not been improved and you must now, Ma chere Soeur, take
your lesson of English.
I told all our good Sisters in community assembled of the interesting situation of your most dear and excellent Brother' and engaged
them to direct their prayers for his recovery we agreed to use Sundays
communion with the same intention, hoping that He whom we offered
would obtain the recovery so much wished for.- 2

6.64 To Eliza Sadler
November 21 st 18lO

My own dear Eliza
It will please you to see our Blessed [John] Cheverus,' because he
carries your friend and the Darlings in his very heart, and we love him
with a sentiment not easily described but which you may very well
imagine who can concieve what kind of ideas we attach to him-independent of his uncommon amiable manners and his being the most
chere confrere of our most valued Mr. [John] Tisserant who has the
advantage of Bishop Cheverus exteriorly but not in the Spirit of the
mind-look at his purple ring and remember how often We kissed it
6.63 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:23
' When Rev. William Dubourg, S.S. went to Martinique for his health in 1810, his sister wrote to
ask for prayers.
2Written in another hand: " Mother Seton"

6,64 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:40
'Rev. John Cheverus was consecrated bishop of Boston November 1 at St. Peter' s Pro-cathedral
in Baltimore. He visited Emmitsburg November 21 to 24 when Elizabeth met him for the first time.
He carried this letter to Eliza Sadler in New York where he stopped to administer Confirmation
when returning to Boston.

-164and if you have the happiness to hear him preach you will participate
in the consolation I have greatly wished You to enjoy-yet every
body has different coloured eyes and different ears on such occasions
and perhaps ours may not agree-but I believe they will. I do not take
this excellent occasion to send the Book because I expect positively to
see you next Summer-it is certain that this so much wished favour is
in the power of him who grants me so many favours and I ask it from
him with confidence that you will with our Due come to the mountain
and see your poor friend before she is called-not that I believe the
time so short, but being weak and worn out nothing but love and good
nursing Keeps me agoing--of that I have a super abundance but still
my Views are all beyond as yours would be in my place
-All all all are well - all goes well-I cannot write my Sister
[Mary Bayley Post] by the dear gentleman as it would not be proper to
introduce him-is our Due still well - is she still with you-is
[George] D[uplex] to go out again this winter - is our dear dear [William] Craige renovated by the Nor westers - how is Sad - sorrowful
enough if he is suffering - but Peace my own dear Eliza Peace - peace
even in sorrow-Why cannot I express to you what I would say-but
you understand
ever yours MEAS
6.65 To Archbishop John Carroll
November 29th 1810

Most Reverend and dear Father,
Your kind message by Rev. Mr. Duhamel' was a most affectionate
reproach to me as the Reverend Bishops2 had told me you had heard I
was sick - not so sick tho' as is imagined being always well enough to
6.65 AAB7N9
'Rev. Charles Duhamel (1753·1818), a priest of the Society of the Holy Ghost, had come to
Emmitsburg from Hagerstown, Maryland, in 1809. He was pastor of the Catholic congregation in
the village of Emmitsburg until his death in 1818.
2Rev. John Cheverus, bishop of Boston, and Rev. Michael Egan, bishop of Philadelphia, had
visited Sl. Joseph's Valley earlier in the month.

-165be Mother about the house and in the school-which is all indeed I am
able to do-if now nursing the sick was in question I should be
obliged to be the patient instead of the Assistant-but you will be
happy to know that Boarders come so fast that no one ofU s has time to
be sick and you know how well our dearest Lordfits the backfor the
burthen.
-and will our beloved Mrs. [Joanna] B[arry] soon be with You
and possess the dearest consolation She has in this life your supporting counsel and advice and fatherly affection, blessed be his name for
ever-and may he grant me the favour of seeing her once
more-when you write to, or see her do my Father offer her all the affection of my poor heart. I hope she will one day visit this house
where she would be so tenderly recieved and could pass so many
hours uninterrupted with her best ComforterI need not tell you Our consolation in recieving the blessed Bishops
nor how many benedictions they poured upon us-We have been very
sensible of this special favour.
always your most respectful and affectionate MEASeton
give my our best best love to our dear friends in Gay Stred tell her
Ann is much improved in temper and health and is Mothers right
hand.
5th December
It will grieve you to hear of our Rose's [White] indisposition - of
which both herself and I have written the Superior [Rev. John David]
hoping some remedy may be applied in time. the Superior desires me
to send the constitutions of the Sisters of Charity which Rev. Mr.
[Benedict] Flaget brought - as you have now leisure to consider them.4
they will go by Mr. White who has just sent us your letter for which I
thank you a thousand times.

3Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bany
"The recently received Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity which Rev. Benedict F1aget.
S.S., brought back from Paris. The text required translation into English and some minor revisions
before being presented to Archbishop John Carroll for approval. Rev. John Dubois, S.S., did not
complete his draft of the Constitutions of the Sisters of Charity in the United States until 1812.

-166If Our Lord does not dispose of us this Winter or strengthen my
health, it will be necessary you should (for every reason) be made acquainted with some circumstances which will enable you as my Father and first Superior to give a decision to my ever unsettled mind on
the subject of my situation. 5 but it is not necessary now to say more
about it till time shall declare if my weakness is a mere debility or actual decline.
our Sisters and dear children old and young are always delighted
when we have a letter from you our Dear Father and return your kind
mention of them with more than filial affection and I am sure their
continual prayers.
as does your most affectionate

MEASeton

6.66 Notation 1
[December 1810]

All the beauty ofthis letter is in its just application to the simplicity
of the child it is written to who c[ oul]d not have been just so ...
Anninas care in preparing her was continual and she is truly a little one
of our dearest (Marie's Sister)
Jesus Mary
Joseph

'The tension Elizabeth felt as a result ofthe pull between her positions as superior of the Sisters of
Charity and only parent of her young children as well as the matter of governance of the community
which remained unresolved
6.66 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:36 (8)
'This notation is an addendum to a letter Anna Maria wrote to Therese Carrere. Elizabeth copied
Anna Maria' s letter which is in A-6.66a. Elizabeth wrote at the top: "a letter written by my dearest
Annina to a child preparing to make her first Communion (Theresa)."
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1811
6.67 To George Weis

a thousand million happy years
15th January 1811

My dear Wise
-Your dear little gift came safe and was enjoyed with the source
of love-O Our Father! - our Souls Father! let him understand I must
be silent but it will not be so long-Yet he must know our adored is too
generous to suffer his own to be loser-nor will he let you lose Mr.
George if You will give all tooRadford l is commissioned to ask from you the pictures of the
Stations 2 which I want very much as our roads are so bad the children
and Boarders are seldom able to leave home on Sunday and I have
preached the catechism and rosery so long I now want another subject
and if you send the pictures you shall always be remembered in the
stations, and our Adored I know will be well pleasedGive my souP the inclosed. Annina did it for him. Veronique gives
it to him. tell him Vero' s' long letter passed from my hand to hers (by
one of the children) but She has never offered to show it to me or even
to name him. LJ.C. 1000000000000 as many loves to dear Minon
[Weis]. write by Radford or the dear hand
Veronique has had a dream of very singular kind of our
Maddelene' telling her that Cicil was above with the Virgin and martyrs, but that She was suffering inexpressibly for sins at New York and
6.67 ASJPH 1·3-3-2:68
lProbably Thomas Radford, a resident of the village of Emmitsburg, who was a cobbler. He,
along with Robert Moore, later witnessed Elizabeth's last will and testament.
2 Stations of the Cross are a Catholic devotion commemorating fourteen events in Jesus' passion
and death.
3Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S. Anna Maria often did sketches, some of which she sent to the priest.
'Sister Cecilia O'Conway who is also referred to as Veronique earlier in this letter
' Harriet Seton took the name Madeline as a Confirmation name.

-168will suffer till next October except Masses are offered for her continually-true, or not it has awakened the prayers of the whole house for
her

6.68 To Julia Scott
1st February 1811-

My own dear Ju1iaYour letter did indeed find your friend in a reverie, so far from supposing things so severely trying to you, one of our Philadelphia
Boarders told me Miss [Maria] Scott daughter of Mrs. Scott in Chestnut Street was married, and to be sure nothing but plumb cakes and the
rolling of coaches came to my fancy, and my own friend enjoying the
dear comfort of seeing her greatest earthly desire fulfilled in the settlement [of] so precious a child, well convinced it would be all with your
Approbation knowing how much she loves you
-Well so goes this world, but I wish I could know if your weakness is past, and all your jobs so unfavourable to health out of the way dear dear friend if you could but feel as I do in these respects, it would
be little matter-but you have not had the same trials to convince you
... my spirits and peace are the same as when I last wrote, but the
hea[l]th of the Body a good deal altered, tho' always wrapped in a
coating coat, with a lambs wool shawl and worsted stockings, some
cold has penetrated to the breast and without cough or expectoration,
or acute pain, it keeps an almost continual slow fever on me-Your
first thought will be that comfort and good nourishment are wanting,
but you will believe the sacred assurance that I have both, not only as I
wish, but even as your tender heart would wish for me = have had fire
in my chamber night and day all the winter, chicken broth, new eggs
warm from the nest, little nick nacks of many kinds, as every good Sister in the house is continually contriving something for me, and the
advice of the best french physician in Baltimore, Dr. [Pierre] Chatard,
6.68 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:85
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who is my particular friend-so and so - and so - peace and patience
but be not alarmed dearest, only after closing so many dear eyes and
knowing so well the symptoms of our family enemy, I perhaps I notice
them more than one less acquainted with them would do. it is not the
first time I have had them, and recovered from them-And our dear dear J[ ohn] Scott! is she a Woman who could treat
him so - such things would be to me incredible, if not so attested two
years ago Emily C[aton] told me Miss Willing was doatingly attached
to him and feared she would never obtain him - but my Julia do not
fear for him he has too much soul to continue to prefer a being he can
no longer esteem, my greatest fear for him is that a general disgust for
female society may lead him to associate too much with men, which
might affect the whole character of his mind in a manner very different from your wish = my heart and prayers often run after the dear fellow, and start the tear for him as one of my own-and Maria, the dear
and excellent Maria, how many must be her anxieties when yours are
multiplied. how close close must be the alliance between you two besides the first bonds - mine with my dear ones grows every day stronger - Never was a Mothers heart more gratified and consoled than
mine by their affection and disposition William who used to be so
great an anxiety has become so mild and amiable-Anna, my poor
Anna so interesting in every thing-Well dearest I fear nothing - and
hope! Oh, oh, how faras I am obliged to be a Lady and have many wants - You shall do as
I would delight to do to you dearest and supply them, at least the extra
ones, as I wish more than ever to leave the little stock I told you of as it
is. [Robert] Barry says it cannot be withdrawn without loss but a triffle
ten or twenty dollars will serve the present time, as I know you must
have many engagements to meet being you have the endless demands
of workmen.
--dear Charlott - dear Brother - if I could suffer for them He who
knows all, knows I gladly would, much less for YOU who (Julia whatever you may think) seems always like a part of myself with my dear
ones-I have a strong hope that you will take in your mind to come
ITuberculosis

-170and see us in the spring - dear dear Julia a Dieu may he bless youforever Your EAS
a thousand thousand millions of thousand happy Years to you and
yours you understand. yet I feel hurt dearest as if it is taking an advantage of your goodness to ask what I do - but my Doctors Bill for
William2 and dearest Harriet and C[ecilia] took all in the purse and
more than I expected-

6.69 To George Weis
[February 1811]

My dear Wise be patient I am going to plague you = a dear friend in New York has
written two letters' addressed to Mrs. Wm. Seton Philips-burg near
Baltimore, instead of Emitsburg, and I pray you to try and recover
them for me if the post Master at Baltimore can give you any advice
how to do so = they contain some business of a private kind which
makes it very painful to her to lose them ... but I know you will do all
you can to get them if possible
I suppose our most dear dear Father [Babade] is too busy to be sick
as they tell me there is great distress among the poor in Baltimore = he
is never out of my mind - but I can only share his labours by praying
for their success = my weakness and fever is now constant, and except
our dearest pleases to spin out my hours of suffering they threaten to
run out very fast. tell him his children (even the two boys) kiss every
thing he ever touched and speak of him with the same lively love as
ever. but he knows all that.

2WilJiam had been critically ill unto death but recovered. Her sisters-in-law Harriet and Cecilia
Seton did not survive their illnesses.

6.69 ASJPH 1·3-3-2:70
'These letters were from Catherine Dupleix.

-171Peace my Friend George and dear Minon = Courage - hope - and
heaven-He goes before who will crown our hope2 -but our suffering must be consummated too Beni Soit etc. LJ.C.
How 3 many thousand thous[and] Years of happiness we wish
where only happiness is to be found you may judge for you know my
heart and soul feels for all your sorrows now. But remember the sufferings are for moment-the crown of patience eternal where there
will be no muddy roads or stormy skies between the children and father-the friend and friend-L. J. C.

6.70 To Catherine Dupleix
[date outside February 4th, 1811]

My souls dear dear dear friend
Your letter of 8th is just received and read with the sweet delight
which we must feel forever that our adored gave us a heart to love each
other without restraints calculations or fears of saying too much or too
little-You must have no further uneasiness about your letters directed to Philipsburg as no doubt the post master has thought it was
some private seat near Baltimore and will keep the letters in [the] Baltimore office till sent for which I shall do this week by one of our good
Sisters! who will go for them herself as she has business there and if
they are not in that office will take proper means to get them wherever
they may be-what would you give to see the dear beings you so tenderly regret just as they are - beautiful both soul and Body with every
gift your dear heart could wish-your boys with the Seton grace and
Bayley solidity-so at least my poor eyes see them-and they are
truly beloved by every body. Since I wrote you my peace and quiet is
the same and even increases, as has always been my case when the

2Cf. Hebrews 12:2.
3The last paragraph was written on the outside of the letter.
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Sister Rose White

-172Body grows weaker and mine weakens every day nothwithstanding
what I think even an excessive care, such as going to bed with the children, rising with them two hours later than the community, having fire
always in my chamber, a little nice something at my meals, and the
boundless attention of many kind hearts who are always watching to
hinder my lifting a finger except to knit or reel a Ball of yarnI have excellent mistresses from the best boarding schools in
Baltimore2 and have only to use the talent of smiling and carressing,
while they have all the trouble, superintended by the authority I possess as Mother of the Community,3 which consists of 15 Sisters and 30
boarders in the school, where my/our darlings have a better opportunity of education than I could have given them else where - as to all the
nonsense of our being nuns' <you will hear> which you have heard of,
it arises from our living in community under such regulations as we
have chosen ourselves, and without which so large a family could
never be well governed, and my having as a matter of form, to enable
me to exercise the authority my situation requires, made at the feet of
our blessed Bishop (the crucifix and sweet Cate the only witnesses) a
vow of chastity and obedience to himse/ffor one year,5 and certainly it
is very easy to obey him who considers my welfare more than I do myself, and the 5 dear ones as his own-but even that vow which was
binding on my conscience but one year does not exist as it was no longer necessary, and I am as free and even more free than dear Sad herself, and as mother of our darlings must always be so since by the law
of the church I so much love I could never take an obligation which interfered with my duties to them, except I had an independent provision and guardian for them which the whole world could not supply to
my judgment of a mothers duty.
-the very thought of your visiting gives a delight to us you can
never imagine-the solitude of our mountains, the silence of Cecils
2Some of the women who joined the community probably had teaching experience.
3Elizabeth was appninted Mother by Archbishop John Carroll sometime in the spring of 1809.
4According to ecclesiastical law Sisters of Charity were not nuns. Nuns made public solemn,
perpetual vows and lived in a cloister. The Sisters of Charity were active women religious who made
private. annual vows in the tradition of SI. Louise de MariUac and SI. Vincent de Paul.
5Elizabeth professed these vows for one year to Archbishop John Carroll in Baltimore March 25,
1809, in the lower chapel of St. Mary's at Paca Street.

-173and H[arriet]s graves, your skipping children over the woods which in
the spring are covered with wild flowers they would gather for you at
every step--the regularity of our house which is very spacious and in
an end wing contains our dear dear chapel6 so neat and quiet, where
dwells (as we believe) night and day you know who. this is no dream
of fancy and only a small part of the reality of our blessing-You must
be a witness to believe, that from Monday to Saturday all is quiet, no
violation of each others tranquillity, each helping the other with a look
of good will which must indeed be seen to be believed-all the world
would not have persuaded me if I had not proved it so you may be incredulous till you come and see.
we have no kind of society but our Mountain Pastor [Rev. John
Dubois] who is a polished simple, truly holy man says mass for us at
Sun rise all the year round-if anyone has a trouble it is carried to
him, they recieve there consolation, and it is buried in silence-he is
the superior of the Seminary of the Mountain and doats upon William
and Richard, he has had Willian the whole winter in his study with fire
night and day because he has at times been threatened with a
cough-Yes dearest so must all the lovely blossom[s] go I believe
they have their inheritance, except Annina who for six months back is
a picture of health, as they all are in colour and brightness, but it is a
deception of beauty and requires perpetual care-Anna has her cell in
my chamber and how it would amuse you so many little oddities and
fancies-she is always busy-tries much to improve herself and ifher
Carl07 ever claims her he will find her more than lovely that business
we must trust to the Adored alone- dear child! She sees now her want

of prudence, and if what is done could be recalled would be far from
the same again, but I know not what to wish for her. She speaks of you
in a manner which shows she thinks of you next to mother as possessing her first affection as they all do, which is no wonder considering
the great tenderness you have always shown them, and it is the language Children best understand-I beg and intreat you in the name we
both Adore to come to them if any thing should happen to me, which
"rhe chapel was located in a one-story annex which was attached to the western side of St.
Joseph's house, known as the White House.
7Elizabeth referred to her daughter's infatuation with Charles DuPavillon.
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there is no immediate apprehension of as I am without any complaint
whatever but weak breast and a little slow slow slow fever which often
I think may be the consequence of my being near 40, and as I often told
you in New York have little-it cannot be manner oflife for never did
I possess so much of healths best ingredient Contentment nor of climate as it is not half so severe as the one you are in-take care of your
self dearest friend for our sakes too - for the five dear ones you love,
for your EAS.
I treat you in this letter as I beg you to do to me-Say every thing of
your precious most precious self-poor George [Dupleix]-dear
Lord preserve him. our true love is with him wherever he goes. the
Boys often ask me about him-Oh my Due if I could but share with
you my comfort, or share your pain with you-my friend - the pen is
silent when the heart says too much-dear dear soul how I cherish and
love every thought of you the adored only can know-Anna wishes
much to write you - but she has thro' timidity and aversion to writing
letters, partly also from knowing the romantic things which have been
said of her among our friends, so long delayed writing anyone in New
York that she knows not how to begincan you tell us any thing about the Setons the ever dear a thousand
times dear BayleysB-what if [William] Craige by way of travelling
should bring Eliza Sfadler1 in the Spring - yourself perhaps-what a
truly truly happy hour would that be to me, and the dear ones
too-they look upon all their family with a regret and interest which is
more increased as we hear so little about them dear Mary [Bayley]
P[ost] has written
ever ever ever yours MEASeton

8Elizabeth was anxious for news of her husband's family, the Setons, and her own, the Bayleys.
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6.71 To Henry Seton'
19th February 1811.

You refer me my ever dear Henry to the Knowledge I have of your
heart, but you must know mine better than you can know it to judge
what were its feelings on hearing from you ... shall I tell you - we had
heard you were no more and dear Cecil before she died had [suffered]
all the melancholy and sorrow of that i[dea] Oh Henry can you ask "if
it is a crime to lam[ent that] you were saved from the shipwreck." yet
[page torn] known the moment twenty years ago in which I asked the
same question dictated by that anguish of Soul which can find no relief-but my Brother there is a relief, there is a Hope, [could] I but
give you the view offuturity [through the] perspective in which I see
it, how you would bless and thank your preserver for prolonging the
life he still spares to awaken in your affectionate and tender Soul that
gratitude which he formed it so capable of - - - forsaken by all you say
left to God alone - I have been so too dear Henry and fo[und that] repose you would so much enjoy after so much [contrad]iction if you
would only look back on all the [past] and forward to the long long futurity the past [forget as] it relates to the conduct of others which we
must leave to another jud[g]ment, but our own which in that futurity is
to be examined by him who knows all the Why's and Wherefores
think [of] the two Angel Sisters2 who so lately gone call out [to us] to
be ready to follow - and you[r] poor Old Sister will soon call too I believe for my health is very very bad - if it was not for the dear five the
world would be a Wilderness to me after parting with those who are
gone in so few years.
=if you ever see dear Sam3 tell him after writing him twice since
Cecil is gone without an answer I conclude he has some reason for

6.71 AMSV Seton-Jevons #167-170 (photostat) No original exists.
IThe original of this letter was in the Sisters of Charity of Halifax motherhouse which was
destroyed by fire in 1951. In several places this letter has been damaged. A note on the outside in
another hand, probably Robert Seton's, reads: "Was - or had been - a Lieutenant in the U.S. Navy.
R.S.1890."
2Harriet and Cecilia Seton. Henry's sisters, were both recently deceased.
3Samuel Waddington Seton, Elizabeth's brother-in-law. These letters are not extant.
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= the children all send their love [dear] Henry

6.72 To Julia Scott
[dated outside March 9]

My dearest Juliathe last weeks post slipped me, or you would now know that your
letter and its contents is safe = to bless and thank such a heart as yours
is impossible, at least as I wish, but the full heart and overflowing eyes
is seen by him who will bless you as my poor soul begs and supplicates
= What would I give if at this very moment you could see your own
friend with the five' playing all sorts of fancies round her in a bright
sun, and as merry as the larks skipping over the meadow before us. a
few [fine] days has enlivened myoid bones so much that I hardly
know myself, and instead of confinement to the chamber which you
recommend, I sit on the porch, visit the young calves, pigs and chickens etc, with as much interest as the children, who are wild with pleasure when the two Brothers, three sisters, and old Mother set out
together ... do sometimes think how truly happy your friend is and it
will repay you for the many anxieties she has given you. as to my
health you must must leave it to the dearest, kindest, best of Fathers he will let me stay with the darlings many years yet I hope. how much
I wish to hear what news your dear traveller gives you, and ifhis mind
is resolute and firm as it ought to be - dearest Julia my very soul enters
in yours to feel your anxious care for so dear a being. my dearest will
you write me every thing about him-and tell me too if you see in poor
Louisa [Caton] any prospect of that solidity and equallity of mind so
6.72 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:86
lElizabeth's five children. At the time this letter was written, she was thirty-seven years old.
2possibly John Scott
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valuable in our sex-not the Affectation of piety or pretentions of singularity, which I hope and pray she may never adopt for I truly love
and cherish her as one who has been made of excellent materials if
they had only been qualified- give my best love to her and your most
dear Maria most happy would 1be could her amiable and pure virtues
be reflected on poor Louisa who never was so happy as to be taught
their Value.how ready you are to pronounce on the roughness of our Mountain
road, 3 1know not how it may be from Philadelphia but from Baltimore
it is (I think) very good = I cannot give up the hope that you will one
day come here, my going to you would be to me almost as difficult as a
voyage to the Moon = my dear dear dear ones how could I leave them a
day except the Master called me when they were little it seemed impossible and yet easier than now, besides our Boarders could never be
managed without the old Lady.4 but perhaps times may alter with us
both. you know I always stick to hope to the last.
-how I wish Charlott could breathe the air I do - with as much
peace of mind-her complaint must be very serious I fear - and poor
Brother - Oh my Julia how many deprivations are always threatening
us =
I could not but smile to myself the other night in an hour of silence
and quiet to find I was but 17, and passing thro' memorable scenes
with you at Easton,' as really as if I could really see and hear you.
-Julia dear dear a thousand times dear look up and let us meet where
there will be no bad roads or mountains to separate us.
all the dear voices echo love to dear Aunt Scott = Anna is the
lov[el]iest picture of health and modesty my eyes ever beheld. the little girls sweet angels (in my eyes remember) all obedience, love and
diligence in all that is Mothers delight which is the common and useful as you know. William and Richard every time I see them seem
more and more improved in grace and intelligence, they are the most
devoted children to their Mother you can imagine =
'The road to St. Joseph ' s Valley near Emmitsburg is located at the base of the Catoctin spur of the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
4Elizabeth herself
5The home of Samuel Sitgreaves, Julia's brother, was located in Pennsylvania.

-178My paper has taken a wrong turn dearest - never mind - on every
side and every moment of my life be assured of the devotion and
grateful love of your
EASeton.

6.73 To Archbishop John Carroll
16th March 1811

Most Reverend and dear Father
Your letter was most consoling, and overflowed the poor Mothers
heart with thanksgiving to our Lord who has been pleased to give my
children Your dear Fatherly love and care. the few walks I have taken
since the fine weather, and my Luxurious diet nothwithstanding the
holy season [of Lent], has so far helped my health that my fevers are
less frequent and consequently pains abated, indeed sometimes for
whole days together, the quiet and calm which prevails over my body
and mind is so general that I can hardly be persuaded any thing seriously alarming has taken place in my Constitution, yet as this has always been my case in sickness of consumptive symptoms which do
not now threaten for the first time perhaps it is an effect of the complaint. our dear Lords will be done forever.
poor Rose [White] has been a great sufferer of late and more from
the mind than Body' - her anxiety to get to Baltimore has been a source
of perpetual agitation, and Rev. Superior[s]2 repeated letters for her
coming at every risk (even of a waggon if she could find a Christian
waggonman) had determined Mr. [John] Dubois to send her on horse
back, but we find a better opportunity offers-I ventured to reason
6.73 AAB 7NIO
'Sister Rose White had a severe case ofinfluenza that winter. compounded by concerns about her
future role in the community.
2Rev. John Baptist David, S.S., was preparing to accompany Bishop-elect Benedict Flaget, S.S. ,
to Bardstown, Kentucky. In the meantime there was talk of establishing a mission of the Sisters of
Charity in B altimore. The sequence of events is unclear, but it was cau sing a great deal of anxiety in
the community.

-179with her, and she replied she would go and from that time there has
been some reserve between us tho' I am extremely desirous she
should go now there is a fit opportunity; the thought of her going as
was first proposed was my only objection. I imagine that the Rev. Superior intends before he goes, to establish the house he proposed without a school in order to leave this one to me for the exclusive purpose
of Education, which idea he suggested when he was last here to Mr.
Dubois = I pray our dear Lord continually to bless all their endeavours
for his glory, and if he pleases to prolong my life will be more than
contented with the part assigned me here.
-Rose's virtues are truly valued by me and by us all, but from the
time she knew she was proposed as Mother of this house in my place
and that every one in it should prepare themselves for the change
(which I was directed myself to inform them by a special letter immediately after my return from Baltimore)3 her conduct has undergone
an intire change and has been very unfavourable to her happiness and
ours. Poorlittle Fanny [Jordan] too feels the influence ofthis circumstance and no doubt will keep united with Rose. Kitty [Mullen] is the
most amiable soul you can imagine and while she feels for all preserves a kind and amiable conduct which hourly endears her to us,
however she will do whatever the Superior directs. in giving this little
detail do I pain your dear Fatherly heart - you know human nature too
well not to have forseen what I have told you. but believe me nothing
has ever taken place (notwithstanding this cloud and dust) but what
would have comforted and edified you through out = everyone is so
much bent on serving our Lord that the most our Enemy could obtain
has been a moment of reserve, but the Communion or confession of
the next day has been sure to mend all again. Mr. [John] Dubois has
had a most difficult business to be sure: and I shall forever honor and
revere his unwearied patience and goodness of heart =
-You surely will not communicate this little letter to the Superior
or Rose, as you value peace above all blessings = my conduct to her is,
as I wish it ever to be, founded on that love for him who loved us both
3This letter was from Rev. John David.
4Rev. John David, the superior. resided in Baltimore. Rev. John Dubois, S.S., on the other hand,
resided in Emmitsburg and was in regular contact wth the sisters during this time of turmoil.
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mind not of the heart, her affectionate kindness to my children binds
me by gratitude independent of our Spiritual connection.
I wish very much to hear of the dear Gay Street Barrys 5 and more of
the dear Sufferer if she is more settled and composed. and your own
invaluable health You never speak of my Father - may it be long long
continued for our blessing and the glory of him to whom it is devoted
ever your most respectfully and affectionately MEASe ton

6.74 To George Weis
+ [April 27, 1811]

My dear GeorgeI do not want the remembrance of St. George to awaken a thousand
prayer[s] and desires for you and your dear Minon [Weis] - this day a
year ago' will never be blotted from my mind, and I am sure if my eternity is a happy one even there I shall beg our Adored to increase your
portion of Blessedness, and give you what I can only wish for
you-the weak and suffering state of my poor carcase and the trouble
of external things have made me silent to you-Why have you been so
silent to me? - your heart is never changed I can answer, and perhaps
your troubles too are increased-well it is sure and certain our crown
will be a bright and glorious one if only Patience keeps strong - that is
all I know - and it is enoughMy souls ever dear Father [Babade]-is sick and suffering too I
hope if he has as much fruit from it as he has learnt others to
5The family of Robert Barry of Baltimore. Mrs. Joanna Gould Bany, who had befriended
Elizabeth in New York, was very sick and died October 18,1811.

6.74 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:60
'This letter was written on the feast of St. George April 27. 1811. one year after the death of
Cecilia Seton. The Weis family had provided hospitality for Cecilia and Elizabeth Seton from their
arrival April 11 , 1810, until Cecilia's death. Atthis time Anna Maria was the guest of the Robert and
Mary Ann Barry family.
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obtain-the children sometimes are ready to fly over the very clouds
to get at him-they talk of seeing him again with the same eagerness
they talk of the happiness of heaven-for me, here I stand with hands
and eyes both lifted, to wait the adorable will-the only word I have to
say to every question is, I am a Mother, whatever providence awaits
me consistent with that plea I say Amen to it-dear George remember
us pray for Us and be assured of the never ending affection of your
friend-my love to your dear Minonoh could I like you throw myself at the dearest ofJeet and kiss the
fingers I have so often been blessed with-but the adored Will be
superexalted above all forever, he knows and he alone can know all
the sacrifice 2
-If the children were here they would send many loves to you all
they are as wild as the young Lambs themselves
your MEASeton

2In 1-3-3- 12: 99 (9) Rev. Simon Brute wrote after this line: "these were nearly her last word[s] in
saying the prayer of Pope Pius VII being her most habitual dispositions and solid devotion in a11-"

In 1-3-3-12: 102 (8-10) he wrote: "This contains the most hearty express[ions] of affection for the
former father of her Soul-expressions of which the true Jesus is perfectly known to me yet w[ oul]d
in their holiness and innocence itself look suspicious to the poor Worldling
-I even think Christian prudence sh[ oul]d rather generally avoid them even in letters to the safest
friend as was that other one to whom she thus write of her spirit[ua]1 father 'my Souls ever dear
father-is sick and suffering too I (M. Babade) hope if he has as much fruit from it as he has learnt
others to obtain- the children sometimes are ready to fly over the very clouds to get at him- they
talk of seeing him again with the same eagerness they talk of the happiness ofheaven----oh could I
like you throw myself at the dearest offeet and kiss thefillgers I have so often been blessed with- '
- yet through 44 letters which have been trusted to me, in /lot olle do I find any of the names
which though from good intention, were often the occasion of her pains-I have always remarked in
her that disposition of greatest delicacy to complain of others-she rather accllsed herself, when
they most tried, and reproached her soul even involuntary feelings of dislike and emotions which its
frame of extreme sensibility rendered so easy to be excited as well as all her former habits, at New
y[or]k-in her time of splendour and [unclear]"

-1826.75 To Eliza Sadler
12th May 1811

My dear ElizaYou are in affliction I know, what would I give to share or relieve
it. your silence gives me an uneasiness I try to shake off but in vain[.]
is our dear and excellent [Samuel]Craigs malady increased, or has the
change of season benefitted him as it has me. Your uncles death
wounds you deeply, but your mind does not lose its peace by deprivations or regrets, I can almost be sure how you have taken the hard trial,
but cannot be so sure if indeed dear Craigs illness should be decisive.
yet dear friend you will say yes while your very heart is bleeding and
that is all my comfort.
I would ask you a string of questions, but know that it is but triffling
to be so childish in that way as I often am disposed to be - yet you
know the contradictions how often we are interested at a distance for
objects which when near we considered with security but unconscious
of the extent of our interest in them. It is some months since I have a
line from Sister [Mary Bayley Post], Due, or yourself. since the
weather is more mild and settled I am stronger. the children are all
health, and spirits of course. I have more enjoyment of a Mothers consolations every time I have the five together, which is always once
sometimes twice a week, than I ever could have even hoped for. every
one promises largely - what can I do but hope and pray - precious beings, I should be truly proud to present them to you. my Anna. my
William. my Richard. my Kate. my Rebecca especially if you could
see her on her knees milking her little white cow and afterwards
loaded with a little tin pail in each hand running over and her eyes glistening with the delight of the wonders she can do. Kits greatest pleasure is feeding the lambs with salt from her hand Annas in decking the
graves of dear C[ecilia] and H[arriet] and the Boys in asking Mother
increasing questions about all their friends and connections and their

6.75 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:41

-183hopes and prospects in life-how often is poor Mother obliged to
point upwards.
My dear Eliza will you write me soon, give me at least the hope that
you will some time or other come to the Mountain. if I had worlds I
would give them to show Sister, Due and yourself the beauty of its
shades in the setting sun, the waving of the wheat fields, our woods
covered with flowers, and the quiet contented look of our habitation
and its inhabitants. that is in time of work but in play time our
Boarders [provide] variety enough. come dear Eliza - at least try to
come - say at least you will try to come. what is the atom of distance in
this World, if only you can find the opportunity. Peace dearest and affectionate remembrances---ever your EASeton
-Aunt Sadler and Uncle Craig is one of the unfailing sources of
the Childrens remembrances. William will tell every thing his Uncle
Craig ever said to him every kind indulgence - they can tell every article of your room up stairs, where the sofa stood on which you sat - the
little Bird, wooden cow, the white dog etc and all ends with a sigh
which goes round and commonly finishes with a silent kiss for
Mother-I tell you come dear Eliza

6.76 To Archbishop John Carroll
13th May 1811'

Most Reverend and dear FatherHow unkind must my silence to you have appeared after the kind
solicitude of your letter by Mr. Kenny, but the truth is I was afraid it
might have been thought I wrote you on a question which direction
forbade my entering on. -your much valued favour by Mrs. Woods
now permits me to speak my heart to you as our Lord sees it, and he
alone can know with what heartfelt sorrow I look back to that period

6.76 AAB 7Nll
'This letter was written the day after Rev. Benedict F1aget, S.S., and Rev. John David, S.S., left
for Kentucky. Elizabeth was awaiting the appointment of a Sulpician priest as the new superior.

-184when if I did not act contrary to your will, I in a manner compelled you
in order to preserve peace to accede to what your judgment and experience would have denied-the succession of afflictions which have
followed this conduct is my best ground of hope that our Lord has not
abandoned me to my own folly and that your patience will not be exhausted by the continual troubles I have occasioned you. and now after two years trial, experience has too well proved how illy I am
qualified to meet the views of the Rev. gentlemen who have the government of this house - who require a pliancy of character I would for
some reasons wish to possess and may eventually be the flUit of divine
grace, but as yet is far from being attained.-your observation that our
reverend confessor [Rev. John Dubois] has the whole labour of two
offices is so tlUe that he often finds himself much embarrassed. being
on the spot he sees things in a different point of view from those who
are distant, consequently my mind must often be influenced by his
opinion while my actions should concur another way, Rev. Mr. [John]
Dubois an economist and full of details dictated by habits of plUdence
- Rev. Mr. [William] Dubourg all liberality and schemes from a long
custom of expending-in spirituals also the difference is equally
marked and their sentiments reflected from their habits. it is easy for
you to conclude that between the two my situation (taking in calculation the prejudices Rev. Mr. Dubourg has against my disposition)
would be tlUly pitiable. but I must abandon it to Almighty God - as it
must be a very delicate point for you to decide, and I should be very
unwilling to take the responsibility of having influenced you, and I
open my heart on the subject only because I believe our Lord requires
me to be explicit on it. Rev. Mr. Dubois in one point has always had
my preference as a Superior - he always and invariably has recommended me to refer constantly to you, which is not only in the order of
Providence but the only safety I can find for the peace of my mind.
It appears my dear Father by your letter by Mr. Kenny that you still
consider me under religious vows.' tho' when in Baltimore you assured me that those which have been so unauspicious were no longer
binding, and certainly I have made no renewal of them, and I intreat
2E1izabeth made vows for one year March 25, 1809.

-185you (for my repose in case of my death before I see you) to relieve me
from them if you think any obligation remains.
How could you have expected my Reverend Father that the regulations of the house 3 would have been concluded before the departure of
Rev. Mr. David, since his calculations are turned on the arrival of the
French Sisters, what authority would the Mother they bring have over
our Sisters (while I am present) but the very rule she is to give them?and how could it be known that they would consent to the different
modifications of their rule which are indispensible if adopted by us:
What support can we procure to this house but from our Boarders, and
how can the reception of Boarders sufficient to maintain it accord with
their statutes. how can they allow me the uncontrolled priviledges of a
Mother to my five darlings? - or how can I in conscience or in accordance with your paternal heart give up so sacred a right.
-my Annina having no longer the prospect of leaving me, to fulfil
her unfortunate engagement,' and her mind perfectly settled in renouncing the world, tho' not inclined to a religious life, my duty to her
alone would prevent my throwing her in her unprotected state in the
hands of the French Mother, or force her to quit the house at the
expence of her peace, if I even had the courage to seperate from her,
her virtues and truly exemplary conduct would make it impossible, of
my will.I am very sorry poor Rose's [White] health is not mended. I easily
forsaw the effect of her declarations on your mind, and wish her actions while with us had been more in accordance with them yet do not
imagine my dear Father that I accuse Rose of insincerity. but it is very
certain that she has blinded herself on the Subject - anyone in this
house and Mr. Dubois himself tho' in so delicate a situation with
3"Regulations" refers to the permanent adoption of a rule oflife for the community. The Common
Rules of the Daughters of Charity were under advisement, but the Sulpicians had arranged for a
group of French Daughters of Charity to make a foundation and incorporate the American women as
members of their community. The French sisters never arrived because of Napoleonic policies that

prohibited their travel beyond France.
4Elizabeth was anxious about the way the French sisters would react to the modifications made
by the Americans in the French rule so that it would be suitable to the milieu of the United States.
Her concerns related to her maternal role as well as the pay school at St. Joseph's Academy. In
France the Daughters of Charity limited themselves to the education of needy children only.
'Charles DuPavillon had returned to Guadeloupe, his native country.

-186respect to her would candidly tell you that from the period of her being
informed that she was to take my place, her behaviour to the whole
community took such a tum as to impress every one with the idea that
if she did not assume the whole authority of Mother, she fully expected to assume it, and often has so disheartened us all that after her
departure it seemed as if our spirits were all set at liberty. I tell you this
from the same motives I have written the above. and even by the request of Mr. Dubois who has witnessed much more than I can ever tell
you. -but she has much to excuse her.
-Mr. Jordan6 tells me Mrs. [Joanna] Barry is situated far from you
which is quite unaccountable, how much it would comfort me to see
her if I could comfort her,-and the excellent Mother in Gay Street,7
how sincerely I partake her happiness and beg our dear Lord to spare
her to her darlings-will you give the tenderest remembrance of my
unworthy heart to them and accept yourself its devoted Veneration
and affection. MEASeton.
I would not send this by post but because there is no direct opportunity. If you could ever persuade either of the dear Catons8 to visit me I
can promise you a Mothers heart to recieve them
6.78 To George Weis
June 24, 1811

My friend Weise will be glad to hear we are all well, that is well
enough. well enough to work, bad enough to suffer as our dearest Father loves to be ... you know there has been a new appointment which
will make a new administration I - but I am so worn out now that it is almost a matter of indifference how it goes. but blessed a thousand
thousand times be he who governs all and will bring light out of
6Mr. Dominick K. Jordan of Baltimore, the father of Sister Fanny Jordan. In 1818 another
daughter Bridget also entered the Sisters of Charity and received the name Sister Appollonia.
7Mrs. Mary Ann Barry
8Emily and Louisa Caton. See Appendix for 6.77.

6.78 ASJPH 1·3·3·2:69
IRev. John Dubois, S.S., had been appointed to replace Rev. John David, S.S., as superior. David
had gone to Bardstown, Kentucky, to assist Bishop Benedict F1aget, S.S., in his new diocese.

-187darkness-how do you go on - how is your dear Mignon [Weis] Kitty [Mullen] sends her a little case which she would fournish if
Emmitsburg was not so poor. all goes quiet on the point you have no
doubt heard a good deal about-many good hearted people only go
wrong from ignorance or false advisers, but I hope before long the
poor sheep will be able to follow her Shepherd2 and will then be happier and make others so too ... the little ones send you a thousand
loves with their mothers.
Annina is so truly good and persevering in her virtuous habits that
she would not be know[n] for the giddy child she once was.
tell my Father [Babade] his own has a great delight in praying for
him in the words of the 19th and 127 psalms. 3 he can guess the application of them. dear dear a thousand times dearer Father what have I not
paid for the sake of his love. what would I give to bear as much for him
who loved us above all. like him let me also suffer unto Death thro'
him who makes us [unclear] is himself one with us.
dear George be good. Eternity oh how near it often seems to me.
think of it when you are hard pushed - how long will be that day without a night, or that night without a day. pray and praise and bless and
adore forever4

6.79 Antonio Filicchi
"June 24, 1811.

"My dear, a thousand times dear Antonio,

you cannot even guess my joy to hear once more of you and your
most dear ones. l That our Filippo [Filicchi], for whom so often the

2Cf. John 10:4.
3ln contemporary Catholic Bibles these are Ps. 20 and Ps. 128.
·Written in the upper left corner: "tell my father every communion of this month and the two
following months are offered particularly for his intentions-all in thanksgiving."

6.79 Quoted from Charles I. White, First edition, pages 287·290. No original
1As a result of the Napoleonic wars, it had been over a year since Elizabeth received a letter from
Antonio Filicchi.

-188sighs and aspirations of regret and desire for his rest and repose have
ascended, and so many communions of gratitude and affection have
been offered (fully convinced that he was no longer with you), to hear
not only that he is alive, but certainly recovering, and that neither of
you is angry with the poor little sister, or have thought of renouncing
her. Oh, what true and heartfelt comfort and blessing is this to compare with the many acts of resignation I have been constantly making,
not only of your precious life in the dangers of your situation, but of
that friendship and protection which is our only earthly possession ...
Dearest and most generous of all hearts, your possessions will never,
never fail ...
"If you have received no other letters than those you mentioned,
you do not perhaps know of the happy conversion and subsequent
death of our Harriet Seton. Cecilia's death Mr. Zocchi 2 must have
mentioned particularly. Harriet's was also in every way consoling. I
have them both lying close by our dwelling and there say my Te Deum
every evening. Oh, Antonio, could you and Filippo know half the
blessings you have procured for us all! My Anna now treads in their
steps, and is an example of youth, beauty, and grace, internally and extern ally , which must be and is admired as a most striking blessing not
only to her mother but to many. My two little girls are very good, and
know no other language or thoughts but of serving and loving our dear
Lord-I do not mean in a religious life, which cannot be judged at
their age, but of being his wherever they may be.
"The distant hope your letter gives that there is a possibility of your
coming to this country, is a light to my gloomy prospects for my poor
children, not for their temporal good; our Lord knows that I would
never grieve to see them even beggars if they preserve and practice
their faith; but their prospect in the case of my death is as desolate as it
can be, unless they are given up to their old friends, which would be almost their certain ruin of principle. I give all up, you may be sure, to
Him who feeds the birds of heaven,3 as you say, but in the weak and
decaying state of my health, which is almost broken down, can I look

2Rev. Nicholas Zocchi had recently been in Italy.
3Cf. Mt. 6:26.

-189at the five without the fears and forebodings of a mother, whose only
thought or desire is for their eternity? Our blessed Bishop [John]
Cheverus seemed to have many hopes of them when he came to see us
last winter, and encouraged me to believe he would do all he could for
their protection. To him and your Filicchi hearts, I commit them in
this world.
"Our success in having obtained the confidence of so many respectable parents who have committed the whole charge of their children to us, to the number of about fifty, besides poor children who
have not means of education, has enabled us to get on very well without debt or embarrassment, and I hope our Adored has already done a
great deal through our establishment. The Rev. Superior of St. Mary's
in Baltimore: who was our first director, has zealously endeavored to
do a great deal more; but he did not find me as ready as converts generally are, as I had to include the consideration of my poor children in
my religious character, which has greatly pleased and satisfied our
blessed [John] Cheverus and Archbishop Carroll, who is now more
my protector than ever; more truly attached to us, and finally takes the
superior charge of our house which at first he had bestowed on another; so that every thing I do or act, even in points less material, is and
will be solely directed by them ...
"Oh, Filicchi, how is the blessing you most love, increased and increasing in our wooden land, as you used to call it! Blessed, a thousand times blessed, be His holy name forever! You direct your letter
to Baltimore, but we are fifty miles from it in the midst of woods and
mountains. If we had but the dear Christian children and their father
and mother, it would be an earthly paradise to me. No wars or rumors
of war here, but fields ripe with harvest;5 the mountain church St.
Mary's, the village church St. Joseph's, and our spacious log-house,
containing a private chapel (our Adored always there), is all our
riches, and old Bony [Bonaparte] would not covet them, though one of
the most eloquent and elegant orators at the bar of New York6 wrote
4Rev. William Dubourg, S.S. Actually, the superior at St. Mary's at the time was Rev. John
Tessier, S.S.
5Cf. John 4:35.
6Gouvemeur Ogden, husband of Charlotte Seton Ogden, Elizabeth's sister·in-law

-190our poor Harriet, among other reasons why they should not listen to
'the siren voice of her sister,' that in a few years every Catholic building should be razed to the ground and our house shortly be pulled
about our ears. That would be odd enough in this land of liberty.
"Will you tell your most honored brother, that my prayers shall not
now go beyond the grave for him, but will be equally constant? All the
children go to communion once a month, except little Rebecca
(Annina once a week), and believe me their mother's example and influence is not wanting to excite every devotion and gratitude ofliving
affection for their true and dearest friends and best of fathers, through
whom they have received a real life, and been brought to the light of
everlasting life. Our whole family, sisters and all, make our cause
their own, and many communions have been and will be offered for
you both, by souls who have no hope of knowing you but in heaven.
"Eternity, eternity, my brother! Will I pass it with you? So much
has been given which not only I never deserved, but have done every
thing to provoke the adorable hand to withold from me, that I even
dare hope for that, that which I for ever ask as the dearest, most desired
favor. IfI never write you again from this world, pray for me continually. IfI am heard in the next, oh, Antonio, what would I not obtain for
you, your Filippo, and all yours! ... May the blessings you bestow on
us be rewarded to you a thousand times!
Ever yours" (MEASeton)

6.80 To Julia Scott
10th July 1811

My Julia
in the retreat of shady silent Bowers,l or the piping heat of Philadelphia why will you not tell your poor Mountaineer if the dearest

6.80 ASJPH 1-3·3·6:87
IEaston, Pennsylvania, her brother's home

-191wish of your heart is fulfilled - if your dear John Scott is not only safe,
but well, not only well but in the situation you wish him, and above all
in the disposition you desire with respect to __ My Anna has endured a similar trial, and with a rational and patient conclusion that it
cannot but be a good escape to lose a heart which does not know its
own inconstancy. the young [Charles] Dupavillon to whom she gave
her foolish little heart found on his return to his family and possessions someone who nabbed him on the spot and saved him the trouble
of disposing them for his return to my darling. well - so much the
better. I am very thankful she is left quietly with me as she seemed to
dread the separation had it been ever so small and had long since felt
the imprudence of connecting herself so soon, and with so little experience.
And are you not anxious to know if! am alive and unmelted during
this scorching weather, indeed dearest our old New York has refreshing breezes which never reach this land of wood, but also the woodland is inhabited by a heavenly guest I often wished for in New
York-so in reason take all in all the balance falls this way, and I am
indeed better and more active in soul and body than you could believe.
I remember my own Setons Dr. Tuti1li in Leghorn used to say of Mrs.
[Mary] F[ilicchi] who always seemed dying "she would outlive himself tho he was in perfect health because her spirit kept her up" and
true it is he is gone and she is always the same. My spirit whether good
or bad supports me too but love for the darlings more than all.
Is your dear and amiable Maria well. married? gay? sad? always
good? and her dear little mother-what is she doing? and dear
Charlott? any more number 2 at a time. 2 Sometimes the thought of
you all makes me cheerful, I see you whirling about and you look all
gaiety. at others sickness, sorrow, and dejection obtrude even against
reason. dear dear dear a thousand times dear Julia. Eternity. do you
ever see it in its long long never ending day or night
Peace to you dearest. how gladly would I give my life a thousand
times could I give it so often to obtain for you the never ending day.
yet perhaps in his searching eye, you are surer of possessing it than the
2Charlotte had a set of twins born several years earlier.

-192poor friend who so often begs it for you. pray for me as I do for you my
Julia
always Yours EAS.

6.81 To Eliza Sadler
22nd July 1811

My Eliza dear I have had too many things to say to you of my and our disappointment at Craiges 1 not coming - many times the pen has been ready to
vent its complaints, but you know old women must be old women, and
so coolly and patiently 1 only say six hearts that truly love him were for
two weeks hourly on the look out and wished and hoped in vain.
Now dearest Eliza anxiety turns another way for we hear that the
unhealthy season has taken place in New York-Where are you allhas the jaunt done good to dear Craige - and poor Due and her Sailor is he at home-Mrs. [Joanna] Barry wrote me Mr. Heffernan had
mentioned you being extremely ill which 1 trust is the indisposition
from which you tell me you had recovered-perhaps even now you
are planning the journey 1 so much covet with our poor Due and sweet
Mari too-l can only tell you Eliza that if indeed our Lord would
grant me such a favour 1 should recieve it from him as the greatest indulgence and as an accomplishment of one of my darling wishes-to
put my Children again in Yours and Dues arms is a sweet thought indeed. the Distance and difficulty to be sure is a draw back but you
might both gain health improvement by the jaunt as you both know
how to forgo the Lady priviledges on occasion. Mary cannot wish
more than we do to see her, if you can bring her 1 would beg it dear
Eliza If she loved Anna before what would she do now when her
6.81 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:42
1A visit from Eliza Sadler's brother had been anticipated.
2Catherine Dupleix and her husband, Captain George Dupleix.
3Mary Fitch Bayley, Elizabeth's half-sister

-193countenance and every action inspires the idea of her truly superior
mind. She makes more progress in the formation of her character than
anyone could believe who did not observe her continual advancement. the intelligence and spirit with which she practices the Religion
we love gives her a distinct character from every young female I ever
saw except Ann Barry: but I hope you will be able to judge for yourself, and come and hear the interesting history which has followed her
once mexperienced and childish conduct-O how good has the
source of all good been to her. We are all well- at least I am as well as I
can expect to be in this world.
poor Mrs. Barry is at Washington [D.C.] adorning and watering
over the remains of her lamented family. My beautiful graves are
truly the emblem of Death-Honeysuckles, Morning glorys, willows
all have been dried to powder by the long long want of rain we have
experienced here. all the water we could carry did not save them and I
find a sort of pleasure in seeing them in the desolated state more suitable than the almost excessive delight I enjoyed in the Spring when
every day produced a new kind of wild flower to plant on them.
come come Eliza come many Echos say come A thousand loves to
Due and love of all to Mary
your EAS
6.82 To Archbishop John Carroll
9th August 1811

Most Honoured and dear Father.
As you sanctioned the letter which demanded a reply you will not
think my answering it improper - I have been uneasy since my last letter to you least you should have thought it too free and intrusive - but
to whom shall I write freely and without reserve if not to you = if there
was any thing in it which should not have been written to anyone, forgive, and only consider the intention.
4Ann Barry was the deceased daughter of James and Joanna Gould Barry of New York.
6.82 AAB 7N12

-194Mr. Hillen' begged me to speak to you of his Daughter as he intends addressing her to you - but my Reverend dear Father she is so
giddy and unthinking that it would be hard to pronounce any thing
about her-the greatest pain she gave us arose from a boldness oftemper and disposition to talk to young men etc which compelled me to
insist with Mr. [John] Dubois that he would request her Father to take
her Home without waiting till she made her first communion as she
was a great hindrance to the rest. but the Father does not know it was
my wish. Mr. Coals also has written Rose2 about Miss C[harlotte]
Nelsons wish of joining her sister, which I wish you would judge of, as
her views are neither to join the Sisters or the School. but whatever
you approve will be well. Ann is well disposed, but very thoughtless
and indolent, but Ellen Wiseman3 is a real acquisition to us and a pattern of what we would wish the whole to be.
-poor Mr. [John] Dubois is truly discouraged he will do all he can
without displeasing you to quit all even the Direction. the adorable
will be done forever
Mr. Brute< in the purity of his heart is doing his very best, and much
more than it could possibly be supposed so young a man would venture on to second all the plans 5 laterly adopted. sometimes I am
tempted to tell him all; but it seems to me Our Lord says every moment trust all to me =to him and to you my Venerated Father I trust all
indeed all His and yours in Him

MEA Seton
'Mr. Hillen had a daughter, Jennet, at St. Joseph's Academy 181O-181l.
2Sister Rose White received Mr. Coale's letter about a child attending St. Joseph's Academy
along with her sister, Ann Nelson. Both were students in the Academy during 1812. Ann's and
Charlotte Nelson's birth name was Smith. They were protegees of Archbishop John Carroll who had
been sent to Baltimore by Bishop Michael Egan (1761-1814)ofPhiladelphia to avoid the influences
of a bad family situation. Two Coale children were attending the academy at the time. Mary Ann and
Sarah.
3Ellen Wiseman was a student who entered St. Joseph's Academy in 1811. She had a brother,
Joseph, at Mount St. Mary's.
4When Bishop-elect Benedict Flaget, S.S., returned to the United States in 1810, Rev. Simon
Brute, S.S., came twithhim. Brute was temporarily in Emmitsburg assisting Rev. John Dubois, S.S.,
in ministering to the community.

5This refers to adoption of a rule of life for the new community. Rev. John Dubois had translated
and modified the French Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity for the Sisters of Charity.
Archbishop John Can'oll approved the rule in January 1812.

-1956.83 To Archbishop John Carroll
5th September 1811

Most Revered and Dear Father
1 hasten by a very good occasion to reply to your favour of this
morning relative to Miss [Charlotte] Nelson for whom we have the utmost interest and concern knowing many interesting circumstances of
her amiable disposition from her sister who is very much beloved at
St. Josephs-but above all because she is one of your special children
- yet for the moment until our future arrangements' are more settled or
until you see the Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois perhaps it will be best to suspend the considerations of her admittance =That I am acquainted with
most of the different circumstances past of late; you know. You my
most Venerated Father know also every thing that has past from my
first Union with this house until the present moment, temptations trials and etc-and now 1 cast all at the feet of the Adored, placing every
consideration and all my concerns in your hands as his Representative
to decide my fate = the rules proposed are near[ly those] we had in the
original manuscript of the Sisters in France 2-1 never had a thought
discordant with them as far as my poor power may go in fulfilling
them. the constitutions3 proposed have been discussed by our Rev.
6.83 AAB 7N13
'''Future arrangements" referred to final decisions about the rule and constitutions for the Sisters
of Charity of St. Joseph' s. Elizabeth and Rev. John Dubois, S.S., modeled the Emmitsburg
community after the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul in Paris but made significant
modifications in the French rule in order to adapt th~m to American conditions.

2The Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity were modified by Archbishop John Carroll and
the Sulpicians. The draft was a translation which Rev. John Dubois adapted for consideration by
Elizabeth and the sisters. The principal point on which the rules were changed was that the
secondary purpose of the community was the education of girls.
3Rev. John Dubois also drafted the Constitutions of the Sisters of Charity of the United States,
which Archbishop John Carroll and Rev. John Tessier, S.S., formally approved January 17, 1812.
See A-6.83a for Archbishop Carrolls's letter of September II, 1811 , giving provisional approval to
the documents.

Rev. John Mary Tessier, S.S., was superior at St. Mary's Seminary and second superior of the
Society of St. Sulpice in the United States (1810-1829).He showed a special interest in people of
color who had come with French masters from Santo Domingo and other West Indian Islands, and
he made them a part of the congregation at St. Mary's Chapel on Paca Street. He participated
prominently in the first and the second Synods of Baltimore (1791 and 1831) as vicar general of the
archdiocese.

-196Director [Dubois] and I find he makes some observations on my Situation relative to them but surely an Individual is not to be considered
where a public good is in question4 - and you know I would gladly
make every sacrifice you think consistant with my first and
. inseperable obligations as a Mother-I shall beg the kindness of Mr.
Dubois to hide nothing from you of my dispositions and situation as
he knows them and certainly as far as I know myself they are known to
him as to God =
ever your Obedient and very affectionate Daughter in our Lord
MEASetol1

6.84 To Joanna Gould Barry'
16th September 1811

My ever dear Mrs. BarryA late letter from our honoured ArchBishop [John Carroll] informs
me you are still in Washington [D.C.], where my poor heart has accompanied you with the truest Sympathy-but what avails that to
your consolation. little indeed; if even I could follow your footstep,
and mix my tears with yours the comfort would be all mine, but in
prayer, in communion, there the most unworthy, and the desires of the
poorest are accepted, and there alone is my hope of drawing on you the
consolation I so abundantly wish for you. -If it could have been that
you had visited St. Josephs house while it would have been in my
power to accommodate you within its walls for any time you might
have wished, how happy we would have been, for every Sister in it as
well as the Mother are ready to lay themselves at your feet; but now
the rules 2 we are about to recieve do not admit one who is not a member of it for more than one week, yet if you could resolve to do us the
4Elizabeth had particular concerns about her maternal role.
6.84 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:50
1As testimony to their mutual esteem. Joanna Gould Barry left a piano and music to Elizabeth late
in 1811.
2The Rule of 1812 or l1,e Regulationsfor the Society of the Sisters of Charity in the United States
ofAmerica, which was based on the French text of the Common Rules ofthe Daughters of Charity .
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favour it will be most gratefully recieved and in our poor Way our best
efforts will be made to make you as comfortable as possible, and give
you all the quiet and retirement our situation admits of, but if it cannot
be, be assured of our continual union with your most sacred sorrow
and wishes in every prayer and communion
If the good Mrs. LeFever is with you will you remember me kindly
to her-ever yours in our dearest Lord MEASeton
Two of my children have been and are still sick-all remember you
with much affection

6.85 To Julia Scott
19th October 1811

My own dear Julia
one little word must speak the rec[eipt] of yours-A large boil under my right arm stops my pen but the heart overflows with tenderness
and gratitudeAnna is in the chimney corner worn out with bilious fever and my
William at the Mountain still worse than she is - all that belong to me
must share with me - well - no one else here is sick which I tell you to
say that it is not the situation. My Julia my soul runs to you, and would
hide you within itself from all your troubles - it rejoices that you so
well can convert them to consolation-I am very very happy in mine.
Your money will be applied as you wish it to the comfort of us all it is not missed by you when you consider the wants of sickness and
dependence-however it is much more than is necessary at the presentlove and love and love to your dear ones-I will soon write you
fully ever and ever yours

MEASeton

6.85 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:88

-1986.86 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard1
6th November 1811

Shall we hear no more from our ever dear Mad[am]e
Chatard-conscience answers you do not deserve to--true dear
friend, but I love, and love you in my inmost soul, and love obtains
pardon in Heaven when every other qualification is wanting; and you
must, you are obliged to be indulgent to one who is cherished and
loved by Him who knows so well how little that indulgence is merited
... The Annina you love has been many weeks and still is quite worn
out with cough and fever pain between her shoulders etc ... William
reduced to the last point with intermitant fever, and the pauvre mere 2
pinioned in the right arm by a boil under it which gave no rest night or
day for six weeks-I tell you he loves us - and I never had more tranquillity than during these exterior pains--exterior for my children
good, and if they are taken, will go but a little while before and no
doubt smooth the way I must follow - our Sisters have been all in the
Infirmary by turns, but the daily work never stops and notre Seignor is
so good as to leave always enough to answer the bell.
-This is our account - I wish much to know if yours is less painful.
Your dear Charles 3 has not yet been on the list of Infirmary Boys at the
Mountain but that is all I can tell you of him . .. we now have Mass on
Sunday at both churches and our visits there are less frequent, and
when I have been there to see my William something has always happened to hinder my seeing Charles - they are so engaged gathering
winter nuts etc. they seem to be the happiest children in the
World-and Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois always more and more
endeavouring to do every thing for their advantage and good order,
and with his double charge at St. Josephs4 you would say he is more
than human to discharge so many duties at once.
6.86 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:86
'Marie Fran~oise Chatard was the wife of Dr. Pierre Chatard of Baltimore.
2Elizabeth refers to herself as a "poor mother."
3Charles Chatard was a student at Mount SI. Mary's.
4Rev. John Dubois, S.S., had been appointed superior of the community as well as serving as the
confessor for the sisters.

-199Pray for us dear friend, as you may be assured we do for you, and
your most dear family. - Why is the season so short in which we could
hope to see you-if that consolation is granted us again we will doubly enjoy it.
Sincerely truly gratefully and ever yours MEASeton

6.87 To Eliza Sadler
25th November 1811

My dearest Eliza has looked out many posts for a little word from
the Mountain and at last has concluded something must be the matterand truly these two months past William and dearest Annina have
both had the Intermitting Fever and the poor little Mother has been
pinioned with boils under the arm such as I used to have in New
York-these however being always beneficial to the constitution are
only troublesome for the time. all the dear ones are lively and gay as
our norwesters, and all goes well in our way of calculatingand dearest Sad[ler] and Due dear-they do not see our Mountains and bright skies-they do not hear our spinning wheels, nor hear
the recreation bell, nor see the merry fry when running out of School,
nor mount the old country horses to trot away the rheumatism Anna
and Mother try it with great success
-dearest Eliza how many pains-how many comforts-but ten of
these for one at least ungrateful I should say a hundred at least to a single pain-what is sorrow, when the heart is at rest, when it is still and
looks at the all wise and all merciful thro' every cloud.
how we would like to know all about your busy world-and see it
at this good distance but we can only look up and beg and hope, that
some will be there whom we could hardly resign here if we did not expect them there-dear Eliza, dear Due love us, do not give up the dear
promise of Spring.
ever yours MEASeton
6.87 ASJPH 1-3-3·7:44

-200tell us how Craige' is - of dear Mary - of Helen - of little dear Sister
and Brother Post. Many other things which we can never hear of dear William - may his happiness be Eternal!

6.88 To George Weis
[December 11 or 12, 18 11 ]

My dear Weise
I am afraid you will hear of the illness of William and Annina and
perhaps that I share it, which would give your kind heart a useless uneasiness-William has been long sick and has little prospect of ever
enjoying good health blessed be the Adored- Annina has had a turn
of bilious fever with complaint of her breast which recalls to us the
short and full days of our Cicil-poor old woman l has a boil under her
light arm, which yet permits her to do all her usual work.- and you
may be sure is well convinced that suffering is the best of prayers. and
she prays for you and all your concerns withall.
-tell ourPere [Babade] a little letter would have gone by Rev. Mr.
[John] Tessier if our Rev. Superior [John Dubois] had had time to inclose it- Our Pere! our Souls Pere has been proposed and asked for by
our Superior as an assistant and at this very time the question must be
in motion, and the Adored's Vote will decide. -for me in life and
death I am and ever must be the same to him, let human events take
what course they will.
tell me by [Thomas] Radfords return if you and your Minon [Weis]
are well as usual, if your affairs have taken a better turn or rather a different one.- ours has a different turn, but if better, will only be known

lWilliam Craig, Eliza SadLer's brother, Elizabeth' s half-sisters Mary Fitch Bayley and Helen
Bayley, and her own sister, Mary Bayley Post and her husband, Dr. Wright Post
2 A wish for eternal peace for her husband, William Magee Seton, who died in 1803
6.88 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:63
lElizabeth herself

-201by the conclusion. - Oh think of that day which will bring all to light. I
wait - and so must you - bear it with Him, and all will be profitable.
always your true friend MEASeton 2

6.89 To Julia Scott
2nd December 1811

My Julia
Week after week passes - and I wait in vain to tell you what you
wish to hear, that we are all well. William is better, Mother is well as
usual, but Anna my sweet and precious comfort and friend is undergoing all the symptoms which were so fatal to our Celia and so many of
the famili ...
poor little I. rich little 1. let the worst and worst that can happen
come, what is it, send before me the dear ones who remaining without
me would make it agony to quit life-But all is in the hands of him
who gives, it would be faithless in me to wish to alter any thing when I
am so uncertain how long I may stay myself. Yet she may not be as ill
as I imagine for never was anyone easier frightened after so many
hard trials. with your usual love you would ask many questions but
take my word every thing is done we can do and she has even more
comfort than I could give her any where else, riding on horse back is
most beneficial to her, and the weather is very fine - we are just going
off to the mountain and I must shorten my letter or let another week
pass without telling you I am not dead.
You precious soul what are you doing now, how many dreams of
pleasure are passing thro' your fancy - so often it comes in my head
2Written on the outside ofthe letter: "Annina asks you to send her ajug of treacle for her breast or
a little Keg of it, which ever you can get easily- we can get nothing here but common molasses will
[you send] Mrs.[Julia] Scotts letter th[ere] as soon as possible." Treacle is a British tenn for
molasses.

6.89 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:89
'Anna Maria, Elizabeth's oldest child, was showing signs of tuberculosis, a disease which had
taken many Setons to the grave prematurely, including a sister-in-law, Cecilia Seton.

-202she is here she is there, surrounded by circles, smiling and bowing,
dissipating care-my Julia-should I ever have the pleasure of seeing
you in a tabbed-cap and grey gown with eyes and heart directed upwards ... hush hush I should take my turn at dancing then, and one of
my greatest cares would be dissipated for how can I love, and with so
much reason love you and not think of you in the long long long life to
come, and tho' this cap and gown are not of much consequence how
can the dear heart go up, while so busy here below.
-dear dear a thousand times dear friend bless you. Anna waits
one side and the person to take my letter to the post the other-She
sends you many loves, is very cheerful and lively and many loves to
dearest Maria =remember me to all
ever yours EASeton

6.90 To George Weis
Wednesday 13th December [1811]

My dear GeorgeIt seems there is a death like Silence between me and all I love bestmy soul is silent - tired, and more willing to sleep than to do any thing
else, and weakness of body with continual pain increases the disposition, but as a waggon is to go from the mountain to the seminary to return immediately, by way of recreation tell me how you do, if your
dear Minon [Weis] continues better and if my Souls Father [Babade]
still continues free from his excessive pains as when Veronique was in
Baltimore - he must not have the least anxiety for me for what the body
loses the Soul is repaid for ten fold, and while the body is wanted he
will know it will be supported. Boarders come in continually- L.l. C.
I hope your little store is growing big - and your health
mended-the children talk of their Father and friend Wies very often.

6.90 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:59

-203they are all well but William who I believe is falling in consumption.
L.l.C.
Love joy and peace of the holy Spirit be with you forever. I

6.91 To George Weis
[December 1811]

My Friend George our Rev [eren]d Sup[erio]r [Dubois]has given me a message to you
about a weight and cord for the Lamp of Our Lady on the Mountain.
pray do not neglect such an opportunity of serving her-the lamp is of
the common kind and you must let me know how our Sacristan can fix
it. it must be suspendedfrom the ceiling =the Love and joy and blessings ofthis blessed season be with you and your dear Minon [Weis] =
depend on it you will be every day remembered by your true friend
MEAS.
If you can find an opportunity to send the carpet we left at your
house it would be very comfortable for our poor Annina1 who is to be
with me removed down stairs in the room next to our Adored, - probably there resign her sweet Soul =the stove came as if on purpose and
exactly at the light moment = PEACE. ALLELUJA
will you send the letter for Philadelphia by next post that it may be
there by Christmas
if ever you could send Annina some Oysters

lWritten on the address side: "Ifyau do not use the stove we used in Baltimore send it to me by the
waggon we wilJ settle this point when we meet which may be sooner than you imagine."

6.91 ASJPH 1·3-3-2:71
I Anna Maria had been sleeping upstairs in the children's dormitory in SI. Joseph's House but
because of the progression of her illness, tuberculosis, she would now be sharing her mother's room.
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6.92 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
[December n.d.]

Between the Adoration of Midnight and the ma<;s of four Oclock what moments our Father--our happy retreat ended,' the flame of love
ascending - every innocent heart beating - those who had communed before preparing and desiring as if for the frrst time and the meltings of love
going from Mother to children and from children to Mother at 112 past 11
She called them from their Short Slumber or rather found most of them
watching for her. Come Gratitude and love resounded in a moment thro'
all the Dormitories from young and old - even dear Annina laying in her
cold sweat and fever joined the loud chorus - the altar dressed by our truly
angelic sacristans Vera2 and Betsey [Boyle] adorned with the purest taste
and blazing with lights made by their Virgin hands-Oh my Father
words have little meaning--our Venite, Glorias, Te Deum and
Ave,-you can understand-all we wanted was Vere dignum et justum
est' we were so often delighted with in former days-Peace to memory let all be hushed as the darling Babe4 when he frrst laid his dear mouth to
the sweet breast of his Mother-but the Vere dignum will sound in my
Ear, my heart will follow it, well, I stop, adore, and listen
Saturday Evening [December 28]
a moment caught from pain and suffering - close by the sick bed,
the choir resounding with the litany of our Virgin Mother from thirty
or forty Virgin voices, a thin partition dividing from the Tabernacle,
the adored waiting the few hours of night to pass over and then, then
the pauverinos full heart will beg again for you My Father. pray, beg, implore that he will not reject the humble
broken heart5 -broken of its perverse and obstinate resistance to his
will, but oh! cherishing and crying out for your dear dear Soul with
6.92 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:56
'The practice at St. Joseph Academy was to have a retreat for First Communicants just prior to
Christmas.
2Sister Cecilia O'Conway
3"It is truly right and just."
4Written around the Christmas season, "the darling Babe" refers to Jesus, the Holy Infant and his
mother, Mary of Nazareth.
5Cf. Ps. 51:19.

-205never ceasing desire-if you knew in the Sacred tribunal what he says
to the soul you love, the reproaches-Oh the reproaches my Father-but all love and forgiveness when every thought isfastened on
him alone = now I shall not write you again till the 1st ofFebruary unless something particular happens. and you will not write till then, unless for some special reason-no one said so but our dearest, but he
says it positively - in the mean while I shall be gathering the honey and
dispensing it-the peace and safety of a mortified spirit is my daily
lesson-ask that daily Bread for your u. 6
The Seraphim7 has been an angel of consolation to the poor little
sufferer every visit he makes here I am obliged to renew my Accusations of regrets and remembrances for he so reminds us all of you that
we who call you Father, call him Brother, among ourselves Now pray for a generous aspiring heart for your U. I repeat it - you
know not her miseries - no love of Vocation - no pure charity - no assimilation with holy Poverty - no pliancy of spirit-Oh our Father.
hold up your sacred hands for us all-U. LJe. Beni Loue'
your advent package only arrived Christmas day not the less precious. Vere dignum-Sanctus - Sanctus Sanctus-Hosanna in
Excelsis9
6.93 To Robert Goodloe Harper'
28th December 1811

Sir,
Will you permit the great distance between us to be forgotten for a
moment and suffer the force of those sentiments which your
6Elizabeth herself
7Rev. Simon Brute. S.S.
' Praise and Blessing/Blessed be God
9"lt is truly right- Holy - Holy - Holy- Praise in the Highest"
6.93 AAB 12WS
'Robert Goodloe Harper (1765-1825). a lawyer, was elected to the House of Representatives
(1794) and to the Senate (1815). He sent three daughters to St. Joseph' s Academy where he served as
financial and legal advisor to Elizabeth. He was instrumental in facilitating the incorporation of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph' s in the State of Maryland which was finalized January 24, 1817. His
family took in Catherine Seton after Elizabeth 's death.

-206liberallity and kindness to us have created to act without reserve in
speaking to you on a subject I believe you think interesting . ..
the promising and amiable perspective of Establishing aHouse of
plain and useful Education, retired from the extravagance of the
world-connected also with the view of providing Nurses for the
sick and poor, an abode ofInnocence and refuge of Affliction is I fear
now disappearing under the pressure of debts contracted at its very
foundation. having recieved the pensions of our Boarders in advance and with them obliged to maintain not only ourselves but also
to discharge the endless demands of carpenters and workmen, we are
reduced now to our credit, which is poor indeed-the credit of
twenty poor women who are capable only of earning their daily
Bread, is but a small stock, particularly when their Flour Merchant,
Grocer, and Butcher - are more already in advance than they are willing to afford-What is our resource - if we sell our house to pay our
debts we must severally return to our separate homes- must it be so or will a friendly hand assist us, become our guardian protector,
plead our cause with the rich and powerful, serve the cause of Humanity, and be a Father to the Poor. would Mrs. [Catherine Carroll]
Harper be interested for us, or is this an extravagant dream of female
fancy - Oh no - Mrs. Harper has a Heart of Pity She has proved it unsolicited-if we were relieved but from a momentary embarrassment her Name would be blessed by future generations - for, so
simple and unpretending is our Object we cannot fail of success if
not crushed in our Beginning.
The Rev. Mr. [William] Dubourg has exerted himself continually
for us, and bestowed all he could personally give - from him we are to
expect no more - What shall we do - how dare I ask you dear Sir the
Question - but if addressing it to you gives you a moments displeasure
- forgive - and considering it as any other Occurrance of life which is
differently judged of according to the light in which it is viewed, then
blot it out, and be assured whatever may be your impression of it it
arose from a heart filled with the Sentiment of your generosity and
overflowing with Gratitude and Respect -

-207Your darling2 is more than well and lively as the little Snow Birds
under her feet. she is all affection and docility. Do not think she wants
any thing she has even more care than my Own.
My darling daughters 3 complaint is so much increased that it is no
longer prudent Diana should be her inmate but she is under the care of
a French Sister4 who is very faithful and will make every endeavor to
forward her in the french language-We daily expect a young Lady
with the musical talent to assist us/ and Diana will be her first care.
Oh dear Mrs. Harper tell your sweet neices 6 to look at the price of a
shawl or vest and think of the poor family of St. Joseph.
Dear Sir, Yours and hers with gratitude and respect MEASeton.
Master Charles [Harper} is very well

2Mary Diana Harper (d. 1818) was a daughter of Robert Goodloe and Catherine Carroll Harper.
She was an early student at SI. Joseph's Academy until around 1815. The following year she
travelled to France with her parents and died there.
3Anna Maria Seton
4Three French women returned from Martinique with Rev. William Duhourg, S.S. , in the
summer of 1811 and entered the commuinity:
Adele Salva (1785-1839) was originally from Martinique. Sponsored by Rev. William Duhourg,
S.S., she was admitted as a candidate in July 1811 and pronounced vows July 19, 1813, after
completing the tirst novitiate. Known as Sister Adele, she served at SI. Joseph' s, Emmitsburg, and
the Baltimore Intirmary (1823). She died at SI. Joseph's and is buried in the original community
cemetery.
Louise Rogers (d. 1847) was admitted as a candidate in July 1811 and pronounced vows July 19,
1813, after completing the first novitiate. Known as Sister Louise, she had been Madeleine Guerin' s
seamstress in Martinique. In her later years she became blind after an unsuccessful cataract
operation. She was on mission at SI. Joseph's until her death and is buried in the original community
cemetery.
Madeleine Guerin (d. 1816), a widow, was initially a boarder who taught French in the Academy.
Admitted to the novitiate around 1812, she became known as Sister Madeleine. She died at St.
Joseph's and is buried in the original community cemetery. Her only son. Francis Guerin, entered
Mount St. Mary's July 23,1811.
5Miss Nelson became the music teacher.
~he Caton sisters, Louisa, Mary, Elizabeth, and Emily
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6.94 To George Weis
11th January 1812

My dearWeis
You will see our Rev. Superior [Dubois] he will tell you how we
are in all respects, but he cannot tell you how grateful we are for your
kind attention to all our little wants and requests--every thing has
been well recieved and the oysters especially have been most welcome to my sick Darling.! She is almost an Angel and poor Mother
happy indeed to see her so well prepared for her Eternal happiness.
best love of Mother and children to you both with a thousand prayers
for your true happiness this year which I hope will be well treasured
for our dear Eternity.2
your true friend MEASeton 3
6.95 To William Seton
[lln.d.]

My Sus[an Clossy] - my darling William!
our Nina is sick in earnest but will not take the needful dose - our
Rev. Mr. [John] D[uboisJ. will make her tomorrow. do pray for her6.94 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:73
!Anna Maria. Elizabeth's oldest daughter
2In his copy of an excerpt from this letter, 1-3-3-12:99 (9-10), Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., records the
following: "Everything has been well received and welcome to my sick Darling (Annina). Sheis
almost an angel and poor mother happy indeed to see her so well prepared for her Eternal happiness.
Best love to you with a thous[anld prayers for yourtrue happiness this year which I hope will be well
treasured for our dear Eternity." Brute adds this comment: " 11th Jan[ uarly 18 I 2-that good Anna
died the 12th of March-Mother then much tried as if she said, she had taken too much complacency
and joy in the holy dispositions of that blessed child."
3Written on the outside: "will you send this letter to Post as soon as possible- more Oysters"

6.95 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:7
!The sisters did not go to Mount St. Mary's until 1815. Perhaps Sister Susan Clossey was there
taking care of William or some other sick student.

-209her [illness] and my own is enough a sick stomach, back ach etc, but in
our dearest who I have been begging all day for my William whose
suffering is more than shared by his Souls Mother -

+
-forever blessed be his dearest name love to dearest Dicksy[.]
Dina is very proud of her switch-

6.96 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
[n.d.]

My dearest Pere
I catch the moment of Mrs. Tiernan to tell you our little darling
[Anna Maria] is alive but so exhausted with the day and night agonies
of a week past that the event must be very uncertain tho' the
inflamation of her poor limb has subsided-at this very moment she is
saying to Sister Sus[an Clossy] who is assisting her "our Lord is making me pay up for past misdeameanors"-if she was dying I believe
the cheerful spirit would remain to the last-in her extreme agonies
when 3 of us could not hold her from the darting and quivering of her
nerves and flesh and she was shrieking with the tearing pains she
would say at intervals "I do do indeed Mother I do unite it with our
Lord, I do receive it from Him my Mother, My Lord, my poor Soul."

6.96 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:59

-2106.97 To Eliza Sadler
13th February 1812

My Eliza
-a short and hasty letter to our dear Due several weeks ago' will
tell you what you must grieve to hear-it is true the dear lovely and excellent child of my heatt is on the
point of departure-the last week she has been every moment on the
watch expecting every coughing fit would be the last, but with a peace
resignation and contentment of Soul truly consoling-not suffering a
tear to be shed round her she has something comforting to say to all,
telling all her many companions who come occasionally to her bed
side "See how soon you may die - think how you would wish to be if
you were on this bed of Death with me"-always calculating with me
"if 1 was to live dearest Mother," and drawing all her conclusions that
she is not only willing but happy to go before she passes the dangers
and trials of future years.
When the last change took place and cold sweat, gasping breathing
and agonizing pain indicated immediate dissolution, the pain of her
eyes so great she could no longer fix them, she said "I can no longer
look at you my dear crucifix but 1 enter my agony with my Saviour 1
drink the cup with him2 - Yes adorable Lord your will and yours alone
be done 1 will it too - 1 leave my dearest Mother because you will it, my
dearest, dearest Mother"-poor Mother you will say! and yet happy Mother-You can well
understand this for me dear Eliza-to see her recieve the last Sacraments with my Sentiments of them - her precious Soul starting up towards heaven - the singular purity of her life of which 1 could give you
the most amiable proofs-my calculations of this world-all dear
friend combine to silence poor Natureevery hour, every bark of the dog makes a look out for Due - tho'
the very idea is extravagent-What a delight if it could be so--l trust
6.97 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:45
11bis letter is not extant.
2Cf. Mt. 20:22.
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much to you to advise and weigh with her whether such a jaunt can be
made with prudence - but I know a heart that loves stops at nothing - it
is more happiness than I dare look for in the common course of
things-ever yours and hers EASeton
tell dear Mary [Fitch Bayley] Anna sends many loves to her.

6.98 To julia Scott
18th February 1812

My Julia most dear
-Your letter containing your boundless bounty came at a moment
I would have given that and much more if in possession - to have had
you by my side-Anna bathed in cold sweat, gasping as your dear
Scott for hour after hour,' unable to utter any word but my Mother, my
Saviour alternately, but with such looks oflove and contentment at the
expectation of her departure that Nature itself was obliged to resign
her, yet here she yet is (from her bed side I write) so quiet and so exhausted I know not how soon the moment will come =so Julia dear, so
it is-dear and lovely to be sure is my Darling but much rather would I
see her go in her lovely Innocence than wait to take my load of Sin and
Sorrow =she will not allow any of us to shed a tear round her-when
she saw your letter in my hand she said dear Aunt Scott, dear Maria, if
I could take Aunt Scott with me, but I must leave all and you too dearest Mother =his blessed will be done.
-but you worldly ladies look upon all our Faith and hope with
quite another eye-at least my own friend acknowledge the hour may
be near-there is no saying wait-and will you not use your beautiful
soul in considering what you would wish in that hour-my Julia - my
friend - dear and truest friend - I must be silent - but my life would not
be worth a thought if it could contribute by its sacrifice to the happiness I desire for you = ever yours EASeton

6.98 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:90
'Anna Maria. Elizabeth's eldest child, critically ill with tuberculosis, died March 12, 1812.
Possibly Julia' s husband, Lewis Allaire Scott, had also died of tuberculosis.

-2121 will write again soon love to dearest M[aria] and J[ohn].

6.99 To Robert Goodloe Harper
17th March 1812

My dear Sir
- I have been much engaged with my Now Departed Darling, 1 and
catch the last hours of the Post to thank you for the exceeding generosity of your last proposal to relieve our embarrassments, 2 and gratefuly
to accept it if you have finally decided on its practicability
assuring you of every Security in our power and above all our devoted attention to your dear child [Mary Diana Harper] whose attractive dispositions render the cares bestowed on her a pleasure rather
than a task. She is at the moment recieving her Music lesson from
Miss Nelson and every little mark of approbation she recieves is followed by some expression of her desire to please "dear Papa" which is
always her predominant thought ... She is very well, all life and gaiety-her Brother dined with her a few days ago, and she sometimes
walks to the Mountain to see him - Charles [Harper] is very well = the
passage in your letter of her dear Mamma and Brother and Sister made
her eyes glisten - 1 hope the next news of your dear family may be
equally gratefulYour idea my dear Sir of raising our pension3 may be advantageous
in future but for those already entered 1 believe it must remain the same.
if you finally resolve the proposed plan you will have the goodness
to prepare for me the necessary form of Security' in whatever way you
see proper ==
Your Grateful and Humble Servant MEASeton

6.99 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:5
1Anna Maria died March 12. 1812. For ajoumal which Elizabeth kept of Annina' s last illness and
death, see A-6.99a.
2Financial difficulties

3Tuition

4Elizabeth may be referring to the early discussions regarding incorporation of the community in
the state of Maryland or security for some financial arrangement.
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6.100 To Eliza Sadler
[postmarked March 19, 1812]

My Eliza
The dear spotless beloved Soul is gone -left her with Har[riet] and
Cecil in the sacred wood' Friday last at one oclock. as I sit at my
chamber window I look at the white pailings which enclose them
alone and no more room Who can tell the silent Solitude of the
Mothers Soul - its peace and rest in God - the countenances of Kitty
and Rebecca reflect it and they have the same expression now as when
at her request supported opposite the window, her hands clasped and
eyes fixed steadily on the clouds as if they would pierce them, they
sung with Mother her favourite hymns while she departed2-William
and Richard were violently affected when they came but the moment I
6.100 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:46
'Elizabeth had just buried her oldest daughter, Anna Maria, beside Harriet and Cecilia Seton, her
deceased sisters-in-law, in the original community cemetery. Anna Maria died March 12, 1812.
20n a blue slip of paper in Hymlls for the Use of the Catholic Church ill the Ullited States of
America (John West Butler, Baltimore, 1807; ASJPH Rare Book 6) the following is written: "No.9
is the hymn that Annina asked her sisters, Kit and Beck, to sing as she was dying. They began but
finished in sobs." The full text of the hymn on page 9 (the hymns are not numbered) is:
The Peace of a Soul that Loves Jesus Christ
I. Though all the powers of hell surround
No evil will I fear;
For while my Jesus is my friend,
No danger can come near.

Then, blessed Jesus! Dwell in me
And make me burn with love of thee;

o blessed Jesus! Live with me,
'Till I may die and Ii ve with thee.
2. When virtue reigns within my heart,
And sin has lost its sway; My Jesus will his sweets impart,
And drive al1 care away.

Then, blessed Jesus, etc.
3. With him possess' d, all nature round,
To me more lovely grows; Each pleasure heightens in my breast,
And with fresh ardour glows.
Then, blessed Jesus, etc.
4. Then, Oh! The dear enraptur'd thought!
Ah! Could I truly say,
It is no longer I who live,
<This Jesus lives in me!

Then, blessed Jesus, etc.

-214told them you are Men and Mother looks for support from you they
were men indeed-but after the funeral William said with an energy
indiscribable "Now my Mother your prayers must be for me, that I
too"-he could say no more. his health is so variable I never know
what to expect for him, but he is so good, they are a proverb of affection and union, where you see one there is the other. Richard will pass
an hour on his knees by Williams bed when he has fever making all the
little boyish contrivances to amuseSee how poor Mother delights herself in talking to her Eliza of her
Treasures - you do not wonder that she rejoices in the Security of her
dearesf
- this must do for our Due too - how our angel watched every sound
for her coming-Now in clear sight she sees it is all as it ought to
be--ever yours and hers, with dearest affection to all EASeton
tell dearest Mary she must still love Annina She and dear Catherine
pose were the last she remembered the day before her departure-she
took leave of all with such sweet affection saying a word to every different band of our fifty Boarders who have a boundless attachment to
her - whatever she said, whatever she has written, all her Manuscript
papers all turned to one point to be ready for Death-Eternity.
will you ask dear [William] Craige to draw the enclosed for my
dear Boys
6.101 To Julia Scott
March 20th 1812

My dearest Julia
a very few words only from the Solitary heart of the Mother who
left her Darling in the woods with Har[riet] and Cecil last Friday at
one Oclock. She departed with her hands clasped and eyes fixed on
3 Underlined five times
4Mary Fitch Bayley. Elizabeth's half-sister. Catherine Charlton Post was a niece of Elizabeth and
a daughter of Dr. Wright and Mary Bayley Post.

6.101 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:91

-215the clouds opposite the window and seeming free of the excessive sufferings which had led us to believe she was gone, at least going many
times before the final moment.
dearest love to Maria-I am well just going to the Mountain for a
walk. Peace
ever yours EASe ton

6.102 Copy to George Weis '
20 March 1812

Adorable will of our adored be done forever. Our life now can be
but for a moment-and then--o our dear, dear Eternity.

6.103 To Julia Scott
Apri129th 1812

My dearest dear little Julia
how true a comfort have I left when possessed of such a friend as
you are. dear dear little faithful soul! Oh that I could wrap you up in
mine and fiy-fiy-where Anna sent sweet longing looks, and where
I think and hope she begs for us-if she is not there our prospect is
poor indeed
your letter came too late for last weeks post and ours is very irregular, but you must have no uneasiness about my health, and repeat to
you give it up to him who loves the Widow and Fatherless above
alP -Your last Money Anna disposed of a few days before she died
for the discharge of [an] obligation which gave some uneasiness to her
6.102 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99 (3) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
6.103 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:92
'Cf. Ps. 146:9.

-216mind, leaving in her little pocket book fifty dollars for her Brothers
summer clothes and expenses = you never knew so exact a creature
such a contrast to her Mother = we have now no wants, and I would as
freely tell you if we had as I tell you we have not =
how goes on the affairs of your dearest John-and your precious
Maria-Charlott[e Cox]-Brother Samuel [Sitgreaves] Your summer plans-and every thing that interests you and remember the first
and earnest interest of the Soul of your friend, ifwe must be separated
here at least let us enjoy the reunion of Etemitya thousand loves and blessings from the inmost heart of your own
MEAS
-post waiting-

6.104 To Eliza Sadler
3rd May [1812] Ninas Birthday

17 years ago l dear Eliza My Elizas letter and the enclosed note is
received - the news of dear Mary Bs2 departure sunk deeper for the
time than I can express, for she is one ofthose I never could or can forget-the first thought was of her poor little girl I remember had some
natural defect, and so powerful a wish to have her with mine I found
myself a dozen times on my knees to Baretto 3 begging for it--oh visions of fancy-leave all to God-who loves the helpless more than
allthe remembrance of my lovely one4 now forces itself in every moment-her singular modesty and grace of action, the lifting her eyes
from the ground to cast the rays of her very soul into mine, which was
often her only expression of her desires or wishes-and now I am so
6.104 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:47
1Anna Maria. recently deceased. would have been seventeen years old.
2In ASJPH 1-3-3-11: 13 Eliza Sadler wrote to Elizabeth: "Mary Baretto is dead. Died in childbirth
.. leaving six children,"
3Probably Mary Baretto's husband
4AnnaMaria

-217happy to think I never contradicted any of them - her rational and pure
sentiments set down in so many ways - the neatness and order of all
her little affairs, and ingenious way of uniting economy and elegance
in her plain and simple dress-this was always a delight to poor
Mother but now an admiration and it appears to me I never saw or shall
see any thing to be compared to her-poor poor Mother let her talk to
you Eliza-if you could have seen at the moment when kneeling at the
foot of her bed to rub her cold cold feet a day or two before - she saw
the tears, and without being able to hide her own tho smiling at the
same time she repeated the so often asked question "Can it be for Me,
should you not rejoice-it will be but a moment and reunited for Eternity - a happy eternity with my Mother! what a thought!" these were
her very words and when in deaths agony her quivering lips could
with difficulty utter one word feeling a tear fall on her face she smiled
and said with great effort laugh Mother, Jesus, at intervals as she
could not put two words together-Oh the last look of the eyes as if
piercing the clouds and dear hands locked on the breast and never unclasped-the dear Sister who dressed her in her white bed gown cut
the sleeves to preserve her posture- poor Mother must say no more
now - only pray Eliza that she may be strengthenedWilliam is as usual all activity and life but continual colds with every possible precaution and frequent fever. You believe me when I
say with my whole soul his will be done forever. Eternity was Annas
darling word I find it written in every thing that belonged to her, music, books, copys, the walls of her little chamber, every whe ~hat
word.
Our Du6! this is as much for her as for you-dear Mrs. Mc'
~ers5
my heart is with her in this sorrowful hour-Eliza - pea
what
would you give to adorn our white enclosure containing the ..;cious 3
with your myrtils and jasmines6 -the children have cc vered them
with violets and all the spring flowers of the neighbourhood are collected there - the lily ofthe valley in abundance-so familiar they are
with Death they have marked out my place next to Nina and every day

5A friend in New York
"rhe cemetery at St. Joseph's where Anna Maria, Harriet, and Cecilia Seton were buried
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some new rose bush, or shrub, or flower is carried there- Kitty will
sometimes kiss me in a transport and ask "Oh Mother wont we be
happy when we are there"-little Beck is more given to tears and often says "if I should be left behind."
a Dieu dearest I have taken all my recreation with you
PEACRETERNITYEAS

6.105 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
Sunday morning-[June 1812]

My own dear friend
-Our good Mrs.[Catherine] Duplex has a fancy that by taking
Rebecca to New York she may do something for her leg under the impression that the bone is not injured and that some remedy of anointing which she has heard to be successful may remove her pain-You
know my heart about this matter - unwilling to refuse any thing reasonable and unwilling to send the child away or occasion the expense
of such a journey-if the bone is injured as your dear [Dr. Pierre]
Chatard will tell, her going would be useless-if not I do not know
how to refuse-you will in this as in so many other things pity poor
Mother and tell me what your Chatard said by Mr. Groun who will return in a day or two-he is at Mr. Abraham Whites. What he says will
determine my conduct.
I expected to have seen your dear ones l to day, but Mass has been
too late = but I know they are well- Peace to my dear friend[ .] Mr.
Jenkins 2 is waiting to take this-Peace - and Eternity-yet a few moments moreYour EASeton

6.105 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:93
lCharies Chatard was a student at Mount Sl. Mary's.
2Probabiy a seminarian at Mount St. Mary's

-2196.106 To Julia Scott
15th June 1812

My own dear Julia
By some neglect your letter remained in Baltimore some weeks,
but is received with its contents-and my poor heart ready to fly to
yours to beg, to intreat, to reason-every thing to engage you not to
dwell on one thought which may lessen the content it ought to feel in
the Providence your dear dear Maria has met with'-precious child
such pure and solid Virtues as hers will meet its blessing in every
event and from the knowledge you have of her chosen you can have
nothing to regret- a Woman Unmarried unless she is all all all for
God is to me one of the most pitiable beings in the world living for no
purpose to be desired-remember I do not mean good souls like you
and I who are grown old in the service
I have even been dreaming about you all and passed a night at
Brother Samuel [Sitgreaves's] in the happy party - I was very serious
and grave among you but enjoying the pleasure of our reunion and the
remembrance of old times.
tell Maria if the thousand blessings of my poor heart overflowing
with a true affection and earnest wishes for her content and Peace and
solid happiness can have a claim in union with her dear Mothers, She
must love and remember me.
dear dear friend A dieu for the present-be good and love
your ownEAS

6.106 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:93
1

Maria Scott married later in the year.

-2206.107 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
Thursday afternoon- [lune 25,1812]

My friend
-at this moment - not by word but such a confidence as the heart
of a MOTHER only can understand. My child in your arms! and to
your heart - my friend--dear dear dear little darling must go to
You-Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper will not be denied-he carried
her to the Mountain in the carriage to see if she could bear the motion
and returned so joyful that she can go - every body reproaches - perhaps you would reproach too-Well she is yours and your sweet charity may overflow. the success is left to our adored with the most
peaceful perfect confidence =
one only request - you will not let her go from under your roof without yourself at least - some little companions she loved much
when they were here may be troublesome to you - but you will regulate all and beg your dear [Dr. Pierre] Chatard to forbid her being
taken abroad even if able to go = and she will be returned the first opportunity if he finds there is no remedy = the adorable will forever =
she is poor you know and must not mind the wardrobe YOUR DEAR PRECIOUS GIFT TO ANNINA had been vested
before you wished even - she named it among her last requests begging me to restore it as a treasure = how many prayers her sweet soul
made in union with your intentions - oh my friend - silence love and
adoration =
tomorrows communion for your intentions, and Sunday again all
in union =
You will give these two little words to their address poor Rebecca
her little heart beats and eyes full between the parting and meeting she
anticipates in Baltimore

6.107 ASJPH 1·3·3-4:94
! Dr. Wright and Mary Bayley Post had visited Elizabeth in the spring, and he had examined
Rebecca. When the Catons and Harpers offered to take Bec to Baltimore, Elizabeth sent her to Dr.
Chatard's home. She arrived there June 26, 1812.

-2216.108 To Rebecca Seton
Tuesday [June 30,1812]

My Souls little darling more and more and more beloved since the
Sacred gift' has been bestowed on you - oh keep it carefully and watch
every word and thought - My darling your tender Baltimore Mother
Madam [Marie Fran~oise] Chatard will regulate all for you only be
good and obedient and you will be happy. the Boys send you so much
love-Josephine also-all would write to you but they think you will
so soon return.
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph bless my Darling
your own Mother.

6.109 To Rebecca Seton
[July n.d.]

+

with the little pen I answer my dear every day dearer darling how
much I desire she should go and unite still closer to our only beloved-go either Thursday or Sundai as the rest does, and make your
careful preparation of the purest heart you can bring him that it may
appear to him like a bright little Star at the bottom of a fountain
- 0 my Rebecca! child of Eternity! let Peace and love stay with
you in your pains and they will brighten and sweeten them all-Be
blessed forever my darling
your Mother

6.108 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:42g
'Possibly the gift offaith. Rebecca did not receive her First Communion until December 1812.
6.109 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:42a
lpossibly a reference to attending Mass

-2226.110 To Rebecca Seton
[July 1812)

My dear little one Mother sends you a thousand blessings-William and Richard are
both here working at the harvest. they brought in three little rabbits for
their dear Beck so we let them run to the graves to build their nests till
you comeI hope soon, very soon to see you. May our dearest bless you forever
Mother

6.111 To Rebecca Seton
5th July 1812

My little Darling
-The Blessing and love of Mothers heart is always with you - Be
good, be good as dearest Nina used to say, and as she now wishes and
prays, especially for our dear little wild one
== do you unite all your pains to the pains of our dearest and thank
and love and kiss the dear hand of our kind and tender friend Madame
[Marie Fran<;:oise] Chatard who does so much to ease you - give her
the proof of your grateful love as Our dearest tells you to prove your
love for him, "if you love, obey" - do all that she tells you and cheerfully and sweetly, and above all in being good to the precious little
Emily and your friend Henry.'

6.110 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:42e
6.111 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:42f
1Emily and Henry were children in the Chatard family with whom Rebecca was staying.

- 223 -the girls will tell you all St. Josephs news - Mother begs our dear
Lord to send you his blessing from the Tabernacle =and you must beg
our dear Father [Babade] to Bless you for us all.
-little Wzee comes to lick my hand, much as to say tell my little
mistress I kiss her hand.
My love to your dear little companions. Bless Bless you my darling dear

Your Mother.

6.112 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
Sunday night [July 1812]

My dear dear friend
Your own heart must be my judge for the sentiments of mine on
reading of your care your fatigues and the boundless attention of both
your dear [Dr. Pierre] Chatard and yourself to my poor
Darling1-how easy it is to abandon her to the adorable Providence
which has done so much for her through your dear heartI intended to have written you by Mr. [Louis] Sibourd instead of
Mr. [Simon] Brute as my Breast is very weak 10 day but I find they all
go together and I am disappointed-but you will take my poor intention dear friend and believe the devoted most grateful affection of
your MEASeton
I hope you will not consent to Rebeccas leaving you as the kind
Emily [Chatard] proposes - but rather you will restore her to the poor
poor Mother as soon as your dear husband permits. and oh lay my
heart at his feet - the tears begin to flow at the first thought of his goodness to alII have loved, but never will that heart be silent for him while
memory remains-

6.112 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:95
1Rebecca was staying witb the Chatal'ds.

-2246.113 Copy to George Weis1
10th July 1812

My poor dear George
so you have been sick and very sick, my little Rebecca writes
me-Oh may our own dear Lord, comfort, strengthen and bless you in
your sufferings-I have thought of you and do think of you a great
deal, and will never forget all your kind and constant goodness to me
... what would I not give to help your dear Minon to nurse you in your
sickness . .. but I am a poor weak creature now, and want a great deal
of nursing myself ... pray for me as I do for you ... if you see my dear
child who carries this letter she will tell you everything about us. her
name is Miss Cauffman 2 one of my very dear ones, and a great friend
of my Anna's ... oh my poor George-our dear Eternity
Jesus Mary Joseph
my best remembrances to my dear Minon-and tell our good
Abrise I never forget her

Sunday night

6.114 Copy to George Weis 1
July 30,1812

Indeed, my dear George, I would have felt a thousand reproaches if
I had known that you were in so much trouble and my letter could have
given you comfort, but to tell you the truth, for three months after Nina
was taken I was so often expecting to lose my senses and my head was
so disordered that unless for the daily duties always before me I did
6.113 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:76(2) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The manuscript is a copy made by Rev. James Roosevelt Bayley, Elizabeth's nephew.
2Sarah Cauffman was among the earliest students at St. Joseph's Academy. After she left the
Academy, she and Elizabeth maintained a correspondence.
6.114 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:102(3-4) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
IThe text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.

-225not know much what I did or what I left undone, but never did I forget
nor ever can forget all your kindness to us. our cross will soon be taken
off-look only forward to our long long Etemity-Anina cries to all
from her grave how quickly everything passes-my poor poor
George take courage-sow in tears to reap in joy,> look to the master
Carpenter you follow after-I would be very sorry he would divide
our lot from his and treat us better than he did himself.
Rebecca and [unclear]

6.115 To Eliza Sadler
2nd August 1812

My own dear Eliza not a single opportunity to answer your last till post day, and perhaps this will not reach you till too late for your much desired plan, for
indeed if I should once see you here I would begin to see my distance
from N[ ew] York with much less pain knowing that it could be traversed in case of necessity even with all the impediments you would
unavoidably meet with-but I believe it next to impossible unless like
Sister! you had someone to make your way for you. you say "if in Baltimore" but if there a stage hack of 25 Dollars charge from there here is
the only means as there is no publick carriage-and how could I ask it
my Eliza - tho you are well assured it would be one of the sweetest
dearest pleasures I could recieve in this life
but "ifin Baltimore," a most dear little woman the kindest friend I
ever formed since I left you, by the name of [Mrs. Marie Fran<;oise]
Chatard in Sarratoga Street the same the dear ArchBishop [John]
Carrol[l] lives in (but the number I cannot tell) would recieve you with
every attention. the enquiry is for Dr. [Pierre] Chatard who is known
by every body and there you would hear every means of reaching your
2Cf. Ps. 126:5.
6.115 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:48
!Mary and Wright Post had visited in the spring. Eliza Sadler was in Wilmington, Delaware, and
had hoped to visit Elizabeth in Emmitsburg. However, conditions in Baltimore were so dangerous
due to the War of 1812 that Eliza returned to New York.

-226friend and every assistance to do it-I write her immediately in case
you really should determine. dear dear Eliza What a thought - to see
you again to show you my children and our beautiful mountain
ever yours-EAS 2

6.116 To Eliza Sadler
14th September 1812

My Eliza a traveller so far and so far, and returned Home without
seeing the lovely Mountains1-there is a mixture of many feelings in
the reflection-so many many difficulties in getting here, and from
what Sister [Mary Bayley Post] said of the road even dangers-but to
have seen my Eliza-placed my dear ones in her arms - carried her to
the little sacred wood of rest and repose introduced her to some of my
smiling companions-but after that, the long long sigh of separation-I am still a coward in that point, or rather a heroine in the moment of trial-and after the deepest dejection of thought, and an
unconquerable melancholy-poor poor Nature lives unseen till called
out, and then redoubles her claims.
We are all going on in peace - the children in fine health and enjoyment, Mother gazing upwards as usual-I had a visit from a sweet
young lady, a Miss Jane Philips of Philadelphia, who knew dear Ellen
and Marl and told me a great deal of them. You would laugh at me
when we see a person who knows our family-that is an old story.
What would be then the effect of seeing themselves-Yet I am so
happy almost infinitely so for this world because it stops at nothing,
the cares and crosses being all daily bread and matters of course do not
even stop attention.
20n the address side in another hand: "Please to send two Copies of Bordolou Essays to the Post
Office Wilmington Del S[imon] B[rut"],,
6.116 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:49
1Elizabeth loved her view of the mountains, the Catoctin spur of the Blue Ridge. She was
disappointed that Eliza Sadler had not come to visit and see them.
2possibly Ellen and Mary Jamison who had been students at SI. Joseph's Academy

-227You can have no idea of the sweetness and improvement of Kitty
and Rebecca, innocent, open, lively, happy Souls unconscious of any
want or care in this world but to see Mother cheerful and well-but if
only a head ach is discovered, the countenance of both is changed in a
minute-some days ago a little incautious expression of inward feelings which must take place from time to time, was witnessed by Cate
in a moment she was in my arms her face bathed in tears - "Po, po, po
love" says Mother "is not sorrow a part of existence, and is it not the
way to heaven"-"Oh yes my Mother but let me share it with you how
can I help crying-my Mother - my Mother" - both hanging on me
Mother loses even the first impressions of active sorrow in her dear
ones-So he provides dear Eliza but in truth the Separation from my
Angel has left so new and deep an impression on my mind that if I was
not obliged to live in these dear ones, I should unconsciously die in
her-unconsciously, for never by a free act of the mind would I ever
regret his Will
-tell me about all, all, how often I look out among you-Imagine-and stop--in this life of Separations I even rejoice that duty
forces the mind to stop--but the Soul goes on with our dear hope. that
is all-all my possessions
Oh Due dear dear Due-how hard it is to say the soul we love may
be in the World of Worlds before we know it. Peace dearest Eliza.
Peace our Due dear ever yours EASeton
Our William and Richard were turned out to work last Harvest, and
it seems to have confirmed their constitution so much that all my
alarms for William are over-HIS WILLforever

6.117 To Julia Scott
14th September 1812

My own dearest Julia
-all silent - why so ... away no doubt from home travelling with
dear Maria and slipping time the torment of the world = My
6.117 ASJPH 1·3·3·6:94

-228Julia-there is a long long sigh!-to the place where there is no Time.
Eternity!!!tell me I intreat all about yourself, your children all your concerns
... Marias future destination, the effect of the tumult of public affairs
on your private prospects,' dear Johns success, attachments-your
health - cogitations--etc- all all are my near concern and interest me
more than any thing in this world except the first ties of Nature
= the wheel goes round with us as usual, the children in good
health-Mother quiet-looking up as usual, a great deal to comfort
and a great deal to hez [hazard] according to human allotments, but on
the whole more to my hearts desire than I ever expected in this world =
What can a body write to you but in the laconic-the heart would
tell a Volumn, but the pen is so slow, and scene so distant and uncertain-it is often a sorrowful thought my Julia may be in the World of
Worlds before I know ithow and where is dear Charlotte and our ever loved Brother
S[amuel] and their children all composing now new families-and
the dear lovely HmTiet [Sitgreaves]-dearest Julia - tell me all, love
me, and remember what my very soul would supplicate you-our
long long futurity-Your own EASeton

6.118 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
22d September 1812

on the grave of Anina- begging crying to Mary to behold her son
and plead for us, and to Jesus to behold his Mother'-to pity a mothera poor poor Mother - so uncertain of reunion-then the Soul quieted
even by the desolation of the falling leaves around began to cry out

IThe nation was in tunnoil as a result of the United States' declaration of war on Great Britain
June 18. 1812.

6.118 ASJPH 1·3-3-12:33
lef. In. 19:26-27.

-229from Eternity to Eternity thou art God2 -all shall perish and pass
away-but thou remainest forever-then the thought of our dearest
stretched on the cross and his last words coming powerfully, stood up
with hands and eyes lifted to the pure heavens crying out forgive they
know not what they do. 3 Did She? adored, did she know? - and all the
death-bed scene appeared-at this moment in the silence of all
around, a rattling sound rushing towards-along Anina's grave a
snake stretched itself on the dried grass-so large and ugly, and the little gate tied- but Nature was able to drag to the place and strong
enough to tie and untie, saying inwardly my darling shall not be rooted
by the hogs for you-then put up the bar and softly walked away-oh,
my dear ones companions of worms and reptiles I-and the beautiful
Soul Where?

6.119 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
Saturday [October 10, 1812]

This moment at the departure of Mr.[Simon] B[rute]' I hear he is
going
My Soul's dear Father the Brother will tell you how quiet, patient
and Angelic our Maria2 is in the long trial-but she has not half that
poor Anina had.-Yet-Oh my Saviour - pity her last hour-You
pray continually I know and forget not the poorest creature was never
so poor as now.-but always looking only to the Adorable Will-that
is the only fidelity I can offer him. L.J.c.

2Cf. Ps. 90:2.
3Cf. Luke 23:34.
6.119 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:57
'Rev. Simon Brute. S.S., came to Mount SI. Mary's September 28 as an assistant to Rev. John
Dubois, S.S. In this letter "Brother" probably refers to Brute.
2Maria Murphy Burke died October 15, 1812. Of her death, Elizabeth wrote in hernotebook: "Go
Maria, go to your blessed abode, to your friends who wait for you: Annina, Cecilia, Harriet will
receive you" (ASJPH 1-3-3-26:A,12).

-2306.120 To Marie Fram;;oise Chatard
[after October 15, 1812]

My dear dear Friend does not come'-his adorable willforever-I
was almost afraid of the pleasure I had anticipated-had offered it to
Him-begged it might be sanctified to us both, and waited in the silence of a heart in the watch, unconscious of how much it wished, until
called upon to resign-but I find invariably that when I leave all all
absolutely to Him, he either bestows what is desired, or grants so
much consolation that all is peace-as was the case in the visit of our
poor Pere [Babade] which we thought an impossibility until he appeared among us, except our departing Marie,z she declared he would
come with as much certainty as if it had happened because she had
been so so long looking to that visit as a special grace for her last moments. I do not know what could have been in the letters you speak of
to give you the idea you express of my affliction, for indeed I try to
hide my ungrateful dejected heart even from the sight of its best
friends, as I know nothing can justify or even excuse its depression
and generally I do not even acknowledge it to myself unless before the
Tabernacle and even there all is so quiet that I am almost in love with
my misery, and the necessity of our daily occupations increase so
much and are so pressing that there is very little time for Selfish indulgences-Your inquiries dear friend are too kind- how truly I am concerned in your dearest interests also, at least we pray and hope
together and that is a true consolation.
Our Sisters are all well in every way-you will soon see our Rose
[White] who is to visit Baltimore on business, perhaps you will bring
her back-the children are as usual William looks unusually well.
Your dear Charles [Chatard] does not visit us since our new

6.120 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:80
'Probably refers to Eliza Sadler's not being able to come to Emmitsburg
2Sister Maria Murphy Burke died October 15,18 12.
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regulations 3 and multiplied family, but I know he is well-Mr. [John]
Dubois will no doubt give you detailed news
When I tell you I am writing in class you will not be surprised at the
blank side which is much against inclination. ever your devoted
MEASeton
two Roses from Annina directly over her head4

6.121 To Julia Scott
[October 29]1812

My Julia
I hasten to thank you a thousand thousand times for your dear letter
which must have been a true exertion indeed, especially after a long
sickness-my Julia what would I not give to be with you in these days
of sickness to watch, to love, to cheer, amuse, and comfort so dear a
soul- your present situation is a sort of mystery to me to keep such a
house as yours without Maria'-yet I know there are a thousand difficulties in a union of families, and no doubt you are almost as much
with her as when under the same roof. 0 my Julia when she goes, if indeed you are to bear this hard trial, though even the time of her absence should be limited how will you [be] able to resist the regrets, the
forbodings and anticipations of a Mother. my dear dear friend may the
dear dear affectionate child of your heart be herself spared from such
pain and affliction-we know that tho' a husband is all, yet a female

heart as delicate as hers!! how many a pang.
You ask the age of my dear ones-the most interesting endearing
of little mortals our Kitty is in her thirteenth year, from her infancy she
has shown so much docility and affection to every wish of mine that
she has been Educated, that is, is excellent at reading, writing, spelling
-'The sisters adopted a set of regulations January 17. 1812. which had been approved by
Archbishop John Carroll and Rev. John Tessier. S.S.
4A rosebush must have been planted over the grave of Anna Maria.
6.121 ASJPH 1-3·3·6:95
'Maria Scott. Julia' s daughter. married Peter Pederson in 1812.

-232and the needle, and above all arithmetic almost without my knowing
it-for the minds education I think very very few Children can surpass
her but she is sweetly threatened with as early a death as her sister
since she is seldom without pain in her side or breast and like Anna
and William has had a little short cough from her infancy which often
in Winter is very serious.
Rebecca is all gaiety and smartness, very sensible and advanced in
every thing a child of her age (in her eleventh year) should know, very
fond of musick and always of late at her piano as the poor darling by a
little slip on the ice last Winter which we thought nothing of, has become intirely lame and often unable to walk across the room without
assistance. her desire of remaining in the same room with me, and fear
of disturbing her dear Anna was so great (as we have since found out)
that she concealed her sufferings as much as possible-in the summer
she was carried to Baltimore and every medical assistance given tho
my Brother [Wright] Post when he was here told me there was no remedy--we have now an eminent Physician 2 at the mountain seminary,
but he can give no relief but warm baths and frictions-and so we go.
-to poor little Mother looking only on the passing moment as a state
of preparation for the endless life it is a matter of course to suffer, but it
pinches hard sometimes to see the distress of the darling, and you
know the sick one is always the object of anxiety-in truth I do not
know which is best loved but she is most thought of.
dearest Julia you talk of making Nuns like making Bread-how can
I make my dear ones love the life I love-tho' my life is no more that of
a Nun than yours is, for it has one only end and aim which is to preserve
a happy distance from the World-but in doing this I have more than 50
children in charge and you may suppose tho' I am spared the labour yet
there is not much solitude or opportunity for the contentments annexed
to it yet--experience has convinced me I must always be doing something and the more I exert the better for mind and body. our community
is nothing like the religious institutions in Europe and tho' there are and
must be particular regulations whenever there are many persons to-

2Probably Dr. Daniel Moore who was the physician for St. Joseph's until 1820 when he was
succeeded by his brother Robert.

-233gether, / personally am intirely at my own disposal, as it is not possible
to take any obligation inconsistent with my duties to my dear ones. but
the truth is I never look beyond year to year for either myself or them, as
you know how much my constitution was long ago impaired, and my
children have the most marked symptoms of our family complaint and
look forward themselves with chearfulness and pleasure to an early reunion where there is no separation, especially the girls. William and
Richard look forward to the World in that kind of doubt which is unavoidable after the fate of so many of our family, but their chief thought
and desire is always to be near Mother, certainly before long they must
declare what they intend for their future employment. I never urge
them as I know their talents are not brilliant and they may after some
time be better able to judge for themselves, therefore take it quietly.
=Will you love love Maria for me. I love her in my inmost heart as
I do her dear darling little Mother - will write you soon again but just
now must send for this post or miss another week-Your bountiful
hand never closes dear friend, the pleasure you must have in bestowing is very great I know, but I should have some hesitation in recieving
(especially since dear John Scott is embarrassed) if the sickness of my
dear ones had not obliged me to make many expences, which would
not have been other ways necessary. Yet I do insist you never put
yourself to inconvenience my Julia as we should not suffer for want of
any thing, tho' with your bounty we have many additional comforts.
ever your own friend EAS.

6.122 To Eliza Sadler
10th November 1812

My Eliza dear
I write you now for yourself and our dear Due' too--our dear ones
are all just out of the measles-Mothers breast fatigued, multiplied

6.122 ASJPH 1·3·3·7:50
' Catherine Dupleix became a Catholic in the fall of 1812.

-234letters to answer (You know the parents of all our Boarders must be
written to) and the post day overtaken me almost without my knowing
it-but all is well - the dear ones and Mother have just been dining
round our old breakfast table on roast pork and stewed apples like true
Yankees. William and Richard as merry and innocent as if they were
five years younger, they are on their weekly visit to the Valley which
they truly enjoy--dear Dick looking at two or three of our most amiable Sisters as they passed from my chamber with his head one side and
loving eyes (still the same expression as when a baby) declares
"Mother" says he "when I look at the Sisters and think of the happy
days when we were little and we could run in their arms, I am obliged
now to turn away I feel so sorry we are grown big and they do not treat
us as children"-he is the most innocent loving heart, and so affectionate to his Sisters and William that every one remarks it. They had
the measles very slightly with no remains of cough or indisposition.
Rebecca tho' is entirely lame2 - Doctor [Pierre] Chatard an imminent
physician of Baltimore examined the poor limb last week-he says
the pains will leave her but the lameness must remain. dearest Eliza
all that belong to me must take my inheritance it seems, but so sagacious, lively and sweet a Soul as hers will be happy in every trial. she
is very desirous to improve herself and sat with some pain to take a
writing lesson this morning - "Oh darling why do it if you suffer?" "that is nothing my Mother"-"but you may go the sooner to the
woods" - "Well my Mother that would be no matter either if it would
not make you sorry." dear little angel she is every bodies doating
piece.
I give you my little news for yours which is truly welcome-names
I scarcely thought of in New York are now heard with interest and
pleasure much more those I have so long loved. My Bayley 3 has written a few sweet lines which lifted my heart to the skies-how foolish
Nature loves to be cherished. and my Due dear is really so courageous
as to hold up her head to the world in a case where her poor friend
looked and often felt like a culprit - but so it is-those who seem
2Rebecca, Elizabeth's youngest daughter, was lame as a result of having fallen while playing on
the ice.
30 ne of Elizabeth' s half-brothers

-235strongest are sometimes weakest - for me if all was to do again I would
sacrifice the whole World (at least its esteem) sooner than lose what
had been gained in the smallest point of comfort. Dearest Eliza all that
is a mystery to you-but it is very clear and always clearer that I am
more and more your EASeton
how sorry I am to leave so much vacant paper tell Due I have written her two long letters' lately but our post as you say is a crazy one. I
have heard there have been political quarrels which interrupt the mail.

6.123 Copy to George Weisl
December 6, 1812

My dear Wise
-you know my heart never changes to you no, never, never-IfI
do not write yet I often think, If I had the power you should be the first
one after my Pere [Babade], I would ask for in Baltimore-he wrote
his last letter that you were well-my poor George always under
trial-yet looking up I trust. The livery of our Master will clothe you
to the grave as well as the poor Mother - and how thankful we will be
in that hour though it is now so hard-Pray for me as I do for you, and
your dear Minon-my love to her with the dear children who are all
well. Our little child of the cross the darling Rebecca praying much,
and preparing for mass, communion. 2 She will give you a special memento? that day-

Always you[r] true friend EASeton'

"These letters are not extant.

6.123 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:76(2-3) (mannscript copy) No original exists.
'The manuscript is a copy made by Rev. James Roosevelt Bayley, Elizabeth's nephew. An
excerpt written by Rev. Simon Brute appears in ASJPH 1-3-3-12: 102 (12).
2Rebecca made her First Communion December 25, 1812. Brute gave the retreat for those
preparing for First Communion.
'Written on the outside: "Josephine is so fond of crosses she sends you yet another."
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6.124 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
8th January 1813

My Souls Pere
you will gi ve this little word to our dear friend - [I wrote] you every
thing last week - I hope you have received ... you may be sure the
proud heart is trying more and more this new year but Oh love love
love When will I love enough-it is all I want my Father for you and I
and every body = Our Bishop [John Carroll] is just so he passed
Sunday with us = scolded us Well I told him he was the only one who
spoke truth to us. =the messenger is in haste, my instruction bell going to ring =ADieu Oh my Father When When will it be without Separation =pray for me more than ever =Alloyisia' is really trying with
Sister Kitty [Mullen]2 to fit herself for her business. Alle1uya-What
joy to my Soul if she stays.
Your dear little ones, all all are at your dear feet, closest of all your
Mother my Father

6.125 To Basil Spalding Elder!
18th January 1813

Mr. Elder Dear Sir,
Your letter enclosing the order on Mr. Grover for sixty two and a
half dollars is received, I was going to write Mrs Elder by return of
6.124 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:58
1Margaret Mulherrin (b. 1796?) of Philadelphia, who entered the novitiate in 1814, was known as
Sister Aloysia. The Council had reservations, but they finally approved a petition recommending a
longer trial period as a candidate. After she had spent about two years in the community, Elizabeth
advised her to withdraw.
2The director of novices
6.125 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:92
'The Elders were the founding Catholic family in the area.
2George Grover (1779-1850) was a grocer in Emmitsburg.

-237Rev. Bishop [Benedict] Flaget to tell her that your dear child was presented particularly to him before we knew her wish expressed in her
letter to Elenor,3 who is always a good child and for her age uncommonly attentive to all her duties-Our Superior [John Dubois] thinks
her the most intelligent child in her class of catechism and we have no
reason to complain of her want of diligence in any thing-she has
some little odd ways as her dear Mamma knows and is not always as
docile as we could wish when she happens to be vexed-but in that
she is not singular, and among our fifty odd children we have very few
as good as Elenor-a sister who has charge ofthe dormitory she is in
remarked to me the other day that every night when she goes to tuck
Elenors bed she finds her with her hands clasped together and when
she wakes her in the morning it is always the same and indeed she
sometimes makes us laugh by her gravity in the choir-I believe she
will make an Excellent Woman and will be a real comfort to you.
When you write her you will speak to her of the necessity of silence in
her class, diligence at her needle, and condescension to her playmates
- these three points she is most deficient in tho' really not materially
faulty. If you really wish her to learn music we will apply her to it immediately, but she must in that case sacrifice a part of the time alloted
to needle work as by an arrangement of the classes made she could not
be spared at any other time without too great a sacrifice of reading,
grammar, spelling or arithmetic so essential at her age.
our affectionate remembrances to Mrs. Elder-Sister Rose
[White] is as usually wellYours very sincerely in our Lord EASe ton
our additional charge for music is eight dollars a quarter-

3Elenora Elder (1802·1891), from Baltimore, was a student at St. Joseph's Academy in 1813. She
entered the Sisters of Charity in 1822 and was known as Sister Helena. She was among those who
opened the Frederick Free School (later St. John's School and Asylum) (1824). She also served at St.
Mary's Asylum, Philadelphia (1834), St. Joseph's Pay School, New York (1834), and St. Joseph' s
(1835). She died in 1891 and is buried in the original community cemetery in Emmitsburg.

-2386.126 To Julia Scott
25th January 1813

My own and dear and loved a thousand times beloved Julia
how can you be so lazy, why not say I live to the poor heart which
holds you always within it with dearest remembrances-how is
Maria1-how I dread your seperation, has it already taken place-and
your dear John-Your wheel is always going round every few weeks
some change, mine stands almost still only that as I grow older my
health is better and this fine clear weather feel as well and as gay as
when Petsey Payley' used to race up your steps in Broadway to get a
Buss of her Glorianna before a walk out to Branons =but at last-perhaps you are suffering those severe colds you are so subject to at this
season-perhaps-perhaps 0 how many perhaps's when so many
hills and valleys are between-dear dear friend I think I could cheerfully walk-yet afoot, over them all to pass one hour with you . .. but
my little musician by my side would say something else-yes dear
friend my darling lovely gay little Beck is intirely lame and never
leaves my room even with her crutch unless carried out of it. one little
fall neglected and thought of no consequence, now not to be remedied
by the multiplied attentions of warm baths, alkilis, and the care of the
best Physicians of Baltimore whom my good friend Dr. [Pierre]
Chatard consulted and brought to his house to examine the bone. So
and so and so, and all this we take in the course ofthings from the hand
of our dear compassionate Master who no doubt intend[s] to take
more care of this darling and bless her more than the rest ... she is often in great pain but goes on at her perpetual delight the piano and says
very gaily "Oh this leg it will carry me to heaven." my greatest trouble
in it is that my dear little Sister [Mary Bayley] Post urges her coming
to New York a journey I think she could not bear and if her leg could it

6.126 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:96
IJulia Scott's daughter Maria had married Peter Pederson the previous year.
'This teasing play on words refers to Betsy Bayley when Elizabeth was a girl who would run up
the steps of Julia's home to get a kiss.

-239would break her heart for when the kind Catons3 took her to Baltimore
for the advice of the Physicians, it was too hard for us both-death is
nothing to these kind of Seperations-so all my children feel it more
and more every day, only to be together is our excess of happinessOh my Julia will Maria go-there is a big big sigh-perhaps already-do do write to me, and speak of Charlotte, of Brother
S[amuel] and all you love. and above all of your dear dear [lit]tle self
most tenderly loved by your EAS
I sit writing by the Windows oposit my darling darlings little
Wood'-the white pailings appear thro' the trees-Oh Julia my Julia
if we may but pass our dear Eternity together-are you good, do you
try to be good-I try with my whole heart I long so to get above this
blue Horizon-Oh my Anna the child of my soul-all all dear ones so
many years gone before ETERNAL REUNION-Oh Julia! can you
can you stop here a moment thro' choice My Julia-hush poor
heart-be silent only to HimJulia does not hear =

6.127 To Sarah Cauffman
[early 1813]

my own dearest Sarah
Yourself and Ellen [Wiseman] must be more than hurt at not
recieving letters from us but if you dear girls knew only half the trial
Mothers had in its weakness and occupations would pity and
[ex]cuse-set down my [page torn] but want of the truest affection,
and even [page torn] affection for seldom can I think of either of [you
without] the starting tear-O what remembrances [page torn] never to
return-What longing looks to [our] [page torn] Eternity-and fears

3Relatives of Archbishop John Carroll. The Catons were friends of the Setons.
"The "little Wood" is the cemetery where Elizabeth's eldest daughter, Anna Maria, and her
sisters-in-law Harriet and Cecilia were buried.

6.127 AMSJ A 111 016

-240as well as hopes-then [at the] very moment going to communion as I
rose to take the Cloth you both came in my mind-My children! 0 my
Jesus You know how I love them-Bless Bless them and reunite them
with St. Josephs family at least there where time and distance will be
no more EASeton
best respects and love to Mrs. W[iseman], and your aunts. The
girls are very well and most deservedly very dear to us-do not wonder the Sisters do not write they cannot but to their parents except Sister Janel who got a special permission-she has more than her hands
full and says she wrote you both last.

6.128 To Julia Scott
12 March 1813

My JuliaYour letter is just arrived with its enormous contents-My friend
when I think how you have so perseveringly shared with me, my heart
can hardly contain-O if I could share in my tum the peace and contentment of my days and the joyful anticipation of the conclusion of
them ... 0 Julia no lover ever loved or longed for the beloved with the
ardour of my soul for yours-perhaps it is a wrong conclusion of mine
from your situation and what I know of the tum of your mind, to think
that you have little consideration or value for our dear futurity-many
many may be your dear thoughts quite unknown to me my precious
Julia. This day one year ago my darling darling every day more and
more beloved by her poor Mother in our seperation, I gave her last long
IMary Gartland (1786-1820) was born in Ireland but lived in Philadelphia and was a former
Academy student (1810-\812). She was the first novice to be admitted to the novitiate March 19.
1812, after the formal establishment of the novitiate at the beginning of the community. Known as
Sister Jane Frances, she pronounced her vows for the first time August 21,1814, the feast of her
patron, St. Jane Frances de Chantal. She taught arithmetic, reading, and geography at Sl. Joseph's
Academy for eight years and was elected Treasurer (1819). She died of consumption (tuberculosis)
in Emmitsburg and is buried in the original community cemetery there.

6.128 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:97
IAnna Maria, Elizabeth's eldest child, had died March 12, 1812.

-241look out of this very Window 1 sit by-she had all her illness that propensity to look upwards as poor Mother-then what a look! she had
told the children so earnestly just before "Oh love him love him What
should 1 do now ifI did not love him-Mother cannot go with me, 1 go
alone dear Mother you know how 1 love her but 1 must leave her-O
love love him who will be Your all in Death" =dearest Anna was ever
the beauty of the soul so pictured as on that dying face ... how faithfully represented by memory. You would not believe the love of a
Mother could increase as mine has since she is gone.
and you too my Julia forced to bear a separation so gloomy in
perspective2 -not like mine directed to heaven by Faith and Hope, but
clouded by mortal cares and anticipations-poor Maria-how her
heart will be tom-my Julia 1 should not be surprised if you should
leave all and go too--l used to think 1 would for my dear one - but no
doubt many a point of view 1 do not see might be taken in the calculation. 0 do do write me every thing and tell me all that presses on Your
dear heart.--direct your letters to Mrs. Seton Emitsburg Maryland
and they never will fail our old post master is very attentive 3If you should see any thing of poor Mr. [Samuel] Cooper in Philadelphia even in the street, do not join the laughers at him whatever are
his eccentricities: he has been intirely out of his head-but is a dear
and excellent soul, and no one knows the day they may be as afflicted
as he is. there are so many worse madmen than he can ever be who are
honoured and loved in the world, so do not do not laugh at him. his
Brother it is said means to claim the 7000 dollars he spent in the land
and house we inhabitS-but 1 am such a child in business 1 know not
how it stands, only that Mr. Cooper was very desirous that it should be
so managed that our community shall have the exclusive right and
when he used to speak with me about it finding 1 never could be interested the subject dropped-how glad 1 am not to be interested-for 1

2Julia's daughter. Maria, had married Peter Pederson and was moving away. Her husband was

consul-general and charge d' affaires of the King of Denmark to the United States.
3George Louff was the postmaster in 1813.
'Samuel Cooper, the donor of the Enunitsburg property for the Sisters of Charity, was
idiosyncratic in his behavior and was subject to episodes of excessive drinking.

'The community retained the property notwithstanding this claim.

-242would be most unwilling to have any thing to do with it. Peace peace
my Glorianna and every thing else can be borne with.
My children are very well Rebecca as lively as a bird on her
crutch-as the weather grows warmer she has much less pain-Dr.
[Pierre] Chatard says she will not suffer at all after a little while- but
she is as pale and thin as before ... so dear a consolation to me in the
hope if! leave them it will be but to go before-this is my kind of comfort do not laugh at me =I believe I have told you William turned out
last harvest and worked with all his heart (for his own fancy). I
thought it would kill him, and it has intirely restored him-I have not
been so well these ten Winters as the past
Charlotte, Brother [Samuel Sitgreaves], Harriet, Mrs.
M[arkoe] 6- yourown dear self take a few minutes even now and then
write five lines at a time-is your dear Maria in good health and
J[ohn] Scott as your heatt would wish him-dear dear Julia how I
would wish to share, to bear if possible, all your pains and cares
-Your EAS

6.129 Copy to George Weis'
March 26, 181 3

. . . I never thought of sending you so small a gift, as I know it
would be but as one penny to you-but his will forever in the smallest
as well as in the greatest thing I know you say Amen. All I can say is
that if! had what is called riches, you should not be poor, but as it is I
rejoice that we have rather one of his best tokens that we are his by our
Poverty and tribulations if you had not your dear wife how I would
bless him for making you beg from door to door[,] how I would like to
go with you saying Salve, like the good St. Thomas-my dear friend,
6Harriet Sitgreaves and Mehitabel Cox Markow were Julia' s nieces.

6.129 ASJPH 1·3·3·12:99 (6) and ASJPH 1·3·3·12:102 (2) (manuscript copy) No original
exists.
IThe text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute. S.S. The fi rst paragraph is from ASJPH
1-3-3- 12:99 (6). The second paragraph is from ASJPH 1-3-3-12:102 (2).

-243look up towards Eternity and do not lose a moment of this time of
grace and benediction for laying up your heavenly treasure. 2 every
moment of your patience and submission in this hard trial will be a triumph to you hereafter and ohjoyful thought is now to our Jesus-our
JesusPerhaps our little mischievous Cecil [Seton] has procured you all
these blessings for having so tenderly received and waited on her in
her last days of exile-indeed she is capable of all that spiritual malice
could do, for you may depend [she] would not be ungrateful.

6.130 Copy to George Weis'
March,1813

... This may be his way to compel your friend to listen. he has
treated me so and for this I bless him most of all- where would I be
now if he had not scourged and bound me, and in his infinite goodness
he may do the same for your poor xxx what matters by whose
hands-ifI get to his kingdom what matters how- faith, faith my dear
xxx The captain marches on--oh yes we follow dearest, we follow-dear friend do not say I do not sympathize with your poor suffering heart, I do I do, and would joyfully now take all its sorrows if
you might have the blessing of themKeep up your courage and look to eternity this unhappy life cannot
be much longer for you or me now- but I know you suffer more for
your dear wife # 2 than for your[self] which is the double trouble-poor friend and you will have the double blessing too if only you
will persever-Rebecca is pretty well but weak and always suffering,

2Cf. Mt. 6:20.
6.130 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99 (7) and ASJPH 1-3-3-12:102 (2-3) (manuscript copy) No original
exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S. The first paragraph is from ASJPH
1-3-3-12:99 (7). The second paragraph is from ASJPH 1-3-3-12:102 (2-3).
2 A note appears at the bottom of Brute' s copied page: "# died at sea in July 1832 coming from
New Orleans- [unclear] already in the box"

-244Joseph[ine] is very well-and the poor boys-you know they must
turn out for themselves which gives one many a sorrowful thought
pray for your ever true friend EA Seton

6.131 To Margaret Stinson!
Good Friday lApril16, 1813]

Dearest ClareYou will be forever dear to me in Him who died for us this day-I
showed you some of the momentary impatience I felt when the stage
was so long delayed at such a painful time, but you did not see the sorrowful struggle of my heart at your departure-but yet you must have
known how sad this separation was to us allall must be committed to our Lord - only remember well our long
long Eternity-pray for me as I will and do for you - and be sure of the
unchangeable affection of

EASeton.

6.132 To Catherine Seton
[June 28]1813

Birth day of my Josephine-and Mothers heart rejoices-it will
look a little to the unceltainty of her crown, Yet the good angel looks
so smiling and points to the tabernacle how can I help hoping my dear
one will be safe == but my Darling you must renew every good resolution and keep close by your good Shepherd! = you know the little lamb
6.131 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:62
!Margaret Stinson, known as Sister Claire. entered the Sisters of Charity in 1810 and left after
three years; she was the second sister to leave the community.

6.132 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:49a
'Cf. In 10: ] 1-17.

-245-

only steped aside to crop the spear of grass, and then a little further and
a little further 'till it could no longer hear the voice of the Shepherd
and then when entangled in briars and thorns-you know the rest - my
dear dear one think well of the little lamb-and take care of our dear
little lamb our little limping dear one [Rebecca] - 0 yes take care and
be a good angel to her-Bless Bless you foreverYour Mother

6.133 To Robert Goodloe Harper
1st July 1813

My dear Sir
I cannot repress my chagrin at Marys' being sent for-she was sensible of it the moment the carriage appeared and threw herself in my
arms to say "Mother I do not want to go indeed only yesterday I determined I would be good"-but so it must beMy Kitty is a Baby when parting with Mother is mentioned, and
Mother still more than she is-she has been asked for by other of her
young companions, and the parting scene could never be concluded, I
am most grateful for Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harpers proposal you
will remember me gratefully to her if you please my dear Sir and accept the same sentiment from your humble Servant EASeton
Will you when occasion offers send a memorandum of the Month
Mary entered at St. Josephs. I fear the Bills you have discharged were
dated some months too soon. 2

6.133 AGU 240:7
'The behavior of Mary Diana Harper, a student at Sl. Joseph's Academy, had been difficult to
manage.

2Within two weeks of this letter, eighteen sisters, including Elizabeth, completed their novitiate
and became the first Sisters of Charity to make vows July 19, 1813. The wording of the vow formula
is gi ven in A-6.136a. Elizabeth makes no reference to this event in any of her extant correspondence.

-2466.134 To Julia Scott
[11th August 1813]

My JuliaNow for the first time in my life I begin to love money - never
should I hear from my Julia if it was not for this debt of love you have
contracted with our God, and put in my hands to account for with
him-sometimes when I open your letters which convey it I look with
a half regret thinking perhaps my own friend denies herself something
considerable to send me this - perhaps pecuniary affairs are changed
with her by the change of times etc which I do not understand-many
perhaps's my Julia might run through such a brain as mine, but rather!
stop them all with the thought that you would have more pain in not indulging your own benevolent heart than by any inconveniences its
tender charity to your friend could occasion you.
= my Boys grow so big that it takes twice as much to clothe them
now and I take in many cases enjoyment of comforts which I would
not think of if they did not come from you, yet my Julia it would be
decieving you to say I really want what you send-you heard that the
family of Mr. [Samuel] Cooper claimed the property of the Establishment which I heard also, but know nothing else about it, except that
Mr. C[ooper] after his recovery was to make, or has made over the
property to me (as the community is not incorporated)! and I was to
make a WilF in order to secure it to the object for which he destined it
the instruction and care ofthe poor = but you know long ago my intire
foolish ignorance about money matters, and perhaps very culpable indifference and neglect of them. I will tell you when Mr. [John] Dubois
comes from Baltimore what has been done in the business I know he
was to arrange it there with Mr. Cooper.
-my Julia my Julia if I had but some of your reasonable idea and
performance of my really obligations - but to dream life away looking
6.134 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:98
!The Sisters of Charity did not become incorporated in the state of Maryland until January 1817.
2Elizabeth Seton signed her last will and testament November 14, 1820 (ASJPH 1-3-3-1). It
appears in the appendix of this volume.

-247at the clouds, careless even of where tomorrows bread is to come from
is all I can obtain from my best resolutions-yet perhaps I shall amend
as I am and have long been convinced it is one of my greatest faults yes dear friend one half the credit my friends have given to my fortitude and resignation is to be set down precisely to this gross and most
evident defect a lazy indifference to every thing that can happen to
myself in this world-and your children Eliza you gravely say - my
children dear Julia must fight it out as their Mother did before them,
looking to providence and beyond the grave - Well you say, but if they
do not - Well I hope they will be punished by disappointments and adversity till they do-what a hard hearted MotherYes you dear little dear Gloriana if you yourself could be made to
see with the eyes of your Soul and pierce these clouds of mortal cares
which conceal from you the perspective of Eternity I would be glad to
see you too-dare I say it - yes to see you under the iron hand which
would conduct you to the feet of your Father who when once you acknowledged his claims would hold you near him by silken cords
un[til] in true and filial love you would desire to leave him ne[ver]
-our dear Maria-how glad I am you tell me that at least I may
pray for her with my whole heart. and your dear John Scott and our
Brother how it pleases me to hear of them-You do not mention Mrs.
Cox - dear Charlott - never never will I cease to love her most dearly Brother S[amuel] grown religious - how dear an example for his family which must now in the calculations of progression be quite a little
colony-my best and dearest grateful remembrances to all
-You say you had another severe illness - my Julia - what kind of
illness is there any affection of the breast that dear little breast which
has suffered so much and been loved so dearly-Oh how I would love
to nurse it-but I am myself but a bag of bones - yet the health is good
as usual. --our children are now in good health, but you know I look
upon them all as summer pippins 3-tell Maria I do love her with
tenderest affection. Is John forming any new chainsYourEAS.

' Apples

-2486.135 To Ellen Wiseman
+ 12 August 1813

My dearest Ellentho' our Superior says you are coming I am so affraid you will disappoint us that I catch a flying opportunity to intreat you if indeed you
can obtain the consent of your dear Mamma to give us this dear gratification-St. Josephs family will be ready to dance for joy and your
poor bad Mothers heart dances only at the thought of seeing you and if
our own dear Sa[rah Cauffman] was with you I do not know how it
could contain itself-do do come if your dear mamma says yes and
you will recieve dearest Kitty from my hands tho' I acknowledge with
nearly as much regret as when I relinquished you-but she is so reasonable and so good she will be your dearest friend and consolation(certainly Your Mamma must be a favourite with our Lord since he
blesses her with such children-O may they always be her comfort,
and his honour and glory (for it is you young ones he delights in who
have so many sacrifices to offer him)-tell Sa if she does not come before Assumption I I will write her next week - a thousand loves and
blessings to you both - We are all well- and love you both much more
than you can imagineyour poor Mother EAS.

6.136 To Sarah Cauffman
[August 1813]

My own dear Sarah does not write to us-but we look to the
heart-could you have been with us in our dear little retreat and have
shared the love preparations and comforts of our Sacred Octave of the

6.135 ASJPH 1·3·3-12:B4
JA

Marian feast celebrated on August 15.

6.136 AMSJ A 111 017
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Assumption - afeast it was indeed truly a heavenly one-Oh my Sarah dear, absence from those we love!!! what will be the absence of
Eternity how hard I should now feel mine from you if that dear and
happy perspective was not before us. and how goes all the affairs-many temptations after quitting our tin cups and rough living,
many contrasts to the stiff gown and colared cape-dear dear
Child-how happy yet are you in the dear Angel guardians you find
in your dear Aunts, especially Aunt Nancy who saw you in the midst
of your country habits.
dearest Ellen [Wiseman] gone-so it must be tho' long the sigh,
and the regret unceasing-her sister [Catherine] like Your Kitty seems
to promise every thing, it is not possible they should be more understanding, attentive and amiable than they have as yet been to us-the
wildness of your Kitty is here but playful liveliness which you know is
my delight and all things go by the old bell with great fidelity-Theo
is very well, I find a darling with the Boys

6.137 Copy to George Weis l
20th Aug. 1813

Tell me all that is in your poor heart about your trials and difficulties. our lord knows my good friend, I would gladly give my life to do
you any real good, but you know well what I think of the troubles of
this life, I wish them even to be the portion of inheritance of my children, so how can I desire my poor friend to be without them, but I earnestly beg our Lord to give you strength and grace for every trial-.
the children are very well, and our place is very healthy-Sister
Mary Ann [Butler] is the only one who seems to have the happy promise of the woods for this winter, but we do not know who as we found
by blessed Clauzel and M. Romeuf who looked a great deal stronger
than those they left behind. 2
6.137 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99 (3-4) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
IThe text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
2A note in Brute's copy reads: "(S. M. A. died only in 1821, 8 days after Mother)."

-250Let all our care be for that-how that it may set us free from all all
our troubles instead of the beginning of a miserable eternity.

6.138 To Archbishop John Carroll
10th September 1813

My - our dear Father
You may be sure we recieve your great niece' as we should anyone
belonging to you with a double attention and affection ... I am so
happy to hear from you, and to tell you our dear Father that our dear
Charlotf is now with her friends at liberty much more composed and
disposed to listen to reason than when you last heard from her-she
left us this morning with our amiable and good Sally Coals 3 and assured me she would do her best to keep her mind in Peace and
endeavour by the comparison she would be able to make in her absence from us to ascertain whether she could content herself to return
and remain until almighty God would point out to her some other way
of life.
I inclose you a little letter she wrote me some time ago which occasioned me many tears, and after reading it I took her to the grave of my
Anna on which she sacredly promised me all the confidence and affection of a tender child to its Mother, and since that she has been quite
cheerful and contented - she proposes staying but two weeks at liberty
but it is more probable her return will depend on the state of her mind
after she is there. What would I not give to restore her to true
peace-Ann4 is again doing her best, and when she is good there is no
child so happy and contented as herself-

6.138 AAB 7M9
'The Archbishop had just requested admission to St. Joseph' s Academy for one of his
grandnieces. Jane Brent of Washington.
2possibly Charlotte Nelson (Smith) was discerning a religious vocation.
3Sally Coale was a student at St. Joseph's Academy in 1813. Richard Coale was an early student
at Mount St. Mary' s.
4possibly Ann Nelson (Smith)

-251our excellent Fanny [Jordan] and Margaret' were delighted that
you thought of them in your care for your little niece-they are very
well and doing truly well, as to Fanny she is our pattern of charity,
cheerfulness and humility, in whatever part of the house or department I meet her she gives the spring of gaiety and joy to my heart,
though her own is sorely tried by her situation with her dear parents,
living so near them, and yet so seldom with them, but she conceals
all that with the most cheerful resignation-Kittys 6 health is declining very fast, but her spirits never fail, and the greatest trouble she
has is to be obliged to go to the Infirmary.-Rose [White] is going
with her usual zeal and activity, and all our Sisters have enough of
that as you know our dear Father, for my part I generally feel like the
dry and barren tree 7 among them. you would be delighted to see
Mrs. Farral" going humbly among the Novices to learn her catechism of Sister Kitty-she begged to be admitted as the greatest favour.

'Sister Margaret Farrell George (1787-1868) was born in Ireland, came to the United States as a
child, and resided in Baltimore. The widow of Lucas George of Baltimore, she entered the Sisters of
Charity February 2, 1812, and pronounced vows July 19, 1813, after completing the first novitiate.
She and Teresa Conroy were the last members ofthe first vow group to enterthe community. Known
as Sister Margaret, she taught at St. Joseph's Academy, Emmitsburg, and was elected Treasurer for
several terms beginning in 1812 and served as Secretary (1814). In 1819 she wentto the New York
Asylum, but she returned to St. Joseph's in 1821. Other missions included Frederick (1824),

Richmond (1834), Emmitsburg (1837), and Boston (1841) where she began asylums and schools
for poor children. She went to Cincinnati in 1845, and as the result of cont1ict about the union with
France by the Emmitsburg community, Sister Margaret George became the founding Mother ofthe
Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati in 1852. She died November 12, 1868, at Mount St. Vincent, Cedar
Grove, in Cincinnati and is buried at Mount St. Joseph, Ohio, motherhouse of the Sisters of Charity
of Cincinnati.
6Probably Sister Kitty Mullen, the novice director
7Cf. Luke 13.
"Sister Bridget Farrell (1765-1847) was born in Ireland and immigrated with her family to the
United States where she resided in Baltimore. She was a widow who originally came to St. Joseph's
as a boarder with her daughter, Sister Margaret George. She petitioned for admission to the novitiate
January 3D, 1813. Known as Sister Bridget, she was one of the first two novices (Sister Joanna
Smith was the other novice) admitted after the novitiate was organized. Sister Bridget, fondly
called Ma Farrell, served at Mount St. Mary's (1815) and St. Joseph's Central House where she
died. She is buried in the original community cemetery at Emmitsburg.

-252you will bless us all our dear Father and be assured of the most
grateful affection of all our family and especially of your devoted
Daughter and servant in Christ

EASeton

6.139 To Eliza Sadler
[September 17, 1813]

My own and dear Eliza
never had your poor friend one thought of you but love and dear remembrances-your not writing as often as before often comes to my
mind with the mixture of uneasiness, and the uncertainty of so wide a
distance, but never never with the least diminution of affections which
so far from cooling is softened and endeared by every thought of the
past, often indeed by things the most indifferent in themselves and in
the true inconsistency of a foolish heart like mine my tears will often
start at the recollection of persons who were no ways connected with it
when at Homel-so you may be sure those who have so long lived in
the very center of that poor heart retain their place in full possession
with this only difference that the look is now all for the dear Eternity to
which I slip along so gently and almost imperceptibly that tho ' no evident change of constitution has taken place I feel the general decay of
poor sinking nature enough to shorten my perspective of every scene
beyond the present momentYou may be sure the very possibility of seeing Due is like a foretaste of heaven to me and if she is only delayed by the fear of finding
entrance in St. Josephs house tell her the front door, the back, the side
door which will lead her in the chapel and all the windows up and
down will open at her approach with her little maid who I would rather
she should leave behind if she does not want her for a companion but if
she does, let her not stay a moment or be troubled a moment for her,
6.139 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:51
IElizabeth' s native New York

- 253we will make all go right if once we meet-O I have to take a free
breath at the thoughtWell-and in Baltimore Mrs. [Marie Fran~oise] Chatard wife of
Doctor [Pierre] Chatard in Saratoga Street opposite St. Johns Church
close by Our Bishop Carrols will recieve her as a sweet accomplished
french woman treats the friend of her dearest friend-She will find my
bed there in which our dear little lame Rebecca has been nursed two
months-if the pillows are silk and the counterpane down, she must
do penance in advance for the hard ones she will find at St. JosephsMy Bell rings - good night dearest dear Eliza - if! could pour all the
love I have in my heart for you All-but - Eliza - HIS ONLY WILLtell my own little Mary P[ost] I will write soon to her - We are all
very well - by chance a friend is going tomorrow who will put this in
Baltimore post - I have just received it two hours ago tho it is the 17th
September---our post is bad indeed

6.140 To Julia Scott
27th September 1813

My Julia
the most amiable lady who will hand you this (tho' I have known
her but an hour) promises me to call on you and tell you what you
would most wish to know of your own friend-but she cannot-no no
my Julia I could not myself if at your side tell you half the love and
dearest remembrances of the poor heart, and constant anxieties for our
Maria-often my eyes fill in the silent hour before the altar and I think
my God perhaps - perhaps now she may be in the moment of danger it seems to me a part of the anxieties I was to have felt for my departed
Angel, rest on your darling and I feel all your heart in mine. dear dear
heart I would hold it closer if possible than my own-this dear lady
whose name even I do not know only that she is Mrs. [Rachel]

6.140 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:99

-254Montgomerys' daughter is now waiting for this little word =
dear dear Julia happy she who will see you-Will I ever in this
World-and in the next my Souls dear friend! - but I leave all to him
who loves you more even than I can-tell Maria my heart is with her
all the time - I do beg and intreat you will let me know the moment all
is decidedPeace and love-ETERNITY JuliaYour own EAS

6.141 To Eliza Sadler
[September] 28, [1813]

My Elizato say Due' dear is behind my curtain with the children is the only
word for the Baltimore Post tomorrow early-She will write you
when the poor wearied frame and heart is a little rested-I do not
know a single particular of her journey yet except the usual blessing
which always accompanies her that she found a friend in everyone
she met-could you see my heart in the silence of this moment while
she rests - no - you can guess a little and only a little - dear dear Eliza Peace You shall know at least that this happy Tuesday night 28th - she is
safe and surrounded with love and tenderness, some pain, no doubt
but she says she is in perfect health compared to the beginning of her
journey-

'Rachel Montgomery was a prominent Philadelphia matron and friend of Samuel Cooper. She
converted to Catholicism under the direction of Rev. Michael Hurley, O.S.A. In 1809 she visited
Baltimore and became acquainted with the Sisters of Charity whom she admired. When the sisters
went to Philadelphia in 1814, she supported their work and became the President of the Lady
Managers of the orphanage.
6.141 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:53
'Catherine Dupleix was visiting Elizabeth in Emmitsburg.

-255Peace, Peace - my Eliza a thousand loves to all your EAS

6.142 To Julia Scott
December 15th 1813-

My own and dear JuliaVery weak are human expressions to speak my heart to you-the
long long look through the clouds, and its cries to him who loves to
read what is unutterable cannot reach you dear dear dear friend-oh
yes, this regeneration of yours how gladly would I purchase with a
thousand lives ifI possessed them-dear dearest friend-but only be
yourself in earnest for this dear and better life before you-and We
shall be 0 so happy! the very thought sets the very Soul dancing-indeed my Julia I hardly know a sigh or a sorrow but that-the fear - the
desire for our dear Eternity every thing else is like the flying clouds, I
can jump over all the troubles of this life with more gaiety and real
lightness of heart than even even Betsey Baley' played and laughed
with John Scott, sometimes I can hardly contain my interior cheerfulness so that poor good Miss Montgomery was very correct-and
never so full of it as when I see these dear souls out of [the] World, and
compare with a glance even of thought my happy position and
theirs-oh yes come Julia come and see-you will not say your ride
was lost if you had only to look at our beautiful mountains, but you
will see so many things so drole to you, your amusement would be
quite as great as going to your Springs etc only that the accommodation in our Village2 is very bad and you could not probably remain
more than one night-it is a tavern and of the lowest kind they
say-With me dearest You could not put up with the inconvenience

6.142 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:100
'A spelling of Elizabeth's name before her marriage
2Emmitsburg, Maryland

-256my room the resort of the whole community, and at night our poor little darling Rebecca, her good nurse and Kitty are all my inmates .. .
but you will see what next summer will say - my Julia - next summerdear Maria - how even now - there all my cheerful thoughts are lost in
that one - dear dear Maria What would I give to know - do do write me
if all is well - Oh the sobs of my heart if I had her infant in my
arms-What then yours - the heart of A MOTHER.
-as usual I have put off writing till post day - so be patient with
me-My Julia your Bank note is recieved, and in the calculations of a
Mothers heart is stored in part for my poor Boys who have but one
year more to study and then pity me, for turn out they must whichever
way they are called-my only effort is to command myself sufficiently not to influence them-poor fellows I can never get either of
them to say in earnest what they wish unless it is to stay near Mother
while she lives, but that is childish-God will provide, that is all my
Comfort never did that providence fail me dearest as you know
= do do write me at once about Maria, she is always in all my heart
and prayers with yourself dear dearest friend PEACE-yours always
and forever EASeton
-fine pen and ink as you percieve-never mind-

-257-

1814
6.143 To Robert Goodloe Harper'
1st January 1814

My dear SirI know what Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois has written you lately-I
should have written you myself on the subject of your little Darlings2
health had it not been for a continual expectation of seeing you and
wishing to Keep from Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper an uneasiness
which is perhaps without foundation. but altho Mary [Diana Harper]
looks as well as usual, the frequent return of the cough she was so
much troubled with last winter and frequent pain in her stomach always makes me uneasy-her appetite is more than good and she is
very lively therefore it is probably worms which trouble her-but as a
parent myself I wish you to give some direction or hasten your promised visitwith the most grateful respect I am very sincerely yours EASeton

6.144 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+Saturday afternoon [n.d.]

the hard struggles of Death in Benedicta [Corishr dearest child I

6.143 MHS MS 1304, #1
IThis is a postscript to Elizabeth Harper's letter.
2Mary Diana Harper was a student at St. Joseph's, beginning in 1811. In later years other Harper
girls, Elizabeth and Emily, also attended the Academy at Emmitsburg.
6.144 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:35
ISister Benedicta Corish died January 14, 1814. She was formerly a boarder at SI. Joseph's
Academy (1812) before entering the novitiate. Her sister, Camilla, also entered the Sisters of
Charity, and their mother became a Visitation nun. Known as Sister Benedicta, she was permitted to
pronounce her vows January 9, 1814, on her deathbed one week before she died at SI. Joseph's. She
is buried in the original community cemetery.

-258could not lift her and Teresa2 doing it she thanked her and repeated
bless you my Sister but in an instant as if she had given me pain in not
recieving my services she wraps her arms round my neck fastens her
cold mouth on the face repeating "dearest dearest dearest dearest
Mother 1 am yours"-yes my dear one you are his "I hope so
Mother-oh it will come now so Soon ... and all the angels will rejoice 1 hope - and the Saints will all be here . .. 1 hope 0 my Jesus
come and take me ifitis your will [from] this land of Exile where 1 am
only sobbing and nothing here for me, 1 look all round my Mother there is nothing here for me"3 ...
-true dearest child every breath she draws is a sob. 1 hope indeed
as your Gazette said last night that her packages are all well marked
and recieved . .. she has been so dear, beautiful a model of sweetness
and that bonte you desire dear G4 -she says every communion she
made she always did it as her last - and except two she always went
like the prodigal,' those two were "Behold the handmaid of the
Lord"6- 0 our Jesus - his pure and innocent handmaid.
Night of the Holy Name [January 2]
poor happy agonizing Benedicta [Corish] has passed her day dead
yet alive (the soul scarcely appearing)-your poor Mother alive yet
deadRebecca in communion this morning so pure and angelic in her
preparation and enjoyment-asked her did she remember you, she
was surprised at the word "indeed" said she "I remembered, 1 never
miss a day of my life and certainly would not in communion."-her

2Teresa Conroy (1780-1823), originally from Ireland, was admitted as a candidate February 2,
1812, and pronounced vows July 19, 1813, after completing the first novitiate. She and Sister
Margaret George were the last members of the first vow group to enter the community. Known as
Sister Teresa, she was one of the founders of the first mission away from Emmitsburg at the Asylum
in Philadelphia in 1814. Her other missions included Mount St. Mary's, Emmitsburg (1817),
Philadelphia, (1818), and New York. At the recommendation and insistence of Sister Cecilia
O'Conway who was Sister Servant, Teresa was recalled to St. Joseph's, Emmitsburg (1821), for
"fits of temper." She died at Emmitsburg November 6, 1823, and is buried in the original cemetery.
'Cf. Tobit 13 and 14.
4Elizabeth often affectionately referred to Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., as "G," a reference to his
middle name which was Gabriel.
5Cf. Luke 15:24.
6Luke 1:38

-259great dilemma was how to give her plenary indulgence7 to Sister
Benedicta for her departure, or to resign so great a grace for herself to
begin this "new life" which she has so much at heart-if I could tell
you half the amiable conduct of the little darling as Rose [White] and
the Sisters tell me you would be delighted-Oh-graces graces
graces yet all at the end of the day is but one long sigh

6.145 To Rebecca Seton
Octave of Epiphany 1814 Eternity

Yes, my little darling go, if you can obtain permission - go, I and be
seated with his holy Name which will protect and bless you in life and
death
- to-morrow I go, with you in my heart to beg him to prepare you
well
Your Mother

6.146 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[n.d.)

command-blessed G - I am so in love now with the rules that I see
the bit of the bridle all gold, and the reins all of silk-you know my
sincerity, since with the little attraction to your Brothers government, I
I ever eagerly seek the grace [page torn] cords he entangles me with
[page torn] turn of temper [page torn]

7A Catholic belief in the remission of all temporal punishment due to sin often conferred at the
moment of death and related to the individual's prior prayers and good works.
6.145 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:42d
IElizabeth encouraged Rebecca to receive Holy Communion and promised to pray for her.
6.146 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:34b
IRev. John Dubois, S.S., was superior of the community.

-260Still tell me my Father [page tom] way in all this, how well I rejoice
to tum to it if it would differ from mine, which really is but a poor lazy
system for Peace with some at the expence of others I [unclear] afraid
of-

6.147 To Rebecca Seton
[n.d.]

My own darlingYour poor Mother does pray for you with the cries of a Mothers
heart-My Souls darling bear all your pains' with our Jesus and commit your precious Soul all to him and you must pray much for me - that
at last in our dear Eternity we may rest in him foreverYour Mother blesses and prays for you now while you sleep so
sweetly under the shadow of his Wing with our dearest Josephine
== 0 be blessed - be blessed both, and all 5 forever2

6.148 To Catherine Seton
6th February 1814

My Josephine
say Amen to your Mother to the alleluas in heaven. We will go and
be there forever love and Peace to you - till our dear Eternity and then
Eternal joy secured forever +

6.147 AS.JPH 1-3-3-12:42b
'Rebecca' s intense suffering resulting from her tubercular hip
2Prayers for a blessed eternity for all five of her children
6.148 AS.JPH 1-3-3-12:49d

-2616.149 To Rebecca Seton
+6th February 1814

Our dear Eternity my Rebecca - now love joy and - Peace
Your Mother

6.150 To Robert Goodloe Harper
6th February 1814

My dear SirI have this moment an opportunity which will reach you immediately with the assurance that your dear darling has recovered from her
cold-We gave her a settled station near the fire at night for the remainder ofthe Winter, and anticipated your wish of the use of warmed
oil and the magnesia Dr. Thomas recommended - and the effect it has
produced though a temporary relief, convinces us that the malady of
Mary [Diana Harper] proceeds from the tape worm as her passages
produced only those Abundant little white seeds which Buchan says is
the certain indication of it-however the little darling is very gay and
lively except when these pains of the stomach attack her and they now
pass in play after the late use of the warm oil-but after a while she is
obliged to yield to her lassitude and a small degree of fever 'till the use
of the oil is renewed-She has used it twice this winter agreeable to
the method usually prescribed, and also we give her bitters made of
the old wine you left.
-Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper must not be uneasy, her darling
has every care - my only anxiety was that you should be made Acquainted with her complaint, to take whatever measures you thought
proper-

6.149 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:42c
6.150 AAB 12W6

-262We often see your dear Charles [Harper], he is very wellwith affectionate respects to Mrs. Harper Your Servant and friend
EASeton

6.151 To Catherine Carroll Harper
[received March 6, 1814]

My dear Mrs. Harper
I hope you have recieved my repeated assurances that your darling l
is much better as you must be extremely uneasy. She was again suffering the pain in her bowels when the steel powders arrived, and we
gave first a gentle dose of ipacacuan 2 as directed, and since the steel
which agrees very well with her--do not be anxious about the stoves
or her want of exercise - She is but a little while in the stove room and
it is never hot or confined as you may suppose - the large room without
a stove is her place of study and most of her classes - the weather is already fine and we give her as much exercise as depends on us but you
know how very wet the ground is at this season Whenever it is clear
and cold she enjoys herself extremelyI suppose my dear Madam her complaint will gradually disappear
as in other children - mine have been also subject to worms at her age
and older, without any consequence as they have grown up - my anxiety for Mary was from her very frequent return of cough and the unusual delicacy of her appearance and the cough has almost intirely
disappearedI earnestly hope that yourself and your kind children are recovered
- Mary will write you immediately and so will Charles [Harper] he is
in excellent health and spirits. I have not seem Emelius lately but Mr.
[John] Dubois would have mentioned it ifhe had been otherways than
well6.151 AAB 12Wl
IMary Diana Harper
2Preparation made fro m the roots of a tropical American shrub used to induce vomiting

-263My dear Madame your little darlings letter is not well written but I
was unwilling to vex her by requiring her to copy it-

6.152 To Julia Scott
Anna two years gone March 14th 1814

My own dear Juliayour sorrowful time of separation from your dearest one is I fear
very near-sometimes I try to calculate about War or Peace, supposing it is very probably the event of either will greatly influence our
dear Maria1-O my Julia how can you be yet delighted with such a tiring life - I look up to my darling gone, and think I would rather it
should all be as it is, than to see her in the continual vicissitudes we are
in.
Your last word of J[ohn] M[orin] Scott was his Easton expedition 2
and pain on your heart for his indisposition-I wrote him a little letter
in answer to his most dear and saucy one hoping "Marias next year
would be more fortunate" so do I most earnestly-but your anxieties
my own friend there is the point. never can a child know what a
Mother suffers you will feel for me when I tell you my poor William seems rather
inclined to follow the drum3-Young Brene one of his fellow students and some other of his companions left the Seminary for a commission and if it was not for the boundless love for Mother and
Rebecca and Kitty he would probably be off-poor child - he dont
know for what endless regret perhaps-however I must try soon to get
him some employment as he is already in his 18th year-18 years

6.152 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:102
'Julia' s married daughter, Maria Pederson, had been married less than two years and was
preparing to embark on a trip to Europe.
2Julia' s brother, Samuel Sitgreaves, had a home in Easton, Pennsylvania.

3Wlliam was interested in joining the navy.
4Both John and Robert Brent were students at Mount SI. Mary's 1810-1813. They were related to
Daniel Brent, nephew of Archbishop John Carroll, who was a clerk in the Department of State.

-264since I held the head of dear Charlott in the tooth ach while under her
hospitable roof-Oh Julia dear how much has happened since! - Well
I so much nearer home-the long eternal homedo write a word of your heart about Maria - if she really will go What a husband it must be who can replace such a Mother dear dearest Julia be blessed a thousand times if I had you in my
arms and heart I would be too happy-yet I sometimes say to myself,
if! had for an hour, a day, a week itself What would it be to part again
with redoubled sorrow-Never never till in the heaven of heavens,-and will you not think about it--can you suffer your eyes and
heart to stop on this black earth-look Julia - Oh see how bright clear
and cheering the sky above - above dearest-do you remember the
widow of General Montgomery in New York' well in my wicked
playfulness I use to say she was like the pigs because she could never
look up-well do do look up Julia and cry up too with your whole dear
heart and I too-yes never can I forget what is as near to me as my own
soul.
I found Rebecca and Kitty in a great question the other day "was
not Aunt Scott Mothers own own sister like Aunt Post?" one insisted
and the other doubted so I explained to them you were more to us than
our own own sister Your own own, with love to all all
yours EAS.

6.153 Copy to George Weis'
March 19th 1814

" ... as often I look at the crucifix I think of you as if I could see
your name was written there on our crucified lord, as indeed it is, my
poor xxx, with my poor bad name and the thousands who forget him

5A

General Richard Montgomery fought in the American Revolution.

6.153 ASJPH 1-1-1-12:99 (4) (manuscript copy) No original exists.
IThe text is in the handwriti ng of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S. Brute sometimes substituted "xxx" for a
person' s name in the material he copied.

-265even more than we do, so we must remember them before him these
beautiful days to come,,2

6.154 To Eliza Sadler
[postmark March 23]1814

My dear ElizaSister P[ost] writes me that Due' said she had written me, and I
have never received a line from her since she left Baltimore so many
months ago-perhaps you too may have written, but not a word has
reached us - or perhaps Due has told you how much I write for the
House,' and you think to spare my letter writing---dear friend how
many perhaps's in this world - but at least I have an assurance that you
are all well from the sweetest most endearing pen of our dear Helen3
herself-to tell you the meltings of my heart when I read a most kind,
affectionate, easy letter from her - so unexpected-Well so the heavenly drop falls sometimes. 0 for the moment of the torrent I am growing old, and would be quite impatient of life if it was not for the lesson
you learnt even to Betsey Bailey: to take all things quietly. dear
Eliza, and the matron step will I ever forget-no never.
You would have laughed some days ago as I did to hear William
explaining to Rebecca and Kitty that Aunt and Uncle Sadler he remembered very well were only dearest friends of Mother and Papa,
but Aunt Sadler was not my own sister like Aunt Post-Yet how sorry
I was to be obliged to give a half assent to the earnest question-but
Uncle Craig is our own uncle they insisted - and I turned very busy

2Brute wrote: "(Easter and the holy week):' Easter that year was April 10.
6.154 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:54
ICatherine Dupleix had visited Elizabeth at Emmitsburg in September 1813.
2Elizabeth took care of correspondence for the community and the academy.
' Helen Bayley, Elizabeth's half-sister, was engaged to Eliza Sadler's brother Samuel Craig. She
was living with her brother Guy Carleton Bayley who had recently married Grace Roosevelt.
4Elizabeth's maiden name

-266from them not to put the cold negative.'
dearest Eliza all goes well with us, my greatest anxiety in life is my
poor Boys. William was 17 last November - look out for himself he
must - part from Mother he must-poor dear child - Young [Charles]
Carrol who was with him in the seminary is gone out in the suit of Mr.
Clay,6 and his dearest friend young Brene has a commission and William feels now all the pain of his situation-to send him to New York
is very difficult-God alone can help me out of the dilemma sometimes I have thought of asking dear Craig to take the four hundred dollars a year [Antonio] Filicchi allows for them and fix him in some
respectable counting house, but Craig has already had so much trouble with our family and William is not determined in his wish to be a
merchant
Richard is Mothers boy forever, but a lively crazy he told Rebecca
laughing the other day, "I dreamt I was a soldier last night, and when I
found it was a dream it seemed I would die with joy-I would rather
come and see you little Becky"-and he is nearly a year and half
younger than William, and four years younger in mindWrite me soon dearest Eliza - I cannot rest on the thought a moment
that you have any particular reason for not writing-kindest affectionate remembrances to all
Your own friend EAS

' Elizabeth· s eldest son. William, was explaining to his younger sisters, Rebecca and Catherine,
that Eliza Craig Sadler and her husband Henry were not related by blood to the Setons as was Mary
Bayley Post, their maternal aunt. Both of Eliza' s brothers, William and Samuel. married half-sisters
of Elizabeth and the children felt wannly toward them.
6Several Carrolls were at Mount St. Mary's simultaneously: Charles (1 813-1816), son of Charles
Carroll of Baltimore, and Daniel (1811-1814) and William (1811-1817), sons of Charles Carroll of
Washington. The suit of Mr. Clay probably refers to Henry Clay (1777-1852) who entered the
United States House of Representatives in 1811 (speaker, 1811-1814), where he became one of the
leaders of the "War Hawks," an expansionist group of members of Congress who favored the war
with Britain. In 1814 he was a member of the United States Peace Commission at Ghent, which
drafted the treaty ending the War of 1812. Clay was elected to the House of Representatives four
more times, serving as speaker 1815-1820 and 1823-1825.
7Both John and Robert Brent, from Washington, were students at Mount St. Mary' s 1810-1813.
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6.155 To Rebecca Seton
[4/nd]

Still only your poor Mothers poor blessing the disappointment is
very great at St. Joseph's but none so great as poor Mother but you
know the only will of our dear lord is so good-We will not be separated long l I will even come to you this afternoon if it should clear?
Mr. Dedier2 waitslove and blessing to dear Su[ san Clossy]-tell her she was my first
thought at communion this morning even before youLove to good Miss Polly-Be good
Bless my Dick for me.

6.156 To Rebecca Seton
[4/nd]

My own dear bec,
I cannot to carry my bones 3 days running to the mountain. So it is
best to go the days there will be Vespers and benedictionyou must not be too happy by having your Mother too - love love
love-to my own dear R[ichar]d.
above all your Mother

6.155 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:41a
lRebecca spent Holy Week in the infirmary at Mount St. Mary's preparing for Confirmation
under the direction of Rev. John Dubois. S.S. She was staying with Sister Susan Clossey who was
probably helping out on the mountain. Later in April. Rebecca went to Baltimore to be confirmed by
Archbishop John Carroll.
2Anthony Deydier (b.1788) taught at Mount St. Mary's for four years (1812-1816). He was
known for his success as a trapper of wildlife at the Mountain.
6.156 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:41c
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6.157 To Rebecca Seton
[4/nd]

My own Rebecca
a mothers tenderest blessing is all I have and all you want-and to
dearest Sus[an Clossy] and our own Dick-I yet hope to see you tomorrow-his only will darling = you are in your Mothers heart and []
as if we had but one Soul.
--dear dear darling = goodnight in my communion tomorrow how
close I will hold yougive this to the brother if he comes to see you-it is about his post
letters and Eternity-One Eternity darling
Beck
Rebecca
Rebecca
Rebecca a

6.158 To Rebecca Seton
Sunday Eveg. [while in Baltimore during her illness]

-Be good is all Mother can say-Annina says it too
If you have indeed received the Blessed Sacrament of the Holy

Ghost' Oh carefully carefully preserve the Gift--all is well-We
long for your return a thousand blessings to my darling =
Your own Mother.

6.157 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:41d
6.158 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:41b
'According to Rev. Charles I. White Rebecca received the sacrament of Confmnation during her
stay in Baltimore in April 1814. In his life of Elizabeth Seton, Rev. Joseph I. Dirvin states that
Rebecca received Continuation in Baltimore in 1814. There is no record of her receiving the
sacrament in Emmitsburg.

-2696.159 To Rebecca Seton
[while in Baltimore during her illness]

My soul's little Darling:Mother' s eyes fill with tears even when she thinks of you-but loving tears of joy that my dear one may suffer and bear pain, and resign
herself to the will of our Dearest, and be the child of his cross. You
know mother has often told you that the one who suffers most is the
dearest to me, and so our Dearest loves the child he afflicts with a double love. Remember, my dear one, what mother told you about love
and obedience to our so kind and tender friend,' and our Dearest, not
to forget him a moment: you know he never forgets you; and do not
mind kneeling, but speak your heart to him anywhere. May his dear,
dearest blessing be on you! ... Jesus, Mary, and Joseph bless and love
you.

6.160 To Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute, S.S.
[after Easter, 1814]

How are they loved!!! thy dwelling Lord
How are they loved with rapture pure
While Love a Victim conquering reigns
Triumphant Faith makes known thy power
How are they blest who know thee there
and from thy Altars breathe their Sighs
one moment passed in thy delights
Is worth whole ages of Earths empty joys
Possessed of thee! and in this all possessing
Even heaven itself enjoyed within the heart
Infinite love! Oh keep, 0 seal the blessing
o stay, and reign till life itself depart

6.159 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth edition, 357.
'Marie Fran~oise Chatard
6.160 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:39

-270Infinite love! I- thyself bestowing
The more enjoyed-the more desired
Consuming still-and still renewing
The happy heart Thyself has fired
Surrounded by adoring angels
Their sovereign Lord by love consealed
In silent wonder cherubs envy
Those joys by Faith alone revealed
And could I on the World bestow
This heart when once possessed by thee
This Heart Ail Thine! 0 save dear Lord
and from my weakness set me free

o Sovereign! reign, command, controul
Reign over ail, by right of loveAdieu false joys, Vain World aDieu
My Jesus is my only Good.
these last two verses how unnecessary to us I would not have
thought the original could have been traced in these first rhymes of
poor Mother. first in her life. -only to dwell on so dear a subject-my Brother must give the verse omitted, the best but not to be
rendered, only felt. the sense I remember was, can We call any thing
we may offer, so small and little, a Sacrifice compared witho our Jesus!!! to have seen my own two Boys in his sanctuary this
day at the moment of the elevation each holding the chasuble] -then
Communion, the fears and hopes and desires of a Mother what is the
heart made of to hold so much-2

lElizabeth' s sons were serving Mass. A chasuble was the outer vestment worn by the priest.

2Written along the side of the page by the verses: "can this be said"
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6.161 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.e.D.))
WhitSunday 29th May 1814

My most dear Stanislaus To day we both had the happiness of recieving our only beloved
through whom we hope to receive the blessed Spirit, as he sent it on to
the disciples, you know how tenderly our dear Lord speaks to them in
the holy Gospel of to day where he tells them so sweetly as if to give
them comfort "let not yout heart be troubled nor let it be
afraid"2--then let us trust in his dear mercy, and let not our hearts
be so much troubled about our sins as to forget to trust in him, no, how
could he call himself our tender and dear Father if he had not compassion on his children--I was reading to day about those who are in
trouble of mind it says that when we are troubled we forget how good
our Jesus is, we do not think of how merciful he has been to us--ah
let us not be so I told my Jesus this morning when I had the happiness
of recieving him, I said, ah could I say with St. Paul "it is not I who
lives, but it is Jesus lives in me."3
My Stanislaus Peace - your Sion4

6.161 ASJPH 1-3-3-26:C-17
lMary Smith was born in Frederick County, Maryland and attended St. Joseph' s Academy
1810-1814. She entered the Carmelite Monastery in Port Tobacco, Maryland, became known as
Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus, and made her profession January 18, 1819. Stanislaus was
probably Elizabeth's pet name for her.
ln 1790 four nuns from English speaking Carmelite communities in Hoogstaet and Antwerp,
Belgium, established the first Carmelite foundation in the United States at Port Tobacco, Charles
County, Maryland. The nuns were Mother Bernardina (Anne) Matthews, Sister Mary Eleanora
(Susanna) Matthews, Sister Mary Aloysia (Ann Teresa) Matthews, and Sister Clare Joseph
(Frances) Dickinson. All but Sister Clare Joseph were natives of Maryland.
The Carmelite Sisters are a cloistered order of women religious founded in 1452 in Italy. During
the sixteenth century they underwent a reform under the leadership of St. Teresa of Avila
(1515-1582), the first woman Doctor of the Church (1970).
2John 14:1
30al. 2:20
4Sion or Zion is a name for Jerusalem.
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6.162 To Julia Scott
1st June 1814

My dear dear Julia.
it is tme I am accustomed often to your silence, but for some time
past have felt an unaccountable uneasiness as you mentioned in your
last thatJ[ohn] M[orin] S[cott] has been much reduced by a weakening complaint, yourself not well, and anticipating all the pain of the
dreaded seperation from Maria-I have written twice since that time,
and have now some apprehension that all this war and bustle I hear is
going on in the world, may have troubled you in some particular manner-perhaps even in the politics - dear Maria gone! - 0 my Julia
there is the point I feel most for you-dear dear friend when once I had
such a thought how much worse it was to me than the separation
which has since taken place.
do do write me one line-say I am well Wishing to be good, J M
S[cott] is well, and doing well-Maria is well and happy and with
me-there Julia is all you need say since you are so lazy-yet dear
dear friend perhaps you are very sick, or ... but all conjecture is useless-only write if you can We are all well-very well-and I am always your
own friend EAS.

6.163 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.e.D.)
June 3d, 1814

May my Stanslaus be blessed ...
all day I have been expecting a few lines from one I love so tenderly-ah shall we have the happiness of receiving our Jesus next

6.162 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:101

-273Thursday? I fear not, but do not let us give up the dear hope of again
having the happiness of being united to our only beloved by his happy
coming oh may our hearts which have once been united to him their
good Shepherd like poor little lost sheep brought back to the fold, and
compelled as it were to stay among the happy flock' oh may they
never go astray again, may they as it were be chained with the chains
of divine love to their only refuge ...
Oh those hearts which was, and will be I hope again and again consecrated and devoted to him forever, may he protect them from every
danger and keep them under the shadow of his wing,2 bless, sanctify,
and make them his forever and ever for all Eternity - the bell rings my
owndear-your Sion

6.164 To Julia Scott
14 June 1814

My own and dear Julia
I repeat to you I shall truly love money by and by since it is the only
means by which I can hear from you.' dear dear friend could I but pay
you back as I would wish by opening to you the door of my heart and
showing you what passes there in desires and love for you my Julia
dear, my dear enveloped, precious, heaven born friend weighed and
pressed down by the sickening atmosphere of your scene of pain and
disappointment-your dear Maria2 going then indeed - my friend
could I but comfort you-but pour the balm of the only true consolation over your dear heart and persuade you my precious friend that
while you go on so carelessly waiting for the necessary grace as you
' Cf. John 10.
2Cf. Ps. 91.

6.164 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:103
'Julia often sent money to Elizabeth in her letters.
2Julia's daughter, Maria Pederson, was traveling to Europe with her husband.

-274say to be good, life passes passes and at the end of it you will find it is
not the graces which have been wanting, but the dispositions my own
friend-twenty five years I have know[n] you the same dear elegant
slave of the World-and-and - What my friend? not do as others
do--true my Julia the compromise is very hard but-well you understand more than I can tell you, and do at least use your grace of a begging heart, I never knew one who could better gain a point of Father,
husband and friend than you always could, how then would he who is
so much more than Father, husband and friend refuse you my Julia
dear do do beg him, and I with you, and more your little Beck and
Kitty, and more good souls than theirs beg for you, and my comfort is
that he whom we beg loves you more than I can love you.
Your dear Charlott always sick, and poor Brother too with what
tenderness of affection I would still hang over them as 20 years ago but my Julia - so it is - and the heart can be heard only by him who
reads without words, and recieves the thousand sighs for souls so precious-and your honorable J[ohn] M[orin] S[cott] to be left alone
while you are from home - that troubles you too I know - Well Julia
dear trouble trouble everywhere till-but we must be good first-will
you pray do do--try to promise me that whenever you see the sun set
you will lift your heart with mine and pierce beyond his golden
clouds--do do - Julia my Julia pay me back for taking your money and
give me all I askYour own friend EASeton

6.165 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.e.D.)
June 21st 1814

My dear Stans,
I salute you in the Sacred Hearts

6.165 ASJPH 1-3-3-26:C-18

-275-you know one of our little rules is the sweet Virtue of modesty
which the blessed St. Alosious' practiced so much ...
It is one of the ways to prepare our hearts for the happy day approaching so fast
--You cannot think what I felt when I read the sweet Meditation
this morning on the grace and love of our Jesus for us in the divine
communion-o my Stanslaus how sweet it is to go and talk to our dearest in the
tabernacle - go my darling throw yourself at his dear feet, speak and
open your poor heart to him, tell him all your wants and all your sufferings ...
I went to him this morning and told him all my little wants and desires, and how much I wished to please him-I know you wish the
same most sincerely as your ever loving little friendSion

6.166 To Julianna White'
28 June 1814

love and blessing blessing and love a thousand times to my Juliana
- Rose [White] will tell you all the restYour own friend and poor Mother EAS

1St. Aloysius Gonzaga (1568-91) was a favorite patron of young people.
6.166 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:50,2
'Juliana White from Baltimore was a student at St. Joseph' s Academy. She was the daughter of
Abraham White Jr., and married Judge Thomas Parken Scott (1804-1873), son of the honorable
John Scott, ajudge ofthe Supreme Court of Maryland, and Eliza Goodwin. They had four children.
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6.167 To Antonio Filicchi
1st July 1814

My dear Antonio-The glad and happy news of the Restoration of our holy Father,!
and the quick thought again I shall hear from my dear Filicchis all
struck at one moment,' and the next was to write you also as soon as
possible.-My last letter I believe simply stated our removal from
Baltimore to the mountains (a part of the blue ridge)-our settlement
in our St. Joseph's Valley-Cecilias and Harriets death after their
most blessed conversion-indeed dear Antonio I hardly know where
the thread of the story was broken - but - but - since that - Anina - the
dear darling of her Mother - and best example of her Sisters and
Brothers, is gone also. they all lie close together in the little wood
nearest our dwelling-Rebecca the youngest fell while playing two
winters ago and is now lame with a crutch for life, but by much suffering is preparing and hastening I believe to her happy Eternity-Kitti
(my Josephine) is delicate, lovely and pious as a little angel, I could
give you no idea of her equal to her good and happy character-the
two Boys· of an age now and strength to gain their own living and turn
out in the world are the only objects of pity because boys being less
solid in piety than girls can be more easily led astray, especially when
drawn by protestant connections as mine very probably will beI draw once more your four hundred yearly bounty but have the full
hope that it is the last, as William the eldest is now about making his
decision to engage in a counting house, or to go to sea-it would be
useless dear Antonio to attempt to say what my solicitude and care for
these poor Boys would dictate-one only point in view - their

6.167 AMSJ A 111056
!Pope Pius VII was liberated from his imprisonment at Fontainbleau and departed for Rome as a
resultofthe defeat of Napoleon in March and his abdication April 7. 1814. This changed the politics
and markets of the world because communication and goods could now pass freely across the seas,
2This is Elizabeth's first letter to her dear friend and benefactor Antonio Filicchi in four years.
3Catherine had just turned fourteen years of age.
4Her son William was seventeen and his brother Richard was fifteen.

-277precious Souls, and dear Eternity, I have no earthly interest for them
but as far as this point is included-they are so far children of exemplary conduct as it relates to common behaviour, and the simple discharge of pious duties, but they have no striking talents, no
remarkable qualifications, nor are their dispositions even unfolded in
many points - they can never be brought to express any decided wish,
but the only desire to please Mother and do what she thinks besthow much I wished they might have the high calling to the
Sanctuari if such a favour could have been bestowed-but our God
looks down with pity and knows what is best-I would be affraid to
indulge such a wish a moment unless we could see it was in the order
of his divine providence. if they were near you all would be secure,
but as it is I must trust as you used to tell me dear Antonio to St Peteror rather to St Joseph 6 under whose special care I have always placed
them, but more then all to him who has so tenderly fed his orphans and
poor little widow-the first word I believe you ever said to me after
the first salute was to trust all to him who fed the fowls of the air and
made the lilies grow 7 -and I have trusted and he has fed and with your
own hand in great measure for you may be sure my Brother I have
never asked a dollar of all the fine subscriptions you procured me before you went away-because-I have never wanted it is the best reason-your annual 400 will help so much to your crown and our dear
Filippo's [Filicchi] in heaven and your satisfaction on earth that it
could never be drawn from a better quarter-Mrs. [Julia] Scott has
never varied the same tender, attentive heart and purse - this will give
you pleasure I knowo my dear Antonio - this world is nothing but if I had it all I would
give it to see you, and Filippo and your precious family and to lay my
whole heart before you, and yet it would be to say what is unutterablemy love, gratitude, and thousand desires of your best happiness-but
the only only adorable will forever, if I shall see you no more in this
world I do confidently hope for the next-and will pray for you all and
beg others to pray for you while I have breath to ask it5Vocations to the priesthood
"St. Peter, the apostle, and St. Joseph, the guardian of the Holy Family at Nazareth
7Cf. Luke 12:27.

-278the Blessed Bishop [John] Chevrous has indeed been all the way to
our mountains to say "Be blessed"-his blessing you know Antonio
clothed in all his Episcopal dignity - he was like a father to us, and
spoke of you almost with extravagance, esteem and veneration does
not say half he expressed about you-My dear dear Antonio if you
knew what God has done for me in calling us in his church, if you
knew the daily Mass, and constant communions, the peace, and rest of
his Sanctuary for your poor little American Sister, amidst all these
rolling billows of our passage to Eternity you would say with me
blessed be the hour you touched the American shore-and poor good
Mrs. [Catherine] Duplex too through storms and difficulties (to which
mine were but gentle breezes) is safe also in the ark of refuge8 Bless him Antonio, bless, lift your hands and my beautiful
Georgino' S9 to heaven for the souls you were sent to bring to his sheep
fold-and good Mrs. Grim 10 with a whole sweep of children, and a
good soul now a Sister in this house all have shared his bounty from
YOUR hand and your blessed FilipposNow you may suppose my best efforts to be grateful by being faithful-but - you know your poor little Sister was very wicked and is
very very wicked with constant desires to be good-pray for me that
your good work may be compleated-to the End.
Oh do take each of your children separately and bless them and embrace them for me - and your ever dear Amabilia [Filicchi] tell her
how good I would now be to make up for my former badness if I had
again the happiness to pass one more day with her in this
world-What would I not give to kiss the feet of your dear Filippo,
Your coat sleeve Antonio-O-fancies no no more in this world pray pray pray that is allhave no uneasiness for me unless for the poor boys (their Salvation
I mean) they are now pious and singularly innocent but 0 how soon
8Catherine Dupleix had converted to Catholicism in the faB of 18 12.
9 Antonio's son
10 At some time Eliza Grim may have boarded at St. Joseph's as did other widows, but there is no
record in Council Minutes or the Catalog of the Sisters of Mrs. Grim having been admitted to the
community. A widow and convert from New York, she expressed an interest in coming to
Emmitsburg before her son enrolled in Mount St. Mary's in 1811. Elizabeth Seton befriended
young Charles Grim during his student days (1811-18 18).

-279that is lost-well God and God alone he will do--it cannot be I suppose that the Abby Plunket'I and Mrs. Basasatrre l 2 are yet alive - often
I think of them and Dr. Tutilli 13 who I know is gone - and your dear
Mother and Camilla-Ah Antonio - many remembrances - I remember every individual at Leghorn, the Servants even and their names as
if but yesterday, and all with gratitude for kindnessI have seen no more ofMr. Visher since leaving Baltimore he told
me then that Mrs. Marie Filicchi l4 was in unusual good health do remember me most gratefully to her-O when I think of her kindness
and the love of you all to the poor strangere l5 I could pour out my very
heart at your feeta gentleman has promised to forward this-but if it ever reaches
you how uncertainever your own own poor little Sister EASeton

6.168 To Joseph O'Conway
+9th July 1814

My dear Joseph
I can never tell you the pleasure your little word of friendship gave

to me, or the sorrow which succeeded in the immediate recollection
that I do not know even the name of anyone in New Orleans except
Mr. [William] Dubourgs, and as Mr. [John] Dubois was in the House I
told him how it would gratify me to comply with your request and as I
could not, perhaps he had friends there whom he could interest-but
he replied he knew no one but Mr. Dubourg so that I am deprived of
the happiness of being of the least use to you but by my poor prayers
11 Abbe Peter Plunkett, a friend of the Filicchis. discussed Catholicism with Elizabeth Seton
during her stay in Leghorn (Livorno).
12possibly Mrs. Baragazzi, Amabilia Filicchi's mother
13The physician who attended William Magee Seton in Italy
14Mary Cowper Filicchi, Filippo's wife
15Cf. Matt. 25:35.
6.168 PAHRC MC 44:1,6

-280and be assured such as they are, you will be often remembered in them
- Cecilia [O'Conway] hung her head for a moment and the tears fell
when she read your letter but she said "it is indeed his Native place
dear Joseph !"-her health is much better than formerl y - her heavenly
Virtues are a Benediction on our house.
Josephine and Rebecca remember you with much affection Rebecca in Particular has even an uncommon attachment to youPray too for us dear Joseph I much fear you will be gone before our
slow mail will bring this to you-Affectionate remembrances to your
dear family from your true friend EASeton.
just rec[ eive]d your letter.

6.169 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
Transfiguration [August 6, 1814]

--Ma [Bridget] Farral walks in and says with her little nod
"Mother there was a little disipation at 3 oc1ock adoration I meant to
be so recollected, and was so affraid to forget, and so I stood up and
devoutly said the Angelus, and then turned to the children and told
them to pray for me as my head is a little tumed the Lord be praised for
it is good for me to be humbled"-She is sometimes childrens angel
and an angel indeed.
-You have no idea how very gently all goes on- Sister Betsey
[Boyle] in her Baptismal innocence I think (you know Mr. [John]
Moranville received and baptised just a year I believe before she
came) gradually I try to draw her to the charge of the novices that they
may get her so pure and heavenly spirit-She kept their chapter once
but not till I pictured the characters of all told her almost to a word (as
she said after) what each one would say and how she must answer-how our beloved must love such Souls-and I a torpedo
among them, for they tell the Superior [John Dubois] I strike their
very joints when I say a word, yet with our God I do feel at least

6.169 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:41

-281acquitted, that from the first moment of the morning, I am in one continual watch to keep down my eyebrows and wear a ready smile if
even it sometimes be "ghastly" as to the words I see plainly it is like
changing an Ethopian to pretend to preserve the spirit of detail which
the charity and natural disposition of our Superior has made the Spirit
of our Community-long may our Lord spare him to it for who could
ever be found to unwind the ball as he does and stop to pick out every
knot - too happy I to break the knot and piece it again-and it does
seem to blind eyes like mine so far from the spirit of Simplicity to be
obliged to spell every word, and feel the pulse with your Sisters but I
will try more and more

6.170 Draft to Francis Vespre'
August 15, 1814

as I am so old and Mother the grave 'Sir' may give place to the now
congenial word friend so dear in the union of our happy Faith and
daily offerings-then, our Kind friend, recieve our grateful thanks for
your beautiful and most acceptable little present - I wish you could
have enjoyed the pleasure of the surrounding countenances when it
was openedSome of our happiest Souls are already engaged to pray for you and
the Brother so dear to you, for my poor little part long before we had
the pleasure of seeing you our Mountain Brother [John Dubois] had
already placed you among the first in the daily memento-and do do
pray for us, we want so much also the coming of the dear Kingdom that the Soverign rights of the adored Master may be well established
amongst Usever your true friend in him-E
6.170 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:78,3
'Francis Vespre (b.1783) emigrated to the United States from France and entered St. Mary's
Seminary in 1813. He received only the tonsure in 1816 because he did not wish to rush his decision.
After two years at the seminary in Baltimore, he left for Leghorn (Livorno) in 1818 with the plan of
entering the Jesuit novitiate in Rome, Italy.

-2826.171 To Robert Goodloe Harper
October 15th 1814

My dear Siryour little Mary [Diana Harper's] charms me so much by her improvement and attention to many parts of her Education that I cannot
forbear begging you again to write to her, or suggest to me any means
you think proper to check the little proud heart which <is> becomes
really insupportable to her Teachers-if they give her an advice
gently, she answers, I am not speaking of that, but so or so - and if a
more positive conduct is adopted she revolts openly and refuses all
subjection, threatens to kill herself, declares she never will behave in
so vile and bad a house, though she was so good at horne-and other
similar extravagances which I know are nothing at her age provided
we could succeed to check them-be assured every tenderness and
kindness is used to her, though sometimes I have been obliged to confine her for some hours, deprive her of recreation - though always with
much regret - as it is essential to her health which is lately much improved
write her a few lines-that I have been obliged to complain to you
of her bad example and the necessity of excluding her if she does not
amend-or anything you please provided we could obtain the end desired.
respectfully and gratefully EASeton

6.171 AAB 12W2
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6.172 To Archbishop John Carroll
8th November 1814

Our dear and Venerated Father is safely returned from his journey
which is a great pleasure to us because we always think there is some
danger in your travellingOur poor Charlotte [Nelson (Smith)] continues courageous though
indeed it is almost a miracle to see a young girl like her from morning
till night at the wearisome employment of teaching, and away from
the fire this cold weather without losing her patience-our Lord alone
can strengthen her to go through with ityour paternal heart has not forgotten William I am sure, but we
cannot hasten the moments of Providence - he is 18 this very month
and I do not know how he can be sheltered from being called out,
which he wishes much to avoid - poor poor child-he will never know
his mothers heart, but I know yours our tender Father, and that you
would do any thing to assist usThe children have had a deal of fun picking apples for you I expect
there is at least an act of love on everyone, but unfortunately it is so
very difficult to get any thing conveyed to Baltimore they may be all
spoiled before they reach you, as it is, four barrels already produce but
two sound ones-but you often have to accept good will for the deed
as well as our great master.
We have heard again of our excellent Rose [White] by Mrs. Carrol
who is much delighted with her and the little establishmente'-she is
6.172 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:54
'Sisters Rose White. Susan Clossey. and Teresa Conroy left St. Joseph's September 29, 1814, to
manage an asylum for needy children in Philadelphia, the first mission of the Sisters of Charity
beyond St. Joseph' s. (See A-6.3a for Rose White's account of the Philadelphia Mission.) Sister
Rose was named the Sister Servant. The choice of that title, rather than Superior, represents one of
the earliest examples ofthe American community using as its model the practices and customs of the
French Daughters of Charity. Earlier in the year, Rev. John David, S.S., of Kentucky, proposed a
union of the Sisters of Charity of Nazareth with the Sisters of Charity at Emmitsburg. After
discussion the council at Emmitsburg voted no to the proposal according to the proposed terms.

The Sisters of Charity of Nazareth were founded in 1812 in Nelson County, Kentucky, by Rev.
John David, S.S., and Catherine Spalding (1793-1858). Bomin Charles County, Maryland,
Catherine served as Superior of the community for four different six-year terms. The Emmitsburg

community shared its rule and habit with the Nazareth sisters, who chose to change the black cap to a
white bonnet.
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full of courage as usual but I believe her greatest difficulty is to resist
the abundant kindness poured upon them.
Charlotte and Ann [Nelson (Smith)] write you I believe, Ann
grows extremely, every day shows more and more her uncommon talents, and really tries to make every thing go right-our Sisters are unusually well-we find though that our poor Agnes (Kitty Duffy)'
cannot recover-Sister Kitty [Mullen] is as usual, always suffering
full of zeal, and doing a great deal of good among the novices and children- We all unite to beg your blessing, and remembrance at the Altar.
the dear little Bedford3 is very well and very much beloved-her
Mamma has complained she does not hear from her but she writes
very often - I also wrote to her last weekever your devoted EASeton
Our Blessed Mr. [Simon] Brute will tell you about poor Nora' and
the news of the Mountain-

6.173 To William Seton
+20th November 1814

My own William
I know how you wish to hear what the Bishop [John Carroll] says! as much as I did to recieve it-he says "If your dear William was not
concerned even you would scarcely have a line from me at present-He is indeed not forgotten by me and his interests are recommended to those by whom he can be benefited but truly since the

'Catherine Duffy (1792-1814) was admitted as a candidate February 14, 1814, and became
known as Sister Agnes. Her health was delicate, and she died in Baltimore December I the same
year. She is buried in the original community cemetery at Emmitsburg.
3Henrietta Bedford was a pupil at St. Joseph's Academy in 1814.
4Nora MacAllester entered the Academy in 1811.
6.173 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:1
lElizabeth asked Archbishop John Carroll to assist in securing an appointment for her son
William to the United States Navy.

-285misfortunes of the city ofWashington 2 and the deplorable condition to
which <the ignorance and perception of> our leaders has brought our
national affairs I see little prospect of William profiting by any appointment he may obtain - Yet every attention will be paid."My dear one be indeed a man, our good God has his times and moments for every thing it is evident that you ought to go, therefore <it
is> certainly he will open the door, probably as generally happens in
such cases, when we least expect it
Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper writes that he will be here in a few
weeks or days then I will lay the whole before him. and he certainly
will not be backward to serve usI know how you feel, and the ardour of your desire - but be a man
and a christian both - God will provide, trust all to him and your poor
Mothers heart which begs incessantly for you-love to my RichardYour own Mother

6.174 To William Seton
+25th November 1814

My own dearest ChildYour Birth day!-You know your Mothers heart. it had a dear
commission for you-for our Eternity my William.
Be blessed a thousand thousand times - take a few little moments in
the church to say in union with your Mothers heart to place yourself
again and again in the hands of God - do my dearest one
thank Carrol for the loan of the lantern - Love to my Richard

2The misfortunes of the city of Washington, D.C., had been many. Following Napoleon's
downfall AprilS, ISI4, the British were able to concentrate their efforts on the war in America. A
British force landed in Maryland August 19 and moved toward Washington. After defeating an
American force at Bladensburg, Maryland, the British gained Washington August 24-25 and bumed
the White House, the Capitol, and other public buildings.
6.174 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:2

-286Josephine sends you a little picture and both their warmest love
you may depend.
Your own Mother

6.175 To Julia Scott
1st December 1814

My own Julia dear
while you have thought I had forgotten you, I in my turn have had
many anxieties for you as I have certainly written twice since your last
fearing indeed that your dear one was gone and yourself perhaps quite
sick with sorrow-Miss Chew' called here with Mrs. Carroll and confirmed the first apprehensions but also gave the welcome assurance
that you were quite well my own Julia though at a distance from Philadelphia-Now two days ago your most affectionate letter of the 18th
November speaks once more the heart of love and remembrance and
asks first what is my present situation? -dearest Julia it is as uninterrupted as the sun in the heavens for I can hardly point out one hours deviation in a month from the daily course of daily employments spring
and summer autumn and winter all revolving find me still in the same
exact occupations generally writing, or going from room to room seeing what everyone is doing-the health much mended and spirits generally pretty even.
Kitty and Rebecca my dearest treasures-William and Richard
still on the mountain - but Williams heart all alive for a birth in the
Navy which has been really applied for through Mr. Brene who has
the disposal of at Washington-but it seems difficult to obtain and he
is now waiting with patience and his usual attention to his studies and
pursuits but still anxiously desiring to be off and it is high time my
6.175 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:104
I Harriet Chew (1775-1 86 1) married Charles Carroll of Homewood (1775-1825). the brother of
Catherine Carroll Harper.
2Daniel Brent, nephew of Archbishop John Carroll, was a clerk in the Department of State.

-287Julia - he is 18 this week and one of the most promising young men
you can imagine-Our God alone knows a Mothers heart, and he will pity us. Your
Lieutenant must give yours many a pain in his Situation, but I suppose
he is in no immediate action - where are you then my Julia if both are
away, in your house alone?-that ought not to be. My dear dear friend
the precious Soul I love so much! I am 40, you must be near 50--the
scene must change my own own own dear friend what my heart says
to you is unutterable-but you do, you must understand-you do not say any thing of Brother - but poor Charlotte always
suffering - and many cares and troubles too about her sons I dare say.
my Richard has his wish still bent on a farm, but I do not know how he
will escape the force of the current which seems to carry off all our
young men and he though but a little more than 16 is as large and tall as
my Richard Bayley' when you saw him last - at least I think so
Rebeccas lameness is not better, but she suffers much less Kit is a
beautiful well improved child she would delight your very heartYour inclosed 50 dollars is safe, if William should soon go he will
want if fully, but at all events my dear one I thank you again a thousand times still begging however that you will not make such remittances if these troublesome times makes it too great a sacrifice though
I know if my Necessity was pressing you would share any thing in the
World with me.
my Julia there is one of the sweetest souls 4 gone to Philadelphia
from this house, who has lived [in] my very heart and been more than
an own sister to me ever since I have been here she even slept always
behind my curtain and has nursed Cecil, Harriet, Anne, William and
Rebecca through all her sufferings with inconcievable tenderness.
she has the care of the poor orphans belonging to our church with our
good Sister Rose White' who has the little institution in her care-if
you have ever a wish to find a piece of myself it will be in this dear Susan Closey who is one of her assistants - if you ever see them love

3Richard Bayley. Elizabeth's half·brother
'Sister Susan Clossey had nursed several of the Setons when they were critically ill.
5Sister Rose White was the Sister Servant at St. Joseph's Asylum in Philadelphia.

-288them for me for they love me most tenderly as Ijustly do them. dearest
remembrances to Maria when you writeever your own friend EAS.

6.176 To Robert Goodloe Harper
6th December 1814

My dear Sir
Your little Darling [Mary Diana Harper] had a hard struggle reading your letter - but it soon passed-of course she determined if sent to
Lydetz to stay there forever, and papa would never do any thing with
her by Violence etc and words so Natural at her age - All concluding
however with the determination to be good at St. Josephs the few
months she is to stay - it was a moment of great tenderness on my part
as she had been very sick the day before and I could not add one word
to your letter-She is in Perfect health, and really is very courageous
at times in supressing her temper which at least is a great point
gained-when she began the enclosed letter we observed she should
answer yours - No indeed she replied not one word about it, and indeed she is very silent on the subjectWith Affectionate respects to Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper I am
very respectfully
your faithful Servant EASeton

6.176 AAB 12W3

-2896.177 To Antonio Filicchi
+20 December 1814

My dear Antonio
Your poor American Sister has written you twice these last six
months telling you all our little affairs and difficulties-and now dear
Antonio after reviewing all your unexampled !dndness and generosity
to us from the beginning I take the final resolution with God to
recomend to you my William as your own son - he has had a strong inclination to go to the Army or Navy and in sending him to either there is
the greatest risque of his Salvation and loss of Faith - at 18 he must be
doing something-no !dnd of business can be done here in the distracted state of the country, and in the midst of the perplexity and distress of my heart what to do to preserve my poor Boy from loss of our
only treasure, which we obtained through you, an invaluable and
blessed friend! proposed to take him with him to France to relieve him
from the present danger - and put him on his way to you if you can consent to recieve him - the thought how readily you recieved the two
Bayleys2 who had no precious soul in question, no plea of any !dnd in
comparison with Williams, no tender claim on you as the Father of their
true and eternal welfare, quiets all my fears and apprehensions and I
rather think if you saw things as they are you would yourself reproach
me for not embracing an occasion presented in so critical a time, and
trusting all to infinite Mercy and goodnessthe Rev. Mr. Brute who takes charge of him to France is such a
friend to us dear Antonio as can be only compared with yourself-he
will keep him in his own family until he recieves your directions, and
if you really cannot call him to you, or he find any employment
through the interest of Mr. Brute, he must return to his miserable

6.177 ASJPH 1-3-3-10:41
!Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute. S.S .• a close friend ofthe Setons and the Sisters of Charity, planned to
travel to Europe soon.
'Guy Carleton Bayley and Richard Bayley, Jr., half-brotherS of Elizabeth, had worked with the
Filicchis in Leghorn (Livomo) as apprentices.

-290prospects here and I must resign him to God after going almost to an
extreme to save him from them.
Richard is to remain yet at the Seminary, the Rev. Superior' who is
also Superior of our Community is ready to do every thing for him - he
is not yet of age these two years to be claimed for the defence of the
country and his case is not by any means so pressing as my Williams-if affairs with the British take any better turn we will try to obtain a place for him in the counting house of some good Catholic in
Baltimore-this poor William tried but it is out of the question unless
Peace is restoredo Filicchi if you could read the Mothers heart in this pressing case
of fear to abuse your goodness, fear to lose so great an advantage as
the present occasion yet hope and trust in our God and absolute Abandonment to him- I read over and over your letters of command to use your purse
and your friendship till death before I can take courage to write again
to Murrey and Sons 4 for another four hundred Dollars to supply the
present moment-Antonio I know well it is to our God alone you give
it and that is all my Comfort-you will make all that *5 evident to your
Amabilia [Filicchi] who will be as ready to bless with her kindness the
poor William, as she was his sister and unworthy * Mother-she is a
Mother and can enter at once in the fears and apprehensions of a heart
already overwhelmed with favours and benefits receivedYetI dry off the tears these thoughts must bring with the joyful recollection of the blessings which will be poured on you and your dear
family for what you have done and do for us in our necessities-to see
them all especially my Georgino would be too much delight-Nicolin06 was the last olive plant you mentioned-that three
years ago Antonio since I heard from you by our Rev. Mr. [Nicholas]
Zocchi-but now if you would write (0 do do Antonio) and send your
3Rev. John Dubois, S.S. , became a surrogate father to Richard and William Seton during their
years at Mount St. Mary's.
4The Filicchi' s business agent in the United States. Antonio Filicchi had directed Mr. Murray to
disburse funds to Elizabeth at her request.
5 The * within this letter marks tear drops where Elizabeth writes about Amabilia Filicchi, wife of
Antonio, who had befriended the newly widowed Elizabeth in Leghorn (Livom o).
60eorgino and Nicolino were sons of Antonio and Amabilia Filicchi . Cf. Ps. 128 :3.
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give you every information) I shall have a full consolation of a good
letter from you even if you scold - it must seem a mystery to you that I
am so ready to use your wealth as my treasury of Providence while I
have never in any instance applied to either of the subscriptions you so
carefully obtained for us-but a thousand of your dollars bestowed
through principle, costs less to you than eleven pence to those who bestow because it is asked-so dear Antonio right or wrong there it
is-and do not be angry but forgive and love your poor little bad Sister, but ever yours in true heart and soul of Eternity EASeton7 -

6.178 To Archbishop John Carroll
Holy Innocents 1814 December 28 1814

Our Dear Reverend FatherI am sure you will rejoice with me at the good and unexpected prospect for my poor William of going with Mr. [Simon] Brute to
Europe'-it will be easy for him to pass from France to Mr. [Antonio]
Filicchi who will no doubt continue his Friendship to him at the moment of life he stands so much in need of it-at all events the sad prospect of his entering the army makes every thing desirable in
comparison with it-and to go with Mr. Brute is so great a favour I
cannot but anticipate a blessing from itI write Mr. [Robert] Barry to try if possible to interest him to see
about an insurance share in some company in the hands of a Mr.
Hoffman in Baltimore which belonged to my poor Anna Maria-if I
could get the value of that it would be a great help towards paying the
expence of Williams voyage, but I almost fear Barry has some displeasure against me which may hinder his interesting himself in the
business as I wrote him earnestly some time ago to know ifhe had any
7Letter 1·3-3-10:42 is a duplicate of this letter.
6.178 AAB 7M10
'William was going to Leghorn (Livorno) to work under the Filicchis.

-292thing of ours in his hands and he has not noticed my letter-it is too
delicate a thing my Father for you to question on the subject so I must
commit it to Providence
begging your continual remembrance of us, as usual your devoted
EASeton
Yesterday we had great delight in keeping your festival' - the
whole family Sisters and children were one heart in prayer for our every dear Father. - Mr. Brute too was very particular to remind us from
the Altar and said a very fervent our Father and hail Mary for our
blessed Father as he always calls you in which he was most heartily
joined by all as he requested

6.179 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.'
1814

how foolish a heart at all time - but 0 G-My Father! 0 My God our God - G dreamt storm Father all to me

2December 27 is the feast of St. John the Evangelist.
6.179 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:37
1Pasted on the front page: ETERNITY
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1815
6.180 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.'
recreation of 1st Evening of 1815

+
indeed the preacher was very very warm-too deep at first for his
homespun people 2-but the abundant heart poured itself Admirable
as with all "authority" love and-very very few faults of
English3 -fire enkindled in earnest I hope-I shall never forget the
gospel or Epistle more than the preacher-this just and godly living,
Meditation for a thousand times-you take such a hard countenance
when preaching oflate G-not only when a son ofthunder4 as to day,
but as the angel of peace last week. What is the reason?-I wanted you
to call the past year more to account and the threatnings of the present
if abused-but if many hearts felt as our poor dear Cecilias!5-never
G can I describe to you the expressions of the soul-happily my stop
at Mrs. McAters kept me behind that she might hold fast my hand on
her heart and hers on mine all the way "0 my Mother the hand of God
is on me" was all the utterance she could give, and slowly fainting in
her sighs and sorrow she came the way along - I in silence like the
clown, with heart lifted to God to strengthen her or tears pouring in the
heart of my G where our Jesus then was-at last at the bridge 6 I
stopped her to tell, but could obtain only the expression "0 my
Mother" and broken words about "graces lost, and graces he would
6.180 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:31
lRev. Simon Brute. S.S ., added at the top of this letter: "look at last page important the
persecution of Mother Seton and of her Sister[in-Iaw], when they became Catholics."
2The rural congregation at Mount SI. Mary' s and in the village of Emmitsburg were neither highly
educated nor sophisticated.
3Elizabeth was helping Brute to improve his English.
4Cf. Mark. 3: 17.
' Sister Cecilia O' Conway, whom Elizabeth Seton had encouraged in her vocation despite
Cecilia's bent for a more contemplative way of life
"rhis probably refers to a small bridge across Toms Creek which flows between SI. Joseph' s
Valley and Mount SI. Mary' s.
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boltthis Evening she says again kneeling "0 my Mother the Communions made so many many years-what now should be the love-O
for the treasure of that divine love!" dear G 1 delight so to make that
heart pray for youif you could hear the Community on this authoritative exhorter
how you would laugh 1 hear nothing else-and Charlott [Nelson
(Smith)] says "Mr. Harold7 was nothing to that never did 1 hear any
thing like it, and the arm stretched out to speak the resistance to
God"-and Celinise8 clothed in smiles says "0 the deliteful sermon 1
would not miss it for the world"-Becca "Mr. Brute said he was so
full of devotion he could not get it out"--devotion child - emotion you
mean another answers-Margaret [George] says "I thought 1 would
never be bad any more, but 1 suppose the first knock 1 will forget 1 am
an ANGEL of my GOD"-my G there my recreation to tell
you-Vespers and Benediction with you then at 4 the same in the
choir-union as close as soul in soul can be-and so will be 0 dearest
thought FOREVER - yes it must be forever
- after supper + Note my G in poor Ogdens9 letter to Harriet that he says,"means
not tried with Cecilia" -yet that her brothers and sisters had her many
days in a room of his own house threatning every extravagance they
could think of that she should not live with the wicked corruption of
her mind if she did become a Catholic, but be sent away to the west
indias in a vessel then ready-that she would cause my distruction and
deprive my children of bread, for they would if there was no shorter
way, petition the legislature «of which he was a member> his
brother) to remove me out of the state with abundance of such nonsense7Rev. William Vincent Harold, O.P., an Irish Dominican, was in Philadelphia at this time.
8possibly Cecilia O'Conway
9Gouverneur Ogden, husband of Charlotte Seton and a brother-in-law to both Harriet and
Elizabeth Seton, was staunchly opposed to Catholicism. He wrote Harriet a scathing letter
November 27, 1809.
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for interest, it is a fact that my mothers own BrotherlO who had
loved me more than anyone in the world made his will of an immense
fortune and left me (the lawful heir) only 1000 dollars I believe for I
never heard of it since-he was an old churchman-and the ladyll
who now is at the head of all the poor establishments in New York
with an elegant house and carriage to share with me, publicly declaring me and my children her heirs of a large possession, even her will
made-but the moment religion was in question the friendship
lost-besides Bishop Hobart!2 and many visitations to every friend
who would have assisted me in any establishment to warn them of the
consequences of any communication with me
-but Ma [Bridget] Farrel comes with her little hem and says "well
if ignorance be useful I am ignorant enough do Mother (down on her
knees hands elevated) tell me how to examine for the year - and how to
make an act of HUMILITY - but the Lord be merciful to me if I mince
the matter I know no better but I am a poor examiner I would rather
give all up to my God and forget it! !"-quite a sympathy my G-

6.181 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[January 6]

this day of manifestation - how many melting remembrances when
in 1805 alone with God in so singular manner as to take the desperate

lODr. John Charlton (1736-1806) was the son of Rev. Richard and Mary Bayeux Charlton. He
studied medicine in England, and upon his return he became a prominent New York physican. As
head of the Medical Society in 1792, he oversaw its reorganization in 1794 and actively pressed for
public health regulations. In addition he was active in Trinity Church. He married Mary de Peyster,
the daughter of Abraham and Margaret van Courtlandt de Peyster.
llSarah Startin
l2Rev. John Henry Hobart (1775-1830) was a curate at Trinity Episcopal Church on Broadway in
New York. He was Elizabeth Seton's spiritual director until 1805. In 1803 Elizabeth Seton became
the godmother of his daughter Rebecca, who, after her marriage to Levi Silliman Ives, later became
a Catholic. Henry Hobart was a trusted friend who had agreed to keep some furniture of the Setons
when they left for Italy. He was bitterly opposed to Elizabeth's conversion to Catholicism. A
prominent leader in the Episcopal church, he was named assistant bishop in 1811 and diocesan
bishop and rector in 1816.
6.181 ASJPH 1-3·3-12:30

-296resolution to remain till the Moment of death of no religion at all since
I could not find out the right one l - with what ardour and firmness I
would stretch out arms to him and cry I will hold to you in life and in
death and hope and trust to the last breaththen on this very Epiphany day dusting a Volume of our
Bourdaloue2 I open the very festival and on the words "0 you who
have lost the Star of Faith"-then the torrents of distress and anguish
overwhelming again-to see a Catholic Priest, 0 it was the only Supreme desire on EaJth but that impossible so wrote immediately to
Bishop [John] Cheverous in Boston. I must show you his beautiful
answerafter communion
Now my God 0 God immense God will your atom3 ever forget this
Epiphany 1815-the gratitude of a thousand years penance would be
little after itMy Jesus-Our Jesus / My God-our William /-0 God!Your lifted chalice alone can thank /-0 his Kingdompoor Souls unconscious./-there the point of points

6.182 Copy to William Seton1
[January, 1815]

My darling child, my William,
1st I recommend to you above every thing your precious Soul
dearer to me than my own life a thousand times-O there is no comparison my dear, dear WilliamlElizabeth Seton made her profession of faith as a Catholic March 14, 1805.
2Louis Bourdaloue (1632-1704) was a French Catho1ic spiritual writer whose sermons delivered
in Paris fill dozens of volumes.
3In 1803 John Dalton (1766-1844) first proposed the atomic theory. Elizabeth may have used this
term to indicate her smallness or sense of humility.
6.182 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:18
lThe following instructions so impressed Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., that he made a copy, heading in
French: «Instruction donnez par la mere a William en janvier 1815 toutes tache de ses lafmes."
[Instructions given by Mother to William, January 1819, all stained with her tears.]

-2972nd a kind attention to Mr. [Simon] Brute as your true friend and a
devoted respect for his sacred character
3-And to his family a grateful affection - you will I know my dear
one
4-you will especially mind all his advices knowing your own inexperience5-You will mind oconomy in Every thing, as we have Nothing
but what we recieve from our friends, till you make your own
independance my William
6-When you are with the [Antonio and Filippo] Filicchis take every opportunity to show them you remember their uncommon friendship to your father [William Magee Seton] and to us all and never be
ashamed of our poverty while you are industrious and exert yourself
in the employments they give you-you know my dear one it would
be very mean to dress and make a show untill you earn for yourself and
do What you can to requit[e] the debt of gratitude we owe them
7. I beg you so much not to give way to National prejudices, but to
allow for many customs and manners you will see,-why should not
others have their peculiarities as well as we have ours-try to please
everyone you must be with and to do every obliging action in your
power, I never remember to have failed in this but I repented it-and
let your father's daily good rule be Well in your Mind, first given by
our Lord as the great point of charity to consider how you would wish
another to do to you. 2
8. be cautious and prudent, my son, with strangers till you know
that they mean good to you-if not why should you be their
dupe-and as you will be so long among strangers take at once a habit
- of kind friendly behaviour, but be firm in never indulging a disposition to jest or laugh at others, it would be a great Mark of ignorance
and ill Manners in both the countries you go to-9-again I recommend you the strictest oconomy [on] our principles-and to keep a little book of private account-and on [no] account run into debt

2Cf. Mt. 7:12.

-29810. And my William - my soul's darling the first object of every
care and anxiety of my heart do do remember your own mother is your
best friend. give her the fullest account of all that happens to you - tell
her even your faults and errors-Do do my William-and be not my
dear one so unhappy as to break willfully any command of our God, or
to omit your prayers on any account-Unite them always to the only
merits of our Jesus and the Maternal prayers of our Mother3 and his with them you will always find your own poor poor mother-you cannot even guess the incessant cry of my Soul to them for you-don' t
say Mother has the rest to comfort her-no, no, my William, from the
first moment I recieved you in my arms and to my breast you have
been consecrated to God by me and I have never ceased to beg him to
take you from this World rather than you should offend him or dishonour your dear Soul and as you know my stroke of Death would be to
know that you have quitted that path of Virtue which alone can reunite
us forever-separations , every thing else I can bear - but that
never-your mothers heart must break if that blow falls on it-think
much of your tender loving Josephine and Rebecca, of Richard' s set
out and the future consequences of your example to him
again I must recommend to you to be most grateful to our Filicchis
- you will find them as I have told you most amiable Men, but with
great ideas of order and exactness and even severe where they see a
want of Good Will - but nothing easier than to obtain their friendship
by a little attention-Mrs. Amabilia Filicchi will be surely your friend
if you are kind to her children especially her little Patrichio and
Georgin04 -Mrs. Philip Filicchi also if you are attentive in the little
triffling things which may oblige her-my darling Child - Mother' s heart can say no more - these
friends have been the most generous and kind to us, be grateful that is
all-do not blush to be so - it is ingratitude that is base and vile
-Our God-Our Eternity-the last and only word!-

3Mary. Mother of God
"The sons of Amabilia and Antonio Filicchi

-2996.183 To Eliza Sadler'
+[January 1815]

My Eliza dear
love my William for me the little while he will be with you - what
would I give to see him meet dear Craigs2 for whom he has always had
the most uncommon affection-he goes to France for a first step towards the mercantile life he has concluded on - probably to be placed
with the Filicchis after a while-You would say God is too too good to
me if you knew the friend who takes charge of him - Due may tell you I
feel as secure as old good Tobias 3 was-give William a line to your
Paulina if you can and Mrs. Olives direction4 ifhe does not see J[ohn]
Wilks who I hope will give him a letter to her at all events give him her
direction if you can
-alway your own friend EAS
William will tell you all about my dearest remembrance to
All-when I tell you the Rev. Mr.[Simon] Brute will take William in
his own home and family in France, it is not necessary to ask of you
and dear Craig every kind attention if he is any time in New York

6.183 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:55
'When he left St. Joseph's Valley, William Seton carried this letter of introduction from his
mother to her dear friend in New York.

2The Craigs, William and Samuel, were Eliza Sadler's brothers as well as Elizabeth's
brothers-in-law.
'Cf. Tob.5.
4Direction means address. Mrs. Olive was a New York friend who had moved back to France.
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6.184 To John Wilkes'
[January 1815]

My dear J Wilkes
I know you will be glad to see our William, though I think it will be
but a moment. I am sure too you will think me very happy in being enabled to send him to Europe with an excellent friend who will probably forward him to Messers [Filippo and Antonio] Fillichis to begin
his Mercantile career on which he has now settled his mind, and as
Richard seems inclined for the same course the advantages William
may now gain may be useful to both-I beg you to remember me very
affectionately to your dear family all, especially to Eliza and be assured of my unceasing attachment to you and them EASeton.
William will tell you we are all well little Kit almost a womanWill you give William Madame Olives direction3 in a letter perhaps, he wishes so much to see her family-

6.185 To Antonio Filicchi'
+[January 1815]

My dear Antonio
this letter will introduce to you the Rev. Mr. [Simon] Brute, a most
distinguished Soul as you will know in a moment, if you have ever the
happiness of a personal acquaintance - there is no possible recommendation I could give him which would not be ratified by our Reverend
Archbishop [John Carroll] and the Blessed [John] Chevrous by whom
6.184 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:79
'William carried this letter of introduction when he left St. Joseph' s Valley.
2William's father, William Magee Seton, had been an import-export merchant and had also spent
time in the Filicchi firm as an apprentice.
30irection means address. Madame Olive was a New York friend who had moved back to France.
6.185 ASJPH 1-3-3-10:43
'Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., received this letter of introduction before leaving St. Joseph's Valley.

- 301he is most highly loved and esteemed, our Archbishop indeed values
him as an inestimable treasure in the church and you will find if you
have the happiness to know him yourself that his uncommon PIETY,
learning and excellent qualifications (and even his family since you
Europeans take that in account) entitle him to the distinguished
friendship and regard of Mr. Filippo [Filicchi] and yourself-he has
adopted the great interests of my William so generously, that with
yourselves I consider him our truest friend in God-what more can
your little Sister say to interest you - judge for yourselfYour EASe ton.

6.186 To William Seton
+[February 1815]

My own darling William
all these new Uncertainties bring a deluge of tears from your
Mothers inmost hemt before our God, but be assured my dear one we
may have the most perfect and intire confidence that every thing will
turn out for the best, and you must rely on your Mother that not the
least step will be taken, or any thing whatever done, but what accords
with your own wish, and if any thing should be concluded about your
remaining yet awhile in Baltimore, and you find yourself not happy in
your situation, speak your heart to your own own Mother who will be
every thing for your contentment-tell me Your whole heart even
now - let me see it as it is, not considering me, but yourself-if you
should be received by Mr. Tieman' surely it would only be to try it you
could engage you[r] mind in the career pointed out to you, and you
would I am sure conduct yourself there as you have always done, with
attention and good will to everyone-however as I know that in such
6.186 AMSV 100:10, 7
'Luke Tieman was a prominent Baltimore businessman who later accepted Richard Seton as an
apprentice to work with him and live with his family. His sons Luke and William were students at
Mount St. Mary's 1813-1817.

-302houses order and exactness are of the greatest necessity I point them
out to you as of the first importanceYour friendly and attentive behaviour also to that family' most
kind and friendly to us, and whose children have so long called me
Mother I need not recommend Josephines uncommon affection for
the eldest daughter here will probably make a lasting tie between our
families, since it is know[n] that they have the strongest attachment to
each other which the Tiernans have done every thing to cultivate often
inviting Jos to pass Vacations there etcMy own William let nothing be hUlTied - be assured you have the
tenderest friends, and your own happiness is the only intention of allbe as candid as possible with our ever kind excellent Madame [Marie
Fran<;oise] Chatard3 .- never will you meet truer friends than in her and
the one I first committed you to, and though you will probably not be
separated from him, ever preserve for him the heart of gratitude for the
unbounded goodness of his intentions towards you - and show it on
every occasion in your poweL
20clockI find ML [John] Dubois strongly bent on your pursuing the first intention: and proceeding immediately if possible to Leghorn - if it is
your wish also, I will wish it too, but really my William I can form no
distinct idea of what is best, yet what you would wish yourself would
have the strongest weight with me_ My child-our God will direct-the poor little girls catch at the hope of your remaining, but we
must be strong and look only to the permanent Good, not the present
Consolation - it would be too sweet to us to see you comfortably settled in this country without enduring the cutting separation - but our
God alone knows what is best-I am ready for every Sacrifice to

2The Tieman family of Baltimore
3William was staying with the Chatards while waiting to sec lire passage, the delay caused by war
conditions. Not anxious to leave the United States, he tried to secure a position with Mr. Tieman.
Word of the peace treaty ending the War of 1812 reached the United States Febmary 11, and it was
announced to the public February 17.
4Rev. John Dubois, S.S., favored apprenticeship with the Filicchis in Leghorn (Livorno) for
William.

-303promote your good - time and distance change every thing but never
can alter my tender doating love for you, if I go and depart even in the
next Wodd as Anina said I think my William will be the first cry of my
heartSunday Evening
-If you could have seen Richard to day when I only hinted the
hope that perhaps you might not go from us - his heart was so full
thinking perhaps you might be together in Baltimore - but I think if
even you come afterwards and settle there yet for the present it would
be your wish, and perhaps best that you should go first-but indeed
my William I know nothing and leave all to the Providence of our
God, only you have my full consent and blessing for a decision either
way-Nature would plead much for your stay, but our God knows
best, and that is the only wish I indulge
-how I wish this letter was in your hands that you might know my
whole heart is set on your good, not any particular wish of mine, since
every wish is only in that one aim, you[r] good my dearest one.

Saturday morningMr. Raborg5 - cannot stop a moment-all wellyour own Mother-

6.187 To William Seton
[February 1815]

My own dearest child,
I cannot write you very well till I hear from you-my eyes and
heart overflow at every thought I indulge of you - the uncertainty of
what your situation may be-whether the operation is made - if you
are in your bed of pain or what may be the event of your journey - but

5Goddard Raborg was enrolled at Mount SI. Mary' s 1815-1816.
6.187 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:12

-304yet never did I give up my child to our God, as at this very time - and
your yourself my dear one let your heart look [to] him - trust him confide all to him and be sure as I told you to remain faithful to your exterior duties.
to tell you how much I wish to hear from you is impossible-you
know the heart of your Mother and as to Rebecca and Josephine they
can hardly look at me but the tears start in their eyes at the remembrance of our Willy---our kind Rose [White] has made you pantaloons, I feared so much that something might happen to those you
have-do write me as soon as you can-remember what Mother told
you beside the chapel-and do go to your dear communion if you can

6.188 To William Seton
12 February 1815

my own loved William
they say you are not gone yet from Baltimore but I hope indeed you
are many days ago, over your sickness, and enjoying the delight I
know you will have in being at sea-yet as you may indeed be delayed
by the ice Mother incloses the little word of love to Madame [Marie
Fran<;:oise] Chatard who will return it if indeed you are gone My darling child - no hour that passes but you are remembered and
talked of by your own Beck and Jos - for me my soul and body are not
more united than my heart with yoursSunday Evening
-just from our Mountain and read your so dear letter to our Richard and little word to Mother - Richard was so pleased and we thought
we could see you flying on your skates and admiring the flotilla etc. all your pleasure in this new scene I doubly share - and am full of hope
and confidence that all will go well with my every day dearer William
- My hearts darling as Bec calls you when she speaks of you only "be

6.188 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:4

-305good" as Anina said and I will be the happiest of Mothers-I am sure
you show a grateful heart to our kindest Madame Chatard and that is
all we can do - but let that be seen my dear one in even your most trifling actions-to Mr. [Simon] Brute too, you know how earnestly I
wish it-how much it will contribute to your good and happiness as
well as your own mothers-if you should want any thing my Darling
ask Madame Chatard freely for it, I have begged her to keep a little
memorandum if you have any wants and in the summer I can return it
to her-I long for your letter by Post - it will tell me every thing-my
dear one prepare yourself again for your Voyage - you know I mean
the precious soul so lovedThey hurry my letter Mrs. Wickam is going so early-will write
again in a day or two-soon that sweet little comfort will be over - but
hope - is all to your MotherRemember me most kindly to the so friendly MacMarnesy - to all
who are kind to you--dear dear dear child be blessed for ever
Your own Mothertell our blessed Mr. Brute Rebec says she never suffers but she
thinks of him, because he told her to offer her pains for you both - poor
darling has had many indeed lately

6.189 To William Seton
+
Thursday Evening 16th February 1815

My own William
I can imagine well how painful this long detention - but it is for the
best be assured, on a better principle than Mr. Popes "whatever is is
right,'" but this delay will give you a little time to be weary of a life

6.189 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:3
'Elizabeth Seton quotes from line 289 of '"Essay on Man: Epistle One" by Alexander Pope
(1688-1744).

-306without activity, and when you set out to work you will be in earnesthow we will long for the first letter which will tell us you are engaged
in some business with our Filicchis or which ever way the Patriarch
provider2 will point out-My William - my William - I could write a
whole page of only that word - but I must be strong, and give you up
again and again to God my dear oneWe hear Peace is declared - 0 that it may be so - you have enjoyed
the gazettes so much I know, I cast my eyes on General Jacksons 3
name and read it with pleasure knowing you had read the same more
than for the events of the day, for my dear one your poor Mother looks
only at Souls I see neither American or English, but Souls redeemed,
and lost.-but you must-your case is quite different - love your
country-yet also all countries my William - see things as they are Passions and excesses you will find every where - try to speak openly
to Mr. Brute and with a free heart - your own Mother asks it on her
knees, as last request - he can advise you so well- and you my William
without Father or Mother on the wide ocean of the world - ah how
much more dangerous than that you will so soon embark on - rely on it
God himself points out to you that you must confide in this true friend,
and you can recieve nothing but advantage and blessing from it,
though he will not be so attractive to you as a thousand others you will
meet
- 0 my dear dearest Child a thousand thousand blessings be with
you-again they hurry me
Your own Mother
Weare all wellMy Very Soul seems to go in this letter

2Divine Providence
3General Andrew Jackson, (1767-1845), a major-general in the War of 1812, came into
prominence when his forces defeated the British at the battle of New Orleans (1815). His victory
made him a national hero, and he was elected President of the United States in 1828 and again in
1832.

-3076.190 To Robert Goodloe Harper
16th February 1815

My dear Sir,
Your letter inclosing the check for $90 29 - is received-Mary [Diana Harper] is in perfect health and all life and spirits though disappointed for the moment of your so much desired visit-her
dispositions unfold very fast and reason and good sense are always
predominent when she takes time to reflect - but that is not often. We
find the real cause of her impatient and indocile behaviour for some
months past arises chiefly from an extravagant affection for her class
Sister,' the least attention of this Sister to any child but herself is a pain
to Mary. and you would be amused to see how this fancy acts on her
little mind - but it will pass, and is of no consequence now compared
with the future-I mention it to you that you may know so leading a
point in her temper-she improves considerably in every respect except the high haughty temper which I am sure for her own happiness
you would wish controuled but I treat it very gently, unless when she
dares us all, which sometimes happens, then indeed I could only insist
on her taking bread and water for her dinner and asking pardon, which
has happened but once this long while.
She has written to her aunt and yourself yesterday
with most grateful respect to Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper I am
your faithful Servant
EASeton

6.190 AAB 12W4
1Sister

Margaret George
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6.191 To Julia Scott
30th March 1815

My own JuliaI had an uncertain hint by our Sisters in Philadelphia that it was so'
- but hoped and hoped that it was mistaken - My Julia - now to be by
your side if but one hour - my own dear dear friend!-my God, what
would I not give-Yet I should even there be silent for he alone now
can give comfort he alone can speak peace to that dear heart
-Louisa Caton is here and says much of what the dear and amiable John Scott is to his Mother - his devoted attentions - cheerful heart
etc but I know well by the same experience you have how far that
goes, though indeed I am most grateful that he is at home and with
you-My own dear Julia - take courage at this moment, look up think
of our future blessed home where there will be no more separations do
do my Julia - and do ask John to write me a line if you cannot, to tell me
in a week or two how you are and how you pass this dreadful trial-I
fear the poor little dear frame will sink-I pray much that you may be
strengthened my dear one it is all I can do; the first use I should have
made of the bill you enclosed would have been to have gone to you immediately had it depended on me, but we are obliged each one to be at
our post or all goes wrong and our school would suffer without my
presence just now - but my poor heart you know Julia-you cannot
doubt it a momentWilliam after all his different desires to settle himself in some useful way finally resolved to go with a kind and excellent friend to
France with a view to perfect himself in that language, and as the safest way to join the house of our good friend Filicchi and devote himself to commerce-poor darling-he is an excellent child, that is all
my hope - You may suppose my Julia what a gift your 100 dollars was
6.191 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:105
lJulia Scott' s daughter, Maria Litchfield Scott Pederson, died in Copenhagen, Denmark,
November 14, 1814, but word did not reach Philadelphia until March 1815. Three Sisters of Charity
who had moved to Philadelphia in 1814 to take charge of an orphanage were in contact with Julia
Scott.

-309at such a moment to settle the unavoidable expence of his little narrow
outfit-poor children they will love and bless you to their latest
breath-if William passed thro' Philadelphia which was uncertain it
would be in the Mail to New York where he embarks the 1st April, yet
if he could be in Philadelphia a half hour he would find youo our Julia-May the God of all mercy bless and comfort youyour own friend EAS.

6.192 To William Seton'
18 May 1815

+
My dear WilliamI wrote you a few lines - that our Rich[ ar]d was safe back poor J ack2
saddled without a rider - you know how much all that means, but I try
to be thankful rather than sad sure that at least we have meant all for
the best-and your two dear dear letters from New York, Aunt [Mary
Bayley] Posts kind reception, and your last word opposite the Batteri
in the ship which would4 • • • 0 my William tears will overpower and
my Soul cries for our Eternity! My dear dear one if the world should
draw you from our God, and we not meet there! that thought I cannot
stand - I will hope. do hope-my God who knows a mothers Soul sees,
and he will pity//1 can write you but few lines at a time, the heart is so full, but you
will write to us often as possible not in the Zeluco stile, 0 no, you will

6.192 Apostolic Nunciature, Washington, D.C.
'This letter to William is addressed to Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., in Rennes, France. William and
Brute sailed on the Tontine April 6 for Bordeaux.
2The horse William usually rode
3The Setons had lived at the Battery by the Hudson River at the tip of lower Manhattan when they
faced bankruptcy and left New York City for Italy because of William Magee Seton's deteriorating
health.
4A tear stain appears on this letter after the words: "in the ship which would."

-310never think it a task to write to beings so dear as your Bec, Jos, and
Mother - for us, it will be always like a renovation of life, for it is almost unaccountable how tenderly we love you who seem now to be
the only root and dependence - even with Rich[ar]d for all the comforts looked for in this life118th of May/
-this written before the last news-You can easily suppose what
will be our Anxiety till we hear from you-but you know myoid and
confident rule that those who most want the protection of heaven are
surest of obtaining it-my very Soul cleaves to you day and night, and
night and day, the one look of my heart to our God for you is unceasing, except in sleep and often even then-My full confidence that
whatever changing events you may pass through you will act as a Man
and a [Christ]ian and will keep in view our true Home and eternal reunion, is my sweet consolation, and that Confidence is even extraordinary since you are so young and may have so many trials to pass
throughdearest dear dear William !-we are all taking care of one another
that we may live to see you again - while I count what Oclock it is in
France, where we must hope you are arrived, Rebecca says "and one
day more gone ofWillys absence" - Many think the Tontin's will return if you should meet the last account half way - for me I can but look
up and dare not even wish, knowing so little what is best - or give you
one word of what I w[oul]d wish for you, in whatever change may
befal you in our original plans-all to God alone in his dear Providence-but do take every care of yourself Soul and Body and write
write above all difficulties-but I know your Blessed Master will take
care of th [page torn] as for the opportunities far as depends on him,
and for your heart I am sure it will not be in want
Reb and Jos will not write you now, until we hear how it is with you
... we amuse ourselves [so] much in calculating what you are doing
the different hours of the day wh[ en we] are going to bed you just done
dinner and when we are calling every blessing on you in the Morning
with the divine Sacrafice you sleeping soundly and sweetly we
hope-O how often I kneel in spirit by your bedside-you understand

-311my own dear one, I would be as faithful to you as your good angel if!
could-they write me that your Uncle [Wright] Post is gone to England for his health so you may meet in Europe somewhere which
w[oul]d be so great a pleasure to both
Rich[ar]d is as you left him, he makes the Wednesday visit sometimes in a lonely mood since you are gone, and really does not seem as
if he would ever get accustomed to the separation-My dear one I
must repeat to you the earnest recommendation to show a most grateful heart to your Blessed guide and friend--do do write - and love and
pray for your own MotherTrinity Sunday

- the most heavenly day - Charlott [Nelson (Smith)] sung the
Grand Te Deum with little Bec, Jos, and a few more of our best singers
how many thoughts of you, and after dinner at Mr. [Charles]
Duhamels with Sister Sus[an Clossy], Richard, Beck (who road in her
coach cart), Jos, and Mother but it is useless to look back - we must
look forward my dear one and encourage one another with the
tenderest blessing
Yours

6.193 To Julia Scott
[May 20th 1815 written on the outsideI

My Julia dear
your letter was a true cordial to my heart - I knew well the heavenly
purity of Marias 1 mind from her infancy but had no idea that she had
been even under the influence of pious impressions--dearest friend
you see then in so dear a picture the certainty that religion is the only
real support in the uncertainties of the present life-how different
would have been the departure of your darling so far from you and all
6.193 ASJPH 1·3-3-6:106
IJulia' s daughter, Maria, was recently deceased.
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all-but you knew all that long agohow much you must be attached to her Pederson,' his character
must be admirable indeed by his letter and with him she must have had
a prospect of happiness which might well have attached her to life dear dear friend I repeat again and again look up, oh yes look up with
your own friend-if I did not life would be a burden indeedMy William with all all his warm hopes and our best intentions for
his advantage in procuring him this Voyage to Europe is now between
Bourdeaux besieged and Italy in a state of Insurrection3 if the last
news be true - but happily he has a turn of temper which minds nothing
taking every thing as it comes and making the most of it-When we
had the prospect ofWar,4 he was all desire to be in the midst of it, and
when peace came he was equally desirous to enter any useful way of
life - so if only he escapes massacre etc he will be happy either way.
long long ago I gave him up to God really as the idol of my heart and I
expect all to turn for the best, though anxieties will crowdLouise Caton has had the attention to write me a great deal about
you my own friend and says I can form no idea of your sorrow - my
Julia dear-what can I say-God alone can help-she also wrote me a
page on the advantages of my sending my Kitty to you of which I am
well persuaded, and no motive on Earth could be so persuasive as the
hope that she might give you the least comfort or cheer one gloomy
moment, but that she would not do, as her mind is not unfolded and she
is still a complete child, and her affection so fastened on Mother that
she cannot bear to be from me an hour-my Sister [Mary Bayley] Post
has so often urged her coming to her, but the poor darling supplicates
let me only stay with you Mother as long as you live, and I on my part
anticipate as early a death for her as Annas she is much more delicate
than she was, and has frequently a little hack cough which indicates a
very weak breast - also it would be depriving my poor little lame darling of the only companion of her heart - and for myself, William
2Peter Pederson, widower of Julia Scott's daughter
3Elizabeth was concerned for her son's safety because of the state of insurrection, the One
Hundred Days of Napoleon, when he escaped imprisonment.
"The War of 1812 between Britain and the United States

-313gone, Richard soon to go somewhere for his living,' I think it would be
worse than death to let her go from me-such a mystery this life is that
beings so dear to each other can ever consent to live apart I do not understand it, nor could poor William, only that he was really obliged to
tum out as the eldest of the family that he might make some exertions
for the rest if they should be in want of his care otherways he never
could have stood the conflict - he was really sick and ill for the first
weekmy dear dear dear Julia our Etemity-O will we meet there-and
this dearer part of self too - our God - all must be committed to him.
in the mean while I am your own own most tenderly attached
EASeton

6.194 To William Setonl
[June 17, 1815]

My William
I will direct your letters to yourself as soon as we know you are safe
and where. that you may not be delayed in recieving them in case you
are nearer the Sea ports than our friend 17th June 1815
My William So dear, the girls are so particular about their sides [of
the paper], I did not mean to limit them, only that they should leave me
a little place, as I do not know what postage may be your side of the

world-and so here we are almost as opposite as the poles - I have the
globe our blessed Mr. [Simon] Brute made for the mountain standing
in our room, and even at night by the light of the lamp often look at
France as the spot on the globe containing my dearest treasure-I
know not how absence acts with you my son but to me it doubly

5Elizabeth's son William was in Europe, and Richard hoped to be accepted for an apprenticeship
in the near future.

6.194 ASCSE Seton-Jevons #296-297/8
'The first pages of this letter were from Rebecca and Catherine. Elizabeth wrote at the top of the
first page and continued on the third page.
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endears what I had thought could never be more endeared-sometimes the sad thought strikes me is my William unhappy, is he regretting his country and friends (especially after the little taste at New
York) but I do not rest on these ungrateful thoughts and look straight
to the intentions and motives of our separation, , , and now as a man
you will see things in their true light I trust knowing well that in every
situation and place on earth we must find contradictions and difficulties-my own own dear one
-this moment I hear your old rooster under my window and jump
up to throw him some crumbs, he call his hens and chicks, and with his
bill gives them all without swallowing one bit-independent self-denying gentleman, more reasonable than his betters, I cannot help
drawing the lesson to my son so dear, while in it I remember the great
heart of your poor grandfather who was incessantly employing himself to procure ease and convenience for others, never in his bed after
day light, or in it till night, and so indifferent to every ease or indulgence for himself that his whole life was what we would call in our
better light a hard penance-this from a mere amper of independence
and release from common wants and habits-Others when you have
so long known the blessed value of intentions, Keeps yours straight up
and look to him who dispenses all, and all so surely for the best-but
how I do long long to hear from you-a beating heart at the sight of every letter that comes--can a child be loved as I love you-but you
know it wellSo strange I have not a word from New York since you left it, only
that your poor Uncle [Wright] Post was gone for England as I wrote
you - that is all I know beyond our mountains-My William - My
Souls William remember me in all your thousand trials and temptations feel the heart of a Mother wrapt round you - hear its cry for your
Eternity-our Dick is looking to the moment of your reunion together
as almost the only wish he has in life-I could not have guessed how
great his attachment to you if you had not parted-Rebecca has a large
tumor in her lame leg, Yet her health is better - to see Willy again is the
whole cry20 r, Rich ard Bayley, Elizabeth' s father, had been a skilled and dedicated physician.
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o then guard well that Virtue and pure heart My dear one which
will be the charm of our reunion - 0 if our God should be forgotten in
that heart and it should become-no no no - never never - let me die
and be gone before that insupportable sorrow comes-I pray for you
incessantly and really often take care of the old bones so dear to
you-tell me all your wishes without reserve, everything possible to
me I will do to meet them-that you know wellyour own own own Mother

6.195 To Rev. Simon Brnte, S.S.I
JOURNAL 1815
+St. Scholastica [February 10]

first letter from New York2-all the House round to know "what
the Brother said"3- 0 my grateful Soul! after it was too late the
thought that I had not begged you to lodge William always with you
made me tremble and to hear you had been firm on a point so dear, on
which I had even earnestly prayed!-you understand - our God - our
God - our all- Such a friend as his G for so miserable a one as the poor
sinner - mystery of infinite goodness - I try to repay at the tabernacle while on the high seas rolling billows up to the heavens and down to
the deep-our God!now in retreat - the Superior [John Dubois] in his element - almost I
laughed out at his opening - telling the children to be as many little
stumps, no,"chunks" of fire put together, one he said if left alone

6.195 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:26
1Elizabeth wrote this journal on four pages in an almost microscopic hand for Rev. Simon Brute,
S.S., whom she refers to as "G." His difficult to read without a magnifying glass; however, it reports
the activities and people from three different establishments in the immediate area: the Sisters of
Charity, Mount St. Mary's, and the Catholic congregation in the village of Emmitsburg (later St.
Joseph's Parish.)
2Brute and her son William left New York to sail to Europe together.
3Elizabeth had an especially close relationship with Brute, who must have suggested to Rev. John
Dubois, S.S. , to keep a journal during his absence, but this labor of love fell to Elizabeth.

-316would soon go out - my eye fell on an old black stump in the corner,
and a big inward sigh to the live coal far away which used to give it the
blaze in a moment - well - so, and so, and so-Saturday Eve of St. Josephs Patronage [April 15]-of the first
communions of the Valley 1815 your letters of Easter Saturday and
Sunday just arrived this __ of April-alas so much for distance of
only 40 miles - what then for thousands-well-but my very heart is
laughing at your anxious desire for William-that too much-not
only to take him, but desire and wish to have him-O my infinitely
good Master and laughing too at your earnest request to your Brother
[John Dubois] so dear for a journal from him, or you say "chargez la
mere de ce petit journal" excellent - Oh if that is your wish fear not
you will have enough-Well as far as this very day I believe you have
all only that Mr. [Charles] Duhamel has been two weeks home with
many complaints rising from cold - Ma [Bridget] Farrel nurses him (0
most happy) and Johanna4 good Mr. Egan5 who is almost gone - Mr.

4Sister Joanna Smith (1768-1841) was one of the first two candidates (Sister Bridget Farrell was
the other) who petitioned admission to the novitiate of the Sisters of Charity January 30, 1813.
Known as Sister Joanna. she was Procuratrix (1814 -1817), an office from which she wished to
resign but was not granted pennission. She also served at the Baltimore Infirmary (1823), St.
Mary's, Albany (1828), and St. Joseph's (1830) where she died January 21,1841. She is buried at
Emmitsburg in the original community cemetery.
'Michael de Burgo Egan was ill. He was a nephew of the bishop of Philadelphia with the same
name and one of the first students at Mount St. Mary's. Mary (1800-1817), his sister, was a student at
St. Joseph's at this time where she was admitted gratis because of her father's financial difficulties.
She entered the community December 1816, was known as Sister Mary Teresa, and died June 20,

1817 as a novice. She is buried in the original community cemetery in Emmitsburg. InRev. Simon
Gabriel Brutt! and His Connection with Community, 1812·1839 (1886), a passage attributed to
Elizabeth describing Mary Teresa Egan's death is given: "The most pure, the most heavenly minded
Mary Egan departing. I have been watching the little lamp these twenty four hours, and when we
thought it just out to the last minute, all the Sisters gone, the last Indulgence given, she turns
suddenly to her poor Michael, her brother, with a smile and tells him: 'You know not how sweet it is
to die in the arms ofJESUS or you would not cry. Rejoice with me Michael, thank Him; He takes me
to Himself. Be faithful to GOD-the last words my father said to me.- -I leave you in His
hands, Michael; I am going home, my brother, I go a little before you, to beg a good place for you,
Michael. ' Then she gives me the smile, and says: 'Rebecca promised to get one for me.' And turning
again said: 'It is so sweet to die in the arms of JESUS' " (p. 560).

-317[John] Hickey 6 quite well- so embarrassed with the 3 minutes I stand
by his table in the morning I believe it is the plague of his life, yet I persevere and often catch a word to show him what he is in the eyes of my
Faith - O!! blessed soul-we have nursed him and given him all the
little cares we could. I give him share of Martinas [Quinn] bitters,7
make him candy for his cough etc.-I tell you because you know all
my Supernatural whys-letters from Philadelphia' most urgent Sisters will be sent immediately - Rose [White] says when she saw the
Brother it was as if she saw Mother Superior and the whole Sisterhood
she never had experienced such feelings-so and so-and your Mass
there-O-and the last at my New York-no word from Mr. [Anthony] Kollman-fiatDr. Wells9 our good hearted friend who drew the needle for Annina
nursed Harriet and Cecilia received all the Sacraments, and a last request was to write to Mother and the Sisters to pray-nobody sick
now of your dear congregation who so many catch a word of Blessed
Mr. Brute asking me as Mother Mrs. Haws infull simplicity says "I do
not think I ever saw a saint upon earth but Mr. Brute dear Mr. Brute"
you know how long she takes to get it out-let them think so for our
Lords sake
-your Brothers health is miraculous-Mr. Duhamel says "the fellow says come old gentleman ant you going to get up and say Mass
when I am obliged to scream as if I had lancets in my back if they only
go to lift me" - but he is much better. Speaking of you "poor crazy
Brute ifhis neck ant broke-the Lord help him but you are very happy
Mam to have such a gentleman to take care of your son" 0 most happy
6Rev. John Francis Hickey, S.S., (1789-1869) was the first priest ordained at Mount St. Mary's
and the first American member of the Sulpicians. When he was a young priest, Elizabeth once
reprimanded him because of a careless sermon. At Mount St. Mary's (1814-1818) he had a
reputation as a disciplinarian and as an English scholar. After an interlude in Baltimore, he returned
to Emmitsburg around 1825 where he remained despite the Sulpicians' withdrawal of sponsorship
of Mount St. Mary's. He became the fifth superior (1830-1841) of the Sisters of Charity while he
was also pastor of St. Joseph Church in Emmitsburg (1825-1841).
7

Bitters are a tonic, usually alcoholic, prepared by distilling a bitter herb, root, fruit, or seed to

stimulate the appetite and improve digestion.
8Four sisters were at St. Joseph's Asylum in Philadelphia, but because the demands ofthe mission
were stressful to their health, some replacements were needed.
9A physician in the Emmitsburg area who had attended Anna Maria as well as Harriet and Cecilia
Seton, Elizabeth's sisters-in-law.

-318indeed dear Sir-and good Miss Polly puts up her eyes and clasps her
hands echoing-C) most happy indeed
-Here comes Rebecca lo smiling and bright as an angel says Dear
Mother I am all clean I hope - just recieved my absolution-O the
light heart - and a big new swelling come in the highest part of the
lame leg-darling Josephine in her endless anxieties not yet heard,
comes to ask "is biting the fingers and biting the nails all the same sin"
- dear dear child-O when she knows truly what sin is - must
she?-our Jesus-II St. Josephs Patronage [April 16] after the communion of our 30
white caps," 12 first communions Your good youngest Galleher and
Maecan, most sweet and edifying - called them in my room for the
white cap and cape but more to remind them to remember you - O!
-your Brother so delighted with a first communion he gave little
Hughes (Daniel Hughes child) on her death bed last night, soon as he
brought in our Lord she put up her hands and cryed "0 my God I thank
you"-he had his deacon (Dedier) [Anthony Deydier] and sub Elder l2
and is as gay as can be, planning and laying out future "What 1 will do"
- he lives in futurity, and I in the past until the World of realities -loving dearly to look often at our Easter tomb when looking at any
thing-but such a vacant brain - only to press the crucifix on the heart
and look up in silence or at the eye within, that is all - and let the rest
pass its way as you and my souls William on your high seasreading a picture of Judgment to our black caps 13 the other evening
I got laughing as so often happens when my nerves are weak, and to
hide it I said I hope at least in the great rising we will each be able to lay
hold of our crucifix that we may hold it up for defence, and all agreed
it was a shame that we have so few in the house that we cannot allow a
poor Sister in her coffin that last possession, then the next thought is to

write to the Brother to beg him to bring us three or four dozen ever so
lORebecca, Elizabeth's youngest daughter, was suffering from a painful tumor which caused her
lameness. She was barely thirteen when Brute and William left St. Joseph's Valley.
II "White caps" probably refers to a group of the children at St. Joseph's. There were not yet that
many novices. In March 1815 fifteen Sisters renewed their annual vows.
12Two Elders were enrolled at Mount Sl. Marty's in 1815: Alexius Elder (1810-1819), son of
Charles Elder of Baltimore, and Guy Elder (1810-1821) of Emmitsburg.
I3The Sisters of Charity were often referred to as "black caps."

-319coarse ever so common - and then your act of charity too will appear
when "the elements will be melting"" Our God - when willI be good
and look at Death and Judgment as I ought, pray for that fear for your
poor Motherthe girls resound the house with their hymns - do you remember
"Come let us lift our joyful eyes" at Mr. [Charles] Duhamels?-our
Jesus!Ma [Bridget] Farral makes us laugh till we cry she went to nurse
Mr. Duhamel "I walked in Mother with my cabbage leaves in my
pocket to dress the Rev. gentlemans blister and he refused my services
because he had some old woman he had sent for, so I told him Mr.
Duhamel Mother sent me here, the Superior I am sure wished me to
come, Sister Betsey [Boyle] I know wished it and Margaret [George]
herself desired I should be sent (all the council) and so Mr. Duhamel if
you will not let me dress the blister at least I will have a hand in it and
so Mother I picked my leaves most carefully and staid it out - then the
Reverend gentleman was so much better next day and Miss Polly so
much better we sat all to breakfast together and the Lord forgive me in
the middle of Breakfast I remembered there was no grace said and up I
got to say mine and up got Mr. Duhamel to say his, but he was not offended for before I left him I was the best old woman in the whole
country and he did not know how to part me"now while I think of it let me intreat you to bring us some medals of
St. Camillis de lilis l5 patron of the agonizing - pictures of
Xavier'O-Anastasia [Nabbs]'7 and the two Nelsons [Ann and Charlotte] be sure to remember.
St. Anselm [April 21]18

14This is the first line of "ContempJation in Heaven" in Hymnsfor the Use of the Catholic Church
ill the United States of America (Baltimore 1807).
ISSt. Camillus de Lellis (1550-1614), patron of the sick along with St. John of God and also patron
of nurses and nursing groups. His feast was July 14.
16St. Francis Xavier (1506-1552), one of the first Jesuits scnt to India, was named patron of

foreign missionaries. His feast was December 3.
17 Anastasia Nabbs was serving in the infirmary at Mount SI. Mary's.
ISSt. Anselm (1033-1109) was a monk, theologian, and archbishop of Canterbury.

-320-the last word from the Narrows l9 and going with pressing sails -

o our Jesus! he held the poor heart in his own hand while it gasped to
him and him alone-Well, that is done-now the morning sacrifice
and evening adoration full indeed-they who have neither!
St. Mark [ApriI2S]
- a most dear Communion for the Absent - but which is not most
dear and for the absent? your Brother sung the litany - I search my vacant brain, and not a word, while the heart t10ws and overt1ows. I
would note you something about his affairs but they seem to me all
comprised in his cautious, equal, daily grace almost miraculous - a
moment of vexation on recieving Mr. Bertrands20 bill to Mrs. Seton,
but I laughed him out of the important affair - no money on earth could
have the least value with me but the "Oh" which is sewed on the Sacred breast-that indeed as a sacred relic would be precious gold. to
tell you how gay and cheerful he is is impossible, it puts me out of patience almost-such loving epithets and condescendsions-my bad
heart sickens-but quick drops in its nothing to let all go round - our
God must pity, I am sure he doesI can never tell you either the strength and grace I draw through every bad moment from the little words of last year written even for
these very passing festivals-the oil never fails to t10w at one glance
of them, ever new and calling the Soul to its true light of Faith and
better hopesII Mr Duhamel- says "poor [John] Hickey got a great compliment
this morning an irishman told him the 3 priests 2 ! at the mountain all
put together is not worth one [Simon] Brute - poor creatures," the old
gentleman adds, "they tell me to my face, now Brute's gone all is gone
- some say they will not go to confession till he comes again-poor
dear good Brute, did you see his letter Mam to every body, to save

!"The Narrows is a strait in New York between the end of Long Island and Staten Island which
connects Upper New York Bay with Lower New York Bay. now connected by the
Verrazallo-Narrows Bridge.
2!)Felix Bertrand was at Mount St. Mary's 1814-1819. Often the older students were instructors
for those in lower classes.
2lIn 1815 the three priests at Monnt Sl. Mary's were Rev. John Dubois, Rev. John Francis
Hickey, and Rev. Charles Duhamel.

-321souls - poor crazy Brute he says he will be on the high seas, he would
be much better here attending his congregation, he could tend six congregations at least, he can do what would kill ten men if you only give
him bread, and two or 3 horses to ride to death one after other poor
gentleman ifhe was but steady!" "But Mr. Duh[amel]," I said, "he is
sent by the gentleman in Baltimore22 by Mr. [John] Tessier." "0 my
dear Mam he has turned their heads too."-very well- what a fine account of you Mr. Brute and he loves you so much he is mad that you
are gone and loses patience whenever he speaks of it-so drolly he
said you had "used at least 3 reams of paper to convert Peter and Paul"
but you will "never do any thing while you keep rambling about." So
consider well my "dear crazy gentleman" many a truth is said in jest as
you knowII a letter from Mrs. [Eliza] Sadler very reserved "/ have done all
that human prudence could do in sending William with such a
guide"-that is all and "William's gravity"-very well-and poor
"Brother [Wright] Post sailed for England for pain in the breast and
rest from his professional duties"-our God, ... and his Eternity!
II Cicils [Seton] dear anniversary [April 29]--eve of rogation
Sunday-your Brothers very soul dancing at a new thought of moving
old Peters house to the side of Mrs. Dusiens house and planting 3 old
Sisters there (maybe I shall go at last)--"I propose I intend I
will"-very well--excellent-and Anastasia and Julia23 goes to relieve poor good Teresa and Rose will take the school of little ones,
Josephine 24 goes to return the carriage of Livers with Susan-well all
well-

Sunday and our so dear Mountain Altar-O the hours in that tribune! - Silence Soul till Eternity-and our good Superior [John Dubois] running out of the little cell down the hill without hat calling "Mother,

220ne ofthe Sulpician priests from St. Mary's College
23Elizabeth sent Sisters Anastasia Nabbs and Julia Shirk to relieve Sisters Teresa Conroy and
Rose White in Philadelphia.
24Catherine and Sister Susan Clossey were going to return a carriage to their neighbor Mr. John
Livers.

-322Mother"-and the sudden news Bon[aparte]25etc. and the ship would
perhaps tum back-Our God-but the great ship of St. Peter! my G26
will in the bosom of God as in the moment of first parting - cares, sorrows, disappointments all of course and my Mother 80 and more,
Augusta Camile-our God - our hope - our Father-and the
100000000 souls-ah these the point!-Rogation Days-the full cry
of his whole church!!!
Mondaypoor Gibson27here protesting so much-and "Nothing to withhold
him from God"-yet remaining - because of studies I told him if you
were studying for a wife you would study fast enough-reminded him
of blessed Mr. Moneyham28 who would at least take care of the Negros
for our Jesus - alas a Priest more or less in our country-and the high
calling yet I did not make him angry for he forgot forms and seized the
withered hand in parting or rather the fingers so quickly drawn back
with a look up to our God - ah poor poor Gibson had he ever drank our
morning cup-but how few-now for the last time the Pascha nostrum immolatus 29 etc. - other music of that preface!Ascension Eve of [May 4]-

Jesus Volupitas cordium Victor triumpho nobili3iJ -but my two
words, lacrymarum gaudium 31 -the thousand pressing
thoughts--dare not hope you will be at the Altar til Whitsunday [Pentecost]-that begged for with the whole cry of the heart-that first in
your dear France again!-William servant-Silence! our God !-5 or

25Napoleon had escaped.
26Elizabeth seems to be freely associating Brute, whose first name was Simon, with the allusion to
Simon's boat as the barque of the apostle Peter. who was sometimes called Simon Peter. Cf. Mt.
14:29 and John 21:3. Brute would be visiting his brother Augustine and his wife Camille in Rennes,
France.
27In 1815 John M. Gibson of Maryland and Horatio Gibson, whose residence is unknown, were
both enrolled at Mount St. Mary's.
28A Mr. Moynahan was on the faculty at Mount St. Mary's in 1812. Rev. James Moynahan was
ordained in 1813.
2"The Latin "Pascha nostrum immolatus" means "our paschal lamb which was slain [for us]."
3<Trhe mostly Latin phrase, "Jesus Volupitas cordium Victor triumpilO nobi/i" means "Jesus
Delight of the heart, noble and triumphant Victor."
3 1The Latin "Iacrymarum gaudium" means "the joy of tears."

-323six communions only of the congregation-a terrible Deo gratias
from Uncle Elesius about a dozen O's to Mr. [John] Hickeys (deacon)
ten - a most heavy spiritual atmosphere for ascensions after a long
council32-but the spirit willing-your Brother begs you to bring your
poor little bad Mother a Breviary,33 one side English or French - it is
his very very particular wishSt. Michael [May 8]
-our hour of Death-in the mean time gave our Rev. J[ohn]
Hickey a scolding he will remember - the congregation so crowded
yesterday - and so many strangers to whom he gave a sermon so evidently lazy and answered this morning "I did not trouble myself much
about it Mam" 0 Sir, that awakens my anger do you remember a
priest holds the honor of God on his lips do you not trouble you to
spread his fire he wishes so much enkindled, if you will not study and
prepare while young, what when you are old - there is a Mothers lesson - "but prayer"-yes prayer and preparation too. blessed Soul
God has not given - yet, he may giveII our dear worn out Sus34 returned-our God! what must be the
meetings in heaven-so happy to have her alive that she may die with
Mother-but such letters from Baltimore about the late event - ah they
do not see the heart of Faith so high with our God overlooking the
clouds of all human events-what is the worst and the worst that can
happen to the dearest-Death? and what of that-but the poor "pupil"
who may make ship wreck of his dear eternal interest-or the one
hand less to hold the chalice-there the point - and the immense interests!-we now make your meditations oflast years Octave to the Holy
Spirit - this night the heart of poor sinners who will let the heavenly
feast pass by! our God-how will we in the very Sanctuary improve
32Thc council refers to a meeting of Elizabeth Seton and the governing council of the community.
In 1815 the council included Elizabeth as Mother, Elizabeth Boyle, her Assistant, Margaret George,
Tlreasurer, and Angela Brady, Procuratrix. The Superior, Rev. John Dubois, S.S., usually
participated in the council meetings.
33The breviary contains the official prayer of the Church, then called the Divine Office, which
consists of psalms, scripture readings, and readings from the Fathers of the Church for designated
times throughout the day for each liturgical season.
34Sister Susan Clossey returned in poor health to Sl. Joseph's Valley from her mission in
Philadelphia.

-324then? and where the G. of my Jesus - in his bosom that is sure your
own poor Mother EAS-

+
Whitsun Eve [May 13]
This the third little sheet for good Mr. Bertrands voyage, now renounced - but the good angel will direct-Whitsun Eve at the foot of
St. Marys Mountain from whence the thousand streams of remembrances coming down with the silent heavenly dews which to the
"whole world gives excess of joy" as says our divine preface-the
God of our heart sees what passes in mine on such a festival of desires,
remembrances and realities, with its unutterable cries to the lux
beatissima35 which is to pervade so intimately every faithful heart you
understand fully-the hope that you will be at his altar and there
recieve the Olive of Peace from the mystic Dove-or if yet shut up in
your ark, the abundance he will pour-either overflows the soul of the
poor American Mother with torrents of desires for you in this season
of graces-your share will be without measure if the poor sinner is
heard - first Mass in France - the dear venerable Mother so long counting days and hours - the multitude of friends - yet the uncertainties-so, his bosom in silence is the rendezvous at last
[Whitsun] Day!! [May 14]
II so many of the congregation speak of you-Mrs. Uphold in her
full innocence says "if he would come back - I love him so as a saint in
his very flesh." I give many of the little pictures of the cross with the
motto "he gave himselffor me" in your name and to remind to pray for
you-5 or 6 communions only these two days of Ascension and the
Holy Ghost (except the seminarians) where there used to be 70 and 80
at high Mass-perhaps they go to early communion, I only know your
Brother hardly takes time to breathe as they say-Yet his health seems
as usual, and be assured I spare him all that depends on me-you understand

35The Latin "lux beatissima"means "most blessed light."

-325Friday-One oclock
if you could see the Superior in the hall surrounded by the singers
practising Te Deum for Sunday-I steal to say litany of saints for intention of the church this blessed Ember Day and another Veni
Sancte 36 for the G of my Jesus - whole souiII Trinity Eve [May 20]

-the impressions of this day like those of yesterday especially at
10 and 11 alone under the eye of sorrow; after the morning affairs of
the house settled - the divine sacrifice so present, the holy holy holy so
incessant in the heart-was it then 0 my God? - what is distance or
separation when our soul plunged in the ocean of infinity sees all in his
own bosom - there is no Europe or America there-our God, and our
All-the pen can say nothing-the Unions of tomorrow that is all in
our home choir, while sleep reigns the other side of the world, and in
our tribune at your Mountain-and at the Vespers and Benediction-Charlott [Nelson (Smith)] is to sing her best tomorrow poor little Angel Bec 37 to go in her cart with Sister Sus [an Clossy] , though she
has a large swelling high in the lame leg - blessed child - I forgot to tell
you Cecilia [O'Conway] has taken my soul in hand, and declares it
shall be perfected, she will do violence to his heart she says, and every
communion and prayer for that until her mother is a true Mother. she
says these things with such awful emphasis it makes me cold-yet
how precious the prayers of such a soulTrinity day [May 21]
-7 in the morning half hours thanksgiving amidst the heights and
depths - God and his creature! WE lost in him! the little visit paid Mr.
[John] Hickey - our 2 divine Psalms 102 and 103 read - tears mixed on
the Bible-and now would say a word but not one can speak but God!
this the feast of sky gazers I place Mary in her leather case on the heart
with earnest beggings that she will keep that eye on him for us till our

J&rhe Latin "Velli Sancte" is a traditional prayer to invoke the guidance of the Holy Spirit. The
title means "Come, Holy Spirit."
37Rebecca Seton, now quite disabled and ill, would be pulled by Sister Susan Clossey, who had
always served as a nurse for the Setons.

-326Octave in Eternity-and this day - 0 on our Mountain! in him wrapt
and him in uson that mountain the souls loud cry seeing the good oldest
Galaspy 38 gone, returned to his family health lost, a skeleton - and I, a
mother of2 both for the World-my sins - I know - yet his mercies - he
sees the torrents at the thought that I bore and suckled them for any
thing but his service-O do do do prayEVE of Corpus Christi [May 24]

-the thousand dear remembrances with the one great remembrance! Soul be silentDay [May 25]

-so bright and glorious-the hidden manna so abundant-all day
exposed on your beautiful Altar - crowded congregation Mr. [John]
Hickeys best endeavours - many communions - quiet dinner at the
grotto before the old cross yet standing after winter storms - draughts
of the clearstream; then benedicite39 and back to adoration old Europe
and America in one - on the road in the morning going gently along
under the burning sun, the poor soul was surprised by the momentary
light sometimes allowed on such a day-and in this moment begged
as in such moments may be begged, A Soul-you understand, and
your unbelieving Brother came quicker than thought-all day then he
was the pole to which the little needle turned while it went its rounds
for the whole world-alas he only one of millions unmindful or blind
to the glory of our day - your Mass and benediction our Mass and
benediction! one only Soul in All-Your brother cried out to me what
he had lost in his brother, and could hardly restrain his tears at my
louder cry, "My God what then have I not lost," yet your only willforever-silence soul-not the sky gazing but the heart burning feast
now- Wrapt in him, with all that love him, how closely then with the
heart of Eternity-

38Three Gillespie brothers were enrolled at Mount SI. Mary's: Neall, (1 8 12-1815), John
(1 813-1 817), and William (1813-1 817). Elizabeth is probably referring to Neall.
3~e Latin "Benedicite"is a traditional invocation at mealtime signifying, "Let us bless the
Lord."

-327II Mr. Tessier writes in such triumph that his darling was called for
even by the Superior over seas,40 on particular business, and how
happy that this precious pearl was esteemed and confided in equally
by both-the clearer eye of the Mountain and old microscope of the
Valley must laugh at these doating Grandpapas though so Venerable-the darling himself must smile at these poor blind optics - our
Lord permits - let it pass-Tu es sacerdos in Eternum secundum
ordinem Melchisedech 41 - there the souls grand triumph, all else but
smoke.
II this beautiful octave of remembrances, past-+--who gave
benediction every evening last year? 0 the full full Union now-if
you could have seen Sister Betsey [Boyle] dressing your Mountain
Altar with laurels-and the poor good Iaimsons42 anxiety - he is so
drole every thing must be done by the book, we call him the Rubric-poor good Floyd is very sick, he is to enter the sanctuary with
youngest Galespy and McGerey 43 - if he recovers-Alas, alas, alas!
we have had our dear 80 years old Mrs Wyse44 here a week to get
once more the divine Sacrifice and Communion-she says she has
never forgot you one day, and will not forget, she prays the whole time
dear dear soul an enthusiast at her age - when I left her in the morning
to go to the mountain she would stand on the chapel porch to look after
her little mother, and when we returned in the evening met her on her
horse going home, she put the bridle on his neck stretched her arms up
with her eyes fixed on the clouds a moment then on me as for the last
look in this life-O my Saviour-the last look - how many many last
looks have I recieved-Williams, yours-

'"'rbis refers to Brute's trip to Europe on business for Mount St. Mary' s and a visit to the Superior
General of the Sulpicians, Antoine Duclaux, S.S.
41ps. 110:4. The Latin "Tu es sacerdos in Eterllum secundum ordinem Melchisedech" means
"You are a priest forever according to the order of Melchizedek."
42Henry Jamison of Frederick, Maryland, was a student at Mount St. Mary's and later entered the
seminary in Baltimore, but he withdrew prior to ordination.
43John Francis McGerry, son of Felix McGerry of Frederick, Maryland, was enrolled at Mount St.
Mary' s 1810·1819. He had a sister Mary (1809·1869) who attended St. Joseph's and in 1826 entered
the Sisters of Charity. Know as Sister Mary Eulalia, she later withdrew and entered the Georgetown
Visitation Convent.
44Mrs.Wyse who lived in the area visited St. Joseph's for a week because distance and infinnity
prevented her from getting to Church as she wished.

-328you see 1 say not a word to you of my poor interior world-the poor
little Atom in darkness clouds and continual miseries - going like a
machine in the beautiful round of graces-a sad month the past-but
yet another begun in the same stupidity and weariness of soul and
body - communion itself but a moment of more indulgence for this
state of torpor and abandonment-wanting all, and asking nothing for
after so much asking, and so much granted, to remain still the same
unfaithful thing so long-poor poor Soul where will it end - there the
point of dreadful uncertainty. I look over to the little Sacred woods,
then up to the clear Vault all is silent - poor poor soulYou pray while we sleep, we pray while you sleep-this an odd
comfort, but a great one-the last thought with the dear crucifix on the
pillow your Mass
The good archbishop [Carroll] says "how unfortunate Mr. Brutes
going, will he ever return I hope so indeed and that very soon" - dear
dear archbishop how tenderly he loves you - take care - you are so well
and too much loved by all 1 fear for you-would rather you should be
in China than too much a darling here-it is only because they do not
know you my son - yet those who know you so well do they care less?
Eve of St. Barnabas [June 10]
-to look so bright a morning over at the Mountain church and
round it! the anxious Saturday heart no more there - words are nothing
- the eye on Eternity - that the only remedyNight
- Now the look to the blessed hands bound with cords, and the tears
- and blood-the Mothers heart cries by all these to bless - the
Mothers heart of Eternity, nothing in this world this happy eve of your
first Mass he entered Simons ship, bid him launch out in the deep, 0
yes the deep our Jesus - to leave all - and follow-O that your Simon
may indeed catch and plunge after souls, your beloved souls with every breath of his life
-my son go bum under the torid zone if he wills it, but do not stay
and eat sugar plums-"their sound through the whole world, their
words to the end of the earth"-then the "throne"-I am jealous of our
Archbishops doubt-but peace - the only only Will.

-329so many of your Mountain children and poor good blacks came to
day for first Communion instructions-they were told from the pulpit
all to repair to the Sisterhood - so they came as for a novelty, but we
will try our best to fix them-poor dear souls so unconscious!!!
St. Barnabas [June 11]
-a man full of the Holy Ghost and of Faith - exhorting all with
purpose of heart (how I love that) "to continue in the Lord"-O the
thousand thousand thoughts on this so dear festival of the Apostle of
Consolation and the first Mass of my son of Eternity-so in our mountain tribune - there the silent torrent-I have reminded your Brother
how dear this days remembranceSt. Anthony ofP[adua]
-I hope you think of Filicchi to day<5-I dared not ask for communion this year tho' it was granted the last, and recieved from hands most
dear-now the tOlTent had overllown, and the clouds so thick-no sunbeams-alas alas alas!-Mrs. Oliver (so rich you remember) is crazy
and they apply to us to recieve and take care of her-a precious beginning of our hospitar6 as he offers any money-you may suppose how
many plans of a building through the zealous brain of your brother "I
will I will I will"-while I with hands crossed on Marys picture and the
crucifix under the shaw I bow, and assent and smile and expect it may be
in Spain - yet it may be the momentwe have eleven Protestant girls47 entered since you are gone--one
to day from a heart broken Father who begged she might recieve the
strongest religious impressions "the only consolation in this life" he
added - I gave only the silent bow with eyes full from the heart-our
God - my tongue was fastened for he was an elegant refined man of the
high world, soII Rebecca says "I cried so in my sleep last night dreaming that the
Brother was come back and had not seen his Mother, and while he
45The feast of St. Anthony, June 13, would be the feast of Antonio Filicchi.
46Elizabeth gives the impression that some discussions had been held about the Sisters engaging
in health care ministry in a more formal way than by home visiting and nursing as they were now
doing.
47Eli zabeth insisted on accepting Protestant students at St. Joseph 's Academy over the objections

of Dubois.
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blessed me he said 'my Mother is dead Rebecca'" She told this so innocently and added "ifhe was but my real brother as well as my spiritual one (poor darling she does not know that is the only real) yet
Mother ifhe was I could not love him better."-do bring her some little thing and Josephine, and above all the Nelsons.
- 0 Yes the only real--our spiritual world how real and unchangeable its dear dependencies - no dividing oceans, variations of
time and the painful etceteras - these I am ever praying and begging
for the accomplishment of his will and the establishment of his Kingdom in and through his so dear Missioner48 - distance and time forgotten - wrapt!
II yet such continual gathering of clouds-I read again the hundred
direction papers of the two years past with yet greater delight than the
first reading and gather new courage and stronger Faith as when they
were first applied - the grace as present as when they came fresh from
the hot press of the burning heart-now cold perhaps - and surely far
and far awayII good Mrs Nat Elder49 has picked up a poor eighty odd years sinner from over the mountain among poor Methodists and I so poor was
sent to see her, nothing so drole as her answer to the proposal of our
Mysteries the continual repetition "to be sure I can believe, cannot the
great Almighty God do it - to be sure" "Great Almighty God" to every
thing - tomorrow she makes her first Communion (death close by) 84
or 5!!! 0 infinite goodness-and I have all the Blacks (0 I [unclear])
all the blacks for my share to instruct--excellentissimo! you will perhaps be back just in time, for the Superior says no one can be ready before October or November Silence - Eternity !-your heart would ach
for him as mine does if you could hear what his position is "Not one
soul Mother on whom I can rely to see a class well kept much less to
give a spiritual instruction Mr. [John] Hick[ey] pure as an angel but
neither Judgment or intelligence"

48Rev. Simon Brute
49Mrs. Nat Elder was a long time resident of the Emmitsburg area. The Eyler's Valley Methodist
Church was built in 1857 and is still over the mountain from Mount St. Mary's. Prior to its
construction, the congregation worshipped in private homes.

-331-poor Superior often he will not dine because his head is so suffering and no sleep-he said laughing "you see my hair cut I met the
barber in the woods and I sat down on a stone to let him do it there
there is no time at home"-Often I remind him of how you would suffer to know how little he spares himself - but you may as well speak to
the moon - and he will have to preach now twice for once to let Mr.
Hick[ ey] prepare his sermons 50-no one would believe anyone so
drole in hesitations and unconnected-trying to say how the flesh was
our enemy he would detail the senses 0 and coming to the smell after
hems and stops and folding his arms "the smell- the smell my brethren distracts us" I pray for him more than ever for your crazy English,
and scold him with all authority of an Ancient-but he says "Mr.
Duhamel says it makes the congregation proud if they see you try to
give them good sermons" but my friend if your subject is unintelligible for want of preparation and connection what becomes of Your
grace and theirs-he shrugs his shoulders and says "pray for me"-so
it goes-O Eternity - a moment more and-O do do do pray much for
your poorest Mother, and look to my child in every thing as your
own-L.J.C.-

6.196 To Filippo Filicchi
[29th July 1815 date received]

My dear Filicchi,
you will have no doubt of the tender love of our good master for
your poor little American convert, since even this so well advised step
as being approved by our Venerable Archbishop [John Carroll] who
treats us like darling children, the blessed Bishop [John Cheverus] of
Boston even pressing it, my Rev. Superior [Dubois] here insisting,
and at last our God throwing my poor William in your hands without
5()Previously, Elizabeth had reprimanded Hickey for poorly delivered and inadequately prepared
sennons.
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-332permitting the delay and time for knowing your will to recieve him!
or, perhaps the most just and sacred reasons to the contrary-all this
proves indeed I must be a little child and take from the Adorable hand
my little hard crust, 2 for though my delight and pride that you and Antonio [Filicchi] as the Providence of God to us have so long supported
us, is increased instead of lessened, yet to abuse and take advantage of
your goodness to us was far from my intention-one thing only I am
sure of that our God will turn all for the best, for if ever an intention of
[mine] was for him it was this above all, to shelter and keep a soul so
dear, [from] what seemed inevitable if he remained here, and if even
now you should find it necessary to send him back I will ever bless
God that he has seen Catholics and Catholic religion as they are, instead of the shadow he sees here, and that he will have at least a year
more of strength to [support] him in that only object of my Solicitudefor what is their fighting with [trials] and disappointments of this
world, so much the better for them, if only that one only one pointo my poor pressing heart when I think of it - and you must not think
it is all because they are my poor ones, our God knows since I am
where you called Filicchi, and with me so many more in his own
church, J would indeed consider the whole world as dung 3 for anyone
soul I could help to the same happiness, much less those whom he permits and commands me to struggle for; you would be convinced of
this if you could know what we have gone through only to decide on
this separation from William, for we have been so linked by our particular situation and total division from family connections that it is
like tearing Soul from Soul as you will know when you see into his
disposition which exteriorly is cold and reserved, but very different in
reality.

[Elizabeth was anxious about WiHiam's arrival in Leghorn (Livorno) hecause she had received
no response to her letters asking the Filicchis to receive him as an apprentice in their finn. William
had hoped to contact the Filicchis upon his arrival in France, bUT because of the political turmoil due
to the Hundred Days of Napoleon, William had had to leave France in haste. The Filicchis, in fact,
did not know of his coming, and Filippo gently scolded Elizabeth in an August 14, 18IS,letter for
sending her son \vithout notice.
2Cf. Mark 7:27.
3Cf. Phil. 3:8.

-333dear dear child - if only he can master his bad pride I believe all the
rest would be secure - and you will pity him, and pity me, and be assured whatever you will do we will recieve as from the hand of God
himself - will you salute for me your dear Signora Marie4 and if my
poor Boy remains, recommend him to her - if not thank her for the
abundant kindness I am sure she has already shown him Your devoted EASeton
this letter from Williams little Sisters read it and see their innocent
hearts. It is sealed but he will give to you-

6.197 To Antonio Filicchi'
[7/n.d. received)

My dearest Antonio
It is not to such a heart as yours I shall represent what passed in
mine on hearing that poor William was obliged to go on to you without waiting to know your will on the subject-You see that with one
glance, but I cannot see what is the event for him, or what your situation in these sad times of uncertaintiesAntonio, my brother-friend of my soul, and instrument so dear of
its Salvation, and in mine of so many more than you even can guess, be
in this point so extremely tender to my most weak mind, broken down
by so many hard trials as you know, and by so many more you never
can know while this great Ocean divides us, be my true brother and tell
me all your heart, scold me if you are angry (but gently) and tell me all
if any thing can be done in any way to alter what I could so little foresee, for bad as it is to have him struggling with the hundred disadvantages and dangers of our country so miserable for young men, yet if
our God wills it he will pity-all is in his hands and yours - and I can
4Mary Cowper Filicchi, Filippo' s wife
6.197 AMSJ A 111 058
lWilliam hand carried this letter to Antonio Filicchi.

-334answer only for my Faith all will be right and that you will do aUfor
the best - our dearest, truest, best friend.
I did not know of the Vessel our Archbishop [John Carroll] wrote
by or I should have been to happy to have profited by it to show you at
the first moment my only wish on the subject that your goodness may
not be abused, or we go out of the order of Providence-I sent you the
most Fatherly letter of the blessed Bishop [John Cheverus] of Boston,
and I have had another since, all consolation and encouragement-pity and pray for your poor little sister-EASeton
Every dearest remembrance to your lovely family-O do do write
me soon-how my poor heart will fasten on God when I shaH see a
first letter from you, for you can have no thought of my heart for that
child or his endearing dutiful conduct to me-God alone sees.

6.198 To William Seton'
29th July 1815-

My Souls dear William
Many letters I have written you to Bordeaux but it is doubtful if you
will ever recieve them - this I will beg Mr. [Felix] Bertrand to forward
to Leghorn in one Vessel and Rebeccas and Josephines in another
hoping that at least one may get safe2You know your poor Mother so well you can judge of the moment
we first heard you were safe - and of the next when the Blooming
Rose 3 arrived and your letters were thrown in the sea - but above all
that you had been obliged to go on to Leghorn without knowing if our
friends [the Filicchis] could recieve youMy child my own and dearest William I hold the handkerchief with
one hand while writing with the other for my eyes are as streams till I
6.198 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:5
'Written on the outside: Sister Sus[an Clossey] kisses this direction with a full heart.
2Elizabeth was sending the letters from her daughters Rebecca and Catherine separately to
increase the probability of at least some of their letters arriving safely.
3A sailing vessel

-335know all about your situation and reception, not that I doubt a moment
of every Kindness yet your going might have been ill timed and
inconveniant - yet my poor heart rests upon God for I know you must
begin the World and to be accustomed to its trials and disappointments, your mind will never be strengthed and enlightened in any
other way, and I hope all from the excellent principles you have always shown-only I repeat to you try to accommodate yourself to the
dear Providence of our God for you in every thing-the only distinct
imagination I have of any part of your situation is when you have the
lovely children of Filicchis round your knees knowing how dearly
you love little ones-those at the Mountain you used to play with ask
to this day if William is coming back-I gave little Ternan4 a ribbon
you had worn round your neck to wear round his own which delighted
him so much it repaid me for my Sacrifice for you know how I love everything you ever touchedMy William-do do mind Oconemy, Order, Submission to every
wish of these generous friends who are such true friends to us.-You
have now seen the dear grave,' the counting house he was in at your
very age, where he gained every ones good will by his amiable manner
and peaceable disposition.
- 0 my child-what would I not give to hear from you - and you
will write I know if it is but five lines every Opportunity-Richard is
anxiously waiting to know how it is with you his heart is more set every day on doing his part in life with you, he feels the Separation more
than you can imagine, but he seemed when he left us to keep
Batchelors hall with poor George Boarman,6 who has lost his Father
and is very sick, to be determined on pushing on with his writing and
French etc. and wait still a while before we make any application for a

4"Little Ternan" was probably a child in the family of Luke Tiernan of Baltimore where Richard
would later be for an apprenticeship. Two Tiernan boys, Luke and William, were enrolled at Mount
St. Mary' s from 1813 to 1817.
'The grave of his father, William Magee Seton, who died in Pisa in 1803 and was buried in the
English burial ground in Leghom (Livorno)
6Archbishop John Carroll conferred tonsure on George Boarman, a seminarian at Mount St.
Mary's, October 8, 1812. Boarman later discontinued his preparation for the priesthood at Mount
St. Mary' s. He had three sisters who were students atSt. Joseph' s, Catherine, Elizabeth, and Mary.

-336place any where-poor darlings you have a rough road to go-if only
at last we all meet where all will be well, and no more separationsAll goes just so here - every body prays for you and loves you I
have letters from all directions to comfort me about your unfortunate
Voyage as many fear for your safety - but your little Mother does
not-Our God is so good, and has been always so tender a Father to
usdo write Mr. [Simon] Brute a few kind lines my dear one - it is
proper you should he has been so kind to us-And do love everyone
of the Filicchi family for me - only think [what] they have been to us a grateful heart [is the] only return in our power, and your conduct my
dearest one must express it for us all-Mr. [John] Dubois told me to
unite my Communion for you tl"\is morning with the divine Sacrifice
he offered-O My William you know with what love I obeyed-and
how the poor doating heart wraps you in it very center night and
day-ADieu
Your own Mothers tenderest blessing

6.199 To William Seton'
+4th August 1815

My own William last week I have written to both Mr. Filicchis, and to yourself in
each of their letters-but since that, how can I tell you the happy moment we have had when seated on our little trunk Mother in the middle
Jos and Bec opened your letter so careful that the seal should not tear
one word-Our God only knows the joy and gratitude and sweetness
of that moment-My William - I could write whole pages only with
that word as I repeat it at my little table so often in the day looking up
at the blue sky or over at our little wood-child of my Soul be good
6.199 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:6
'Rev. John Dubois, S.S., added a note to this letter.

-337and be happy the only thought that frightens me when I feel weak and
faint is that I will see you no more in this World, but that is Nothing - if
only in the next write me how often you have been to the tribunaF
since you left me, and ifo do do be a true man in the image of your God - cherish and keep
that Soul pure so dear to him and to your Own 3-Richard is still with
[George] Boarman in proportion as our love for you increases (if possible) our delight in having him near us increases - but I know not how
it will be--do my love write him at once and tell him how you regret
evelY moment you lost in improving yourself, as I am sure enough
you do, by experience - he is so young and one year more till your Allotment is better understood could not but be an Advantage for his
whole life, especially as Mr. [Felix] Bertrand is to teach French at the
Mountain which you know now he cannot learn too weIll long so to know if your American heart bends to your duties with
a good grace, if you are industrious and determined to show your good
sense andfortitude in the position your God has placed you-that is
true courage my dear one, as you will know when you get a little more
experience-and do write us - it is all you can now do for us, if you
could see Bec' s eyes glisten at the thought of a letter from you, and J os
throw up hers and smiles of delight-as for me I say nothing, for truly
you cannot even guess what you are to me. -and the more of your
recreation you will give us to write all the details of your days and
hours the more you will comfort and console us for this hard separation
- I will write your friends in New York what you say of their goodness, already 1 have done my part be sure-Mr. [John] Dubois is so
much interested in all your concerns, and was much delighted to hear
of your safety under the Eagle 3 we thought always reports were exaggerated-I hope you have written Mr. [Simon] Brute if you are safe in
Leghorn-O MY CHILD ADIEU
-a thousand kindest remembrances to our Friends.

2the sacrament of Penance.
3"The Eagle" symbolizes the United States.
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6.200 To William Seton
+[August 14, 1815]

My own dearest loved William
Word is just brought that I may write you by some Vessel going
from Washington - we wrote last week and the week before to yourself and to the Mr. Filicchis also-and how many times I have written
you in France is endless, but the chance of loss of our letters makes me
anxious to repeat them as I know a line from us at any time must be so
dear to you-Jos is preparing for her ASSUMPTION COMMUNION, and Rebeca as serious about her confession, but never was
there two more faithful little hearts than theirs to you--every little
pleasure it is "0 if Willy had it" and every weary or painful moment 0
if Willy was here - the thought of you is seldom absent from either of
us-you cannot imagine the Extravagant news we hear from Europe,
but I have always the strong hope that you are safe, sometimes we
think perhaps our friends in Leghorn may think your stay there of no
use if all is in such disorder as is represented, and that you may quickly
return-Our God [only knows] but I know that at all events I shall be
glad that your [character] has been strengthened and enlarged by being a little out of your Native land-Make the best use you can of the
time be it longer or shorter, and above all mind [the point] of points
since our dear Eternity together depends on it-one only letter from
you as yet- butl am sure you [wrote] if you are safe arrived- and every
least particular you [unclear] how dear-Richard not returned from
[George] Boarmans yet - we are all very well, every thing very much
as you left it-Mr. [Simon] Brute we suppose returning, but all so uncertain.
Not a word to tell you my dear one but what has been repeated in so
many letters-Nothing from New York since the Death of your poor
uncle Richard'-Edward pose declares he will come to see us as soon
as his Father returns which is expected next month September
6.200 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:10
'Richard Bayley, Elizabeth's half-brother, married Catherine White in 1812. He was killed May
29, 18 15, in a horse and carriage accident. He left two small children, Henry White and Anna
Margaret.
2Elizabeth's nephew, the son of Dr. Wright and Mary Bayley Post

-339BE Blessed my own dear one - every kindest most affectionate love
and Respect to the two families of Felicchis-Your own Mother
Mind to write - imagine your 3 sitting on the little old black trunk,
Becks arm round me, and Jos head on my shoulder, while we read together the greatest delight on earth to us A letter from our William
Beck comes in and crys out "my dear dearest love to my Billy 0
how I did dream of him last night"-alas our dreams are all we have
my Willy-

6.201 To Julia Scott
14th August 1815

My dear Julia
Your little letter and its Bountiful contents are received but it neither comforts me for your health or the sorrows of your dear heart
which I see plainly, and know well by long experience are worse than
even in the first bitter moment--every day I feel more and more my
Annal is gone how much more sensible must you be to the separation
from your still dearer one for you my own Julia had every flattering
prospect for this world, I only anxiety and fears which increased with
my doating affection for her, and which I could not even guess at the
extent of, till she was gone. but we must both look only at the Fathers
hand.
-you will be pleased to know William2 arrived safe at Bourdeaux,
and from thence went with a most kind and respectable family' to
Marselles from there his passage to Leghorn will be very easy - he
writes in the full expression of his hearts content, says he is quite safe
6.201 AS.JPH 1-3-3-6:107
I Anna Maria Seton died in 1812; Maria, Julia's daughter had recently died.
2WilJiam, Elizabeth's eldest son, had traveled to Europe with Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., in order to
begin an apprenticeship with the Filicchis in Italy. At Marseilles Mr. Preudhomme de Borre
facilitated William's joumey to Leghom (Livomo).
3Madame de SI. Cesaire, a sister of Mr. Preudhomme, provided William Seton hospitality in
Marseilles. From Genoa William traveled in the company of an English gentleman to Leghorn
(Livorno).

-340through all the rough scenes around him under his American cockade
and Eagle4 which he is obliged to wear - the most dangerous Voyage,
both sides of the Vessel staved in, cargo thrown over, but he says "I
slept sound and drempt of you"-I am sure Filicchi will do all he can
to forward his settlement in life - his sole ambition now is to become
some way able to take care of his sisters in case of my Death, or their
wish to change their home-how little he may have it in his power, or
how much he has to go through before he can be in such a situation, 1
never have told him because he never could have a better motive for
his exeltions.
-Your J[ohn] M [orin] S[cott] they tell meis the most affectionate
attentive son that can be imagined - so indeed he well may be to such a
darling little Mother - at least when you return to your home let me
hear from you dearest Julia, and of our ever loved Brother, and Mrs.
[Charlotte] C[ox]-they must be almost old people now ifIjudge by
myselfyour own EASeton.

6.202 To William Seton'
You should recieve this my dear one and not mine just written and
sent by different opportunities for a better chance take with it the
tenderest blessing of the Whole Soul of your doating Mother.

4Symbols of the United States
6.202 AMSJ A 111 013
'Elizabeth added this sentence to the August 27 letter of Rebecca and Catherine.
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6.203 To Antonio Filicchi
+[1815]

My ever dear Antonio
Surely by this time you have recieved some of my mUltiplied letters on the subject of William's being sent-Our God at last would
have it so though not indeed in the way I wished or expectedYou were absent when your so kind brother and my William wrote,
but do not do not scold your poor little Sister-this life will pass so
soon-and you lay up such blessed stores!-plead my cause with
your dear Amabilia [Filicchi] - embrace all your dear ones for me-I
am so afraid now that William should forfeit your protection that I
think it almost a temptation-I must trust All to our God at lastYour blessed [John] Chevrous' letter I fear has not reached
you-he blames and tenderly reproaches a moments hesitation to
trust all to your boundless Goodness-yet Antonio to abuse that
Goodness!Our God knows all the struggles I have had about it-do write me a
few linesYour own friend and Sister forever EAS

6.204 To Archbishop John Carroll
+7th September 1815

Our Revered dear Father.
It is so long since I have asked your blessing and rememberance
that I take this good occasion to recommend again a family so dear to
you, especially our excellent Sister Kitty [Mullen] who after long
gathering of an abcess on her breast seemed to be at the last extremity,
6.203 AMSJ AlII 059
6.204 AAB 7N14

-342and was anointed last Saturday - she since has a little relief but remains in a very uncertain situation - she has written her good little
Salli and earnestly begs your prayers. She may live a long while if
the abcess gradually discharges.
-Mr. Green the guardian of good little Fanny Wheeler has persevered so long in his delay to settle with our House that I have been directed by our Superior [John Dubois] repeatedly to give up the debt to
one of our creditors who certainly would sue him for the amount but as
Mr. Coskeri tells me that if any thing in the world would move Mr.
Green to settle in peace it would be an application from yourself
whose favour and good opinion he values above every thing-so I resolved to beg you (if you thought it proper) to speak this word of Peace
for us whose Application and intreaties he has long been deaf to-II Oh here our Charlotte and Ann [Nelson (Smith)]-how many
feelings at the sight of them-they say you are Very Very well but will
not let me write any moreever your devoted EASeton

6.205 Note on envelope!
$10 Sr. Angela {Brady]
out of which was pd.
Mrs. Redfor los 2 2/5
Kelly for Rebec{ca] 1
Harp{er] for Tier{nan] 1

I A sibling of Sister Kitty Mullen
2Fanny Wheeler was first enrolled at St. Joseph's in 1810.
3Francis Arthur Coskery, from the Taneytown area, entered the seminary but became ill and
unable to continue studies for the priesthood. Elizabeth Coskery was a pupil at St. Joseph' s
Academy in 1813. William Coskery of Baltimore was enrolled at Mount St. Mary's 1816-1817.
6.205 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:65
'This is a note Elizabeth wrote on the envelope of a September 22 letter she received from her son
William.

-3436.206 To Rebecca Seton
first day - 25 September - Monday [1815]

Mother looked after the carriage which held her little dear one' till
it was hid by the woods which before hid our William from our last
looks, and hide our Nina under the green sod-then in the chapel- all
laid in his bosom who sees a Mothers heart-about 10 oclock they
told me Mrs. Scott asks for you and I find poor Aunt [Julia] Scott in the
halF-many tears, and much disappointed not to see Rebecca-they
staid about an hour - and then away perhaps to meet no more till Eternity - Oh when the beautiful coaches and horses went off so grand and
gay how Mothers Soul darted through the blue heavens to bless and
praise that we are not numbered with the rich in this world, and to call
down pity on them-pray often for her dear Soul
= Angelus at night

-you know my darling what rememberances - and saying your indulgences and little prayer at my bench in the choir instead of by your
side Tene was with Jos, so I could think of you with our Lord as much
as I desired-and on your bed with so many blessings on you dear darling. 0 what it is to cross the arms on the breast and crucifix and giving
up all to him [to] sleep in his own arms, and wake in them too. I know
you thought of me almost as much as I of you.
Tuesday
No Dick - Tene with Jos - Mothers heart following her darling to
the steam boat such a heavenly afternoon the little insects and all nature seemed to praise him we love above all-My Rebecca we will at
last, at last unite in his eternal praise, lost in him You and I closer still
than in the nine months so dear when as I told you I carried you in my
bosom as he in our Virgin Mothers-then no more Separation6.206 ASJPH 1-3-3·9:43
1At the urging of Julia Scott, Rebecca traveled to Philadelphia for examination by Dr. Philip Syng
Physick, a specialist in treating diseases of the hip joint. While Rebecca was in Philadelphia, she

stayed with the sisters at the asylum.

2Julia Scott came to Emmitsburg to take Rebecca to Philadelphia but arrived after Rebecca had
left. Their short visit at this time was the last time the two friends saw each other.
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o our Jesus bless now my little dearest one-I have just said your
prayers for you by the side of our bed. 0 if I could have one kiss of
Peace from my darling and give her the Sacred Sign, and holy water but we must have Patience, and love him, and he will turn All for our
good Tomorrow dear COMMUNION how I will beg him to give you
strength for the Doctors Visit and courage to bear all with him - he
will, our Jesus will hold you in his own arms my dear oneWednesday NightVery tired, just going to bed after the mountain walk - and my darling I trust safe in the arms of Sister Rose [White] going to take her
sweet rest after so much fatigue-O my dear one, our God alone
knows my heart for you--could I see you tomorrow when you rise
with all the little children round you-I beg your good angel to bless
and love you for me - Peace - good night.
Thursday MorningA letter from the Brother [Simon Brute] to Mr. [John] Tessier3 William not able to go by water to Leghorn [Italy] (fear of Algerians) going with letters of highest recommendation by Genoa over the
Alps-he met a friend4 of your dear Papa's at Marselles who has
served him (the Brother says) "with the utmost zeal"-my heart is
very full of you my darling at this moment I must go in the chapel I
think it is about the time you will see the Doctor.
Evening.
While I was at my translating class Livers' came, my 3 oranges and
little letter from his hand so careful and kind with news most dear of
your safety and set out in the steam boat-My child - my darling I cannot command my tears - our God sees and pities a poor Mother, but I
thank and bless him that you went since it was his own will- Ask our

'At this time Rev. John Mary Tessier, S.S., was the superior (1 810-1829) at St. Mary' s in
Baltimore.
4William met a Mr. Parangue who had known William Magee Seton. Mr. Parangue secured
letters of introduction for William for Nice and Genoa. The English Consul in Nice gave Willi am an
English passport.
5The Livers family was a prominent Catholic family in the Emmitsburg area.

-345so kind and tender Superior to Bless youfor me, and kiss the cape on
the heart of my four dear black caps6 - how I wish you had had something for the little ones, but too late to wish - be very good to them and
Obedient and Affectionate to all. 0 do my Rebecca - be affectionate
and grateful to Aunt [Julia] Scott, but try to go as little as possible-and the dear Cauffman 7 family be all love to them for me Your
own own poor poor Mother
7 112 just going to singing. Communion tomorrow you close under
the crucifix. Bless you a 100000 a happy death to us
Mountains and Valleys of love to you from all- but Jos and Sister
Sus[an Clossy] insist to be named St. Michael Friday morning.

6.207 To Eliza Sadler
+[postmark October 10]

My dear Eliza
I earnestly wish to know if my Brother [Wright] Post has returned ifhe is better - Sister [Mary Bayley] P[ost] has perhaps not yet left her
summer retirement and waits to be in town before she writes, but I am
sure you will supply for her silence, and tell me about my Richards
Catherine tool-is the poor babe alive-if I listened to my own weak
nature how gladly would I have made the journey to New York only to
be near her these two months past, though she has so many tender relatives I would have wished to have been a hearts nurse to her-but All
must take its course in this worldOur Rebecca is in Philadelphia under the inspection of Dr. [Philip
Syng] Physic[k] - the tumor I believe I mentioned to you is in her lame
leg, had increased and an excellent opportunity occuring, she went.
6Elizabeth refers to Sisters Rose White, Fanny Jordan, Teresa Conroy, and Julia Shirk at St.
Joseph's Asylum as "my four dear black caps." The sisters wore a simple black dress, cape, and cap,
similar to widows' garb worn in Italy where Elizabeth first donned similar attire.

7Catherine M. and Sarah Cauffman were students at SI. Joseph 's in 1813.
6.207 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:56
IRichard Bayley, Elizabeth's deceased half-brother, had married Catherine White in 1812.

-346Mrs. [Julia] Scott will interest herself in every way for her and (Sister
Rose [White)) Due will tell you who she is, will do all a nurse can
do.-if any operation should be indispensable I shall go to her-poor
Darling her life and spirits and piety would delight you, yet she feels
deeply the distress of her situationNo news from William since his arri val in Marseilles except that he
was to leave it immediately for Leghorn-dear child, he says "dearest
Mother write again to Aunt [Eliza] Sadler after you recieve my letter
and thank her again for me if she had been my Mother she could not
have been kinder to me - and Due too" - he adds-he says he would
gladly exchange all that he sees and enjoys for one walk with Kit and
Rebec in our Valley-October 8th brings me long letters from William and Filicchi
who speaks of his excellent dispositions and modest deportment with
much pleasure, and adds that if William will improve himself and do
what he is now in an ill state of health obliged to do himself, I need
have no more anxiety about him-So much for that good prospect Antonio F. was not in Leghorn it is his Brother Philip who
writes-William himself can not say enough of the continual kindness he has received from everyone since he left us, and so many who
knew his Father and doubled their attention for his sake especially
Mr. Paranque at Marseilles who has been he says as a Father to him
and the good french family with whom he sailed from New York and
who took him to Marseilles with them have been to him as if he was
their own--dear child - his expressions of affection to me and desire
to fulfil all my wishes are almost extravagant-again in this letter he
speaks of you and Due.
--do Eliza write me a few lines if you please--do-to satisfy your
poor MOUNTAIN friend - tell me of Helen 3 and her dear ones - of
Mary" and my ever dear Craig - Due - yourself - allever yours EAS.

2William Magee Seton had worked in the Filicchi firm before his marriage to Elizabeth.
3Helen Bayley, Elizabeth' s half-sister, was married to Eliza Sadler's brother Samuel Craig.
4Mary Fitch Bayley, Elizabeth's half-sister, and William Craig, widower of Elizabeth's
haltcsister Charlotte Amelia Bayley
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6.208 To William Seton
+9th October 1815

My own, own dear, dear dear, Souls dear William
I could say the whole side down of this word dear William, but only
in heaven will you know how I love you, and you must must go there
my dearest one, I insist--could you imagine my joy to recieve two letters from you and one from Mr. Ph [ilip ] Filicchi at one moment - I see
nothing in yours from Marseilles but the love and kindness you
recieved - what can I do to speak my grateful heart to Madame St. C,'
your friend Parangue and the respectable old gentleman you accompanied-tell me shall I write them - I would do any thing, would give
them my life if it could serve them. the letter you say you sent by Captain Joy via Boston will I suppose tell me how our friends in Leghorn2
received you and how you are situated - but by Mr. [Filippo] Filicchis
I think you must have had some discouragements at first in not being
lodged in their house and in your arrival there without their sanction,
so contrary to our wish-but all that in the Providence of our God, and
you must now My Son take up your poor Grand Father [William]
Setons "Hazard it forward"3 since Mr. Filicchi assures me that if you
preserve your good principles and keep in the path pointed out to you,
I need have no more anxiety for you My Souls William now every tie
of gratitude, honor, and integrity must bind you to that path-it will
not be a human hazard with us but a stake for our Eternity together-but my heart is so confident of yours I see you fulfiling daily
the sacred Obligations we all owe these generous friends as far as depends on you, preparing a way for your brother and filling our poor
doating hearts with gladness this side the world by your exertions to
restore in our branch of the family the respectability it once enjoyed.

6.208 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:11
IMadame de St. Cesaire, a sister of Mr. Preudhomme de Borre, of Marseilles, France

2The Filicchi family and their circle of acquaintances
3The motto of the Seton coat of arms is "Hazard zit forward" meaning "Risk to go fOlward."

-348-Courage my dearest one never will your manly fortitude be
better exercised than in giving this proof of love to your dearest
Mother-You know enough now to be convinced that every man in
whatever situation he is, is bound to accommodate and bend himself
to those he lives with if he desires to live in peace and good will, but
when you will bend and submit yourself to men of the character of
both the Mr. Filicchis you will show only your good sense, and that sacred and high principle which abhors ingratitude as a crime and knows
how to appreciate the rights of friendship--I am sure I would be a
Kitchen-Maid to either of them with pleasure, and think myself too
happy to show in any way my sense of their goodness to our family
which began long before you were born my darling - but I know you
and have the tenderest confidence in my darling WilliamJosephine will [use] the other side of my paper to write you herself-your own Rebecca little angel of love and patience will write
soon as she returns-we will never miss a month, without repeating
all we can in this world of separations, how dearly we love. Josephine
will tell you how all the Sisters speak of you-if you were their own
son they could not show more delight to hear your letters and know
every thing about you-Bless bless you my dearest one - a thousand
thousand times
EASeton

6.209 To Archbishop John Carroll
9th October 1815

+

Our dear and most Revered FatherI just recieve a most sorrowful letter from the good little Sally
Mullen, I who fears her good Kitty is gone but she is getting a little
6.209 AAB 7NlS
'Sister Kitty Mullen who had been very ill and had written to her sister, Sally. Sister Kitty died
December 25.

-349over her complaint for the present - 1 know of no sure way of getting
the inclosed to Sally but by enclosing to youYou will be much pleased to know that 1 have the most consoling
letters from my William promising every thing a poor Mother can desire and filled with expressions of the boundless kindness he has
recieved through every moment since we parted - in the midst of
strangers he has been treated as a beloved son in Bourdeaux, Marseilles, and now in Leghorn - our Antonio Filicchi was absent from
home but his Brother Philip writes me that all depends on Williams
exertions, and if he will make himself capable of doing what he (Mf.
Filicchi) now does, 1 need have no more anxiety for him, and he hopes
he will, as he adds William has "very good dispositions, and a most
modest behaviour"-I know my Father you will remember this dear
child III have a cruel letter from a parent of one of the children with us
portraying the consequences to our establishment in having our poor
N_ in it charging me with "the wages of iniquity" etc, etc the noise
and surmises of their journey to Philadelphia and the aggravating horrors of their mothers conduct-I must answer in justice to them but
my heart sickens at every word of it-A[nnp finds school rules, on the minutia of which general order
must depend, extremely hard since her return, and poor Lotte went
away very much troubled about her situation with us, wishing openly
that she nor Ann had never entered the house,-so much in this world
for the sad trials we have had from them- but such foolish words will
not prevent our continued care to fulfil the Providence of God to them
as long as you think it best to leave her here-My conduct 1 hope in
God has been, and will be invariable to them as dear and Suffering
children who merit the attention and compassion, and most generally
the esteem of every good heart.
-I keep the letter mentioned with the same secrecy as if it had
never been written except to Mr. [John] Dubois who must direct the
answer when he returns-Bless the poor little suffering Rebecca3 for

2Ann and Charlotte (Lotte) Nelson (Smith) were pupils at St. Joseph' s.
3Rebecca Seton would be returning from Philadelphia via Baltimore.

-350me when she passes through Baltimore-Becky Nicholson4 writes
me a long affectionate letter - is going to consult you on her coming to
St. Josephs- I cannot know if it is ever possible 'till 1 know what
would be her planAll goes well with us - a little the way of the cross sometimes - but
order, charity and Peace prevail most beautifully
Bless all 1 pray you Our Father and your poor affectionate devoted

EASeton

6.210 To Rebecca Seton
+[1815]

My Souls darling
My bed and table are covered with letters for you - one week at
least you must have to read them and our little Carolines 1 is the only
one 1 would beg you to answer particularly - She was so very anxious
about it- I send you your Williams letters - take care of them-dearest
darling child now be but obedient and keep a grateful heart for the
thousand cares you recieve from my Rose [White] now your tender
Mother - and my Fanny my Teresa my Juld - judge what my Soul
feels to them for what I know they are doing for you-for your pains
my heart and eyes fill at the least thought of them but our God will
pity and comfort you-O could I but take your Jalaps 3 and every
pain and your precious Soul yet be adorned with the blessed graces
they will bring to you-MY REBECCA - he alone knows - on your

4possibly, the young convelt had become Elizabeth' s student in Baltimore in 1808-1809. (See
Document 5.15 .)

6.210 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:44
lCaroline Livers was a student at St. Joseph's Academy.
2Sister Rose White, the Sister Servant at St. Joseph' s Asylum where Rebecca Seton stayed during
her time in Philadelphia. Sisters Fanny Jordan, Teresa Conroy, and Julia Shirk were also at the
Asylum in Philadelphia.
3Jalaps are a medicinal herb, the dried purgative roots of the Mexican plant Exogonium purga.

-351bed and little pillow-"but yet a little while'" I hope everything for
our dear Eternity since you must suffer so much here.
-NO DICK-I cannot understand-if he does not come this week
I will intreat the Superior [John Dubois] to send that we may know
what it meansI hope my dear one while you are all affection and gratitude to Aunt
[Julia] Scott you will never forget a moment that my Rose is your
Mother and you must refer every thing to her with the greatest fidelity
or I should be very uneasy-mind my dearest the most earnest wish of
your Mother
A thousand thousand Blessings to you and share them [with] My
Our Sisters tell Sister Teresa [Conroy] she shall have her full share of
my St. Teresa Communion tomorrow-And my Fanny [Jordan] that
all are well at home her Biddy' here this morning and all the dear little
ones - and every body so kind to you
they just bring your communion cap to Jo by some mistake-what
thoughts to me- my darling-

6.211 To Ellen Wiseman
+[October 14.1815]

My Ellen most dear,
You will be more than amused at this 3 dozen Bundle to our poor
little Sufferer' - the whole house combined to try and amuse her, and
show too their love for dear Mother - I put Williams letters so that you

4Hag.2:6
' Bridget Jordan (1788-1821). the older sister of Sister Frances (Fanny) Jordan, was admitted to
the novitiate September 4, 1818. Known as Sister Appollonia, she died at Emmitsburg July 14,
1821, and is buried in the original community cemetery_ Her mother, Mrs. Mary Jordan, after her
husband Dominick lordan died, spent the remainder of her days at SI. Joseph's until her death in July
1823.
6.211 ASJPH 1·3·3·12:B5
1 Rebecca Seton was in Philadelphia for a medical consultation. Elizabeth sent a package of
letters to her, including some from William Seton in Italy, via former Academy student Ellen
Wiseman.

-352can read them as my heart and yours is one-seal Becks letter after,
and wrap all in the bundle which I hope you will find an immediate opportunity to send safely, very safely dear, they will be such a comfort
to herO now if you were on the little bench - one oc1ock all at play - but
his only will forever--one heart in prayer at least - tomorrow is St.
Teresa's day' I shall beg for you a heart of love my Ellen-too much
yet to wish you should love suffering as she did - but I must, and we
will at least sincerely love his blessed will in every thingPoor Matilda White, 3 what could have induced her to that Voyage
so strange for her way of thinking-say every little word to Maria to
tell her I love her very dearly and greatly regard her dear parentsand our Julian love her for me, and try to comfort Catherine
C[auffman] a little-try and keep all your intentions with our Lord;
when you go to your dearest companions go in his name and send up
the little sigh to beg him to stay with you, even most in your liveliest
moments. dearest Ellen it will soon become so easy, and so sweetand when death come[s]-O then the blessed practice will be your
great consolation
~earest Nina4 - how the red and yellow leaves heap over her already - her bed of peace I trust my EllenJosephs is not, nor will be forgotten William - alas - who can tell if
he will persevere - We must hope all, in him who can do all.
Your own poor Mother of St. Josephs

2 October 15 is the feast of St. Teresa of Avila (1515-1582), a Spanish mystic and doctor of the
church.
3Former St. Joseph's Academy pupils from Philadelphia include Ellen Wiseman in 1811 and
1812, Catherine Cauffman in 1812 and 1813, and Julian Duncan in 1811 and 1812. No Matilda
White is listed in the Academy register; several Marias are listed but cannot be identified without the

last name.

4Elizabeth's daugbter, Anna Maria, had died March 12, 1812.
'Ellen's brother who became a priest and taught at Mount St. Mary's 1829-1831

-3536.212 To Rebecca Seton
+Thursday 26th October 1815

Saturday St. Simon and Jude remember our Brother'
My precious Darling
it seems our dearest sends us another such good Opportunity to
write you as Mr. [Luke]Tiernan will put a letter so easily in the steam
boat-we sent you since the package to Ellen [Wiseman], and the one
by Redford a box containing a doll from Due by a Mr. McCarty who
left his only darling here - he will tell you at the dying request of his
wife-poor little soul she is so grieved at being from him-and so
spoilt-She is fat and healthy and strong enough, but thinks herself so
weakly you would have laughed enough to see her she began to tell me
"Mrs. Seton if any body speaks the least word hard or loud to me I begin to faint, just so" (and she began throwing herself back shutting her
eyes and trembling) "and if! go to learn any thing I get such a headach,
and I can hardly ever get out of bed before twelve oc1ock"
o my! - well poor darling she could not eat our cooking she was
sure-but no sooner did I give her up to the bell and the rule before me
little woman though she looked a little mad at me the first day, began
to take it easy - and this morning she walked in my room with an orange in her hand for my Acceptance and I took her with it over to poor
Len who has been at Deaths door and has asked so often about Miss
Becky-I send you our darling daddys letter - Radford will go for him
next Monday if he does not come in the stage Sunday - do write to him
my dear one - not a line from you since our dear Superiors [John
Dubois] return-Our Jesus my only hope - how do I beg him to hold
your dear head and hush you to sleep in your pains-dear dearest one
love him, love him-and be good and obedianr-Iove my own Rose

6.212 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:45
'Rev. Simon Brute, S.S .• on the feast of his patron saint
2"Obediant" is underlined three times.

-354[White], and Fanny [Jordan], and Teresa [Conroy] and Julia [Shirk]
for your own Mother
My hands are so stiff old sticks you know - can you read? our
stoves not up yet how will you get home- O if I did not see our Lord
in all and trust it to him what an Aching heart should I have-but not
so, I look all the while to our purification, and then our ETERNITY so
long for love and enjoymenttell my Rose I saw Charles 3 yesterday quite well - poor little
Conelly's arm broke falling over a benchtell my Fanny the cold weather strengthens her dear Father - they
are all well-always love to Aunt [Julia] Scott, and the dear girls-

6.213 To Julia Scott
.lOth November 1815

So my dear and tender friend
notwithstanding all the disappointment and even pain the Mother
gave you, you have been lavishing every kind attention and benefit on
the child'-Rebecca cannot say enough of it -little wild crazy darling
it would take me a month to hear half her perpetual conversation-imagine our meeting after all dangers past as she says, for the
overset of the stage between Newcastle and French town2 had given
. such a shake to her nerves that she thought every thing dangerous afterwards, though she was so happy as to meet with a most easy private
carriage from Baltimore home and had every possible attention-her
fatigue from the journey makes it impossible to judge of the effect of
what has been done for her by Dr. Physic[k], but at least I have the

3Charles White, Sister Rose's only son, was a student at Mount Sl. Mary's College.

6.213 ASJPH 1·3·3·6:108
iJulia. not knowing that Rebecca had already left and was staying with the sisters at the
Philadelphia orphan asylum, had travelel to Emmitsburg in September, intending to bring Rebecca
to Philadelphia for medical consultation. This was the last time Julia and Elizabeth saw each other.
20n Rebecca's trip home from Philadelphia, the stagecoach ovel1urned between two towns in
Delaware.

-355consolation of knowing he has done all that could be done, and while I
am sensible of the generous pleasure he must have received (from his
general character) in relieving or checking the progress of her complaint I am not the less grateful-and would Our God knows give my
life with joy to serve him in return, but all I poor creature can do is to
pray for souls so kind to us, but unfortunately that is but a poor acquittal from so bad a creature, so you my Julia will do what I cannot if you
have not already done too much - I think you must have the sweetest
consolation in thinking of your invariable kindness and charity to
us-poor I have never been able to serve anyone in this world but by
words, but so our God dispenses, and he knows why-What does Rebec mean by saying your J[ohn] M[orin] S[cott] is going away that he
is chosen something3 she does not remember what-so strange time
passes that I have been thinking of him always as when I saw him last
not considering the difference 7 and 8 years make at his time oflifeI have again most pleasing news from William - Rebec says she
told you all that the first letters contained - how good a prospect for my
poor boy if he does but preserve the excellent dispositions he had
when he left us-Filicchi has a residence at Pisa which gives him
many a rememberance - the very house, or rather pallace on the river
Arno, where my own Seton died4 so William can almost see me with
him and our An[n]amaria there-he says he is always writing, that by
the Vessel then sailing they had sent only to America a hundred letters
that day
tell me when you write how Brother S[amuel] is, - how you are,
what you are doing-now Julia for all you think me such a goose you
know very well I have the best part of the comparison-be good, and
do not think too harshly of your poor friend-leave all to our Godis Mr. P[ederson], come, I hope not almost-it would be the renewal of many a pain to no purpose - dearest Julia how often your hard
trial on that point has since come to my mind - I make the case my

3Julia' s son had been elected to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives where he served
several terms.

4William Magee Seton, Elizabeth's husband, died December 27, 1803, in Italy.
' Peter Pederson, the Danish Consul-general to the United States, had married Julia' s daughter,
Maria, in 1812. She died November 7, 1814, on a visit to Denmark with him.

-356own, but see no remedy but a generous silence and waving all explanations - so I think I would do.
do write me a little word soon-a little one if you cannot resolve on
a letter - say "I am well and remember my poor crazy friend with my
usual affection"
ever your EASe ton.

6.214 To Antonio Filicchi
20th November 1815

My ever dear AntonioYour few words of the 8th of August the only ones received since
your letter by Rev. Mr. [Nicholas] Zocchi in 1812 was a treasure of
consolation to your bad little Sister, for though I reflected continually
on the boundless generosity yourself and Brother had exercised to the
whole generation of Setons, and your most tender goodness to us poor
converts yet too often that very argument would raise the more anxiety and only prove that I should have been the more delicate in imposing on you an additional charge-but that must drop now since you
not only recieve, but in such a manner that William says "every thing
that is possible is done for his happiness"-I cannot hide from our
God, though from everyone else I must conceal the perpetual tears
and affections of boundless gratitude which overflow my heart, when
I think of him secure in his Faith and your protection-Why I love
him so much I cannot account, but own to you my Antonio all my
weakness. pity and pray for a mother attached to her children through
such peculiar motives as I am to mine. I purify it as much as I can, and
our God knows it is their Souls alone I look at.
You say continue to pray for you, indeed you have much better
prayers than mine, though they are abundant from "the squeezed
heart" (as you used to say when you would say yours could not ex6.214 AMSJ A 111 060

-357press itself)-mine never can for you or yours, but our pure and
heavenly minded Sisters pray for you and your family habitually as
the tenderest friends and benefactors of mineYou can have no idea of their devoted affection and kindness to me
and the children-they treat me more like the Mother above, than the
"poor protestant dog" as you used to call me just dragged out of the
mud and set on the Rockl-O Antonio, my Brother dear, the ways of
our God how wonderful-See my good little Sister [Mary Bayley]
Post and excellent Mrs. [Julia] Scott wrapt in their blindness, and J, in
the milk and honey of Canaan 2 already, beside the heavenly perspective.
We are all every part of the Church as well as individuals, in a most
anxious moment over the situation of our Blessed Archbishop
Carroll-his life seems in eminent danger-for my part was it not for
the long habit first learnt me by you dearest Antonio to look direct at
our God in every event, I would tell you that it is a great affliction to
me, but all must take the course of the Adorable Will-yet we beg
more with tears than words if he [will] be yet spared.
imagine for a moment if! had all your [dear] sweet children one after the other in my arms and their most dear amiable mother [Amabilia
Filicchi] giving that smile of pardon for all the trouble and even pain I
gave her while she was heaping benefits on me.-Oh Antonio if I
should think she would not, how truly unhappy I would be.-but I will
never see them till beyond all pain and separations-yet your letter
gives some distant hope I might see you-My Brother? Oh most
blessed day indeed to me if it ever comes-have patience with my
William he has many of his poor bad little Mother's faults--cover
them and love us both-both so unworthy but our God has given us to
you. You say you will write. 0 do pour I' amour de Dieu. 3
blessed Bishop [John] Chevrous is always the same, and always
speaks of you as J think of you, - partially enough you know . We pray

lCf. Ps. 40:3.
2Cf. Ex. 3:8.
3"For the love of God··
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for you continually Antonio--you laugh at the fine bill of exchange4 but wait till the great accounts are to be settled, you will find the
widow and orphans prayers were countedYour EASeton

6.215 To William Seton
+'
25th November 1815 the birth day of my Souls darling.

My own beloved dear dearest to my heart and Soul,
good old Mr. Raborg will put this in the way to you-I write by every person who goes from here almost as if you were close to us ever
hoping this at least this may reach you - if I had only kept account of
my letters but I think I have not written less than 20 these long months
of our separation-Mr. Vespers/ Mr. [Felix] Bertrand our most kind
friend does every thing to pass them but our blessed Mr. [Simon]
Brute it seems has been equally disappointed in losing the many his
friends have addressed to him - we have not yours by Captain Joy
which we long for as it must have been the first after your arrival in
Leghorn and might tell us much that we wish to know - but I am so
thankful for the 3 written in August and their contents so consoling in
every expression of tenderest love that I cannot keep my heart quiet
when I think of themYesterday Rebec just returned from her Philadelphia jaunt and giving us her account so drole of all the dangers she had past, the care the
blessed Virgin had taken of her, and her confidence in her even when

4A playful reference to William's services as an exchange for the Filicchi ' s long-standing
financial support of the Seton family. In exchange for the Filicchi's assistance, Elizabeth assured
him of her continued prayers.
6.215 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:13
I A heart is drawn beside the cross.
2Mr. Francis Vespre was a priest in Baltimore.

-359the mail stage over set and she alone in it only with a gentleman very
young, and so devoted to some beloved and could not mind her, so she
said I pitched myself out of the window in the arms of a dear little fat
gentleman who had care of me and when I was safe the young one
cried "wheres the little girl" and in the steam boat someone says to me
"who are you I think I see Mary Bayley" "she is my aunt Sir, and did
you know William Seton of New York he is my Father Sir, and Doctor
Bayley - My Grand Father Sir"3-another says "where are you going
Miss, to the convent (for mischief) to the convent at Emmitsburg - to
be a nun I suppose Miss." "1 know not Sir indeed I have not chosen my
Vocation"-She is the crazyest darling and does not mind suffering
and pains a momentwell we three settled close over the fire in our little Sacristy hearing
one anothers accounts since we parted (ah my souls darling when will
we hear yours!) in comes two letters from Willy - Rebecca in such
transports even of tears and laughing together - One for her! and mine
so sweet sweet very sweet and so enjoyed for when I have a letter from
you every one, Sisters and children must know what is in it, and Mr.
[John] Dubois, Mr. [John] Hickey to tell the boys it [is] a perfect treat
and I talk enough that day to tell such sweet news[Thomas] Radford is going with a horse for Dick who does not
guess Rebecca is come - but that day of us 4 will bring many a sigh and
wring of Mothers heart though I try always to hide all I can and am
very well and very cheerful be assured trusting you fully to our God so
good and kind to us in every way-I have not the letters you mention
ofMr. [Antonio] Filicchi's - I hope you will get mine in which I have
told you how most kindly and handsomely Mr. Philip [Filicchi] spoke
of you - from Antonio I have noneMy William do write Mr. Prendehomme4 - 0 do my darling - and
our so kind attached Mr. Brute - do show everyone a grateful heart did ever a dear child recieve such kindness from strangers as you have
done-My own William be blessed from the very soul of Your Mother

3Mary Bayley, Elizabeth's older sister, William Magee Seton, Elizabeth' s deceased husband, and
Dr. Richard Bayley, Elizabeth' s father
4At Marseilles Mr. Preudhomme de Borre facilitated William's journey to Leghorn (Livorno).

-360Kit just says 0 the day we will see him again - we will almost kill
him-say always something of my love and respect to Mrs. Amabilia
[Filicchi] and Marie [Mary Cowper Filicchi] dearest love be very very
attentive to them. 0 do write us some PARTICULARS'

6.216 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
27th November 1815

-My dearest PereI earnestly trust to you to ask the last blessing of our blessed
Archbishop! for us all-oh could I be by his bedside to get it before he
goes-goes, indeed to recieve his great reward may we not fully hope
my Father. the hand of God is all I can see in an event so severe both
privately and publicklyA letter from Mr. [Simon] Brute dated St. Elizabeth2 Sandy hook3
makes me hope he will arrive in time to see the Archbishop - but I
know even Sandy hook is still a dangerous part of his way, so perhaps
he has not yet reached the port - Mrs. Renaudet after two Visits here
thinks she has still letters for me in her trunk, so perhaps she has one
from our Madame [Marie Franc;oise] Chatard, be assured my Father it
was a Strange Accident my addressing the letter to her, for you, as unaccountable to myself as it must have seemed to you, however since I
have known that dear friend I have scarcely had one thought concealed from her, and I am sure she has all your confidence - Josephine is so hurt at my saying she seemed to have forgotten you - then
write our Father my dear one -

'This letter also included a note from Rebecca.
6.216 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:61
iArchbishop John Carroll's health was declining and his death was considered imminent.
2St. Elizabeth of Hungary (1207 ·1231), widow, became a Franciscan tertiary and devoted herself
to caring for the sick, the aged, and the poor, at a hospice. Her feast was November 17.
3Sandy Hook is a peninsula which encloses the Sandy Hook Bay, an inlet of Raritan Bay, near the
tip of Manhattan. It was a navigational landmark for boats using the harbor.
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is our poor friend [George] Wise still in Baltimore I have never
heard from him since he came to visit us, Never can I forget their kindness to us-Many many letters to write so only this word now my Father-Our favourite St. Andrew 4 on Thursday-and the dear Advent'
so near-a long sigh to the long looked for advent, but I am far from
being ready"

6.217 To Ellen Wiseman
+[November 27, 1815]

My darling Ellen
I wrote you very particularly about Rebecca but suppose like many
of our letters it has been left some where to be sent-Now my eyes are
blind with writing and tears--our blessed Archbishops I situation tho!
we must give and resign him presses hard on me as well as on thousands-harder on me than you would imagine. Rebecca is very weak
Jalap 3 times a week a sore penance - but she bears it as you know, and
I look far beyond it all my Ellen-Oh if indeed you could pass this advent with us, but a more secure will than ours must be done my dear
one - and do try much to take all its grace-it is so sweet a season for
comforting the poor and in everyone our coming Lord.
-Ellen dear try to send me a copy of what you copied here of
Aninas last days-I wish so much for one the one we had I lent without reflection 2 I hope you at least received my little hasty earnest letter not to hesitate a moment dropping the particular acquaintance of _ if you
4The feast of SI. Andrew the Apostle was celebrated November 30.
'Advent, a four· week liturgical season in preparation for Christmastide, is the beginning of the
liturgical year.
6Catherine's letter to Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S., follows her mother' s.
6.217 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:B6
I Archbishop John CatToll died December 3, 1815.
2Elizabeth kept a journal of the last illness of her eldest daughter, Anna Maria. She loaned it to
someone, but it was never returned. Document A-6.99a may be a copy which Ellen Wiseman made
of Elizabeth's account of Anna Maria's last illness.
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cannot avoid the being associated with her associates--dear dearest
Ellen how little I intended that-how I wish I had something acceptable to send you for the sweet Maria - I feel always an uncommon tenderness for her-love her for meMy love to All when you write to Philadelphia - one heart for Joseph [Wiseman] - letters again from William most ConsolingYour Mother EAS

6.218 To Julia Scott
[on the outside, December 24, 1815]

My Julia dearI must give you my Venerable blessing this last post of the year
1815, and repeat to you that all my sad inconsistencies, neglects, ingratitude, etc have nothing to do with the poor heart that loves and
ever will love you most tenderly-You must be convinced of it since I
would indeed be a monster if it was otherwaysRebecca is just so, wild and lively and suffering making me laugh
continually about her Philadelphia jaunt, especially her little conversations and the pleasure she had with you-she seemed very sad at
first about her giddiness in taking leave of you, but as she insists it was
occasioned by her eagerness to get out of the way of so many lookers
on I have persuaded her that you have fully excused it-She cannot
say enough of your goodness to her, or of the beauty and uncommon
sweetness of Mrs. Marcoos' babes-these are her unfailing themes.
- I see by a piece of paper I picked up your Mr. Pederson 2 must be
with you - my Julia - how many thoughts - but after the first few days
his society will I hope amuse you, and console you in many

6.218 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:109
'Mehitabel Cox Marcos, Julia' s niece
2Julia's son-in-law, Peter Pederson

-363ways-also for the absence of your young Assemblyman 3-Sister
Rose [White] has sent me so many bills you have paid (amounting to
at least 60 dollars)-how happy you are to be able to do so truly charitable an action, and how happy we are that it is from you we recieve
it-it is all counted Julia where good interest is given, and where the
Fatherless are such good ADVOCATES.
Will you my Julia dear love your poor bad Betsey<-you will, you
must-William is so well pleased with his position at Filicchi' s - they
are so kind to him - so far so good
did you escape the Philadelphia Influenza-we had our Visit, but it
is all over my sweet Kit had a hard shake. Say bless you friend this
1816.
Your EAS.

3John Morin Scott, Julia's son, had recently become a member of the state legislature in
Pennsylvania.
'Elizabeth herself

Mount St MillY's Seminary, 1822 sketch by Brute, showing the Mountain church and below it
Dubois' log cabin. Elizabeth and her compmion~ lived here briefly when they first came to
Emmitsbull~. (Courtesy, Mount St MillY'S Archives)

Mrs. Rosetta Landry White (M<Xhcr Rose)
(Courtesy, St. Joseph's Provincial House Archives)

Bishop John Baptist David, S.S.
(Courtesy, St. Joseph's Provincial.House Archives)

OIiginal altar in chapel of restored White House (St Joseph's House)

Stone House and White House, 1810

White House and bdck schoolhouse
for day pupils, c. 1821

Paintings by Edward A. Seton (Collttesy, Archives ofSt Joseph's Provincial House, Emmit,burg)

PART VII
Letters, 1816-1820

1816
7.1 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[January 1816]

You would never believe dear G the good Your return l does to this
soul of your little Mother - to see you again tearing yourself from all
that is dearest-giving up again the full liberty you lawfully and justly
possessed-exchanging for a truly heavy chain, and the endless labyrinth of discussions and wearisome details to give the softest expressions-in proportion as my PRIDE in you increases my own littleness
and empty Sacrifice to our beloved is more evident, and I am ambitious (indeed G often with many tears) to get up with you a little by a
generous will, and more faithful service in the little I can do-and
really take it as my most serious affair to pray well for you, and get
prayers from All
J os said to day "Mother if! had no other reason to be good but just
to get to heaven and be always with the Brother I would try with all my
might"-"truly blessed Brother" said Sus[an Clossy]-"how I do
love him" said Bec and I cried (really with ready tears) "then pray
much for him to our God-pray much that he may do well this hard
work before him"7.1 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:69
1Rev. Simon Brute, S.S .. returned from Europe in November 1815 and began to serve as president
of St. Mary's College in Baltimore, a post he held until 1818.

-366-Yes our dear President, you will you shall have prayers plenty of
these most innocent hearts, and 1 say so often I have a Jesus to offer-and look up confidently-he will not leave you who have left all
for him/ nor leave you in weakness while loading yourself for his
Sake no no no G-he will not-so we press the Crucifix close on the
heart, and trust All
-I will tell you in what 1 know American parents to be most difficult - in hearing the faults of their children-in twenty instances
where you see the faults are not to be immediately corrected by the
parents, but rather by good advices and education, it is best not to
speak of them to Papa and Mamma who feel as if you reflected on their
very selfand while to you it will be "Yes Sir, 1know, Ipercieve," in the
heart they think it is not so much, and they will soften and excuse to
the child what they condemn to us, and our efforts afterwards avail
very little-so that a big point.

7.2 To Catherine DupJeix
[January 1816)

My own dear friend
Some one going direct to New York give[s] me just time to say we
are all well-Your sweet Rebecca excepted whose tumour is inflamed, very sore, and 1 believe near breaking-poor darling - her fast
rolling tears at times without any other sign is the whole expression of
her pain-blessed child she would hide them if she could to keep me
from suffering-Our God loves US that is our comfort-we have every true consolation and must leave all to him. S[ister] Susan [Clossy]
again her mammy is an unspeakable delight to her, and eases me of
half the care-pray for us Due dear, and we for you

2ef. Matt. 19:27.

7.2 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:66

-367Our letters from William! are a delight [it] is useless to attempt to
describe them, every thing my fondest heart could wish for his earthly
prospects in the tender care and kindness he recieves and [Antonio
and Filippo] Filicchis wish to advance him and Richard. Richard is all
health and life pushing on with his good and happy heart to gain as
completely as he can the qualifications William points out to him, as
necessary-Yet such a lingering heart about home-never mind all
will go right since we look to God alone-if that good Mr. McCartey 2 would but send you word he so often
knows of opportunities and we could hear from you-Not a word
from anyone in New York since he left his daughter here except once
a letter from Sister [Mary Bayley] P[ost] by Mr. [Simon] Brute who
however told me all his kind heart could say about you and dear Eliza
S[adler] and Ellen who made an impression on him I believe he win
never forget-we often hear from him poor friend, but he suffers under his President duties 3-how much he said of your Georges 4 kindness to him-do write me a word about him, and if you have heard
from your dear famili-

7.3 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
Sam!

Now we'll catch Monsieur Ie President
I st we will fill his head with plans of reformation--every Succes-

!William was in Leghorn (Livorno), Italy, working with the Filicchis.
2Mr. McCarty hact a daughter who was a student at St. Joseph's Academy.
3Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., was now president of St. Mary's College, Baltimore.
4Captain George Dupleix, husband of Catherine Dupleix
5The last page of this document contains two notes to Catherine Dupleix from the Seton girls
Rebecca and Catherine.
7.3 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:51
lIn this letter Elizabeth imagines the devil, whom she called Sam, and a good angel presenting
opposite scenarios about Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., in his role as president of St. Mary's College,
Boltimore.

-368sor improves on his predecessor-to be sure - of course with the Succession comes multiplied distractions of thought, complaisances, etc
that alone a fine trap ifthere was no other but (0 joy to the grinner) we
will watch him too by endless conversations and opinions (to be sure a
president must befull of opinions) this Seraphims wings shall be c1ipt
and the modest, retiring, devout spirit shall swell, and fill, and push,
[we] insist ...
(0 be joyful what a change we will see) and this Simple heart, loving now to serve but his God in and the Salvation of Souls, shall be
plunged in the labyrinths of science and grow fat as a doctor . . . (oh
we will have fun this next year 1816) short thanksgivings, quick preparations, forced offerings . . . this lesufied 3 • • •
yet with a full confidence the grace and the trial will be proportioned-but whether the grace will be .. . silence to them if-to our
God I trust all4
2nd good Angel
well at least he will have abundant Sacrifice of dearest, choicest
consolations-he will act in full opposition to his own choice-his
daily breads will be dry and hard-he will be a bond of union and
peace 6 to his Confreres 7 a spirit of purest, ardent piety to
worldings-and an example of cheerful and tender forbearance to his
pupils-poor dear G. after a little while of subjection and patience to
his wild heart it shall be set free from the yoke, improved and experienced, to return with new ardour to its more Simple and heavenly delights.

2Brute had recently succeeded Rev. J. B. Pacquiet, a secular priest, as president of St. Mary 's
College. The spelling of Pacquiet sometimes appears as Paquiet and is often confused with that of
Reverend William Pasquet (or Pasquit), a Jesuit missionary of Maryland.
3A pejorative reference to rich and powerful clerics in the Catholic church. Written at the left side:
"Is thy Servant a dog!!! "
4Elizabeth was speaking in her own voice in this paragraph.
sCf. Luke 11:3.
6Cf. Eph. 4:3.
7Brute's fellow Sulpicians living at SI. Mary's in Baltimore
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7.4 To William Seton
+[January 1816]

My own William
it hurts me almost to tears when I think of your having recieved so
few of my many letters but I will still write on in better hopes-Your
letters by Capt[ ain] Joy, Eldridge, Graham, S tockd are received with
over flowing joy and delight to the heart of your little poor Mother, a
nice long one too in the care of Mr. Stuart franked 2 Baltimore, and
now one of December 29th in which you say you will send me accounts of your expenses-Beloved William! most happy indeed am I
that you yourself as you say arrived safe, it never entered my head to
think of accounts, though Mr. Brute as was very natural to a delicate
mind, wearied me and himself too to show me what was done with the
money taken for your Voyage, and as I told you returned nearly 200$
which I gave Mr. [John] Dubois with a view to keep down Richards
expenses, as I do all I recieve from Mrs. [Julia] Scott which, however,
has been but half this year as the expences of Rebeccas journey and
Physicians3 she took on herself-soon I hope we will stop the whole
of the generous Messers Filicchis' stip[ends]4 this side of the water
[and] your attention and exertions the other side will work out
yours-Oh that it may do more at last a[nd] show at least your will to
lessen the past debtYou would be delighted to see how Kit clears her way - she has
many music scholars and improves them with so much fidelity that
she earns her full 200$ a year for the sweet independence of a heart
that wishes not through pride, but principle, to do its part, for we are
obliged to have many things for Rebecca and a Sisters continual

7.4 AMSV 110:10,8
lCaptains of ships who had transmitted William's letters from Italy to Elizabeth
2This Jetter was postmarked from Baltimore.

3Rebecca hact traveled to Philadelphia for medical care by Dr. Philip Syng Physick, a specialist in
treating hipjoint diseases. He had been a private pupil of Dr. John Hunter in London.
4Antonio and Filippo Filicchi of Leghorn (Livorno), Italy, had been a source of regular financial
support.

-370care-You see your word about accounts brought me to tell you how
it all stands and I must say that my heart delights in the recollection
that we have never been in any way a burden to friends, but those of
Leghorn, who never felt it, because they acted from superior motives.
-Your account of Mr. [Filippo] Filicchi's health is very distressing but if he is called to his reward I rejoice that you have known him,
and had the opportunity of seeing a true gentleman in a true Christian,
and wealth sanctified by Religion
Dick sends two letters to inclose, so I will beg they may go by different Vessels--one thing would delight you as it does me in Richard,
he is so affectionate to the girls making himself like a child to please
Rebecca who is excessively attached to him poor dading-I repeat to
you I take every care of her for your sake more than any other reason
for she is like a little angel and would be so safe if taken now-you
know by care I mean that we procure her the most nourishing things
etc Not quite in your poor Mothers line you know . Is it possible the
Mrs. Felicchis5 speak affectionately of me as you say how little I deserve it, do be as attentive to them as you would to me. Write me if you
ever see the old captain at the Lazarett06 who was so kind to us - a
Philippo there, and our old loving hearted Loue must be dead-is
Nicola Barazatzzi [Baragazzi] alive, Brother of Mrs. Amabilia - never
can I forget him and a gentleman who lodged in the same house with
us at Pisa and carried your dearest Father [in his arms from] the carriage to the chair - and then to his bed offering to assist at any [time in
the] language and manner you so seldom meet in the Wodd I forget
his name but often [pray for] him - he was much known for his benevolence-Remember me affectionately to the Hall' family - they were
very kind to me and dearest NinaSister Sus [Clossy], Margaret [George], Martina [Quinn], every
body indeed, (particularly our old Sister Betsey [Boyle] who eases all
my cares and takes as much care of me as if! was made of glass) speak
5 Amabilia. wife of Antonio. and Mary, wife of Filippo Filicchi
6Elizabeth and her husband, William Magee Seton, were quarantined for approximately one
month in the Lazaretto along with their oldest child, Anna Maria, then eight years old, in November
and December 1803. William Magee Seton died at Pisa December 27, 1803.
7Rev. Thomas Hall was the British chaplain in Leghorn (Livorno) who buried William Magee
Seton. Elizabeth' s son wrote that he had met the Halls and had had tea with them.
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of you and enjoy every little word I read them of your letters as if you
was their own brother-do send each a little cross, little picture, little
something which would hardly cost a penny there and is valued here at
hundreds, and from you - a ten fold value~be blessed My dearest
One
Your own Mother EASeton

7.5 To William Seton'
4th February 1816

My own William
Your Bec looks so pale and tired that I must finish-she is the dearest sweetest creature, and my greatest uneasiness in seeing her so
weak and suffering is least you should not see her again before she
goes to heaven-poor darling - her love for you and desire of meeting
you again is a passion of her mind and seems to be the only wish or
care she has-What a World of Separations-but it must not be
thought of - we must follow the line-if only to meet at last there the
point-I cannot tell you that I am not uneasy at Richards absence 2 but
you know a Mother finds a hundred excuses, and is ready to fear
something has happened than to suppose he is in fault. What a feast
your letters will be to him when he returns, he has not seen one of them
- how I would delight to know if you go on well with our friends, I
hope everything. I write to them to thank them for their elegant present to our American church' -it was one weeks conversation to hear
every different remark about them, but all united in Admiration and
delight that they came so safe, even the frames as if they were but just
taken down from that dear hall of Pisa-Oh my William if I passed
7.5 AMSJ A 111 008
'The first part of this letter, written by Rebecca Seton, is not included.
2Richard was in Charles County, Maryland, where he reported that he "enjoyed a great deal of
pleasure."
' The Filicchis often sent religious art pieces.

-372one hour with you there - but silence to that pray for your own dear
Mother, and love her if possible as she does you-my health is better,
many a little care I give to it for your sake and our beautiful Kates who
is every day more lovely and amiable-little lame lamb I believe will
never want me and my Giant4 is taking care of himself-seven months
almost - think - bless bless you, Mind my precious Soul dearer than a
thousand worlds to your own Mother.

7.6 To Julia Scott
+
16th February 1816

My Julia dear
-a thought struck me and I tell it to you-my darling Rebec has a
particular delight in dolls and I am extremely fond of them myself and
as you have so long treated us all as pets, I do imagine it will be a particular pleasure for you to send us one, and you can also disembarrass
yourself from some little useless articles of dress which will delight us
so much--do you think I would ask you so expensive a thing without a
reason-the fact is Rebeccas tumor is much enlarged, inflamed and
painful and her general health much weakened - she has a sad prospect
before her and her efforts to be lively and courageous sometimes failI sing her our old songs of 30 years ago, tell her stories, and use all my
inventions to pass over her weary hours as she scarcely cares for any
of her former companions since she is in her present state of debility
and suffering-Mother and a doll seems to be her only pleasure in
life-our kind Mrs. Marie Franc;oise Chatard sent a large beautiful
thing from Baltimore because she knew Rebec's fancy but alas it being of wax was quite broken up before it reached us-

4Rebecca walked with a crutch because of a tumor resulting from a hip injury. " My Giant" is
Richard.

7.6 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:110

-373dearest Julia are you well-no more colds, no more falls, is the
most painful effect of your first interviews with your poor Son in law'
over-I have no letter from my good Rose [White] since yours, so that
I have heard only of your sufferings, not of your recovery-O my,
what a life of separations,-the pen stops short at that word - I have
most affectionate comforting letters from William-the greatest pain
I will have in losing Rebecca is his not seeing her again, he has this
most doating affection for her-he speaks of his Visit to his dear Fathers grave, 2 and his feelings in being where he is every way reminded
of him (for my Seton was once exactly in the same situation, same
counting house and duties, William is now in) this he speaks of in a
manner the most endearing and of us as ifhe only lives to be again reunited-Ah me, my Julia dear
-Our God is God-all as he pleases-I am the happiest creature
in the thought that not the least thing can happen but by his will or permission, and all for the best-Our God! echo it back dearest one, Our
God and love your poor bad Betsey Seton.

7.7 To William Seton
Saturday night 23rd February 1816

My Son most dear
We hear that the last letters we sent to the care of good Mr. [Luke]
Tiernan went direct to you, so hearing of an opportunity to send him
another Bec is holding the candle with a most loving heart and countenance while we sit by our little stove and write to Willy ... I begin by
kissing the little mole on her neck which she calls Yours, but we are all
yours, and would be apt to eat you almost if we could get hold of

lpeter Pederson was Julia's widowed son-in-law.
2Elizabeth's husband, William Magee Seton, was buried from the Anglican Church in the English
burial ground in Leghorn (Livorno), Italy. He had spent time as an apprentice in the Filicchi firm at
Leghorn (Livorno) sometime between 1788-1790.
7.7 ASJPH 1-3-3-19:29

-374you-we have not received a letter from since December the date of
the last is October 23rdSo I had written my Willy and took a little turn of sickness, yet
since that time we have all again sent a good package to Mr. Tiernan or
Mr. [Robert] Barry I believe who both are all kindness to us. one I
know went by one of our American frigates the Java I believe Commander Perrynot a word of news can we write you, what a shame - but as I know
Mr. [Simon] Brute who would delight to gratify you reads the Gazettes in the evening as an english lesson I will request him to send you
a good budget-You know he was forced to take Mr. [William]
Dubourgs place in BaltimoreRichard is at last home again - a giant indeed a foot higher I suppose at least and proportionably broad - strong health, and high spirits
- if you could but see him-yet glad he declares to be in the regular
train again, and our good friend Mr. Bertrand' who has an uncommon
affection for him is helping him on in french and mathematics with his
whole heart while Mr. Brute is trying every way to get him a good situation in Baltimore-New York I do not wish ifwe could help it.2
Rebecca - is not so strong as when you left her-I really do try all I
can to preserve her more for your sake than my own for she is such an
Angel of sweetness and patience in her painful days and nights that I
look rather to her happiness in our better life, yet would almost wish to
delay her that she may meet her Willy again-the affection of her very
Soul for you is inexpressible, I am sure it is the strongest tie she has to
life.
Kit is pushing on as gay as a lark so desirous to improve herself and
learn all she can that she scarcely allows herself the least recreation
but her piano, and every thing she learns it is Oh if William could hear
that - oh if he could but see that not an hour passes I think but we find
something to recall you to us 3'William's friend and tutor, Felix Bertrand, was enrolled at Mount St. Mary's from 18 14 to 1819.
He was now tutoring Richard who had returned to Mount St. Mary's.
2Mary Bayley Post, Elizabeth's sister, had suggested that William come to New York and work in
Abraham Ogden' s counting house. Members of the Ogden family had strongly opposed Elizabeth's
conversion to Catho licism.
3The next two pages are letters fro m Richard, Rebecca, and Catherine to William.

-375Mr. [John] Dubois delighted with your few little lines he is so interested for you both-I read the Aneed_ in your letter to Richard, to
General Winders Brother who was so much pleased at the good shotand our good Captain McMeal4 who enquires much about you
-every blessing of a Mothers Soul be with you and around you my
dear one - I pray for you the first and last and all day and in the
night-this letter goes by New York' - -

7.8 To William Seton
18th March 1816

My own William
the pen must now drive as a gentleman this moment arrives who
tells me he will forward letters to you-I have intreated him to tell
Richard as he is going to the Mountain and hope you will have afull
one from him as he did not write when we did twice lately addressing
to Mr. [Robert] Barry and [Luke] Tieman on different occasions to
forward them. I have now just the same old course to take for Richard
I once had for you my darling son, letters after letters to move these
Baltimore hearts to recieve your Brother1-I feel the whole of my position as a poor Nobody in the world, but trust in his case as I did in
yours that our Lord will make it all right at last-Mr. Tieman gives no
hope, so now I attach poor Mr. Barrys continued kindness who really
may be tired of me, but I hope you dear one of my heart will repay to
all, well as you can, when your tum will come to stretch a helping hand
or exert an act of friendship-Richard like all young people drags his

·Captain McMeal was probably the father of Anna Marie and Margaret McMeal. students at St.
Joseph's Academy 1811-1814. He may have been from the Catholic family by the same name who
lived in the Emmitsburg area and were friends of the Sisters of Charity.
5Elizabeth added the post script: "Bec has set her heart on a little box of anchovies."

7.8 ASJPH 1-3-3·9:14
lElizabeth was trying to secure a position for Richard with either Luke Tiernan or Robert Barry in
Baltimore .
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chain - he wants to be busy and getting on, but alas what can 1 do 'till
our God opens the way-I have written our generous Leghorn friends 2 again, but not on
that subject, they surely have done All, and more than our most sanguine hope could have expected-Say every thing to me for
them-my last last push would be to send Richard to New York, but it
is likely I would find as much difficulty to place him there as in Baltimore-Edward pose is Dead - the family in deepest distress-Our
God-a parents hope how soon lost- you must be sensible now my
son that Richard could not preserve his religion in New York, and 1
hope you are more and more convinced it must never be sacrificed, for
what is man without a Soul, and what is a Soul without Faith.
Mr. Bertrand sends me a letter for you - you will answer it kindly in
however few words as his sole and only object is to give you an opportunity to count on his friendship whenever he may be useful to you,
and you will seldom meet a character to exceed him in piety and integrity, besides being a compleat gentlemanRebec and Josephine are in the midst of their retreat for St. Josephs
day [March 19] with our first COMMUNIONS, about nineteen in
number-think of all the love they send you-Rebeccas tumor broke
- she now suffers less, and is an angel of Patience and cheerfulness at
all times, doating on the very thought of you-if ever a little soul prepared to die well she does, but 1 try to keep her to meet you again yet
resign All to our God, and mind and save your own dear Soul.
Mr. [John] Dubois will write you - soon as present pressing duties
are over - he was as much pleased with your few little words as if you
had written a volume for he thought he saw your heart truly in
them-he says Dick will not be likely to write you the news of the
neighbourhood since he has been so long out of it, and he will do it
himself.

2 Antonio and Filippo Filicchi
3Elizabeth' s nephew Edward Post (1791-1816), son of Dr. Wright and Mary Bayley Post, became
a physician and a member of the Royal College of Surgeons, London, a lecturer in anatomy at the
University of New York, and a fellow of the Physico-Medical Society of New York.

-377Our truly kind friend Mr. William Raborg is dead very suddenly,
just as he was for opening our correspondence with you-his nephew
William Raborg Junior probably willADIEU a dieu-You know you live in the heart of your own
Mother---even waking in the night there you are-poor little dear Bec
- would send you her heart if she could - here a tiny picture of her poor
little weak fingers - but how you will kiss it - Mothers kiss on it
Bless bless you Mr. Raborg [has] comeYour own own Mother

7.9 To Julia Scott
23rd March 1816

My dear and Loved Madame Julia
I think indeed in your advanced days you grow very wicked yet indeed and indeed you told only the simple fact, for that was my true offering the world saw not, what it has seen was like most objects it
observes, looked at in a false light, but the sorrow of having no more
petsl was quite a trial to me, so much so that I assure you if! was not in
the sacred position in which the order of Providence has placed me
with my dear girls as well as my good Sisters, I would seek the place of
nurse in some honest family with more eagerness than ever I sought
any pleasure in my whole life-that is poz. I would not come to your
lovely Mrs. Markoe2 for fear you would discover me, and I should
doat too much on her children as Rebecca describes them all that the
liveliest fancy can paint most lovely and sweet, particularly Maria
[Markow] whom she often speaks of, and who must be a darling pet of
yours-so much for loving little babes - pray love and thank Mrs.
M[arkoe] for me for her kind remembrance of Bee, when your box
7.9 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:111
ISmail children
2Mehitabel "Hitty" Cox. a daughter of Mehitabel Sitgreaves and James S. Cox. and a niece to
Julia Scott, was married to John Markow.

-378comes we will have our own fun, for to the last what delights them will
delight me - You cannot wonder at my folly when you remember how
we have always kept together through rough and smooth-I beg you
will consider all these things Mrs. Julianna before you laugh at us for
goosecaps-and think if the case was your own how it would beRebec is much easier since the tumour broke - sleeps better, and as
since the first explosion which was almost incredible it has been constantly drying, it may perhaps disappear entirely - she is the darling
plaything of my life you may be sure, and Kits constant amusement,
for even her very pains she turns to laugh-So things are shared in this
life dear friendthe hand that allots always proportions, that we well know-the
dear Legislator' must be the Spring of your heart, how glad I am he is
to be so soon with you, Bec told me much of his kindness to her but she
is so giddy and so used to being carressed that she probably never
thanked him, she has told me of so many thoughtless things she did,
and even to yourself whom she has been taught all her life to respect
and love, that it gives me pain to think of it, and when I say so she answers plainly it does not hurt you Mother more than me I am ashamed
to think of it. I believe that foolish manner which certainly does not
come from the heart is a family complaint for I remember traits of it in
myself which brings tears in a momentYour fear that I should have any additional charge is groundless I
have none-Rose4 has been so long away she does not know home as
it is, but I assure you 6 years experience of our daily duties and way of
life has made many of our good Sisters as much old women as I am,
tho' only two of them are as old in years, and they would not let me eat
for myself if they could take the trouble for me, their care and attention
to save me every trouble would appear even rediculous to others who
not living with us, do not know the tie of affection which is formed by
living in Community. perhaps you have no idea of the order and quiet
which takes place in a regular way oflife - every thing meets its place
and time in such a manner that a thing once done, is understood by the
3John Scott was a member of the Pennsylvania state legislature.
4Sister Rose White had been on mission at St. Joseph's Asylum, Philadelphia, since she left St.
Joseph' s Valley September 29, 1814.

-379simplest person as well as by the most intelligent .. . for my part you
know better than anyone what afine intelligence I ever had for any
thing but taking care of No. 1Your letter containing 50 dollars is recieved my Julia, I little expected it after all the expence you have borne for Rebecca - but it was
your pleasure to send it, and it was very welcome for Richards set out,
which I wish to take place as soon as possible, as he is bent on a counting house in order to meet his Brothers plans, and I have written Mr.
[Robert] Barry to try and procure him a place - he is an enormous
young man, very well disposed, but like his brother before he left us
shows no remarkable talents, though William has, by his excellent
conduct in every situation he has been, shown a truly solid mind.
if you prefer scrawls to notes dearest friend, at least here is one peace to your dear heart do take care of yourself-if you had I think
you would not have been so often sick-be good Lady Glorianna
Your letter mentioning the pangs of [Maria's death]' came on the
very day I was under the full rememberance of mine 12th March6 dearest ones, they probably little expected to leave us to lament
them-but GOD is all-all the rest dearest loved and cherished must
pass, pass passYours EAS.

7.10 To Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute, S.S.
+recreation-[n.d.]

Rebecca says "how can anyone think what our Lord has done for
them and not love him, that is such a mystery to me why every body
dont love him-sometimes I have such feelings almost like dis pair
because I cannot keep my good resolutions but when I have these

5Julia's daughter, Maria Scott Pederson, died in Copenhagen, Denmark, in 1814.
6Anna Maria, Elizabeth' s eldest daughter, had died March 12, 1812.
7.10 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:52

-380sorrowful thoughts and I can only look at a crucifix I think directly be
sure he will forgive after he has done all that for me" [page torn]
G-night once more - a day more gone - Tomorrow G at the altar-on the mountain!-our God-thought presses-his infinite
goodness-come in G-Silence and the sanctuary-Cecilia I
Where-how earnest her pure [page torn] to deepest ever [page torn]

7.11 To William Seton

+
3rd April 1816

My dearest Souls dearest William
I would hardly keep back a deluge of tears reading your dear letter
26th January by the Gendorph in which you mention recieving so few
letters from us - while from you we recieve so often the dearest most
delightful expressions of your tender affection-Yet this very month
of March I have already sent four packages to Baltimore, two I think in
February and every month before always two or three and Mr. [Robert] Barry and [Luke] Tiernan have even been so kind as to write me of
their having forwarded them, but names of vessels they do not tell me,
and as yours come either by post or strangers I could not tell you unless when you mention yourself my dearest one by what vessels they
come as they are only marked "ship"-now good William Raborg interests himself to forward also I hope your dear heart will no more be
disappointed in the poor little, very little expression we can give of
oursMy William My William how little indeed of mine which clings to
you now with the added doubled tenderness of esteem and confiding

ICecilia Seton, Elizabeth's sister-in-law, had died April 17, 1810.
7.11 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:15

-381friendship, independent of the first doating love of a Mother to her
darling first born son, and such a son as you have ever been to me - but
now from all I can hear of you, and conclude also from your letters,
your conduct has been uniformly every thing that could flatter and delight my fondest desire, which you well know has ever been chiefly
centered in the one point of seeing you go straight in the path of Virtue
and integrity-So far I am the happiest of mothers and can go in peace
to the grave since I always am under the conviction that you my own
William will be the leading hand to your brother and for the girls they
are more promising than ever a little ago kneeling by darling Bec saying her last little prayers for
her at 8 112 just after the angelus, (while you my beloved are in your
good sleep we hope and morning dreams of us perhaps) - she bid me
kiss her billys mole on the side of her neck-I kiss as you would yourself while she like an angel composes herself always hands clasped,
Ninas crucifix in her arms, her forehead and breast crossed with holy
water, she always goes to sleep with our little prayer, Jesus Mary Joseph I give you my heart my spirit and life ... assist me in my last agony-dear darling, and Kit kneels under her picture of the blessed
Virgin making her last prayers so fervent, eyes up you know and such
pure and pious looks that they are both most lovely pictures to me far
surpassing all human art - but how they both love you, it is like a romance of imagination to hear their plans and hopes and expectations
about Willy, sometimes to plague them I say ah wait till Willy has his
som[e]body to love - "Well they say he willneverneverforget us" - no
that he will notRichard is going this time I believe though I cannot but be sorry if
he really goes to Mr. [Basil] Elders] who is a grocer (whole sale
though) but Mr [John] Dubois says he has [page torn] in his store and it
is a [unclear] for waggonners [unclear]-I know too it will vex you,
but he pushes so hard to go and really I see no prospect for him unless

'The Elders were a prominent Catholic family in Maryland. The Basil Elder family from
Baltimore knew Elizabeth when she was in Baltimore. Their daughter Elenor later entered the
community and became Sister Helena.

-382in New York in case Mr. Ogden2 would take him, but if you knew
what I do of the peculiarities of that family you would never wish him
to be there, and from the manner they have behaved to me I doubt
much their recieving a child of mine - you know it was they who wrote
the threatning letter that the house would be burnt over my head, calling me Siren etc etc - dearest William have patience all will turn for
the best I am sure. he shall not go to Mr. Elders if I can help it, but you
know when a young man as he is, is in college and his mind turned another way how many difficulties there are-you experienced it
enough yourself
tell my ever dear Mr. Antonio [Filicchi] not to be a moment uneasy
about answering my poor letters I know his heart well-and tell Mrs.
Amabilia [Filicchi] to give you sometimes one look for your Mother
who will love and pray for her now with redoubled affection since you
say she is as a Mother to you-my heart and soul rejoices that Mr.
F[ilippo Filicchi] is recovering - such men as he we would wish to live
a century
3rd April 1816
beg Seignorina Marias [Filicchi] permission to kiss her hand for
me I would shed tears of gratitude on it-Be blessed my own dear son
oh do persevere in every industry and attention in the dear family of
F[ilicchi] - to do what I cannot, think how earnestly we 3 are praying
that you may make a good Easter communion.
Your own devoted Mother

2 Abraham Ogden. a family friend and business associate of the Setons. Charlotte Seton,
Elizabeth·s sister-in-law, married Abraham's brother, Gouverneur Ogden. They were bitterly
opposed to Cecilia Seton' s conversion to Catholicism and blamed Elizabeth for this turn of events.

-3837.12 Copy to William Seton'
5 April 1816

My own Will
-I find this little word on the table and will take it to enclose Richard's last letters - they have so much amusement this morning with
their magical pocket book that 1 cannot deny the pleasure of us all in
sending it to you trifling as it is - it was a little gift to the girls-Dick
and Rebec are just now playing ball over the head of my bed "crack"
say Dick "catch" it on your chin sayd Bec-Sister Sus [an Clossy] is
sewing his ball and Miss Kitten at the piano-Mothers poor heart you
see where-My own own William-but 1 must look forward forward-this morning 1 found myself praying for your confessor, that
will make you laugh ... so anxious that he should lead you well- 1 beg
so hard you may be an "honest man" as you say at Easter for you
know an honest man gives to God his due as well as to man - is it not
so-Kit has written you a list of your letters, and Mr. Gottsburger
writes me from New York that he had forwarded my letters to you by
the Ontario-GibraLtar-Good Mr. Quin will take these to Mr. [Robert] Barry as Mr. Owings took a packet to Mr. [Luke] Tiernan last
week, and the week before two packs to Mr. Raborg - if only you may
get the word oflove thats all. Peace and love and every blessing to you
- 1 continually repeat to you some word of grateful remembrance to
the two dear families you are with and our pleasure to hear of Mr.
Ph[ilip] F[ilicchi's] recoveryBless bless you from the full heart of your own Mother
== Your friend Vespers3 writes he knows not if he will remain
where you left him there is every prospect of new COMMOTIONS-how you will be shocked to see Mr. [Thomas] Jefferson
turned to a Joh[n] Gilpin in the papers - you must allow there is
7.12 ASJPH Copies Box 1, Souvay 23 (typescript) No original exists.
'The first page was written by Rebecca Seton.
2Elizabeth hoped that William would be faithful to his obligation of receiving the sacraments of
Penance and Holy Communion at Easter.
3Rev. Francis Vespre

-384something revolting to see a chief Magistrate treated so--I do not understand politics or characters but have a horror to find our Government can countenance such a press freedom-the children read it to
me for fun in our recreation, but my Bayley blood mountedDo my Son reflect, and be moderate in these case[s] - always take
the side of Order, it is Gods first law say our true pod-God bless
you
EAS

7.13 To Rebecca Seton
+[1816]

Well my darling again we are disappointed but I hope at least to see
you Easter Sunday [April 14] - I hope - kiss my own Richard for his
and your Mother Kit and I took our one hour in the garden with the girls and Sisters
who sat up from 9 to 10-how often my eyes turned from my corner to
Mr. [Charles] Duhamels 1 with a little prayer on my dear one-and
how many on our beloved giant-this anniversary of our separation
from Willy-so goes this world - I say your little indulgences faithfully for you with the full blessing of poor Mothers heart-the girls
enjoyed the station pictures and the ecce homm02 Sister Cicil[ia
O'Conway] fixed on a little altar in the choir for them ... they were so
good and your little Harp3like an angel-be good too my darling, kind
to all who are so kind to you -love Sister Sus[an Clossy] for me and be
attentive to all 4"Order is Heaven's first law" appears in Alexander Pope's Epistle 4, line 49 of Essay on Man.
The poem was published in 1735.
7.13 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:47a
[Rebecca was at Rev. Charles Duhamel 's at the Mountain. Richard was also at Mount Sl. Mary's.
William left for New York March 27, 1815; thus March 27 or the date they received word of his
departure would be the first anniversary of his departure for Italy.
2Station pictures may refer to the Stations of the Cross which may be the Meerschaum stations

now in the chapel of the White House at Emmitsburg. The Latin "Ecce Homo" means "Behold the
man. " It is a depiction of Jesus during his passion. Cf. John 19:5.
'One of the Harper girls who was a student at Sl. Joseph's Academy

-385-pray for our Brother and be very friendly to our gentle friendI watched you-saw you with dearest Richard and Sister Susan on
the hill-never mind how glad am 1 it is no worseYour own Mother love love to all

7.14 To Rebecca Seton
+[n.d.J

Sunday Morning so bright the birdes wild in their concerts and 1
enjoying so much myoId office book of B[lessed] Sacrament-how
happy you are to have Benediction but I have himself9 Oclocknow little Bid! at your desk writing to you (I love so to show her any
attention) and Maria and Jane at Sister Margarets 2 - they love you so
much how I love them-lent little Praddelers two of your capes this
morning to go to the Mount they so de1ighted-so all my pleasure in this world in loving you and those you
love-

7.15 To William Setonl
April 8, 1816

Mother's to her own William

7.14 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:47e
lOne of the younger pupils who was fond of Rebecca.
2Maria Gillespie and Jane Falls. both pupils at the Academy, were also writing at the desk used by
Sister Margaret George.
7.15 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:27
lThis is a note included in a letter from Richard, Catherine, and Rebecca.

-3867.16 To William Seton
9th April 1816

My William
I would be too jealous that you should open a letter and not read one
line from me now I have dried up my tears a little, for you may depend
they fell in plenty over your letter of this morning-I cannot help
it-absence, separation, all that must be endured, but to think the one
we love most in the world neglects US-oh that is hard-yet you
know me so well my son your hemt did Justice to its mother even
when she pained you most-We send 4 letters different directions!
[each] timeour Sisters in Philadelphia2 beg so much to be remembered to you,
Sister Fanny [Jordan] says she makes her little ones (they have 22) say
their beads for you, and poor Rose [White] thinks of you so much in
her communions-there is a great deal of talk about Captain White
having been 11 or 12 years a prisoner in Algiers and on his way home.
Charles is wild with joy at the thought'poor dearest Richard is again disappointed of his hope of going to
Baltimore-he bears it well but feels much-soon I hope we will
write you something more promising you know Mr. [John] Dubois
with his best intentions is very drole in his plans - now he has persuaded poor Dick back to latin again only to keep him busy, and you
know how he relishes that-I will do my best to clear his way-here
drops my little wax candle-Kit says ah Mother dont take it off send
our kiss from all on it so--Kiss Kiss Kiss-ah my Willy - hush heart patience - only take cm'e of that Soul I love so--Your own Mother
7.16 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:16
!Different addresses
2The Sisters of Charity had been staffing St. Joseph Asylum in Philadelphia since 1814.
3This story aroused false hope in both mother and son and may have been the resu lt of mistaken

identity. Prior to joining the Sisters of Charity, Rose Landry had wed Captain Joseph White all
Valentine's Day in 1799 when she was only fourteen. Captain White was lost at sea after just a few
years of marriage. When Rose joined Elizabeth at Paca Street in Baltimore, she was mourning the
deaths of both her husband and her infant daughter. Her son Charles was then only six years old but
enrolled the next year at Mount St. Mary's.

-
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I would repeat a hundred times every kindest rememberance [to]
the dear families of F___ [ilicchi] It strikes me just now perhaps Mrs. [Amabilia] Filicchi may think I
have not written them, but I have repeatedly-not to plague them in
hurry of business to answer me - that I could not think of but only to
speak my heart to such friends-tell me is any of my letters of the last
year reached them-my own own William love
your EAS

7.17 Copy to William Seton!
April 9 [1816]

our dear crazy Dick will write his own way, but do not mind he is
not such a Jape 2 as he appears-I have proofs enough of his good
sense-this letter will go by Baltimore, and one by New York by
Monday Post-All well my dearest William and loving you inexpressibly--only promise me whatever is the fate of the dozen dozen
letters we write that you will never think you are one moment forgotten as less beloved by your own poor doating little Mother-Our God
bless you
[your own EAS]

7.17 AMSV Seton-Jevons #290-293 (photocopy) No original exists.
lThis is a three-page letter from Richard Seton to his brother. but Elizabeth added a note on the
address page. Although it is dated 1818. it was written in 1816 since William was in Boston, not
Leghorn (Livorno), in 18 18.
2Clo wn

-3887.18 Copy to William Seton
21st April 1816

My William most dear
we have sent letters in all directions for you hard indeed it will be if
they do not reach you-but I trust indeed they will-Good Fridai the
anniversary of your departure - how well remembered - and we 3 have
been preparing and making thanksgiving for your Easter communion
with one heart-Bec at her Mountain with the beloved Giant the happiest darling in this World I believe, and much strengthened and better
for her visit, determined to live to enjoy again the sight of our Willy as
she says-for me often I fear my incessant tears at the least thought of
you will at last blind me, and then I shall not see you again, so, I often
stop them with this thought, and you may say to me with Dick "Why
do you say so"-but it is stronger then I am, and springs chiefly from
the fear of the long and final separation since you are so much exposed
in the World. -think how your letters delight me when they speak of
even Parental affection from the Filicchis and your full sense of your
corresponding duties to them-I have told you what security it gives
my heart for the future consequence to the girls and Richard ... he is
the most endearing kind soul to us you can imagine, and seems even to
try to fill your part [as] well as his own, but crazy to the main point of
getting off, and being busy - dear fellow - we must be patientall goes just so with us - I have written you every thing - over - and
over in our last letters sent by Messers [Robert] Barry, [Luke]
Tieman, and Philad[elphi]a and New York, where I shall inclose to
good Mr. Gottesburger this very one, and send Richards and Mr.
Filieehi's by Mr. Bertrand to Baltimore on the 26th when he leaves
us-the girls are sitting at the same table by me both quite lost in their
book-Kit reads History very eagerly now, and Bee has all the books
7.18 AMSV Seton-Jevons #171-172 (photocopy) No original exists
IGood Friday this year was April 12. William's anniversary of departure from Baltimore was
March 27 and from New York, April 6.
"George Gottesberger was a New York merchant with whom the community had business
dealings.

-389we can find to amuse her-she attends her classes again, and I do believe her one chief motive is to improve herself to please you, she
turns every thing she does to some thought of you-Kit is really an elegant soul and has so much propriety, Modesty and grace in all her actions and way of thinking that I am obliged to be proud of her as I am
of my Willy-but you would laugh at good old lady Browners3 and
the country peoples remarks about you, they think you are [paper cut
away]-they must have it you sent the pictures and every box or [message?] Mr. Seton over seas sends it to be sure-love your own little
Mother, days of separation will wear away when I look at the little
while ago since I was where you now are-so much happens in so
short a space-my own own William God bless you-a thousand
loves from all, the girls have written you twice or three times within a
month-and Richard oftener. say every thing for us to our
friends-My heart and eyes would go with these poor words to youYour own own own EAS'

7.19 To Antonio Filicchi
22nd April 1816

+

Dearest Antonio
I am grieved and ashamed at the little word I often meet in Williams letters that I must excuse your not writing--excuse indeed, I
that jump with joy (in myoId age) that you will even remember me,
and could pour out my soul at your feet for your goodness to my poor
boy-never give a second thought to your bad little sisters pride and
pleasure in recieving your letters, for great as it is I know it would be
3Mrs. Brawner, a woman of the area, was from a family which was linked with the Sisters of
Charity. Joseph Brawner was overseer of the farm in 1836. Sister Samuel Anna (Martha) Brawner
became a Sister of Charity in 1828 but after being professed for eight years, she withdrew to enter
the Visitation convent at Kaskaskia, Illinois ; Sister Hilary (Clotilda) Brawner joined the community
in April 1831 and died in 1871.
'Rebecca added a note after her mother' s letter.
7.19 AMSJ A 111 061

-390too unreasonable to look for it - but you must remember her in your
prayers, that cannot be relinquished-to tell you that you are always
in mine with all that you love is I hope unnecessary, you know what
my poor heart has always been to you, but when William speaks of
your "parental Kindness" and your dearest Amabilias "care of a
Mother" for him our God only can measure my joy and gratitude.-The first words you ever told me was to trust in God who took
care of the young ravens and made the lilies growl-I could show you
the spot at your Philippo's where you told me that, and then declared
the one way to get to his kingdomgood Angel of your poor little bad sister - protector of soul and
body, you now guard what is dearer than myself a thousand times-if
you knew the good and dutiful child William has ever been to me you
would not scold me for saying so, and since I find your Brother and
yourself become his protectors and he seems so sensible of the blessing of being under your wing, I can go like a poor worn out soldier in
peace to the side of Anina, quite secure that the 3 others will be protected and suported in their religion, all I care for, for them or me.
I forgot to tell your Philippo [Filicchi] that we made a general
Communion for him the first day of May-All our Sisters, and the Superior Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois says mass for him here and Mr. [Simon] Brute in Baltimore-your commemoration 13th June, since I
have it in my mind St Anton ofPadua2 is your patron - and in your poor
sisters heart everyday, and every Communion--every year they grant
me a Communion that day for you.
I dont know if ever my letters reached you wherein I told you all my
little affairs-I hear from no one now except my good little Sister
[Mary] Post who is in great affliction if it would but turn her heart the
one way'-I do not think that she is of the generous opinion so prevalent with my good friends there that you have bought me, a reproach
which can only make you smile at their thinking you so zealous as to
take so much trouble and ex pence for your religion, though I do not
lCf. Luke 12:22·34.
2St. Anthony of Padua (1195-1231) was an early member of the Franciscan order. The feast of St.
Philip, Filippo's patron, was May I at this time.
3Elizabeth hoped her sister would convert to Catholicism.

-391doubt dear Antonio but you would willingly have paid your dime to
Almighty God for so many souls as have walked in your suit on the
steps of your bad little Sister if money could have bought them.
I rejoice to draw no more from Messrs. Murrey: more on that account than for your disbursement - yet perhaps my bill at the Seminary
may compel me to draw 200$ yet this year for Richard but not if Mr.
Dubois will wait till Mrs. [Julia] Scott (who has ever remained the
same) makes next year payment of 200$-this year it went to
compleat the discharge of Williams expences and Rebeccas journey
to Philadelphia to the Physicians which however has given her no relief of her lameness, but they insisted so much on her going that I was
obliged before God to consent-Josephine (little Kit) now earns
<her> own living here by teaching-so you see how faithful our God
is to those you give up to him-the respect and grateful love of my
heart to your Amabilia [Filicchi] I can never express, love her for me,
and beg her to remember before God one who never forgets her and
her sweet family-your own friend forever EASeton
Rev. Mr. [Nicholas] Zocchi is so anxious about some things to be
forwarded to him from you I believe-he often writes and enquires if!
have letters.

7.20 To William Seton
St. Mark 25 April 1816

just from Communion-you well in it indeed

+
I dont know my own love what Richard has written you, but here is
a sudden opportunity and I send without inclosing. You may be sure
we have sent dozens ofletters in all directions to you within these two

4John Murray and Sons of New York handled the Filicchi accounts in the United States. Antonio
Filicchi had directed the firm to disburse funds to Elizabeth at her request.
7.20 ASCSE Seton-Jevons #57-58

-392months after hearing of your disappointments - also have written
Messers. Phil[ippo] F[ilicchi] and Anto[nio Filicchi] this month-we
have your last letter by the brig Upton with comforting dancing news
for my heart that you have our November and December letters-at
least you know that sleeping or waking your heart is in mine continually-dear dear dearer for a thousand thousand times than my own
life-Yes, our God knows that-Bec is just waked from her dreams of
you at Breakfast bell bright and sweet and lovely, much stronger than
she was in the fall, going again through all the classes she can to please
Willy and improve herself for him. was ever a Brother or Son doated
on as you are, Dick is all alive he says to prove to you he can do something
I have now finding charity and friendship so cold this side of the
water offered Mr. [Luke] Tiernan (who is doing a great deal of business) to try and meet whatever terms he may propose knowing the
blessed friends of Leghorn I would not withdraw at such a moment if
we are obliged again to draw, but Mr. [John] Dubois says St. Josephs
house shall come forward if necessary, if only with one dollar of the
thousands I have drawn to them. -the day will soon come I trust
when all be turned back to its source-my own own William-Your
Brothers conduct this hard push has filled my very soul with comfort,
as yours did when in the same pain-never let my proud heart in you
two be brought down, for indeed then I would begin to know real Sorrowlove my dear Mrs. Amabilia [Filicchi] for me, Bec sends you a
pensee 2 for your darling little ones amusement on your knees with the
magical pocket book in a letter of mine-all- well- doating on youforever yours EAS

IThe Filicchis
2Rebecca had written something to amuse the younger Filicchi children.
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7.21 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.

+
St. Joseph's Patronage - Sunday - [May 5, 1816]

Our Sea of sorrow a little past-poor Bec with blessed Sister Sally
[Thompson] holding her can contain her misery a moment and be
quiet after a conflict of 5 days and nights in groans and tears and agonies out of my power to give any least thought--could not be believed
if! had not seen-the inflamation now brought down by a large blister
on the seat tumors again running - little pityful sack of bones, always
saying "my dear Lord, my Mother," with incessant big rolling tears
unable to sit or lie but on a rack tho' 3 and sometimes 4 of us at a time
night and day too standing, soothing, holding-when she at last could
remain a few moments in bed and the excessive agony was suspended
I said well Beck not a single little prayer these 3 nights and days!! "Indeed but dearest Mother for my part every moment of the time I was
praying"-poor darling once when writhing herself out of our hands
till her poor lame knee to the floor sweating and panting half screaming she stared her big eyes and said to us as if in consultation "I am almost tempted to beg our Lord to ease me do you think it will displease
him"-and with such faith when permitted she begged him let her
have only a moment to get in a posture and actually was eased enough
to get in bed - almost gone though-we have all sobbed round her like
babies at that silence which succeeded

7.21 ASJPH 1·3-3-12:53
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7.22 To Richard Seton
+
[May 1816]

You see my dear Son
I am a little stiff with the good old gentleman,l but it is best to go
quietly and not press too muchOur God will do all for You, but you must and shall be good - and
your little Mother will fight all your battles 'till you are able to fight
ours dear Goliath2 of my heart-if this iron does not take we will try
another, but I will not rest till I get you busy some where 3<-You laugh at my saying "another year at the Mountain," but I
have my meaning in it, and he will understand> it though it is so far far
from your thoughts may [God] bless youforever
dearest love I changed that this morning as it did not seem a sufficient or true reason-my letter goes now immediately by post - but
write me if you were satisfied with it. Mrs. Jenkins will be here immediately her father is deadBec well- all well--dear Wednesday' close at handYour own Mother

7.23 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
[May 1816]

My own dear friend
your poor little Bec' s tumour stopped running - inflammation took
place and went so far that we thought all concluded-but a large
7.22 AMSJ A 111 014
lpossiblyarthritis
2Cf. I Kings 17.
3Elizabeth was trying to secure a position for her son.
"The day Richard would come from the Mountain to visit his mother in St. Joseph's Valley
7.23 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:91

-395blister etc has eased, the discharge is restored and if she survives the
extreme weakness of so many days and nights of inconcievable agonies it will be but to prolong suffering.
You know my mind on all that-all is well with us-and think of
the mountain off my heart Mr. [Luke] Tieman recieves Richard next
week'--our God is too too good praise and love from me as I do and
have so long done for you-Your EAS.
Mrs. T2 will tell of your dear dear ones-will you give this little
cross to our blessed friend the president-and the little word to Pere. 3

7.24 To Eliza Wyse l
18th May 1816

+
My ever dear Eliza
I am delighted to acknowledge your affectionate little letter,
though I was sure from what we know of your disposition that you had
not forgotten St. Josephs yet it is sweet to hear from yourself that old
friends are remembered and lovedlittle Bec is suffering much just now do not forget her in your
prayers. Josephine is as good as ever, I have just now witnessed her
joy and fun on seeing a dear little stranger from New York, whom she
says is the image of Betsey Wyse as we used in love to call you-dearest Betsey Wyse be good, Comfort your dear Mother and return her a
few of the thousand cares and attentions she has paid to you
So many of our St. Josephs girls are coming to make their retreat

'Richard went to Baltimore May 14 to live in the Tiernan household and to begin work in Luke
Tieman's business.
2Mrs. Luke Tiernan, mother of Ann Elizabeth and Sally who attended St. Joseph's Academy in
1813
3Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., and Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.

7.24 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:48b,c
'A former pupil at SI. Joseph's Academy

-396with us 2 - will you ever be permitted - how happy and delighted we
would be to see you, you should go to the stationary to Sister Margaret
[George] as often as you pleased-I know you laugh at that-you do
not tell me a word whether you go often to Confession to COMMUNION - and nothing about my favourite William whom I never forget.
Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois said he would fulfill all your brothers directions respecting yours and Williams things left at the Mount and at
the same time send all yours So I hope indeed they are safe with you
long ago as we sent them to town as soon as you left us
give my love to our dear girls if you should see any of them and tell
your dear Mama it was quite a disappointment to me that you left St.
Josephs before she made the visit she promised you-MAY GOD
BLESS YOU dear child a thousand thousand times prays your ever affectionate friend EASeton
Mother3 begs our Lord to bless her dear Eliza that she may be an
ever blooming Rose in his Paradisecome under the Shawl this morn[in]g and love and bless our Jesus
+ Your poor affectionate Mother EAS

7.25 Copy to William Seton l
18th May 1816

My own Will,
the old lady has indeed not left me [much] room, but Ijust sent yesterday a letter for you by Mr. McCarty to New York from whence I
have had Abundance ofletters [speaking of you] with the most pleasing remembrances-you left so [unclear] and favourable an impression there on the minds and [hearts] of our friends that I am quite
2It was a practice that former students at the Academy were welcome to return for retreat.
3This last section was on a separate piece of paper enclosed with the longer letter.

7.25 AMSV Seton-Jevons #173-176 (photocopy) No original exists.
lThe first page #173. is from Rebecca, and the second page, #174, dated May 16, is from
Catherine. Elizabeth Seton's letter is #175-176.

-397proudofit. Your Aunt [Mary Bayley] P[ost] writes that Le0 2 is now in
partnership with a Mr. Rogers-I long to hear from our Richard how
he comes on, I will write you all I hear, though I know how quick he is
himself to write you [unclear] for another letter from [unclear] Kit is
leaming to draw of a Mr. Mullen a Natura[unclear] at the seminary,
where also they have the acquisition [of a] Mr. Bauvais a most accomplished gentleman teaching Italian Spanish etc etc etc - who has lived
with your Aunt Charlott Ogdens (Governeur Ogden) family on the
black river and has much to say of them-Mr. Gov he says would have
allowed his children to learn the Catholic catechism, but Aunt C
thought not.
Bless bless you a thousand thousand times-and a thousand loves
to all who love youYour own EAS.

7.26 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
May 20th 1816 +Rogation Monday'

Poor Darling 2-telling her of our beautiful meditation on the love
of God she told me as I knelt by her "ah dearest Mother I now hardly
dare tell God I love him, I prove it so badly-sometimes not even that
I desire to love him for you know well that what I desire very much I
can soon enough show it, and it seems like a bold falsehood to say, and
not do any thing to prove it-indeed I think our Lord sent me this sickness for my neglect of my little practices of piety since the retreat-for
when I have been out among the girls taking a little pleasure, it did go
so hard with me to leave them and go to the chapel, yet when I am
there I seem never to have time to say enough-Yet you know too
how negligent I have been these two weeks still it is certain I prayed

2Lionel (Leo) Post, Elizabeth's nephew

7.26 ASJPH 1·3-3-12:54
'The days set aside to pray for God' s blessing on the spring planting and a good harvest.
2Rebecca

-398night and day in continual aspiration since I have been so for no one
can help me but him"- dear simple heart these her exact words with such pure looks of
Sincere meaning-Oh my God how piercing to my cold dead heart so
truly without proof or effect-dear dear Rebecca, every day dearer
and more and more resigned, I think most gratefully for I must hope
she will be safe-Rebecca at least saved

7.27 To William Seton
+20th May 1816

My dear love
this is the 3rd time I write you this week, but here is Mr. [Robert
Goodloe] Harper who will give Mr. Oliver charge of your Seal' and
one sent to Rebec by Louisa Caton going to England for her health and
for fashion of the world to travel - the Motto "change only in Death"
may do for a laurel leaf but Bec says Death shall not change her to her
Billy, Kit and herself are covering the little Seal with kisses before it
goes to you put mine on the back of it too happy if it was handsomely
set, but you know how far off-and another reason too. - you will have
them done well my Souls dear one.
if you could see your angel Bec sealing them up, and Sister Celia' s
[O'Conway] care to make [a] little box for them with Bec on the top,
her crown in hand as the dear one says "Mary [Diana] Harper is going
to France to finish her education - I to a more distant country to accomplish mine"-but she is as lively and playful as a kitten with us
all-everyones delight is to amuse herBless bless bless you my dearest one say everything affection and
gratitude can express to the two dear families .

7.27 ASCSE Seton-Jevons #59-60
lIt was customary for individuals to have a personal seal, used for documents and letters.

--

-399Kit and Rebec both have written by this same opportunity, and I
have written our Richard to be sure not to miss it. Your own
Mother-all in haste but ever yours EAS.
Over and over I have written Messers Ph[ilippo] and A[ntonio
Filicchi], but not to plague them <but> only to comfort my own heart.
MM

7.28 To Rebecca Seton

+
[May, 1816]

My Souls darling
at her Mothers little table making Aves and Paters I singing Glorias
and "in thee have I trusted"2-Oh the joy to that Mothers soul - the
love of her Mother in heaven - the delight of her good angel presenting
every moment of the suffering darling to her crucified Saviour who
counts her pains with hisMy Souls darling-in her cradle and bandage-sitting on this
swift rolling Earth - moments and hours passing so swiftly to our glorious happy Eternity
trust all indeed to him my dear one - put all in his hands - and we
will see by and by when we get home in our Jerusalem how good and
tender he has been in giving you the thorny crown-My souls darling
be blest with all the blessing of a Mothers Soul,your EAS'

7.28 ASJPH 1·3·3·9:47b
IThe Hail Mary and the Our Father
2Cf. Ps. 3 1:14.
3Written on the outside ofthis letter: "Rebec most dear dear at her Motherlittle table in the box. ,.

-4007.29 To Marie Frant;oise Chatard
[after May 25, 1816]

+
My ever dear friend
-I know not what to write Mrs. Duncan about the sweet child as
our Superior [John Dubois] has not said one word on the subject to
me-Cecil[ia O'Conway] drest her in white put a little paper in her
hand with the words "suffer little children to come'" etc-but he has
been silent and 1 feared to anticipate Providence by speaking-yet
will you tell the poor lady who cried so much about her if she calls to
enquire, that it is as lively and engaging as possible, all our difficulty
is to keep it from being ruined by the carresses and indulgence of Sisters and childrenOur Rev. Superior directed me to tell you as he seems really to consider us part of your family that he wished extremely you would recommend our invaluable Sister Betsey [Boyle] to Dr. [Pierre] Chatard
and beg him to enquire in her constant pain in the breast and almost
constant pain in the side-She hurt her breast she thinks lifting our
good trapist Sister before she died as she felt something snap in it but as nature has never been interrupted 1 hope it will pass, yet her loss
to the House of St. Joseph would be indeed incalculable-Our Lords
will in allhow many little adventures our darling Emily [Chatard] must have
told you, Sister Margaret [George] made me a little uneasy telling me
she fell out of bed, but she says so wrapt in the bed clothes she could
not have hurt herself. blessed child may she live to be all she promises
to be to you, her advices and care over the little Mary was admirable
7.29 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:90
'Luke 18: 16
2Sister Mary Joseph Llewellyn (d. 1816) was a member of a Trappistine monastery which fai led.
Sponsored by Rev. John Moranville, she was admitted to the novitiate of the Sisters of Charity
November 27,18 14. She died at St. Joseph's May 25,1816, at about the age of thirty. Rev. John
Dubois, S.S. , called her death one of ecstasy. She is buried in the original community cemetery at
Emmitsburg.

-401and tenderness to shelter Rebeccas leg from its motions-she said to
Rebecca once "come go with us," and Rebeccas answering "I cannot," with the pale suffering look, moved Emilies heart in a moment-do embrace her tenderly for us both-and all your dear ones,
what a truly happy meeting it must beOur dearest Lord bless them all forever-your EASeton.
Sunday morning
Thursday our retreat begins-your full share in mine-

7.30 To Jerome Bonaparte'
[June 1816]

Dear Jerome
It is a great pleasure to me to send you the Agnus Dei' _ - I wish I had
one handsomely covered - but you will mind only the Virtue of the
prayers our holy Father has said over it-I earnestly beg our Lord to
preserve in you the graces he has so tenderly bestowed on you-take
care yourself not to lose them pray for me and I will for you

your true friend EAS

7.31 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[June, 1816]

+6 oc1ock after morning meditation
in this little life of your Mother not a moment since I saw you to
write a word but the meditation, or a Volume would have not been
7.30 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:100
1Jerome Bonaparte, son of Elizabeth Patterson and Jerome Bonaparte and a nephew of Napoleon
Bonaparte. was a student at Mount St. Mary's and looked to Elizabeth for guidance and
encouragement.
2Agnus Dei literally means "Lamb of God. ,. Its usage here refers to a small piece of pure wax,
bearing the impress of a lamb supporting the standard of the cross, which was worn devoutly about
the neck or suspended in a glass frame from the wall.
7.31 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:50

-402enough to say half the heart that fastens to yours more and more if possible-but with such freedom of the local circumstances or position of
the moment, that I shall see you go again to fulfil your big Presidentship
(0 bad omen G I did not know that tear was there)-well, I will see you
go to do his will ofthe present moment with no other sighs or desires but
for its most full and compleat accomplishment
Your little silly woman in the fields (most happy name and place
for her my G) Your little woman, silly of our dear sillyness of prayers
and tears, will now hold closer and closer to him who will do all in you,
as he does in my poor little daily part, and try always to bring you the
(start there again my candle is so dim I cannot see) - try always every
moment to bring to you the support [of] Mothers prayers, her cry to
him for your full fidelity, as for our poor Williams "deliverance from
Evif' I You know G.
-but for the advices which would assist I am truly silly, going as
you know to meet every body in the grace of the moment, which we
never can know till we find the humour and temper of the one we are to
meet with-the many mistakes all swallowed and comforted by intention intention intention

Our true peace and Security with our beloved as you so often delighted to tell me-Rebec calls - J os sick too-very well-You are
coming our beloved waits!

7.32 To William Seton
10th June 1816

My Souls William
the good Mr. McCarty of New York just writes me by post that a
vessel is to sail from that port for Leghorn, I wrote you yesterday in

ICf. Matt. 6:13.
7.32 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:17

-403full and gave my letter to Mr. Mitchell who promised to forward it immediately-Yet I must not, cannot let Mr. McCartys offer pass without saying your Bec is better, gone out in the school room for her little
recreation for the first time ... as sweet and good as a little angel and
doating on her Billy as she calls you. Jos Kit is just now eating
strawberrys and says she would send you her whole heart with love in
this poor letter-Mother bites her under lip and tears gush at the
thought of how little she can speak her love-Richard who I told you
all about yesterday will do as well as your heart and mine could wish at
Mr. [Luke] Tiernans if only his inexperience is controuled-Mrs.
[Marie Fran<;:oise] Chatard writes that they are much pleased with him
and I had a sweet letter from him to day promising every attention to
advice etc.My William how delightful to me that your prospect is so much
more substantial; and that you really love those whom you live with
from every motive of esteem and gratitude-My own son be blessed
with the full blessing of a Mothers heart, think how it doats on you and
how I have held you in it all these heavenly feasts. could you not invent any way of showing some mark of kind remembrance to Mr. [Simon] Brute, but indeed I know not what unless it was a few lines
repeating your recollection of his good care and kindness, which he
extends to Richard now in every way he can, also our so kind friends
the Chatards. present me most affectionately to all your side of the
water - I long to hear of Mr. Philippos [Filicchi] healthYour own EASeton
7.33 To Julia Scott
+ 15th June 1816.

My Julia dear
it just strikes me that it must be a long time since I have written you
since I have not yet told you that my pet darling [Rebecca] has had a

7.33 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:112

-404severe attack of inflamation in her poor leg, which almost finished her
and me both, for her agonies were so great that I could not leave her a
moment while they lasted - a large blister on her seat relieved her and
you may suppose the excess of her distress but the lively playful heart
kept her up and still supports her-after sitting up the night in her
chair she is as cheerful next morning as if she had rested-but it must
eventually finish, and my dear little bird flyaway-then I may truly
say I will be good and try hard to get to heaven after herdid I tell you yet that Richard has a good very good place in Baltimore in the counting house of Mr. [Luke] Tieman who has a most
amiable family with whom the dear boy lives intirely and he is as well
there as he can be, until he joins William who is very desirous that he
should become acquainted with American commerce for their mutual
advantage
my bed is now heaped with your dimity petticoats preparing for
poor Kit to go a little Visit to Baltimore to this very family ofTiernans,
whose two daughters having been years past with us have a great affection for her, and their excellent mother promises me she shall take
every day her music and drawing lessons with them as they have a private teacher, they are such girls as for reserve and gentility of manners
you would choose for her companions, but what I feel at her going is
too painful-so pure so innocent a creature-but she must go some
day ... so let it be, I would perhaps regret I did not consent while she is
herself willing poor darling, attracted by the idea though of music and
drawing more than any other thought as she has a passion for both and
has made in both good progress by her own industry - a few weeks will
be more to her with her diligence than many months to anotherBec speaks of you continually, and is still on the look out for her
box, we know all your goodness in sending, but can not understand
why it stopt by the way, no doubt it will come at last and at any time be
a great delight to her, especially in her present situation of weariness
and suffering.
-oh do speak my heart to Mrs. [Mehitabel] Markoe for her kindness in it
My beloved Julia! - I can repeat that twenty times looking on the
bright clouds with a hundred affections and desires to our God for you,

-405but never can tell you my heart looking over with Rebecca your letters
of years so long past as well as those of later times I say can there be so
true, so tender a friend as you have ever been to the poorest most unworthy creature-our God and he alone will ballanceAnswer me now 3 words where is your J[ohn] Scott, how is he, and
where are you and what is your summer plan, and is your health
better-dearest friend I wish you had someone you love very much always with you for the thousand little nursings and cares you must
want-ifI could be that one as 20 years ago, but now ifI was even near
you I am like an old worn out thing whose first quality and strength
could scarcely be believed-Bec wears me away with herself for we
are such fools that if 20 persons are present none can supply, she is
even worse than Anna was in that point of weakness-will you let me
hear from you once before you begin your summer round-your EAS.
foreverhow is Brother S[am], and Mrs [Charlotte]Cox?-

7.34 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
28th June 1816
St. Peter and St. Paul

Simon and Peterl are the same-Oh for the Spirit of the Apostles.
my Penance in St. Francis2 said "L'humilite qui ne produit la
generositees est indubitablement fausse - car apres qu' elle a dit je ne
puis rien, je ne suis rien qu 'un pur neant elle doit aussi-totfaire piaisir
a la generosite que dit. Il n 'y a rien, it n 'y peut avoir rien que je ne
puisse d'autant que mets toute mon esperance an Dieu qui peut tout,
et dessus cette confiance elle entreprend courageusement etc etc"3

7.34 ASJPH 1·3-3-12:62
lElizabeth was noting the feast day of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
2Probably St. Francis de Sales
3Translation: "The humility that does not produce generosity is undoubtedly false - for after
saying I can do nothing, I am nothing but sheer nothingness, it must immediately please generosity
which says, There is nothing, there can be nothing that I can do as much as to place all my hope in
God who can do everything. and with this confidence it undertakes courageously etc."

-406-I beg much this good courage for you to day in the word so dear
Thou are the Christ4
Sister Betsy [Boyle], Margaret [George], Sus[an Clossy] etc
laughing at poor ghostly Bec who says so gaily after sitting most of the
night in her chair "Oh this a beautiful day 1 must go to the piano 1 must
practice to day" Sus says Why you have been practising all night
"Yes" Bec answers "but that is another kind of practising"
-poor beloved - we examine much together if she is in the good
disposition of the will - she is so sure only she says "perhaps I indulge
my feelings too much not stay [ing] in bed at night, but 1 do suffer so in
it" ... strange indulgence-yet do pray for the poor lamb it has so
many little old and even fancy ways of pride pretentions (Seton maladies) etc.

7.35 To Ellen Wiseman

+
[July 1816]

My precious Ellen
-be not uneasy at my not writing-I am obliged now to be Bec's
nurse, but be assured you are more than ever beloved by your poor
friend-I cannot resign the hope of seeing you since your dearest
mamma is in Baltimore - at least try your best come see your Bec once
more - but 1 know much is in the way and leave all to our God - yet you
must love your poor Mother absent or not - it is all but a moment and
then our Eternity-mind it my own dear child and keep it well in
sightever your EAS.

4Cf. Matt. 16:16.
7.35 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:B3
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7.36 To Catherine Dupleix'
+
[July 1816]

It is useless dearest friend to attempt telling you what I felt reading
your letter today by Mr. Fox. 2 -I had so much hope that you would
have have taken the opportunity, and we should have seen you indeed
once more, not thinking your dear [George] Duplex was still with
you-it would have been indeed a true delight - but there is a better
will than ours-Rebecca would have been too happy for indeed we
can hardly hope after this summer you will see her unless a particular
change should take place in her for when you see her in the morning
after sitting most of the night (last night not one hour in bed) you
would think she could live but a few days-she rests her head all night
on my bolster or on Susans [Clossy] shoulder or mine, often cramp in
the stomach and breast when not in her leg besides the pain of the hip
and bones she sits on-darling child, and as lively and playful next
day if her ghostly worn out countenance and body did not show it we
would think she scarcely suffered more than when you saw her-my
time is chiefly passed in amusing or supporting her, she has no pleasure in any thing like Mothers love you may suppose what a pet she is
with us all.
I forget if you noticed Miss [Ann Elizabeth] Tieman when you was
with us, Kits darling friend, her whole family most amiable - the repeated invitations Kit received to go there could never prevail with us
to part 'till this friend being ill and begging on that plea to see Kit, the
parents sent their carriage with earnest intreaty for the little woman
and Bec happening to be better at that time and Richards supplications
added (it is with Mr. Tieman he lives) Kit went the very day she was
7.36 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:67
IThe address on the outside of this letter is Mrs. G. A. Duplex, 34 Hudson New York.
2Robert Fox was a prominent New York Catholic who sent his daughters to St. Joseph's
Academy. He was involved in the foundation of the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum and promoted
the Sisters of Charity coming to New York. He became a friend of Elizabeth and she was especially
fond of his wife, Elizabeth.

-408-

16 [June 28]- Oh my heart that day-yet glad she should leave the
painful scene of poor Bec - she will soon return though poor darling,
and pursue here awhile her passion for music and painting, she has a
great talent for the latter, and we are so fortunate as to have a teacher,
and also a French lady3 to teach music who has two orphan children
and for their sake gives us an advantage very precious to our house
which could not have commanded a woman of her talents in any other
way-Kit expects to depart like all the rest at an early age, but her only
pleasure in life is improving herself and she says "I must be busy
Mother die or not" - she is the picture of health and lovely indeed to a
Mothers eye-so would she be also to yours my dear DueWe took notice wherever William went the perpetual word in the
hundred letters we recieved about him was always his honesty, now
all the accounts of Richard is his Innocence. Mr. [Luke] Tieman
writes me he is always ready to do every thing required most obedient
and affectionate and adds he is as innocent as a child- I believe I
wrote you William went to mass every day as regularly as to the
counting house and Mr. Fenwick4 in Baltimore writes Richard is the
first at the parish church every morning-So dearest friend I tell you
my sweet comforts, and be assured I hold all the desires of your heart
in mine knowing well its affection and anxiety, do not fear we will forget its greatest desire in [our] prayers. We were reading over some of
your [dear] Georges [Dupleix] letters the other day, an own Brother
can not have been more to me than he was in your absence, and the
children all remember him with delight.
- Sister Susan [Clossy] just says "it is well Mrs. Duplex did not
come this week as we are all going in retreat" -Bec answers "the very
reason I would wish she had come then I would have had her all to myself and she would have staid with me all the time." dearest Due when
indeed shall we see you-How I thank you for the little news about
my Sisters, never can I hear of any little particulars so pleasing to

3Probably Mrs. Seguin who had twel ve music pupils at $12.00 per year. In exchange for room and
board at St. Joseph's, Mrs. Seguin taught three additional students gratis, Sisters of Charity or
Elizabeth' s own daughters. She was expected to pay tuition for her daughter Emma at St. Joseph's
and her son at Mount St. Mary's.
4Perhaps Rev. Enoch Fenwick, secretary to the archbishop and rector of the Cathedral

-409know. Dearest Ellen, ever dear Mary, and my Eliza S [adler] how glad
I am to hear of all and my poor Richards Catherine, 5 I did not know her
darling was gone what would I not give to comfort her-Your dear
self - you say little of but always suffering I know-[George] Duplex
will be gone before this reaches you I suppose - if not say every thing
grateful for me ever your EASeton
Richard is at Mr. Luke Tiernans merchant, Sharp Street, Baltimore
If you should see any of my Sisters6 family will you let her know I
wrote her fully last week by way of Baltimore.

7.37 To William Seton'

+
2nd July 1816

My own William
I hasten to acknowledge your letter of March by your friend
Blanchard and the later date of 27th and 29th April to Richard, the
girls and your little Mother-have just finished a letter to Mr. Abraham Ogden inclosing the one you received from the frenchman, and
requested the receipt to be sent you, or to me, that I may forward it - I
prefered writing Mr. Ogden myself as Leo [Post] might not have been
careful in the business (being no longer at Mr. Ogdens but in partnership with young Roger as I understand) and besides Mr. O[gden] will
himself be more likely to find the person whom it is for, if indeed he
cannot claim it-another reason (do laugh at all my reasons) I found
by some old letters we were reading that in times of your dear Fathers

'Richard Bayley, Elizabeth' s deceased half-brother. His wife, Catherine White, apparently lost a
child in infancy.
"Mary Bayley Post. The letter to which Elizabeth referred is not extant.
7.37 AMPH Seton-Jevons #74-77
IThis letter has two beginnings, the first below the date reads: "My own William I hasten to
inform you"

-410greatest trial and distress when Maitland 2 failed etc. this Mr. Ogden
was the kindest tenderest friend to him, giving him all his time early
and late, so I was glad to show him this little attention and assure him I
remembered him with gratitude. So you see a woman may have reasons some times.
Your own Kit left our Wooden Ark,' and my poor Arms the very
day she was 16, eve of Sts. Peter and Paul.-Mr. [Luke] Tiernan sent
his carriage altho' his Boys were already gone begging for her in the
kindest manner for the tenth time I believe to meet her friend Ann
[Tiernan] and her Mother at Mrs. Tomasvilles 20 miles from Baltimore - many a tear of separation you may be sure but much comforted
at the thoughts of Richards delight to see her-Mr. Tiernan has written me a most comforting letter about Richard. I make you an extract
in his own words.
"Richards absence from my house (you know I wrote you that
lulian[a] White told me he had slept at her Fathers) was owing to his
anxiety to send you some articles, and the shortness of our evenings,
he did not remember the hour, I have had several conversations with
him about my duty to him considering myself as his guardian and accountable to you though I shall always give him every necessary indulgence. he is a very Amiable disposition as far as I can discover, as
innocent as a child, obedient and willing to do every thing required of
him"Richard writes continually <one day> last week we had six letters
in one day and 4 in another, all as wild as his dear heart, before we
open them Bec and I say lets see how the Thermometer stands this
time - as to your letters my Son if we had your right ear we would pick
(Bec says kiss) it well (and indeed I would my Willy) for saying so little of yourself-Oh if I did not think you happy I would be miserable
indeed - but so much you have always said of every ones kindness to
you, I hope the greatest pain of my William is his separation from his
own 4, and never can you guess how truly we share that2William Magee Seton inherited management of the mercantile finn Seton, Maitland and
Company of 61 Stone Street in New York in 1798. A Mr. Maitland was the London partner in the
finn. Mr. Ogden refers to Abraham Ogden.
' St. Joseph's House

-411Bec sits opposite me painting a little picture and laughing till she
cried at the flies plauging me - her spirits keep her up, she says she will
live to see her Billy again, but her sufferings I can never describe-She sits up the greatest part of the night with her head leaning
on my bolster--often we say what is Willy doing now-and my poor
heart tries hard to hide-but my dear one we must take all in this world
as it passes if only you will cultivate the true spirit of a man and give
your Noble Soul its rights, and our God his rights so immense and endearing-this Corpus Christi feast how often I thought ... My God if
my William could enjoy our Faith as I do-My very Soul wraps itself
round yours is all I can say:

7.38 Copy to Richard Seton
July 2nd 1816

Dearest R[ichard]
I ask my little lady [Rebecca] why she says you would not be interested about St. Josephs news and she answers it was about Sisters,
Music Mistress, etc. but why my Kit is to become wild? she says because of the people of Baltimore are wild, I give you an explanation
for fear you should think her cloudy-Darling child how she has suffered since Kit left us-it surely cannot last long so-I took a long
sheet of paper to write Kit one half and you the other but Justine took
us by surpirze so now my own R I salute you this blessed beautiful
feast of the Visitation' and ask you if you are a faithful guardian and
protector to my little Dove,' mind you treat it well and do not let its
beautiful little burnished wings be sullied by and blued by your city
dust and d[i]rt, for dirty and muddy enough it proves to be best though
you hardly know what I mean by abusing a place you all love so

4-fhe second sheet contains a short letter from Rebecca to William.

7.38 AUND MSVY, M41 (typescript) No original exists.
'Cf. Luke 1:39-45.
2Catherine and Richard were both in Baltimore.

-412well-tell los not to mind playing her best for you but to practice well
her roundelay and Poco Presto which she may call Bec's delight for
she truly delights in itlove love love to all especially my dearest [Ellen] Wiseman since
there are now twohave been writing a long letter to William and one to New York so
am ti[re]d.
bless bless you both a 10000,000 times Your EAS
-mind not to neglect Mr. White that are true and solid friends-so
love the whole family-and tell Kit Elenor Clancy has written Bec a
kind letter with a handsome little present of pineapples etc. which delights Bec, so Miss los will please to bestow her gracious smiles when
she sees her-She mu[st] excuse me to all the girls for not writing,
most of my nights are in comforting Bec, and the days tired out-so
goes this world-

7.39 To Catherine Seton
+[July 1816]

Dearest los
I have so many letters to write that Bec offers to write you for
me-My precious child what would I give to bless you and put a
Mothers kiss upon your forhead-but Patience-I would not cheat
you with this little word but have an opportunity to write William by
way of New York-you know what a letter is to him-love my Dick
for me-I cannot think of you these two days without starting tears
knowing how you must feel for Rebecca and your Mother-but do not
take the example of my weakness-Keep your dear heart quiet and
trust all to our Lord.
Bless you my dearest one again and again-mind your good promises to me about dress etc. all will go well if you keep them-

7.39 AMSV 110:10,14
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everything I hear of you from our blessed Brother delights me. love of
gratitude to all who are so kind to you from your own own MEAS.
I open Bee' s letter to see what she she says, and find she says
all-you would suppose the darling saw what she describes, but as yet
she can get no further than the window.-

7.40 To Catherine Seton
[July, 1816)

- ThursdayMy Souls darling
-the Mr. Wharton l who wrote such drole letters and offers about
books has cheated me of all the time I had expected to have for you but never mind not an atom of the heart can be taken from you - it is
full enough this blessed day Your angel Eliza next me at my bench,
we both at Communion-they all pray so much for you, and long so
for your retufllMy beloved every noise I expect is Ducass 2 coming for the letters-bless bless you a thousand times with kindest love to all dear
lotty, amy, all Your Mother
Elizas little Rose Kissed by both. 3

7.40 AMSJ A 111 007
lMr. C. H. W. Wharton of Rockville, Maryland, was a correspondent of Elizabeth.
2Dominica Ducass was a student of St. Joseph' s Academy.
3The address is "Miss Seton Baltimore." Catherine was in Baltimore from her birthday, June 28,
1816, until perhaps early August.
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7.41 To Catherine Seton
+[July 1816]

My Kit most dear
- it is night and we just hear from Sister Rose' she is in Baltimore so
the Sisters will go in the Evening tomorrow or Monday morning if I
get any sleep to night I must go to the Mountain tomorrow and of
course will have but a moment to write my darling, tho' I gave Richard
his turn last by our good Julian[ a White ]--one little letter I have from
you but by Sister Betseys [Boyle] and Julias [Shirk] return I hope we
will have a good package from you with all your little histories and varieties as well as my dear Daddys [Richard] I have past most of the
morning with Bec in the hall at the piano trying to amuse her, Your
heart would ach for her unable to sit, lie or stand without pain-poor
Darling-write her much as you can it will delight her soSister Rose writes me Aunt [Julia] Scott has sent you a present that
delights me for I know it will please you so and Richard toothe Brother writes with so much pleasure of his first little visit to
you at Mr. [Luke] Tiernans he had seen but the once-say every thing
to my Tene, dear Ann E, K, J, N, and M Sally,> all all ... all Bec is
waiting for me to say prayers for her. We have just said Remember
for you, William and RichardSunday-do my beloved try all you can to see Sister Betsey
[Boyle] in the few hours she will be in Baltimorewe go in Retreat Thursday Evening you shall have your full share
in all I gain in it, come sometimes in your Mothers heart to be quiet a
little-here some little Jesamins we have had on our little table these
two days I gathered them, if they could but reach you fresh-but-

7.41 AMPH Seton-Jevons #557-60
'Sister Rose White had family and property in Baltimore and periodically went there on business.
2Probably former academy students from Baltimore, including Ann Elizabeth and Sally Tieman
3The prayer theMemorare

-415-bless you my beloved one - try and remember all my little precautions - do not forget Mrs. [Mary Ann] Barry - and above all remember him who never forgets you' one moment.

7.42 To Robert Fox
July 20. 1816

Dear Sir,
Although your dear Jane [Fox] wrote you last week, I know it will
be a particular satisfaction to you to hear that they are not only reconciled to their situation, but are everything we could wish for their amiable conduct. I can never express to you how much I am, and indeed
we all are interested for your children. Their dispositions indeed
would recommend them, besides the gratitude your confidence in us
inspires.
We wish much for next week's post, to know if you reached home
safe and well. The girls looked after the wagon you were in to the last
moment, and conquered their feelings much better than I expected.
Be assured every wish you expressed with regard to them shall be
carefully attended to.
With every sentiment of respect to yourself and Mrs. [Elizaberh]
Fox, I am, dear Sir, your Grateful, humble servant E. A. Seton
Margaret and Miss Ducass 1 have both written by this week's post
to their mothers.

'Cf. Isa. 50: 15.
7.42 AMSV 110:10,9
'Dominica Ducass and Margaret Heyden were pupils at St. Joseph's Academy.

-4167.43 To William Seton
22 July 1816

My own William
Although I have written you continually by way of Baltimore and
New York and find you so seldom receive our letters still every least
opportunity shall be improved in the hope that at last some may reach
your dear hand-these few lines I enclose to a young merchant in New
York who is very zealous to oblige us-I take half a sheet as it [unclear] hurts him if I pay the postage-Mr. [Robert] Barry has forwarded letters to Mr. [Luke] Tieman Mr. McCarty Capt. Hamilton,
and Richard I believe within bounds 50 letters since Dec. Mr. [Robert]
Harper Mr. Olinski too-so dearest beloved William I must give it up
to our good God and trust he will comfort you and make me stronger in
this bitter separation which I feel so much the more as you may sometimes be even tempted to think we neglect the only comfort we can
give you in it-but my poor doating overflowing heart you ought not,
cannot doubt my son-nor will you doubt it more than I you[rs]
Mr. [Simon] Brute is here a little visit to us of a day or two - he
speaks of you and y[ our] dear docile amiable conduct to him as if it
was yesterday only you [were with] him-tell me if you hear of Captain P[ar]angue any more--{)r ever so kind M[ adame] St. Clare [de St.
Cesaire] and Mr. Preudhomme-I would wish so much you [page
tom] if occasion offers express both for you and me our respect and
gratitu [de]
I write our Messers. Filicchis continually, but trust all to the good
angel- if only they could know my grateful heart it w[ oul]d be no matter for the rese Dearest William Mr. Brute would put his little word and I had but
to add my earnest desire that you would keep your heart well resigned
about Rebecca-he says that there are instances of recovery in her

7.43 ASCH Seton-Jevons #65-66
'Rev. Simon Brute. S.S., inserted a note here in the text.
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situation but she is extremely weak and suffering-I wrote you that
your great package is gone to Mr. Ogdenbless you a thousand thousand times-Kit is still in Baltimore with
Richard they both write you I hope-Oh my son keep your heart high
with mine our God will tum all right for us, if only you will be faithful
to him every kind remembrance to our friendsYour own devoted Mother EA Seton

7.44 To Elizabeth Fox!
[July, 1816]

-the cold word respect my dear Mrs. Fox so different from my
heart to you must not go without the love so truly united with it-we
were very uneasy at your being so much exposed yesterday-if
prayers would keep you warm you had enough indeed to keep all
colds and pains from you-Eliza [Fox] can never look at me without
the tears starting, but she stops it as quick-a little kiss, and a look up
is all I can give in place of her dearest Mother, but soon you will have
her always, and I will see no more the one I love next to my own.-so
goes this world dear friend - while I am in it I am sure I shall always be
affectionately yours in our Lord
EASeton

7.44 AMSV 110:10,16
IThis note was added to Jane Fox's letter to her mother.

-4187.45 To Catherine Seton
Monday afternoon [July. 1816]

-My own Jos.
1 send you Bec' s own little words to you she wrote the first day she
could hold her pen-you will see by it 1 could take no other retreat but
by her side-most of her time is passed in my arms or on my
knees-we wet each other pretty often with tears-I write you that
you may not be too much alarmed by reports, since the inflammation
has subsided and the darling better again for this timehere a letter from Willy-ours has no news he says he is preparing
for his Easter which he longs to enjoy again with us-wonderful he
does not get our letters-Our God bless you and my Richard-heart
felt love to my Tene and All so good and kind to you my dear
one-beg our Brother and Pere to pray for us-Say everything affectionate to dear Madame [Marie-Franc;oise] Chatard and Mr. [Luke]
Tieman for meGod bless you again-Bec is supporting herself while 1 write You
know she cannot lie down - bless bless you with my whole soul Your
Mother
presently Benediction-you are always in my heart-

7.46 To William Seton
+Assumption [August 15]

My Souls William
as Kit says Mother writes you in every direction, but alas how
many of our letters must be lost-I hardly know how to tell you your
sweet Bec suffers more - and more-look up to our God-She is in

7.45 AUDN II-1-a
7.46 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:18

-419my arms almost night and day-can never get in bed-she is the most
lovely example of Patience and Piety-this must console you-you
know how I doat on her yet seeing as we do heaven open before her,
and her sufferings here so uncommon how can we wish to keep herOur love for you is the point of greatest Pain, she speaks of your
precious soul and her hopes of our eternal reunion with delight and
tenderness quite inexpressible-and on that we must rest my Souls
beloved.
-What would I give for a late letter from you - our last was 30th
May by the Fanny-Scarcely would I wish you to be with us now, it
would be much more pain than comfort to your dear heart-in this
world my William we must resign, in the next we will enjoy our tender
and I believe unexampled love-Our God bless you a thousand thousand times - with ever affectionate remembrance to the Filicchis
Your own Mother'

7.47 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+Sunday the Leper' [September 2]

dearest COMMUNION-at 2 oc1ock your most blessed Hanover
letter brought - read twice to Rebecca and Cecil[ia O'Conway] before
3 oc1ock adoration where we meet all so well of militant suffering and
glorious' -Our delight inexpressible to read your soul for the poor departing darling [Rebecca]-who after sung Vespers with me and read
wirth] full joy the chapter in temporal and Eternal on the agility hereafter to be given to her little poor body now almost fastened to the seat
on the bed-laughed gladly at the thought that like some Ignatius
[Loyola] or Antony of Padua you make your walking journeys with an
I Rebecca

added a note on the address side of this letter.

7.47 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:55
'A reference to the gospel reading of the day. Cf. Luke 16: 19-31.
2Rev. Simon Brute. S.S .• wrote this letter from Hanover. Maryland.
3Part of the community prayers included an act of adoration to Jesus crucified in which those in
purgatory and in heaven were remembered.

-420anticipated agility to be perfected in the high Eternal regions-at least
may the love which burned in their breast be in yours-even
now.-St. Lazar4 - COMMUNION-directed those of the Sisters to thanks for the
blessed Missioners 5 sent to enlighten our savage land, and try to turn
my own for good dying Mr. Jordan6 and Mr. [Charles] Duhamels sorrows and cares about the election feast in his little Emitsburg - but the
heart will keep to its glorias through the rounds of the day-Rebecca asks very calmly "Mother do I grow stronger or
weaker" "Why my love weaker since your pain in side, sore breast
and cough"-"Well then" said she turning to her side pillow "I go to
the land of the living7 sometimes how I long for it then again I lose
sight of it and feel so heavy,,8 ... could not but hint it to the Sup[erior John Dubois] to ask could one
of her age have truly such heavenly folly, he answered "all I can tell
you is I hope she will go to heaven as pure as from her Baptism"-it
makes me happy so I tell you as God sees
-PEACE-OUR GOD never my Soul in the quiet as now - long
as he pleases to look down on his poor one poor and in misery -OUR GOD - OUR GOD two hours could say only that
- Bee insists to send for you if she is dying-she says "he would
not deny me that."
+Nightjust read your first travelling meditation for the 9 days of our Mary
and her little hidden ONE' unite well with us G in this sweet travelling
next week ... if you should make them practical, and travel back
4St. Lazarus was the patron of lepers. St. Lazare was the seventeenth century headquarters of the
Congregation of the Mission.
5Members of the Congregation of the Mission were just arriving in the United States at the
invitation of Rev. William Dubourg, S.S., bishop of Louisiana (1815-1826). Among the tirst band
of Vincentian missionaries were Rev. Felix de Andreis, C.M., (1778-1820) and Reverend Joseph
Rosati, C.M., (1789-1843) tirst bishop of St. Louis, Missouri (1827-1843).
6Probably Dominic K. Jordan, Esq., of Baltimore, father of Sisters Ann Frances and Apollonia
Jordan. His widow, Mrs. Mary Jordan, spent the remainder of her days at St. Joseph's after her
husband's death.
7Cf. Ps. 27: 13.
8The next seven lines have been crossed out and are completely illegible.
9 A novena in honor of Mary, the Mother of Jesus

-421leaving the Presidents chair and suit(e) of Appartments JO behind it
would be most beautiful ... that childishYou did not leave All the whole delight of your France and family
but to do his only Will ... "Lo I Come"" Oh the grace of that word to
my Soul this week of grace-Oh the thirst to do that will ... and the
greater thirst that he may do it to its full Consummation who came so
far to meet it . . . whose responsibilities are of an Eternal Consequence-My Son-be most careful to find the will, not by the dear
coaxing your Mother charged you with, but by a Prayer ofJull confidence such as Your Silly Sinner dares to use, to compel him to do only
his will in this moment of Suspension .. . from the last look out of the
gate I hastened to the dear bench in the choir (where the clay of the so
"beautiful feet"12 yet remained and left their full blessing of Peace) to
begin this FULL PRAYER . .. to take him by storm G-I will be faithful to it, you know how many times a day and the nights so near him l 3
until we know the FINAL word.
--do you read well your Mothers whole heart in this Resignation--dare not to doubt the least cambrick thread of it, each one draws
to its so dear reunion with you and delight in your so dear presence ...
but you know the only Security and heavenly Peace in that point so
dear rests all on this essential abandon - so at least you taught me ...
so .. . understand and honor his grace in your little woman of the
fields ' 4-but you do fully-if you do not return SOON I will write under your Brothers
direction 15-keeping the right distance from the President in the exterior . . . but the heart my Lord that is quite another thing-and NOW . .. May he Support and Comfort, and carry you well
through the dirty hard road in both ways"Act Manfully" says our Psalmist-

IOSrute was president of St. Mary' s College, Baltimore.
"Cf. Ps. 40:8-9.
121s. 52:7
13Elizabeth slept in the room by the chapel where the Blessed Sacrament was reserved.

"During its construction St. Joseph's House (now the White House) was referred to as the house
in the fields to differentiate it from the farm house (now called the Stone House).
l5Rev. John Dubois, S.S.

-422-you may be a little mortified at the perpetual interlinings'6 in
your bible ... till all was read, I was not struck that you might not like
it, but you know how to excuse-I wish I had offered you mine exactly the same

7.48 To William Seton
+4th September 1816

My Souls William
I have written you so often in all directions that as you often say to
me I am at a loss what to say unless I should dare indulge the painful
side of the heart with respect [words crossed out] but that we must not
- there are moments oflife when resignation and courage are scarcely
to be thought an exertion, and this is one with us, with you even my
William so far from the daily scene of the heavenly Virtues she continually displays, and which promise so certainly the blessed consequence of her early call from this world of uncertainty I-for if she
remained with us my love, thro' the [succession] of pains and trials
which she must have passed in a longer life [we] should be quite insecure for her eternity, but now we see her as it were exhaling to heaven
in all the purity of her innocence-be not selfish my beloved, let her
go-Yet while there is life there is hope though we do not calculate
from present appearance that she can live, yet our God can do alllittle beloved! how she doats upon you-your absence she says is
nothing if only she may meet you here after, but that thought of Eternal Separation from you puts her in agony the least thought of it, for us
is common enough, you being the absent one my son all our affection
seems to center in you, besides the real and just claims you have to the
greatest share of it through your dutiful and tender love love to us.16Elizabeth used two Bibles and habitually wrote marginal notes or marked passages by
underlining them. For examples of "the perpetual interlinings," see Ellin M. Kelly,Elizabeth
Seton's Two Bibles: Her Notes alld Markings, Huntington, IN 1977.
7.48 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:19
I Rebecca was nearing death.

-423We have had no letter of yours later than 30th May - alas! but I must
be very thankful to have even that since you have so few fro[m] us. I
have written many letters to both Mr. [Filippo and Antonio]
Filicchi[s] in the course of the past year, perhaps they have not received one-you will always repeat to them and their families our devoted affection and gratitude to them. Richard is still with Mr. [Luke]
Tiernan but longing to be with you, I have often written you how much
Mr. Tiernan is satisfied and pleased with him, but it seems he is to give
up business-I know not how it will go-our God is all-our sweet
Kit is home again, she wrote you last week or the one before
-Oh my Souls dear one could you see my heart to you - my William - bless bless you with a Mothers fondest tenderest blessing-Your Bec kisses with many tears in mine on this place - 0 - and
Kit and Mother-Becs kiss the last that you might have it allYour EAS

7.49 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.1
+[September 1816]

one only heart - clear for my thoughts as the stream of your
Grott0 2 -Your letter to Sister [Mary Bayley Post] admirable, if first
the big stone of darkest ignorance and indifference was removed on
the point of FIRST NECESSITY, that there is any true Church or
false church right FAITH or wrong Faith-but blessed Soul you nor
anyone who has not been in that ignorance and indifference can imagine the size and depth of it-and putting myself again a moment in the
place of my sister (even with my great advantage of having been passionately attached to religion when a Protestant, which she is not) I

7.49 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:80
lRev. Simon Brute, S.S. wrote a noleatlhe top ofthis letter: "a letter to try to convert Mrs. Post her
sister to the Catholic faith-how useless she thought it-most curious." His letter to Mary Bayley
Post was dated Baltimore, August 6, 18 16.
2The Grotto at Mount St. Mary's was a natural setting which Brute adorned wilh an old cross. It
became a place of reflection and prayer, especially as a Marian shrine.

-424imagine I read your letter and looking up with vacant surprise would
say "what does the Man mean would he say that all who believe in our
Lord are not safe, or if even a poor Turk or savage does not believe is
he to be blamed for it ... they make God a merciful being indeed if he
would condemn souls of his own creation for their Parents bringing
them in the world on one side of it <the world> or the other."
My Brother [Wright] Post once asked me so simply, "Sister Seton
they say you go to the Catholic church what is the difference" ... "it is
the first church my brother the old church the Apostles begun," answered the poor trembling Betsy Seton dreading always to be pushed
on a subject she could only feel, but never express to these cool reasoners-"Church a/the Apostles," said my Brother "why is not every
church from the apostles"-Sister Post interrupted, "well apostles or
no apostles let me be any thing in the world but a Roman Catholic, a
Methodist, Quaker, any thing - a Quaker indeed I should like extremely, they are so nice and orderly and their dress so becoming ...
but Catholics dirty filthy red faced ... the church a horrid place of
spits and pushing ragged etc etc"-(alas - I found it all that indeed if
that had been a part of the religion) and she said to me, whispering in
mystery, "they say my Sister, there is a great picture of our Saviour all
naked'3 ... dearest G it is a fact that a most pious, better informed
woman than my sister or poor Betsy Seton found me kneeling before
my crucifixion, and shrunk back with horror seeing a naked picture-that very lady Mrs. Livingston" (of the Nobility of America)
quitted the Protestant church for Methodist meeting and I said to those
who laughed at her, "why not if she likes the Methodists" for ever accustomed to look only to little exterior attractions as the dress and
quiet of the Quakers, a sweet enthusiastic preaching among the Methodists, a soft melting music of low voices among Anabaptists, or any
other such nonsense, the thought of a right Faith or wrong Faith, true
church or false one never enters the mind of one among a hundred.

3The painting of the crucifixion to which she refers is by the Mexican artist Jose Marfa Vallejo
which hung above the altar of St. Peter's Catholic Church in New York. Elizabeth had been moved
by this painting. See illustration in Vol. I facing page 379.
'Probably Mrs. John Livingston

-425-Oh MY GOD-my heart trembles and faints before him here in
his little Sacristy close to his iabemacle while I ask How am I here? I
taken, they leftI tell you a secret hidden almost from my own Soul it is so delicate
that my hatred of opposition, troublesome enquires etc brought me in
the church more than Conviction-how often I argued to my fearful
uncertain heart at all events Catholics must be as safe as any other religion, they say none are safe but themselves - perhaps it is true, if not,
at all events I shall be safe with them as any other-it is the Way of
Suffering and the Cross for me that is another point of Security-I
shall be rid too of all the endless salutations of Trinity Church6 and the
dissipated dress and-among strangers unknown, and if indeed (as I
have most reason to believe) the blessed Sacrament is my Jesus, the
daily Sacrifice, the opening, the pained and suffering heart to a guide
and friend-My God pity me-I was in the church many times before
I dared look at the Sacred Host at the elevation, so daunted by their cry
of idolatry 7 -there dearest G-you read what I would have cruried to
the grave only I wish you to know well far as I can tell you the impossibility for a poor Protestant to see our Meaning without being led step
by step and the Veil lifted little by little-I am cold to my bones, and
hand and heart trembling while I think how I have passed through the
thousand mazes-and My thousand ifs to our God, yet appealing to
him the if was only fear to displease him ... but I was ALONE WITH
HIM.

5et". Matt. 24:40·4l.
6Elizabeth attended Trinity Episcopal Church on Broadway in lower Manhattan before her
conversion to Catholicism.
7Many Protestants rejected the Catholic belief in the Real Presence of Christ in the Eucharist.
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7.50 To Robert Fox
+8th September 1816-

My dear Sir
it would be impossible for me to say of your dear children I as much
as they deserve both as to their excellent natural dispositions, as well
as the blessed application of the good instructions and education they
must have recieved to make them what they are-may they long be
preserved to their dear parents and for the blessing of religion and Virtue.
Elizas affectionate heart has shown itself just now by abundant
tears on the reception of her letters from home, Jane like a Mother reasoning with her, and sweet little Mary repeating "Why Eliza they are
all well," was the most beautiful sight that could be.
they continue Very attentive to their improvement in every thing
proposed to them and enjoy excellent health and spirits, I hope their
dear Mama will be convinced they are with the tenderest friends
--how much I am obliged to you for your care of the letter to Mr.
[Abraham] Ogden--the young ladies you left with your Daughters
are very well and indeed are so remarkable for their Amiable conduct
that I am too proud of my New York Girls.
With every wish for your happiness and grateful respect to yourself
and Mrs. Fox I remain Your servant and friend EASeton.
--do not make the least Apology for not answering any letter of
mine, but I must beg that your sweet girls may hear often from home
as I am sure it is most necessary to their Peace and contentment with
us.-

7.50 AMSV 110:10,12
IThree Fox girls. Eliza. Jane and Mary, were pupils at St. Joseph's Academy.
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7.51 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
[September 1816]

My dearest Pere
I catch the moment of Mrs. [Luke] Tiernan to tell you our little darling [Rebecca] is alive but so exhausted with the day and night agonies
of a week past that the event must be very uncertain tho' the
inflamation in her poor limb has subsided-at this very moment she is
saying to Sister Sus[an Clossy] who is assisting her "our Lord is making me pay up for past misdeameanors"-if she was dying I believe
the cheerful spirit would remain to the last-in her extreme agonies
when 3 of us could not hold her from the darting and quivering of her
nerves and flesh and she was shrieking with the tearing pains she
would say at intervals "I do do indeed Mother I do unite it with our
Lord, I do recieve it from Him my Mother, My Lord, my poor Soul"

7.52 To Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S.
[October 1816]

My dearest Pere
- Rebecca is going on Very weU, begs you to remember her very
particularly Rosary Sunday as she will go to communion.
-I said nothing in answer to your word about Justine as all those
points are for our Reverend Superior [John Dubois] who I suppose
had answered you-tell my poor [George] Wiese I share all his pains from my
heart-All we can do worth doing for our friends in this world is to
pray-I wish I was good that my prayers might be good--do pray for

7.51 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:59
7.52 ASJPH 1-3-3-1:60

-428me more than ever--never so much necessity as now. Bless us our Father
your EAS
L.J.c.

7.53 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[October 1816]

Rebecca says opening her eyes with weary smiles at Mother "I
must die that is clear how will you live without me Mother"- Mother will soon wear away and follow darling ... we exchange so many rapturous looks of hope it must amuse the angels-when she sleeps a morning nap through the time of Mass here
she goes "to the Brothers' Mass" later-but like myself in stupid
slumber after the first earnest Union
-now she gets your picture-I would put it with our aunts 2 ornaments but "no no" she cried "no where but opposite my eyes at the foot
of my bed"-

7.54 To William Seton
+October 14th 1816

My own beloved William
I often send a few lines to you by way of New York through the
hands of a most respectable young Dutch man a Mr. J. Gottsberger
with whom our house has rec[ eip ]ts and expands- and more though I

7.53 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:59
'Rev. John Dubois. S.S.
2possibly a reference to the children's Aunt Mary Bayley Post or Julia Scott whom the children
considered as dear as an aunt

7.54 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:20

-429believe the last two I sent there are still waiting the vessel so long ago
advertised I add still a word to our letters of last week and week before
last which we sent Richard for Mr. Pervianus ship which was then on
the start-in the mean while our good and ever kindest friend Mr. [Simon] Brute brought us Doctor [Pierre] Chatard to visit our Angel
Rebecca and gave us really with tears of joy in his eyes your fine package of 26th and 29th July-such a delight to us-good hearted Henry
Jamison' had just enclosed me his, when the young Italian who
brought the last news arrived at lOin the morning in Baltimore as Dr.
[Pierre] Chatard and Mr. Brute was to leave it at 12 to visit us-Richard visits with delight your young Italian-to see one who had so
lately seen you and [to] say so much of you what a pleasure indeed!
[page torn]
but Doctor Chatard says sweet Bec must go, and very shortly perhaps as you could even wish if you saw her heavenly disposition and
[extreme] sufferings-and your Mother never laying down night or
day these many weeks past-for her one only comfort is to have my
arms round her-I wrote you she cannot lay down herself a moment.
She talks of you night and day with her expressions of darling affection said so drolely in the middle oflast night "Sweet fellow what is he
doing what oclock is it now in Italy Mother-how he used to have his
little Jaws tied up for the tooth ach when he was a little fellow-now a
tall giant I suppose-if my Willy will but be good and save his dear
dear Soul we will yet meet!"-there is the point my beloved dear dear
dear William-but I look UP in full hope and Confidence-you know
my heart about it.
Kit' is as I have often told you the picture of health very lovely and
the same sweet innocent creature you left her and obtains so much
love and admiration from all who know her that it is really a pride and
pleasure to own her-Richard shows you by all his letters I suppose
how his heart is set on being with youBec calls to me from her bed where she sits so patient "tell my
Willy I would write if! could but my hand trembles so-and tell him (I

1Henry Jamison of Frederick, Maryland, was a student at Mount St. Mary' s from 1809 to 1817.
2Catherine had returned from Baltimore because of Rebecca' s illness.

-430copy word for word) all my hope and desire is to meet him in heaven
for I cannot think it will be again in this world"-She wishes to send
you for one of the sweet children of our [Antonio and Amabilia]
Filicchis the 3 volumes called Parents Assistanf you remember the
beautiful stories so instructive-her Aunt [Julia] Scott just sent her a
new set-shall I send them to you?
--dear dearest William I can never tell you half how you are loved
by US, how esteemed and thought of by all on this side. bless bless
you Say every thing for me to our friendsforever yours EASeton
last week I enclosed to Mr. [Robert] Barry in Baltimore thinking a
letter round might reach you sooner than the usual way-

7.55 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[late October 1816]

the poor little heart beating so violently with continual violent pain
in it she could not keep quiet and was earnest for extreme
unction I-the Superior [John Dubois] defered till tomorrow but heard
her confession---every possible question about her most trifling faults
before she suffered me to call him in-afterwards with her usual
throw of her arms round my neck she said with overflowing heart
"come oh my Mother dearest I have recieved ABSOLUTION - Absolution!" she repeated . .. Sweet but awful moment adding "oh I am so
comforted"-"Yes" I said "Rebecca now you know the blessing of
our true church, the Church of God"-"true dearest Mother once I
thought in my trouble about going to Confession that the Protestants
were happy in having no such Mortification but now oh my Saviour
dearest Lord I see the true blessing and grace of what I then thought
hard"' Edgeworth, Maria, The Parellt's Assistant, or, Stories for Childrell. 3 vols. Boston: W. Wells,
1800. Subsequent editions were published.
7.55 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:65
IRebecca was dying and passed away November 3, 1816. Extreme Unction is a Catholic
sacrament now called the Annointing of !he Sick.

-431remaining silent behind her pillow she looked over it with her little
endearing way and said "tell me now you are happy-rejoice that our
Lord gives me such an opportunity to prepare to die-tomorrow extreme Unction a great Sacrament my Mother" and then she gave the
most lively expression of the helps she expected from it-"and Communion on next day my Mother if! live-Communion - our Jesus our
All do not be sorrowful a moment my Mother I shall not go so far from
you ... I am sure our Lord will let me come and comfort you" Josephines tears hurt her "I do not look" said she "to being left in
the grave and you all turning away without me-I look high high up"

7.56 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[after November 3, 1816]

well present Ever memorable day
-Rebecca laid so low beside Anina 1 almost touching her coffin
which could plainly be seen-poor Jos-and her earnest prayer while
the rattling earth fell on the little darling .. . prayer to be laid quickly
beside her rather than live to offend ... Mother could think of nothing
but Te Deum in the bitterest anguish of the loud Sobs around ... heart
high above-hymn to the holy Spirit, returning [page torn] for the
New Life-

7.57 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
All Saints Eve of the Octave [November 7]

-So pure the sky over the dear graves-Rebeccas already well
covered with greenest moss and even a little Violet in full bloom on

7.56 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:58a
lRebecca died November 3, 1816.
7.57 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:S8b

-432it-los, Cicil[ia O'Conway], and Mother a long silence there-but
COMMUNION tomorrow again and next day, and next day

7.58 Journal of Rebecca's Illness, 18161
St. Michael 8th May 1816-

"Nature and grace" said our Bec in her bitter pain "has a hard conflict"-it has lasted these 5 days and nights in groans and tears, not to
be believed but by those who have witnessed-little pitiful sack of
bones she is always saying "my dear Lord - my Mother" with big rolling tears unable to sit or lie but as on a rack, 3 and sometimes 4 of us at
a time night and day standing, soothing, holding - when to day she began to lie a few moments in bed, I said well Bec not a single prayer or
litany these 3 nights and days-but indeed said she "my Mother I for
my part was praying every moment of my misery" - poor darling once
when writhing herself out of our hands till her poor lame knee touched
the floor, sweating, panting and half screaming, she stared her big
eyes, and said to us as if in consultation "I am almost tempted to beg
our Lord to ease me, do you think it will displease him ?" and with such
faith when permitted, she begged him for only a moment to get in a
good posture, and actually was eased enough to get in bed, but almost
gone though the silence of death around her // blessed Bec, after passing a night of continued pain almost sleepless, one side worn out, and the tumour quite black with the pressure
against the other leg-she is half in tears because she cannot feel joyful-I tell her, but can you say with a true heart thy will not mine 2 as he

7.58 ASJPH 1-3-3·12:B20
IThis 73-page manuscript was written by Elizabeth Seton and Rev. Simon Brute, s.s., but
included some of Rebecca's own writings. Only the portion written by Elizabeth Seton is included
here. Brute added this note on page 4: "Jesus ! Eternity ! + Rebecca Seton died atSt. Joseph's on the
3rd November lS16.- pray for her and for her mother who died the 4th Jan of 1821"' "Being then in
Baltimore. Mother Seton sent me these notes and some of the little papers of that blessed child others I got since." On page S a Brute sketch shows a "resurrected" Rebecca saying "Look here
Mother am I not your Bec."
2Cf. Luke 22:42.
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did himself? "Oh that I can," she answers brightening with joy-that
is enough then dearest darling // telling her of our beautiful meditation on the love of God, she told
me as 1 knelt by her, "Ah dearest Mother 1 now hardly dare tell God 1
love him 1 prove it so badly-sometimes 1 can scarcely say 1 desire to
love him, for you know my Mother when 1 desire any thing 1 soon
enough show it and it seems a bold falsehood to say it, and not do any
thing to prove it - 1 think our Lord sent these sufferings for neglecting
my little practices of piety since the retreat, for when 1 could get out
among the girls and take a little pleasure it did go so hard with me to
leave them and go to the chapel, yet when 1 am there 1 seem never to
have time to say enough-and you know how negligent 1 have been
these two weeks of my sickness, still it is certain I have prayed night
and day in continual aspirations-no one can help me but him" - dear
simple heart - these her very words with such pure looks of sincere
meaningSt. Pascal [May 17] - Midnight
-poor Bec quiet, after two hard hours, not indeed covered with
sweat and tears as the week past, but unable to sit, stand or lie down "0 Mother if all my pains should come back!" ... my darling 1 only
intreat you say thy will be done "I do 1 do my Mother oh yes I wish it to
be done, now sign me all over" she loves to be signed' eyes, ears,
mouth all with holy water-poor darling then she clasps the poor little
hands and bows the head on them in the gentlest manner, hiding the
death pale face so often wet with tears-Our God - how dear to see his love in my little beloved,-she often repeats "not one moment would he let me suffer but for my
good-our compassionate Saviour"-She sleeps after our litany of
Jesus, and little prayers-I will too
// Bec traced a Mothers heart upon the countenance to day-"Why
Sad my Mother she says why sorrowful - if our dear Lord sends you
pains he will send you comforts too I know - 1 will beg him so my darling Mother to let me be so often near you till we meet again with
him," her little simple heart rests so much on the thought that she is to
' A blessing with the sign of the cross

-434go to heaven that often she questions me if it is right-yet repeats as in
a pause about it, "covered with his own blood and our blessed Mothers
intercession 1 must hope."
Whitsunday 1816
Rebecca up most of the night after her most simple but earnest devout preparation for Communion with your ecce homo, at which she
would still look in silence when 1 would have wished her rather to turn
to rest.-"how many a good thought it gives me" said she after
drenching in her night sweat and restless pain-and then so recollected and peaceable she recieved HIM (even in white cap and cape) at
the door of the choir-poor darling you could hardly see a simple,
self-possessed little heart, running her finger under the words of the
prayers she delights in - the only sigh 1 heard with a full rest of the finger was at the words of one little prayer "Cross of Jesus support me"·
148 Ps. 102' "how beautiful dear Mother, but 102 the favorite."
II at sunset supporting her on her pillow her little Soul melted in
mind at the thought if after all he has done to save we should lose him but she calls over so many motives of hope and confidence-determined that 1 too shall go to heaven too as well as herself-"but oh
Mother dear" she adds "You can have no idea of my trial" still always
so sensible of the sweets with it and the comforts that surround her,
and the kind love of our Sisters, telling with lively memory the contrasts she saw in the poor house and hospital in Philadelphia,6 remembering all that the poor people said to her-then clings so thankful on
my heart.
a new excessive pain-at 3 Oclock she looked long at the crucifix-"it seemed this morning" said she "I could not bear it, but one
look at our Saviour changed it all What the dislocations of his bones
dearest Mother how can I mind mine"II no change of position now from continual sitting but to kneel a
little on one knee - obliged to give up her bed intirely we tried to day,
4This line appears in the prayer Anima Christi composed by St. Ignatius Loyola. It was a favorite
of Elizabeth.
' The meaningof" 148" in the text is unclear. Ps. 102 is Ps. 103 in contemporary Catholic Bibles.
6Rebecca had been in Philadelphia for treatment at which time she visited the poor house and
hospital.

-435"I know" said she "I cannot but we must take it quietly dearest Mother
and offer up the pain trying to get in and out, let it take its way"-finding it impossible "I must lay down no more until ... but never mind
my Mother come sit by Me"Softly she sings the little words after resting on one knee awhile for
our evening prayer "now another day is gone"so much pain and sorrow over"so much nearer our dear home"then we'll praise him, then we'll bless him ever ever l1lore-"

then leans so peaceably her darling head on my lap, and offers up as
she says "the poor mass of pain and corruption covered with the blood
of our JESUS," adding with a little look to the Crucifix "as says our
blessed Brother"
Reading in a little book on Suffering these words "the little bark
draws near to land do not desire again to try the boisterous
Ocean"-She reading my look ___ and said "dearest Mother do not
think I am unwilling to die, -I am willing - all I fear is my sins-O my
Saviour pity and pardon me"-then after a long silence on my breast
our tears so well mixed together "Yet I cannot think" said she, "that
our Lord would send me so much suffering ifhe did not mean it for my
penance and to save me, - and 1 have indeed that comfort to remember
I always prepared for confession carefully and was very earnest to obtain the grace of good absolutions"in her peaceable evening moment she said - "Not only my Mother I
am reconciled and willing, but my heart jumps for joy when 1 think of
my crown - yet a look the other side and I fear-but indeed I do try to
be very sorry for all my sins," then long long looks at the crucifix
II the little beloved sits up in a chair now night and day leaning on
my arm, the bones so rubbed she cannot rest on the knee as before says
so cheerful "our Lord makes me pay up for past misdemeanors"
- Eve of St. Teresa [October 14]
hard to familiarize the darling with hastening Death-we sit in
tears together-hers she says so inexplicable for she knows how good
it is to go-all day alluding so many times to the terrors approaching -

-436tears rolling, arms clasped round my neck, yet looking on the crucifix
with frequent little smiles and expressions of hope and confidence repeating many times "my dear dearest Lord" through every pushing of
the bones and tearing of her cough. //
- St. Teresa - [October 15]
What a morning passed with our poor little one - per perspectives the clear big eye straining forward with rolling rapid tears, she said
putting her arms round me as I was covering her feet "Mother the
worst is I will have to give account of all the Masses I have heard so
badly-of my carelessness" - and tears redoubled-"and my first
Communion! Yet surely I tried not to make it badly-and if dearest
Mother I should have the blessing of the last Sacraments"-she
looked earnestly at the crucifix and wiped her eyes, then talked of her
recieving extreme unction - but after all the comfort, burst again in agony of tears-"yet the last struggles Mother-there is something in
Death I cannot tell"-just now "how lazy I am" she says "and how
sweet and bright Ninas carpet is (the grass over her grave) how I will
beg our Lord to let me come by you when you will be here so lonely,
You know I could never enjoy the least little pleasure in this world unless you shared it, or I told you of it, how I will beg him to let me come
and comfort you, you know too I could guess your pains even when
you did not speak"-but the thousand little endearments of her manner while saying such words so dear to a Mother.
- every waking through the night she would be speaking of what
was doing in heaven, her little poor leg burst, and pain in side excessive - but the little cheerful laugh and pain go together, "how good
how good it is" she says "since it shows our Lord will not let it last
long as it is"all her little papers brought out, "Some very foolish and simple
dear Mother but written in good moments-these and these burn (not
that I would hide them from you, but they are my confessions and
advices I received in them - this one" - (a long paper) oh! and she burst
into tears saying "I recieved absolution when I wrote this"-a long Silence then with a look up at the blue spot over our window, she said
"that absolution was written in heaven I hope my Mother and masses
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will be said for me - even now the brother and Pere and Superior7 remember me, how much more when I am gone" II She will bear no more little amusing things now - "one only object my Mother all the rest nothing"
Friday
- bowels and breast and side all tearing together,-looking to her
Sunday Communion "may I not often go now my Mother till my
blessed Saviour takes me intirely-My dear Lord pity me-Mother
Pray for my Faith 1 may yet have so much to go through" -the agony
of the bones and muscles of the legs with stinging pains now and more
increasing"Death, Death,-O my Mother it seems so strange - 1 shall be no
more here You will come back dearest Mother (drawing me to her)
you will come back alone-alone, no poor little Bec behind the curtain-but that is only one side when 1 look the other 1 forget all
that-you will be comforted, and you hope my Salvation is sure, dont
you"II "if Dr. [Pierre] Ch[atar]d could say Rebecca you will get well 1
would not wish it-Oh no my dear Saviour 1 am convinced of the happiness of an early Death, and to sin no more, - there is the point my
Mother" wrapping her dear arms round me "I shall sin no more"II "Last night" said she "in the midst of my misery I seemed somewhere gone from my body, and summoning all the Saints and angels
to pray for me, but the B [lessed] Virgin, St. Joseph, my own angel, St.
Augustin[e] and St. Xavier whom I love so, (St Augustins burning
heart for our Lord you know Mother) these I seemed to claim and insist on their defending me in judgment.-Oh my Mother that Judgment" - then again with eyes fixed on the crucifix she would remain
silent as long as pain would permit-"Oh Mother how I suffer every
bone, every joint all over do pray for my Faith, you see dearest Mother
every day something is added of new warning how soon I am to
go-yet I do not remember more than once or twice to have thought
my sufferings too hard since I was hurt, so our dear Lord pity me and

7The Suipician priests, Revs.Simon Brute, Pierre Babade, and John Dubois

-438give me a short PurgatoryB - yet his will in that too, at least there I shall
be safe, and sin no more!!"

+
-always wishing to be employed-she cut leaves and sewed very
earnestly a little garment for a poor child, with trembling fainting
hands two days before her agony"
// All Saints eve [October 31] 10 She felt a rev[ 0 ]Iution within and
intreated for the last Sacraments-in the afternoon without foreseeing
the change, through the happiest grace we had been saying and reading on the very point of holy Viaticum I I and Extreme Unction so that
all preparation was made, and the force of Faith was pictured on every
feature and action, every motion and cough seemed her last, and after
recieving all, when the Superior was gone she sat in an attitude of
waiting the awful moment eyes only to the crucifix or Mother seeming
to ask "is he coming"-hard sweat breaking out-"is this the sweat of
Death" she asked "do say this little prayer, that little prayer"-feeling
her pulse so often, and so passed the night
-in the morning Rev. Mr. [John] Hickey came to give the last indulgence-her reluctance to see a stranger always so great, but not so
now, She recieved him with the most pure look at God, thanked him
and begged his prayers in her broken choaking voice-"certainly it is
all one" said she with a look of surprise at those who thought she
would be disappointed the Superior (to whom she was accustomed)
did not come - (oh the true true Spirit!) from hour to hour she waited
thro this long day, and the multiplied pious thoughts of her little heart
beating so short and quick her eyes mostly fixed on her first Communion candle burning under the crucifix before her-so many Aspirations about her first Communion, and thanks for the graces now
heaped on her--expressing the disappointment of a child when the
candle dropt in the socket and she yet remained yet with the strongest
8Purgatory is a Catholic doctrine which holds that there may be a final purification of the elect
after death in order to achieve the holiness necessary to enter heaven.
9Written below: "Who can help tears of joy at all these thoughts··
l"The version in RSM II: 237-40 differs slightly in expression but not in content.
liThe last reception of the Eucharist by a dying person

-439and tenderest submission-his will with whom she kept so close
united, and Union especially with his agony in the Garden,12uttered in
the broken words her cough and continual choaking would permitnight came and with it rising fears of temptations and dread that her
patience might fail,-the Superior coming and seeing the pitiful situation of the poor darling, kindly offered to stay and her gratitude was
inexpressible the presence of a priest seemed to arm her against every
power of the enemy-she even begged him to say his office 13 near her
and reminded me softly with little smiles how our blessed brother
called our little corner behind the curtain the tabernacle of the just, and
expressed by signs and looks at the crucifix her Peace and contentSuperior told her about midnight that as she had not slept or ate
these 24 hours she might take a little paragoric-"well Sir" said she
very gaily (in an interval of relief by spitting) "if I go to sleep I shall
not come back so good by to you, do give my love to every body, good
bye Sister Susy [Clossy], good bye dear Kit, kissing her most tenderly, and you sweetest Mother good bye," but here her little heart
failed and she hid on my heart-trying to compose herself she said "I
will give your love to all I meet by the way"-but not sleep or rest yet
for her, feeling her own pulse and looking at the crucifix, ... continual
turns of coughing and choaking to the very point of going, and always
brought back by some small spit forced out by her struggles.
-All Souls day [November 2]
come her hopes were redoubled, but it passed like the night had
done, only she became weaker and the pain in side, heart, and stinging
ulcers of the legs increased--our God - our God to wait one hour for
an object - every moment expected how tedious, but poor Beck's
hours and agonies known to you alone - her meek submissive look,
artless appeals of sorrow and unutterable distress-the hundred little
acts of piety that All Souls day so sad and sorrowful- the fears of poor
Mothers bleeding heart for perseverance and patience in so weak a
child-the Silence, and our looks at each other - fears of interfering in
any way with the designs of infinite love--oh that day and night again
l2Cf. Luke 22:39-46.
l3The Divine Office
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and following day!- the Superior having told her he would not wish
her sufferings shortened she quietly gave up, felt her pulse no more,
inquired no more about going, or what hour it was but with her heart of
sorrow pictured on her countenance would look at the crucifix or her
Mother and seemed to mind nothing else-once she said "my love is
so weak, so imperfect, 0 my Mother I have been so unfaithful and I
have proved so little that love"-and her poor little heart seemed sinking-then strong silent looks at the crucifix - often she said "Kiss that
blessed side for me" the little crucifix round her neck so often tenderly
fastened on the dying cold lips and heart "hangs my helpless Soul on
thee" she would say and again the cheerful union with the hymn
"Come let us lift our joyful eyes" or "Thou wilt show me the path of
life in thy presence is fulness of joy"14-Smiling at times as if coming
from some where she would tell the most simple innocent fancies of
her heart 15 -so looking at me with delight she said "I have been just
handing my Lord my little CUpl6 for he will come for me-it is just full
and my little bag quite full, only one apple with a little black spot - 1
forbid Dick to put in because nothing defiled can enter heaven"l7 these little doting dreams
-night again
-now so often she bowed her little agonizing head (in which all
her pains seemed centered) to the holy water the Superior signed her
with-"What a restless creature 1 am" she would say smiling "I cannot keep this poor head still"-the dragging of the throat and filling of
the chest now 48 hours we said little prayers, she repeated her "in the
hour of death defend - call me to come to thee - recieve me"
and 18at last near lOin the morning she said "let me sit once more on
the bed, it will be the last struggle"-Cecil[ia O'Conway] beside her

14p S.

16: 11

15The last part of page 36 is cut away, but on page 38 Brute, who was present at Rebecca's death,
wrote in French: "j 'ai coupe et envoye cette fin a Josephine il y avait au recto," which translates to
read: "1 cut out and sent the end of this letter, what was on the back, to Josephine." Brute also
completed the missing part of page 36.
16Cf. Matt. 20:22.
l7Cr. Rev. 21:27.
18Brute copied the missing part from page 37.

-441Mother's arms lifting her-she sank between US - the darling head
fell on the well known heart it loved so well-

7.59 Journal of Rebecca's Illness

I

(July)2 20th (her birthday)

Dear beloved bec.She says "I will try again to go to bed dear Mother (I know 1 cannot
stay) but must take it quietly-we will offer up the pain of getting in
and out, and let it take its way"---obliged to give up her bed intirely, no
change of position from continual sitting but to kneel a little on one
kneesoftly she sings the little words"Now another day is gone"So much pain & sorrow over"So much nearer our dear homethen we'll praise him, then we'll bless him
ever ever ever more-"

leans so peaceably her darling head on mothers lap, and offers up
she says "the poor mass of pain and corruption covered with the blood
of our Jesus."
adding with the look at the crucifix "as says our blessed
Mother"-in a peaceable Evening moment she said ... "not only reconciled and willing but my heart jumps for joy when I think of my
crown, yet also 1 look the other side and 1 fear ... but indeed I do try to
be very sorry for all my Sins"
II to day again we talk it all over the darling beloved is determined
to hope all at sun set her little heart melting into mine she drew the picture of our love and her happiness in her own Mother ... and told with
7.59 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:18
'This is a fifty-one page document. Pages 33-41 and 54-55 were written by Elizabeth; the
remainder was written by Catherine Seton. Some of it is another version of the previous document,
ASJPH J-3-3-1 2:B20.
2"August" was crossed out and "July" was substituted.

-442liveliest memory the sufferings she had seen in poor house & Hospital
in Phila[delphia] remembering all the poor people said to her ... her
delight in carrying them snuff and little articles from her pocket [unclear] ... then made her comparison of the love of all around her ...
and her many comfortsbec told so drole a story while my head was wild with fever like her
own both on the same pillow "what state do you live in my son[,] said
A count[r]y school master to his little scholar ... In a state of sin and
misery answered the boy" ... and we two laughed like fools at the
state we were in ... looking beyond at the Eternal peace and Serenity
to come so soon too for me she says
... I tell her can you say with a true heart thy will be done Oh that I
can she answers brightening with Joy "if that is enough" dear dear
darling how she is wrapt in the very nerves of my SoulII again up night after night ... and now the most simple but earnest preparation for communion with long silent looks at the ecce
homo opposite her and tho' drenched in her night sweats & restless
pain yet received at the choir door with white cap and cape ... such a
dear simple recollected heart running her little fingers under words in
the prayers she delights in ... full rest of the finger and long sigh on
the words in our litany cross of Jesus support me ... Then said with
her whole Soul her favorite 102 Ps.reading in a little book on sufferings these words "the little bark
draws near to land do not regret that it will so soon be safe or desire
again to try the boisterous ocean"-she read my look and answered
"dearest Mother you think I am not willing to die-but I am, indeed I
am all I fear is my Sins-Oh my Saviour pity and pardon me" ... then
again after long silence on my breast, one tears so well mixed together
"yet I cannot think said she our Lord would send me so much suffering
if he did not mean it for my penance and to save me-and I have indeed that comfort to remember I always prepared for confession carefully and was very earnest to obtain the grace of good absolutions-"
"Death Death--Oh Mother it seems so strange I shall be no
more here . .. you will come back my dearest Mother (drawing her
cheek to mine) you will come back alone-how lonesome you will be

-443no poor little bec . .. but that is only one side-when I look the other I
forget all that for you hope my salvation is sure dont you?"
Eve of St. Teresa (l4th October)
So many times alluding to the terrors of Death-tears rolling arms
clasped round my neck yet looking on the crucifix with the frequent
little smile and expression of hope and confidence-repeating my
dear dearest Lord through every aching of the bones and tearing of her
cough. a new excessive pain-in her shoulder--a little quieted at 3
oclock she looking steadily at the crucifix said, it seemed this morning
I could not bear it ... But one look at our Saviour changed it all, what
must have been the dislocations of his shoulders dearest Mother look
at that arm?, how can I mind mine ...
St. Teresa's day
-what a morning passed with the darling ... her perspectives . ..
the clear big eye raised up, and often streaming with tears while she
would wrap her arms round me so tenderly in silence ... but while I
was covering her feet she said" Mother the worst is I will have to give
account of all the Masses I have heard so badly, oh my carelessness!
and her tears redoubled-and my first communion ... yet surely I
tried to make it well ... and at last dearest Mother if I have so great a
blessing as the last Sacraments . . . she looked earnestly at the crucifix
and dried her tears one drop of that blood would have done enough
and yet he gave all, to cover us with his merits ... she then spoke of
recieving extreme unction . .. her last struggles . .. there is something
dreadful in death my mother ... and she turned again a strong look at
the crucifix ... after a while she added "how I will beg our Lord to let
me come and comfort you ... and be near my W[illia]m" ... but the
thousand thous[an]d endearments of her manner while saying these
things can never be expressed ... waking through the night she would
be speaking of what was doing in heaven where there was no dark
night, no racking pains ... her little dear leg burst, pain in the side excessive but the cheerful heart and little laugh still went on, she would
say when in its excess, how good is our Lord, he shows it will not last
long

-444II in the morn[in]g she asked for all her little papers some she would
say are foolish and simple indeed but were written in good moments
... these burn ... and these because they relate to my confessions . . .
looking on one side she burst into tears Oh 1 recieved absolution said
she the day 1 wrote this and with a long look to the sky opposite our
window added "that absolution was written in heaven I trust my
mother ... and I shall have all the last Sacraments ... and be remembered so often at the altar when I am gone ... and may I not now often
go to communion my Mother while I stay I may have so much yet to
go through" ... all resigned and cheerful she told me
II "now if Dr. Chatard was to say Rebecca you will get well, 1
would not wish it---oh no no my dear Saviour I know now the happiness of an early death and to sin no more my Mother there is the point"
(wrapping her dear arm round me) . . . adding yet nature and grace has
had a hard conflict"II "last night 1 seemed in the midst of my misery to be quite gone
from my body and I was somewhere summoning all Saints and angels
to pray for me, but for the Blessed Virgin St. Joseph my own Angel St.
Augustin and St. Xavier whom you know I love so (St. Augustins
burning heart for our Lord you know mother) these I seemed to claim
and insist on their defending me in Judgment-Oh my Mother that
Judgment! Then again with eyes fixed on the crucifix she would remain silent long as pain would permit.
II "oh Mother Mother how 1 suffer every bone every joint all over
do pray for my Faith so much 1 may have yet to go through dearest
Mother you see every day something is added of new warning how
soon 1 am to go-dear dearest Mother yet I do not remember more
than once or twice to have thought my sufferings too hard or to have
felt any bad impatience, so our Lord will pity me and give me a short
purgatory I hope, But his will in that too at least 1 will be safe there and
sin no more"She will here no more little amusing readings nor play our little
plays ... "one only object my Mother one alone now all the rest is nothing" ... yet she is the liveliest little soul in her worst pains-in
full play of her heart she says "I consent dear Lord to live till you are
born" meaning until Christmas.

-445II poor little Darling she clasps her dear hands and bows the head
over them in the gentlest manner hiding the Death pale face so often
wet with tears ... often saying "I do wish so his will should be done
my Mother" ... our God! how dear to see his love in my little beloved
so above human nature while she says looking at her crucifix "not one
moment would he let me suffer but for my good ... our compassionate Saviour"II "out of my prison 1 will soon be ... probably tomorrow my hearing , my sight, every thing is hurt 1 shall soon go" and the precious beloved gives me the little kiss at every sentenceII Rich [ar]d come - she looks at the crucifix and says 1 am so thankful since our God permits it ... if my W[illia]m ... but 1 must resign
and fixing her eyes on the crucifix yet said she tell how I loved and
blessed him to the last . .. oh his precious Soul!
II Oh Mother she says with her endearing look "why so sad and sorrowful if our dear Lord sends pains he sends us comforts too--her
dear simple heart rests with such confidence in God I am covered with
his own blood she says I must hope she sits up night and day in her
chair now leaning sometimes on my arm ... yet laughs at being sleepy
and says "I am so lazy, and look how bright Ninas carpet is ... my
dear dear home" (meaning the sky)

7.60 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[after November 3, 1816]

my blessed Brother
-you so often said you had no sufferings-now I find your secret
you go so high you do not feel them-so your poor Mother this
blessed week past-so must it be-Filicchi gonel-you will not forget him-if you know how much I had counted on his life how you
would laugh at me-but God alone-I am too happy to be forced to
have no other refuge.
7.60 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:81
IFilippo Filicchi had died atPisa August 22, 1816. At the time of his death William Seton wrote:
"The hundreds of poor fed at his hands, the orphans depending on his support, the prisoners relieved
by his charity will mourn a benefactor. (ASJPH 1-3-3-13)

-446these little papers2 to Rev. P[ierre] B[abade] you will read before
giving-and not give if you think there is any imprudence in saying
the Superior [John Dubois] staid the two nights-the rest seems simple enough under the eye of God as I wrote them-yet if you see any
thing imprudent do keep them. will you send back the one I sent you
by Dick-I set out a new career Peace and Silence and submission the
whole aim-if you knew but half the storms past you would see it was
a strong grace to take courage to begin again-but now I look for
strong graces as you may, since Rebecca was to answer all your letters
and kindness from heaven by begging and sending whatever you
wanted most-her looks at the crucifix making such promises, of
hope in him alone for her getting there!-she promised me to get used
to the sounds which come through our board petition Friday and Saturday-"I do not understand you now sweetest Mother" said she
smiling "but then I will I suppose"New rules, new duties 3-pray oh do pray much for her who prays
for your grace so faithfully-the same fidelity in all the rest and I
would be as you bid me a SAINT

7.61 To William Seton
St. Martin 's November 11th 1816

+
My Souls William
What would I give to be with you at the moment you hear the last
sad anticipated news for which all my many late letters have been preparing you'-there are occasions my Son where gratitude to God
must overrule even the tenderest and deepest feelings of Nature, and
2The "little papers" were probably the journal of Rebecca's last illness.
3"New rules, new duties" probably refers to the legal requirements outlined in the by-laws
resulting from the Sisters of Charity Council's petition to the Maryland State Legislature for the
incorporation of the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's.
7.61 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:21
'The news of Rebecca's death November 3
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this is one my beloved for scarcely could you be more sure if you had
your Rebecca ascend in the form of an angel to heaven that she was actually there, then you may be through Faith, after the death we have
witnessed-it would be too too selfish in us to have wished her inexpressible sufferings prolonged, and her secure bliss deferred for our
longer possession of the dear creature, though in her I have lost the littie friend of my heart who read every pain or joy of it, and soothed by
the most doating affection every daily care, the darling of my Soul
through her so uninterrupted sufferings and patience-yet my William I look up with joy and feel only for you so far away-she said often, if it was possible to show herself to you she would, but one thing
she was sure Our Lord would not refuse to let her see you and from the
heavenly Graces he favoured her with in this world we may well think
he would deny her nothing-it is not possible to give you a true idea of
the Virtues of Rebecca, her beauty of Soul and body increased daily
even to the arms of DeathYour last letter arrived the day before she died while she was even
in her long Agony, I told her your tender love and she raised her eyes
to the crucifix blessing you with love in every feature yet the expression of distress which she always felt only for you-the only regret she
ever expressed for this world-"tell him only to meet me" she would
say, and never could bare us to speak of you but for a moment-in the
arms and on the doating heart of her Mother she gave the last sigh9 weeks nights and day I had her in my arms--even eating my meal
with one hand often behind her pillow while she rested on my
knees-her pains could find no relief or solace but in her own poor
Mother so happy to bear them with her that truly it has in no way hurt
meJosephine the gentlest, sweetest, amiable being you can imagine
now clings to me almost as Rebecca did-She is now the picture of
health, and you may be sure it is well watched over-as truly was
Rebeccas, for our friends sent even Luxuries-Mr. [Robert] Barry the
best of port wine, even the country people all round every little nicety
that could please her-

-448-Now my beloved your letter of our true and dear benefactors
death 2-long I dreaded it - but our God alone in every thing - What an
example has he left you my love of the true Christian and true gentleman-how I pity Mr. Antonio-and Signorina Marie will be desolate
indeed-do all you can my son [paper torn] I know and am sure you
will-and do do remember how narrow is the way' that leads where
they are gone so dear to us-this moment from Communion-what does not my heart say for
you continually I have been every day since Bec is gone ten days - now
go to the Mountain once more, Madame [Marie Fran<;oise] Chatard4 is
there for a moment who loves you as her son - not as I do though, our
God alone knows that love above all loves
-Say every thing for me to our dear friends we have prayers and
Masses continually for Mr. [Filippo] F[ilicchi] Bec wished you to
have her Parents Assistant and Moral Tales for the dear girls' with
you-the first Vessel they shall go-your own own Mother-6

7.62 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[Novemberl

Well at least my blessed Father you are acquited, and all that the
kindest best invention of this most compassionate heart could do has
been done by you to carry me thro' this hard moment which is past and
gone as easily as if our high comforter had spread his soft wings over
every fiber-

2Filippo Filicchi
3Cf. Matt. 7:14.
' Dr. and Mrs. Pierre Chatard of Baltimore had three sons enrolled at Mount St. Mary' s, Ferdinand
(1812-1818), Henry (1812-1818), and Frederick (1814-1819).
5The Filicchi girls were Maria and Julia.
6Note written under the address: "- My own William this letter was returned after it had been sent
some time, but I send again hoping better success. your EAS"

7.62 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:32

-449I have not done as much community work of hearing seeing and
speaking, in the last month as this day with a heart as "still as a calm at
sea"-L.J.c.
-Now sleep with him from whom I think I have not parted a minute since I saw you, and then wake to recieve him with you - L.J. C. the
bell for prayers - Peace-

7.63 To Julia Scott
November 14th 1816

+
My own dear friend
I know very well how you are pitying me, but if you had seen my
little beloveds Sufferings as I did you would have been glad to see so
good and innocent a little Soul set free - no one could guess what
Rebecca was who did not see her in her excessive sufferingsWell that is done-I shall be quite free by and by and able to go in
my turn without one string to pull backHow is your beloved J[ ohn] 1 he will soon be making little strings to
fasten you more to the Earth but Julia dear it is really time for you to be
ready-I pray heart and soul for you it is all I can doKit keeps so close to me it would really amuse you, she is as it were
jealous of my very writing or any thing that takes my mind from
her-how I regret you did not see our dear little room the few moments you were her[e] though they were washing it accidentally (you
know I dislike it as much as my dear Father did) and that put it out of
my mind to show you our snug little nest with a window looking direct
on the little woods 2 where my darlings sleep - it keeps up my heart to
look over twenty times a day first thing in the morning and last at
7.63 ASJPH 1·3·3·6:113
lJohn Scott had become engaged to Mary Emlen (1795·1881) of Germantown. Pennsylvania.
2The original community cemetery where Elizabeth had buried her beloved daughters,
sisters-in-law, and first Sisters of Charity

-450night, and think no more pain now-and up up up the beautifuljoyous
SoulsWild Betty to the last breath I must be about all that - You think us
fools miss but if you knew how good it is to have the Supreme Lord for
a Master instead of your tyrant WorldBless you Julia dear-Bee would wear your little wrapper to the
last and used to say so drole "Sit me down Aunt Scotts little way" by
which I understood very gently and carefully not to shake her poor
bones all pushing outYou know she was but a well looking child, but the last month of
her life she grew so lovely Soul and Body it would have delighted you
to see her even in Death-but Death Death Death my Julia what is
Death-and that long long EternityRemember me to those I so truly love and you-and always love
your poor EASeton

7.64 To Robert Fox
+November 18, 1816

Our kind friend
-By accident I have torn this letter of your Amiable little Mary
[Fox], but could not resolve to take her from her play to write it over in
time for the post-it is delightful to assure so tender a parent with full
and earnest sincerity, that his children acquit themselves of every duty
with that diligence and piety which must bring a blessing on every
thing they do and the esteem and even partial affection of their teachers and companions.
Jane and Eliza [Fox] wrote by last weeks mail, I hope you have received their letters-they enjoy uninterrupted health, and are happy I
am sure, except the longing to see their dear Parents and family.

7.64 AMSV 110:10,15

-451You will be pleased to know my darling Rebecca is released from
her excessive sufferings by a truly happy Death as we may hope from
her singular innocence and piety-what a happiness for a Parent - yet
how hard the separationwith every respectful and affectionate remembrance to Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox, and gratitude for the trust committed to us I am your friend
and Servant
EASetol1

7.65 To Catherine Dupleix
+[December 7 or 8]

My ever dear dear Due
- I hope the blessed Bishop Cheverus 1 will take this letter to you
himself as there seems a spell on all I write you by post- I wrote Sister
[Mary Bayley] Post that our little beloved [Rebecca Seton] was
gone-but you can understand, and you only, her delight and
triump[h]s in the last Sacramants and dearest hopes through the divine
Sacrifice ofthe Altar even after Death-I could give you no possible
idea of the peace, sweetness, fortitude and piety of that beautiful Soul
which shone so well and so purely on her face that from being only a
good looking child as when you last saw her, she became a real beauty
even in Death-She used to watch every bark of the dog or sound of a
carriage-"perhaps it is Dearest Due, maybe Aunt Duplex is coming," but I knew well it was impossible-high high up your heart dearest friend, no sad and unavailing regrets-See her now where she is,
and that will silence allYour Kit now is all my company, and you may suppose her love
and devoted attention-she is the picture of health and gentle
chearfulness, but I do not count on her looks-You know how well all
7.65 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:68
IBishop John Cheverus of Boston had visited Emmitsburg December 7 or 8 and presided over
Confirmation at St. Joseph's Sunday, December 8, 1816.

-452the dear ones gone looked at her age-I look up steadfastly after them
my Due, what else can I do-Rebecca was so well convinced of the
happiness of an early death as an escape from the thousand temptations, as well as the Sorrows of life, so grateful to die surrounded by
every help for her Soul, and in the arms of her doating Mother that I
can scarcely wish sweet Kit a better lot if the fondest desires of my
heart could be granted-as to loneliness it is nothing, for every moment I may say of life some one is looking to me to say or do something-60 and more children boarders besides the country children
and treble the Sisters we had when you were here,> better health, and
lighter heart, you must give me up as I do myself into his hands who
has done so much for us bothDearest Due if you ever see the family I so much love named
Grim, 3 do tell them my joy to hear they are once more near the Sanctuary, Charles [Grim] is well, and doing very well I understand-having been but once to the Mountain in 8 or 10 months it is all I can say of
him
-think dearest friend the water was shaking in my feet from sitting night and day with my sweet one, and yet I have not felt the least
bad effect from it-You can think of nothing so pitiful as to see her incapable of moving, laying down, or getting any kind of rest but on my
breast or knees-beloved Angel-when they were lowering her beside Anina whose coffin we could see (so close they lie) Kit was pressing my hand in the most ardent prayer that she might immediately
follow rather than live to offend and sweet Bec used to tell her "You
may depend Kit I will pray you up"-Sister Susy [Clossy] said "You
think yourself a great favourite Miss Bec to be heard so easily." "no I
dont," she answered solemnly, "but with all the Sacraments, and covered by them with the blood of my Saviour I do hope every thing"-will you not write me dear friend, if your health had been worse I
relied on our ever dear Eliza S[adler] to have told me-

2Catherine Dupleix visited Emmitsburg in the fall of 1813.
3Eliza Grim, a widow and convert from New York, expressed an interest in coming to
Emmitsburg before her son, Charles, enrolled in Mount St. Mary's (1811-1818). Mrs. Grim may
have boarded at St. Joseph's, but she did not become a Sister of Charity.

-453I have a beautiful letter from Amelia Kirk - how it delighted me and to hear her good old grandma is well-I was just writing to William that he hears more of New York than I do-he writes me little
things which I otherways would not knowhave you any news from your dear family-Ah my Due I know how
you must suffer by the long separation-but your sufferings like mine
will at last be changed-for true joys4-we must wait patiently - not a
long while now dear friend for either-Your George [Dupleix] is now
with you I suppose as you calculated on November. every kind remembrance to him, and all you know I love so well-I long to hear if Helen
[Bayley Craig] is safe, and how my Brother [Wright] Post is and if my
ever dear William C[raig] is perfectly recovered-Peace peace peace
to your dear heart-Richard is very well and doing wellyour EASeton

7.66 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+brain and heart burning
[26th December 1816]

(this day of St. Stephen l who saw heaven open) with our poor Miss
Marcelles questions on Faith I pour out the Soul to God in answer hoping he will put the right words in my mouth-but how dangerous for
me should I only darken by the hetrogenious mixture of words and
feelings you so well know in your poor Mother, though the Superior
[John Dubois] will not allow it because he does not know- alas-you
would say more to her in two hours than I in years-poor girl she was
to combat the horrid impression of the deriders and mockers of religion as well as the rest of her opposition-yet such good dispositions
esteeming herself in this house as a wretch as I did myself in
Leghorn2-Superior gives her his Count de Valmont to instruct her,
but that goes but little way--do do do pray for her4Cf. John 16:20.
7.66 ASJPH 1·3-3-12:68
lThe feast of Sl. Stephen, the first Christian martyr, is celebrated December 26. Cf. Acts 6-7.
2Elizabeth was in Leghorn (Livorno) from November 1803 to April 1804. During this time she
first began to consider conversion to Catholicism.
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she says she believes our Redeemer came - but why original
sin-then why a God did so much to repair it etc etc-tut, my vacant
brains were never busy enough about that to mind even what I have
read of it, except to Adore and skip up to the scene where all will be revealed - she stared when I told her gravely they were mysteries oflove,
as much as when I assured her I was only an Adorer too, of the Mystery of the Church the only Ark in the world, and all the heathens, savages, sects etc were only in my heart for prayer, but never in my brain
for what became of them, or to trouble my Faith in his wisdom and
mercy, the Father most tender Father of all my immense God, I his
alone.
I would give millions to hear you converse with her if they could be
given for my pleasure, and rapture of triumph in Faith.
Sunday in Octave Christmas [December 31, 1816]
Mr. Kenney gone they say-I knew not of it - so-but no matter as
Superior says of Maddelene3 gone that the main object for prayer-what happy Sundays these alone since his will is so-not long to
be enjoyed the old sinew stretches and will probably soon be well-Peace peace peace. such kind letters from New York, but alas
nothing for the main point
-tomorrow 1817-Very well-Eternity hastens-heart dances
while it tries to be serious on that point of points
-happy Eternity to You blessed President of St. Mary's May she
take good care of you this 1817 coming-

7.67 To William Seton
[December 30 or 31, 1816]

My own dear one
looking over many papers to day I find this writing of Mr. [Simon]
Brute to you whether a copy or original I know not, it goes haphazard

3Sister Madeleine Guerin died December 20, 1816.
7.67 ASCSH Seton·Jevons #425·427

-455with the constant repetition of your own Mothers love after multiplied
letters to you since our little Angels departure.- We long so much for
your next letters-more since the one of the departure of our Mr.
Filippd -to day post day my heart beat hard when the house letters
were handed, but Kit and I had to sigh in silence- I look up - my only
remedy, and delight in the certainty that your love is the same, letters
or no-here is Xtmass [Christmas] just past, you have truly lived in
my thoughts night and day-have prayed for you continually with All
a Mothers Soul.
-all our affairs just so-You know the daily regularity - just now
Cornelius Sebring one of the youngsters who boarded with us in
Stuvysant Street in New York2 came from some considerable distance
to see me and really with ready tears for old acquaintance sake, and by
him I will send this to Leo Post as a better chance from New York than
Baltimore-and do pray in return tell us some particulars about yourself and M[essers] F[ilicchi]s and the dear family all all.
Kit is as lively as a bird through all our Separations, but her exertions are only to cheer and enliven me-you cannot imagine a more
Amiable being, and so lovely, but remember make your act of daily
Resignation on that point so dear to your heart yet without uneasiness
for she is the picture of health, uses a great deal of exercise, and has
many companions she is delighted withWe have no news from our Richard very lately but he is happy as can
be in his situation it appears while it lasts but that is very uncertain I believe-and how it is to end we cannot guess for Mr. [Luke] Tiernan is
never communicative about his plans, in that too I can only look up--a
few years more will tell us all a great deal-and perhaps-but not one
thought more to my beloved so far away but bright hope and
love- here 1817 tomorrow or next day - and our dear long endless life
where there are no Separations may also come with it, do do do my Son
most dear Resolve to meet there at least, the Souls that doat on you.
Your EAS forever

' Filippo Filicchi had died the previous August.
2After her return from Italy, Elizabeth boarded students as a means of income.
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1817
7.68 To Antonio Filicchi
12 January 1817

My ever dear Antonio
you may as well smile as frown on receiving another little scold
from me, one would really think your Lordship was in the noble range
of old Batchelors instead of enjoying the sweet solicitudes of a parents
heart - for you feel no more for mine so far away from the dearest part
of myself-but never mind, your turn may come-Yet seriously I rejoice you will never know my pains, for your children-perhaps you
are so happy as not to deserve them, I hope so. After your intire silence to all my letters which was reasonable enough as you have a
great deal to do, and I had no right to expect you to write except from
necessity, I now beg you by the dear Crucifix at which I look while
making the request, that you will tell me something about William and
what may be the possible event of his present situation I do not wish
you to make me promises which it would be too bad for me to ask after
all you have done for us-his disposition is of that turn that I can
gather nothing from his letters but the constant kindness he recieves,
and the lit[ tle] that falls to his share in the way of employment or usefulness to you, who I suppose could at any time command a dog in his
place, his mortification at having weak fingers which he gained when
a baby, by his then sweet temper, sucking them when I was ill instead
of crying for his nurse-but I do intreat you dear Antonio tell me if
you are satisfied with him, and intend he shall remain for any length of
time with youMy sweet little Rebeccas lame leg has taken her home at lase - so
that dear one is provided for - the separation nothing when they go in
peace to God, but the pang is bitter indeed when they must turn out in
7.68 AMSJ A III 062
lRebecca died November 3, 1816.

-457the world-however I have every hope that William will preserve his
religion and that is the point above all.-Will I turn this paper and
plague you more, no, only I will remind you that you brought us into
the Ark' and therefore must forgive all my boldness-it is unnecessary to say how daily, continually, your excellent Brother [Filippo] is
remembered before the altar with all your dear family- and yourself
ever imprinted on the grateful heart-of your EASeton
William writes me your Amabilia [Filicchi] is as a tender mother to
him, think then what my heart is to her-you cannot guess because
you are not a Mother-do do write me Slines Antonio - I ask you by
the 5 Sacred Wounds of Mercyyour EAS.

7.69 To William Seton
[early 1817]

My own William,
Your most precious letter of _ _ was siezed by Sweet Kit and I
with suchjoy she had charged me when she went in the morning to the
Mount (it being Sunday)' not to open Willys letter if it came for we
have been watching the post so long and truly it came just as she returned and we sat down in smiles but ended it with tears plenty - the
thought of you being so melancholy on the subject of future days, and
the certainty that about this time Your dear heart is aching for our Angels departure' pierces to my bones-alas alas-yet I would not have
had you here when she went for all the world both for your sake and
hers-her Adieus to Richard were hard enough to bear, had they been

2The Catholic church

7.69 AMSV 110:10, 13
1St.

Mary's Church on the Mountain is where Elizabeth and the first sisters came on Sundays for

prayer, Mass, and Vespers at "the old church on the hill." They also provided its music and tended
the sacristy.
2Rebecca's recent death

-458to you for whom she had double the affection they would have been
too tearing-little beloved-you cannot concieve her loveliness of
mind and countenance on which the very soul was pictured, as different from what you left her as can be - but you will see her I trust far
lovelier still-you must My Souls dear one for how can you help
minding your Soul so precious to us, besides the better reasonYour questions about your future prospects' go to my Very Soul,
and I will tell you all I know-when you arrived in Leghorn Mr.
F[ilippo] Filichi wrote me (as I then related to you but the letter may
have been lost) that he was well satisfied with your promising dispositions, and as he was growing old and indisposed for business, if you
would make yourself acquainted with the duties Which then fell on
him, you would not have reason to repent your Voyage-that is all I
ever heard from him and nothing from Mr. Antonio [Filicchi] who
however has always acted most nobly to us and it would be most ungrateful in me to suppose he would fall short of his uniform and most
generous conduct from the day I first knew him, in June last Bishop
[John] Cheverus the very dear friend ofMr. Antonio wrote me, from a
kind consideration of my anxiety, the following "Captain Ralph
Linzee of the town is lately returned from Leghorn. during his stay in
that city which was of several weeks he was almost every day at Mr.
Filicchis, dined there 3 times a week, saw much of our dear William,
and is loud in his praise, was repeatedly told by Mr. Filicchi that William was every thing he could wish, high in the confidene and love of
the whole family, and would be advantageously provided for"
So you see my beloved how my wild Mother heart must have
danced at such an account-but it does not dance now however as
sweet Kit said when we were hanging on each other reading your dear
letter, "did you never take notice dearest Mother that when we think
things are at the worst they always change for the best," and we must
hope; I will write Mr. Antonio immediately and beg him to give me
some little insight of what may be the possible event of your present
situation-

' William had written that he was unhappy in his position in the mercantile business.

-459as to Richard-how much I would give to be able to show you every thing as it stands, but I cannot, only must say he does not give poor
Kit and I as much comfort in a year as one of your letters, though so far
away-his heart is not turned like yours my Son, and I dread yet hope
every thing - you could not guess half the trials we have had with him
in Baltimore through his childish thoughtless disposition-Yet the
Tiernans' say continually every thing in his favour-Mr. Williamson
Mr. Tiernans Son in law who lives in the house with him says "he is a
fine young man but will be lost for want of employment, and by company"-not that he keeps any out of the house that I ever heard, but
there is so much in it, and they send him to wait on this one and that
one, and he must be dressed etc. etc.-Mr. Tiernan that easy way, that
everyone does as they please-so and so and so, you may guess if I
have any other hopes but to look up to God Your Father and Mine.
and yet I never can lament your not having property to set out with,
for out of hundreds of young men whom I have happened to know with
something before their beginning the world, I never saw one succeed in
any comparison with the thousands who have their character to support
and bread to earn the first set out-the destruction of all your grandfathers family has evidently happened through their dependance on their
Father,5 he used to delight in saying "let all come to my strong box
while I am alive, and when I am gone you will take care of each
other"-You know the event, Your dear Papa having indeed to take
care of Brothers and Sisters till his children wanted bread at last,6 if God
had not given uncommon friends-and for me you know well how it
has been-but it is all a reason more for you my Son to keep well with
Him who turns every heart as he pleases, and will bring you forward
with honor and credit if you make him your friend, and if you do not,
friends and good prospects are as variable as the Seasons and if you suffer my beloved through this painful Separation, then I must, who look
on this life as a moment, and have so many fears about our eternal settlement - a Mothers heart I can truly say has one continual agony-you
4Richard lived with the Tiemans in Baltimore.
5Several of William Seton, Sr. 's younger sons experienced financial difficulties.
6William Magee Seton became responsible for providing for his seven younger half-brothers and
half-sisters after his father' s death in 1798.

-460have a hundred ways of forgetting me, but I not one moment can forget
you, when ever so busy the pressing heart is always there and you uppermost being so far away, and perhaps already gone all is decided-that is so striking while we are under the most painful, or happy
impression reading each others letters, at that very time all is different
where they came fromOh My-God is God - that the daily hourly strength of our heart my
William and you must take courage with me and push on, and do not
let your mind rest on the sad thought of future prospects since the
providence of God turns out so often quite different from our calculations-Leo Post I believe is not doing so well as we expected-your
aunt [Mary Bayley Post] speaks much of your advantage of having a
friend to help you forward, "the point essentially wanted" she says "as
Leo has proved"-You are but 20 my beloved, too young yet to begin
the world, if you even had means - so be patient, and trust.
Richard has certainly written you a multitude of letters, 4 or 5 at a
time, I know of, indeed so many that I often hesitate sending them for
fear you might have Dollars postage-Your own own who carries you
forever in her heart
EASeton'

7.70 To Robert Goodloe Harper
26th January 1817

My dear Sir,
I reproach myself for not having written you by the last mail as you
may be uneasy about Elizabeth I two days after you left her the tooth being still troublesome Dr. Moon2 attempted to extract it, but through the
, A note from Catherine Seton follows.

7.70 AAB 12W7
IHis daughter Elizabeth Harper entered St. Joseph's Academy in 18 17. and her name also appears
on the list of 1820-1821.
2Dr. Moon may have been an itinerant dentist. It was not until until 1861 that a resident dentist,
Dr. I. W. Berry of Virginia, set up a practice in Emmitsburg.

-461impossibility to keep her still long enough to take a good hold on the
tooth he was not successful as to the extraction, but succeeded at least
(probably) in breaking the nerve, for the darling has since been quite
free from pain-I can give you no just representation of his pleadings
coaxing, and resistance, when you visit her again perhaps the operation
may be completed, but we really have not the courage to go beyond the
efforts which have been made, especially as the pain is pastI write you my dear Sir as Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper might be
uneasy if she knew this circumstance, be assured if any thing painful
occurs you shall immediately know itElizabeth is really improving in her writing and I hope will soon
write for your grateful friend and Servant EASeton
I am very desirous dear Sir with my Josephine to be remembered
most Affectionately to your Mary [Diana Harper] when you write to
her-

7;71 To Julia Scott
4th February 1817

I ought to mind my pen dearest friend for so nice a little paper as
this but in truth my memory is now come to so miserable a point that I
cannot make out by reflections, retrospections or any of the ons
whether I even acknowledged your last 50 dollar note with the pen I
mean Julia, for my whole soul acknowledges before our God. I cannot
but admire how he gives you the constancy so long to persevere in a
sacrifice which even so tender a friend might become weary of from
its long continuance, however be assured that Kit and I have the real
comfort in it you intend and our best part of the comfort is that he who
will account with you for it, will return you guineas' for dollars

7.71 ASJPH 1·3·3·6:114
'A guinea was an English gold coin worth one pound and one shilling. The banking, currency, and
financial situation in the United States had been chaotic since the demise of the First Bank of the
United States in 1811. A second bank was chartered in 1816.

-462we are well - making our mind up to part one of these days, but for
the present she is a truly happy child living on the smile of her doating
motherAh my Julia-I should not have said that to you, but be assured I
shall hardly enjoy one dear one as long as you did yours, though now
as with all her lovely forerunners 2 who went so swiftly she is the picture of health at 16--Your J[ ohn] Scotts absence 3 even though with
his beloved must be very painful to you - what a life of parting parting-and I do feel deeply mine from my boys so dear - but so it goes
until it will finish dearest friend and what can I add but love and still
love
your EASeton.

7.72 To Eliza Sadler
+ [February 1817]

My own dear Eliza, my poor cheek began to bum the moment I saw
the well known, long loved writing from your dear hand, and after
reading, my quiet heart began to shake at the thought that your first
impression at my long silence was so far from the true cause, but I silence it by an appealing look to the dear crucifix so long the book of
my dying Bee that so far from religion being a source of coldness or
neglect towards you, that it is that very identical point in your and my
little compass of life that brings my thoughts and often liveliest imagination closest to you, not as you might suppose ever dear friend as it
relates to our Views of Faith (for that most delicate and sacred subject
I have long since learned to leave to God except where my duty is explicit) but as it relates to our taste and habits of life - mine being so exactly what you would most fondly delight in, that over and over I have

2Elizabeth was comparing her two other daughters and Julia's daughter Maria, all now deceased,
with Catherine, age sixteen.
3John Scott was engaged to Mary Emlen of Philadelphia.
7.72 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:57
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said and most frequently now say to myself if only dear Sad could see
it and know it - for your Matron step and quiet look and independent
intention are now precisely the rule of my life-since dearest Bec is
gone particularly and I am free from so many painful cares, and able to
fulfil so many more duties in the little service of our little world contained in St. Josephs, every thing seems to wear a new colour and life
has a charm for me which I often wondered you found in it. so far from
the world, surrounded by All the sweets of the country and retirement,
an old woman to whom the nearly 100 souls in our house look for their
daily solace of a Mothers smile, incapacitated by my want of capacity
to manage and bustle, from taking any other part, but to try and keep
off the evil spirits which always would steal in such a multitude, and
turn every thing to the account of peace and order - writing and translating, my ever darling passtime now as ever, with the knitting always
on the small table with the pen to show the visitors they are not unwelcome, for one of the sinews of my left leg is contracted by so long sitting with my sweet Bec, and of course I go but little and slowlydearest Eliza what a half umneaning picture of what! wish to say to
you in one word that my very heart and soul thanked you for your letter, that I am well and at Peace, but did not say the deep point, that I
am gathering strength to send my most lovely last one [Catherine] after her Sisters- Due will tell you-but she may even now be better.
-and my Helen [Bayley Craig], and Mary [Fitch Bayley], and all,
all, it is useless to say the least part of what passes in my head and heart
in remembrances - to give you only one thought of the power of Absence, I really feel to this little lively Mrs. Skiddy and the good Mr.
McCarty from New York as if they had a claim on my very affection-very well-that a wild word, but a true one7 or 8 letters to write now at once so dear dear Eliza be blessed and
love
your EAS

-464-

7.73 To Robert Goodloe Harper
5th February 1817

You would have doated on your Elizabeth [Harper] my dear Sir
could you have seen her patience and sweetness in putting her little
letters together for Josephine--every endearing quality is united in
her, and be assured we really take delight in improving her-her
health is excellent, she however is obliged to go earlier to bed than our
other children, and sleeps in a room with a fire for the winterMr. [Samuel] Cooperl has written us dear Sir of your truly Benevolent exertions for us in the point which interested him so much, and I
beg you to recieve the thanks of our Sisters included with the grateful
acknowledgments of
Your friend and servant EASeton

7.74 To B. U. CampbeW
+[February 1817]

My Kind friend
the word with which you finish your few lines would be very Afflicting if I did not hope it was dictated by your Humility-Our God
will surely bless your pious regard for our House - we unite to beg this
favour of him-have the goodness to thank the gentleman in his Name
for the gift you procured us-and please to tell our Rev. Father [John]

7.73 MSH MS 1304, #2
lSamuel Cooper, donor of the land. John Dubois, and the Council of the Sisters of Charity at Sl.
Joseph' s petitioned the state of Maryland for an act of incorporation. With Harper' s assistance the
bill was passed and approved by both the Senate and House of Delegates in late January 1817. See
A-7.73a for an excerpt from the Acts of Incorporation, the By-Laws. and the Minutes of the
Corporation for July 23, 1817.
7.74 AAB 22B-T4
lThe addressee is probably Colonel Bernard U. Campbell, a prominent Catholic Baltimore
layman. A Catherine Campbell was a student at SI. Joseph's Academy in 1816.

-465Moranville he will hear from us the first opportunity I write this in
hast[e] as the notice of the respected Mr. ODonald was so short
Your friend and Servant in Xst EASeton

7.75 Copy to William Seton
St. Valentine 1817

My Souls own William
the bitter freezing North wind is now always rattling and they write
me on every side New York and Baltimore that the ice will let no Vessel go to you, yet my head and heart is so full of you that though letters
for you are waiting at both ports I must write, if I wake in the night I
think it is your Angel wakes me to pray for you and last night I found
myself actually dropping asleep repeating your name over and over,
and appealing to our Lord with the Agony of a Mothers love for our
long and dear and everlasting reunion- 1

7.76 To Jnlianna White t
+[February 1817]

My ever dear Julia
- your little word about the pain on your heart went deep to mine
which loves you with a double love seeing how much our Lord is
pleased to try your fortitude and piety, and my hope always remaining
that at last seeing our changeable life in its true colours you will be

7.75 AUND MSVY M41 (typed copy) No original exists.
lRev. Charles Souvay. C. M., wrote below: "the rest is cut off-"

7.76 ASJPH 1·3-3-3:7,1
lWritten at the top right: "Juliana White afterwards Mrs. T. P. Scott." The reference to Ellen
Wiseman suggests that she was a student at the same time as Julianna White.

-466better able to make a choice Perhaps of the better pad which can
never be taken away and suffers no change but in getting closer and
closer to the fountain of all goodYour sweet Mary' was just in my dear Sepulchre room4 for my
cross and kiss after Communion - many thoughts of you, but all in our
God that you may but do his Will. Mary has more of the worldly and
lively turn than she used to have, but I am sure ifBec is happy she will
be a Guardian Angel to her she loved her so tenderly-tell your dearest Father that if there should be any thing like ingratitude as to the appearance of Richards neglect of him he must overlook and allow for
his youth, I say in appearance for he has spoken his heart too plainly
to me to leave a doubt how much he is attached to your family
/ think of [Joseph] Wiseman reading the prophecies yesterday in
the sanctuary with all Ellens tones and stops so exactly that he wakened many feelings of dear remembrance besides the joy and admiration of seeing him in the Sanctuary with expression of unfeigned Piety
which he proves so well by his whole conduct alleluya Alleluya
BLESS YOU my Julia ever dear Pray for your EASeton with best
love to dear Nancy

7.77 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[February 1817]

Are we not ashamed to exercise enmity in so short a life
= has he displeased thee once, how many good offices he has done
thee.
= is he wise, then it was not done without reason. is he Simple, he
deserves Compassion

2Cf. Luke 10:43.
3At least seven pupils at St. Joseph's Academy were named Mary at this time.
"The room where Elizabeth lived because of her lameness due to holding Rebecca or her room
where she expected to die because of her declining health
7.77 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:43

-467= who ever bit a dog because he is himself bitten-or entered in
combat of kicking with a mule
= is he angry let him come to himself. is he a Superior suffer then
what God has set over thee
= is he an inferior make him not thy equal by contention
- God endures so much without thundering, shall my ears be so
delicate-shall a silly word, a cold countenance
-PATIENCE is the Virtue of the PeIfect
-God has taken for his symbol of Reconciliation a bow without
arrows I says St. Ambrose to instruct us that his divine Majesty is
Sweet and Peaceful= will not pardon? - oh worse that Turk or Moor for Turks have
their feast called Behiram wherein all injured are pardoned, so then go
out from Gods church if thou wilt not pardon or at least open not thy
mouth before the Wounds of Christ which bleed against thee

What mean you by bowing to the head and adoring while you refuse to acknowledge the members if anyone while he is paying low
obeysance to thee with his head tread on thy foot, in the midst of his
Compliment you would cry out, Sir you hurt me.
+ delighting in this old book called Holy Court how often I wish
you could enjoy its drole excellence, so filled with strong figures of
speech, too much alas to my Vagrant taste 2

IBow refers to the rainbow given by God after the flood. Cf. Gen 9:13-14. This marks the tirst
covenant made by God with humankind.
2The last paragraph is written vertically beside the above quotations. La COUI' St.e by Nicholas
Caussin, S.l. , (Barcelona, 1718) was available in several English translations as The Holy COllrt
(London. 1767 and Dublin, 1810). The Holy Court, translaled by Sir Thomas Hawkins, contained
five parts: motives which should excite people to Christian perfection; the prelate, soldier,
statesman, and lady; maxims of Christianity against profaneness; reason ' s command over the
passions; and lives of illustrious com1iers.

- 4687.78 To Antonio Filicchi
+St. Mathias [February 24]1817

My ever dear Antonio
-I have written you often lately, and enclose this letter to you because it will hurt William sorely to know his little darling Sister
[Rebecca] is gone-that all in the blessed will we adore, and so it is
also that Richard can stay no longer at Mr. [Luke] Tiernans than till
Mayor June next, as Mr. Tiernan is going to enter a partnership and
his own son is to return from Europe, and there will be no possible employment for Richard in his counting house-who on this Earth can 1
ask but yourself what to do with him, he is of an age now surely to earn
all for himself yet to my true mortification 1 find Mr. Tiernan only
gives him his board and 1 have been obliged again to call on Messrs.
Murrei for your 200 Dollars to pay his cloathing of this year and the
last, Mrs. [Julia] Scotts having gone for poor Rebeccas physician 2 and
all that, not my will but Mrs. Scott herself insisting-yet dearest
Antonio I still hope it is the lastWould you perhaps ask some merchant of your friends in Europe
or America to take Richard, he has gained a good deal of information
from what I understand at Mr. Tiernans, but I suppose what is thought
something here is nothing with Europeans-It would be ungrateful in
me after all our God has done for me and mine to be discouraged now
distrusting his future goodness so 1 try not to look on the dark side, but
if really you are not tired of us it will be indeed a miracle of mercy- to
take a look at all the tender care of Providence from the first happy
moment 1 met you Antonio is enough to encourage the Soul of your
[poor] little Sister-

the blessed Bishop [John] Chevrous, has been again to see us' and
leaving Benediction everywhere- he is so delighted with our

7.78 AMSJ A 111 063
lFilicchi's financial agent in the United States
2Dr. Philip Syng Physic of Philadelphia
' He visited Emmitsburg December 7-8, 1816.

-469community that he has adopted it in his very heart-what a glorious
thing for our [church] of America if he should succeed in the charge of
our Venerated Archbishop--it is said he will, Bishop Neal 4 being now
so incapable thro' old ageWhen this letter will get to you I know not, all our ports frozen up,
but I must trust- With every kindest tenderest rememberance to your
Amabilia [Filicchi] and sweet girlsYour ever devoted EASe ton.

7.79 To Antonio FilicchP
- 26 February 1817

My ever dear Antonio
I have written you very often lately, and now in my blessed order of
Providence I see no way clear for me but to write you again as Mr.
[Luke] Tieman writes me he is entering into partnership with his son
in law, expects his own son from Europe in a month or two, who will
take the place my Richard now holds in his counting house, and consequently there will be [no] possible employment for Richard with
him-so little I may [kiss] my cross quietly, as the poor boy when that
takes place, [has] neither house or home, and to my great mortification
I find Mr. Tieman only gives their board to his clerks so that as [Julia]
Scott has this year given her usual bounty to Rebeccas [phys]icians in
the hope that she might be cured, I have been obliged [to call] for your
200 Dollars, but as they say Messrs. Murrey are [broke] perhaps that
door is also shut-dearest Antonio have patience with me and my
poor ones, I hope at last your love to God in us will bring a double

4Rev. Leonard Neale, S.J., (1746-1817) was president of Georgetown College (1791-1806) and
his brother, Rev. Charles Neale, served as vice-president of the college. He was named coadjutor for
Bishop John Carroll in I SOO and second archhishop of Baltimore (IS15-1 817). His successor to the
see of Baltimore was Archbishop Ambrose Marechal, S.S.
7.79 AMS.J A 111 064
IThis letter, similar to the previous one [#7.7S]. was written two days later.

-470treble blessing on your own dear children through life, though they
will never be in the case of mineWill you perhaps ask some Merchant of your many correspondants
to take Richard he has gained considerably at Mr. Tiernans they say in
the kind of information which might make him useful, but your judgment in Europe of those points is so different from what is thought
here in our America-well as usual I trust All to him who never fails
where all trust is in him and he has put so much charity in your heart
for us that I still hope every thing much as your patience has been
tried-with a thousand loves to your dear family I am your own unworthy Sister Your cross now, but a good Jewel in your crown above
hereafter

EASeton.-

7.80 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
ANNUNCIATION [March 25]-18l7-

one day of my poor life without a cloud-the most singular Peace
from the Vespers of Mary' when drawing <from your meditation> a
meditation for our Vows 2 the very Soul melted before him-then this
Mornings awaking at4 [a.m.] with theAVP sung to waken the dormitories-our Meditation, office ofB[lessed] V[irgin] M[ary] for preparation, Mass - Vows so Peaceable-then all day so so sweetly so
gently among all the little duties of hearing, reading, speaking, singing Vespers and hymns and my dear old holy court4 making many extracts
anniversary of my dear first Communion5

7.80 ASJPH 1·3·3-12:71
'Evening prayer recognizing the feast of the day, the Annunciation ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary.
2The Sisters of Charity renewed their annual vows on the feast of the Annunciation, usually
celebrated on March 25.
3Probably the Ave Maria (Hail Mary) set to music
4The Holy Court by Nicholas Caussin, S. J.
5Elizabeth made her First Communion as a Catholic March 25, 1805.
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7.81 To Antonio Filicchi
+lst Apri11817

My ever dear Antonio
You will make an act of patience at my so frequent writings, but the
case is now really a matter of conscience with me-By the Scioto my
William writes me as usual of the unbounded kindness he recieves,
the noble and most generous treatment he has always met with in your
family, but he adds he is conscious of having been intirely useless perhaps for want of capacity and Judgment-his own words are "If I was
only of sufficient use to spare one clerk in the counting house I might
still, though under every debt of gratitude to Mr. Filicchi, say I earned
my bread but that is far from being the case" and he adds "do not suppose dearest mother I speak though any whimsical or boyish notions,
or through any disappointment for I meet every sort of kindness beyond what I could even hope, but it is a duty to tell you my heart which
I submit to you for your direction, but determined only to do your will
in this case and every other." I must hope dearest Antonio that William writes from a sense of duty he being now in his 21st year, and we
have so long been on your hands, besides that at that age he ought as he
says to be earning his bread - if you see that Willian has not the requisite qualifications for a Merchant, which he always doubted himself,
will you not speak to him about it, and let him take up the course oflife
he is eventually to follow, or if it should be a misjudging disposition
on his part you will point it out to him. if William should not be fit for
a commercial life I dread the attraction of the Navy so powerful to our
young Americans but you with God are the Father of the Fatherless
and will direct my William for the best.
the greatest pain I have in this new trial is the fear that you may not
be pleased, yet you will be the first to see my difficulty - our God is
pleased to hammer me like a truly poor sinner, my comfort is that we
must have already added a good lustre to your Philippos eternity, [ and
7.81 AMSJ A 111 065
[Filippo Filicchi had died the previous year.

-472we will surely brighten your crown there though we are but rust to you
here---oh if my son could have taken off the least part of your heavy
burden and daily care it would have been too great an honour and happiness to me-pity us dear Antonio and present me to your dearest
Amabilia [Filicchi] and family with unalterable affection and gratitude.
Your EASe ton

7.82 To William Seton
+ApriI4, 1817

My own William
If any thing in this world could endear you more to the soul and
heart of your Mother it would be your letter by the Scioto-far indeed
be it from me to hold so dear and generous a Son by any tie of duty to
me in a situation which does not meet the best of his wishes. Yet your
own Mother is obliged both by duty and love to entreat you to have yet
a little patience that we may judge for the best with more safety. I
wrote Mr. [Antonio] Filicchi eamestly some months ago, on the subject of your future prospects in Commerce, and twice since most
pressingly on the situation of Richard, and now a letter accompanies
this with a statement of your sentiments in your own words, which do
you the greatest honour my Son, and fill your Mothers heart through
all our painful trials with inexpressible consolation, for by them I see
well that integrity and filial love overrules all your youthful and natural feelings and I can but be most grateful to our God and you, that they
have so long held you under circumstances so painful to you-for
now I have gained my main object in parting with you my beloved Son
which was not so much to fix you with affluent friends, or in a tide of
fortune, as to give you time to know yourself a little, to know the world
a little, and to overcome your first ardent propensity for the Navy;
7.82 AUND 1I-1-a

-473which [know is even now the passion of your heart; yet 1 would be unjust to our tender affection if! withheld my whole mind from you, my
fear not for your dear person, my darling Son, but for the dear immortal Object which your Nina and Bec would now solicit you for,' even
more earnestly than your Poor Mother and KitMy Soul's William 1 need not tell you to rise above the clouds that
surround us, you know well enough that we must pass our course of
trials with the rest of human beings, those who have least of them are
not the most enviable, for my part I would think all the pains I ever endured fully rewarded by the sweet and unspeakable pleasure I received in reading your sentiments of love and duty contained in your
last letters, and as to those of independance and honour 1 see only what
every honest man ought to feel and 1 glory in them, instead of differing
<from> with you, quite sure that in your case I should feel <as> exactly as you do.
- I would be too happy to enclose your letters to Mr. Filicchi, but
feared you might not approve it though every word speaks but gratitude
and purest sentiments of virtue. could you but take confidence and
speak your mind to him freely, point out your consciousness of not
emning your bread as you say, and even consult him on the change you
would desire-All I can say is that you will never want every nerve of
my heart to exert itselffor you in whatever path you enter-what more
can your own Mother say, 1 would write, or even go to anyone on earth
I could reach, if! might but help you my William, if a Mother's love
could be a fortune to you, you would be rich indeed, alas, it is poor coin
in this world, but be assured it will have its interest in heaven where it
solicits 1 may tlUly say day and night for every blessing on you.April 4, 1817
dearest William fearing some delay or accident to the original letter Sweet Kit run off the copy of a part of it-nothing new - the more I
think of it the happier 1 am you have spoken your dear heart out-Mr.
Filicchi himself must surely be pleased, for how could you have
passed 2 years in a way so unfruitful without himself being sensible of
it-I send this by way of New York 1 suppose-

JElizabeth was concerned about the eternal salvation of her children.

-474Oh my William if it was but I who could be so near you as this letter
will, that I might tell you, do not be fearful of making me unhappy, and
hear from yourself what possible step I can take to make you happierI can only repeat the desire of my heart to you.
here our second Good Friday of separation - Oh the heart of a
Mother in that hour united with the Mother of our God-bless bless
you a thousand thousand times-

7.83 To Ellen Wiseman
+[Apri16 1817]

My own dear Ellen
Truly had I thought you would have had one uneasy moment about
my not writing I should have written long ago, but sure that you knew
a poor heart attached to you forever, and that you would put the best
construction on my silence I let it pass along especially as there are so
many of our most dear girls around you who I should give the same attention to, as to the affection our Lord who sees the deep heart knows
with what pleasure I would give my life to prove my true love to any of
you, much less one who has bound my very Soul to her as you have in
so many ways-this great day of St. Joseph is past,' we never saw to
gether so many fervent and most simple hearts of first Communion-as I opened the book to present the sweet little soul who was to
read them the renewal of Baptismal Vows my eye dropt on the name
Ellen in the list of the Communions of former days-days of such dear
remembrance - only the thought brings tears-but to look up is all
-what delight to hear Sister Angela [Brady] who lives at the
Mountain and is never weary telling the heavenly conduct of your
brother [Joseph V. Wiseman], she says to see him with the first Communion band round him in a room quite separate where he assists

7.83 ASJPH 1·3·3·12:B9
'The feast of St. Joseph, patron of the Sisters of Charity, was celebrated with great solemnity on
March 19.

-475them to prepare their general confessions, and instructs and encourages them with so much love and attention over them at all times-she
says he is so remarkable for always turning every conversation with
every body to some pious meaning, and he laughs at every inconvenience or suffering he goes through saying something always about
how much worse he deservesoh Ellen how marked is the hand of our God on him - how grateful
you must be and what must be the heart of your dear Mother since
mine feels suchjoy at his conversion-how I would wish to know every thing about Sarah, Catherine, and dear Kitty" -they can never
know how dear they are to me - nor you either my Ellen-Jose loves
you dearly too - you would delight to see her this retreat preparing for
Death in her quiet way as earnestly as sweet Bec was this time last
year-Jos has a little hack cough night and day which keeps us on the
look out for her tum to come next and follow after in the beautiful
footsteps gone before her-but my Ellen pray for me.
EASTER-Bless you again and again Mrs. Roach3 is come she
will take this-"-Cvery yours EAS.
if my Sarah and the Catherines are with you or near you, tell them I
love and remember them with my Whole Soul-Kindest respects to
your dear Mother whose heart I so well share

7.84 To Julia Scott
+AprillOth 1817

Truly my dear loved Julia
I have been imagining you in all the cheerful change, which must be
a consequence of your dear John Scotts happy union,' for I know that
nothing can be so interesting to loving little mothers as you and I to see a
son settled to his mindfor men are so difficult, that an old story, and re2Sarah Cauffman attended St. Joseph ' s Academy in 1811, Catherine Cauffman and Catherine
Roach in 1812 and 1813, and Catherine "Kitty" Wiseman in 1812.
3Probably the mother of Catherine Roach
7.84 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:115
'John Scott was to marry Mary Emlen May 15, 1817.

-476ally I was so well engaged in the affair that I found myself in a dream
examining the most beautiful artificial flowers which were to compose
the - the - I forget even the name, but the top of your curtains, and advising with you whether they should be brought more forward or more
regularly placed, and remember in sleep the little regret that Bec was
not there to make a bunch which seemed wanting, as she had a great delight in making them and dying the silk and crape they are made
with--<lrole enough the little woman has fresher flowers I hope to play
with-and you your bunches without any deficency for the occasion
now in question-how it goes to my hemt to hem- you say you are so
alone I look at Kit and think really for my part of natures trial I could resign her to prove my true love to you, but for her part she clings to me
with almost the folly of Romance, and more oflate than ever since she
has some little hac cough which looks a little like following her sweet
sisters, and who will be alone then Julia for my poor boys have not yet
made a first step for their settlement as your beloved one hasbut I see Nothing better than to keep to myoid business of looking
up for truly suppose I had enjoyed all Sister C[harlotte]'s fertility it is
there at last all must tend-my passion for babys would be quite gratified if I was her nursery woman and I repeat that would have been my
delight though I suppose you do not believe me, a good nursery
woman is next to being a good Mother you know_
I hear many little whispers that William is going to surprise us with
a visit-Richard goes on as usual, I hope he may continue with the
kind and excellent family of Tiernans - but the partner of the house is
dead and an intention of giving up business, so I may be in a difficulty
soon but trust all-by the turn of all Williams letters I see he retains
his first bent for the Navy - poor fellow - but we will see how it will
conclude I have written Filicchi to beg him not to keep him in the toils
of a merchant unless he has the requisite dispositionI wish you could enjoy this beautiful spring as I do, - if any little
word of my being lame comes to you in any way dont mind, it is only a
contraction of a sinew 2 sitting so long with sweet Bec, and very little
inconvenience
2A tendon

-477do write me your summer plan I hardly dare hope it could turn a
moment this way-the 50 dollars came safe, be blessed-and may he
bless you forever.
Your EASeton

7.85 To William Seton
[25 April 1817]

My own William
here the 25th April and Richard writes me that not only my letters
to you sent two weeks ago are not gone but they will not leave Baltimore these 3 weeks - so then I hasten this duplicate to New York hoping better success there and will beg Aunt [Mary] Post to see to
it.-how I shall long long to hear from you again - but many a day
must pass first-Richard is very busy he says this spring time - but his
remaining or not at Mr. [Luke] Tiernans yet undecided-you two
boys are the whole WorId to me - Sweet Kit like a little dove in the
nest-but you two out on the wide Ocean what a difference My dearest one I make you an extract of the page I write Mr. Antonio [Filicchi] that you may know what 1 have said to him and I hope
and trust it will not give you more pain - and you will know how to act
in consequence.
"By the Scioto my William writes me an opening of his heart in a
manner that would have pleased you from a Son as it did me-after repeating as he does in all his letters the most generous treatment, he
says that since he is in Leghorn he is conscious of not having saved
you the least expence in the counting house, his own words are 'if I
was only of sufficent use to spare one clerk I might say [I g]ained my
Bread though still under every obligation for every kindness beyond
what [you h]ave hoped'''-

7.85 AMSJ AlII 009

-478I then remind Mr. A[ntonio] that you are 21 and ought at your age
[to be]gin the course oflife you are eventually to follow, if you have
talents for a merchant he will judge, and at all events advise you for the
best. I tell him also my fear of your attraction for the Navy, but still
that fear My Son shall never bind you to any course of life you do not
willingly embrace-Mr. Antonio may perhaps tell you William I did
not recieve you in the counting house to save us expence but to serve
yourself--of course you will then beg him to make the case his own,
and appeal to him if he thinks you have yet advanced in the necessary
merchantile knowledge-be prudent my own William and keep also
in mind the uniform friendship of Filicchi to your dear Father and both
grandfathers' and his continual losses with the firm of Seton and
Maitland. consequently while the sentiments of justice impel you on
one side, you will equally be guided by them on the other-what more
can your Mother say my beloved not to remind you of what they have
been to me and to us, that is quite unnecessary.
Your Kit is not strong she will pass some time with Mrs. [Marie
Fran<;oise] Chatard in Baltimore for the ride and change of air - it being so near me she consents to it though most reluctantly, answering
me with tears when I begged her for your sake to go (as she is also so
attached to Mrs. Chatard) "here is air exercise fresh milk every thing,
and My Mother more than every thing how can I leave you" [but] do
not be uneasy about her my William - there is nothing particular only
loving her almost too much we watch and fear she should be exhaled
and off so soon yet that I fear only for you, for my part I live so much
with those that are gone I mind for nothing in this world but yourself
etc.-love your own Mother as she does you unspeakably - remember
me always to our friends
Your EASeton

'William Magee Seton had spent time learning the mercantile business by visiting counting
houses in Europe, including that of the Filicchis in Leghorn (Livorno). The grandfathers to whom
Elizabeth is referring are her husband's father and maternal grandfather. William Seton, Sr., and
Richard Curson, Sr., were in a mercantile partnership in the 17808.
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7.86 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[April or May 1817]

the poor Miss Yates l frantic to get away "no one can stay in this
house without being a Catholic and my Sister will die with distress if I
am a Catholic---oh let me go I shall be a Catholic," and she cries really
night and day, tells of her fathers distress when in his last agony, at the
declaration of her young sister who was at Mr. Baconas school that
she wished to be a Catholic-she walk[ s] the hall and dormitory like a
frantic woman
oh then pity and pray for such poor blind ones incessantly--<:an
you lift the blessed chalice 2 without thinking of them-I would say
nothing to him but Thy Kingdom come' all life along---our God - our
all- and we enjoying his fullness with but dreadful account if not improved.

7.87 To Antonio Filicchi
1st June 1817

My ever dear Antonio
this will be handed to you by the Mr. [Samuel] Cooper whose conversion no doubt you long ago heard of from Mr. [William] Dubourg,
and of his being the founder of our house of St. Josephs, which in his

meaning and my hopes was to have been a nursery only for our Saviours poor country children, but it seems it is to be the means of forming city girls to Faith and piety as wives and mothers with a blessing
and success which is the work of God alone and your great consolation I know who love and adore religion so truly 7.86 ASJP" 1-3-3-12:42
'Catherine Yates was a pupil at St. Joseph' s Academy in 1817.
2The elevation of the chalice at Mass
3ef. Matt. 6: 10.
7.87 AMSJ A III 066

-480I know nothing of Mr. Coopers intentions in your happy land, I
only know how much it is respected by all who love our God in this Rev. Mr. [Nicholas] Zocchi has written me of your gift most welcome of 100 Dollars-words are all unmeaning to thank you for your
continual goodness to your American Sister but GOD SEES, that is
my consolationWith every affectionate remembrance to your dearest Amabilia
and family
Your EASeton.
7.88 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
Trinity Sunday-[June 1817)

MAGNIFICENT DAY for the Soul-Mine swells the poor
Atom-Mr. Kenney the old buried at Emitsburg this Evening and
poor Jo[ seph] Elder at the Mount'-Oh! !-/ not buried yet - "wretch"
as says Ma [Bridget] Farrel Will you blessed G please to give or send
this to Mr. [Samuel] Cooper ifhe is not gone, and if he is gone will you
please to open it and take out William and Filicchis letter and send
them to Pere Grassi ifhe is not gone-and will you please to bless the
happiest of women in the Holy Trinity this day (always excepting
those who love better) and be your dear Reverence blessed-here a
little St. Gabriel' for your breviary fallen accidentally in the hands of
Sister Margaret [George] who begs you to remember Tuesday is St.
Margarets' day and that you will blessAND THURSDAY is Thursday I wish you so much to have this
St. Bernards
7.88 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:77
'A James Kerney was buried at this time. Joseph Elder died May 29.
2Rev. John Grassi, S.l. , was traveling to Europe at the same time as Samuel Cooper.
3Probably a holy card of St. Gabriel, the archangel, a patron saint of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
4St. Margaret of Scotland (1045·1093) was a married woman known for her great personal piety
expressed in prayer, austerities, and fasting, her great concern forthe poor and the needy, and for her
royal benefactions.
spossibly something Elizabeth copied from St. Bernard's writings. St. Bernard (l 090·1153) was
a noted Cistercian monk, renowned for his mystical writings which had a profound effect on
Catholic spirituality. Recognized as a Doctor of the Church, his feast is celebrated August 20.
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7.89 To Archbishop Ambrose Marechal, S.S.I
[June 1817]

Our Reverend Father will be pleased to know the Valiant little
Mary> arrived safe at St. Josephs, but our Lord has permitted her to be
very much tried since her coming-She has had three attacks of some
kind of fits which weaken her very much-so that if after her three
month trial she cannot be recieved what can be done for so young and
simple a Soul-you will think of it.
earnestly begging to bless us all,
your devoted Servant EASeton

7.90 Copy to Richard Seton
+[1817]

Before I write one sentence even to Kit I will thank and bless you
my son for Your Attention in writing me the two good letters Mr.
Sweeney bring with his good hearted smile-alas for your sake and
his own I would have wished to have given him as big a bowl of milk
as to your little Ann whom I loved because you love her, but the good
man seemed earnest to be gone and I on my part could give but smile
for smile and good bye to You-your farming plan may perhaps turn
out, but since we have a little time before us, we will see if a new leaf
does not turn over-What a foolish Mother should I be to be troubled

7.89 AAB 20N4
I Ambrose Man,chal, S.S., (1768-1828), born in France, was ordained in France in 1792 and left
to join the Sulpicians in Baltimore. He taught at St. Mary's in Baltimore and at Georgetown. He
served as coadjutor to Archbishop Leonard Neal, S.1., before becoming archbiship of Baltimore
December 14, 1817. He died January 29, 1828.
2Recommended by Archbishop Ambrose Marechal. Mary Kelly was admitted by the Council as a
candidate February 7, 1817, but by September 11 the Council determined that a longer trial would be
useless because she did not appear to have a religious vocation and apparently had poor health.

7.90 AMSV Seton-Jevons #304-306 (photocopy) No original exists.

-482while my own boys are what they are in integrity and conduct, I am
sure all will turn well at last rough as the way may be
J 0 Smith I with his sun burnt face possessing a good farm and abundance sighs and longs for a city life - "Oh that I could exchange with
Richard" he said-Oh that you could thought I-but had you the farm
without the experience probably you would like it no better than he
does my sonII Thursday

So anxious your Mother is that Williams letters should go, but your
Aunt prost] found not opportunity from New York-so Patience-and bless you a thousand times - Mr. [John] Hickey asked after you so kindly this morning.
-A stranger detained your own Mother so I lost the time I had expected to write you my son so dearYour EAS.

7.91 To Catherine Seton'
+After dinner ourfirst day [June 9,18171

Watched my darling till past the little parting woods then staid a
while in silence before Him we had one hour before been so closely
united with--came to our room, put away the last little flowers you
gave me - Kissed our sweet Foxes 2 in silence and starting tears - Ellen
Hickei too sharing the passing look had a long look too at the carriage passing over by the brick house-Sat down opposite the tabernacle in choir to write meditations-Jo Smith came and brought you

IThis may be Joseph L. Smith of Carroll Manor who was a student at Mount St. Mary's
1810-1811
7.91 AMSV 110:10,11
IThis letter is addressed to Catherine at the Chatards in Baltimore.
2Mary. Jane. and Eliza Fox, daughters of Robert Fox of New York, were pupils at St. Joseph's
Academy.
'Eleanor Hickey (1801-1858), a younger sister of Rev. John Hickey, S.S .• was a student in the
Academy, but eventually she was sent home in 1819 by Elizabeth for misconduct. Later in 1830, at
the age of29, she became a Sister of Charity and was known as Sister William Anna. In 1846 she
became a founding member of the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul of New York.

-483Chateaubriands lives of Martyrs 4 -Refectory tickets, I fed the cat
with many a thought nothing remarked tho' not a name mentioned I
believe except Good Pilch5 and Mc W.3 girls to see me-all starting tears - We look at the cloudy sky and
beg Jose may not have rain-gave Maria C[lary] and Jane F[ox] one
of your little white flowers out of the tumbler-sweet souls they
looked over at my little bed-yet tried to be so lively112 oclock Adoration

- Sacred heart beads-My heart travelling indeed-Bec Winnull
so desolate and young and worldly, a long Visit--chapter-and what
pleasure after ever dear good Mrs. Tiernan and Williamson6 and the
little babe Dick loves and dances-and beads after Magnificate and
0, Memore-after supper dear 5 Jane Eliza Marne Canoll Burns7
came the Evening Visit for grandmothers Kiss and blessing given for
Mother-O myl-little white violets put in my tumblerII Night

-the Kisses of your Mother on the crucifix for you - committing
you to his care with 10000 blessings-little sighs for travellers on my
solitary bed~ oclock the birds seemed all cracking their throats I
thought for inviting the holy ghost-Now after Mass, at our little table, blue sky and heart all in him wrapping your dear 3 up I take station
for the day to write to Willy-there Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harpers
caniage say they Bless bless forever-Love to AU8

Your Own

·Vicomte Fran,ois-Rene de Chateaubriand (1768-1848) was an outstanding literary genius of the
early nineteenth century. His Les Martyrs. ou Ie Triomphe de fa Religion Chretienne (1809). a prose
epic in twenty-four books. was designed to show Christianity triumphing over paganism in the third
century during the Emperor Diocletian's persecution of the Christians.
5Eliza Pilch was a student from Baltimore.
6Mr. Williamson was a son-in-law of the Tiernans.
7Probably students at St. Joseph's
8"All" is underlined three times.
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7.92 To Julia Scott
+[postmark June 9,1817]

My ever loved
I find a good little opportunity to tell you I am alive and often thinking of you-that dearest Kit has been very sick, and in the midst of her
sickness our good friend Madame [Marie Franr,;oise] Chatard came
from Baltimore and took the darling to consult her Physician and
change air, diet etc etc and so I am gazing at the clouds alone, and
making up my accounts-if she is taken I shall be like a sparrow on the
house top - where are you - what doing-something I saw in one of our
childrens letters of a grand fete to J[ ohn] Scott and his bride so thought
I maybe my Julia dear is in her delight of etc etc etc You understand-and as it was at Purveyances in Baltimore did not know but
you was so much nearer mebless your dear heart I kiss it 100 times - and smell my roses on my
little table and wish you had them, and look up at the blue sky and wish
we were there and wish and wish-all life is but a wish, mine indeed
to be off if I may [be] ready but I may sit these 40 years yet in Bec' s
chair, poor creature lame of one leg and blind of an eye, a poor old bit
of broken furniture good only to frighten the crows away-why are
my thoughts so playful when I write to you but SERIOUSLY ETERNITY Miss Gloriana-it is such a long day-make ready-I carry
you always in my heart if that would help you along-dear dear friend
Adieu - there is an old lady waiting for this ever ever Your EASeton
two days before you recieve it-

7.92 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:116

-4857.93 To Catherine Seton
[June 1817]

My Soul's Dear
-here goes poor Liza Pilch and she will kiss you but not wrap you
in her heart as I would- dear dear dearest Jose I know not what to say
of my heart to you in the midst of the branches of Roses from Bec and
Nin they have with so much love and play adorned our little ta"
ble-tell Madame [Marie Fran~oise] Chatard I am the happiest of
mothers now she has cured my darling-love her for me, love
Em[ily]' for me and be devoted in your care to return all that you can
for such kindness as we recieve, above all every little possible attention to the doctor [Pierre Chatard] so wearied and tired with duty and
cares-but you will do all without reminding-say every thing to
Lotte and Ann [Tiernan] for me and all-they will not wait, though it
is raining hard what a world-happily here the dear girls letters
ready-and my 3 scrapsBless you my Jose
Bless you my Richard
here two of our sweet Bec and Nin Roses for you 2
7.94 To Catherine Seton
Tuesday [June 1817]

Yesterday the dear dear children I parted with their Mother but
without sobs or tears, and returned to me with such love and sweetness
that it brought mine plenty
-She is a precious Mother indeed, and Eliza a true angel.

7.93 AMPH Seton-Jevons #458-59
IEither Emily Harper or Emily Chatard
2Written on the address side of the letter: "has my Richard new shirts--<loes he yet like ffils - I
have 3 with and 3 without will send ifhe has not been supplied by Mrs. T[ieman]- tell your mother"

7.94 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:55b
I Probably

the Fox children, students at the academy

-486Afternoon-My darlings letter oh the sweet joy, and to so many
more than to me. Dear children how they enjoyed while I read them a
little here and there--and our dearest Dicks letters true curiosities - and most pleasing
to his Mother-and Madame [Marie Fran~oise] Chatards words of
you, all that could delight a mothers heart-Oh you dear dear one
there the bell bless bless - forever

7.95 To Catherine Seton
+[June 1817]

Wednesday and good Madame Ducass' goes tomorrow and will take our J
Roach with her-your frock will go, I know of nothing else unless
your own mothers heart might be put in it as the poor Betsy Bayley in
your shawl sent by Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox and safe I hope. - Your precious Eliza goes to communion tomorrow the purest angel I am so well, and so peaceable in heart and soul this eve of the heavenly feast - My darling do as is best about bonnet etc. - if you stay to
short a time it cannot be of much consequence--only be well only be happy. there is Madam Seguin2 singing
Mama Mie la la la la- ah melove and thank and bless everyone for me who is kind to you tell
our dearest madame [Marie Fran~oise] C[hatard] her dear ones are
well - all are well here except a fall of Sister Johanna [Smith] - Dr.
Moore 3 just bled her
Bless bless you forever-

7.95 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:47c
IMadame Ducass was probably the mother of Dominica Ducass, a student at the Academy as of
1816.
2Madame Seguin, a widow with two children, taught music at St. Joseph's Academy.
3Dr. Samuel Moore was the attending physician at St. Joseph's until his death in mid-1820 when
Dr. Robert Moore assumed this role. He later witnessed Elizabeth's last will and testament.

-4877.96 To Catherine Seton
+Friday [1817]

yesterday J Roach took your little bundle darling-now the GeneralMcDonald' come, and Josepha so happy, butthey dontknow how
to love as we do - Nobody knows a Mothers love but our God-We
had full BENEDICTION this afternoon, Adoremus and Mrs. Seguin
opened the whole Piano - how I thought of you but can never separate
William and Richard from you and the angels above strewing roses as
I see them all these beautiful daysSuperior [John Dubois] begs you so to choose his carpet that a part
of my confession visit - so pray dont forget-Your Eliza speaks of you
with her eyes every time she can catch mine - many a little slip she
takes in my room and I open both arms wide to give her Mother Kits
kiss-she is a true angel-bless you my Souls darling - blind with
tears at adoramus of so many remembrances

7.97 To Catherine Seton
[n.d. 1817]

You never told me if you saw Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox and if you loved
her as I did-tell my dear Madame [Marie Fran,¥oise] C[hatard] one of
her darlings' served in the Sanctuary yesterday, Sister Betsy [Boyle]
could not remember which one-but all are welllove to my Ellen Julia-all-tell Pere [Babade] we beg him to
bless-

7.96 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:SSc
'General McDonald was probably tbe parent of Josephine McDonald. a pupil at St. Joseph's
Academy in 1817.

7.97 AMPH Seton-Jevons #460-61
'Either Henry or Frederick Chatard, students at Mount SI. Mary's

-4887.98 Draft to Mrs. William Raborgl
[June 1817]

of what you have seen, in a sacred confidence which I little expected could have been so grossly betrayed however - let it all pass as
the world does-yet dear Madam make the case your own and your
heart would revolt as mine does at having your most private sacred
thoughts made publichowever I assure you my becoming a Catholic was a very simple
consequence of going to a Catholic country2 where it was impossible
for anyone interested in any religion, not to see the wide difference
between the first established Faith given and founded by our Lord and
his apostles, and the various forms it has since taken and as I had always delighted in reading the Scriptures I had so deep an impression
of the mysteries of Divine revelation, that though full of the sweet
thought that every good and well meaning Soul was right, I determined when I came home both in duty to my children and my own
Soul to learn all I was capable of understanding on the subject-if
ever a Soul did make a fair enquiry, our God knows that mine did and
every day oflife more and more increases my gratitude to him for having made me what I am
--certainly though it was the Knowledge of the Protestant Doctrine with regard to Faith, which made me a Catholic - for as soon as
on enquiry I found that Episcopalians did not think everybody right, I
was convinced my safe plan was to unite with the church in which at
all events they admitted that I would find salvation, and where also I
would be secure of the Apostolic Succession/ as well as of the many
7.98 ASJPH 1·3·3-7:72
IMrs. Raborg was in Philadelphia. The firsl page of this draft is missing. When Catherine Seton
was in Baltimore in 1817, she examined a copy of the version of her mother's Leghorn (Livorno)
journal, The Memoirs ofMrs. S . .. (Elizabeth, NJ: Isaac Kollock, 1817). Elizabeth was upset by this
publication because the journal did not reflect her current Catholic beliefs. Catherine assured her
mother that there was nothing recognizably Protestant in the journal. Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.,
believed that Elizabeth had trusted Rev. Henry Hobart and had given the journal to him, but he had
betrayed her trust by having it published. However, Hobart denied it.
2Italy
3The direct line of ecelesial authority of the hierarchy from St. Peter through the pope

-489consolations which no other religion but the Catholic can afford-the
whole is that with the convictions of my Conscience, my Salvation depended on embracing the Catholic Faith-I never obtrude my
thoughts on the subject but leave all to their own light and grace while
I enjoy mine-a true joy to me indeed the daily morning Sacrifice 4 and
ourfrequent, and daily communion, when prepared-what a contrast
to the morning sleep in former days. it has been my Wealth in Poverty,
and joy in deepest afflictions
You will wish you had rather said nothing, than to have indeed me
to say so much-but I finish - bless you forever with love to your dear
children
Your true friend in Christ EASeton

7.99 To Elizabeth Fox
+29th June 1817

My dear Mrs. Fox
your precious children l had these letters ready for Mr. McDonald
and they were accidently left behind-They are very well - and as
usual truly good children and more and more beloved by all who know
them.
-my dearest Kit will come home I hope next week which will
please them very much-She wrote me that she never in her life felt
towards a stranger the affection she did for you. I think the daughter
and the mother have a sympathy in that point. -with every affectionate regard to Mr. [Robert] Fox and your dear family, and kindest
rememberance to Mrs. Skiddy and our dear Margaret I am your devoted friend in Christ EASeton

4Mass was customarily offered in the early morning.
7.99 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:66
lMary, Jane, and Eliza Fox attended St. Joseph's Academy.

-4907.100 To William Seton
[July 24 or 25, 1817]

My Souls Darling
Alas the months I have not heard from you-February your last
date and here 25th July--eyes fill and heart achs, but our God is God
and the hardest penance I can pay in this life is separation from you,
and I must bear it - oh if but at last to be FOREVER UNITEDMrs. [Marie Fran~oise] Chatard writes me there is a Vessel for
Leghorn and I write earnestly hoping to be in time-our own dear
Richard is herel-he will write you himself all about it, but can never
tell you my anxiety seeing him displaced unsettled and not the least
prospect before him-never did I know the true love of a mothers
heart till now - and never could mother see her child in so trying a moment as this for him without one helping hand, yet I trust and look up
with a quiet expectation that something will turn up-his mind is bent
on a country life, but I believe it is only to preserve himself from the
distruction of bad company and the dangers he has past in Baltimore how you would pity the dear fellow if you saw his yet so innocent simple heart with Kit and I as pleased and loving as when in happier days
you both-sat by us on our dear Wednesdays2-but-we must hope
and hope and hope to the last-have written you all the different ways
I could find, and hope you are not so long without letters from
us-wrote you that your sweet Kits health was mended, that I am as
well as you ever saw me, that your Aunt and uncle P[ost] and Mary
[Fitch Bayley] and Catherine [Post] had been to see us 3-but how
dearly and tenderly you are loved by all I can never tell youdear dear dearest William-could I know that you had recieved my
letters in answer to the one on your present situation, and hear Mr.
7.100 ASCCS Seton-Jevons #71-73
1Richard

ended his position with Luke Tieman in early summer and returned to Emmitsburg.

2When Elizabeth's sons were at Mount St. Mary·s. they visited her and her daughters at St.
Joseph's on Wednesdays.
3In May 1817 some of Elizabeth's relatives visited Emmitsburg. This was the second and last
time Wright and Mary Bayley Post visited Emmitsburg.

-491[Antonio] Filicchis opinion of what measures you had best take what a
true consolation that would be-and could I hear that you still love
and revere your God and religion and sometimes Approach the Sacraments with the fidelity of a Christian what delight it would be-but all
must be in the dark still for a long while perhaps for your poor little
motherJuly 24th here a carriage so--let it not slip by-Bless bless you forever--every love and rememberance to the dear FilicchisYour EASeton

7.101 To Julia Scott
+24th July 1817

My ever dear Julia
- Your most kind letter is safe, just as I was on the point of writing
you to tell you my sweet Josephine is again safe with me, not strong,
yet as well as she has ever been - we both are pretty much in the vocatives just now Richard being displaced from that good situation he had
in Baltimore by the return of Mr. [Luke] Tiernans own son from Europe and his taking his son in law in partnership and my dear fellow is
so truly out of humour with a city life, that he says he would envy a
plowman who can make his bread in innocence and peace of a farmers
life-he is at the Seminary now waiting to hear his Brothers future
plan as we expect letters daily-Your 50 dollars were so seasonable
for the particular moment that I could hardly keep my tears before Kit
when it came - she feels so much her Brothers situation-a helping
hand so much wanted and neither Father, or means of his advancement-but our God is God-and I know all will turn well at
last-William too I fear makes too great a sacrifice to my wish in embracing a merchants life, his true calling poor darling was the Navy,
which now I could not oppose since he is old enough to judge for
7.101 ASJPH 1·3·3·6:117

-492himself but was very very unwilling he should throw himself in a life
of such hardship blindly-so my Julia as we must travel on through
our pains-Your sickness is not surprising dearest friend, the wonder
to me is rather that so weak and slight a little form should have borne
the last great shock the force of which our God alone could know,
while his own dear hand brought you through it-he alone can know a
Mothers heart, that I have been long assured
-Oh dearest one now your J[ohn] M[orin] S[cott] is married if we
could spend our last days together, if I could nurse you and you
me-but no-our course is so different-for me I begin to be again attached to life since I see the position of my boys, and as to my manner
of life every day increases my interest in it, and for that Religion you
think folly, madness, bigotry, superstition etc etc etc, I find it a source
of every consolation-so say you is your Julias to her-but that I
deny, as to the comparison, since I know both so well, but that too is in
the hands of our God. -yet if you had ever embraced a religion
through as many obstacles as I have mine, I should have said I know
her too well to think it could be a matter of fancy or indulgence of any
human feelings, and I must suppose some reason as sacred as the
Judgment after death in which it must be accounted, has induced my
friend to act so, and I should surely have long ago said with old Mr.
Popel If I am right oh teach my heart still in the right to stay, if I am
wrong thy grace impart to find the better way-but you think there can
be nothing wrong in religion, and that all the myriads of dividers and
sub dividers under so many names are all right, while yet you read in
most express terms that without a right Faith no one can please God.
-Well dearest one I carry you constantly in my heart before him
who loved us, and so much more than any friend can love a
friend-may he bless you, strengthen you, and make you truly pleasing to him own dear friend of my heartever ever yours EAS.

IElizabeth Seton was quoting the eighth stanza of Alexander Pope' s poem "The Universal
Prayer."
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7.102 To Robert Fox
25th July 1817

My dear Sir
We received the Rev. Bishops! letters with yours - our Superior the
Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois has answered him-we will be too happy if
your plan succeeds. -if you should come for the Sisters what pleasure it would be to your dear children and myself-they are in perfect
health and all that your heart could wishevery affectionate remembrance to Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox and your
dear family-will you tell your Rev. Bishop I will have the pleasure of
writing him when our Sisters go to him2ever your friend and servant in Christ EASeton.

7.102 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:66b
!Bishop John Connolly, O.P., (1747/48 or 1751-1825) was a native ofIreland who was ordained
in 1774. He was consecrated second bishop of New York in 1814. A Catholic orphanage was
incorporated by laymen April 15, 1817. In July of that year Bishop Connolly requested Sisters of
Charity to staffit. Rev. John Dubois, S.S., the superior, wrote to the bishop July 24 (AMSV 400: 1.5.
copy) setting down the conditions under which the sisters would accept the mission: that the trustees
manage the financial affairs and the sisters manage the interior operations of the house, that an
A ssociation of Ladies of Charity be formed to assist the sisters, that the sisters receive an annual
allotment for clothing, that the sister in charge be consulted to prevent assigning the sisters
excessive responsibiJities, and that the trustees agree to pay the sisters' transportation costs under

specific conditions. Elizabeth's choice to head the new mission was Sister Rose White.
2Escorted by Robert Fox. Sisters Rose White. Cecilia O'Conway, and Felicita Brady left
Emmitsburg August 13. 1817. to begin the first foundation of the Sisters of Charity in New York.
Margaret Brady (1784-1883), from Emmitsburg, was known as Sister Felicitas (or Felicity)
Brady after entering the novitiate in 1814. She went with Rose White in 1817 to open the first
mission in New York where she spent much of her time on infirmary duties. Sometime prior to 1832,
she returned to Emmitsburg but left for service in Philadelphia (1832) and became Sister Servant at
SI. Mary' s School there in 1833. She also served as Sister Servant in Frederick, Maryland (1834),
and at Mount St. Mary's, Emmitsburg (1840). Sister Felicita withdrew from the Sisters of Charity
November 2, 1846, but her request to be buried in the community cemetery at St. Joseph's Valley
was honored. Her own sister was Sister Ellen Brady (d.1818), also a Sister of Charity.

-4947.103 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+lst August 1817

May you be spared the agony of heart to see the poor good Lipp
who once adorned Your Sanctuary in Baltimore where I had last seen
him, now with wife and child-I burst in tears at the sad Reverse and
now 3 hours after the tears to our Jesus redouble-Oh his Kingdom-labourers for his vineyardl-My poor poor poor Richard William-my God Oh if the bleeding of a Mothers heart can
obtain-poor poor poor blind ones such a Lord, such a master, such a
divine and glorious service - but blind blind and lost to love and duty,
groping along through the bright heavenly light which shines so
lovely to the happy ones who comprehend
blessed blessed G most blessed You are his and in that at least [the]
grateful Soul of your own Mother rejoices, and oh remember those
who are not== the poor Lipp tells me Sister Rose [White] is much better-I
write her earnestly about New York2-the desire of my heart and Soul
for her going to New York has been long pressing for so much must
depend as says the good gentlemen who write about it on who is sent to
my "native city'" they say, not knowing that I am a citizen of the
world-the Bishop [John Connolly] also writes about it asking 3 Sisters for such an orphan asylum as in Philadelphia to begin on a small
plan-excellent - the little mustard seed4 --oh if my Rose can go I
shall be proud, she will keep so well the dignity of rules and pure intentionsbut the only will for his atoms who builds upon nothing-I rest in
Silence - with his Presidene in his adorable heart

7.103 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:73
ICf. Matt. 20:1-16.
2Sister Rose White was the Sister Servant at St. Joseph' s Asylum, Philadelphia, but was about to
be named to head the new mission in New York.
'Elizabeth Seton was born in New York.
4Cf. Luke 13:19.
5Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., was president of St. Mary's Seminary in Baltimore.

-4957.104 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[ August 1817]

and now the so well meaning Miss Cochman sister of the wealthy
man and all wealth herself insists to tread on it all and be a Sister, I
laugh at her as if she would build a tower to the Skies, but she persists
all things are possible with God l and with such a gravity that I can but
bid her wait the return of the Popeand two most blessed Souls from Philadelphia2 one an accomplished musician which sets Mrs. Seguin3 quite wild-in vain I assure
her no one can rival her in affection of St. Josephs family and my devoted heart, she is fairly sick and in the infirmary-so, so,
so--enough recreation for a sinner my Ellen Hamiltons distress in
pages about an offer of marriage also--and our poor good Boarman4

7.104 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:74
ICf. Matt. 19:26.
2The two new candidates from Philadelphia were Mary Decount and her niece Eliza Butcher.
Mary Decount (1786-1870), an accomplished musician, was admitted to the novitiate October 2.
1817. The Council also allowed that her mother, a widow in her eightieth year, come to live at St.
Joseph's, but if she were not willing to accept the offer. she would be granted $200 per yearfrom the
profits resulting from Mary Decount's services as a teacher of music. Apparently though, different
arrangements were made. Known as Sister Mary Augustine, she was elected Procuratrix (1820) and
Mother (1827). She served at St. Matthew's School, Washington DC (1825); St. Mary' s Asylum,
Mobile, Alabama; Donaldsonville, Louisiana (1848); and St. Joseph' s Central House, Emmitsburg
(1855) where she died. She is huried in the original community cemetery.
Eliza Butcher (1800-1849) was known as Sister Martina after entering the novitiate October 2,
1817. She was the niece of Mother Mary Augustine Decount, SC, the third superior of the Sisters of
Charity. Sister Martina opened the first Catholic hospital west of the Mississippi in St. Louis in

1828 and served at New Orleans (1833), Frederick (I834?), Baltimore Infirmary and Asylum
(1834), the Washington Asylum (1834), Martinsburg, Virginia [now West Virginia], as Sister
Servant (1837), Emmitsburg (1839), and Mobile, Alabama (1841) where she died of yellow fever
August 7, 1849, the day after visiting someone ill with that disease.
3The music teacher

4Probably George Boarman of Charleston, South Carolina, who had been a seminarian at Mount
St. Mary's, 1811-1814 but discontinued his preparation for the priesthood at the Mount. His two
orphan sisters became Sisters of Charity. Catherine Boarman (1804-1832) was admitted as a
candidate in 1824 and made her vows in 1828. Known as Sister Mary Catherine, she served at the
Baltimore Infirmary (prior to 1828), Emmitsburg (1828), Harrisburg (1830), and was the Sister
Servant of the Baltimore Infirmary (1832) where she died August 30, 1832, as a result of serving in
the cholera epidemic there. Sister Mary Catherine is buried in the New Cathedral Cemetery,
Baltimore. Sophia Boarman of Georgetown was admitted as a candidate in 1832 and entered the
novitiate the following year when she also was on mission at the Asylum and School in Frederick,

Maryland, and was known as Sister Zosnia. She withdrew from the community in 1833.

-496beside himself with distress at separation from "the dwellings of
Peace and innocence" he says offers all his shares of the paternal estate if we will take his two "orphan sisters," and Mr.[John] Dubois
recieve him as a boarder at the Mountain to do all he can for the service
of the Seminary-your heart would ach at his letter-alas alas
alas-how many obstacles when the Kingdom of our Jesus is in questionAgain pressing letters for the Sisters for New York-Mary Ann
Patton - supplicating to be received a Sister. 5 L.J.C.

7.105 To William Seton
+[August9, 1817]

So much your little Mother wishes to hear from you my love, but
no letters since last of February, and this 9th August-I see you
recieving my letters and carrying them to Mr. [Antonio] Filicchi saying Sir my Mother puts no obstacle to my pursuing the life of my own
choice-and you enter some ship or couirer and my William my Souls
William is gone ... how often imagination has pictured you even in
the chains of Slavery ... I shed my tears over you continually, appealing to him who alone knows and pities the whole of a Mothers heart,
who sees also such thoughts are not wilfully indulged, and at the worst
are always mixed with bright hope and confidence in his goodness. I
have written so often in different ways, New York. Baltimore.
France.
-it strikes me now Mr. [George] Grover! going to Philadelphia to
send this line there as a vessel may go from that pOit-last week Kit
and I wrote by one, Madame [Marie Fran<;oise] C[hatard] wrote us
[one] was going from BaltimoreRichard is so bent on hearing from you before he takes any new

5There is no record in the Council Minutes of Mary Ann Patton applying as a candidate in 1817.

7.105 ASCH Seton-Jevons #145-146
lThe owner of the grocery store in Emmitsburg
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step-he is much beloved by M. Hickey, Mullen, Doyle, Elders etc.2
at the Mountain and passes his time with them fishing gunning etc. till
vacations pass-by that time surely we will hear how it is with
you-if you give up your merchant life he will give it up too I think.
poor fellow how I feel for him but we must see it out, he always sticks
to his thought of [becoming] a farmer-We are very well - Kit told
you of her trip to Baltimore-if you could imagine the kindness of
Madame C[hatard] and the Doctor [Chatard]-they invited and entertained Kits acquaintances as their own - every body admiring and
seeking her-We have no kind of news dearest - bless you Your own
own own own EAS.
I need not repeat, every kind and grateful remembrance to our
friends-will write next week again by Baltimore-the next week by
New York as Mr. [Robert] Fox is coming to [the Valley]

7.106 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[August 1817]

+
What an enjoyment to recieve a good Dutch girl' one eyed, yellow,
and all the stiff dignity of what the world calls old maid - out of the
heart of a Luther[a]n family - "los' los' los'" she says "it is good to be
here - Mammy cried enough and she would say 'Mary what do you go
to St. Josephs for, here is plenty of every thing and a gigg to ride in and
a black girl to wait on you' ''-''Yes Mammy" I said "but if I do not lay
up treasure in heaven 2 Mammy-I would rather work hard at the Sisters and have church every day than walk on gold here Mammy-then
2Rev. John Hickey, S.S. , James 1. Mullen of Emmitsburg, and other seminarians and students at
Mount St. Mary' s

7.106 ASJPH 1·3·3· 12:48
'Mary Wagner (d. 1818), born in Germany, was admitted to the novitiate October 2, 1817, and
became known as Sister Mary Elizabeth. A zealous convert whose health was never good, she died
at St. Joseph ' s fourteen months after entering the novitiate and is buried in the original community
cemetery.

2ef. M att. 6:20.

-498she said 'come child with me to the Lutharians' and I said Mammy I
wants to go to the church which the apostles founded Luther is Luther
and Calvin is Calvin and Knox is Knox 3 Mammy, but I wants the
church of the Apostles begun by them."
to be sure my dear to be sure you shall be in the church of the apostles
-and she repeats over and over "oh 30 years and I have lived so
without sacraments or church but it is not my fault that Lord knows it
is not my fault"
-She strikes my cho[rd] there G-Alas-my God it was perhaps
my fault' by abuse of grace and my crimes

7.107 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
+[before August 13, 1817)

My own Cecilia
- going on her heavenly errand' and to crucify Self-bad wicked
thing you owe it a good grudge, pay it well-my child often I shall say
in my solitude among a 100, my Cicil is with you my God I find her in
you. every moment she will be serving and loving you with mebe afriend, Sister, comfort and support to Rose [White], and let
Felicite [Brady] see that you go all on Faith and that she will find her
true grace in a full confidence in Rose.-Iove your Mother above in
her also my dear one
I do not feel the least uneasy about you-if you suffer so much the
better for our high journey above-the only fear I have is that you will

' Martin Luther (1483-1546) initiated the Protestant Refonnation, John Calvin (1509-1564) was a
French theologian and church refonner, and John Knox (l513?-1572) founded Presbyterianism in
Scotland.
4Elizabeth was reminded of her feelings at the time of her own conversion to Catholicism.
7.107 UAQ#6
' Sister Cecilia O'Conway was one of the sisters going to New York. She had been serving as
Treasurer of the community and was replaced by Sister Margaret George.

-499let the old string pull too hard for solitude and silence,> but look to the
Kingdom of souls-the few to work in the little Vineyard/ this is not a
country my dear one for Solitude and Silence, but of warfare and crucifixion-You are not to stay in his silent agonies of the garden at
night, but go from post to pillar to the very fastening on the cross and
mind my lady how you dare glance a thought at pulling out the nail4
which he put in with my hand while his own so dear will hammer it up
to the very head I expect-I beg him with a mothers agony to do it
softly and tenderly-would wish so to hold your dear head while he
does it, but he answers no one held his and ... but yet he will hold himself supporting with one hand, and fastening with the other-My
Celia-child of my Soul to OUR GOD I commit you

7.108 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[August 1817]

-went down the chapel steps holding the dying fainting heart in
the hand to our God, to meet a carriage supposing William there-but
Mrs. [Rachel] Montgomery-very well-poor Lady - and a
protestant lady with her-when I see all the people so various my head
and heart goes wild, with joy that he is God - and our God - and we his
poorest creatures-served indeed so badly yet he sees the poor heart
and I hope the constant fear of offending - and the thirst to see him
better served and lovedhow your heart would ach for this Mrs. WalkerI-Now mine recoils from the human details she makes it while it presses our Lord, insists even that he will pity her, the most completely blind of any I yet
saw, not for Faith indeed since she has rather enough to condemn her,
but the absolute ignorance of common principle of "Forgive as we
2Cecilia had a penchant for contemplation and the cloister. Eventually, in 1823, she transferred to
the Ursulines in Montreal and was known as Mother Matie ofthe Incarnation until her death there.
3Cf. Luke 10:2.
4Cf. Luke 22:39-46.

7.108 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:67
IProbably Rachel Montgomery ' s companion

-500forgive,,2- such obstacles to grace in one who values herself on piety--oh our God-incredible if she did not herself speak it. such is the
religion of dear protestants the most enlightened--our poorest coarsest Catholic sees so clear compared with them on this essential point
of charity-We have had a deal of fuss for your recreation when you
come-poor Mr. [Charles] Duhamel mad-

7.109 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[18 August 1817]

after passing a day with this poor Mrs. W[alker] and hearing her
sentiments on her family affairs and affections, I see plainly why so
many Souls remain in their deep darkness why the light shines so full
in darkness and yet is not percieved'--our God-they think they
know him and love him, but have not the least glimpse of what Spirit
he is of or their direct contradiction to it-Oh the deep sad impression to my soul-but we must pray this
lady declares the Catholic Faith is the true Faith-but I see plainly she
has obstacles to grace which our God alone can remove-Oh then to
pray pray is all I see-She kept my heart so well under the press
shewing all her oppositions to the reign of our Jesus (herself obstinately bent to support them) that I spent truly a day of tears and interior
cry to him, to see how they bind his blessed hands, pervert his word,
and yet hold up the head in boast that they are true Christians - let my
heart then bleed with yours

2Cf. Luke II :4.

7.109 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:75
' Cf. John 1:5.

-5017.110 To Elizabeth Fox
23rd August 1817

My ever dear Mrs. Fox
you receive three beings most dear to mel in our God, in his name
you will I know do all for them-your darlings2 here as they will tell
you, are as good and endearing as ever - Mary more easy in the little
point I told you of-their dear Papa seemed much satisfied with them.
Remember your promise to think of me sometimes before God as I
often do of youYour grateful friend EASe ton

7.111 To Ellen Gottsberger l
+23rd August 1817

My dearest Ellen
Since you and your George2 are one, it will be your place to thank
him for me for his handsome and kind letter which I will answer to you
as I know that will please him best-I wish very much to know if you
make a good Obedient wife studying the happiness of your husband,
as you wish him to study yours, and as a true Christian setting him the
first example of a humble heart, and forbearing temper, if you take
care of the Soul As well as the body of your servants who must find a
Mother as well as a mistress in you-and if you prepare yourself to

7.110 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:67
'The three sisters going to New York were Sisters Rose White, Cecilia O'Conway, and Felicitas
Brady.
2Jane, Eliza, and Mary Fox attended St. Joseph's Academy.
7.111 AMSV 110:10,17
'The former Ellen Buckley who had attended St. Joseph's Academy. She would later have three
daughters who attended a Sister of Charity school in New York.
2The husband of the addressee

-502become a happy Mother of souls you will bring up to God by the faithful discharge of every domestic Virtue-All this Mr. George ought to
have told, but not a word of it in his letter, he leaves me to guess it all,
and I do guess all that is good in my dear Ellen whose principles I
know to be so upright and pure-Mind my Lady, Wedlock will not
Keep old Mr. Death away, so be good, that when he comes he may
find you on the watch 3how much you will be pleased to see Sister Cecilia [0' Conway ] I
can imagine what your meeting will be, and how Kind you will be to
the poor Strangers-truly what you do for them you may do as to our
Lord himself-You know so much of the sacred principles of our
rules which seem so odd to strangers, that you can take their part, and
often show the truth in her beautiful colours-ask them who speak
about it, what would a life in the Service of God be without rules - to be
sure that will do for those who belong to the world, but not for those
who are consecrated to Goddearest child we can send you but part of your things at a time the
carriage is so crowded-unless the driver will consent to tie them on
with the trunks which we will see when the Hack comes pray present
me respectfully to Mr. Heeny,5 and affectionately to your dear
GeorgeMay our God bless you both forever is the heart felt prayer of Your
friend EASeton
My dearest Ellen Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois just steps out of the confessional to charge me with every expression of regard for you and
your Husband-he is now so busy he cannot write, but will he says as
soon as possibleEAS.6
3Cf. Matt. 25:13.
4Cf. Matt. 25:40.
5Cornelius Heeny (1754-1848) was born in Ireland and emigrated to New York in 1784 where he
became a merchant and philanthropist. In 1785 he helped organize St. Peter's Church and donated
much time and money to Catholic charities. He furnished the building for the orphanage in St.
Patrick's parish staffed by the Sisters of Charity.
6Written at the bottom: "Presented to the Mother House of the Sisters of Charity, Mount St.
Vincent, by Francis Gottsberger, seventh child of John George and Ellen Gottsberger Brooklyn
November 1st 1906."

-5037.112 To Eliza Sadler
24th August 1817

My ever dear Eliza
Your letter was as always most welcome - and added a pleasure
more to a moment of life so sweet to me that I know not how to be
grateful enough for it,for my William is here,l the same dear amiable
dutiful child he left me with the additional polish and grace of conversation and manner so of course in the two years spent abroad-he cannot pursue the merchant life it seems through the double impediment
of weak fingers, I think I mentioned [to] you in consequence of my
long illness when I nursed him and he sucked fingers instead of poor
Mother, and a set of his heart so absolutely on the Navy that he is bent
on procuring a place in it - he reasons so deliberately on all that can be
aUedged against it that it must even be so especially as it is the time of
Peace, when he says a man should learn what he is to do in war. Richard takes the place he left in Leghorn, ifhe only goes through it with as
good a name as was sent back with his Brother all well be well.
Your news of dearest Helen [Bayley Craig] is delightful- may she
be blest forever-and our lovely Mary> with whom I wasinexpressibly delighted-Will you tell our dearest Due for me that the Sister
Cecilia [O'Conway], who has been these eight years what Due herself
would have wished to have been to me in our sick room and death bed
scenes, is with Sister Rose [White]. I hope she will see them as soon as
she can, perhaps you too dearest Eliza would call with her a moment,
as they themselves cannot caB on you-you may suppose what both
are to my heart after so many years and cares and pains and comforts
togetherMy Kit is very well for the present, loves all in New York both of
friends and relatives with an enthusiasm, almost indeed amusing in

7.112 ASJPH 1·3-3-7:58
1William had recently returned from spending over two years in Leghorn (Livorno), Italy, at the
Filicchi counting house.
2Mary Fitch Bayley, Elizabeth's half-sister, married Sir Robert Henry Bunch in 1817.

-504one otherways so cool and gentle. So goes this World-Peace and Patience and let all passwith every kindest remembrance to all ever your EASeton.

7.113 To Mary Diana Harper
+26th August 1817

My ever dear little Friend
I understand you have written me therefore cannot allow your dear
Charles' to go to you without the assurance of tenderest Remembrance and Affection from your old Mother and Josephine-Your
friend Bec being long since Safe we hope in our high home, I can only
tell you she remembered you to the last, and left us in such dispositions as gave us every assurance of her happinessAll your old companions have left us I believe or at least the greater
number-Your dear Papa2 brought us the little details respecting your
present situation - extremely interesting to me, but since that time no
doubt you are much advanced in your education especially the main
point I pressed you so often about, the controul of your quick feelings
. . . You see plainly now that unless they are subdued you can have no
rest with yourself or others-precious child how much Pain I have
given you on that point, but do not let memory exagerate it-rather do
justice to a heart which wished only your true happiness.
how delighted you will be to see your darling amiable Brother
Charles, and your favourite cousin
-my Mary dear do not let your beloved Soul be buried in this low
world, look very often above it - keep account of the many Particular
graces it has been adorned with, and I hope still possesses ... it is not
easy for me to express to you my interest in you, and the event of the

7.113 MRS MS 430, pp. 127-8
' Charles C. Harper, a brother of the addressee, was a student at Mount St. Mary' s, 1811-1817.
2Robert Goodloe Harper

-505first scene of your early days at St. Josephs3-probably I will only see
it from that world where I hope to meet you triumphant over all the obstacles to your happy Eternity-Bless you forever
Your EASeton

7.114 To William Seton
+Monday morning [August 1817]

My own William
[Joseph] Wiseman says you are come - that joy to us that we shall
see you, (but not to day I beg in this Storm) and you will again see our
own Dick before he is off, ' much I fear the opportunity of
Purvenance's Vessel will be lost as it was to have sailed the 12th.
-a 100000 loves from Kit and Your Mother to both of you-Mr.
[Robert] Fox's letters etc came by yesterdays post.

7.115 To Archbishop Ambrose Marechal, S.S.1
+September 1817

Our Reverend Father
Our Council of Sisters 2 request me to inform You that the Child
you sent on trial Mary Kelly, being found after the expiration of the

3Mary Diana Harper, a daughter of Robert Goodloe and Catherine Carroll Harper, was an early
student at St. Joseph's Academy until around 1815. She was sent to France in 1816 for further
education.

7.114 AMSV 110:10,10
'When William arrived home from Italy in August, he brought a letter from Antonio Filicchi
offering to have Richard come to work in the Fi1icchi firm.
7.115 AAB 20N5
'Archbishop Leonard Neale, S.J., of Baltimore died June 1, 1817. Bishop Ambrose Marechal,
S.S., had been coadjutor and was named archbishop of Baltimore November 10, 1817.
2The governing body of the Sisters of Charity

-506three months candidateship not suited to the object of our institution,
will return to Baltimore the first favourable opportunity1 assure you our dear Father that the greatest care has been taken to
turn this little wild head to some account but in vain, she cannot be depended on a moment nor remain half an hour in adoration without so
much complaining and restlessness that we fear she should be seen by
children or strangers-our Rev. Superior [John Dubois] does not
think she can be prepared for her first Communion while she is so
thoughtless-begging your blessing on our community
1 am always your devoted servant in Christ

7.116 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
[September 1817]

My Souls Cicil
-I take a laugh and cry at your flannel and plaister - never
mind-God is God, in it all-if you are to do his work the strength will
be given, if not my Cis, someone else will do it and you come again to
your corner-no great affair where his dear Atom is, if only his will is
done-Say all you can to Philadelphia' for me-Peace dearest Soul
from our Jesus, 1 look a long look at our dear crucifix for you-this 9
at night.
William gone to Washington - Richard next week for Leghorn2 Jos[ephine]just so, Ijust so, all much as you left it-our FAITHFUL
GOD the same-Mary Decount and Eliza3 very well and happy-Susan T[orney]' + retreat over she quite happy-[paper torn] and fear
7.116 UAQ #2b
'Sister Cecilia O'Conway's family, who Elizabeth knew well, lived in Philadelphia.
2William was seeking an appointment in the United States Navy while Richard's departure for
Italy was imminent.

3Mary Decount and her niece Eliza Butcher were both candidates for the Sisters of Charity and
would enter the novitiate the following month.
·Susan Tomey (d. 1818) was admitted to the novitiate October 2,1817. Known as Sister Mary
Ignatia, she died at SI. Joseph's November 20, 1818, and is buried in the original community

cemetery.
'The rest of this page is tom off; "of Natia"is written up the side.

-5077.117 To Antonio Filicchi
16 September 1817

My ever dear Antonio
- Here is my Richard, I you said a good will, and good hand writing
would be enough I hope he will soon show you [he] has both, and also
a heart burning with desire to represent the love and gratitude of us all
for you. Your sending for him is a singular Providence since it appears that there never was so much difficulty as now in placing young
men. Mr. [Robert] Barry writes me he is obliged to send his own son
away from the singular dulness of the times, and the depravity of the
young people of our citiesI know not (being at such a distance from Baltimore) what arrangement he will be able to make with Mr. Purveyance for Richards passage as after long delay in New York I find no possibility of getting the
money for his expence-you must think it very hard my dear Antonio
that the whole falls on you, but I depend on your repeated and so generous injunctions to call for the absolutely necessary, every year hoping it is the last, but that is in the hands of our God-if only we could
be so happy that Richard in the course of time should take any part of
the burden of your business and cares, but that is too bright a hope for
me in this world where it seems the cross is my only safety too happy
would I be to take from yours instead of adding to it.
Richard's disposition is quite different from Williams if he does
not fall into bad company I am sure he will do well, for all the turn of
his mind is for business and activity, but with his quick temper and
want of experience, he is in continual dangers which his Brother escapes-Oh with what a deep heart of sorrow and hope I commit them
to God who so far has so well protected uS,-we find William so improved, and with such excellent dispositions that we can have no uneasiness for him, he has set his heart on the sea life, and I can now put
no more obstacles but trust it all to God, if he is not offended I will be
7.117 AMSJ A 111 067
I Richard had sailed for Italy and was the bearer of this letter.

-508satisfied, but there is the point the Navy is so dangerous for soul and
body-the President of the Navy Departmenf has promised him an
appointment before Christmas-Alasall our affairs at St Joseph go on with the blessing of God, Sisters
are just now established in New York as in Philadelphia for the care of
orphans, three branches are gone from our house to sow the little mustard seed 3 -and religion smiles on our poor country in many
ways-the arrival of Bishop Dubourg with his 40 missioners 4 is a
great benediction, the interior settlements being many some wholly
without priests to break the bread of life5 to themDearest Brother love and pity your little poor little American Sister
I need not tell you how much I pray for you and yours and procure
many prayers of the best souls for you when I say pity me, I only mean
in point of the danger of my two sons as to their so dearly bought souls,
and the long expence to you of their otherways so unfriended situation.
If a Mr. Doyle6 should go in the same vessel with Richard for his
health, I must beg you on my knees to befriend him, he is of the first
merit and piety, and talents in our Seminary--quite independent I believe for property, but still will be a stranger in yourland ever your devoted in Christ EASeton
I have sealed your dear Amabilia's [Filicchi] letter and forgot to
tell her my Josephine begs a little share in her and your sweet daughters affection in the place of one so good and dear departed Anina.

2Daniel Brent had presented William to the Acting Secretary of the Navy, Benjamin W.
Crowninshield.
3The three missions beyond St. Joseph's Valley were Philadelphia, Mount St. Mary's, and New
York. Cf. Luke 13:19.
4As first bishop of Louisiana and the Floridas, Rev. William Dubourg, S.S., invited numerous
missionaries to America, including the Congregation of the Mission, founded by St. Vincent de
Paul.
5Cf. John 6:35.
6A faculty member at St. Mary' s College, Baltimore

-5097.118 To Robert Fox
+28th September 1817

My dear Sir
I just recieved your letter with Mr. Tompkins-William delivered
the one to Captain Stewart l and received the kindest encouragement
but all is uncertain for the event - at least it will not be your fault if the
poor fellow is not provided ... I can only beg our God to be to your
children what you are to mine-Richard has sailed - the Brig Strong
Captain Perry - I begged Mr. [Robert] Barry who had the goodness to
take charge of his outfit to count on you for the amount, but if he has
not done so this week - will beg you to forward him the whole through
his merchantile firm in New York (Mr. Hefferman I believe)2who can
give the rec[ei]pt for meo my kind friend my grateful heart hangs over your sweet children, 3 most happy will I be to prove my gratitude in them - they are as I
wrote you last week all your heart could wish, Eliza was taking a little
cry to day at some fancy she took that you were not all well at home,
Jane cried because Eliza cried, and Mary began to keep both company
but in two minutes I made all 3 laugh and gave them over with a little
scold to their beloved Josephine who doats on them more than
ever-a thous[an]d loves to my ever dear Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox - and
will you tell our Sisters when you see them they shall hear from us
next week-Y[ou]r devoted fri[en]d and Serv[an]t in [Christ],
EASeton
all our New Yorkers are very wellif Mr. McCarty comes next week perhaps it w[ oul]d be the shortest
way to send the little funds to me, by him-

7.118 ASJPH 1·3·3·4:68
ICaptain Charles Stewart, commander of the Mediterranean squadron from 1817 to 1820, was
involved in securing a naval appointment for William.
2Probably an agent for Robert Barry
3Eliza, Jane, and Mary Fox were students at St. Joseph's Academy.

-5107.119 To Julia Scott
+5th October 1817

My ever dear
Your precious letter and note are safe in my hands, and I hasten to
tell you that William was not 24 hours in your city where his good angel had delayed Captain [Charles] Stewart to the very moment or he
would have missed him - having delivered his letters to him, and received every kind assurance of his interest in his behalf, found you
gone to New York, and left my letter at your house, he hastened back
to Baltimore to see Richard off who sailed a day after, but left me a
thorn in the heart poor fellow which now no doubt he feels more than
ever though his tears and sobs in his acknowlegments to me were
enough to move a stronger mother than I am, for we find when too late
that the good and most respectable Mr. [Luke] Tiernan with whose
family he made his home made no account of his expences, and poor
Dick not having fortitude or good sense to keep himself in the character of Son of a poor widow, spent not only the 200 dollars Mr. [Antonio] Filicchi allowed for his regular wants, but all that poor Kit had
saved by her piano lessons and your constant remittances - indeed her
loving heart wanted it only for her Brothers but we are hurt and mortified enough that he should have been playing the fool in that way-yet
on tracing it we find he has been imposed on just like the poor countryman in the fable, for a more innocent simple young man can scarcely
be met with and we must hope he will do well in the event with a little
more experience and JudgmentWilliam is a solid old gentleman, and has so prepossessing an appearance and manner that he has obtained the most effectual recom-

mendations for his dear Navy, and his name it seems is at the head of a
list of fourteen hundred who applied before him with state recommendations-dear dear William how you would love him my Julia-now

7.119 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:118

-511he is going over his mathematics at the mountain Seminary,' till called
for.
-Kits health is much better than usual - myoid heart made of
leather and not to be broken it seems, keeps up-You say nothing of
your health, but I trust our dear old New York air has braced it-my
dear dear Julia I sigh deeply over your letter - dont set your heart too
much on the opening career of your dear J[ohn] M[orin] S[cott)'-I
say so, for I think had it pleased God I could have been a Grandmother
I would have been more tied to this life by a 2nd generation than a first.
-pray for me as I do for you-my own dear Julia be blessedYour EASe ton

7.120 To Robert Fox
+ 10th October 1817

our ever kind friend
the money came safe of course by such safe hands-and the letter
for William for which you will still offer my heartfelt thanks to Mr.
[Samuel] Cooper-William has little hope of getting out this winter
and is quietly getting what more he can of Mathematics and Navigation at the Seminary where he is very happy. -poor fellow he would
lay his life down to show his gratitude to you - but our God will do
what we cannotYour dear family will be much disappointed I fear at the short letters of the girls,' Mr. McCartys visit makes so much joy for them that
they play away in little chat the time they might write, but be assured
they are not only well and happy but truly good children and generally
very de1igent in their Education We will do every thing for their comfort this winter, so their dearest Mother need not be uneasy - they are
1In addition to concentrating on mathematics at this time, William also studied navigation.
2Julia's son had been elected to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives.
7.120 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:68b
' Eliza, Jane, and Mary Fox

-512obliged to have each two new stuff frocks, but it is as good and cheap
here probably as in New York
-tell dear Phoebe please not to write too much about the wedding,
it makes Jane wild, and think too much about home, which as it is, is I
believe seldom out of their minds dear children - never did we meet
more Affectionate hearts, and never among the 100' s passing through
our house, see children so generally beloved
-with Affectionate regards to my dear Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox,
I am ever your gratefully devoted EASeton

7.121 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[October 1817] SUNDAY

while I say our Te deum in union with your thanksgiving my heart
fills at "0 Lord save thy people"l thinking how things are shared in
this world, I see a quiet moderate experienced man put in the center of
a Congregation who is not "SAVED" for want of an active zealous
driving man, because they must have "fire" cried in their ears-and I
see a zealous driving man without experience, put in a Seminary
where he will "SA VE' none because he cannot wait to gain a heart, or
unfold a temper and his zeal instead of bedewing the plant in the
thirsty ground crushes it under foot-alas, well if he does not root it
out forever
Oh Lord then "SA VE' save the Redeemed of thy precious blood,
and send "wisdom from above"-"blessed" I am truly down hearted
this day, poor Leper/ yet Glory to the Father Son and Holy Ghost has
been my incessant prayer with 100 meanings-too sick to do any
thing but pray-and COMMUNION tomorrow will pray better7.121 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:56
lCf. Joel 2:17.
2The men referred to here are probably Rev. Charles Duhamel, the pastor of Sl. Joseph's Church
in Emmitsburg from 1809 to 1818, and Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., the president of SI. Mary' s College
in Baltimore.
3Cf. Luke 5: 12.
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7.122 To Matthias O'Conway
+ 3rd October 1817

My dear Mr. Oconway
The good Lady you so charitably recommend, has settled her affair
with our Reverend Superior [John Dubois], to whom we refered it
since it was not in the order of the common rules of the Housel
- I have a very cheerful letter from our beloved Cecilia
[0' Conway ] as probably you have also by the same hand, Sister Rose
[White] also writes that Cecilias health is now as usualWith affectionate regards to your dear family I am always your
friend and Serv[an]t in Christ
EASeton 2

7.123 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
+[October 1817]

My Cecil
-One heart in our All every thing goes quiet - pretty nearly as
when you were with us-My heart and Soul comforted by your letters--Courage dearest child of Eternity.-Be Faithful
I am trying my very best-Sign your little Joseph for me-I am
deeply engaged with our St. Joseph and Teresa as last year you will remember-am to have 3 days before All Saints to stir up the Ashes. l
mind you unite well with your poor Mother William and Josephine
will join our COMMUNION I trust sweet Bec's aniversaryl7.122 PAHRC MC 44: 1,7
IThe 1812 Regu/ationsjor the Sisters ojCharity in the United States oj America
2The date received, "Friday 10 September 1817," is marked on the address.
7.123 UAQ#1
lpossibly Elizabeth was probably making three days of prayerful reflection or retreat prior to All
Saints Day, November 1.
2Rebecca' s first anniversary of death was November 3.

-514Peace to you I wrote your dear Father [Matthias O'Conway] a few
affectionate lines the other day to answer to a letter of introduction he
gave a poor woman-trust all to our God my own one as I must and do

Your EASe ton

7.124 Copy to Robert Fox
4th November 1817

My dear Sir,
William left this letter on my table last week to go with mine to the
office, and mortified he would be, indeed if he knew it was forgotten,
but the involuntary neglect of his mother will enable her to give you a
real pleasure, I know when I tell you that this day's post brought him
the commission' you solicited. Poor fellow! how it would delight you
to see his joy after so many years hope. He has only the appointment
though, no destination designated as yet. All my prayer is that your
goodness to him may be returned on your own dear children. Jane,
Eliza and Mary [Fox] are my daily mementos of gratitude. They are
very well and happy, hoping for a letter from home by next post. Pray,
if you please, unite mine with their thousand loves to their dear
Mamma [Elizabeth Fox]
Devoted E.A.Seton

7.125 To Archbishop Ambrose Marechal, S.S.
+6th November 1817

Right Reverend Father.
A favourable opportunity occurs to send Mary,' and it is thought
best it should be embraced 7.124 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:69 (Copy) No original exists.
lWilliam received an appointment to the United States Navy as midshipman.

7.125 AAB 20N6
'Mary Kelly had been recommended by Archbishop Marechal. but the Council had judged that
she was not a suitable candidate, and she was being sent back home.

-515She is more and more thoughtless and careless in her conduct,
therefore it has been very difficult to keep her so long in community
where you know every action is noticedmuch pains has been taken to prepare her for her first Communion,
you will Judge how far they have been successful-Your reverence
will remark I say only that Mary is careless and appears to have no
thought of a religious Vocation, and I believe though she is a harmless
childWith earnest intreaties for your prayers and blessing on our House
I am ever your devoted Servant in Christ EASeton.

7.126 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
+[November 1817]

a word to my own loved Celia
You know well how useless all words are on our business at such a
distance- mine goes on very peaceably-yours too I hope. alas if it
does not how unfaithful must you be to our faithful ONE for what can
truly grieve if all is well with him. Sister Rose [White] says the kindest words of you in her last and the one you alluded to about your sermon to her spoke only as of her own fault thinking from your word that
you expected she was changed that we thought so too and perhaps was
decieved in her, but who does not know that we are miserable enough
to our good whatever little fits of Amendment may be shownall goes very quiet here-Sus[an Clossy] is reforming her
best-Josephine as you left her, William every day dearer and always
on the go-Sister Jane [Frances Gartland] and lone heart the little
zealot fighting well and overcoming much with many a knock and
grace too I hope-pray much for all Cicil dear I do not hear a word of
your dear family, Janes is in extremity We have gained permission to
send for Eliza here.Your heart must be high up and quiet Cicil so must mine or we are
undone-think of my poor poor ones how much worse than yours7.126 UAQ #11 a,b,c
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BUT ONE GOD IS ALLCaroline' stands by me-her poor heart fills when I ask her what I
shall say to Sister Cecil-they all do better and are not pushed so hard
as when you grumbled so-Bless you forever love your poor poor poorest Mother,
dear leg just so.

7.127 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+9 December 1817

My dear Sir
Here is your sweet Elizabeths' letter to her sister, will you have the
goodness to send mine with it-Elizabeth is in perfect health, and has
all she wantsMy son William recieved the Midshipman warrant he so much desired since I had the pleasure of seeing you, perhaps the kindness you
offered will be not less advantageous to him, in case he is not called
away before January, than ifhe had not received it, but that will be as
you sayWith every grateful affectionate remembrance to Mrs.[Catherine
Carroll] Harper
Your obliged EASeton

7.128 To Mary Diana Harper
+9 December 1817

My ever dear Mary
-How many remembrances pressed on my heart on reading your
letter of 20th May - and when your dear Mama related the difficulty
'Caroline Eislen was a pupil at St. Joseph's Academy in 1817.
7.127 MUS MS 1304, #3
'Elizabeth Harper was a pupil at St. Joseph' s Academy. The letters in question were for Mary
Diana Harper, a former student who was another daughter of the addressee.
7.128 MUS MS 430, pp 151·3

-517you had had to reconcile yourself with the separation so truly painful
... but you know all that is in order, a part of our fine Education in this
pretty World where the first step to happiness is to subdue ourfeelings
- by this time I am sure you are well convinced that your situation i affords you a thousand advantages you could never meet in our American Schools, with the exercise of religion as a part of your Education,
while here you know it would be considered but as an extra duty ...
and mind my Mary I repeat you myoId prophecy if you do not give religion its proper place in your heart, you will be truly wretched since
anyone of your passions (and you know how well I am acquainted
with the little torments) are enough to destroy your Peace, while the
whole of them under the controul of sweet Piety, may be even turned
to good account, as your little dear Bee used to say, "I am so proud
Mother, I must be proud of my crutch, since it is a mark that I will go to
heaven"
-she was more lively and playful to the last than you ever saw her,
after sitting up so many months night and day, never able to lie down,
and the three last days of her life in expectation of Death every moment she yet had so much peace and fortitude that when we offered
her paragoric to lull her pain, she said "may be I shall get away in my
sleep if I take it, so I will bid you all good bye, give my love to every
body"-yet she had made such earnest preparation for Death and was
in such truly heavenly dispositions of mind that her cheerfulness evidently was but the effect of a pure heart and good conscience-she
dozed away her life like a sweet baby; returning from a stupor which
had lasted some time, she said "it seemed to me I have been with our
dear Lord and he showed me my little cup almost full, only a few
drops more can go in it dearest Mother"-She breathed her dear Soul
on her Mothers bosom I hope indeed in fullest security of Eternal rest
for the dear one had so little rest in this world and united so constantly
with the sufferings of our Saviour.
dearest Mary how different your life from hers, her early hopes
crushed in the bud - yours all cherished with the fairest promise - every hour of hers marked with pain yours a succession of ease and
iMary Diana Harper, who had been a student at St. Joseph's Academy, was now in France.

-518pleasure-sweet Bec - the crucifix which she had always before her
was her strength and support to the last, in her severest pains she
would look at it with rolling tears and press my hand in silence-that
crucifix you will sometimes blush to own, and find it oftener your reproach than your consolation-Yet through all your dangers of Salvation, God will be a faithful God to you, if you are faithful to him as you
well know.
Your Elizabeth [Harper] is a sweet little angel, your own temper
when she is displeased, but not so easily made angry as you were at her
age. Your Father [Robert Goodloe Harper] was here a short time ago,
in his usual health - how happy are you my Mary in such a Father, remember how his best hopes are placed in youJosephines most affectionate remembrance to you. When you
write your Aunt Louisa2 tell her I never forget her-My William is
writing at the same table with me and speaks of you with the Affection
of a Brother-he has just entered the Navy-Richard is gone to Italy
in his placeShall we ever meet Again my Diana dear, I mean before our great
meeting above-we know not, but must pray for each other, I do for
you with my whole heartElizabeth will tell you how she loves her Sister Margaret [George]
who is always the favourite, and truly a most useful and true friend to
the little darling who promises every thing your heart can wish
-Our establishment increases continually I have the happiness to
see a good settlement of Sisters in New York who have the charge of a
multitude of Poor children-what ajoy to me-Sister Fanny [Jordan]
has charge of the orphans in Philadelphia3 and succeeds admirably
-You are dearly remembered here by many my dear Mary and
ever most tenderly loved by your own friend in best hopes of our eternal reunionYour EASeton

2Louisa Caton, the wife of Sir Felton Bathurst
3Three sisters had gone to New York to take charge of the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum. The
sisters had gone to Philadelphia in 1814.
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1818
7.129 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[January 12, 1818]

-and poor Dedde 1 who yet said the last word after telling "Sister
Sus[ an Clossy] pray hard I have such a hard fight" -then a minute before going "Sister Sus[an] I have peace now"-his constant use of
holy water and the Crucifix a great comfort to us and like Anina it was
Jesus, Mary, Joseph all day and all night

7.130 To Julia Scott
19th January 1818

+

My own loved Julia
every post that comes I say surely this time there will be a letter.
this is my 3rd since hearing from you, and now I write a little in haste
for this weeks mail as Kit and I have formed a little plan of parting for
a while, and it is to you dearest Julia I would commit my darling-your frequent invitations of so many years dear friend assures
her welcome unless some unusual circumstances should have altered
your family arrangements-if so she will remain a little while in your
neighborhood with a family loved and esteemed by your friend for every reason human and divine and the eldeseofthe young Cauffmans
more than loved, even doated on through particular circumstances of

7.129 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:80b
lRev. Simon Brute, S.S., noted: "Dedderick [Custermann) the Gardner - at St. Joseph' s - died 12
January about 1815 R.I.P."
7.130 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:119
1Sarah Cauffman

-520confidence and affection through which she had my Annas heart as
well as mine.
the reason of Kits breaking her resolution not to go out of my reach
is that every month of April and May she poor Darling has been sick
since the critical moment of life, 2 and we think it may be owing to her
want of exercise here as the roads of a country place like this are almost impassible in the spring you know-she will have no Brother
now in Baltimore to draw her there/ and so we concluded that she
would go to you dearest friend if it is perfectly convenient for you to
recieve her, and if not to our amiable Cauffmans who have been always begging for her since we knew them.
Perhaps before this reaches you my own William may recieve his
orders of destination, if so and they lead him towards Philadelphia she
will take the good opportunity and go with him, as it may be the only
one in our power this winter. longing to hear from you
your own EASe ton

7.131 To Robert Goodloe Harper
25th January 1818-

My dear sir,
Your little darling has received your most interesting letter relative
to our ever dear Mary. 1 I hope you will have the goodness to write the
particulars which the next arrivals will bring-I am much pained at
Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harpers indisposition and share her joys on
the joyful event of Mrs. [Emily] McTavishes safety and the arrival of

2The beginning of pUberty
3Richard was no longer living in Baltimore with the Tiernans.
7.131 MUS MS 1304, #4
lUis daughter Elizabeth was a pupil at St. Joseph' s Academy. Another daughter Mary Diana had
attended Sl. Joseph's but was now in Europe.

-521your son in Europe2 -We sent to the village for Elizabeths box, but
could not hear of it, probably it will come by the waggon of this week
My William dear Sir thought it might not be proper to leave this
place until he received the orders he had reason to expect, but as you
mentioned your intention of going to Washington, and William has
some business there, he will have the pleasure of seeing you in that
city if you will be so kind as to say when you will be there yourself-then if you think proper you will give him the introduction you
had the goodness to propose and ifhe finds no prospect of an immediate station in the Navy he will try to secure a voyage in a merchantman
which if I remember right you thought would be of advantage to his
future usefulness in the Navy.
Your Elizabeths answer to her dear Brothers letter, with which she
was extremely pleased will be forwarded by next weeks post She is in
perfect health, quite happy but application (except by the side of her
favourite Sister Margaret [George]) is very tedious to her-she has all
her classes in the dear Sisters room as much as possible in order to
make this innocent fancy as useful as we can
May I beg you dear Sir to present my affectionate respects to Mrs.
Harper-Your devoted and grateful EASeton

7.132 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.C.D.)
January 1818

Dearest Stans ...
the day on which we are to renew our dear consecration draws nigh
the purification of our Blessed Mother'-I renewed mine also on All
Saints day with my whole heart - here is another week begun, let us try
2This may refer to his son Charles C. Harper who studied at Mount St. Mary's 1811-1817.

7.132 ASJPH 1-3-3-26:C-13
'The feast of the Purification of Mary is February 2.

-522and make amends for all the faults we have committed the week before I will try my very best, and with our dear Lord[' s] grace I hope to
fulfill my good resolutions. good bye, I must go in the chapel, I expect
it is time
Your Sion

7.133 To Mr. B. U. Campbell
1st February 1818

+
My good friend,
Your sacred and valuable present came safe, and is very gratefully
received by us, in our turn we will offer our Prayers for the object so
near to you as your dear Parents happiness for this world and the
next·-the crucifix came quite safe and serves our Purpose very well,
and is well enough executed for sincere Piety and just at the season I it
will be most used, so that you have fully succeeded in the desire of
yo[ur] good heart - Mayall your good d[esires] be equally granted is
the sincere wish of your friend in our Lord
EASeton.

7.134 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+3d February 1818

My William will hand you this dear Sir, I earnestly hope that your
kind intentions toward him may be successful he has not a facility in
expressing his feelings, but you will find he has a grateful heart.

7.133 AAB 22B-T3
IThe season of Lent which began that year February 4
7.134 MHS MS 1304, #S

-523The darling Elizabeth [Harper] is free from cold tho' it is a general
complaint, and indeed a picture of health, her countenance dressed in
smiles when I read your most welcome and delightful news of our
Marys [Diana Harper] recovery. We imagine her joy in meeting the
Charles's [Harper] ... what a moment for her affectionate heart. With
the most grateful affectionate respect of mine I am dear Sir Your devoted EASe ton
I write Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper and enclose Elizabeths letter. We believe her box is at the Mountain and will send for it
tomorrow'-

7.135 To William Seton
[2/n.d.]

My Souls William
perhaps you may have something you would wish to pack in your
little trunk before I close it' - if so send it by Wat when he come[ s] this
Evening-the trunks will go Monday probably -bless you both a thousand times-Your Mother
I shall come to you tomorrow if the weather is good

7.136 To Mr. B.U. Campbell
[February 1818]

+
My Kind friend
the word with which you finish your few lines would be very Afflicting if I did not hope it was dictated by your Humility-Our God
'The box (or trunk) for which Elizabeth Harper had been waiting since January may have arrived
at Mount St. Mary' s.
7.135 AMSJ A 111 012
lWilliam was preparing to leave to assume his commission in the United States Navy.
7.136 AAB 22B-T4

-524will surely bless your pious regard for our House - we unite to beg this
favour of him-have the goodness to thank the gentleman in his Name
for the gift you procured us-and please to tell our Rev. Father [John]
Moranville he will hear from us the first opportunity I write this in
hast[ e] as the notice of the respected Mr. ODonald was so short
Your friend and Servant in Xst EASeton

7.137 To William Seton
10 Oclock Monday Night 16th February 1818

+
My Souls Darling
-You go - So adieu once more - with how much more courage I
say it now than in 1815'-You must fill a station and take a part in our
life of trial and all your own Mother can beg is that you may keep well
with your good pilot, and as says old Burns this correspondence fixed
with heaven will be your noble anchor-to go when you can to the
Sacraments as a child to his Father will be a main point for that and the
next best is to look to your Mothers old rule of intentions the comfort
of my life.
-you and I are too soft hearted about our friendships and
condescensions to circumstances of the moment - mind well the consequence my beloved, in your situation they will go very far - but we
have talked that over - mind your promise to tell me all you can - dont
refuse that only comfit in my bitter draught of
Mind your health-be prudent in exposing it when you cannot say
duty is in questionI dare not stop with my fainting heart a moment-but look sometimes where "Passion would drive the gale," at its incessant beatings
7.137 ASCSH Seton-Jevons #80-81
'William had gone to Leghorn (Livomo) in 1815.
in #1 Seton Hill Notebook adds the word "separation."

2A typescript copy ofthis letter at ASJPH

-525for your true happiness, at the source from whence you drew the warm
lifes blood ofyours-O my William - You know alII would say. dearest dearest child of my Soul, mind we must be one day where we will
part no moreYour EAS.

7.138 To Robert Fox
+ 16th February 1818

My William will see you dear Sir if he is but an hour in New York
and I hope he will also see Mr. [Samuel] Cooper-if he should not
have time to go to Sister Rose [White] will you have the goodness to
send her the package he will leavehe will tell you how well your darlings look, and I can assure you
they are doing [as] well as the heart of their fond parents can desire,
they lose their dear Josephine for a while who goes with William to
Philadelphia, it will be a sad pain to Eliza [Fox] particularly, and she
will be my comfort in my Solitude now all are goneI dare say no more of our gratitude to you but be assured of our
grateful Affection-with kindest remembrances to your family
Your devoted EASeton.

7.139 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
+[February 16, 1818]

My own loved Cis
[three words crossed out] the heart you spoke to when you said
[three words crossed out] might be comforted [four words crossed
7.138 AMSV 110:10,18
7.139 UAQ#3

-526out] poor one, [nine words crossed out] me to introduce little Desaa,
you would say that the less I wrote the better-yet to that I did give the
most affectionate reply I could invent, but you forget that [one word
crossed out] of a certain age after passing many trials and disappointments become [one word crossed out] and easily wounded-believe
me dearest praying is a hundred times better than writing, the longer I
live the surer I am of that ... to prayers faithful enough indeed, the 30
days, in evening adoration and morning Mass so constant - truly it is
the hardest of all trials to see souls so dear in pains we cannot remedy-My Cicil-our God!
and here goes William so dear to enter the tide,' and takes poor littie Kit to Philadelphia. Alas - and I must adore, and be faithful, very
thankful too indeed that what is so bad is not worse
All goes on sweetly here my dearest one, Peace in truth in my poor
heart with all things and every body so habitually that as we must be
on the look out I would almost think a storm is coming-yet this the
only moment of life I ever looked too with desire when I would be left
alone to my full duty far as I am or can be capable of it-all in our God
whether cloudy or clear that is our comfort the world or any thing in it
can neither give or takeYour account of your dear part is the dearest comfort to me next to
our God himself for never was my Soul so close with yours My
Celia-Mrs. Clark2 half steals a drop now and then of the cup you and
I drank to-gether, but only a drop and that with the uncertainty of new
things, but she promises to be the blessing of this houseMary Decount and her niece [Eliza Butcher] both treasures in their
way-pray for perseverance and how your loving heart for the departed prays for our good Mr. DuhameP -so blessed a death he died
'William was en route to Boston to begin his career in the Navy.
2Mrs. Clark, a widow, was the former Mary Catherine Eugenie Mestezzer (1790?-1855) from
Santo Domingo in the West Indies. She was admitted to the novitiate in April 1818. elected
Treasurer (1820). and was Assistant of the community (1821-1834) when Mother Seton died.
Called Sister Mary Xavier, she also served the community as Novice Mistress (1821-1829) before
being missioned to St. Joseph's Asylum, Philadelphia, (1834) from which she returned to St.
Joseph's in 1839 to assume the office of Mother. At the conclusion of her term in 1845, Mother Mary
Xavier again became Novice Mistress until her death November 9. She is buried in the original
community cemetery at Emmitsburg.
3Rev. Charles Duhamel had died one year ago in February.

-527of fear of Judgments and hopes of Mercy-Oh my Celia when our
time comes!-when you write say a word of Susans [Clossy] sister-bless you forever-how often tears gush in that place you once
had in the choir I often stop there morning and night and little intervals
of the day but, his Kingdom in all my Cis nothing else for our
thoughtshere a little prayer of our Mother, a little letter rather-take it as
from herself'Your little dear children a[re] more a great deal to me since you left
them-Caroline5 does all my little charities, with many looks and
words of affection not given to Sexton6 who is another tum, but Sexton
stays at night-Now my nest is empty. I shall have 3 or4 of them with
me
Yours forever in Him

7.140 To Sarah Cauffman
+ 19th February 1818

My own loved Sa
By this time Sweet Kit is near you I hope, and I trust her main object of duty to Mrs. S[cott] will still enable her to be a great deal with
you You will also see my Souls William a moment, the most excellent
and amiable of sons, and so true a Sympathy of heart with his Mother
that if he had a fortune to lay at the feet of Ellen [Wiseman] or you I
hardly know which would be chosen though certainly it would rest
4Here written in another hand: "Sl. Theresa's letter."
5Caroline Grace was a student at Sl. Joseph's Academy in 1818.
~his may refer to Mary Sexton (1805-1857), an orphan from Philadelphia who was a student at
St. Joseph's Academy at this time. She was admitted as a candidate five months after Elizabeth
Seton' s death in 1821 and was known as Sister Maria. She was one of three sisters who opened the
Free School in Washington, D.C., (1826) as well as serving in Frederick (1827), Baltimore (I 827),
Philadelphia, Richmond, Pottsville, New York, and Wilmington. She died in January 1857 while
serving at St. Vincent's Asylum in Washington, D.C., and she is buried in Mount Olivet Cemetery
there.
7.140 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:22

-528between you - it delights me to see my children love you so as you two
are certainly next to them in my heart-Richard really preferred Ellen
to the whole world, poor fellow, but had to leave her with the rest of
usHow can you express or admit the least doubt of my delight in your
opening your dear heart to me would I not share your every pain or
pleasure as Josephines-Your letter by post this week is a double tie
of affection, a soul so strong in Faith makes me glory to be called your
mother-oh my Sa what a grace-yet how I wish this affair l was decided - do not fear that you over stepped the bound of prudence or delicacy while you shared the common attentions paid to your family,
there would have indeed been a want of delicacy had you appeared to
take any thing to yourself before it was particularly declared, and the
letter remaining with you was certainly not a matter of choice, and had
it been, is it not more simple and consistent to hear and answer its contents with the respect and gratitude due to an amiable being who gives
us an unmerited preferance, than to play the part of a proud woman
recieving an homage she thinks her due. if you must reject my precious child do it with reason and a candid statement of your reasons,
then if they are approved or condemned you will have acted like a
Christian, and your mind will be at peace however painful the exertion
... and reject you will unless there is a fund of uncommon Virtue in
the person in question. Your poor little mother can only pray for you
my beloved - oh could I see you what heart felt delight it would be - but
our God will do for the best and your sweet confidence in him makes
me quite easy about you in this most interesting criticle moment Mrs. [Mary Catherine] Clark cannot say enough of the boundless
kindness of your dear family and her gratitude what a most truly amiable excellent soul she isthe Sisters are all fond of you as ever my Sa but no one can love you
like your own so tenderly attached EAS
Say everything to your dear aunts and the girls for me 2-

ISarah had asked Elizabeth' s advice about a suitor.
2This may refer to other girls of the Cauffman family who had been pupils at St. Joseph's
Academy.

-5297.141 To Julia Scott
February 19,1818

My own Julia
-What can I say but that I send you my darling one [Catherine]
tmsting and hoping she will be a comfort to you for the moment at
least-it is now about the time she should be sick and I know you will
not let her wear thinner clothing than she has been accustomed to - I
thought it better to let her take back your 50 note' and get what was
necessary under your direction than to provide here what might not be
so suitablehow I wish you may see William a few hours, but I fear the mail
passes too quickly--dear and excellent child I esteem as much as love
him, and that truly beyond expressionKit will tell you every thing-You will recommend her to Mrs.
[Charlotte] Cox and [Mehitabel] Marcoe so kind to dear Bec-I have
told Kit that I fear some of the children of our school with all of whom
she has been such a favorite may be troublesome calling to see her, but
she will discourage it and it will be but once except my dear Sarah
Cauffman, the most amiable child I know in the world, and whom I
know you will not object toI will write you more fully next week-this moment pushes a little
hard
YourEAS.

7.141 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:120
'Money that Julia had sent
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7.142 To Ellen Wiseman
+20th February 1818

My Ellen dear
Your Kit and Willy gone - they were told that way of Lancaster'
was best and shortest and William was hastening to his post [with]
Captain Bainbridge [at] Boston2 as the weather had delayed them
some days-poor fellow the agony of his heart leaving me, but mine is
full of confidence that our God will protect so pure a soul even in the
flames he must pass through. 3 I could not have believed there was
such a young man in the world if 6 months daily experience of his
beautiful Sentiments and conduct had not proved it. he is considered
here as a model for those even in the Sanctuary, so dearest pray for
him, and hope the best with me.
-No news from Daddy [Richard], but look for it daily, for our
Lord surely would not cut him off so little prepared, that is my Confidence. a letter from Sa[rah Cauffman] passed thro' you probably as it
had the Baltimore mark-here the answer with a word to dear Kit perhaps you will find a private hand-precious Sa, how dear you two to
my poor loving heart our God only knows, and to my children too, that
is my comfort as it will last when I am gone unless myoid tough carcase is to stand all out.
do write me all about yourself my Ellen, I see Joseph [Wiseman] no
more these winter times, and his prefect duty I suppose stand[s] in the
way, but William says he is much beloved and very happy he
thinks-what a blessing
-Give my best love to dear Julian tell her Francis came to see me
Wednesday and made up my fire and sat a long hour by the stove with
me, and when I went to spiritual reading I left his dear Cross and
7.142 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:BI2
'Catherine and William were en route to Philadelphia by way of Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
2William was assigned to duty on the USS Indep endence, stationed as a guard ship in Boston
harbor. Commodore William Bainbridge (1744-1S33), the American naval officer who captured the
British frigate Java in the War of ISI2, was the commander of the ship.
3Cf. Is. 43:2 and Dan. 3.

-531Brand with him-he is so full of his first communion it would do her
heart good to hear him-he was very proud of Rosettas letter which 1
gave him-he says "I would not be William Seton for all the world
Mother, if ever 1 am any thing 1will be a priest"-sweet child how 1do
love himMy grateful respects to your dear uncle my Ellen-Bless bless you
forever your EAS
1 open to take Kits letter out my love finding the young man does
not go as soon as he expected

7.143 Draft to William Seton
+[1818)

Now my own love 1 must hope you are safe in your Birthl-Your
little ship left at home has had cloudy weather and dragged scarcely
three [k]nots an hour ... Madam reason preaches and insists, shows
so plainly our order of duty, yet 1 miss you to such a degree that it
seems my own Self is gone ... the greatest comfort 1 can find is to be
begging our God with every affection of my Soul to bless you continually, and calculate every night laying down where you may possibly
beYour first letter is so longed for-Just now 1 have one from sweet
Kit mentioning your safe arrival in Philadelphia and kind reception-but that you were to go on next day, and then 1 suppose but half a
day in New York of course what fatigue ... mind you tell me every
every thing about it, and who you saw, and how it has all passed from
the time you left Philadelphia-last night I had you ever so long drawing the life nourishment where you fed so long, where lies the heart
that loves you so dearly dearly-

7.143 AUND II-1-A
lWilliam was in Boston and presumably on board the USS Independence.

-5327.144 To William Seton
+[February 25,1818 on the address]

Now my love I must hope that you are safe in your Birth-Your little ship left behind has had cloudy weather and dragged scarcely three
Knots an hour-good Madam Reason argues and insists, show[s] so
plainly our order of Duty that we must must separate, yet with all that
she can say I miss you to such a degree that it seems my own self remains but as a poor shadow and its dearest part is gone-my best comfort is to be continually begging our God to bless you, or to be
guessing and supposing where you may be-Your first letter is so
longed for ... just now I have one from Kit mentioning your safe arrival, kind reception and your determination to keep on the next day
for New York and there to stop but a few hours too I suppose, of
course what fatigue-mind you tell me every thing about it, and who
you saw, and how it has all passed from the time you left Philadelphialast night I had you close where you used to lie so snug and warm
when you drew the life stream 20 years ago, and where the heart still
beats to love you dearly dearly till its last sigh which even then loved
you best of all.
post after post and no letters from our wild boy [Richard] and
March just at hand - poor dear fellow what would I give to hear he is
happy - but Mrs. Patience it seems must be my companion the remainder of my fine life until as says [Joseph] Wiseman I back out of it ...
and then Willy my Willy ... could we but go together and clear our
coast to the high mountainsUnite your dearest heart well with mine every morning at least this I earnestly beg, you dont know how much it will help in some of
the peculiarities of your situation and how much it will supply for
what is so much easier for Me than for youYou know there is no news here - those who were sick are better everyone speaking of you the strain a mother loves-another most

7.144 AMSV 110:10,19

-533kind letter from Mr. [Robert] Harper-Kits children' hanging about
me to the great astonishment of little Bet's who comes every day after
dinner to read her little story book - little White2 came to see me the
other day and told me there was a little boy at the Mountain who said
now William Seton was gone he could never have any more pleasure,
for he loved him better than anyone in the world I shall have him to
see me you may depend, as soon as the roads can be passed (for they
are deep indeed) since we have so strong a Sympathy. I believe it is
your little No.
write me if you see the good Bishop of Boston [John Cheverus].
Mrs. [Mary] Clark begins to find her way very often to our room, she
and Mary Augustin[e Decount] are so moved to comfort me by the
notes you loved best-Most amiable Souls-so truly good Ma
[Bridget] Farrel says "tell William I remember him daily as I wake"Sister Sus[an Clossy] is just confessing while she is pushing up my
bed that she kissed your mark the other day with a full heart as she put
by one of your Handkerchiefs
Bless bless you my Souls Darling - if you get a word from Dick
hasten to send it - I would kiss your Commodores3 toe if he will but be
good to youlove your own own EAS.

7.145 To Ellen Wiseman
[2/n.d.]

My own dearest Ellen
one word of love and union and blessing from your poor friend
who loves you inexpressibly-if you only could come for one day to
1Catherine taught small groups of the younger children at St. Joseph's Academy.
2Up to this year, atleast four students at Mount St. Mary's had the surname White. It is impossible
to identify the one to whom Elizabeth referred from the nickname "No."
3Captain William Bainbridge, the captain of William's ship
7.145 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:B2

-534us what a sweet pleasure it would be-but in this world no such gratification 1 fear, Our dear Lord will must stand in the place of all to us and most of all to me
-My Ellen dear 1 need not beg you to be much with Julian, you
can support each other so much by good example-write me a little
how all things go with you. you cannot doubt a moment how dear you
are to the heart of your poor Mountain Mother 1 will write to dear Kate
at Philadelphia.

7.146 Copy to William Seton
10th of March two days from Nina's anniv[ersar]/
[March 10, 1818]

My own love
1 debate in my mind whether to send you our Richards so welcome
letter because 1 know there are some little points you will laugh at, but
on the whole considering how you would wish to know At? the dear
fellow says 1 send it just so, and only beg you to encourage all his present impressions of every kind,-we are sure at all events it is the safe
side in all respects.
Mr.[Antonio Filicchi] writes me a few lines that they are much
pleased with him far as they can judge and he will do every thing to advance him for Richards sake, for his own advantage [unclear] counting house and for my comfort. These are his words - at the end of his
letter he says, "I wish William success in his new career" and that is
all. [He] speaks of the delight of the children on receiving the dolls.
[unclear] and kind remembrances of all the family to us. What a relief
to me to know the dear fellow is safe-He writes Kit almost the same
in substance as to me only a little more lively - Filicchy' s letter is dated
a fortnight later than his-

7.146 AMSV Seton-Jevons #86-87 (photocopy) No original exists.
lAnna Maria Seton had died March 12, 1812.
2"All" is underlined twice.

-535-Sweet Kit writes all that would delight you on her position in
Philadelphia-Many pleasures and delights you know for so innocent
a creature "I wear many curIes dear Mother a white Velvet bonnet and
Rattinet dress too nice indeed but for company" She writes you I suppose about the Washington Hall decorations on the Birth day
etc.- but her health from what she says has the same threat as when
she went away-I look up-and how is it you do not write your own
Mother-a letter from Sister Rose [White] mentioned you were in
church with Due the Sunday after you left me; so I had the sweet comfort to know you enjoyed a moment longer in New York than you had
expected-I hope next week for letters from Aunt [Mary Bayley] Post
and above all from you my beloved.
-I feel more your absence till I hear from you and hum my little
song who cares if it rains or shines there is no Willy, dust or no dust,
there is no Willy - fish or flesh - there is no Willy, sing this or that,
there is no Willy.-Iet the world go round, if only my Willy is happy
and remembers me in all his dangers, since he cannot remember me
but the first wish of my Soul will be remembered too
-Bless bless you a thousand times my Souls darling I wrote you
last week--every good heart here would say something to you, your
name never mentioned but with love
You[r] own EASeton

7.147 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S.
+[before March 19, 1818]
My Brother,
Your letter came safe - the one of poor Mrs. French' alas I knew,
yet I must believe we see the worst and something will come out in her
favour or excuse-

7.147 AGU 240:7,2
'Adeline Frenche was a pupil at St. Joseph's Academy in 1818.

-536I do not like your other letter, nor some things you wrote Ellen2
lately . You and I speak all for Eternity, but take an advice from your
old mother I am a hundred to your thirty in experience, that cruel
friend of our earthly journey. When you ask too much at first you often gain nothing at last - and if the heart is lost all is lost, if you use
such language to your family they cannot love you, since they have
not our Microscope to see things as they are. Your austere hard language was not understood by Ellen, who dear Soul considers your letters as mere curiosities, she loves and venerates you but do not push
her away-as to your simple word "Barber" etc. for which I respect
and love you tenfold, she could see but unfeeling reproach, and perhaps some disregard of the dear COMMAND of our God, gently
gently my Father in God and son in heart, do you drive so in the tribunal,' I hope not - the faults of young people especially such faults as
Elenors must be moved by prayers and tears because they are constitutional and cannot be frightened out-I have said much harder things
to her than you do, but turning the tune in her own heart and not on her
poor dear family quite as respectable even as to the point you press on
so valliantly as half our Legislature Senate etc.-how can you in such
a country as ours dwell on such a motive of humilitya much stronger one I think is in the little secret I will carry to the
grave - I once told you how I wished to do as you have done, and I will
tell you in return, that all the illusioning and spider web of earthly
weaving is broken, and nothing now more bright and steady than the
divine lamp he feeds and trims himself' because as I suppose I staid in
Obedience-Oh this Master and Father we serve, You in Your Glorious Embassy, I in my little errand! how can we be happy enough in his
serviceand do not be rough with William' as with Ellen or - be his friend his
Father - then when warm in his heart and your power secure, use it
with the sweet Spirit of our tender Compassionate Saviour.
2Eleanor Hickey, a younger sister of the addressee, attended St. Joseph' s Academy in 1817 and
1818.
3Thc confessional
4Cf. Matt. 25:1 -13.
' William was a younger brother of the addressee.
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all goes on here as usual - Ellen is in retreat with our first communions for Saint Josephs dayPray for one who remembers you always. all your concerns mine
You know in our dear Saviour and God. EAS
Do in compassion send your little Mother some beads and Agnus
Dei

7.148 To Ellen Wiseman
+[March 21 or 22, 1818]

My own loved Ellen
do not be uneasy for me-My heart is quiet in our God' - though
William writes me that his refuses comfort, and he can hardly hide his
feelings, and not at all sometimes-Mr. [John] Cheverus is a kind
friend and father to him - Commodore [William] Bainbridge very
kind - was a particular friend of his father as it happens.
-Kit I think will go to New York, but am not sure-My own Richard writes every expression of the happiest fellow in the world and his
redoubled resolves to mind all that I desire.
What would I give to see you at this very time-but that cannot be,
so I look up, and implore for your final perseverance in the narrow
path. 2-love my dear Maria Bannahan for me her Soul is so dear to
mine and I respect so truly. I cant express it, but you can.
Kitty says nothing can express the kindness of your family to her,
but that I was sure of. 0 how good is our God-This little word I shut
in Julians - and how much of my heart is with it. our blessed Saviour is
stretched on the cross before me and I do beg him with all a mothers

7.148 ASJPH 1·3·3-12:BI0
'Cf. Ps. 131.
2Cf. Matt. 7:14.

-538soul to bless you this sweet Easter eve and give you his Peace in every
thing
your EAS

7.149 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
+Wednesday Evening [March 1818]

What can I say to my dear friend from my coucee, I could you but
share the peace of it and still enjoy the fruits of your present trials and
cares-but he is OUR FATHER, and so will comfort and soothe your
dear heart through all
We enter retreat next Sunday I hope - I shut you and yours all up
with my own, to hold up in a heart before him daily, as truly devoted to
you as mine, none on this earth can be more so, for all I am like a dry
stick to you--one heart then dear friend with your EAS.
Bless and kiss your dear ones for meYour Ferdinand2 will please to give this receipt to Rev. Mr. [John]
Hickey but much rather you would give yourself dear Friend when
suitable there is no hurry-

7.150 To William Seton
+[March 1818]

My own dear love
I have just received your 3rd dear letter and finding mine has not
yet reached you it strikes me to inclose this to Bishop [John]

7.149 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:97
'Elizabeth may be using the French word la couche, referring to her divan or bed where she spent
much of her time because of ill health.
2Ferdinand Chatard was a student at Mount St. Mary's.
7.150 AMSV 110:10,20

-539Cheverous 1 as I write him on a little business-so while our good
Anastasia [Nabbs] (who is all my night company now) goes to bed I
draw our little basket of chips you so well remember make up a small
blaze in your stove ... for sleep I cannot my William ... I never was
as overpowered as by this sad parting-reasoning is in vain, or even
religion, I look up a hundred times at the dear crucifix and resign but
too often with such agony of heart that nothing stops it, but the fear
that it will break before your return, or that my Death will make you
unhappy-but this will not strengthen you whom I wish to
strengthen-I should say my Son go on as you have begun ... our
love will not settle you in life, will not give you independence . ..
Your Mother ought to say many things, but can say nothing ... look
up to the pure heavens in your night watch my Souls beloved, and you
will hear what that soul would say to you, what our beloved ones gone
would say too-That night watch is more in my mind at night than my sleep could
you know the blessings invoked on you - - - - but it is too much indulgence to say so much of my poor heart dearest one-yet if only you
would tell me if you have any little comforts - if your money held outif you got all safe, and if Aunt [Mary Bay ley] Post added any thing - so
many many little etc's 1 wish so to know-she writes so loving a letter
about you such earnest request too for dear Kit - but the robbing of the
mail and treatment of the passengers last week makes me dread her
going, yet she will go if Mrs. [Julia] Scott goes as was proposed-She
has written you 1 am sure before this-Aunt Post tells the sad news of
our beloved Williams death 2 in Batavia--dear dear Brother how
much I had built on his good heart for you-but so it is
-I wrote you by the very mail I fear which was lost inclosed a very
pleasing letter from our Richard, and telling you of Mr. [Antonio]
Filicchis good dispositions towards him-[Robert] Barry writes he
expects letters from Leghorn every day - so we will hear further-Mr.
[Robert] Harper also writes the kindest letter inclosing one from your
commodore with every fair promise for you my beloved-Speaking

'None of Elizabeth's letters to Bishop John Cheverus are extant.
2William Augustus Bayley, Elizabeth' s half-brother, died in Batavia.

-540of his friendship too for your dearest Father - oh the goodness of our
God in every thingfEaster Tuesday Morning [March 24]-enter Sister Susan
[Clossy] with my tin of coffee and two pieces of sweet bread she says
oh that William had a piece eating and a piece in his pocket - quite a
bountiful thought-Oh my William and how many thoughts for me but let them pass-Our God will take care of you.
-the Boys ofthe Mount ESt. Mary's] in retreat till tomorrow their
first Communion-I have had your heart in mine so close in the many
I have made in these dear festivals-I am sure you can have no uneasy
thought for me my beloved in any other point than separation from
you dear ones - for they would rather kill me here with attention and
kindness than any thing else-Mr. Barry has just sent 40 odd dollars
of the little dividend-I send back 28 to the Taylor you know - 20 remains but sweet Kit writes that all is economy where she is and supplicates for 10 so she has it, and the other ten will wait for her next call, or
go to good Mr. Grover towards our little affair with him-Yet I do
intreat you my love apply to Mr. Cheverus if yours does not hold out fear not, I will clear it some how or other-I write him that I am so
afraid you should want that I have charged you to apply to him if necessary-did you get the quadrant of Mrs. Dougherty I never heard.
The little doves coo so loud at the dear graves it quite distracts me how drole yet pleasing must be the scene around you - be good to your
poor Jacks 3 and give them tobacco. I will make up for it and save all I
can-You say tide offate my beloved and so the poet says, but I say
tide of providence which [is] as infinite goodness, and I must think
through your particular turn of mind (your great aversion to study and
commerce) is carrying you my darling on the only trial of life you
could well endure to pass through - yet in that trial my love, there are

surely peculiar dangers which may so easily destroy our dearest future
hope. heavy rains too these past nights gave me the strongest thought
of the impossibility of your constitution resisting these night
watchings soaked through with rain-however I repeat God is my

3A

term for sailors working on ships
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hope and to him 1 commit you incessantly-I write Aunt Post now,
and will say every thing for you-Your own own EAS.
Anastasia says "tell William 1 never forget to say the little prayer
for him"-Martha4 says "I am sure 1 remember him at my prayers as if
he was my own Brother" - Ma [Bridget] Farral nodding her head says
"I think of William now as ifhe was my Peter"'-so we make a wall
around you darling.
do you think you will go soon - mind and answer me that (to the undetermined) and all my little questions to you, but so important to me
Your little Mother so dear

7.151 To Julia Scott and Catherine Seton
[The date outside is 4th April 1818]

+
My ever loved and dear friend
1 can see plainly my Kit wishes much to go to New York, as 1
should in her place-this saif affair called Nature being yet so backward perhaps the journey may be of use to her-if she went with you 1
would be quite happy about it, but as it is 1can only leave the whole decision respecting the affair to you - you are as she writes me a Mother
in tenderness and every kind attention to her, and as 1 well know her
submission and wish to do for the best, J beg you my Julia to Judge
that best for her since you now hold my place for my darling-Whatever is done 1 shall be contented.
4Louisa Daddisman (1797-1889) from Frederick County, Maryland, was admitted to the
novitiate February 14, 1814. She was called Sister Martha and served in Philadelphia (1816),
Washington, D.C. , (1834), at the New York Asylum (1844), Rochester Asylum (1845), New York
School (1846), St. Mary' s Asylum, Natchez (1846), Mobile Asylum (1849), in Donaldsonville,
Louisiana (1854), and at St. Joseph' s Central House (1857) where she died. Sister Martha is buried
in the original cemetery and was the last survivor among Elizabeth's companions. She was present
when James Cardinal Gibbons, ninth archbishop of Baltimore (1878-1921), suggested initiating the
cause for Elizabeth's canonization.
5Probably Peter Farrell, a son of Sister Bridget Farrell and brother to Sister Margaret George
7.151 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:12]

-542how I am delighted with Kits account of your J[ohn] M[orin]
S[cott)'s wife,' of their happiness and your better health - Mrs. [Charlotte] Cox, Mrs. [Mehitabel] Marcoe and her angels-I think I can see
you all, and her little happy heart in the fairy scene to her, for I believe
your way of life must be as great a novelty to her as Mrs. Knox's used
to be to Petsey Payley'Kits expenses pushes you a little hard dear friend - every year I always hope is the last, indeed it is time the last should come-if her
Brothers had not been at a moment of life so difficule my Julia, I
would not have pressed so hard on you alone of all our friends-but at
least all looks fair for them now, and I must hopeRichard is in full delight of his age and most sanguine temper-William not so easily delighted, but doing well I hope You cannot imagine how Mr. [Robert] Harper has befriended him - Mary
Harper4 is going after my sweet Bec by the last accounts of doctors.
Miss C[aton] and Mrs. P[atterson]5to sail for America in April-poor
Louisa ... so goes this world. Peace to you Gloriana dear- ever your
EAS

as I am a counter of pennies let me say a word to Kit the other
side-

+
My own loved darling6-my head is so forgetful I cannot tell ifI
wrote you about Aunt [Mary Bayley] Posts pressing letter for your
journey to N[ew] Y[ork] - but to avoid plaguing or putting you in

'Mary Emlen married John Scott May 15, 1817.
2This is a teasing reference to Betsy Bayley herself as a young woman who was fascinated by a
Mrs. Henry Knox, a prominent matron whom she knew before her marriage.

3William had had expenses associated with his apprenticeship with the Filicchis in Leghorn
(Livorno). Richard Seton was in financial difficulty when he left the apprenticeship with Luke
Tieman of Baltimore who apparently paid him the full value of his services.
4Mary Diana Harper did die prematurely in France as Rebecca Seton had in Emmitsburg.
5Mrs. Mary Ann Patterson (1788-1853), the former Mary Ann Caton, was a daughter of Richard
and Mary Carroll Caton. She married Robert Patterson (d. 1822) and became a sister-in-law to Eliza
Patterson Bonaparte in 1806. Her second marriage was to Richard Coley Welleseley II, Earl of
Mornington. She spent most ofherlife in Europe and was a benefactorlo the Sisters of Charity. She
may have been traveling with an unmarried sister Miss Caton at this time.
'This portion of the letter is to Catherine.

-543unnecessary hesitations I have written Aunt Scott begging her to do
for the best-Mr. [Robert] Fox will be on I suppose in June Sister
Rose [White] about the same time on charity business, so beloved if
you go our separation need not be six months more as I feared, but all
that even I leave in your hands for you know how unwilling I am to
judge of things when not on the spot (even at home) and how much
more at such a distance where you and I cannot pro and con it over
th[em] and no wise William to put in his Vote - sweet fellow I wet my
pillow for him last night, but that is all I can do pray and doat, doat and
pray is poor Mothers all for her darlings I hope you have written Richard by this time, I sent Mr. [Robert] Barry a package last weekall goes as usual-all love you dearly - the girls just now in a fine
bustle going to Aunt Cloe's for garden roots etc.
all the pussies have kits, the lambs in greater numbers than the
sheep I believe, young calves etc etc Sisters all working in the garden-the whole place rejoicing in this lovely weather, I rejoicing too
my way - Bless bless you forever your own forever.
o kissed by Louisa Eliza and Marie? they have just taken a cap full
of your nuts to crack and enjoy well you may be sure.

7.152 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+5th April 1818

I hesitate much my dear sir in daring to say a word to you at this moment yet your Mary' was my own, more than you can imagine, and in
her particular turn of temper had made her lovely Soul known to mine,
more perhaps than even to her own parents-therefore my tears will
flow with theirs and my heart feel as if I too was losing again a dear +
darling child. but I am sure my dear Mr. Harper you will look at the
consoling side of this deep affliction, and the painful uncertainties of
our life of trial.
?Possibly Louisa Depestre, Marie Gillespie, and Eliza Harper
7.152 MHS MS 430, p. 419
'His daughter Mary Diana, a former pupil, had died in France.

-544Your sweet Elizabeth [Harper] wept abundantly when we read
your letter together, yet gently and peaceably, her little dear heart but
half conscious of Marys danger but much moved at her dear Mamas
sufferings which I trust are now over as to the affection of her chest,
but dread in their Consequence when she will be made acquainted
with our painful apprehensionsYour Darling seemed so little inclined to write this evening that I
begged her to say only a few words to you from my table, and they are
few indeed-She was anxious to go for her five oclock luncheon a
proof to you that she is very well
I am ever dear Sir your devoted EASeton

7.153 To William Seton
+[Apri16, 18181

My Souls own dear beloved
- Now do tell me what a Mother can say to so bad a child - you love
me, but not one word will you ever say about my idol yourself-O my,
I never can put it into you, so it is in vain to plague you about it - I may
go on quietly gazing at the clouds where I can learn as much about
your daily pains and pleasures, wants or comforts, as by your letters
which yet are so extravagantly dear to me that I carry them on my
heart, read, read, and con [sider] and con [sider], and weep and weep
plenty over them be assured-I often ask, but what is this dear Rover
to me so much more than all the world why do my heartstrings all wind
around him so--that I cannot tell. let it pass for it depends not on me,
you seem indeed my own William to be more present to me than my
own Soul, and yours and its dear futurities are truly its very passion.
-What could have become of my first letter addressed to Boston
perhaps it is well you did not recieve it for what I remember it was
what you call truly romantic, though a deep reality to me, and the
7.153 ASCH Seton-Jevons #90-92

-545common breathings of my poor foolish heart - I told you in it of Kits
happiness, her handsome dress and the little etceteras she wrote me
about her position, which surely now you know from herself the beloved mortal is I suppose now in New York it seems Aunt Scott offered the Rino to purchase her black dress for our loved William
[Augustus Bayley] whom I wrote you died in Batavia, and Due had
send her 20 dollars so with the ten she had the darling is richer than
you or I probably and in high spirits at the thought of the dear scenes of
love and welcome that awaited her-but the main affair of Health no
betteronly think our little Mary Harper! received the last Sacraments in
January - Louisa [Caton] (Mrs. Harvey) writes me she was then like an
Angel, and no doubt she is one now her poor Father [Robert Goodloe
Harper] Mrs. [Emily Caton] McTavish writes me from Baltimore is
weighed down with sorrow, which I deeply share with him, but how
much deeper with the Parents of those two precious souls belonging to
the Adams going indeed uncalled to their GodI tell you my Son if you do so, you will also strike me Dead - the
very possibility that it may happen is an insupportable thought - the
thousand dangers you are in seem all small compared with that one - I
charge you to beg our God daily to keep you from itthe pen so rusty smarting eyes see not how it goes every body
sleeps but old sorrow, and the comforter of the miserable - perhaps
you are at this very hour on your watch thinking on the doating heart
so near you and always hovering round youWilliam my William you know so well what I would ask you, yet
you wont tell me a word - so not to plague you I am silent, but put yourself a moment in my place who must look so far beyond the present
scene, since the present scene can be but painful separation that separation so unavoidable for this world, even if it should be ever again
sweetened by a momentary cessation-My Souls dear one pity my
anxiety, I can no more hinder it than I can stop my desires for our eternal reunionSaturday 6th April !Mary Diana Harper, recently deceased

-546Here a letter from Sister Fanny [Jordan] saying Leo Post was come
for Kie -1 wrote Mrs. [Julia] Scott that 1 left the whole to her whatever
they did 1 should be contented, but it seems to me 1 am more in the
grave than out of it already, though it would be unjust and unreasonable to expect Kit to stay with me as the world goes now.
-I sometimes feel a transport when pain or weakness comes over
me, then one look at you dear children, and 1 see it is wrong, for I yet
may comfort you in this world if even at a distance-we will see how
it will go-50 years hence is the point.
Gardere 3 came straight to our Hall door and asked for me very
desirious to have particular news of you he has written you 3 or 4 letters, and mentioned the direction word for word as you wrote me to
address your letters, so 1 hope you have some of them - I told him if
you had received his letters you had so little time to write that it was
only enough for me and excused you well as I could you dear lazy
mortal-you will soon be gone and your tieze [tease] of writing letters
over, but I alas shall miss them enough-I long to know the result of
your application to Washington - but will it not be a disadvantage if
you quit Commander [William] Bainbridge since he expressed himself as particularly interested for you. and how you must long to be on
your dear Ocean, and to take the look at our dearest Dick - it is always
a delight even the thought of your meeting so far from homeGemin is in New York at last-poor fellow - if your case is hard
how much worse is his-he is wild with attachment to you would
never guess who unless he has told you-so much for the love of music-I dont know if you hear of your Andeuse from a word 1 heard
dropt he is not very well contented but as you used to say he loves travelling - if I was a man all the
world should not stop me. I w[oul]d go straight in [Saint Francis]
Xaviers4 footsteps [on the] waters of the abyss, and expanded sky
should be well explored - but 1 must wait for liberty as sweet Bec used
to say till I get higher than seas or skies2Leo Post accompanied Catherine from Philadelphia to New York where she visited relatives and
friends of her mother.
3Peter Gardere of New York was a student at Mount S1. Mary's 1817-1818.
4S1. Francis Xavier (1506-1552) was patron of foreign missions.

-547Do you meet your dear friend Green, 5 I ask because I know it would
be such a happiness to you - say always some kind word to my poor
once so little Charles Wilkes 6 (but now so big I suppose) for me - his
Father I believe is really Dead, though I can hear no particulars whatever-you can now make a little return to his Son for his truly unwearied friendship to usthey write me that your uncle William [Augustus Bayley] had every assistance, [medical] art and friendship could give and was so well
in his senses that he even bade farewell to all his ship's company-Our God what a moment-dearest love if you may but die with
me or I with you-overflow poor hemt at the thought, but be still and
resign all to him who will pityremember my favourite Xaviers prayer when you are in the raging
tempest-"Compassionate lover of souls save us."
soon as I know you are gone I shall put up my map of Boston, and
care no more to look at its Harbour now so dear and always before my
(our) little table where I write all day but still shall kiss as usual the
dear + you cut at the foot of my bed, and fill my poor doating heart
with love unceasing-little John waits to carry this for the postBless bless you foreverRemember to Mrs. [John] S[etonf and so venerated Mr. [John]
CheverousDetermined8 you sh[oul]d have enough to con [sider] this time.
5th April 1818Star of the Vast and howling main
When dark and lone is all the sky
and Mountain waves o'er oceans plain
Erect their stormy heads on high
When Mothers for their darlings sigh
they raise their weeping eyes to thee
the star of oceans heeds their cry
and saves the foundeing bark at sea.
A ve Maris Stella
5Both Francis and Samuel Green of Emmitsburg, along with William Seton, were students at
Mount St. Mary's prior to 1811.
6Charles Wilkes was the son of John Wilkes, an old family friend of the Setons and supporter of
Elizabeth, who died in 1818.
7Charlotte Gorham Seton, Elizabeth's sister-in-law, was the widow of John Curson Seton.
8This portion is written on the reverse side.

-548-

7.154 To Robert Fox
13th April 1818

My dear Sir
-Your sweet children were very much gratified by the package
they received from home by Mr. Gardners Brother-they have all a
little touch of the mumps, Mary and Jane less than Eliza, but all
enough to have confined them a little-they are very anxious for your
coming every week seems a month to the New Yorkers and I cannot
wonder at itI hope Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox will see my little Kit she no doubt will
call on her as soon as may depend on herself, after the first fatigue of
her journey is over.
I have little expectation of seeing my dear Mrs. Fox again but will
always love her sincerely - with affectionate regards to your family I
am always your devotedly grateful friend and servant EASeton.
May I beg you dear Sir to send the enclosed to their respective directions-You will be glad to know that poor Richard is safe and well
the note to Mr. McDonald it is of consequence to us he should
recieve as soon as possible therefore I enclose it

7.155 To William Seton
21st April 1818

+

My Souls William,
I write earnestly and anxiously for this post to assure you sacredly
that the 100 things I have said about my poor weak heart was only and
solely from pain of our Separation not thoughts of your profession 7.154 AMSV 110: 10,21
7.155 AMSJ A 111 010

-549that never entered my head, for you may have seen from the beginning
how I have rather been struck with what might very reasonably and
probably be the designs of providence in it-I trust and hope you will
think no more of the feeble expressions of my love than as directed to
the only pains of our separation the necessity of which is so unavoidable in itself that I really felt a burr of thorn reading your last to find
how selfish I had been in thus paining your dear heart - but forget the
pain - and remember only the love my beloved
-No news from our Richard - sweet Kit will inelose you this little
hurried word for my nerves are a little trembling - one of our good
truly good Sisters' had last night the Death you think so enviable - eating a full dinner reading in the afternoon to a sick person herself no
sign of sickness but a rheumatism in her aneles-senseless at 7 and
gone forever at little after 9-quick enough - but such a pure heart - so
all is well May you be blessed in life and in Death my belovedYour own own EAS.

7.156 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
April 21, 1818

not even little acts for obtaining fear or anxiety about this Death
can move that strong hold of peace, thanksgiving and abandon of every atom of life and its belonging to him-even William I can see but
in the great Whole--cannot cry even for edification and duty. you
laugh
What life indeed! a grey headed carpenter whistling over the plank
he measures for Ellens' coffin - just beyond the ground plowing to

'Sister Ellen Brady (1798-1818) of Emmitsburg was admitted to the novitiate February 21, 1817.
Although there was already another Sister Ellen Brady (1793-1825) in the community, the second to
enter was also called Sister Ellen. She died the next year at Emmitsburg and is buried in the original
community cemetery. Her own sister was Sister Felicita Brady (d.1883).
7.156 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:72
'Sister Ellen Brady (1798-1818) died.

-550plant potatoes ,just beyond again good 102 (I believe) making the pit to
plant Ellen for her glorious Resurrection-beautiful life, the whole
delight in God oh what relish in that word Sister Ellen Brady, 21st

7.157 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+26th April 1818

You may be sure my dear Sir that 1 would cheerfully give my life to
save that of your precious Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper, the mother
of your dear little ones, but desire and wishes at last are all 1 can offer.
-Yet respecting the children should you send them as you purpose she may be sure of every kind of tenderness her own heart could
wish for them from us all
All Elizabeths [Harper] clothes are sent, as they may be all wantingRecieve dear Sir the most affectionate farewell of a heart gratefully
devoted to you and yours-

EASeton

7.158 To Eliza Sadler
+5th May 1818

My ever dear Eliza
- You will easily put yourself in my heart about Kits staying or return - that she should stay would be so pleasing for many reasons, and
above every other the wish of my Helen! - but that she should return
seems to me to [be] every way in the order of common filial duty that
2Probably a laborer at St. Joseph' s
7.157 MUS MS 1304, #6
7.158 ASJPU 1·3·3·7:59
'Helen Bayley Craig, Elizabeth' s half·sister

-551there can be no hesitation-When Our God takes my darlings it is no
great exertion of Faith to be even glad of their escape, but a voluntary
separation from my only one so delicate in health and most likely so
soon to part like her sisters from my Solitary nest is a deed of Valor beyond my power-if the little soul desires to be off again next winter,
let her go as she can take but little exercise here at that time; expence
of journeys is to be sure a great deal, but she has been so little expence
in any way since she has been born, that I would not make it a matter of
conscienceI long to hear of our Marys2 Health after her an"ival at Nassau remembering the effect such sea sickness had on poor Mrs. Scotts Maria
[Scott Pederson].
-Dearest Eliza I cannot say a word of my beloved William - to
bow and Adore is all-how many hopes I had in him for my poor
sailor boy - but God is GodIt seems to me Sister Rose [White] found some great relief in
Rheumatism, I will write her to tell Due, that our dear Craig 3 may try
it. I remember my dear Father [Dr. Richard Bayley] telling a person in
that complaint to carry dry poke berrys4 in the pocket and eat them
through the day, and here they have been found useful steeped in
BrandyOh bless you all I wish I had all your pains if God would give them
to me-Your EAS.
tell Ellen' to send me a little piece of the hair of each of her darlings, by Kit that I may at least have that to kiss.

2Mary Fitch Bayley married Robert Bunch in 1817 and went to Nassau.
3Probably Samuel Craig. brother of the addressee
4Berries from the perennial herb pokeweed
5Probably Mrs. Ellen Gottsberger, a former academy pupil

-5527.159 To Julia Scott
+5th May 1818

My loved Julia
I hardly know why I write you now as all is going in the old track,
unless it is to excuse poor Kit to you when really there is not much excuse-poor darling-She will have many a pinch if she lives for her
fruitless early days-so have I-and here Ijog on to the grave patting
my own back, and hushing up poor pride and sorrow, till both will go
off with me by and byI hope you have not felt the cold spring as much as I have, I feel as
old as good Mam[m]y Sante Crox' I used to tell you about whose chin
and nose grew so near each other ... I feel mine to see how they stand,
and would like to kiss yours if I could ... my head is as empty as a
drum (not my heart) and has nothing to tell you-Kit will be home
next month I hope, and then I must set a pair of stockings, which I shall
be done knitting I suppose before half her wonders will be told.
Your dear J[ohn] M[orin] S[cott)'s wife seems to have made the
greatest impression on her mind as yet-I shall rejoice to hear of her
safety, and your happiness in having so dear a Birt[h]ling/ and dont
lose the sweets of your office my Gloriana by sad retrospection which
can mend nothing, and take away so much.
You say no more of S[isterJ Charlotts multiplication - What is the
matter-the tree is not dry I am sure-I have thought so often lately of
Brother S[amuel]-is his health quite restored, and Mrs. [Mehitabel]
Marcoe' s little sweet nurslings all thriving.
- and how your dear self-and where going this Summer, with
Emily [Caton] McTavish to Canada perhaps-perhaps-all perhaps
in this world but a certainty that
I am ever your bad, but own EAS.

7.159 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:122
'Probably a servant in the Seton household
2Mary Emlen Scott was about to give birth to Sarah Emlen Scott, Julia' s first grandchild.

-5537.160 To Catherine Seton
5th May 1818

+
My own little Darling
both posts are in and no letter from you, so you most probably wait
to hear from me - and I fear almost to press your dear heart too much
by telling you mine that I do wish you so much to be again with your
poor Mother at least for this summer-you will be able to return to
New York with little Bums and Manghans 1 family in the fall if you
wish it, but the more I think of it at our bench in the choir, the more I
see that your way to secure a more welcome reception among our
friends when you will have no mother (and you must look for that my
darling) [is] by being a shorter time with them now-Your return will
be a great change to you from what you have been enjoying, but you
will take it in the Providence of God my beloved that we are so circumstanced-it might be a great deal worse that you well know
It will be better for you to go again next winter (we will not mind
the expence) in comparison with being again together this summer fruit, milk etc will be plenty your health will not suffer, and your
mothers I promise you will be enough better, for too often I rejoice to
be in pain and food and sleep have no charm for me since all I love can
be well without meMrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper having been at the point has sent
for little Bess 2 to take leave of her before she sails for England and
France - how hard to go to that very shore poor Mary [Diana Harper]
died on, Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper says to bring back her remains
he hopes
no news from Richard nor William these 3 weeks - I think he may
be gone to the Mediterranean as his last said he had written to

7.160 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:46 (Seton-Jevons #96-98)
1Neither Burns nor Manghans appears on the list of students ofSt. Joseph's Academy for 1818.
2Probably Elizabeth Harper, a student at St. Joseph's Academy

-554Washington for permission-poor beloved he says only 3 times on
shore since he entered the frigate not even-but we cant help it - I must
swallow my heart-dearest child you that know something of eternity Pity me-and
never never be a Mother.
Foxes well- all well - I think it will be easy for you to come in June
with Sister Rose [White] or Mr. [Robert] Fox - I think so - but at last if
you do not, I leave it all in your hands.
tell Aunt [Mary Bayley] Post and dear Catherine [Post] and my
loved Brother [Wright Post] every thing for me - and Due - and All
[underlined three times] - and your dear self more than AIPYour own own own EAS

7.161 To William Seton
9th May 1818

+

My own loved
I write to ease my own heart of the painful thoughts that you might
perhaps be expecting to hear from your darling Mother and be disappointed-for what news has myoId story to say-that we hear no
more from our Richard-yet I write him in all directions so sooth any
pain my first letters may have given-and a letter from Mrs. [Eliza]
Sadler begging for sweet Kits stay with Ellen but my heart was so
pushed by Mrs. [Julia] Scotts remarks of her "helplessness" etc and
soured at the thought that perhaps where she is, though it would not be
said so plainly it might be equally thought, (you know dearest my bitter experience) that I wrote last post a pressing letter to my Darling to
return to me next month by some of the good opportunities and also
some excuses to Mrs. Sadler-You must not blame your own Mother
3" All" is underlined three times.
7.161 AMSV 110:10,22

-555She can have here the best of summer produce which I will get on purpose for her and from the good Mr. [George] Grover a supply of crackers and red wine also, so that her health may not suffer, and in October
or first of Novemberthere will be opportunities from New York again
with which she can easily return-besides we must look to the time
when she will make her home with these friends, not a visit-and to
tell you all my weakness my William I cannot command myself to
care for my poor life while you are all away-you have too good an
opinion of your mother-I have never been able to look up since you
are gone but to my final home, every thing round me wears the gloom
of my own heart-look to it all, and you will excuse me though I
should be ashamed to own it-no letter from you since _ none yet from the good Bishopl nor Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper and his dying wife [Catherine
Carroll Harper] and by this I suppose sailed for Liverpool to go after to
France and bring Mary's [Diana Harper] remains-What a fancyMr. [John] Dubois is in Baltimore and writes that Mr. Harper has
made proposals for Josephine 2 (which if not accepted will yet show
his unbounded friendship) but he was too sick to write them.
-Oh my beloved love me and write to me, and take care of what I
love so much more than myself and the whole world besides
Your own own forever EAS.

7.162 To Robert Fox
+9th May 1818

My dear Mr. Fox
-my dear friend I cannot resist the desire of my heart this morning
which has so often pushed me to intreat you to let your dear one come
lRev. John Cheverus, bishop of Boston
2Robert Goodloe Harper had suggested that Catherine come to live with his family should
Elizabeth die.
7.162 AMSV 110:10,23

-556who has not made her first Communion for which she could prepare
so well with us, and now there is so good a pretext to the world for her
coming here on a visit with my Kitty, who will come home with Sister
Rose [White] or yourself if you will do me so great a service as to take
charge of her when you come for the girls-I know your situation and
how extensive your family, but expence must not be in your way in
this case, we will make it as small as you will, too happy that it should
be none at all for such an object, and to show our gratitude to you.
-my Kitty will be returning to her aunt [Mary Bayley Post] in
New York next fall I suppose, and then your dear daughter could return too, so much better fitted to meet this dangerous world, and the
duties she may have to fulfil in it, and so much better able to preserve
in the three dear ones now here, the happy and excellent disposition of
soul they are in-Jane and Eliza [Fox] will be a great comfort to their
dear Mother and yourself I trust, Mary is not yet well broken in, and I
fear will easily lose what she has gained; Sister Margaret [George] is
very anxious she should make her first Communion before you come
for her but I dread that when she gets at home, having her liberty in
many ways so unavoidable, she will not keep to her grace, and then it
will be worse than if she had not made it.
If only my dear Mrs. [Elizabeth] Fox is happy in them what a blessing it will be, I give them continually lessons on the points of duty and
filial love, and no children can have a better will- Jane will soon be an
elegant woman in mind and person both. -you are truly a happy parent in them but do hear my prayer for their dear sister who has not had
their good opportunity
-When we poor parents meet our beloved children in the great
day of account and Judgment, how happy if we can present them to
him from whom we recieved them without reproach at least on our
part-I tremble often for my omissions and excessive indulgence to
mine.
dont say I take too great a liberty saying all this to you, you will
never <care> know in this world how tenderly I love your family-take my meaning dear friend, and forgive any fault in the manner-I am and ever will be Your devoted friend EASeton.

-557the children are very very well-Jane and Eliza at their Whitsunday Communion this morning l

7.163 Copy to William Seton
10th I believe May 1818

+
My own Beloved
Your letter of 1st May this hour come to hand - 1 hasten to ease your
dear heart, mine is far from troubled at the loss of our penies, but so
grateful to our God for your escape of instant and (also perhaps) unprovided Deathl-oh my love not a word must 1 say on that point - that
only point to my Soul
-I write Mr. [Robert] Barry pressingly to send you speedily as
possibly the 100, and if I am so happy as to get it, surely it will be your
own, and not for return, for to whom should it return, or who has had
so small a share as your dear self of what has been going-I pray and
trust that he will advance it, there is not now as high as a 5 d[ ollar] bill
in the house, and Mr. [George] Grover is pressing for the debt it
ow[e]s him for Spring goods so 1 have no resource for the moment in
either, but cannot think Mr. Barry will hesitate, if he does 1 will surely
get it some whereMr. [John] Dubois is sick in Baltimore and they are over run with
demands so I cannot apply there-Mr. [Robert] Harper is gone, (I suppose as his letter last week said he was to sail in a day or two) so our
good hope for his application must turn 1 suppose to good Mr. Brene tell me if it must be made immediately
/ Oh William - my William/ WhitSunday yesterdayINote on the outside: "to put in your pocket and read alone."
7.163 AMSV Seton-Jevons #104-106 (photocopy) No original exists.
lWilliam had been in an accident in which he had lost all his money.
2Daniei Brent, nephew of Archbishop Carroll, was a clerk in the Department of State.

-558/ Not a word from Kit these 2 weeks-nothing more of Richard-I
told you 1 sent the last little dividend from Barry to settle with his Mr.
Kelso without waiting to hear from him lest there should be any talk
about it- I can write no more now without losing an immediate opportunity love and respect to our friendsLOVE and blessing to you in every shapeYour own own EAS'

7.164 To William Seton
27 May 1818

+

1 know not why 1 cannot get it out of my head to write you by this
post my beloved altho' neither hearing of any obstacle on the part of
Mr. [Robert] Barry for sending you the $100, nor from you that you
have not received it 1 ought to hope that all is well and your anxiety
about it over, yet mine cannot be till 1 hear from you, and 1 intreat you
my William if you have it not call on Mr. [John] Cheverus and tell him
how it is and he will take the money on credit for you and may be certain of an immediate answer to the demand-you know my own 1 cannot write to him myself about it without letting out the accident which
might pain you - do do only say too if! can do any good by writing Mr.
[Daniel] Brent for you since by your so amiable letter to Gardner you
seemed to have made an application from the best of sources the commander himself'DO DO LET ME HEAR FROM YOU and do do go to your Voyage
with the preparation your own would beg on her knees-and does beg

3The original of this letter was destroyed in the 1951 fire at the motherhouse of the Sisters of
Charity of Halifax.
7.164 ASCSH Seton-Jevons #107-110
'William had requested a transfer to another ship, the Guerriere, which was to make a
Mediterranean cruise.

-559for every day, that it may be well done-put yourself in such moments
as you had going to France, and also in the moment when I may hear
your Vessel is lost and my only possible comfort will be your having
done what depended on you in that point
Kit well- every word of her last letter a wild desire to be with your
and her own mother - not a word from Richard - they wait for this - I
mistook the post day-Yours forever EAS.
a Lieutenancy> was sent on to you from Washington to Baltimore
in the comp[any] of Colonel Ripley-and order of 200 dollars supposing it had been received and accepted. one of Ann Nelsons
drolliers but very true-

7.165 To William Seton
+[June 1818]

My own own own love
- These ten days I have been calculating on and off what I could say
to please you - that! am well, stronger every day, our long winter over
and all a cheerful Spring around us, is to be balanced by saying, Sweet
Kie is not so well, but yet not sick and jumping rope, walks and recreations which she takes very gaily will I trust be favourable. she will
not consent to leave me, but I will get her off by surprise some day
soon I hope, She had all her little things ready to go down in Mr.
[Luke] Tiernans carriage to see poor Sally2 who is dying, but we both

thought you two Brothers would not like it, and she remained very
cheerfullya person from Baltimore who had a Particular acquaintance with
the Surgeon of the Independance brought us the high praise and

2According to records of the United States Navy, in late February 1826 William Seton was given
his commission as a naval lieutenant.

7.165 AMSV 110: 10,25
ICatherine had returned to Emmitsburg from New York, accompanied by Lionel Post, her cousin,
2Sally Tieman attended SI. Joseph ' s Academy and was a friend of Catherine,

-560encomiums lavished on him' who! (every little nerve and fiber trembles only to write it)-I cannotEternal God - he was saved then, I must hope and praise and thank
to the last breath of life-and give up the very Passion of my Soul in
his hands who turned such a Death aside, and the anguish and distraction it would have given me.
-a fine world we live in beloved, where such consequences may
take place at any hour from its spirit and principles which trample every sacred right human and divine
I feel an inexpressible resentment against its barbarous
laws-must say no more to one I respect as I do you my Son besides
the extravagant love of my Soul for yours-it is time for me to be a little more Independent I think and try to
harden a heart which may yet be trampled on so often, you smile and
say it is too late my Mother, yes my beloved it is too late not to doat on
you with a tenderness proportioned to my danger and fear of losing
you FOREVER - for you know that the long long day to come is all I
care foryour friend Anduze4 yet at the mountain, I expect he has a strong
conflict about that long long day-[Michael deBurgo] Eagan yet
there but with his usual health - I believe Anduze from a word Mrs.
Walker said is under some determination to see no one, so I have not
seen him since the first Visit.
I wrote you by those letters thro' Mr. Joice and two by Baltimore
all are little news my Souls William, Richards constant repetition of
his happiness and success - Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harpers assurances-our New Yorkers all as usual. Philadelphia friends the same, I
believe not a new thing any where among them-I have never heard
from B[ishop John] Cheverus since you left Boston but good Mr.
Joice must surely recieve my letters to you - this I send to Sam[uel]
Seton who dear Soul wished so to forward you one and wrote there
might soon be an opportunity-I look for you beloved and at you continually only in our great source, every possible of where or how you
' William was on duty aboard the USS Independence as a midshipman.
"This could refer to Matthew B. Anduze who was on the faculty at St. Mary's College, Baltimore,
or to a (Christian?) Anduze who knew William at Mount St. Mary's.

-561may be is so completely in the dark - we count the flying days weeks
and months with so much pleasure. Kit and I would jump over these
two painful years of separation at any and every expence-but patience and hope our only support through themevery body well here, enquiries continually about you. Kit and I
keep our piercing news close enough. Bless Bless Bless you forever

7.166 To William Seton
+7th June 1818

My own love
It must seem quite strange to you that your Mother who has so long
made every wish of your dear heart her own should in this case of your
desire to go in the Guenier' have taken no little step to promote it (unless to write you if I could do any thing in it) but the thing was that
Master Peters letter mentioned this command and application which
seemed best of all, and our good friend Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper
little guessing I suppose the confinement of your situation, expressed
so much his certainty of your speedy advancement if you remain with
Commander [William] Bainbridge ... so and so my beloved I felt
affraid almost of your quitting, unless it had come in the evident order
of our good Providence ... how my heart and Soul feels for you every
way, you know well
you will be pleased to know our Sweet Kit is with me - Leo [Post]
brought her, and by the most painful circumstances of old Sultan2
jumping at him and grazing his leg considerably he has been delayed
some days with us-poor Mr. [Simon] Brute who is to be here as7.166 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:47 (Seton-Jevons #476-477)
'William wanted to be transferred to the Guerriere. a naval vessel on which his friend Charles
Wilkes was stationed.
2 A community horse
3Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., had been in Emmitsburg for several months assisting Rev. John Dubois,
S.S . After repeated requests, June 3 he was relieved of his duties as president of SI. Mary's ill
Baltimore and assigned to Mount St. Mary's in Emmitsburg. He was replaced as president by Rev.
Edward Daniphoux, S.S. (1788-1860).

-562sisting Mr. [John] Dubois in his Sickness still a week longer, went
with a gigg for the dear fellow, and taking him to the Mount soon
cured him and he took such a delight in the place and our friend Peter
[O'Conway], the fishing and shooting etc. that when he went away
he said "Aunt S I will see you again this summer not for a few days
but some weeks, Mr. Dubois says I must come back and I surely will"
and it is probable as Kit says do every thing to drive him from the city
since he is in ill healthMy Darling Midshipman I must now make you laugh you may suppose what fears I was in lest Mr. [Robert] Barry had not sent you what
you wanted as I hear from neither of you, well singular Providence of
our God when Leo came he said "Aunt Seton I have brought you eighty
odd dollars recovery of some mortgage on Mr. [John] Charltons 4 estate
and copy of a customs house bill which if you have the original among
your papers will bring you several hundred"-in vain every paper is
searched I find no original for I never had any of my [William] Setons
papers but J[ ames] Seton who took our counting House soon as we left
it may find it if he looks-but the 83 was in hand and I sent by a safe
hand to Mr. [Robert] Barry so if you had it not before you will have now
I give the pen to Kit to tell you all about dear Dicks letters5

7.167 To Sarah Cauffman
10th June 1818

+
My own own Sa
tho' not very able to write having both arms bandaged with bleeding
yet I am too uneasy that you should be uneasy and too unhappy that Kit
should have seemed so ungra[t]eful, she is indeed a thoughtless child,
but will probably soon know better the Value of such a friend as you
are. She was scarcely one hour or rather part of one in Philadelphia and
4Elizabeth's maternal uncle who had mentioned Elizabeth in his will
5The next two pages were written by Catherine.

7.167 AlVISJ A 111 018

-563was obliged to get a trunk provided and her things all gathered in it, or
else give me a good deal of pain she knew-I did not tell her I have a letter from you but asked her had she written you when she was in New
York she said no she kept always putting off in hopes you would write to
her (saucy thing) but you never wrote a line she said, so dearest Sa it is
certain she never got your lettersSay every thing to your dearest aunts of my gratitude for their tender kindness which she says she can never describe. poor dear she will
be wiser by and byHow can you be uneasy dearest about telling me that little thing, it
is but a simple act of friendship, which indeed I cannot make use of for
my poor boi is every way out of my reach, it would be like beating the
air to say any thing to him, and surely give pain to no purpose if heard
of this side the water-I cannot but be pleased that the so interesting
affair finished so-but only for the present probably my darling-all
in the hands of our God so dear and infinitely good, that is my comfort.
Kit came exact at the right time I have been very sick, but am better.
tell my own Ellen [Wiseman] with my tenderest love and blessing I
will write her soon as I am able - this is by stealthYour own forever EAS.
with love to dear C and C 2

7.168 To William Seton
+[June 15, 1818)

My Souls Darling,
I wrote you the last week to say the money had been sent Mr. [Robert] Barry, so I hope it is safe with you before any further painful application-You are tired of hearing about it but that cannot be helped until
you can tell me the welcome news that you have it-we must not mind

1William

or Richard Seton

2possibly Catherine Cauffman and Catherine Roach who both attended St. Joseph' s Academy
with the addressee
7.168 AMPH Seton-Jevons #111-114

-564these things dear one but I well remember when I was young how I
hated them. Your letter of 3d June was immediately attended to - I had
been bled in both arms for a slight inflamatory attack of the breast and I
got Mr.[John] Dubois to write the very hour I received your letter, so I
hope Mr. [Daniel] Brent has the petition long before this, and you will
either get in the Guerner or Macedonia 1 - tho as I told you good Mr.
[Robert Goodloe] Harper wished you earnestly to remain under your
present commodore--our God will direct it I trustsweet Kit came just in good time to save us both a deal of anxiety,
but I am much recovered now eating green peas, strawberrys and
cherries in great abundance but with the regular tears in the eyes at the
thought of my Sailor who gets neither, nor smells our sweet roses, nor
roves our green fields If! had not got so soon better how I should have
intreated your Commodore [William Bainbridge] to let you come, but
alas hard duty in this world takes the lead of every thing.
I beat my poor empty brain for news, but find none-I cannot tell
you what pains I have taken to procure the picture books for our little
No sending to Mr. [George] Grover and a commission to Baltimore by
Mr. Hermange in vain, but I will persevere-there are plenty of worn
abused things in the house , but I want them new and handsome as
from youo my William my William if you could see my heart for you-but
it would be in Vain-it is ever all yours, is all I can sayyour own EASeton. 2

7.169 To William Seton
+lstJuly 1818

My Souls own loved Darling

- this will be a blank letter to you as for the news you wish, for Mr.
[Daniel] Brent only writes his earnest desire to serve us, and promises
lWilliam was eventually transferred to the Macedonial!.
note from Catherine Seton follows.
7.169 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:48 (Seton-Jevons # 115-118)
2A

-565of every exertion, yet remarks that there are probably many applications of the same kind and he may therefore be unsuccessful-whatever he writes next week you shall know immediately on the coming
of his letter - I can only look up as usual, poor little Mother who would
so gladly give her life for youI wrote Mr. [Robert] Barry immediately about your Yankee gentleman and no doubt he will see to it directly, I am so thankful you was
not forced to apply to anyone else-we hear no more from Leo [Post],
if our providential paper produces any thing I shall hoard it up for
you-Kit has her remnants of travelling expences yet, and never
spends a penny. Sister Margaret [George] blings her daily her Basket
of cherries from old Nelly, Sister Sus[an Clossy] has always ginger
bread, sweet Bread or something in our little cupboard you remember
well my beloved, and we had some super excellent Port sent us for me,
tho' my cough will not let me use much of it.
Dick is wild with the desire of Rosettis 1 coming to the mountain as
Italian or French teacher-Mr. Dubois says "let him try it," - poor fellow, I think it will be very hard for him. Your Anduse is to be back immediately I understand, how I wish you could be there too this month
of August instead of between decks, yet I know not what to wish, if
you can get out in either of the frigates, nothing should stop you, if not
I must try to get permission for you coming this summer.
there I have pulled the ink cotton and made a big blot, but never
mind my love
-You have no idea how Kit is taken with the Setons/ poor Aunt
Helen [Bayley Craig] has seen so little of her the letter they write
about it is quite painful, (- here my lady comes from the garden with
Sister Sus with a basket of currents and strawberrys, 0 that you had
them in the place of your potato whisky) She is the Picture of health,
very lively, a good appetite and I hope and trust will live to comfort

lpossibly a student at Sl. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, and also a friend of Samuel Sutherland
Cooper
2Catherine Seton had been only eight years old when she left New York. On her recent visit there
she had met a number of her relatives and family friends.

-566you my dear dear,3 a thousand times dearer than you can ever imagine.
Bless you forever. Mr. Dubois always begs so many
rememberances to you - a most interesting scene took place here last
week: the Sulpicians of Baltimore (except poor Mr. [Simon] Brute)
solicited Mr. Dubois Suppression of the Seminary, thinking he was
rather getting in debt, and that the Masters he employed would be
more useful in Baltimore and 10 our good Emitsburgers came forward
offered Mr. Dubois 8 or 10,000 in hand and to buy the Seminary for
him if he chose if only he would not leave them - the Archbishop
[Ambrose Marechal] seeing how hard it would go, has directed all to
be left as it was before-so much for the good "country peeps" as Mr.
[Charles] Duhamel called them
You will hear again from Your own soon as Mr. [Daniel] Brent
writes-EAS. '
Sarah [Cauffman] has dismissed her gentleman-Ellen [Wiseman] lives in Philadelphia with her sister who is like to die I believe.

7.170 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+July 2,1818

61 1 is our last number Blessed-mind not my health-Death grins
broader in the pot every morning and I grin at him and show him his

3"dear dear" is underlined three times.
4For some time the Society of Sl. Sulpice had been dissatisfied with affairs at Mount SI. Mary's
for a variety of reasons, especially its indebtedness. Rev. John Dubois, S.S., and Rev. Simon Brute,
S.S., held different views fro m the Sulpicians in Baltimore, including Archbishop Ambrose
Marechal, S.S. BlUte left the presidency of SI. Mary's Seminary in Baltimore without the
permission of Rev. John Mary Tessier, superior of the Society of St. Sulpice in the United States
(1810- 1829) and returned to Emmitsburg in 1818. In 1824 Brute traveled to France to plead the case
of Mount Sl. Mary' s with Sulpician superiors in Paris. His proposal was eventually rejected, and in
January 1826 Mount SI. Mary's was deleted from the rolls of Sulpician institutions but continued as
an independently governed Catholic seminary and college. As a result Brute and Dubois withdrew
from the Society of SI. Sui pice.
5The following note is written along the left side of the first page.
7.170 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:78
lProbably refers to the number of students at Sl. Joseph's Academy

-567Master-Oh be blessed blessed blessed I see nothing in this world but
the blue sky and our altars, all the rest is so plainly not to be looked at,
but all left to him, with tears only for Sin. we talk now all day long of
my Death and how it will be Just like the rest of the house work-what
is it else-what came in the world for-why in it so long-but this last
great Eternal end-it seems to me so simple-when I look up at the
crucifix simpler still-so that I went to sleep before I had made any
thanksgiving but Te deum and Magnificat after communion
tomorrow first Friday in month, and Saturday is my own day-Oh
be blessed as the poorest Sinner is Visitation-Magnificat at sunset this evening

7.171 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
July 6, [1818]

My own precious
our dear [Mary Xavier] Clark has done her commission like a
woman of the Wodd, but she cannot help it ... she could not tell you
simply that the carcase is going to the dung hill to wait for the Resurrection-and the Soul my Cicil-oh pray much for it-Yet I may
have many bargains before I go, and linger a long timeever since my breast was first attacked I have been like a Dead person almost, in the stillness and quiet of my mind, insensible to noise,
or any other inconvenience-go to Communion almost every day,
and keep on my dear translations and meditations,' with the little
talks, which can never last long as it is very difficult for me to
speak-feet swoln a good deal so I go no further than choir or chapeland so it goes darling, dont speak about it to any body, for if! go on
as fast as I began, Rose[White] will probably be kept at home to take
7.171 UAQ#7
'On his return to Emmitsburg in June, Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., had brought his library of several
thousand volumes in French. Elizabeth borrowed books from him and translated excerpts to share
with the sisters.

-568my place, and then perhaps you too may come and stand by the pillow
of your Mother-but give all that up to ourfaithful God and dont mention this [four words crossed out] for probably the whole of the Superiors plans will depend on what Rose says about New York etc when
she comes. Charles [White] is gone for her and she is expected next
week. tell poor Philo I will love and bless her living or dying-and
yourself "Mothers Soul" look up to them who are gone before
us-live by Faith2 dearest-it is time
-Sister Jane [Frances Gartland] wanted to write to you but I was
afraid her imagination would work too much--dear Soul she is yet on
the old page no new leaf turned over. poor little J OS3 . . . but she is full
of hope that the immidiate danger past I shall get well-our only beloved knows-I only know that I am his-and yours I trust forever
EASeton

7.172 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
[July 20,1818]

My own dear Cecilia
be assured that all is well on the point you are anxious forThere has been an Election' of the Dead to day, and I remain
Mother, there the point of Judgment-but-our God will pity
-I can say nothing to you my beloved but what you understand
without words-PEACE-The point of points I am so well in it about
every thing, that while they were going and coming for Election this

2Cf. Hab. 2:4 or Hebrews 10:38.
3Catherine was concerned about her mother's illness, which Elizabeth called an inflammation of
the lungs.
7.172 UAQ#4
'According to Chapter 3, Article I of the Constitutions of the Sisters of Charity in the United
States, the community held elections every third year on the day after the feast of St. Vincent de Paul
which was then celebrated July 19. Elizabeth referred to it as an election of the dead because of her
poor health.

-569morning I forgot for a good while kneeling by the altar railing what
was doing or to be done.
OUR FAITHFUL BLESS YOU AND KEEP YOU2 I have no symptoms now of hastening Death as when I wrote
you-slow, slow and sureSt. Jerome Emiliana 1818 3

7.173 To William Seton
21st July 1818

+

My own beloved,
how I do long long to hear from you-Sometimes I think perhaps
good Mr. [Daniel] Brent succeeded and sent you on an exchange as
you wished and you may be even gone in your Guerrier or some other
warrior; at others I feel the whole weight of the thought that you are
still between decks in Harbour this hot weather-would I tell you half
your mother thinks, Oh no, but all stops in one thought dearest, dearest, that I must be resigned to it all-"they that bear it best deserve it
least" says the good hue poet. Your Kit is as well as possible - very
lively trying to persuade herself that she is yet to be happy even in this ·
world with her beloved Brothers-we have no news of the good
Harpers' which I am sorry for as I wish her much to be with them as
they propose, besides so many reasons we have to be interested for
them as our truly best friends
... Dearest dear dear dear William - I could fill all my papers with
that so unavailing repetition-good and dear Son and child of my

'''Bless and Keep" is underlined three times. Cf. Numbers 6:24.
3St. Jerome Emiliani (1481-1537), an Italian priest who ministered to orphans and troubled
women, is the patron saint of orphans and abandoned children.

7.173 ASCSE Seton-Jevons #119-123
'The family of Robert Goodloe Harper and his wife, Catherine Carroll Harper. Elizabeth had
made plans that after her death Catherine Seton would live with the Harpers.

-570heart be comforted you never gave a pain to that heart but the pain for
parting and separation - none indeed some fears that you are giving up
All human views etc. yet all I judge from is the intire silence of Bishop
[John] Cheverus who has never written me once since you are at
Boston, and I have had so many full proofs of the kindness of his heart
that I am sure ifhe could have said a word of your approach to our God
he would have taken time from sleep to tell me.-but that and everything I give up and still hope and pray-all a poor little mother can do.
good Mr. [Robert] Fox is here and says some gentleman arrived in
the Washington told him that he saw Richard, and he is very well-but
we have not letters as yet-Sister Rose [White] too is here taking
Charles [White] to Baltimore college - he will be happy there I
hope-Gardener is in New York for vacation they say - Kit is out with
her dear Foxes who are just on the start-tears plenty-but soon died.
Peace and blessing to you from
your own own own EAS.

7.174 To William Seton
1st August 1818

+
My Souls Darling
here your so long desired letter dated from your Macedonia
arrived l - I was just going to sleep when little Dick put it in the window
as he returned from town - we soon had the candle and Kit and I took
thoughts enough from your purposed two years Voyage for the remainder ofthe night-You must notthink of coming my beloved even
if your Voyage is delayed to October or November - one only thing I
7.174 AMSJ A 111 011
lIn July William was assigned to the Macedoniall which sailed from Boston later in the year on a
cruise around Cape Horn, the southernmost tip of South America, to Valpariso, Chile, to protect
American shipping and other interests endangered in the Chilean revolution. It was to make a twoyear cruise in the Pacific.

-571-

cannot stand in this world, that is, taking leave of you, the little while
too you could stay, the fear of its being noticed that you were absent
the very moment you might be wanting-we must be firm-this
world it is certain is not the place you and I are to enjoy our love--dont
be uneasy about my health, at my time of life (45 as dear Bec said)
nothing can be more uncertain, the sickness I had (lnflamation of
lungs) leaves a long weakness but there is nothing alarming my love I
assure you as to immediate consequence, I may live to welcome your
happy joyful return from many a cruise ... Kit would be ready to
pound me for writing you not to come if she was not forced to see the
thing in reason, not our poor loving hearts I have taken measures for
your receiving at least a poor poor 50 Dollars my beloved, tears are
ready to start that that may be all you will have for your Voyage, and I
hope Mrs. J[ ohn] Seton 2 will get for you every comfort you may want
in clothes. I shall be sure to repay her - thats understood! I wrote her
and enclosed to the good Bishop [John Cheverus] who will know if
she is the kind of person who would meet the wish of a mothers heart
on such an occasion-take my intention and doating love dearest if I
plague you by applying to her I know not what else to do, as none but a
woman can do it
-a very pleasing letter of May from our Dick by Mr. [Samuel]
Cooper's return - he mentions the death of his dearest friend by a
dagger (and I much fear it is poor Rosetti) - he says as he gave his last
gasp he said "Seton do not revenge me in any way but take care of my
sister, show you loved me by protecting her" and "at this moment as
he expired Paulina entered the room" says Dick "and judge what my
feelings were"-it seems it was for some defence of his sister the poor
fellow died, and his assassin is now in the galleys What scraps our
Daddy must often be in and what a scrape this Paulina may be for him?
he speaks much of the Filicchis persevering kindness in every
way-that is real comfort - he says it is so strange you do not write
him, and that he had had but one letter yet of mine dated a few days after he left home, oh my, that is hard indeed-

2Charlotte Gorham Seton, an aunt by mamage of the addressee, lived in Boston.

-572Anduze is not yet here but coming, Doyle3 is at the Mount but I
have not seen him, only good little Michael4 comes for serving Mass,
and loves you so that his eyes glistened with tears when I showed him
your rememberance of him-I told you I believe that [Charles] White
is at Baltimore college-in my "shady retreat" (the little willow
grows so handsomely) how I sigh for you, love, where sighs go not in
vain happily-we will see-all our hope is there-I never say a word
to you of how evel}' body remembers and regrets you dear dearest and
some unite their hearts with mine to love you as true Sisters-I told
you how perfectly well Kit is - we have letters all affectionate enquiries about you from all that love us, Ellen [Wiseman] particularly, Mr.
[John] Dubois never wearies speaking of you, his health is restored-I
have never had a line from Bishop Cheverus since you are in Boston,
perhaps he is on some circuit Visitation among his dear Indians 5-no
more of the Posts 6 coming or any news of themMy own own William remember how I love you Your own EASeton.

7.175 To Antonio Filicchi
8th August 1818

My ever dear Antonio
It is some time since I have written you, but have had the consolation of frequent! y hearing of you and your most dear family by the letters of my dear Giant, l who writes page on page (of what I never could
doubt) your most generous and kind conduct to him, and the amiable
3Mr. Doyle of St. Mary' s College, Baltimore
4Probably Michael Egan
sThe Native American peoples of the Eastern Woodlands who were living within the vicinity of
the diocese of Boston would have included the Iroquois and a number of Algonquin-speaking tribes.
especially the Micmac. Malectite. and Passamaquoddy.
60r. Wright and Mary Bayley Post
7.175 AMSJ A 111 068
lRichard was with Antonio Filicchi as an apprentice.

-573and cordial reception of your lovely family. if our God will but grant
that he may succeed and persevere in his good desires of showing you
our love and Gratitude how happy 1 should be - our world this side the
waters 1 know no more of scarcely than you do, dear Filicchi. Your
excellent friend Mr. Whitfield 2 (whom 1 did not know to be your
friend when he was here but for a moment) will 1 suppose always give
you everything interesting in news worth hearing, if indeed there is
any, all 1 know is about my little world in St Josephs house, of about
100 precious souls,3 which we cherish and prepare in silence and under a rather common look of no pretention, to go over our cities like a
good leaven.
it is rather suspected that 1 your poor little sister am about to go and
meet your Philippo: but nothing of health can be certain and calculated at my age 45-1 may recover and crack nuts yet with my nose
and chin as they say-I know not, all 1 know is that we must all be
ready for this dear dearest thief who is to come when least expected. 5 1
go almost every day to communion (as my good confessor and Superior [John Dubois] says, thro' condescension to my weakness), so if
you good people are not very good over the water it is no fault of my
prayers, and 1 hope 1 shall not be forgotten in yours to which 1 so well
owe all that 1 possess, my beloved Faith.
Our orphan asylums in New York and Philadelphia promise more
than we could have hoped - a letter lately from the good Bishop [John
Connolly] of New York speaks very affectionately of you as well as
the blessed Mr. [John] Cheverus.
William is on the Macedonian going to the Pacific Ocean- he is
more and more pleased with the choice of a profession which seems to
us so extraordinary. Say everything to your excellent Amabilia

2Rev. James Whitfield (1770·1834) was born in Liverpool and spent his early life as a merchant in
Leghorn (Livorno), Italy. After being ordained a priest, he came to Baltimore in 1811. He became
the archbishop of Baltimore in 1828.
3The approximate number of students and sisters who lived at St. Joseph's.
4Elizabeth had been seriously ill and was close to death. Philippo Filicchi had already died.
5Cf. Matt. 24:42-44.

-574[Filicchi] of my devoted gratitude and affection for her, and do you
dear Antonio love and bless you poor little sister to the last.
EASeton

7.176 To Ellen Wiseman
20th August 1818

+

What shall 1 say to my Souls dear Ellen
- I know your uneasiness for me, but that should not be ... why
uneasy at the fulfilment of the merciful designs of so dear a Providence who left me to take care of my Bee, to bring Jos to an age to take
care of herself, and our dearest Boys to enter the way of life they were
to choose ...
. . . St. Josephs House well established wants not even my Nominal care what would you have darling why be anxious if your poor
tired friend goes to rest ... I HOPE. to have you and my Sa[rah
Cauffman] here would be an extravagant wish - do not think of it but to
pray for one who has so long loved, loves now so dearly, and will love
and bless you both with her own children to her last breathYet my complaint' may change only pray for our Peace with God
whenever we are called.
Your dearest Mamma's health is not better Julian [Duncan] writes
me and how your dear heart must ach ... but Oh look up Ellen look up,
in all.
let this little word be for my Sa too, 1 have to write so much
-Oh bless bless you both, and dear Kitty [Wiseman] and dear
Catherine [Cauffman] FOREVER-your EAS
Bec's Birthday She would be 16. but counts time no more Sweet
darling-what a thought to go to her and our Nina to go to GOD
7.176 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:BI4
'Tuberculosis

-575-

7.177 To Eliza Sadler
+[August 1818]

My ever dear Eliza
I have seen Rev. Mr. Taylor about four minutes, he had to go immediately to the mountain is to return before night (the sun is now near
setting) and of course my few lines must be hurried indeed, yet let me
tell you from the whole heart how I thank you for the little word of
news painful as it is about our Mary [Fitch Bayley Bunch]-precious
Helen [Bayley Craig] her life is to be like mine in point of Separations
but I always remember with so much encouragement the strong piety
of her heart that I trust she will push through all with the look up also-I intreat as the greatest kindness to hear the event of our Mary's
voyage - I cannot be on the fearful side, since from what I have heard
the Voyage, once survived, her weakness will be soon removed and
health redoubled in the common course of things-our God grant
it-poor darling what a situation. I remember that dear Mrs.
Woolsey' was our Emma's friend.
My health turns out a nothing at least for the present - the cough
there and occasional pinch of the side when I run about, but Kit keeps
me pretty well her prisoner-O Eliza - I am to stay-Very wellPour out my heart to my dear Craigs2big and little - pity the young
giddy Kate - she will soon grow wiser poor dear one before she has
half my whippings I hope, do remember me to every branch of the
dear McVickers 3 Your own EAS

7.177 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:52
, Mrs. Woolsey was a friend of Charlotte Amelia Bayley Craig, Elizabeth's deceased half-sister.
2The addressee was a Craig by birth, and Elizabeth was very fond of the Craig family.
3Mrs. Me Vickers was a friend in New York.
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7.178 To William Seton
+24 August 1818

My Souls William
- Laugh at your own for Laziness to go for paper I begin on
this-no dear letter from you these last posts, but the good Bishop
[John Cheverus] answering my last says "our dear William is well"
that you hardly know Mrs. S[eton] but can easily find some one to do
the needful about your linen etc. I would send you 40 dollars I have
safe if I knew it would be sure to reach you by the mail, tell me in your
next if it would, that we may not apply to the Merchants if we can help
it. oh that I had enough to get you every comfort for such a long Voyage, but I charge you my love not to want any thing essential through
unwillingness to apply to the Bishop whom you know I can safely repay from our little share in [Robelt] Barrys hands ... I charge you beloved child by all that is dear to us do not hesitate, or if you do not go
before last of September you will have time to tell me and I will borrow it from the Housel at all events and never fear but we will clear our
way very quietly. if it is 3, 4, 500 dearest do not mind, but look at my
poor heart whenever you hesitate, the 40 I have without borrowing
and it is yours if I could but get it safe to you.
Kit is happy as the day is long these some weeks past and has no
kind of complaint whatever. She has Rosalin, Charlotte, and Johanna
Barry> singing, playing, drawing, working ruffs etc etc. not to omit the
important point of story books-I have written Mrs. Mallon to beg for
Rosalin a six months Visit to please the poor darlings as well as myself
I love so to see them happy
Mrs. [Mary Carroll] Caton writes the most affectionate letter with
statements of every branch of her family and mentions that the good
Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper and Madame will be back in N ovember3

7.178 AMPH Seton-Jevons #127-130
I Accounts of St. Joseph' s House
2Pupils at St. Joseph's. Rosalin Mallon attended St. Joseph's Academy in 1812 and 1813.
3Robert Goodloe Harper and his ailing wife, Catherine Carroll Harper, had been in Europe.

-577which I wish much for themselves and for us-the more I see of Kit
since the habits and ideas she acquired abroad, the more I could wish
her to be with them.
[Charles] Wilkes told them in New York you were going with him
in the Guenier, but it was only his hope I suppose-he expresses so
much Affection and attachment for you-but they have a good joke
against My William some good Soul wrote wonderful things of your
singular goodness and example on board the Independence, and concluded by saying that you yourself had told him you were not conscious of having ever committed a fault in your whole life.-that you
never said we know, but at least it showed the good fellow thought
you perfect, and wished his merchant to think so. I had it from one
who read the letter and offered to send it to me.
If you know how I am praying for your preparation! Nothing new
here dearest all goes just so-I know no change of any day or hour but
the delight of getting a letter from you-Dicks I do not mind much one
day his is so happy, the next so doubtful, he will be of a firmer mind by
and by I hope:
Your own forever EAS.

7.180 To Robert Goodloe Harper'
+20th September 1818

My dear Sir

I have had many regrets for not having written you fully the last
month and hasten to be ready now for the first Vessel which may
sail-In the first place your Emily here, is the same charming little being you must have ever found her at home and perhaps most so, as she
has a greater number of persons round her on whom to bestow her

'See Appendix A-7.179, RSM II:277-78 for a September 8 letter to William Seton.
7.180 MHS MS 1304, #7
IThis letter is addressed to London.

-578sweet and cheerful smiles the first few days she was with her [us] she
said "I wish I could get out of this house where they give us so much
pye and milk," but now her mind is quite changed and she says
"Mover I like very much to be here"-to give you an idea of her attention at the Spiritual reading of the children, one evening they read of
some child who said that she was sure her Papa would grant her any
thing he loved her so much, Emily forgetting the time of silence and
the number round her, jumped from her seat rubbing her little hands
and exclaiming "just so my dear Papa loves me, just so"-she says in a
transport of glee sometimes "oh when my Papa comes back how I will
hang upon his neck and squeeze him squeeze him"
-No one can be more tractable if she has but a reason for whatever
is required of her-her facility in every point is much greater than
Elizabeth, but Elizabeth does very well and improves solidly I think,
she is more Active and disposed to application since she is no longer
the pet of our good Margaret [George] and appears even gratified by
the preferences shown to Emily as a child-some days ago Elizabeth
had to study in recreation for some minutes to make up for a neglect in
her class, and Emily sat down too with her apron to her face and said
"if sister dont play I can't play"-She sends a long message to her
dear mamma to make haste home, how dearly she loves her, her little
letter so soon to be written etc Elizabeth has hers already finished I
hope-My heart fills when I think I shall see you and my dear Mrs.
[Catherine Carroll] Harper no more in this world, the complaint on my
lungs is past human aid, but our God will order all for the best, and do
not fear for a moment that your darlings will recieve less care or attention, if I find indeed I am near Death or unable to attend to my ordinary
duties I will write you who is in my place, what the good Mr.[lohn]
Dubois advises and leave all to your own consideration my dear and
honoured Sir.
You will not I hope disapprove poor Williams removal from the
Independance to the Macedonian Frigate which is at this moment as I
suppose beginning a voyage of 3 years in our Northern and Western
coast (the most interesting it is said that can be made )-he has written

-579you, but cannot express his heart of thanks, and desire of deserving
your protectionif you go to Florence I should wish so much you should see Mrs.
Philip Filicchi (a widow) she would [be] a faithful and most serviceable friend to Mrs Harper in case of sickness, as would Mrs. Antonio
Filicchi in Leghorn, and both most agreeable society in every
case-you will probably have letters to them as they are the first family generally known to strangers of England or of our country. I write
them now of your purposed visit, and to Richard2 who will watch for
you. Josephine is the picture of health, is as an elder sister to your
sweet darlingsI cannot say with how much affection I would be remembered to
my dear Mrs. Harper and her amiable Sisters - or how truly I am
your devoted EASeton

7.181 To Antonio Filicchi l
27th September 1818

My dearest Antonio
I wish so much that you may soon get this letter as I have just heard
from Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper (who is son in law to old Mr.
[Charles] Carroll of Baltimore) that he is with his Lady who left
America last summer for her health, to pass the winter in Italy-to tell
you the boundless kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Harper for my Individual
family as well as for our Community would be impossible, and you
may suppose how anxious I am that your beloved Amabilia should
meet so elegant a woman from our country as well as that Mrs. Harper
should meet so sweet and lovely a woman of yours-Surely though

2Richard was in Leghorn (Livorno) with the Filicchis.

7.181 AMSJ A 111 069
[This is the letter of introduction of the Harpers to Antonio Filicchi referred to in the previous
letter.

-580they will have letters to you as I believe you recieve all the English that
visit ItalyYour reverend friend Mr. Whitfield2 has just been here with our
blessed Arch Bishop whom he accompanies in his rounds, we have
been so happy to see them-Mr. Whitfield told me of your so kind remembrance of your poor little American sister - be blest Antonio, our
God will bless you and yours. My dear Giant wrote me you were all
well in May, but we have no letters from him since-This Mr.
Whitfield promises will go by way of England to make it very short, if
it waits a vessel from our Port for yours it may be a long while.Will you tell my Richard we are well (I at least as when I wrote him
last which was very lately by a vessel of Mr. Purveyance I believe) and all goes pretty well my dear Antonio for Religion - the Arch
Bishop says he could never have believed the increase of the true Faith
[to] be half what it is if he had not verified it in his tour-and I assure
you if I had another house as large as the one we are in we could fill it
with Sisters and children, we are obliged to refuse continually for
want of room3Your own devoted EASeton.
with tenderest love to your Amabilia and family-

7.182 To Robert Goodloe Harper!
+29th September 1818

My dear Mr. Harper
forgive me if it is an intrusion, but really I have it so at heart that
you should see my Filicchis if you go to Italy, that I cannot refrain
2Rev. James Whitfield, assistant at the cathedral, accompanied Archbishop Ambrose Marechal,
S.S., who administered the sacrament of Confirmation to fifteen young women.
3Archbishop Ambrose Marechal's diary notes: "Sisterhood fine and very precious institution.
Sixteen vowed sisters, eighteen novices, two postulants- thirty-six plus three in New York and
three in Philadelphia. Sixty-seven boarders." (AMSV)
7.182 MHS MS 1304, #8
lThis letter is addressed to London.

-581from sending you letters for them. You have no idea what a comfort it
would be to Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper to know them if she
should be sick in that country, or if well and enjoying herself how
pleasing she would find the Society of Mrs. Maria Filicchi particularly in Florence-I have forgotten the name of her palace but it is one
of the most considerable in that city, and if as I suppose you will go
first to Leghorn as a sea port the Filicchis there will give a proper direction.
-a week ago I wrote you about your darlings who continue as well
playful and lovely as can be enjoying the idea continually of when
Papa and Mama will come home, and I never discourage their hope of
soon seeing you, as it is the daily excitement to improvement, and
such dear innocents make so little calculation of time-with devoted
to Mrs. Harper [Yours and hers]

EASeton

7.183 To Julia Scott
+2nd October 1818-

My own dear friend
I know that you will be pleased to hear your Betsy Seton is not
worse, my complaint has but little change, and I plod on my dear old
track nearly the same as ever, only I cannot see the strangers who
come to the house on account of the hoarsenes of my breast, which is a
loss I am quite willing to bearYour Kit is as well as can be, and I believe you have inspired her for
I noticed that having a common ging[h]am to make, she cut it out and
made it as rapidly and neatly as could be--quite an astonishment to
me-you know myoId notions Julia about the needle, that if girls are
once turned to a reasonable cultivation of the mind, their good Sense
and Pride will afterwards make them needle women and every thing
7.183 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:123

-582necessary, especially where there is a natural tum for work as Kit has
altho she practices so little
---do say I AM WELL and no more since writing is such a plague to
you, but I long to hear that dear item
William is gone his 3 year Voyage in the Macedonia Frigate'-far
as Cape Hom perhaps-O MY! as Kit says he will pay dear for his
gloryMy, or rather our love for truly Kit loves your J[ohn] M[orin]
S[cott] from her heart, and kiss the sweet pet for us, and tell the dear
Mother2 my story that she may not fix her heart to much upon present
happiness-Yet I wish she may only have as much as I enjoy and she
will have no cause to complain.
do love and say one word soon to your EASeton

7.184

To Ellen Wiseman
+[October 1818)

My dear loved a thousand times more than ever loved Ellen - my
child - dear friend of the dear ones loved so much more than self . .. I
have [no] words to say my heart to you who have seen its pains and
pleasures so clearly ... and shared them so tenderly-my Ellen-here
we hang over your letters just come by the Stinsons - to be sure your
Josephine shall go to you, it would delight us both - but must all go
gently - William first a final parting' - then this Visit I expect to the
dear Smiths 2 who are to come for her ... and our God knows the restpoor darling

'William sailed September 18, 1818, from Boston.
2John and Mary Emlen Scott had one young child, Sarah, who was Julia's tirst grandchild.
7.184 ASJPH 1·3·3·12:B13
'Off the coast of Virginia, William's ship ran into storms. The damage to the frigate was so severe
that it put into Norfolk, Virginia, for repairs. William travelled to Emmitsburg for what was to be his
last visit with his mother. He stayed for eight days.
2The Smiths lived at Carrollton Manor. Their son, Joseph L. Smith, was a student at Mount St.
Mary' s from 1810·11.
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- I know he is all goodness and will pity my poor ones ... could I
but know if Richard went to Confession-alas alas!
-Mary White will tell you about our household fuss so pious
about the good Bishop [Ambrose Marechal]-William is too endearing, every day more and more so - how compleatly you have gained
his heart and Sarah [Cauffman] too, he speaks of you two as nonpareilsit is so pleasing to me that my 3 dear ones love the two I love so well
with some of my own partial affection, for partial you may be sure it
isdo do do "be GOO{!' and mind that so precious Soul- 1 feel uneasy
about your being so hard pushed by our good Pere [Babade], and fear
that it will keep you from frequenting the only strength of our
Soul-Speak to him plainly if it is so, and tell him it keeps you
back-what a triumph to old enemy it would be if you were kept from
our Lord by the very means he appointed to bring you to himLove your own friend ever yours EAS
if you write Maria tell her 1 love and remember her with truest affection
7.185 To William Setonl
October 21,1818

Extract from Log Book of the Shady retreat
21st October
- 6112

lovely morning

Communion for William asleep in

7.185 ASCSH Seton-Jevons #131-133
'William Seton's frigate, the Macedonian, had sailed from Boston on September 18. Off the
coast of Virginia, they encountered storms which damaged the frigate and forced them to put in to
Norfolk for repairs. Consequently, William obtained leave to visit his mother. When Catherine
wrote him October 24, after he had left Emmitsburg, his mother added the followingjoumal she kept
for William's amusement. In it she and Catherine follow him in imagination on his journey back to
the ship.

-584Gettesburg 2-heart and soul in it. - Sweet Kit appearing in black with
crape trimed cape, made us laugh and sigh out together We are poor
Widows.
80c1ock
Talked of our beloved traveller Sisters, Rosalie-every heart
blessing him
12
Mrs. Brand brought the good news of his cheerful look at Breakfast
at Gettesburg-the lonely dinner at our little table.
1
- talk and love again with Rosa and Kit.
Sun set
- calculated our beloved to be safe in Baltimore
7

- Kit socked the crackers - we ate with many a dear remembrance--drole story of Anduse pretending to be a fool going to Baltimore - empty a plate of eggs in his cap, pocketing the landlords dollar,
lighting his segar with his bill of fare and galloping off to confirm the
opinion of his folly-still honestly leaving his friend to make their settlement for expences I hope he told you all this in the best manner
23rd
Clear and cold our little stove well warmed - wish after wish that
our beloved traveller [shared] it - Kit spreading her bag of butter nuts
[near] and round cries out "if Will was but here" - Sister Martha
[Daddisman] says "dearest William I have said my beads for him
since the first day he went"-and Mother says every thing for him all
life along in the heart where he is as ever present as its life.
25

Sweet Kit has told you all my beloved of our cheerful news except
that we got also your dear note from Gettesburg which I took to bed

2Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. was on William' s way back to Norfolk.

-585with me Our sympathy in the Arms of sleep amuses me so much-Oh
do my love write all your hopes and fears about going - how 1 long for
your next week letter.
Your own own own
Sunday morning
just from the dear Communion of my Soul with yoursEAS.

7.186 To Julia Scott
25th October 1818

+
My own loved Julia
What a truly pleasing thought, to see you! ... but dearest friend I
have an ulcer in my breast (ugly word) which stops not night or day,
and it being a consequence of Inflammation on the lungs I must go in
the common cause of things-yet as Thave an uncommon constitution
and am really well in all other respects (besides being 45 a critical moment of life) it may pass, or linger a long while.
- I could not leave my little common habits, comforts, and enjoyments of book, pen etc, in my present state of health, besides the blow
it would be to the heart of my Sister [Mary Bayley Post] if I should
leave home, and not put myself under my Brother Posts skill and
care-yet go on your knees my beloved and thank our God that you
had the power of sending me such a relief as the 100 dollar bill-Willimn had just left us after 8 days visit and I have been pushed to the extremity of a Mothers anxiety as it respected his commonest comforts
after his storms and loss little as he could lose ... I never knew a moment of life before in which 1 would have prayed for money so fervently, because of the uncommon reasonableness of his disposition,
7.186 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:124

-586and even his principles which would deter him from using one dollar
(in our situation) but for real necessityRichard not so considerate, is growing wiser - we have most pleasing accounts of him continually - if those two dear young men ever become as (I trust they will) an honour to their country and society in
their different lines of life, you may put your hand on your heart my
Julia and say you have had your good and full part in it for your friendship indeed is unfailingdo not think of me dearest but under the line of my beautiful Providence, which has done so well for us so many years - you keep me out
of debt and that is the greatest trouble I could ever have and as to comforts pity knows I have them abundantly.
Kit is well and lively-such delight to have had William with us
once more he could not have had leave of absence but that he thought
me (by some report) very illBless you forever--how I enjoy your domestic picture of the sweet
Babe, Mother and Fatherl and loved dear Grandmother Oh may they
be blessed forever.
Your EASeton.

7.187 To Ellen Wiseman
+[October 1818]

My own Ellen
Our William has been, we have enjoyed!!! he is gone back to his
Frigate every pleasing account of Richardmy complaint is all uncertain, yet the ulcer in the breast stops not
night or day-Our God knows, and we will and do delight that it is all
in his dear hands.

1Julia's young grandchild, Sarah. and her parents. John and Mary Emlen Scott
7.187 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:Bl
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-tenderest love to my Sa[rah Cauffman] and the dear
girls-Sus[an Clossy] will tell you how well Joseph [Wiseman]
looksYour own EASeton.

7.188 To Ellen Wiseman
+[October 1818]

My Ellen dear dear dear
Your letters oflove are a sweeter pleasure to me than you can imagine-I have been anxious Kit or I should have written to you and it
seems to me like a dream that it should have been put off so unintentionally-at least in this case I can answer for her heart as for my own
that she loves you with uncommon tenderness and Sincerity-Surely
I must have written you love of my happy moment with my Souls William-happy indeed - had I but once more the delight of reading his
and Richards letters to you whose heart unites so well with my joys
and Sorrows-think of poor Will the night of the so dreadful storm of
the Macedonian l being asleep after a long watch and dreaming that I
stood by him with all the agony of heart asking Are you prepared My
William-at that moment they came to tell him the Masts were going
over and the gale tremendous, so that when he sprung from his hammock he was to the knees in water--dear dear William
== We have sumptuous urns for our 3 churches2 from Richard he
writes every thing goes so well-Your loved Joseph [Wiseman] has
not been here some time, but I hear every thing good and pleasing of
him ... let that one mercy of Our God lighten all your pains my beloved child-Oh that I could take them, but I can only carry them to
our All in my poor heart that loves you dearly dearly
7.188 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:B11
IWiJIiam Seton was a midshipman on the frigate theMacedolliall.
2St. Mary's Church on the Mountain, Sl. Joseph' s Church in the village of Emmitsburg, and the
Sisters of Charity chapel at St. Joseph's House

-588-tell our Sa[rah Cauffman] I have shared all her pain and now will
beg every blessing on her joy - sweet friend may she but be faithful
thro' allYou would pity me if you knew the heap of letters I have on hand
this opportunity to Philadelphia and New York-bless bless you forever-your EAS.
Kindest remembrance to Miss C[auffman]s and our dear
Catherines3 -

7.189 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[Nove mber, 1818]

Understand blessed, and let not your too kind too patient heart in its
turn "be sad"-the sadness of mine I cherish as a Grace, and do hope
to have it to my last hour because it makes me so watchful that I cannot open my lips since St. Raphaels day' without fear a blessed fearWould that I had had it these 40 years, how short my account would
be-and be assured that sorrowful mixture which works in every
prayer sleeping or waking and asks our God continually "am I indeed
in full charity with ALL" pure, delicate, sincere charity is no work of
temptation because after the looking, the whole and repeated act of
contrition (such as poor I can offer) I give up all to our dear God of
mercy and compassionbesides it is a Community grace for I have said to our Betsy [Boyle]
and Margaret [George] since, do you know what you do-mind - I
have agonies of soul for less than that, they both are quite too easy as
well as myself on this edge of mortal sinOh my God-if he was not my God I should go crazy in heart as
well as the poor Body

3Sarah Cauffman and Catherine Cauffman, Catherine Roach, and Catherine "Kitty" Wiseman
7.189 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:70
I SI. Raphael' s feast day is celebrated together with the archangels Michael and Gabriel
September 29. Cf. Rev. 8:2.

-5897.190 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
+Octave of All Saints [November 9, 1818]

My loved and dear a thousand times dear Cecilia
your good simple hearted happy Mary Elizabeth (M Wagner)' is
taking her last rest in the choir-She recieved Extreme Unction Eve of
St. Elizabeth (St. John Baptists Mother? the holy Viaticum on her
Festival, in the evening the last Indulgences, and departed between
ten and eleven tell our good Sister Rose [White] (to whom I wrote last
week and have nothing in particular to communicate) that your communions and beads for our departed Sister may begin-she was struck
with Death between 3 and 4 in the morning and cried out directly for
"Mother," and I was with her till long after her last moments to give
time for the Solemn Silence.
Mary Ignatia (Susan Torney) is watched at night continually she is
like a walking corpse, but will keep up to the last,3 blessed child she
was taken with a sort of convulsion the other day and all her trouble
was when she got a little over it "What a bad example she had given
the novices"-she and Mary Elizabeth seem sent to us just to prove
and show how little we can do with in this world when we have our
good GOD!
but if you had been at the scene of Mary Elizabeths anointing, you
could hardly have stood it, the Superior said as usual "do you my dear
child ask pardon of all your dear Sisters" She interrupted him with a
loud Voice "I asked their pardon before I came from home" "but my
dear child" added the Superior "I mean your dear Sisters here around
you, if you have given them any bad example, do you ask pardon," "oh
to be sure" said Mary (with a look round her) "ifI have" when he asked
her about forgiving her enemies "I have not an enemy in the world that
I know of' said Mary, and her tones of voice and loud speaking she

7.190 UAQ#9
'Sister Mary Elizabeth Wagner had died November 6.
2Ct. Luke 1:57-60.
' Sister Mary Ignatius (Ignatia?) Tomey died November 20, 1818.

-590being a little deaf herself was the oddest that could be and made many
around here shake-for me I felt my own case so close, they did not
move meI have had my Souls William here once more, every thing to comfort and endear him to my heart-I will tell you a little Secret you must
keep to yourself he left Boston without being able to overcome his so
strange trial about going to the Sacraments, and when the dreadful
storm overtook them he was asleep and dreaming that I stood by him
partly in white, and saying with a Mothers Voice "Oh my William are
you prepared," at that moment masts and all were going and he sprung
up to his knees in water-poor darling-at least now he has time "to
prepare" and if they refit and go the voyage round Cape Horn I have
less to fear-indeed he lives among his ship company like the children
in the furnace 4 comparativelyRichard well, and doing well--dearest Kit as usual-my poor
health not worse, but Death hidden in my breast, as our blessed
Brother says, making his sure tho' silent way-J do, and go as much
as usual, only not to refectory-Not a word can I ever hear of your
dear family, I hope you do my Cecilia. Oh how my heart would long
to meet yours if he would will it so, but at least our Souls are inseparable in him. Say everything affectionate to our Sisters' for me-look
well to our long long dear Eternity-and all things here only for his
Glory-Your own EASe ton
Sister Ann [Gruber] and Sister Angela [Brady] just came in and
send every kind remembrance to their New York Sisters. do dear one
say every thing kind to our New York girls for me when you may see
them-the [Robert] Fox family particularly-our Venerated Bishop
[Rev. John Connolly, O.P.]

4Cf. Daniel 3:24-97.

5Sisters who were on mission in New York
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7.191 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[November 1818]

My Blessed all is a true mystery to me in your disposition - much
greater mystery than any of FAITH. a man of your particular principle
on paper, who has evidently the most dear and special graces, not
given drop by drop as to other souls but poured over your head in a
daily torrent-Yet I seldom see you but in such wild enthusiasms of
your own particular impression of the moment that you can see nothing, hear nothing but that one object, or else quite reserved hurt and
anxious because you have not been consulted in things which spoke
for themselves, or others which we would not dare take your advice
about without knowing the Superiors will, or others again which like
the poor German Smiths go over in our blind ignorance and I never
even guess I have not done well 'till some one points it out
-how troubled too because Mr. [John] Dubois dont come, and
what responsibility have you, is it your zeal and desire of the good you
imagine he will do?, you ought to know our Rev. Superior by this
time, and see that he is not to be pushed any where and your urging
him cannot but keep him away-when any thing essential happens I
always inform him of it, and if the thing is not essential his absence often hinders a fuss about nothing, and suffers pets and little passions to
drop in Silence-You speak as if your Mothers confidence is deficient but it is
surely not at this time I am to open your eyes on my Situation in this
community-as to private concerns I have none unless it be my trials
occasionally at the conduct of different Sisters and that you have forbid me speaking of and since you think proper and I am acquitted before God I am too happy it is sofor the rest, as to confidence, devoted love and happy heart our
dear Saviour is my witness that no Soul could be more blessed than
mine with regard to you-too much, for few days of my life but I reflect with him in secret on my present willingness to live, so different
7.191 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:76

-592from the past nine yead dragging, and the tranquil dispositions my
continual feast, instead of the war of Nature which was so long my
daily Bread-if you could feel as I do the Union of Betsey , Joanna and
Margaree with me in the management, since you are home you would
bless God as I do, in Peace instead of your restless desires blessed.

7.192 To Antonio Filicchi
November 11, 1818

My ever dear Antonio
you will say your little American sister is very fruitful in Introductions,' but at least she has the happiness of returning in your own
bosom what you have yourself procured her, an acquaintance (and
that in our God himself) with the best of Christians and gentlemen Mr.
Vespers [Francis Vespre] who will be the bearer of this is a most distinguished Christian-has whenever in his power proved himself a
kind friend to me, so you must indulge me in the pleasure of introducing him to you and your amiable Amabilia.
he will tell you of the consideration and friendship your Mr.
[James] Whitfield enjoys with our Venerated Archbishop. They were
here this summer in their rounds through the Maryland Diocese, and
left joy and Benediction far and near.
our Blessed Bishop [John] Cheverus has been in extreme distress
at the Death of Dr. [Francis] Matignon 2 who had been with him 25
years in his American Ministry-I will send you his most kind expressions of Paternal love in his letter before the last-the last mentioned
Dr. Matignons most happy Death, and that a beautiful providence has

'It had been nine years since Elizabeth had established St. Joseph's July 31, 1809.
2Sisters Elizabeth Boyle, Margaret George, and Joanna Smith were all members of Elizabeth' s
council.
7.192 AMSJ A 111 070
'Elizabeth had sent a letter introducing the Harpers to Antonio Filicchi.
2Rev. Francis Matignon of Boston died September 19, 1818.

-593sent him a worthy assistant-but who can supply the loss of such a
friend
We go on very well here-our school, and the orphan schools,
show the hand of God continually in their success and progressDeath has been some time past grinning at me, and threatening his
visit, I show him his Master, and give it all in the hands of our God
most cheerfully-if my Richard does but do well is my greatest anxiety-William has been here since his ship wreck in the Macedonia,
and edified and delighted the friends of his early days by his most virtuous and christian conduct. Kitty, my only Daughter, is esteemed
and cherished by everyone for her piety and good conduct, so then
dearest Antonio I may well say with my whole heart "Thy will be
done"3-10ve and bless your little Sister, and devoted EASeton.
on consideration as this must go by post I fear it will be best not to
send the blessed Bishops letter. Will you tell your Amabilia I have
earnestly recommended Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper to her, she
will be delighted with her I am sure-

7.193 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[November 1818]

Blessed you Your little Bete Mother' is lost these days past in your
Canada letters2- 0 my-to see Man a wild Savage - a polished savage, Man in any state, what a Savage unless he be in Christ ... Oh
blessed I gasp with desires to him whom you are now carrying in and
on your breast for your full whole accomplishment of his blessed
will-I glance a fearful look at you and Mr. [Samuel] Cooper and say
secretly if! was one or the other, then adore and think I know nothing
about it, only it seems to me that those who have light and grace already might be trusted to keep it and I would not stop night or day till I
'Cf. Luke 22:43.
7.193 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:66
I A fooli sh mother
2Rev. Simon Brute. S.S., had talked of going to Canada to work among the native peoples.

-594reached the dry and dark wilderness where neither can be found where
such horrid crimes go on for want of them and where there is such a
glorious Death to be gained by carrying them-Oh G if! was light and
life as you are I would shout like a madman alone to my God and roar
and groan and sigh and be silent all together till I had baptized a 1000
and snatched these poor Victims from Hell-and pray Madame Bete say you, why does not your zeal make its
flame through your own little Hemisphere? - true,-but rules, prudence, subjections, opinions etc dreadful walls to a burning SOUL
wild as mine and sombodys-for me I am like a fiery Horse I had when
a girl, whom they tried to break by making him drag a heavy cart, and
the poor beast was so humbled that he could never more be inspired by
whips or caresses, and wasted to a skeleton till he died ... but you and
Mr. Cooper might waste to Skeletons to some purpose, and after wasting be sent still living to the glories of the Kingdom
-in the meantime that Kingdom come 3---every day I ask my Bete
Soul what I do for it in my little part assigned, and can see nothing but
to smile, carress, be patient, write, pray and WAIT before himOh G G G my blessed God thy Kingdom come

7.194 To Antonio Filicchi
[November 1818)

our Superior the Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois tells me to request the favour of you to send 1 dozen and half composition rims for the 3 altars
of our settlement as he understood they could be had from 4 to 10 Dollars a pairI cannot refuse to make the request as I cannot make him sensible

how disagreeable such commissions are, however as he has the
money to remit your order he cannot see the pain of making the request-so I commit it all to God
Ever your EAS.
3Cf. Matt. 6: to.
7.194 AMSJ A 111071

-5957.195 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
[November 20, 1818]

My precious Cis
I write from the big book with many tears this morning the sentence "Good and faithful servant enter the Joy of thy Lord-thou has
been faithful over a little.'"
Oh my Cis how little is all that passes with this life-yet my
Mother you say they are of Eternal consequence-they are-and
therefore we must be so careful to meet our grace-if mine depended
on going to a place to which I had the most dreadful aversion, in that
place there is a store of grace waiting for meWhat a comfort-the black clouds I forsee may pass by harmless,
or if in that Providence of grace they fall on me, Providence has an IMMENsE P ARAPLUF to hinder or break the force of the storm-what
a comfortIsaac come forth-the wood and fire are here let not the Victim be
wanting-poor Father Abraham in a black cap with limping leg is going up the hill, come along my son 3

7.196 To Matthias O'Conway
+
Imma[culalte Concep[tio]n [December 8,]1818

The rememberance of my friend and his dear family is always consoling and be assured I am most grateful for it - our beloved Cecilia
[O'Conway] was well our last letters from New York, and doing
Valliantly for the poor little orphans, no one could have ever believed
but from the proof her excellent management of children Soul and
7.195 UAQ#5
'Ct. Matt. 25:21.
2Umbrella
3Cf. Gen. 22:1 -19.

7.196 PAHRC MC 44: 1,8

-596Body-pray offer my affectionate remembrance to my ever dear Mrs.
Oconway, Isabella and Anna,! I rejoice in what Mrs. Lipp tells me of
my dear God-Son/ I trust some day to prove my love for him - now I
can but Pray and assure you of my respect and affection
EASeton

7.197 To Archbishop Ambrose Marechal, S.S.
[December 14, 1818]

My dear dear Father
-Let it come out, from the abundance of the heart, a heart so full of
You with our God of Love and Mercy, who came this day (an hour ago

only) to bless You in the hearts of All your family of St. Joseph, this
must excuse this word of love all respect and veneration for you
though so warm and full of confidence in your indulgence-the
woman waits who is to take this - and therefore can can only implore
your renewed Blessing on us all
and beg you to tell our Reverend friend Mr. [James] Whitfield that
I have never forgotten him where he wishes to be best remembered-all goes on Smiling here, and all love and pray for you as your
devoted children especially your poor unworthy EASeton
Octave of St. Ambrose'
- most dear day of grace and blessing-

'Matthias O' Conway' s wife and daughters
2Peter O'Conway
7.197 AAB 20N7
I St. Ambrose' s feast day was December 7.

-5977.198 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[Christmas time, 1818]

Blessed
It will please your so kind heart to know that this week past or more
our souls dear Baby' has been much more present to me than the beloved Babes of former days when I carried and suckled them-He the
Jesus Babe so unspeakable near, and close hugged by his poor Silently
delighted wild one-this morning in every fibre oflife! and tomorrow
- and again, and again-surely the little clouds that pass over such a sun have not a
name-Sin, Sin, and Sinners, the blind, poor misled souls that know
not, love not, - that the only grief and sadness is it not so "blessed"
- I see my God himself in silence and love thro all

7.199 Memorandum!
Xmas [Christmas] 1818

one of Cecilias admirable lessons to me--do read it and pray for
her
7.198 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:36
'The Infant Savior
7.199 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:119, 6
IOn an undated letter Elizabeth received from Sister Cecilia O'Conway. she jotted this note in
December 1818. In this letter Cecilia told Elizabeth:
"My beloved Mother, how [you] surprise me by your alarm on the duties of a Superior. Precious
soul, what is the difference between it and those of a Christian parent? Not the common kind of cruel
parent who destroy their children by their wicked tenderness, but to know how to vary correction
according to different dispositions-always to treat the young, the stranger and the timid with
gentleness until their true tum of mind is known ....
"Spiritual parent[s] must be both attentive to soul and body, attentive to keep the proud and
self-willed under obedience, the same restrained as a spoiled child, yielding with parental
indulgence where neither sin, fault nor hreach of rules are in danger ....
"Be a mild, patient but firm MAMMA, and you need not tremble under the burden of superiority.
Jesus can never give you a task above your courage, strength or ability. Come, precious darling.
don't let uneasiness and fear appear so plain to the weak. You must at least be the MOON, ifthe sun
is too bright and too dignified a character. The more genUe and modest light will suit our valley in the
growing fervor of your little company. I do not want you to dart the rays of the great SI. Theresa [of
Avila]. Times, places and circumstances change the order of this life. I will try to be good." (ASJPH
1-3-3-4:119)

-598-

1819
7.200 To Archbishop Ambrose Marechal
+
[January 1, 1819]

An Eternity of happy years to my dear and Venerated Father, I cannot stop short of them in my wishes for you.
At beads! this morning coming to the Mystery of our dear Saviour
loaded with his cross, a momentary imagination represented You to
my Soul so loaded and weighed under yours you have recieved from
the church, that I would have died for you with joy to ease you - and
now "Soberly" before my crucifix I venture to beg as a child devoted
to you, that if at any time you have a particular desire, more than the
general one, of the prayers of your family of St. Joseph you would entrust to my heart not your object of course, but your wish of our Union,
which also I would only mention as for the church, as I often do giving
the Communion cross 2 - this thought so sacred and tender to me may
seem silly or even bold to anyone not under the same impression but I
trust it to my Father at least in its meaning of purest affection and respectour fervent chaplain [Rev. Simon Brute] at the altar New Years
day, set the whole community of Sisters and children at Prayer for
you-I hope you keep us all in a little corner of your wide extending
heart - our Father do bless us for our New year
earnestly begs your poor EASeton

7.200 AAB 20N8
!The rosary
2The custom was to give the sign of the cross to those who asked to go to Communion.

-5997.201 To Julia Scott
[January 12, 1819 above the outside address]

+
I wrote you half a word just before Christmas, beloved friend to enclose the handsome Emperor [Napoleon Bonaparte]. I hope he arrived
safe without bends or flaws, and that you see as much of your J[ ohn]
M[orin] S[cott] in it as our dear Kit did. a few days after came yourletter of such love and unexampled friendship, that after reading it with
tears over and over it is deposited with the little sacred memorials of
times past, which we can only part with in Death, for tho' as your precious Kit does not feel with quickness in all cases, yet in this you may
depend on it her thoughts were as much awakened on the nature of
true friendship as if a whole Volume was unfolded to her and I trust the
impressions she recieves from your dear love will serve her as a beautifullesson for life. Just now it would delight your heart to see her, she
is again up to the eyes and ears in her french exercises and music, but
more than all her old History studies, and never seemed at any moment so much a child at home as now. You will say I formerly told
you of her fondness for those objects, and yet you found her but a silly
unmeaning girl, as she would have appeared to you for six months had
she remained with you out of her accustomed sphere-her joy at my
better health makes every thing sweet to her. it is indeed better, but
such an old ruined carcase as your poor Betsy would amuse you bundled up in old shawls and flannels-my love to your loves! - oh that
sweet Baby, if I could tell you how dear it is to me.
No news of my poor fellows 2- I must look forward, and take it as it
is-how much worse might it be beloved friend-An Eternity of

7.201 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:125
IJulia's son, daughter-in-law, and new baby

2Richard and William Seton

-600happy years to my Julia where only you can know how dearly you are
loved by
your EASeton

7.202 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
St. Francis de Sales, 1819 [January 24]

My own loved Cecil
-It is a dark gloomy morning so I take it to say the little painful

word to her my Soul loved, who it appears is very sick of the old
sickness' she and I so often nursed before-but say beloved Soul how
many times did we agree, that if there could remain a doubt about the
present situation, the fears that would follow a change brought about
by our own Will, and against the will of all those who are answerable,
after a clear statement of the doubts has been so often made, how often
did we not agree that all this considered it was better to go on, and take
the abundant sweet heavenly grace from day to day, only seeking and
seeing him in all our little duties (so small an offering)-and taking
from the hands of all around us every daily cross and trial' asifhe gave
it himselfso you and I agreed and since I staid quietly on this one principle I
have had rest for Soul and Body, but you have been in the clouds again
beloved-Oh may they soon disperse, 3 in your present sentiments and
feelings-my Cecilia-my Souls dear Sister and friend-so it is-

7.202 UAQ#12b
' ''Old sickness" is underli ned twice. It may refer to Cecilia's persistent penchant for a more
contemplative and cloistered life than that of the Sisters of Charity.
2Cf. Luke 9:23.
3Three lines are crossed out here in different ink.

-601-

May our ALL guide, direct and controul and comfort you-I carry
you before him continually in my heart is all I can do-let me hear
from you soon as your dear heart is quiet-Bless youYour own EASeton.

7.203 To Julia Scott
19 February 1819

My own loved Julia,
the 50 dollars is safe, how would a mail robbery disturb such high
concerns as ours, they are for Eternity beloved friend, since the cup of
watd is accounted. I could make you laugh by telling that I sent William a 50 dollars of pressing necessity after making the sign of the
cross on it and intreating our good angel it might reach him, well, all
hands had been called, sailing orders given, and poor Will going off
without any stores but his Rations, when the purser came on board
with the letter containing our sacred note, the wind happened to
change at that very time for 3 hours and my darling had time to go on
shore and get some warm clothes and little stores for this formidable
two years Voyage, the greatest consolation I could have for the bitter
moment.
-The heavenly Providence over us has been truly our continued
source of Mercy-When I see them all provided for so dear to my
weak and doating hemt, and without at any time burdening our family
or anyone friend but yourself; not taking what they had voluntarily offered and would no doubt have given if wanted, I could shed more
tears of gratitude than I ever did of Sorrow my Julia-I say all provided for, since our Kit is of an age to push through the world and as
you say will not want a home.

7.203 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:126
lef. Matt. 10:42.

-602this must go by to days post, so I shorten - only may it find you well
- we are well going our round very cheerfully - Kit loves no one on
earth (her Brothers excepted) as she does you-She still persists the
handsome Emperor [Napoleon Bonaparte] is not as handsome as
J[ohn] M[orin] S[cott] and his wife she describes to me as the most
lovely and amiable of all she has seen in this world. do not love your
little angel too much my Julia and tell the young people to be on their
guard-may they be blessed with your dear society and warnings on
the mutability which we old ladies can so fairly remind them of, until
they are more experienced.
ever your EASeton
Kit speaks with so much gratitude to the kind woman you put in her
chamber. do thank her for me.

7.204 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S!
[February 19, 1819]

I believe indeed the little soul does try, but she is as blind as myself,
others see our faults so much plainer than we do - pray for us you most
blessed and lofty of all human characters--do sanctify yourself for
our poor souls and do many more for when you stand intercess[ or] between heaven and earth.
Ellen in my poor opinion would be as well at home as here, less occasion of offence here my blessed Brother, but more grace to account
for-since your dear Father is gone it seems to me every day she leans
more to the world-but mind this word is sacred, she must not know I
say it to you, tho' I am very explicit to her-She is one of those should
be assured, who will not turn to God but through severe chastisement
the sooner it begins I should suppose the better, instead of remaining
where she plays the Lady as completely as she does here-we must
7.204 SAB RG 1 Box #14
'This note is a postscript on a letter Eleanor Hickey wrote to her brother.

-603-

look up,' his ways are all beautiful, he will hear our prayers by and by
and in the meantime I trust she will get the good and purifying
whippings which alone will awaken her-pray too for your poor little
St. Joseph mother who well deserves her share-ever yours in Him
our all

7.205 To Robert Goodloe Harper1
1st April 1819

Pray my dear Sir
Excuse Elizabeth she can write better but I do not like to weary her
in so dear a duty as writing to you. her health is excellent-She is truly
a promising child, but must have time to unfold and go on gently.
Emilys [Harper] going home a short time was of absolute necessity
for her eyes, as I will fully explain to you when so happy as to meet
you again-Mrs. [Emily Caton] McTavish has promised to visit us
this month and the little darling will return with her we hope as
Mrs.[Mary Carroll] Caton promised-Elizabeth has just written her
grand Papa" who wrote her last week that Emily and Robelt [Harper]
were quite well, sweet Em's eyes quite restored
-Your most kind letter dear Sir from Leghorn is recieved-happy
indeed I am Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper is so well as not to have
wanted the friendly attentions of Mrs. [Amabilia] Filicchi - her missing the ceremonious ones was of little consequence, they did not
recieve my letters and therefore I was disappointed in my wish. Richard speaks of your kindness with gratitude. Willianl was under line 3 in
the Macedonian 12th December last, he will be much gratified by
your so kind remembrance.
2Cf. Luke 24:5l.
7.205 MHS MS 1304, #9
IThe addressee was in Europe. Elizabeth added this note on his daughter Elizabetb·s letter.
Elizabeth Harper was a pupil at Sl. Joseph·s Academy.
2charles Carroll of Carrollton
3Probably south of the equator

-604present my truly devoted affection to Mrs. Harper if you please-I
try to show it in the most effectual way to your sweet children. with
grateful respect
Your EASe ton

7.206 To Ellen Wiseman
+[April 1819]

My own loved
-Where shall I begin-l st the heart that loved you so dearly loves
you more than ever, seeing you now through greater distance and uncertainty I am but the more anxious and solicitous for one so dear to
me
2nd I am quite well in comparison Your Kit who always has a sisters heart for you is pretty well but thin and losing appetite as is always
her case in the Spring-some sweet Spring she will bloom above with
our dear Violets and lilies gone before us3 William writes 12th December under the line the typhus fever
was on board - poor dear Will- they were not to stop till they reached
Valparaiso' - I look for him always in both worlds so uncertain is every possible calculation, especially in a horrid situation where death
[page torn] a least word-Richard writes us every thing heart can wish
- so much loved he seems to beand how is my own Ellen - do write me much about you and Sarah
[Cauffman]-Louisa2 just calls me out of the chapel- they are going
Bless you forever - love to both Catherines 3 Your EAS

7.206 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:B16
'The principal seaport of Chile in South America
2Louisa and Mary Depestre were pupils at St. Joseph's Academy in 1818.
3Probably Catherine Cauffman and Catherine Wiseman

-605Ellen Hamilton is here-Julia4 promises to come - if you would
how I should enjoy it a thousand times love to your dear aunts and
Mama - I have not seen Joseph [Wiseman] since St. Josephs day-

7.207 To Eliza Sadler
+[postmark April 2nd, 1819]

Now dearest Eliza
March is out and I apply to you for my good News that my Helen
[Bayley Craig] is well that all anxiety and pain is over-her sweet
Babes, what pleasure and delight I should enjoy to see them round her
- but so goes this world - and Mary' crossing the ocean again is almost
past even my warm brains imagination and my sober Kit says she understands, but I am all wonder at her courage after all it has cost her.
We have a letter from William under the line 12th December we
hope he is now round the Cape [Horn]-Richard says every thing encouraging of his station in Leghorn. - he is all life and hope dear fellow-so dear Eliza it goes with us and further my little news paper
goes not except that I am pretty well have laughed at Mr. Blasting
March, and really find no word stronger than Mr. Thompson's "Echo
the mountains round the forest smiles and every sense and every heart
is joy"2 - our young people so lively after the confinement of winter
that the most bereaved heart might share with them
My affectionate remembrance to dear Due, I trust she is well over
the winter - affectionate remembrance to all yours and mine dear Eliza
from your ever ti'iend EASeton.
4Ellen Hamilton attended Sl. Joseph' s Academy in 1812 and 1813, but there is noJuliaon the list
for the years the Cauffmans and Wisemans were at the Academy.
7.207 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:61
'Mary Fitch Bayley Bunch had gone to England in 1818 with her husband, Robert Bunch, and his
mother. She had nearly died of seasickness on the crossing and had a stillborn infant while she was at
sea. Word reached New York that Mary Bunch was sailing for New York in 1819.
2The Seasons by James Thomson (1700-1748) appeared in its final form in 1744 and was one of
the most popular works in England for more than a century.

-6067.208 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+Sunday [Spring 1819]

with your calculation of 20 years yet, blessed do pray for your own
Mother as if it would be 20 weeks, because I hasten sensibly every
night the "nights of my pleasures" are my good travelling hours, then
in the morning fed with the new falling manna l I am so bright, but he
will show gentlythis morning our adored harp pressed close on the aching breast we
swept every sacred chord of praise and thanksgiving then weeping under the willows of that horrid Babalon2 whose waters are drunk so
greedily while our heavenly streams pass by unheeded the silent harp
is pressed closer and closerG, "blessed' mind not my follies, I see the everlasting hills 3 so
near, and the door of my Eternity so wide open that I turn too wild
sometimes
Oh if all goes well for me, what will I not do for you-you will
see-but alas-yet if I am not one of his Elect it is I only to be blamed,
and when going down I must still lift the hands to the very last look in
praise and gratitude for what he has done to save me-What more
could he have done?"-that thought stops all
Dry thy tears Rosalie;
See! Yonder sun
Sinks in the western waveHis course is run:
But when the night has fled,
Thau'll see him, glorious, shed
His gold beams on thl head,
A new course begun.

7.208 ASJPH 1·3·3-12:79
ICf. Ps. 78: 24.
'Cf. Ps. 137.
3Cf. Bar. 5:7.
4Cf. Micah 6:3.
5 A printed copy of the above was pasted on the letter. The source is unknown.

-607again your restless thoughts strike me to the Soul-you made the
lesson of "the grace of the moment,,6 so very plain to me, lowe you
perhaps my very Salvation by the faults and sins it has saved me from,
yet Physician you will not heal yourself'-you surely would not leave
your Brother [Rev. John Dubois] now, and if our God does indeed graciously destine you for China will he not seeing the overflowings of
your boiling heart for it open an evident doorS-the "infidelities"
blessed which may keep his designs suspended-at that another
thing-that the point of reparation! and WE WILL DO OUR BEST
oh if I go and all goes well you shall not be in suspense-9

7.209 To Julia Scott
+18th May 1819

I dont know why the Notion precious friend, but my head is running unusually on you and your family-Kit is gone after a long resistance and many delays to try and recover the usual bad effect of the
spring season on her, she had been promising the Smith family at
Carrols Manor l these five years to visit them and one of the daughters
[Henrietta] who has been hers, as she was Anna's particular friend insisted this time the right way persisting to know when their carriage
should come for her, and they went last week, so I am alone in the nest
but so anxious that she should go and get well again that I am even

"'rhi, probably indicates the influence of St. Vincent de Paul on Elizabefh. She had completed a
translation of the life of Louise de Marillac by Nicholas Gobillon and was probably working on a
translation of the first biography of Vincent de Paul by Louis Abelly at this time. An often cited
theme of Vincent is "Grace has it, moment,." (Vincent de Paul to Bernard Codoing, C.M., March
16,1644.)
7Rcv. Simon Brute, S.S. had been trained as a physician in France. Cf. Luke 4:23.
'Simon Brute had the heart of a missionary and may have dreamed of serving in the foreign
missions in China. A few years latcr Brute was accepted as a missionary in New Holland, Australia,
but he never went there.
9Elizabeth was increasingly aware of her failing health and often reflected on the immanence of
etclnity.
7.209 ASJPH 1·3-3-6:127
lThe Smiths lived at Carrollton Manor. Their son, Joseph L. Smith, Jr., was a student at Mount St.
Mary's in 1810-1811. Henrietta Smith was a pupil at St. Joseph's Academy from 1810 to 1813.

-608grateful that she is away for a while-and where and how is it with my
ever dear friend and her sweet pet and dear pair
-how I think of your sweet Maria [Scott Pederson] in my Sister
Mary (once Bayley) [Bunch]. She left home in the same way with a
husband she loved to join his family in England, had a little still Infant
after being (as said the physicians) surely within a day or two of Death
had she remained longer at sea, worn to the bone with sickness, and
now my little Lady is courageously coming back with all the danger
she has run-unaccountable - womans love - You have seen it in very
form dearest friend, with my one [Catherine] only one how I dread
what may be her fate when she takes that career; yet she may have the
better one and go after the dear ones now secured - you must own that
when our blessed Providence says so, we ought to look far beyond our
present feelings and pains of separation.
My Sister [Mary] Post is pushed harder than I am she lost her eldest
son [Edward Post]' one of the most promising young perhaps in our
country for Science, and the second son [Leo Post] is following him
fast, so we go, all passes passes but HIM who is unchangeable,4 that
the true comfort--our Season is really lovely after long winter such as
we have had. I cannot look round without seeing something delightful. is our Brother Samuel [Sitgreaves] well he must be quite a Venerable gentleman now, with his numerous progeny too around him and
Mrs. [Charlotte] Cox, Mrs. [Mahitabel] Marcoe-Kit speaks still
with a warm[th] quite unusual for her when they are namedBless you precious precious-"Mrs. Glorianna" how often I think
of her sneezing in the sun, poor Jarvis poor Gen[era]l Giles/ all past2Charlotte Sitgreaves Cox, Julia's sister, had twins.
' Guy Carleton Bayley, a fellow of the Physico-Medical Society of New York, delivered an
address to that society on his cousin Edward's untimely death in 1816 at the age of twenty-five. The
printed address, A Biographical Sketch of Edward Post, Esquire, is in the Toner Collection of the
Library of Congress.
4Possible reference to a prayer attributed to St. Teresa of A vila
' Aquila Giles (1758-1822) was ofthe minor Maryland gentry and served in the Continental Army
during the Revolutionary War. He married (1780) English-born Elizabeth Shipton (d. 1822) and
they had ten children. From Maryland the family later moved to New York. He was a friend of the
Scotts and served with members of the Seton family on several civic committees for social events
connected with George Washington. After Julia Scott moved to Philadelphia in 1798, he often
provided information aboutJulia and her family to Elizabeth. He fell upon hard financial times in the
early 1800s which plagued him the rest of his life.

-609but I poor Bets Seton will always dearly love thee-love to your dear
ones.

7.210 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+May 22d 1819

I have written you lately dear Sir, but cannot resist the pleasure of
telling you that the little beloved Emily [Harper] is again with us, gay
and well as possible ... no remains of the weakness of eyes or specks
on the skin-she uses the little remedies Mrs. [Mary Carroll] Caton
sent with her as preventatives I believe, and you may be sure we watch
over her like recovered gold, for I feared the Physician would have objected to her return. the first little story was of Brother Robert
[Harper] "so sweet and good" she says, the second about some beautiful place of Papa's which he copied after Grand Papa's! where the
spring runs so pure and beautiful and it is so cool and shady, and travellers could always find a pitcher if they desired to drink etc. the motions of her sweet mouth and eyes and variety of actions while she
relates the least circumstance are inexpressibly lovely and endearing
but the joy to see sister again more pleasing than all the rest as it speaks
the essential dispositions for her true happiness, and Elizabeth
[Harper] was as devoted to her until she became quite familiar again
as if Emily was a part of herselfElizabeth is fond of her music, but as yet makes little improvement
from a partial dullness of memory for her notes, and this I am sure will
pass as I have seen it in other children who made rapid progress after
some tedious perseverance. She has a mild exact teacher whom I have
begged to mind the rudiments rather than the little show of proficiency. -reading too she shows her slowness in, yet am quite persuaded that the dear little mind unfolds beautifully and sufficiently for
her age as there is an evident solidity and discernment wherever her
understanding is exercised.
7.210 MHS MS 1304, #10
lCharies Carroll of Carrollton

-610Emily at my table fixing little flowers she brings from her garden
gives a look when I tell her I am writing to you which I would give the
world to convey, she says "I pray so much for Mama tell her I do wish
so they would come home and tell Papa I do love him so"
Elizabeth never speaks of either or hears your return mentioned but
with the silent filling of her eyes. I have remarked also when our angel
Mary [Diana Harper] is named. only to tell her of your hopes and desires for her being like her sister animates her to every little duty.
We have no news from William dear Sir since 12th December under the line, a thousand thousand thanks for your news of Richard-Josephines health always wavering in the Spring, she is on the
Manor at this moment at Mrs. Smiths2 for a few daysMy health nearly the same as when I saw you last - little I thought
dear Sir how long before I should have that pleasure again, or I should
have asked you many things of direction about your darlings.
with every affectionate remembrance to Mrs. [Cartherine Carroll]
H[arper].
Yours and her devoted EAS.

7.211 To Julia Scott
+26th May 1819

My Julia dear
I wrote you last week, and all is just so our Kit gay and happy at the
[Carrollton] Manor, she had written the day before I recieved yourletter with the last 50 "if Aunt Scott sends any thing while I am away I
would beg my dear Mother so, to give me ten dollars for some little essentials" - that is she would not wear the nice things you gave her in
the country, and her stuff frock of St. Josephs not quite enough I suppose, as is reasonable
Oh my Julia dear the last of that dear dear child must come I think
and then my hard work - but may be not-well I sent the ten from you,
and delight in her pleasure on recieving it-my poor old health you ask
"The Joseph L. Smith family lived at Carrollton Manor.
7.211 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:128

-611about dearest is so renewed that it hardly can be better, and the cheerfulness you may think assumed is believe me from the heart, for hard as
separation from dear ones is, I know it must be submitted to, and of
course look up with hope is all I can do. Your questions so kind about
the boys dearest friend I think were answered in my last. William under
the line 12th December my last news of him-Richard all hope and
cheerfulness, and I think Mr. [Robert] Harper will soon be here as a letter of Richards in March says they were expected every day in Leghorn,
probably to sail for America, and then I will hear every little particular
about Dick with love to yours-Bless bless you forever

7.212 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
+[after May 26, 1819]

My own loved Cicil
come-what a moment if I see you once more safe in this world, if
only you are well enough to travel-Be blessed blessed you know the
heart of your own Mother in our all!

7.213 To Sister Margaret George l
+[May 28, 1819]

My Marg[aret]

-His Peace I beg Rose [White] to do all she can to get Fanny [Jor-

7.212 UAQ #2a
ISister Cecilia O'Conway was one of the sisters who initiated the first mission in New York in
August 1817. Two years later, when the sisters petitioned to renew their vows for 1819, the Council
Minutes indicate that "Mother [Seton] was requested to give some admonitions, on correcting
certain imperfections & particularly to write to Sister Cecilia [O' Conway] & Sister Felicitas
[Brady] who from some communications received from themselves it was judged proper to put off
their admission [to renew vows] until some explanations were made-" [ASJPH 3-3-5:1] By May
26 the Council summoned Cecilia back to St. Joseph' s because of weak health.
7.213 AMSJ A 111 001
! Sister Margaret was on her way to the mission in New York. Sister Rose White was being sent to
Philadelphia to replace Sister Fanny Jordan who was ill.

-612dan] Home-to let Cicil have all the time she can with her parents 2 as
she passes-take care of Margaret [George] exactly as you would of
EAS-mind that my last injunction remember all the little things I told
you in this corner 3 about Kindness to Strangers in the true
Spirit-watch carefully to make Filicite [Brady] happy-and the
health of Scholastica4 who cannot bear much wet and cold you
know-I am not uneasy about her happiness or yours - You have so
much to do for our Lord. May he bless you as my heart and Soul
blesses you-

7.214 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S.
+[June 14, 1819]

My Blessed Blessed Brother'
I am at the moment of parting with our truly dear little friend 2
whom everyone here will sincerely regret, notwithstanding the little
scales which no human soul it seems can be quite free from.
I tell her all I would to my own, at such a time. William is surely one
of the most estimable young men in the world, what a precious
2SisterCecilia O'Conway. Mr. & Mrs. Matthias O'Conway lived in Philadelphia through which
Cecilia would be traveling en route back to Emmitsburg.
'Elizabeth's room at St. Joseph's in Emmitsburg
4Elizabeth Bean (1791?-1835) of St. Mary's County, Maryland, had been a member of a
Trappestine monastery which failed. Known as Sister Scholastica, she entered the novitiate
November 27, 1814. As a Sister of Charity, she served twice at St. Joseph's Asylum in Philadelphia
(first in 1816 and later after 1819); St. Mary's Asylum, Brooklyn (1819); Frederick, Maryland; St.
Peter's Asylum, Wilmington, Delaware (1830, Sister Servant); and Francis Xavier School in
Alexandria, Virginia. She died in Emmitsburg at St. Joseph's September 8 and is buried in the
original community cemetery.
7.214 AGU 240:7, 3
'Rev. John Hickey, S.S., had served at Mount St. Mary's from 1814-1818 and was now at St.
Mary's College in Baltimore. He remained there until 1826 when he returned to Mount St. Mary's
and his involvement as superior of the Sisters of Charity (1830-41).
2This "dear little friend" may be Julia Le Breton, who had been one of the tirst boarders with
Elizabeth at Paca Street in Baltimore, and who came to Emmitsburg by wagon with the sisters in
June 1809. She remained some time at St. Joseph's in school, then went home, and in 1816
petitioned admission to the Sisters of Charity as a candidate. Known as Sister Julia, she soon
withdrew from the community but returned again in two years. By September when she left the
second time, both she and the Council were convinced that she had no vocation. In 1829 she
petitioned admission a third time but was refused.

-613diamond to be so covered with the cares of this world - but how can he
help it-be you gentle and considerate to him you blessed man of God
feeding on sweetmeats every morning and rejoicing your heart with
the choicest wine - had his dispositions to Virtue and religion been
cultivated as yours have been he would be already your equal I believe
- believe - but not sure.
now your Patience is to be tried I know by the sending back these
books - b[ut] our Reverendissimo [Rev. John Dubois] says so-he
said we might take what we wanted, and the rest must be returned to
you.-if you find Mr. Lucas 3 fretted about it my blessed friend please
to take some large and small catechisms for us, half dozen oflittle Dictionaries and half dozen of the Task, some little books of Eternity such
as you sent before, and put him in good humour-but if he does not
mind the disappointment let all drop as I ask these things of my head,
and that is not the common channel.
good little Sister Margaret [George] is gone to take care of the dear
Orphans in New York to let Sister Rose [White] return to Philadelphia
in the place of Sister Fanny [Jordan] who has been at Deaths door4 and
perhaps is so still.
Sister Jane [Gartland] and Sister Susan [Clossey] have the school
and we have some new helpers who carry all on to my hearts contentment with great order and Peace. Sister Cecilia [O'Conway] too is
very sick and coming home - our dearest Lord Smiles on us you
see-it will be a true act of love to him if you would write Sister Rose,
and tell her it is by my request, the good things you say of her Charles
[White] in your letters to the Mount
II We are all rejoicing at A[lexius] Elders' last step You may be
sure we were told from the altar to unite our Communions for him as
well as for the still happier Mr. X and c. 6

'This is probably Fielding Lucas, a bookseller in Baltimore, whose two sons later attended Mount
SI. Mary's, Emmitsburg.
4Sister Fanny Jordan recovered and lived until 1867.
5Alexius J. Elder, son of Charles Elder of Baltimore, attended Mount St. Mary' s from 1810 to
1819 in preparation for his ordination to the priesthood in 1819.
"This is probably Rev. Honorae Xaupi, S.S., (1787-1869) and John J. Chanche, S.S.,
(1795-1852), who were both ordained to the priesthood in 1819 and joined the Sulpicians.

-614I am so much better - cannot die one way it seems, so I try to Die the
other, and keep the straight path to GOD ALONE the little daily lesson
to keep soberly and quietly in his presence, trying to turn every little
action on his will, and to praise and love through cloud or sun shine, is
all my care and study-Sam7 offers his battles from time to time, but
our beloved stands behind the wallS and keeps the wretch at his distance.
So much for your Mothers little nothing part-but oh mind your
own so great and glorious for whether in action or at rest you are forever his PRIEST' -bless them bless us All
Monday C[orpus] C[hristi] 1819.

Your EAS all in our all
will you please to give the letter inclosed to Mr. F Mitchell lO to his
son in your college.

7.215 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S.
+[June 1819]

My blessed Brother
I wrote this hard word to William, I and now my heart fails me to
send it, may be if you would give him the warning it would answer
better he dont see with our FAITH Eyes, and perhaps I may hurt his
Soul in trying to help our Sisters
Oh this sad sad World of right and illusions-Why dont you and I,
and all poor hearts that see things in God, die with gratitude for being
7Elizabeth' s name for the devil.
'Cf. Song 2:9.
gCf. Ps. 110:4.
lOAn F. Mitchell. attended St. Mary' s College. Baltimore. Sally Mitchell was a pupil at St.
Joseph' s Academy.
7.215 AGU 240:7, 7
IWilliam Hickey of Washington, guardian of Eleanor (Ellen) Hickey. his and John' s younger
sister. Eleanor Hickey had been a student at St. Joseph' s Academy.

-615so blessed, Ellen you will find after living in clouds of divine light
goes away in darkness quite eager to escape from his torrents of
Grace, and who makes the difference who but our God not your merits
or mine my Brother
I live in the midst of so many beautiful Souls in the Silence of daily
tears and inexpressible sorrows to see how faint is the light even of the
most luminous, and when I am tempted to depart from my humble Patience and waiting for his own moments in others souls I find my own
only grows darker and more perplexed-happy happy you blessed
J.H. who have an Authority 2 to push others on-Yet remember, your
old Mother begs you, that the whole spirit of your divine model was in
his "learn of me I am meek and humble of heart,"3 [and] would I dare
remind you who know it so well, only for this case of William and Ellen whom you can only serve by drawing their love and Veneration,
and being their elder Brother you might deviate a little almost without
thinking of it - I never had a heavier heart for a child that left us than for
Ellen: but who knows how it may turn to the GREATER GLORY of
our only beloved--do do pray for your Mother in him - I try to hide I
am sick, but it is pushing times. Sister Margaret [George] sent to the
New York establishment, Sister Fanny [Jordan] dying-only our God
unchangeable
Glory glory glory to himjorever. 5
will you give these to our dear children when you see them in
church

2Rev. John Hickey, S.S., was now a teacher at St. Mary's College, Baltimore.
3Matt. 1l:29
4Elizabeth had dismissed Ellen from St. Joseph' s Academy for misconduct.
5Cf. Phil. 4:20.

-6167.216 To Ellen Wiseman
+[June 1819]

My own Ellen
-This little bit of paper, but a big heart - and a fearful one - for 1
saw written on paper "Pray for your Philadelphia children Mother
they want it - Kitty Wiseman and R Mallon! alone resist the torrent"
much as to say my Ellen goes with it - Oh my God - What a hard world
to steer through with innocence - My Ellen, Ellen chosen beloved
child of my heart-I must leave you to our God, you are as far out of
my reach as my Souls William is-what is all 1 can say-How can 1
even guess your trials, circumstances, affairs of the heart, temptations
of all kinds, but our God will protect and save my beloved ones (I
trust) you never say a word in your letters, so 1 know nothing
No news from William since 12th December under the line - plenty
from Richard all most pleasing and bright with Hope-While it lasts
in this changeable world my EllenKit is on Carrol's Manor with Henrietta Smith is delighted with
their Christian but lively circle she will come home after Harvest she
says-then will write to you 1 am sure her strength returned, she rides
on Horseback and enjoys herself exceedinglyBless you forever-You must be surprised at Sister Margaret
[George] going to New York - but we are in excellent order, the
School goes nicely with Sister Susan [Clossey] angel, Sister Jane
[Gartland], Xavier (Mrs. Clark), Mary Augustine [Decount], a Sister
Benedicta2 from St. Mary's County, and dear little Martha
[Daddisman].
7.216 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:B15
!Catherine Wiseman and Rosalin Mallon both attended Sl. Joseph's Academy in 1812.
2Ann Parsons (1797-1876) was admitted as a candidate August 18, 1815. Called Sister
Benedicta, she served at St. Joseph Asylum, Philadelphia (1817); SI. Mary's Asylum, Baltimore
(1821); Treasurer at St. Joseph's, Emmitsburg (1823- 1827); Mount St. Mary's, Emmitsburg
(1826); St. Patrick' s Orphan Asylum, New York (1828); Mount SI. Mary's, Emmitsburg (1829);
Baltimore Asylum (1831); Vincennes, Indiana (1837); St. Louis Asylum for Girls (1843); and SI.
Joseph's Central House, Emmitsburg (1856) where she died. Sister Benedicta is buried in the
original community cemetery in Emmitsburg.

-617Again Bless you and dear Kit and Catherine and Sa,3 and all ever
your EAS.
I forgot to tell you I am quite well - at least well enough for all I
have to do in this world - and such a pleasure to have Sister Cis
[O'Conway] and Fan [ny Jordan] home again, it is new life to metake care of our Joseph [Wiseman]-if only he "backs in" again as
well as he went outbeg Mr. Springer with my grateful respects to forward this letter for
France as an act of charity7.217 Copy to John CarreP
+Saturday Morning June 1819

Mr. Carrel, Respected Sir,
Your sweet child will be with you on Tuesday Eve[ning] at Mrs
Luce' s-Mrs. Driscoll has offered to take the best possible care of her
- She leaves thir [there] on Monday If Louisa has the same regularity
of conduct and temper with her family as at Saint Joseph's, you will be
a truly happy FatherMay my blessing attend yourself and family. I am for you 2 Louisa
will always have a warm friend in your grateful Servant and Sister
EASeton

3Catherine "Kitty" Wiseman and Catherine and Sarah Cauffman all attended St. Joseph's
Academy around the same time.
7.217 ASJPH 1-3-3-29:3 (photocopy) No original exists.
lA note on the document reads: "Facsimile of letter fro[m] Mother Seton, Foundress of St.
Joseph' s Academy, Emmitsburg, to Mr. John Carrel, of Philadelphia, the father of Louisa Carrel,
who married Thomas C. Jenkins, of Baltimore, October, 1830."
2The handwritting seems very rushed and elongated here, making it difficult to decipher.

-618 7.218 Mary Fitch Bayley Bunch
26th June 1819

My dear Affectionate Mari
1 left my heart to him who united us by so tender a tie, to beg him to
convey to yours, some idea at least, for my gratitude and delight on
reading your letter to find you safe and well over this most anxious
Voyage is the greatest relief to me, for at the distance 1 am from you
all, many sorrowful thoughts will come from long uncertainty, my
heart failed when 1 opened your letter not knowing the hand, but every
pain was repaid by its contents, for you so well painted the happy return that it seemed poor Sis 2 was in the midst of you-what would I
give had my Kit been in the dear circle, but she has not yet, though she
soon will have, even the joy of knowing you are safe, she is gone some
distance over the mountains for a while, an indispensable jaunt for her
health which is seldom very substantial - many a cogitation she and 1
had over our little blaze last winter about your so strange courage and
fortitude in proposing this second Voyage without even his company
who would soothe every pain and fear-"Love must be a strange
thing" Kit would say "I do not understand it"-darling! her day will
come, perhaps, but 1 often think Anna and Rebec[ca] will pray her up,
as little Bec used to say so often and playfully "you may depend on it
Kit if! do not pray you up when 1 get there it will be only in pity to dear
Mother that she may not be quite alone"What a world my Mary dear, what a mixture of pains and pleasure,
the one so passing the other so certain, your dark and sorrowful shades
of memory at the N arrows 3 1 know well for though it is so long since 1
had seen our William [Augustus Bayley] we had such a particular turn
of heart for him that next to seeing Uncle [Samuel] Craig my children
7.218 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:88
I Mary Fitch Bayley Bunch was in England. The Bunches were expected to leave Liverpool in
April 1819 and sail back to New York. They returned in May or June.
2Elizabeth herself
3The Narrows is a strai t in New York between the end of Long Island and Staten Island which
connects Upper New York Bay with Lower New York Bay .

-619longed most to know him of all our family-I can see you when you
take his darlings in your arms, what would I not give to embrace and
pour my tears over them and dear Richards,4 to embrace the two lonely
dear Mothers-but this world of separations must have its course, and
we must take its good and evil quietly as it passes, for my part I am now
so accustomed to look only at our God in all that happens that it seems
to me the most painful things in the order of his providence can but increase our confidence and Peace in him, since all will draw us but
nearer to himself if we only kiss his hand as that of the best ofFathers
a thousand loves to dearest Ellen,-tell your dear R[obert Bunch]
he will meet a Sisters heart in mine if I have ever the happiness to see
him-but I insist my Mary if you love me do not make such a journey
as our mountains unless it is to strengthen and do you good-Bless
bless you forever My kindest most affectionate remembrance to one
and all of our dear friends and relations-

7.219 To Catherine Seton
+[June 28,1819]'

/ Whose Birth day is this my dear Saviour It is my darling one's,
my child's, my friends, my only dear companion left of all you once
gave with bounteous hand - the little relict of all my worldly bliss, the
center and heart of my William and Richard, so far, far away/ Whose Birth day did you say--of the redeemed Soul so dear-the
dearest portion of myself on earth to be a dearer portion still in Heaven
/ Ah words are very weak precious to say what this birth day is to
me what I believe and hope it will be in Eternity, since you so sincerely push on to it with me for our reunion with our beloveds there.
/ dear Communion - so enjoyed for you, hardly could you enjoy
yourself my precious-

4Richard Bayley, Jr., Elizabeth's half-brother, died in a carriage accident.
7.219 AMSV 110:10,24
'The nineteenth birthday of Catherine Seton

-620I send you as sweet a letter as can be perused from Aunt Mary
B[unch], she truly points her amiable heart to this life
/ Not a word from anyone else I have written both our absent
ones 2-all so quiet here-Harvest going on, but they fear to go on
with the building since everyone rich and poor it is thought are failing
and our house may be empty enough next year-As he pleases who
does all things well
/ Mrs. [Mary Carroll] Caton writes that Mrs. [Mary Ann Caton]
Patterson called at Dr. [Pierre] Chatard's for you, was told you were
expected soon in town You and I did not know that, funny World-let
it go round.
/ What true fun here-Sister J4 cleaning, whitewashing our Nest,
the good Superior [Dubois] gone, the Brother [Rev. Simon Brute]
must stay at the Mount tomorrow so we are to have a long sleep, I in
the Sacristy since I am a relictMind dearest that you learn all you can of Housekeeping while
with Henrietta5-you will never have so pleasant a chance again
If you see my little Mich be good to him
I write Mary B[unch], and say every thing for you-remember me
to all the dear good souls round you Be happyI am so well-and put Butter on my Bread even in the morning for
your sake, and if it does not go down for a second piece, sprinkle sugar
on it too-you must bring me at least half a dollars worth of camphor6
in a bottle or box or the air will dissolve it it helps my digestion so
much-Many girls going this week, but McNeals' will stick to St. Joseph's-they are happy as can be with their angels 8
every time the clock strikes I bless and pray for YOU
2Richard and William Seton. Elizabeth's sons

3This was a period of economic downturn. At the same time plans were underway to erect a brick
building for the exclusive use of the free school, but construction did not begin until the following
year.

4This could be either Sister Jane Frances Gartland or Sister Julia Shirk.
5Henrietta Smith, who lived at Carrollton Manor, was a friend of Catherine Seton.
6Camphor is a derivative ofthe wood and bark of camphor trees and may be used as a stimulant for
medicinal purposes.
'Margaret McMeal and her sister Anna Marie entered SI. Joseph' s Academy in 1811.
8At St. Joseph's Academy the children were divided into groups often called a decury and under
the immediate supervision of a sister-prefect or "angel."
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7.220 To Julia Scott
[19th August 1819]1

You see my Julia
I have my little All- and as she says she is well and happy - if she
has not what girls at her age call happiness, she has what will ensure
her future years that peace and contentment which is as much as any
one should expect in this world, that is she is dong her duty as it regards her poor Mother, and improving and cultivating her own little
endowments.
I meant this to have gone by a private hand but on consideration I
hurry it to beg you dearest friend not to put yourself to the least inconvenience in sending your usual Bounty in this trouble of Banks and
General distress, 2 in which many want it a 1000 times more than we do
- for unless William is again ship wrecked or some quite unforseen
distress occured there can be no necessity for continuing your unwearied Patience of so many years as the dear objects of my and your care
are now to push through for themselves, how happy happy am I, and
how do I pray that your and [Antonio and Filippo] Filicchi's familys
may reap the fruit of that support which has enabled a poor little, broken hearted, broken constitutioned creature like me to clear their
way-if William is not promoted [on his] return it will be strange for
whenever I [hear from] him he is always commended. Bless Bless
bless you, do pray [answer] questions how you all are - and [are you]
in the country (which I have no [doubt] unless something very remarkable [has] hindered as the cities are now [unsafe]-our grateful
remembrance [to] all you love best My Julia
ever your devoted EASeton

7.220 ASJPH 1-3-3-11:B55
lThis was a joint letter. Catherine Seton wrote first, then her mother added the following.
2Julia Scott regularly sent fifty dollars to Elizabeth for her family's support. There was a period of
economic crisis and a bank panic in 1819.

-6227.221 To Catherine Dupleix
[August 21, 1819]

My ever dear dear Due,
Your own friend would beg and intreat you to give some moment
of time, to say a word about poor Leo [Post] , as I cannot hear from him
or of him, and suppose by the word in Sister Margarets [George] letter
that he is perhaps at the last extremity. we have not had a word from
any of the family since the letter of sweet Mary [Bunch] to tell her arrival and in that she said nothing of Leo. and how is your precious
health, it delights me so that you love my little Margaret [George], itis
a heart so truly made to be loved and I am sure will not disappoint you
- if you cannot write at any time dearest Due make her your clerk, she
is swift with her pen and always delighted to help anyone much less
one as loved as you are-this would give me a happiness so often
wished for to recieve frequently your dear word of love.
long Ilooked out for your dear Husband [George], but yet saying to
myself how improbable that he should take such a journey, in a busy
time too-sweet Kit was absent then, but now is safe once more by my
side, peaceable, gay, and always in renewed joy to see me so well, for
it seems I am to stay and let many pass me on our journey home-her
health is as when she was in New York, always tender enough to keep
me in readiness to give her up--I wrote you I think that poor Will was
well 13th March going his cruise - next spring we may hope to see
him-[Antonio] Filicchis letters of Richard are very satisfactory poor dear Dick poor dear boys-yet how grateful we must be through
our life of separationsI do truly grieve at what grieves you beloved friend to see our poor
Protestant friends doubly blinded by the miserable conduct of Catholics, but so it ever wasdo write or tell my Margaret how your dear Sister Anna is and so
many dear friends you used to tell me of and say something about all
you love and whatever interests you-Sister Celia [O'Conway] calls
you the "refuge of the miserable" and is never weary telling me of
your tender love and care of the Poor-happy friend, while poor I sit
7.221 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:69

-623all life in a corner, but the blessed will be done'-when I think what I
deserve, and what I have, I can never be too grateful
Yesterday our sweet Bec' s birth day, 2 how I thought of you-but
our look must be always above, it is in vain to retrospectKit does love you with all the love your fondest wish could desire,
but she is an odd child in her plain way and if you heard her reasonings
and difficulties about what past in New York, you would see all differently-I trust you will some time or other be yet a few days together in
this world and when you will know her you will love her as your own
KateI inclose this in Sister Margaret's [George] to ensure your getting
it, it is very remarkable that my letters to you or yours to me cannot go
safe by post while I recieve hundreds from other persons direct to
hand-Our God bless bless you 1000 timesYourEAS 3

7.223 To Julia Scott
+ 18th October 1819

My own dear precious
I fly almost to the pen to tell you your letter and its contents travelled to Annapolis' and of course was delayed, and by not hearing
from us you may think it lost, you must have recieved the letter I wrote
to beg you in these hard times not to mind us as it must be more missed
by you now than when money was more plenty, and you had not two

sweet grand children to revive all your little plans and speculations in
this world ... if it was my case I think I should be as much interested in
life as if it was all to go over. Yet Mrs. [Mehitable] Marcoe gives you
the silent lesson while you hold your two dear ones so close, how I pity
little twins when they are separated. We had a pair here from the

'ef. Luke 22:43.
2The late Rebecca Seton, Elizabeth' s youngest child was born August 20, 1802.
3For a letter to William Seton dated September 29, 1819, in Robert Setoll 's Memoirs, see A· 7.222.
7.223 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:129
'The state capital of Maryland

-624-

Owens 2 family, and it was delightful to see how they learned every
thing alike and they were so alike themselves that for the six years
they were with us I never knew one from the other until we were just
about to part with them I found a little mole on Charlotts face as a
mark. They played duets on the piano in such exact measure that it
seemed one spring moved both.
-my one Pearl' is riding on horse back this beautiful weather, and
quite well since I let her out once with the Smith family' who are very
numerous and respectable this part of the country, they are continually
calling and begging for her. Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper you know
interested himself so much for William and they have said every thing
to have Josephine with them as her home, but I know not how it will
go. I think it the worst of plans to put a poor girl among the rich, and
unhappily Kit is doubly poor for she never reflects on her poverty. experience will give her bitter lessons I fearMy own beloved friend how I would delight to see your Treasure
Father Mother and childrens-when I think of my little J[ohn]
M[orin] Scott in petticoats climbing to kiss Petty Payley 6 how strange
it seems.
-As I said I hasten to write by this days post. The frank' of your
letter is September - my puss 8 is out, but I know her heart for you all,
she would send more heart felt affection and gratitude than any where
else she thinks your sweet Mrs. Scott a perfection of what is admirable
in woman.-we have no more news from our poor wanderer,9but suppose he will come in the spring if the expected war with Spain does not
take place-Bless bless you forever
your EASeton

2Charlotte Owens [Owings] and hertwin sister Mary were at St. Joseph ' s Academy for at least six
years.
3Catherine
4Catherine had been visiting Henrietta Smith at Carrollton Manor near Frederick. Maryland.
sJohn Scott and his wife, Mary Emolen Scott, had a son, Lewis Allaire Scott, born August 10.
6A play on Elizabeth's maiden name, Betty Bayley
' Postmark
8Catherine

9WilIiam Seton, now in the Navy, had been away from Emmitsburg since the preceding
November.

-6257.224 To Catherine Carroll Harper
+18th October 1819

My dear Mrs. Harper
we just now recieve the welcome joyful news of your safe return-some weeks ago Mr. Owings' says, but I think he must be mistaken for surely Mrs. [Emily] McTavish' s good heart would have told
it-at least let me now tell you that after following you with anxious
wishes for the sucess of your long travelling, I do now feel the utmost
Gratitude for your and Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harpers safety and truly
share your delight in your reunion with your beloved family.
I could not deny myself the pleasure of saying this one word of
heart felt congratulation.
Your devoted EASe ton

7.225 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+25th October 1819

My dear Sir
I know you will be anxious about your darlings-Emily [Harper]
at first was restless and uneasy and when we reasoned with her she
said "I am sure it is very hard to be away from ones parents when they
just came from so far off and you was with them such a little while and
then separate again."
We brought her a little girl who had not Father or Mother, to draw
the contrast, "well but" said Emily "her Papa and Ma are happy in
heaven so you would not pity her" -after a while however she was engaged in play and forgot her troubles until in so [me] exercise she was
separated from Elizabeth which she cannot bear - She must be by her
at prayers even and will not separate from her at all- this is so amiable
7.224 MHS MS 1304, #11
'Possibly the father of the Owings twins who were students at St. Joseph's Academy
7.225 MHS MS 1304, #12

-626that our Sisters in care of the children delight to cherish their Affection
for each other
Elizabeths [Harper] many good qualities are very consoling, but I
fear my dear Sir, you will be disappointed in her Musical Talent-Miss Decount' who taught in the first boarding schools in Philadelphia and is now her teacher here, gives the daily lesson with
devoted care and anxious wish to improve her, but as was always the
case tho' the darling is docile and attentive she seems invariably to
forget from day to day what she learns, but this I can safely assure you
under the All Seeing Eye, that if there is a place on earth where your
darlings will have the most assiduous care to improve them as far as
their dispositions admit, without tormenting them, it is in this house,
for every heart unites here in that object, so let my dear Mrs.
[Catherine Carroll] Harper be quiet and not anxious about their diet or
any thing else that depends on us
Elizabeth [Harper] has written you and sweet Em[ily Harper]
also-my Kitty is delighted to have them once more-we were truly
mortified that she missed the pleasure of seeing you and Mrs. Harper
by only half an hour. I wrote Mrs. [Mary Carroll] Caton dear Sir on the
subject of the orphan last week.
and am always with grateful affection Yours etc. EASeton

7.226 To William Seton
7th November - 1819
9th November - last year you left us

My own love,
I have written you every way I could imagine and over and over,
but alas what can I hope of your hearing from me when I have had but
the one dear 13th March letter at Valpa[raiso] in this whole year of absence - we hear of nothing but war war on all sides so our dear prospect

ILater Sister Mary Augustine Decount

7.226 ASCSE Seton-Jevons #302-302

-627of reunion is faint indeed-could we share one least point of our comforts with you how sweet above all that is sweet on this earth it would
be-we never was so happy as this winter for the exterior part for Kit
has had Ellen [Wiseman] with her and they are more united than any
sisters I ever saw - they live together as such, work on the same frame, I
follow every occupation together with invariable Harmony. Ellens
Uncle is just dead and has left her a handsome fortune, and Kit was
saying so gravely when we were alone last night, now if Aunt
Charlton' pays us our little fortune how gladly I will give up my share
to Will, if he would be come and give me such a [page torn]-they sit
both now very busy at our dear little old table [page torn] Many remembrances, waiting and praying both after our good Sunday dinner,
at which we try to be merry by making believe one is Richard and the
other William - gipseys, it is a good way to make me careful to serve
and please them-Kit is always Dick because she is so
mischevious-Dearest Kit has her usual health, always tender enough
to keep me on the look out-mine dearest has taken a new reef and I
seem laying by for this world still many a long year -let no one say that
deep affliction can kill since I grow strong in my absence from you for
it is like a daily Death to me in which every minute carrys the pain of
that separation - and so often the anguish of my most reasonable fears
that it will go even beyond this sad life since you are in a path of so
many many dangers-God alone knows my conflict my beloved since I sent your dear letter to Richard we have no news from him,
nor can I hear any more from your friend Joyce of Boston - ifhe would
give me the least encouragement according to my proposal I could
transmit him some dollars for you from time to time ... but we will at
least keep what we can get with the sweet hope of your return ... Kit
says so many playful things of her love to you, Ellen [Weisman]
colours and is silent, but only through sweet modesty for she loves
you for yourself and your own Mother too. We keep always the little
knob 3 we call yours on the window-but oh my beloved beloved who
shall speak my fond doating heart to you-you are covered with
1Probably a reference to needlework projects
'The widow of the late Dr. John Charlton, Elizabeth's maternal uncle. The Setons believed their
share of his estate to be approximately one thousand dollars, but it was not paid prior to Elizabeth's
death.
3A family memento of William's days at Emmitsburg

-628prayers night and day, and you have many warm hearts besides mine -.
YourownEAS
Your dear Birth day my Souls beloved the 25th' it is one of my
good mornings you know when blessings are so rich and ALP will be
for youeverything stands just as you left it-losses plenty in the money
way by our crazy merchants - but we push along-no new building in
such hard times - so you will yet come to the dear little old nest. 6 Your
"Shady blest retreat of summer"-and always my dear corner of
Peace-Kits Kiss on and in this circle 0 mine here 0 and I put Ellens
little finger on it first.
I say nothing love of the enquiries of your friends of the mountain
and elsewhere about you, for it is almost the first question of all I see
and all who write to me have you heard of William, when may we
hope to see him etc.-and do remember me to [page torn] good Mr.
[John] Dubois make the heartfelt enquiries-

7.227 To Rose Stonestreet1
7th November 1819

My dear Mrs. Stonestreet
Mr. Basil Spalding is so good as to take charge of some letters for me
to your cousins will you have the goodness to tell him when the 47 dollars yet unsettled with St. Josephs house and yourself may be paidwith every wish for your happiness I am always your true friend
EASeton

' William Seton was born November 25, 1796.
' ''All'' is underlined three times.
6S1. Joseph's Valley
7.227 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:89
[Rose Stonestreet may have been the guardian for some cousins who attended St. Joseph's
Academy or an adult boarder or retreatant.
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7.228 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
St. Martin's [November 11 or 12]1819

+
My precious friend
it is yet a dear Consolation to be able to present the cares and pains of
your dear hearts continually before our Lord our Compassionate
Lord-and to look at the reverse above, where I think your bright
crown so assuredly awaits you' -you say pray - indeed dear friend it is
a great part of my devotion to pray for your dear family for quite independent of my thousand reasons of gratitude and natural attractions I
think that your childrens rise or fall in our church of America will be
more noticed than any, so that I can truly say my heart hovers over them
for every reason, only give me back one of your sighs now and then for
poor William and Richard-we have no further news from William.
Richards constant letters are always the same expressions of his most
happy condition, yet the true hardship of our separation-what a business my dearest friend for such a moment as this poor life to live thousands and thousands of miles from a part of ones own self, I have to
reason and reason, and conclude at last well if we are to be separated in
the next world it is little matter to be together in this, and if we are to be
together in the next world what matters it to be separated in this-unless we could help their salvation, but boys give a mother so little share
in that comfort after early years are past-My own friend I see you
laugh at me but you know I speak my heart so freely to you. it is a sweet
Providence that our dear Emili goes to Madame Monroe for I am sure
the French system is a thousand times better than our poor simple way
for one who is destined for society as she is-tell her the clock seldom
strikes at St. Josephs but I offer a desire for her good first Communion
which I have so truly at heart.

7.228 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:87
'Cf. I Pet. 5:4.
2Emily Chatard had been a pupil at St. Joseph's Academy but was not allowed to make her First
Communion. Now she was at Madame Monroe's school in Baltimore.

-630-Josephine and Ellen [Wiseman] are always cheerful and busy - it
would delight you to see their innocent and pious life and inventions
to be happy in our regular way.
your good warm shawl was a sweet providence as it enabled me to
give Josephines, like it, to good Mrs. Steward [for her] journey, she is
gone to Virginia to try and get stronger, and settle some business, how
you would pity her-be blessed for the shawlI had dearest Emily in my arms last night in sleep for a long time
holding her from falling-Peace dearest friend-all yours in our
Lord-EAS.
Mr. [Simon] Brute's first communion instructions and Sister
Celias [O'Conway]3 care of the children to whom she is indeed a
mother makes me wish Emily had come later, but our dear Lords only
will-they wait for my letter.-

7.229 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
+St. Andrew day 30th November 1819

My dear dear and a thousand times dear friend
What would I not give to be near you in body as I am in heart keeping yours constantly before our only hope and refuge l at all times but
how much so in this bitter hour - all our community unite to beg for the
most precious life of our Dear Doctor [Pierre Chatard] - the first and
last we as yet know was dated Sunday morning-with your dear heart
mine pours its gratitude for the blessed preparation of his beautiful
Providence which waited till he was ready - yet he may still be restored to you and the thousand poor whom he is a Father to - I know
your Faith my blessed friend whichever way our Lord disposes-my
nerves are so shaken what must yours be - our God alone can support
my dearest friend I beg him this continually it is all I can do
December Ist-

3Sister Cecilia O'Conway had returned to St. Joseph's and was teaching in the school.

7.229 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:88
ICf. Ps. 46: 1.
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o the good and joyful news that he is better your dear Chatard is
still with you, thanks thanks and praise indeed my dear friend is
spared this hardest trial - I have two communions this week to thank
and praise for you and with you-I would say so much to you, but can
say nothing-you know my heart, your pains or comfort can never be
more felt or shared by any as by your EAS.
Give my dearest Emily [Chatard] the kiss of heartfelt love for me7.230 To Marie Fran~oise Chatard
[December 1819]

I did not recieve your dear letter until Mrs. [Luke] Tieman was
gone but happily I had written you a few lines - be assured dearest
friend your joy is truly ours - one day Mr. [Simon] Brute set everyone
to pray, telling from the altar the sorrowful news, the next day he gave
a hope, yet told them all to pray on, said prayers with all the children at
Catechism and at last told the joyful news before Mass and our dear
Communion for a general thanksgiving, 1 and all this with such heartfelt expression that it put me in mind of the word about our Lord when
he went to Lazarus behold how he loveth him 2 and indeed he has many
to love with him-ah dearest friend what is your blessing in preserving such a husband and parent, how my heart and soul rejoices with
you-all is busy preparation here for our dear coming Christmas
the peace and blessing of it to you and yours dearest friend Your
EASeton
a little hurried at this moment and Mr. Kenny is going.
My difficulty to make out how to get this letter to Mrs. Goodwin
not knowing her right direction makes me plague you with it as it is of
some consequence to the House 3-

7.230 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:96
'Dr. Pierre Chatard. father of Emily, a pupil, and dear friend of the Setons and the Sisters of
Charity. had been seriously ill. Dr. Chatard's health improved.
2Cf. John 11:36.
'Not knowing the correct address for a Mrs. Goodwin, who may have owed a substantial debt to
St. Joseph's House, Elizabeth asked Mrs. Chatard's help in delivering it.

- 6327.231 To Eliza Sadler
+[December 1819]

Eliza dear
do let me enjoy my pleasure and the playful laugh of my heart to
think you have done so drole a thing, and no doubt astonished the people so much-"Mrs. Sadler gone to France!" When first the echo
reached our mountains, Kit and I answered it with so many ah's and
O's you would have been amused to hear us, especially as we were
obliged to stop them dropping all in the smile of our ignorance of what
could make you do what we would so often ourselves have liked to
have done-I think I should have been a traveller too if I had had no
Bairns! to nail me.
and so you see again the beloved Paulina the sweet serious smile I
so often admired by your fire side-now no doubt it cheers you every
day; and perhaps you will see my ever loved Madame 0live2 and her
lovely family, one among the few pleasures I would enjoy in this life.
I see you dear Eliza absolutely and much easier than I could imagine you in the lines and measures of our New York Society, for now
you are as in the element you were made for-I cannot get over
it-what a drole thing to give the slip with your Matron gravity 3 I suppose-dear Ellen says so little about it, only their joy that you are safe
over, and of a gleam of hope that sweet Marl will revive, again be a
Mother etc.
Sister [Mary Bayley] Post says "Mrs. Sad has taken herself off." So
well she bears Leo's [Post] Death,5 it is quite a comfort to find her so resigned. I am making my daily offering of my Kate, in case so dear a part
of my relics is called - just now she is well and lively. you would love
her if you knew her home character, however unformed it appeared
7.231 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:60
1A Scottish term for children
2A New York friend who was now living in France
3Eliza Sadler was older than Elizabeth and was always the model matron in Elizabeth's opinion.
4Mary Fitch Bayley Bunch, Elizabeth's half-sister, had delivered a stillborn infant in 1818.
5Leo Post, Elizabeth's nephew, had gone south for his health and died there.

-633abroad-Mr. John Craigs6 residence at Courtland St[reet] was the great
reason of her absence from it from little circumstances I cannot write.
but I told her you could at least have seemed sorry that you had been
there so little-"I could not seem so Mama for I was not sorry under the
circumstances that took place."
-poor Darling she is a child of Nature yet, but that will soon wear
off. Fare you well I am and will always be your true friend EAS

7.232 To Rev. Louis Deluol, S.S/
30 December 1819

My Rev. FatherIt has been a true mortification to leave your most condescending
letter so long unanswered, but my dear good Superior but just now
gave his direction - and most kindly relieved me from any further concern in the affair of the final Settlement. I offered him indeed to obtain
any compensation to the house of St. Joseph he might think proper
rather than call back the Affairs of former times, but he has no intention as I understand but to drop all in Peace, and with respect to what is
further necessary than the notes already given he will arrange all he
says to the satisfaction ofMr. [John] Tessier-so what shall I say my
Rev'd Father but thank and bless you for your patience and

6Probably a relative of the addressee, Eliza Craig Sadler
7.232 SAB RG 29 Box #1
lRev. Louis Regis Deluol, S.S., (1787-1858) was superiorofSI. Mary' s Seminary, superior of the
Society of St. Sulpice in America (1829- 1841), and superior of the Sisters of Charity of 51. Joseph's
(1826-1830; 1841-1849). During his ad ministration of 51.. Mary's (1829-1849), the first seven
Provincial Councils of Baltimore were assembled. Deluol was the theologian of the archbishop of
Baltimore at all of the Provincial Councils in the United States and played an important role in their
transactions. He was a major proponent in two Councils for the proclamation of the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception which the Holy See did promulgate in 1854. Deluol was the prime mover
of negotiations with Rev. John Baptiste Etienne, C.M., for the Sisters of Charity of SI. Joseph ' s to
unite with the French Daughters of Charity of 51. Vincent de Paul which was consummated March
25, 1850.

-634forbearance in the business, and assure you of my heartfelt and most
affectionate wishes for your happy years of eternity.
Your Servt in Christ most respectfully EASeton
Would you tell Mr. [John] Hickey I have the Heart of a Mother for
his good2 new year--he knows what that means-

7.233 To Marie Fram;oise Chatard
Last day of 1819+[December 31]
Eternal happy years to my friend

My own dearest friend
how truly has my heart been one with yours in its late pains and
joys, and how thankful I was for your letter which confirmed the different pleasing news we recieved of our most dear Doctors [Pierre
Chatard] recovery be assured my desires are most earnest, and prayers
unfailing for the particular point you mention - at 3 oc1ock adoration
every day particularly
--We had 15 first communions in a Peace and Simplicity of delight I never enjoyed with the children before - it happened there was
no doubtful or difficult one in the number - the Instructions had been
anticipated for several weeks by our fervent friend and Father [Simon
Brute], and his daily letters he addressed with his rapid pen and burning heart to the children, the beautiful meditations written also by him
for the blessed occasion made all alive and happy in their fervour.
how many times I thought of my dearest Emily [Chatard] - but when
our Lord calls her, he will provide also her grace-what a comfort
dearest friend to think of his goodness and the sweet Providence
which delays or hastens all for our good - Josephine rejoices always so
much when a childs first Communion is delayed to wait her better Ullderstanding the divine Mysteries, she as her sisters did before her
speaks always with emotion and starting tears when their own early
Communions are mentioned tho' I am sure they were innocent but
2"Good" is underlined three times.
7.233 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:89
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they say oh the happiness of those who know at that time what they do
so I am always the more reconciled to dearest Emilys delayThe two friends are well and enjoying themselves, both have had a
share in the sore throat which has been common - but both now well they speak of you with heartfelt affection-Mr. [John] Dubois bears
the cold better than we could have hoped-Mr. [Simon] Brute always
the same and devotedly attached to you and yours-all goes on as
quickly as if we were out of the reach of tribulation
Oh the goodness of our God to us dearest friend, how well indeed is
my heart tuned with yours to thank him if you see my dear Mrs.
Tiernan, all goes well with her dear child - with tenderest love to yours
and all you love best
your EAS.

-636-

1820
7.234 To Robert Goodloe Harper
1st January 1820

My dear Sir
we greet yourself and Mrs. Harper with every heart felt good wish
of the Season
-Your sweet children' have been very lively and happy with as
many good things in our plain way as they could use without
indegestion etc. We had a moment of uncommon pleasure with Emily
yesterday - she was a little offended with one of her young companions and called her "pig" which the child resenting, refused on our entreaties to be reconciled with Emily-after several attempts in vain
she turned away and said "I was once just such an unhappy temper
myself but my dear Papa put me in a closet and cured me so do be patient with her" -She continually says the most striking things of her
love for you-there cannot be a more amiable endearing little being-Elizabeth is as usual- she is with less exterior attraction more interesting to me than Emily through the many remembrances she
continually brings of her angel sister. 2 inclosed is her letter to her dear
Brother. 3 I rejoice to hear Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper is so well,
with affectionate respects to her
Your grateful servant EASeton

7.234 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:41b
'Emily and Elizabeth Harper were pupils at St. Joseph ' s Academy.
2 An older daughter, Mary Diana Harper, a fonner pupil, had died.
3The addressee had at least two sons, Charles C. and Robert Goodloe Harper, Jr.

-6377.235 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S.'
[January 1820]

How truly mortified is your blessed Reverence this 1820 to write
your poor old Valley Mother three lines in a whole sheet of paper
Some politics of Eternity I suppose So with all due respect I will say
also as little as possible.
I wrote Mr. Malland as he directed me every particular he mentions
in his letter and sent it as he also directed to Mr. Joseph Simms Philadelphia.
our terms 125 dollars per year and the extra charge of 10 dollars for
french and 44 for music, 2 and the use of plain dark clothing is I believe
the chief Information that can be offered on the subject as you know
our House is very simple in its pretentions-we never had such a set of
good and happy children as now
our Christmas mass Communions I think rejoiced the angels- but
we have only 30 Communion Children - our school feels the dearth of
the times-his only will
Your Poor little bad devoted Mother EAS.

7.236 Draft to Ann C. Tilghman'
[after January 1, 1820]

My dear Mrs. Tilghman
-The letter you missed by post contained a simple statement of my
wish that your Caroline should recieve your permission to be Baptised,
as she has for a considerable time appeared very anxious for the permission. You agreed with me that Religion was our best hope for the refor-

7.235 AGU 240:7, 6
IThe addressee was in Baltimore.
2Elizabeth Seton cites the tuition for Sl. Joseph's Academy.
7.236 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:85
lThis response to her letter of January I, 1820, is very hard to read. Ann C. Tilghman may have
been the guardian of a pupil named Caroline.

-638mation of the <present> dispositions which had pained you so much in
her and for the formation of her mind to better habits; she has followed
with a seeming eagerness the common instructions of our children in
spiritual readings and catechisms, and <if> now should she immediately return to you I hope you would find some change for the better yet that any good impressions of a child of her tum should be lasting is
very uncertain all we can do is to act for the best and hope in our God.
By your most kind condescension my dear Mrs. Tilghman in applying to me for my ideas on the subject of the dear childs religion perhaps you do not know that I entered the Catholic Church only ae 30
years age when through particular circumstances which took place at
that time my mind was strongly interested in the point of Faith and
which I made enquiries of our Protestant clergy some of whom were
particular friends and finding they disapproved the sectaries3 intirely
and remembering in my own time, a variety of changes in the Faith
proposed in the prayer book I had at 10 years old, and the last editions
we had under new Bishops' I gave my whole soul, I may say, to reading and praying on the subject for nearly a year-the kindest friends
among presbeterians Quakers and anabaptists invited me to join them
but I could find my peace and security only the the old church where
they all came from, and which has been always the Depositary of the
Divine Truths of Salvation and the means of practising them, so
through the disapprobation of friends and relatives I tenderly love and
the many disadvantages such a step incurred both to my precious children and myself in the temporal way I made my change of religion on
such conscientious Conviction of its truth and of its being "the
Church" our blessed Saviour bade us to "hear" that 'tho I sincerely
love and respect Individuals of other Faith, yet the Faith of the Catholic church is the only one I can teach or advise to anyone committed to
my charge.

2Part of the page is missing.
3Zealous adherents of a sect
'Elizabeth referred to the 1789 American edition of the Book of Common Prayer which had a
short catechism attached to it. This edition replaced the 1785 Proposed Edition with the same
format. The catechism section of the 1789 edition stated that Christ is "spiritually taken and
received" in eucharist, whereas the 1785 edition said that Christ is "verily and indeed" received.

-639You will forgive me the tedious explanation of why I propose to
you that C[aroline] should be Baptized we believe it is a Sacrament
which confers Grace etc We give our children the sacrament early
when they are well disposed and instructed as guards to virtue, and a
defense against their rising passions and temptations they are exposed
to if they do not afterwards correspond with the grace of them we have
at least done what depends on us etc etc' -would surely be attached to
such a step, exciting the displeasure and losing the esteem of friends
and relatives to whom I am attached with truly uncommon affection
losing my share also in a very considerable inheritance by offending
my uncle6 who held it could only be done through a conscientious conviction and the obedience to [unclear] our Saviour directed to teach us
that the Faith I embraced is <so necessary> truly the way to Salvation
he would have us pursue, that I could never teach or advise any other
to one committed to my charge.
You say you are but 24 so you will believe one twice your age who
has passed the trials and vanities of life that the religion you have
probably been capably explained is in fact the only one where the soul
satisfied that a divine revelation of truth, concurred and [unclear] of
grace took place finds itself at home-the only one My dear Madame
that offers what the apostles says God condescended to secure apostles and pastors truly given and sent to prevent us to be tossed to and
fro by every word of doubt-or as he expresses it also ever learning
and never coming to the truth-all others departed sectaries confessedly leave us in the trackless wilds of self taught creeds and opinions adopted in endless succession, drove with any authority better

justified than the one most opposed to it<after all> that the good child could at 14 perceive this in its beautiful simplicity and firmly attach her soul to the path it secures would be
but our constant experience of that age-the mind sincere, unbiased
and better disposed than a further period when so often it yields at last
to a more [unclear] and indifference of or despair of every thing like
truth and assurance in religion
5Part of the page is missing.
6Dr. John Charlton. Dr. Charlton's father had been Rev. Richard Chariton, Anglican rector of St.
Andrew's Church, Staten [sland. Dr. CharIton had opposed Elizabeth's conversion.

-6407.237 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S.
+[February 28, 1820]

My blessed friend and Father and Brother

We cannot now recieve your good postulent Anne' if she is even
like a little Angel is in the way - we cannot and must not recieve your
poor Mothers or rich ones, while their children are unprovided - besides the good young widow could not but have a mind much distracted by these offers she has and which would make the many little
daily trials of community life very heavy to her-and also, more
postulents have applied than could be recieved 'till the Conowag0 2 establishment takes place, if indeed our dear Lord will please to grant itthis is the substance of what our Council said to your proposal.
A letter from our Eleno~ last week gives me every reason to think
that the dear good little Susan must be gone to our true Home, happy
Child What better could we wish for her - if the idle trick of taking off
a warm garment to go to a ball has caused her illness, still it is in the order of her Sweet providence I hope to save her from the evil to come,
for it does seem that our best young people even, have but half their
senses, or rather are all senses, with very little Faith. My heart and
soul this week past has been under the press of the Beatitude "Blessed
are the Pure of heart they SHALL SEE GOD!"4 0 my Brother take the
Words on Yours, and my Sunday dear Communion I will beg our God
to write them on it. Happy happy are you to love All for him, every
bent of your hearts affections, every power of your Soul turned
Wholly to him, without even the mixture of the innocent sojourning
7.237 AGU 240: 7,1
'The COllncil Millutes for February 14, 1820, record that "Revd Mr Hickey of Baltimore petitions
for a young widow to be admitted as candidate [for the Sisters of Charity of SI. Joseph's] is not
encouraged to come at present."

2There must have been some discussion about establishing a mission of the Si sters of Charity at
Conewago, Pennsylvania, although that did not happen until June 19, 1834. Conewago was a hub of
Jesuit missionary activity in southern Pennsylvania near Hanover.
3Eleanor Hickey, a younger sister of the addressee, attended SI. Joseph's Academy in 1817 and
1818.
4Matt.5:8

-641awhile with your old Father and dear Brother - how much Purer is
your service where you are above the mist of earthly attraction. one
thing 1hope you are convinced of (I as a wretched Sinner know it well)
that wherever we meet a little prop of human comfort, there is always
some Subtraction of Divine comfort. and for my part 1 am so affraid to
cause any such Subtraction that 1 feel a reserve and fear in every human consolation that makes them more my pains than my pleasures,
yet the liberty of Children of GodS1 hope in all, 1 only mean to say we
should be too happy when the Providence of our God keep[s] us
wholly to himself
Your Father and Brother here are doing what would seem far beyond human possibility , but God will support and in his own time
give them help no doubt.
You are remembered and loved here too much to make it a safe
place for you unless you were sent by God himself without the least
agency of your own, and even then 1 fear my Brother would go
lean-pray for us 1 pray,
Your own poor Mother

7.238 To Julia Scott
[March 15, 1820]

Well my Julia it would seem you were determined to play on my
poor heart as your piano by your last letter, and indeed you did bring
the warmest liveliest gratitude in Various notes, some of tears indeed
not the least pleasing. Your most kind expression for dearest Kit
move[s] my very soul, and I can find no words in answer. as to her
staying with me dearest friend you cannot suppose 1 ever had such an
expectation, the turn of her mind being so different - it was her own
special wish this winter and not without some strong allurements to
the contrary, and Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper came early in the

'ef. Rom. 8:21.
7.238 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:130

-642fall and said every thing that Kindness could invent to induce her to go
there. Perhaps you ought to know a little dearest of my position with
that family. the girls' took an unaccountable almost romantic fancy to
me in Baltimore, brought all their family to see me at different times,
tho' you may be sure I never visited them, as I did not like ever to step
out of my little humble, therefore to me happy station, however an intercourse of more than common place kindness has been kept up ever
since, and when the sweet eldest Daughter [Mary Diana] of Mr.
Harper was fit to be sent from Home they gave her in my charge with
that kind of Affection you know better than I can speak,-in the mean
time all sorts of kindness to Anna when she was sick, and afterwards
to Rebecca-when Mary H[arper] left us to go to France Eliza and
Emily came, and are still with us of course we see their parents often.
when William wanted a post for the Navy Mr. H[arper] did every
thing that depended on him, offered him a privilege of drawing on him
if he ever wanted money, and though Will never used it, the kindness
is the same.
-When they were in Europe and heard of my illness/ nothing
could be kinder than their letters and assurance of boundless interest
for my children, Kit always to have a home with them etc if I should
not recover.
You know my own beloved friend I see all in the order of Providence, and wish only to use the generosity of others as far as it enters
in that beautiful order, therefore we have never yet in any way taken
advantage ofthe goodness of Mr. and Mrs. H to us, but in recieving little cakes or oranges when the children were sick, but I think now if Kit
did not go home with the children in Vacation or make some return to
the so often repeated invitations it could not be right-to be sure not
calculating on any acquisition the dearest creatures company would
be, but not to refuse their kindness so particularly I mean, as she does
go elsewhere
-next month she is to go by promise of a year or more, for a few
weeks to Baltimore to Mr. [Luke] Tiernans (the family whom Richard

'The Harper girls included Mary Diana. Elizabeth. and Emily.
2Elizabeth was critically ill during the summer of 1818.

-643was with) the eldest daughter [Ann Elizabeth] her friend and companion for years here, has just now a heavy affliction and insists and
intreats so much for Kits coming that it cannot be avoided. So put all
together my Julia I think for the moment you need not be plagued with
my darling, but her heart and soul with mine blesses and thanks you
for the offer. Weare all uncertainty about Williams return, our last
news of him he was on the coast of Peru in October very well he says
and contented as he can be from us-nothing new from Richard-my
health is enough be assured my Julia-if only your dear Charlotts was
as good-Bless you forever I hasten to close for the man waits to take
to the post this Evening-there will be no other till next week
Your 50 dollars safe-Bless you forever they take me by surpriseYour EAS'

7.240 To Antonio Filicchi
18th April 1820

My ever dear Antonio
I long to hear that you are all well, the love of my heart can never
grow cold to you and your dear family while it has a beat of life. Richards last letter to us was in September six months ago-I cannot help
being a little anxious and praying very fervently that all may be well,
but after the first start of Nature from time to time I drop all, most cordially and sincerely trusting our heavenly Providence, which has
blessed us so far beyond all hope, for my part I try to make my very
breathing a continual thanksgiving and no one can better understand
my heart in [that] than my dear Antonio who knows so well [what] I
have been, and the long burning I deserve instead of living in the very
3 A note on the outside reads: "opened by JMS instead of a news paper - but not read-The date is
"March 15th 1820". John Scott was the son of Julia Scott. See A-7.239 for a letter to William Seton
in Robert Seton Memoirs.
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-644Sanctuary of the divine presence going to sleep at night [waking] in the
morning almost before the blessed [altar] for we have but a partition between my little room and our chapel. think with what tender gratitude I
remember you and all you [love] especially Patrichio and my
Georgino' so imprinted [in] my most pleasing remembrances as well as
your sweet oldest daughters, still William spo[ke] so much of the young
ones it seems to me I know them-May our blessed God but bless them
all as I beg him, and give you a faithful perseverance with your dear excellent Amabilia so dear also to me and all who know herIf I dared indulge the hope of seeing you again in this life, but that
being so improbable I beg the more that it may be safely in the
next-It just struck me dearest Brother that it would be a curiosity to
you to possess Mr. [William] Dubourg's Mandate from
Louisianna2-and as postage your part of the world is very high you
will approve my using half a sheet-your dearest Amabilia who keeps
Lent' so strictly will see what a miserable idea of penance is held in
this country-you will also see what the truly zealous Bishop
[Dubourg] is doingour blessed [Rev. John] Cheverus is well and progressing most
successfully in his heavenly mission--our poor little mustard seed'
spreads its branches well, they have written us from New York' to
come and take 8 hundred children of the state school besides our orphan asylunlove and pray for your own devoted EASeton

'Two sons of Antonio and Amabilia Filicchi. They had ten children.
2Rev. Louis Dubourg, S.S., had become bishop of Louisiana in February 1812.
3The liturgical season characterized by prayer and penance in preparation for the feast of the

Resurrection of Jesus Christ on Easter
4Cf. Luke 13: 19.
'By this time in New York, the Sisters of Charity had the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum located
in Sl. Patrick's Parish and a pay school which began in January 1820 for families who could not send
their daughters to St. Joseph's. In May of the same year, the Sisters of Charity also opened the New
York Free School. The state school mentioned here may refer to an April 18, 1820, proposal that
Elizabeth Seton did not accept for a school with Lancastrian methods. Joseph Lancaster
(1778-1838), an English educator who emigrated to the United States in 1818, taught in a free school
of a thousand boys and organized corps of elder boys as monitors to oversee and instruct those in

lower classes. The Lancastrian system of education was adopted widely by Nonconformists in
competition with Andrew Bell's system supported by the Church of England.

-6457.241 To Julia Scott
+ 18th April 1820

My own dear Julia
there is at this moment a person on the go for Philadelphia and I do
supplicate you to tell me if you are still in the city with all its combustions the papers are so filled with,l or if you are on the move to your
last summer cottage-I hope and trust so.
if all is well with you and your dear ones do not write me, but if reports are not exaggerated and you are going to leave the city do write
me about it - my last hurried letter ma[y]haps was too crazy, but it all
meant well my dearest.
Mrs. [Mary Ann] Patterson (M Caton) was to sail last week to go
and bring home poor Louisa and Betsey.2 I forget to tell you the
strange scene of Mr. Harveys3Death which she could not credit or believe until the last sigh, when finding the dreadful fact, she took him in
her arms began to sing him to sleep as she said, and sung three hours
after incessantly only stopt by strong opiates etc three days out of her
senses and has never left her room since but to church says Emily
[Caton McTavish] .
May be you heard this - what a hard heart I have ever had - dearest
Julia I will remember your deep sorrow too, but I do not think I am
ever to know sorrow unless I get down derry down in the next world
which I hope notBless you forever Kit is quite well and me always yours Kiss your
babies' for me do
Your EAS.
7.241 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:131
'The Sisters of Charity staffed St. Joseph' s Asylum in Philadelphia where during February and
March apparent attempts to set fire to the city alanned the citizens. The destruction of the Chestnut
Street Theater April 2 contributed to fhe scare.
2Louisa Caton Hervey, now a widow, and Elizabeth Caton, who did not marry until 1836
3Louisa Caton's husband, Colonel Hervey, later Sir Felton Balthurst, an aide to the Duke of
Wellington, died in 1819.
4Grandchildren of Julia Scott

-6467.242 To Catherine Seton!
[Wednesday morn April 1820]

How are you my Souls Darling Made. Chatard['s] letter said you
were safe & well, Mrs. Dooris had heard the same, I see a letter from
Ellen to Joseph in the mountain bundle and all that dont mean that
there should have been a letter from you not a word of it, I see you as
ready to write as I am but you slipped the opportunity (not knowing it
even perhaps) as I forget to send word to old Felix to call on youevery hour we look for Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper and then I
shall have a letter Em[ily] comes very regularly pulled out to day
your little wondrous book, a small communion pin also as she called
it, with reverence & a kiss-they ask continually about you Liza says I
will say a hail Mary for Miss Kitty nobody takes me to her
I have scarcely written two pages since you are gone I go twice a
week to Sister Xavier's [Clark] class for translation company every
morning I think - this morning squadron of young people squires and
all after Miss Gaston 2 - I stood it out being obliged to.
all goes round just the same, the most heavenly weather, [unclear]
twice on horseback, but no food whatever I shall do my best to try her
the journey home-Sister Jane [Frances Gartland] just so
lilac's little blossoms of many kinds, and tiny branches from our
dear grove are all around me, our room looks so pinky from morning
till night you would laugh for I keep close by the cabinet and pick up
my books so carefully that Sister Susy [Clossy] twirls in and out ten

7.242 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:45 (Seton-Jevolls #68-70)
lCatherine was in Baltimore visiting Ann Elizabeth Tiernan.

2Two Gaston girls, Susan and Hannah, trom North Carolina were pupils at Sl. Joseph's Academy.
They were daughters of William Joseph Gaston (1798-1884) who had attended Georgetown
College and w as a prominent convert to Catholicism. He later became ajustice of the North Carolina
Supreme Court.

-647times a day and finds nothing to do. Sister Agnes and Martha3 read
Chate[au]briand every evening to me with wondrous delight and I
with so new delight in him that I could not help putting some little
pages in Your book-O Kit - my Kit-what is this - it seems - but
never mind what it seems, my trinity of earthly love must be in the
Soul not in the present enjoyment, as well as the Spiritual one of
heaven.
poor Anne comes in "Since Kit is gone" she says "no one helps me
about dinner" we make out nicely since milk and vegetable sprouts etc
are in fashion the whole scene around a garden this heavenly weatherbut no no letters from Dick, that truly puzzles me most painfully.
Mrs. Dooris 4 going in a Tangent cannot wait a minute I told Agnes
to write this morning but neither she or Thocmaken' are ready as it
was their catechism morning - her cough is intirely gone, Gastons
stays a little, A 100000 loves the old lady cannot stop
Peace and patience bless you forever - and my Ellen and dear Ann
and all
your own
Wednesday Morning

3Sister Martha Daddisman and Sister Agnes O' Connor. M argaret E. O ' Connor (1799-1 866) was
born in Annapolis. Maryland, came to St. Joseph' s as an orphan, and was admitted to the novitiate
May 12, 18 16, during the lifetime of Mother Seton. She was the second Sister of Charity to be
known as Sister Agnes. During her almost fifty years of vocation, she served at New York Asylum
(1 8 17); St. John' s Frederick (1829 and 1840); Sl. Mary 's, Baltimore (1 83 1); Alexandria, Virginia
( 1832); Conewago (1 834) ; SI. Peter's, Wilmington, Delaware (1 841); Sl. Louis (1 844); Milwaukee
Hospital (1 847); Mobile Hospital (1852); Natchez Asylum (1852); St. Louis Infant Asylum (1853);
Sl. Louis Hospital (1 854); SI. Joseph's Asylum, Philadelphia (1858); and St. Joseph's Central
House, Emmitsburg (1 860), where she later died. Sister Agnes is buried in the original community
cemetery at Emmitsburg.
4Sally Dooris was a student at SI. Joseph' s Academy .
' Agnes and Thocmaken were probably pupils at SI. Joseph' s Academy.

-6487.243 To Robert Goodloe Harper
[27 April 1820)

My dear Sir
Your sweet Bess [Elizabeth Harper] has written, dated and directed all by herself at my table to accustom her to writing with a little
more ease if possible, altho' perhaps with less exactness in the formation of her letters-the conversation [we have] daily would delight
you, Josephine once more away they consider me in her place as their
friend and really comfort me with their little endearments-We look
for you and dear Mama' constantly,-Emily's [Harper] ideas ofvacation will amuse you extremely, nothing can be more promising than
the unfolding of her sweet mind. with heartfelt regards to Mrs.
[Catherine Carroll] H[arper]
Your grateful EAS

7.244 To Robert Goodloe Harper!
[4 May 1820)

She talks incessantly of you and her little hundred intentions to
please and be good-but she says "indeed I am so disorderly when I
go home"-we reason the point so gravely why it should not be so-Elizabeth' s [Harper] thoughts are quite different the thought of being good and orderly at home is quite easy to her. I saw her draw a map
of England on the black board with her look of quiet indifference quite
correctly, and with as much readiness as if making but a line and in the
same easy turn of manner collect a number of purchases on the black
board and add, divide, multiply, subtract etc. indicating all the whys

7.243 MUS MS 1304, #13
'Probably Caiberine Carroll Harper
7.244 MUS MS 1304, #14
'This is a postscript to Emily Harper's letter.

-649and wherefores, terms and value of figures with a clearness of ideas
that delighted me, not for the value of that attainment, but as a proof of
the intelligence and application of her mind so long desired-they are
both in perfect health.
I know not if my Josephine is with Mrs. [Catherine Canoll] Harper,
tho' I earnestly hope so - happy would I be could she succeed to impart
to her one way even of the cheerfulness and pleasure your sweet Em[ily
Harper] gives to me. If she is with you be pleased dear Sir to give her a
Mothers blessing I wrote her this week by a private hand.
Your ever devotedly obliged EASeton

7.245 To Ellen Wiseman
+[May 1820]

no word, no push to my Ellens dear heart - it is not the moment now
to add to pain-his peace to you my sweet friend who will keep us always so dear to each other-you have so kindly cheered sweet Kit and
I thro' the gloom of winter now go and enjoy your spring, still however loving your poor old Mother who knows no spring but the presence of our dear ones - you may still one day enjoy it with me - I live in
Hope - you know, and if in this world all is blasted still we will hope
and hope to the last
Now be good, and the only sure way is to get over your monstrous
difficulties in approaching the Sacraments - you must know my beloved that he who gave them for strength and life never meant such an
impediment-Peace and love and every blessing to you
take care of my Pearl, 1 do persecute her till she has seen the dear
Madames Chatard, Barry, and White 2 and-help her about the bonnet
beg about warm clothes
Bless bless you forever
your EAS.

7.245 ASJPH 1·3·3-12:B7
'Catherine
ZMarie Fran<;ois Chatard, Mary Ann Barry, and perhaps the mother of Juliana White

-6507.246 To Richard Seton
+8th May 1820

My own love
You can have no idea our anxiety to hear from you six, seven, eight
months pass without one line; I hope and trust it is not so on your side
if it is it is not for want of our frequent letters sent to all our sea
ports-I wrote you two weeks ago by a young friend of Abraham
White'sl going from Philadelphia direct to Leghorn, Kit took the letter to Baltimore herself and I know it was put in the hands of the young
man, and I earnestly hope you will get it - if you do you will see how
happily we have passed our winter sweet Kit, our most every dear and
amiable Ellen Wiseman, and poor Mother in our little dear nest-poor
Ellen found it hard parting she seems to love us even more than her
own people. Kit is now at the [Carrollton] Manor with the Catons,
Carrols and Harpers [who] carress her as much as is good for the dear
creature you may depend, and her letters are so expressive of her pleasure and enjoyment that I cannot but be happy even in our separation-but our separation from you my beloved grows hard now we
hear so seldom from you as seldom as from poor William in the Pacific from whence it seems he is [not] to return until next year-sad
and dreary interval of life for me to have them both so far away who
are dearer to me than the whole world besides, a faint comparison
truly for what are ten thousand worlds to me compared with either one
of you three much less all together; fine workings in a Mothers heart
you may be sure when I think of the danger after our painful separations here they may be yet continued in Eternity-What a heartfelt
consolation my Souls Richard it would be to me if you could write me
in full sincerity before the Searcher of hearts (and not merely to comfort mine) Mother I preserve my Faith intire amidst all the dangers
and scandals I meet, Your Faith Mother the one so dear to you. and if

7.246 AMPH Seton-Jevons #147-50
1Abraham White of Baltimore, a banker, who had a business partner in Emmitsburg

-651you have lost it my beloved think not you would be less wrapt round
my Soul for I know well what your trials must be.
I wrote our dear [Amabilia and Antonio] Filicchis by the young
man I mentioned who went from Philadelphia. I long so to hear how
you come on with them and if you can yet say you find a Mother and
Sister over the wide waters-I have two little Harpers2 with me who
are really like a part of ourselves, I often look with a loving eye on the
eldest and think while her beautiful mind is daily unfolded by me that
perhaps I am doing it for you for they love our family so much I would
not be surprised if the affection was reciprocated in our children - Mrs.
[Catherine Carroll] Harper says she would be so happy to see Josephine the choice of her son - he is expected in the summer and by his
letters seems a promising young man-oh may you but be happy, and
whoever you love my son I shall dearly love that is poz and certain.
All goes here quite nicely Mr. [John] Dubois -like a prince on his
mountain full school, debts paid, improvements in all directions Egan
and Mullen, Samson, Wiseman3 etc. etc. still there, they are cutting
the mountain in terraces to bring the garden up to Mr. [Charles]
Duhamels house-how it all amuses me let every body be happy their
own way-Qur old St. Josephs goes on so well no building tho' this
year - the distress of the time for money among our most respectable
people is unexampled.
I have now a great friend of [North] Carolina, the Eloquent Congressman Gaston, his two daughters are with me, and like good Mr.
[Robert] Harper they puff us out handsomely all for the good of the
cause or I should not like such puffings

a thousand thousand blessings on you dearest only do write to a
creature whose tears fall over you before God continually-I cannot
think of you but my heart fills fearing something has happened [to]
you-this fine season I hope will bring in ships, it is so seldom we can
hear of an arrival.
our New York friends well-Kit wrote you Aunt Charlton4 is gone
to the Land of Souls but if she left us any shiners we cannot learn all in
2Elizabeth and Emily
3Rev. Michael Egan. Rev. Mr. James I. Mullen and Rev. Joseph V. Wiseman
4Mary DePeyster, the recently deceased widow of her maternal uncle, Dr. John Charlton

-652time 1 suppose-Leo Post Dead. Kindest love to our friends. forgive
this scratching 1 just heard an opportunity to Baltimore and hasten. 5

7.247 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+21 st May 1820

My dear Sir
there is a favourable moment to say all is well. Elizabeth [Harper]
wrote by post this week, she has had a severe turn of bowel complaint,
for which she had to undergo nostrums! etc. disagreeable enough - it
appears she had, quite unaware of the consequences, ate freely of unripe plumbs from some trees placed perhaps rather imprudently in the
childrens garden.-She is well as usual now, and has her lesson of experience
My Josephine dear Sir being under a particular tie of affection with
Miss [Ann Elizabeth] Tiernan, 1 do not know what little promises may
have passed between them for the interval from this to July, but at that
time she knows it is my hearts wish that she should accompany Mrs.
[Catherine Carroll] Harper to the [Carrollton] Manor. Emily [Harper]
says "I do get so disorderly (her own words) when 1 go from St. Josephs 1 do not know myself, if M[iss] Josephine is with us 1 shall be
very good." 1 am quite sure it will be for the good of the dear children
and it will be by far the best situation for her, unless she could be with
her Mother as her natural position, [bu]t her health with me is so
changeable that 1 would have intreated Mrs. Harper to take her to the
Manor, if there was no inconvenience in the way, had not your very
kind request made mine unnecessary.
1 hope she will amuse Mrs. Harper, she has been in the habit of
reading to me with great delight, and a number of beautiful lessons she

' In addition to the address, Elizabeth wrote: "Politeness of Mr. John Lohman."
7.247 MUS MS 1304, #15
! A variety of home remedies used to cure ills

-653practiced on the piano the whole winter, she said often, was to please
Mrs. Harper.
Will you please to present me gratefully and affectionately to her.
Your EASeton

7.248 To William Seton
+27th May 1820

My own love
could 1 get a least idea if you have recieved any of our letters 1
would know where to begin the little Journal,' my last was since the
arrival of your young Lieutenant [Percival], one by Mr. Holms, which
his particular friend was to put in his hand, and the other to Boston to
the care of our old friend there. the hard death of your Decatur2 happened since, and of poor Henry CarroP - Many attrocities under firing
of public buildings, mail Robberies etc have taken place, but sweet Kit
and Ellen [Wiseman] being gone 1 see no papers, nor a word of
news-I wrote you how lovingly we had passed our winter together
reading, laugh[ing] and love our main resources - Kits last to me was
from Annapolis [Maryland] where she had gone with Mrs. [Mary
Carroll] Caton, and fine parties made for her, then back to Baltimore
to Mary Williamsons 4 wedding and will then with Mrs. Harper to the
[Carrollton] Manor it seems they are much pleased with her and I believe the dear creature is truly pleased in return-not a sentence5 since
last October and this is the last of May, [I don't] understand it--dear
fellow many many an anxious thought 1 have about [him]

7.248 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:7
'Elizabeth made long records or journals of events during extended periods for persons who were
absent.
2Stephan Decatur, a naval hero, had died March 22 in a duel.

' Henry Carroll had been a companion of William at Mount Sl. Mary' s 1809-1810.
4Mary Williamson was a pupil at SI. Joseph' s Academy during 1812 and 1813.
5Elizabeth had received no letters from Richard.

-654Mr. [Antonio] Filicchi wrote how much he was pleased with [him]
I trust all is well-but oh! my love what is this life of Separations?-a
living Death to me-yet often I please myself with the thought that
whatever hardships you go through, you do not suffer as I do the
sharpness of the pains of separation, you find so many things to take
your attention, but Poor little Mother looks round the earth and all is
blank to her, I cannot tell that the objects I doat on still live, your dangers above all as multiplied as the moments of your life my beloved,
and if the next leaf to be turned of our future existance was secure, all
the rest would be nothing I should be the most Valiant little Mother,
but as it is, you may in part imagine, for you may suppose my beloved
what I know by this time thro' one of the officers of the Independ
ence. 6
-Your last received was dated October - no hope then of a nearer
meeting than next winter - how sure we were dear Kit and I it would
have been this spring, she would consent to go no where until your
dear letter told us your delay. Oh our talks and surmises, hopes and
fears about you last winter round the little stove and the love and
blessings poured on you from our doating hearts-can it be possible
we shall have you next winter round it - that a dream next near to
Heaven-dont fear my health beloved my iron constitution promises
many a parting with my dear ones
John Brenf kindly called on me and told me to inclose to him, he
spoke of you as did good William Gallespy, Jo Smith8 with so sincere
a regard - ourfriendhis uncle is gone - so good aman.-Jane 9 told me
of poor young Houghtens assassination, his mother a maniac and Father dead in consequence-my beloved! my William dearest dearest
beyond all expression, look at the heart of your own Mother -

6William had been on the USS Illdep elldence as a midshipman.
7John Brent was enrolled at Mount St. Mary' s 1810-1813.
8William Gillespie attended Mount St. Mary's 1813-1817, and Joseph L. Smith, Jr., was enrolled
there 1810-1 811.
· Possibly a former pupil at St. Joseph' s Academy, Jane Brent was a grandniece of Archbishop
John Carroll.

-655our friends all well sweet Aunt Helen [Bayley Craig], good Aunt
[Mary] Post her Leo gone!-Aunt Mary [Bayley Bunch] well at the
Havanna [Cuba] - dear Due - CraigslO - All.
How often am I up in your tops with you, how often by your Hammock, every fresh breeze, every calm the creeking of the willow tree
[unclear] you know to the back porch, all speak of you we call that willow the Maeedonian ll mast the sound is so like the noise of one in a
gale. I have a pitcher with the Maeedonian on it, and often have
looked too at her fore top in the old book - oh my love my love how my
heart and soul hangs round you continually may I but once more hold
you in these poor arms
o MAY GOD bless YOU 2

7.249 To Julia Scott
June 21 , 1820

My own beloved friend,
your long silence to my little earnest, though indeed perhaps foolish request to know by one line how it was with your dear family,
makes me very uneasy, and my thoughts turn to your beloved sister,
for I know the complaint she has is one of the most distressing in nature, but Precious, it is our penalty - some disease must destroy the
poor carcase-how I would love to nurse her night and day - even to
the excess I did my Bee, but I dare say she has many devoted hearts
around her-It is probable you have a trio of petsl by this time and all
holding out hands to Grandma must keep you always engaged. how
delightful is this order of nature which revives all our warmest and

IOEliza Craig Sadler and her brother were friends in New York.

had transferred to the frigate Macedonian.
12"0 MAY GOD bless YOU" is underlined three times. Robert Seton, Elizabeth's grandson,
noted on the address: "Mother Seton's last letter to her son - my father - Wm Seton." In fact this was
not her last letter to him.
7.249 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:132
IGrandchildrcn
11 William

-656most endearing solicitudes and Affections - the thought of seeing one
of Williams or Richards before me starts a tear of sweetest pleasure in
a moment-Kits I never think of, an early grave for the darling seems
always more probable the little Harpers2 are gone to meet her at the
Manor to day the weather is changed to an extreme of heat which no
doubt will drive you with the dear little angels to your cottage-so
goes life.
My precious friend be blessed in all your vmious positions Oh may
our God bless you is the heartful prayer of
your EASe ton.

7.250 To Ellen Wiseman
+[June 29, 1820]'

My own own Ellen
I will not say it is a mothers heart just over you in my so dear Communion of St. Peter and Paul our sweet Saviour himself I know has
blessed you-And think how I would beg you, supplicate you this day
to keep near to him by the only means, and not let the wall of partition
be raised again in your dearest heart as it was before our last happy
meeting. wake up your Faith, you know our Lord never meant us to
mind who we go to, if they do but take us to him, and the longer you
stay back you will know the harder it is for you to go forward; and at
last what does it end in dearest, to go through double thrible pain and
examins, which will not be pains of grace and merit, but of your weakness and want of courage in delaying oh do dearest write me you have
been.

2The family of Robert Goodloe Harper of Carrollton M anor

7.250 ASJPH 1-3-3-6:12:B8
'June 29 is the feast of Saint Peter and Saint Paul.

-657and keep Julian at the plow" dont let her think you happy and at
peace while you take a way so contrary to your true peace' -Why you
say is my dear friend so seIious, it is because you are so dear to me, and
I cannot be satisfied that you should live as you [would] be afraid to
die my darling EllenI forgot though that Joseph [Wiseman] probably says a great deal
more than I can on a point so essential-He has been but twice I believe since you were here, and that with a head full of accounts and
statements about settlements-The last time [Michael] Eagan was
here I told him to tell Joseph I had a letter from you and would read
him a part if he would come. he will in Vacations probablyWe all go just so, Sister Jane [Frances GaItland]4 very fast HomeKit yet in Baltimore - will be at the [Carrollton] Manor for next month
dearest creature may she but keep her white RobeS amidst it all. we
have at last long letters from Richard full of schemes about settling on
the Black River6 - black indeed will it be to him ifhe caITies it through,
he says commerce is [a] dead loss of time at present-poor fellow I
fear his Faith is dead by the whole tenor of his letters, yet he puts
change aside 'till another year - so we will seenothing from William-you hear my sighs and they go to your dear
HeaIt I know, but never mind my Ellen our God will pity. tell me every thing you can about yourself-heart felt love to my Julian and the
Catherines7 -indeed to all your dear family.
dearest I do not like to make Mrs. [Julia] Scott pay post for this as it
is of no consequence - send it to the penny post will you-

2Julian Duncan had been a pupil at St. Joseph' s Academy at the same time as the addressee. Cf.
Luke 9:62.
3Ct". Luke 19:42.
4Sister Jane Frances Gartland was serving as Treasurer but became seriously ill. Sister Mary
Xavier Clark was appointed to that office June 27.
sCt". Rev. 7:14.
6Several bodies of water are called the Black River in the United States and one in China. It is
impossible to ascertain which Elizabeth is citing here.
7 Catherine Cauffman and Catherine Roach attended St. Joseph's Academy in 1812 and 1813, and
Catherine "Kitty" Wiseman in 1812.

-6587.251 To Robert Goodloe Harper
1st July 1820

Here are your treasures' my dear Sir-Elizabeth has occasional returns of pain in her bowels which I hope will soon be removed.
Emilys health is perfect. She is much taken with a little geography
class she has been in but a few weeks and yet will trace you (with a pattern) the maps of her "dear Asia and Africa" as she calls them, fill
them with readiness and facility, and declares her intention in giving
so much attention to them is that she may "learn to teach her little children"-in reading of a tree which would hold many persons she said
"then I could live in it with my little children" I notice this dear Sir as
denoting a turn of affection so pleasing in its promise, but every promise in her is most pleasing.
Mr. Dubois 2 has sent a direction to the Sister who keeps the books
of our house to forward the six months accounts of the children to Mr.
Dolaughing in Baltimore-I would have rather asked you if it was
agreeable to you that this should be done, but the thing does not depend on me
With heart felt respect and love to Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] Harper
Your EAS

7.252 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S.
+[July 2, 1820]

My Father Brother Friend.
We see when our Lord wills a thing how quick it comes about - the
good Eve' hardly said the word but she was admitted; while another
7.251 MHS MS 1304, #16
' The addressee's daughters,Elizabeth and Emily Hatper, were pupils atSt. Joseph's Academy.
2Rev. John Dubois, S.S., had sent a new address for the community treasurer to use, possibly
regarding the accounts of Ann and Mary Delonghery, pupils at St. Joseph's Academy 181 8- 1819.
7.252 AGU 240: 7,4
'Eva Kreitz was accepted as a candidate July I , 1820, was admitted to the novitiate October 7,
1820, and was known as Sister Elizabeth, but apparently she withdrew.

-659might apply for half a year without success. our Superior is so taken
with her cousin Caty Dello,' that her recomendation obtained his
quick assent. and for me I had well marked besides the hand writing in
which her Application was madeyour letter and Scapulars came safe, poor good Dying Sister Jane
[Frances Gartland] was present and I let her share the Kiss of Peace
which she did with starting tears feeling so well her condition to be hopeless in the senseless language of this world-Oh my father friend could I
hear my last stage of cough and feel my last stage of pain in the tearing
away my prison walls how would I bear my joy-thought of going home
called and by his Will what a transport but they say dont you fear to die,
such a sinner must fear, but! fear much more to Iive and know as I do that
every evening examine finds my account but lengthened and enlarged-I dont fear Death half as much as my hateful vile self.
-Remember poor good Jane-I cannot tell you now about accounts or money,3 she is too sick You shall know my Father Friend
another time - it is very long since I heard from Elenor or William
[Hickey]
-You pray I hope for my poor, very poor, dear boys my tears for
them smart more and more day and night.
-Superior will bring this-Your Brother is doing a great deal, we
have broken our old bonds; I seldom speak to him but in the tribunal what a lofty Grace for this low earth, but it is to be nearer in heaven I
hope.
-PEACE-the child who may give you this Laura Schriber4 is a
pure Angel in human form -loves God as we wish to love him but goes
away to a city, and with protestant friends Alas,-but our God in
all-do do Remember me before him
Your EAS
B V M's 2nd July'-our Mother.

2Catherine Delio was recommended by Rev. Matthew Lekeu of Sacred Heart of Jesus Church in
Conewago, Pennsylvania, and was admitted to the novitiate April 1, 1819, but withdrew.
3Sister Jane Frances Gartland was the Treasurer but had recently been replaced.
4Laura Schreiber entered St. Joseph' s Academy in 1816.
5July 2 commemorates the feast of Mary visiting her cousin Elizabeth who was with child. Cf.
Luke 1:39.

-6607.253 Copy to Catherine Seton
[July 4, 1820]'

My Souls beloved
so it is I have nothing written for you, and here an opportunity, pity
knows it is not for want of love, but I have been hard at it writing for
the retreae which begins tomorrowPeace and Patience - I wonder where you are-at the [Carrollton]
Manor I suppose as it is the 10th of July. how I pray for you so far out
of the narrow path3 that leads to the never ending scene before
US-yet all in the order of the moment-Mr. [John] Dubois said he
would see you if you had not left town I suppose we will hear of our
New York friends by his return-Poor Due was to go with her RIB4
this month to Ireland to return no more-how much happier if she did
having so dear family thereNo news of any kind beloved-I am so well I despair of dying even
when you wont want me.-Sr. Jane Galloping,S S[ister] Xavier
[Clark] officer and treasurer - [all] goes roundPeace and Love My Souls Darling, look up at the blue heavens and
love him, he is so good to us-Bless you forever
If you are with Em and Bess [Harper] hold them on your heart for
me I do love them next to my 3. tell them I intreat and beg them to be
good. every respectful rememberance to all-I wrap you in my very
Soul this good week. Mr. [John] Moranville is with the Brother happily to assist him.
Your own own forever
The little Harp[er]s were gone dea[r] before your lette[r] - for the
[unclear] came7.253 AMSV Seton·Jevons #151·154 (photocopy) No original exists.
'The first page is from Mary Owings. written July 4. 1820. Elizabeth added her part July 10.
2The sisters were making a retreat in preparation for July 19. then the feast of St. Vincent de Paul.
3Cf. Matt. 7:14.
'Captain George Dupleix, her husband. Catherine Dupleix made occasional trips to Ireland to
visit relatives, but both she and her husband returned to New York and died there in 1836 and 1840
respectively.
' Sister Jane Frances Gartland was in failing health and approaching death.

-661-

7.254 To Julia Scott
19th July 1820

My own dearest Julia
Your letter and note is safe - if I was not convinced that your
offering' is of a thousand fold value to your dear soul I would feel a
real pain in it - and do again intreat you not to think of it when times
push hard.
-not one word of any thing new have I - Kit away all is blank with
me but the blue sky-not a word from my poor Boys but what I have
told you, I long for January if indeed my dear Will is to return - ifhe escapes the horrid phrenzy of the day. Kit write[s] me that Mrs.
Decature2 keeps her room intirely admits no friends but Kate adds
quite simply "she seems much pleased to see me always," says also
"She is the finished lady." [My] darling will be home in a few weeks
and suppose I shall knit a whole stocking hearing her novelties, she
does not mention Mrs. [Emily Caton] McTavish so I suppose is not
much taken with her-poor Louisa [Caton Hervey] is expected in the
fall- what a world of changes
-do kiss your dear pets3 for me-should I miss this post it makes
ten days difference I believe-so bless you forever
Your EAS:

7.254 ASJPH 1-3-3·6:133
1Julia Scott regularly sent Elizabeth fifty dollars to help with family support.
2Mrs. Stephen Decatur, recent widow of the naval hero
3Julia had several grandchildren.
'Under the date outside in a different hand is written: "The last ever received from her."

-6627.255 To William Seton
23 July 1820

William, William, William,
is it possible the cry of my heart dont reach yours; I carry your beloved name before the tabernacle and repeat it there as my prayer, in
torrents of tears which our God alone understands
childish weakness, fond partiality you would say half pained if you
could see from your present scene the agonized heart of your Mother
but its agony is not for our present separation my beloved one, it is our
long eternal years which press on it beyond all expression-to lose
you here a few years of so embittered a life is but the common lot, but
to love as I love you and lose youforever oh unutterable anguishA whole Eternity miserable, a whole Eternity the enemy of God,
and such a God as he is to us--dreading so much your Faith is quite
lost having every thing to extinguish, and nothing to nourish it.-my
William, William, William if I did not see your doting Bec and Nina
above what would save my heart from breaking.

7.256 To Ellen Wiseman
25th July 1820

My own loved Ellen
it is quite a mystery to me how I can be so long without writing to
one I love with such a love as I have for you - but soon as you are away
from me I lose sight of you every where but in our God and my own
heart. Yes there you will live while I live, and whenever tum of times
bring me to the proof you will see thro' silence and every exterior neglect I am ever your own devoted poor Mother-

7.255 AUND II-I-A
7.256 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:BI7

-663Joseph [Wiseman] and I have met twice since my last to you - he
complains a good [deal] of turning in his head, hut looks a great deal
better than in Lent (you remember) - I feel more and more near to him
every time I see him I know how doubly dear he is do youM B[unc1ear] has written me a sweet letter of c[unc1ear]. I will
catch some occasion to answer it. what an amiable being she must
be-Not a word of dear absent ones' since I wrote you
Kit is soon to be with me dear creature - and January will come my
Ellen but what it will bring he only knows who does all wellPeace and love to you beloved, I suppose Julian 2 is home again by
this, I will write her some private hand soonHeartfelt love to the dear girls and grateful respects to your
Aunts-Bless youforever
YourEAS.

7.257 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+[August 1820]

My Father blessed
as you find it hard to put words for your heart, so I, an impossibility
to own enough what mine enjoyes even by your words What then
When the seeing and Praise shall be added to the love-Now I think
for one spark of desire I have ever had to love our God and to show I
love, I have a towering flame but - but - proofyou say poor little SoulWell blessed I will try for that too, and I do beg you in the name of
OUR ETERNITY tell me every thing I may do to prove it better conscience reproaches aloud, how little charity and delicacy of love I
practice in that Vile habit of speaking of the faults of others, of the
short cold repulsive conduct to my betters, as all certainly are, and for

lThe absent ones are her children Catherine, William, and Richard.
2possibly Julian Duncan who attended St. Joseph' s Academy with the addressee
7.257 ASJPH 1·3·3·12:40

-664much of my behaviour to you my VISIBLE SA VIOUR I would put it
out (especially some words of reproach and disappointment the other
day) I would put them and it out with my blood. - so for what I see
stands my actual act - every thinking Soul must think now, mine so
deeply that I do not know it, yet it cannot be troubled my blessed Father as just now I reminded Sister Xavier [Clark] INFINITE LOVE
INFINITE GOODNESS multiplied and applied by OMNIPOTENCE
is enough FOR His little worm to make it smile and rejoice even on his
calvary where it nailed him to show such wonders
OH BLESSED BLESSED BLESSED WHAT INDEED IS LIFE I
AM CRAZY-there is the reading rule bell-Hem-that's another
thing - but a fair Penance of Mercy

7.258 To Rev. Enoch Fenwick, S.J.'
Eve of Assumption 1820 [August 14]

Rev. Father
I have the pleasure to tell you that our Superior and counciF admit
your postulant' on trial, supposing that she will pay her expenses coming here, and returning home in case she does not stay at St. Josephs
Rev. Mr. Dubois thinks it very strange that she was not presented to
him in Baltimore - but it is easy to suppose it was forgotten the short
time you passed with his Reverence-however the dear Soul may
come on trial and we will do all we can for her success.

7.258 AGU 240:7
'Rev.Enoch Fenwick, S.J., (1780- 1827) was the brother of Rev. Benedict Fenwick, S.J. He
attended St. Mary's in Baltimore and in 1808 was ordained a member of the Society of Jesus. In
1810 he was appointed secretary to Archbishop John Carroll and rector of the cathedral, a position
he held for ten years. He served as president of Georgetown College from 1820 to 1822.
2The council included Elizabeth, Sisters Mary Xavier Clark, Mary Augustine Decount. and Rev.
John Dubois, S.S., superior. Sister Susan Clossy was now the Treasurer.
3Probably Mary Ann Love (d. 1840) who entered the novitiate December 9, 1820, and was among
the last candidates admitted during the lifetime of Elizabeth. Known as Sister Frances Xavier, she
served at St. Joseph's Academy, Emmitsburg (1822); opened Mullanphy Hospital (1828-1840) in
St. Louis, the first Catholic hospital in the United States (1828) and was Sister Servant there. She
died in St. Louis and is buried in the Daughters of Charity plot in Calvary Cemetery, St. Louis.

-665there are carriages passing constantly at this time the breaking up
of our Vacation if you should think proper to send her at once-With
devoted Respect
Your Servant in Christ EASe ton

7.259 To Marie Fran.;;oise Chatard
+24th August 1820

My most dear kind friend
what true kindness in you to write me at a moment you were suffering so much - but it did help and strengthen me - your words that I
could not prevent her danger if! was even with her, and of her advantages in her retirement part of the year with us, have turned my
thoughts from a sort of bitterness I could hardly controul ... be it
so,-Mrs.[Emily Caton] McTavish and Mrs. [Catherine Carroll]
H[ arper] speak of the childs discretion especially as the leading part of
her conduct, so I must leave all to our God, who sees me all day long
through life pushing to the last extent of my strength for his dear family here and never with such courage and contentment as now, so
surely he will not leave poor Kitt so dear. think of my delight dear
friend to have Sister Xavier [Clark] "Mothers assistant" (by the votes
of the community).! She will with her Zeal Judgment and Charity be
the support and blessing of us all.

Sister Margaret [George] will come for the school as our Superior
[John Dubois] has given up the Lancastrian School' in New York, so
uncertain as to the purposed good, and so great a distance in so distracted a place, while we see so good a prospect of schools among our
best friends and much nearer to us-

7.259 ASJPH 1-3-3-4:92
1Sister Mary Xavier Clark was elected Assistant Mother July 14, 1820.
2The school mentioned here may refer to an April 18, 1820, proposal for a school with
Lancastrian methods. There is some doubt whether this school was ever established.

-666Sister Xavier can still keep her afternoon classes with ease as Sister
Susan [Clossy] can supply her always in the work room dear Mrs.
LaRue gets Sister Rose 3 at last-it was absolutely necessaryYour sweet Emilys [Chatard] letter was read, and she was blessed
by our good Jane4 fully before her departure so peaceable and happy
after a most useful truly good life-happy child she and 1 fought her
last battle really cheerfully, she kept to my words and looks as if 1 was
her Visible General, the blessed priests being at the altar and every
thing had been done to prepare before she entered her agony, the last
moment being come she clasped her hands and said in her unspeakable distress "oh my God and my all" and spoke no more
PEACE to my dear friend in that hour-Mr. Elder will tell you of
our dear F_ 61 have been promised to see him, but can hardly look for it
till Mr. Brutes retreat is over who will surely bring him to me.
ever your EASeton

7.260 To Rev. John Hickey, S.S.
+August 24, 1820

My blessed Friend and Father and Dear Brother:
our Sister Jane [Frances Gartland] is gone to pray for us 1 hope but 1
know you will pray for her-She was not, and surely will much less
now be unmindful of your dearest interests.
"My God and my All" her last word in the last agony - so she died in
our family you see, for will you or 1 my Brother ever have any other
motto?

3Sister Rose White had opened the New York orphanage, but in 1819 she returned to St. Joseph 's
Asylum, Philadelphia. Now she was going back to the New York Orphan Asylum.
4Sister Jane Frances Gartland died August 20, 1820.
5This may be Rev. George Elder of the diocese of Bardstown who had attended St. Mary' s
College and Seminary in Baltimore in preparation for his ordination to the priesthood in 1819.
6Probably Bishop Benedict J. Flaget, S.S., bishop of Bardstown, Kentucky
7.260 AGU 240:7, 5

- 667EVE! is a truly good Soul desires your prayers, and begs you to indulge her by letting her hear from her people, who she wishes again to
know that she is well and happy. do write her a few lines, and please to
bless your poor old friend and Mother in Christ EASeton
Pray remind blessed Mr. Deloel [De1uol] of our Jane at the Altar
with my devoted respects.

7.261 To Ellen Wiseman
St. Augustines [August 28]' 1820

My own loved Ellen will see our good Sister Betsey[Boyle] and
Martha [Daddisman), with so much pleasure I already share it with
you through my pains of partingSister Rose [White] gave me the comfort of hearing of you, telling
me of your goodness to her dear Charles [White] - our precious Kit is
safe with me this week past we begin already to think of the long
wished for coming of Willi am but also how many waves roll between.
-as usual the going away time I have letter on letter to write bless
my dear dear dear Ellen
I have had a sweet moment with Sarah [Cauffman] , a moment
only-When again with you even a moment my love but his only
WILL forever for you and your EAS.
Kit will write you by Mr. [George] Grover next week. Joseph
[Wiseman] is well - so [Michael] Eagan told me, himself I have not
seen these two weeks-

! Eva Kreitz. a candidate for the Sisters of Charity
7.261 ASJPH 1·3-3-12:BI8
'This letter was written on Elizabeth's birthday
2These two sisters would be going to Philadelphia September 13. Sister Elizabeth Boyle replaced
Sister Rose White as Sister Servant.
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7.262 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
[September 1820]

the building is a bad business,' but our endless obligations to the
Superior [John Dubois] the very formation of the House all his - what
can we now say I would rather trust our God to draw us out of the danger than dare
oppose or aggravate him in our relative position. however faint the
similarity is, it is seen and enjoyed with transport before the secret
witness of its unspeakable delight in our present providence which is,
so marked with his infinite goodness in all

7.263 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+ 15th October 1820

My dear Mr. Harper
Who can I venture to address but you at this moment of real distress-my Richard is now in America' how on what account or how I
know not - a letter from Alexandria [Virginia] dated 1st October says
"My dear Mama is no doubt informed why I am in America - I should
hope soon to see you but a bill I brought from Gibralter is protested
and aMI'. Myers on whom I had another, they say is in Emitsburgh and
I send you a duplicate of it. But Mr. Myers was in Norfolk - the direction ofMr. Myers letter is Mr. John L Myers, For the House of John L
Myers & Co. Norfolk-it has a printed bill of exchange in it as you can
see by holding the letter to the light and the Antonio [Filicchi] is even

discerned"-

7.262 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:49
'The contract had been let for the erection of a brick building for the exclusive use of the free
school. Touring the building site with Rev. John Dubois. S.S .• proved too much for Elizabeth who
soon became seriously ill.
7.263 AAB 20N18
'Richard left Italy in late July and sailed for home.

-669if the Boy is come on business or not is useless to surmise, but
knowing how he must wish to be with us it struck me he must be arrested or some thing wrong in the way-Now I thought you would
have some friend in Alexandria who would kindly find out if he is
there, tho' he may be in Norfolk as he said he might be obliged to see
this Mr. Myers, yet why tell us he hopes to be with us soon.
Pardon this I cannot but be anxious. if you think it unreasonable,
dont notice it
Your grateful EAS
the Darlings [Elizabeth and Emily Harper] are quite good and
lively'-

7.264 To Catherine Carroll Harper
16th October 1820

My dear Mrs. Harper
Your Sweet little Girls [Elizabeth and Emily] are well as can be
and very lively and mery this cold seasonThe enclosed letter to Mr. [Robert] Harper is on a little family private business would you have the goodness [to] forward it to him as
soon as possible if he is not with you at the [Carrollton] manor
Ever your devoted EAS united with Josephine

7.265 To Antonio Filicchi
19th October 1820

My dearest Anton[io]
This then is the earthly fruits of your goodness and patience with us
these 20 years but happily - all is written in heaven-I have not seen
2The handwriting in this letter is very shaky. reflecting Elizabeth's poor health.

7.264 AAB 20N19
7.265 AMSJ AlII 073

-670the poor Boy' yet he wrote Us he was in Norfolk [Virginia] in some
difficulty with a PROTESTED bill (Myers I believe), and as I did not
know what your dear letter informed me since, thinking he might be
arrested or any thing else I wrote General [Robert Goodloe] Harper to
have the kindness to see about him, not dearest Antonio, for his relief
but but for a Mothers duty; for many years I have had no prayer for my
children but that our blessed God would do every thing to them and in
them in the way of affliction and adversity, if only <souls> he will
save their soul.
now to take another side of your question could you but know what
has happened in consequence of the little dirty grain of mustard seed!
you planted by God's hand in America. the number [of] orphans fed
and clothed publick and private etc.-Our Arch Bishop [Ambrose
Marechal, S.S.] is going to take a company of us to Baltimore in the
house where our Bishop Carroll of happy memory lived[.r at
Conawag04 a dutch settlement they now prepare us an extensive establishment. we take Dutch or any trusting to God and educate them
with as much care and daily regularity as our pay Boarder so as to extend their usefulness whenever OUR SWEET PROVIDENCE may
call 1 trust of such an opportunity-soon as [I] see my unhappy Richard I will write again please Godthe Reason of this writing I received the last Sacramene 3 weeks
ago
ever yours and Gods EASeton

'Richard Seton had sailed from Leghorn (Livomo) in late July, but his mother did not know he
was returning to the United States until she received a letter from him dated October I, informing her
that he was in trouble at Norfolk, Virginia, over a protested bill.
2Elizabeth makes this scriptural allusion to the "mustard seed" (Cf. Luke 13: 19) because Antonio
Filicchi had provided substantial support at the time of the foundation of the Sisters of Charity and
the construction of SI. Joseph' s House.
3Even though there was talk of sisters going to Baltimore at this time, no mission materialized
until July 4, 1821, when Sisters Benedicta Parsons, Susan Clossy, and Mary Benedicta Doyle
opened SI. Mary' s Free School and Asylum.
4Conewago was a hub of Jesuit missionary activity in southern Pennsylvania near Hanover with
many settlers of Germanic origin, sometimes referred to as Pennsylvania Dutch. The mission of the
Sisters of Charity at Conewago, Pennsylvania, did not materialize until June 19, 1834.
5Elizabeth was critically ill, and Rev. John Dubois, S.S., administered the last rites of the Church,
today called the sacrament of the Anointing of the Sick.
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7.266 To Sister Elizabeth Boyle
+25 October 1820

My own Child
-Your Mother will begin by telling you all you did with regard to
the purchase of the goods was exactly right, they are not here, but the
waggon is expected-Mary Whelans' account I think will cover
them. When Sister Margaret passes through Philadelphia,> or you
may even write to her to New York for it get from her Mary Sullivans
money and give old Mrs Decount' 50--Now dearest old partner of my cares and bearer of my burdens I
would tell you that just after you left us our good Superior [John
Dubois] sent for me among the carpenters. I had to climb the pile of
Boards as he insisted, not being well and the wind very sharp I was in a
strong fever from that. in a few days Superior came in a hurry and
anointed me - the next Sunday Mr. [Simon] Brute began "depart
Christian Soul," I was struck what does it mean but put myself in the
hands of God and our dear Mother, and in a few minutes was fast
asleep
Slow the getting well - but not slow to sin my dearest turning to
life-when I used to hear of their sending childrens bills to Superior or
paying out money in the lowest moments when I could not turn on the
pillow without Harts-horn4 I would stop them for as Jane' and I only
had known they were all in the dark, it soon pleased God I could answer and see to those things without letting them go out of their own
old track you know why-

7.266 ASMV 110:10,26
'Mary Wheelan entered SI. Joseph' s Academy during 1818-1819.
2Sister Margaret George had been at the New York Orphan Asylum, but her health now required a
change temporarily.
3Probably a relative of Sister Mary Augustine Decount of Philadelphia
4Ammonium carbonate which had medicinal value
'Sister Jane Frances Gartland, fonner Treasurer, and Elizabeth had discretely handled all the
finances, including the children's accounts, without involving Rev. John Dubois, S.S., in the
internal administration of the Academy.

-672Sister X[avier Clark] divided to Dormitorys, Kitchen, Ironing,
Baking etc. each two Sisters every month, and them that has been at
one place one month goes the next month to quite a different place the
next-they seem delighted with the most two months they have tried
it because they go strait from the refectory in the morning in silence to
their place. M[ary] Vincent6 has never once had a nostrum in that
time.
it seems the Superior went the other day to the Infirmary unexpected heard some talk-and asked Sister Benedicta [Parsons] I believe, who was saluted if silence was not observed there, and he wrote
very large letters, Silence here at all time as below when not in recreation - at meals - and Mrs. Jordan7 as the rest - also no one to go to the
Infirmary without permission! You never saw such a change as that
madethe thing about the letter was that Laura Schriber8 writes Sister
Martha [Daddisman]a good deal and tho' I sent her one I had seen
pushed in a note Kitty wrote her I feared so you would thing [think] it
strange and Superior says such letters are better droptYou speak of writing home to Sisters My child, it would be the delight of my heart write often as you can-one thing I beg you when
you write to me scrible without care say much and never mind how it
is written.
the cassocks shall be sent. Sister Johanna [Smith] told me yesterday and I took it all down on a slate to amuse you there is now at the
manufactory, 95 yards Madelene 9 in the loom 35. as soon as that
comes out there is as much more to go in. so when that from the
Manufactory will be done we will send you a 25 or 30 [yard]
piece-Maddelene has her loom in the old Kitchen, Roach attends her

"Eliza Langley (b. 1801 ?) from southern Maryland was admitted to the novitiate January 21 ,
1819, and was known as Sister Mary Vincent, but she withdrew for health reasons, probably during
the novitiate.

7Mrs. Dominic K. Jordan, a widow, the mother of Sisters Ann Frances (Fanny) and Appollonia
Jordan, was a boarder at St. Joseph's House.
' Laura Shreiber was a pupil at St. Joseph's Academy in 1816.
9possibly Monica (Sister Mary Magdelen) Ford or Ann (Sister Magdalen) Shirley who entered
the community at thi s time.

-6731 believe 1 have told you all. give love to all from your own Mother
EASetonI[t] has taken me near a day to write this letter blowing and puffing
all the time.

7.267 To Robert Goodloe Harper
+30th October 1820

My dear Sir
I cannot refuse myself the pleasure of telling you how well the Darlings [Elizabeth and Emily] are.
While I was sick Emily began to be quite indifferent in some of her
exercises, and Sister Cecilia [O'Conway] who had the charge of her
and (whom 1 trust as myself) only said "Emmy You pain me enough,
but my pain is for Mother when she calls for the books, what her disappointment and sorrow will be." Emily looked very sad, and from that
day made her full change, and has not varied once. She [has] a singular talent for Geography, and it really [is] a pleasure to improve it.
Elizabeth is in her usual train but strikingly improved in her diligence
and and regularity of conduct, only occasionally speaking of her pain
then play and forget.
every heart felt grateful love to Mrs. [Catherine Carroll] H[arperJ
from Josephine and her Mother, and affectionate respect to yourself
EASetonl

7.267 MHS MS 1304, #17
ISce A-7 .268 for an account by Rev. Simon Brute, S.S. of Elizabeth Seton's last days and A-7 .269
for Elizabeth Seton's Last Will and Testament.
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Undated Notes and Letters

June 1809 - December 1820
7.270 Draft to Mary Bayley Post
My own dear Mary The Post was stoped these three Weeks past, or as you wished I
would have written immediately. not that any thing new has occurred-for except the transition from snow to sunshine my days pass
all the same almost to a minute with so little variation that if I tried I
could find no difference from Monday morning to Saturday evening
which suits my fancy exactly after going thro' the storm so long.

7.271 Draft to Mary Bayley Post'
[prior to 1816]

I think I can form some idea of what death must be to one in full
possession of their faculties, without the preceding weakness of nature which weighs so much on the Soul-the beautiful serenity oflast
night at nine o'clock, when I was alone with you enjoying the brightest moon, and clearest sky that can be imagined, was suddenly darkened over the whole mountain, which overhung with black
threatening clouds and quick darts of lightning, looked too awful, and

7.270 ASJPH 1-3·3-3:54
7.271 ASJPH 1-3-3-11:28 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'This draft is not in Elizabeth's hand.

-676I turned to my beautiful moon in her serene majesty over our plain
with inconceivable delight, thinking to my God the soul that looks
only on you goes quietly on, and the black and fearful storm can come
so far, and no farther (for then it seemed to be going round to the east)
dropping asleep with my crucifix under my pillow and the blessed
Virgins picture pressed on the heart, Kit and Rebecca fast asleep near
me, think of the contrast, to wake with the sharpest lightnings and
loudest thunder succeeding each other so rapidly that they seemed to
stop but half a moment between to give time for a sense of the danger--every part of the house seemed struck in an instant and the roarings of the winds and torrents thru the mountain so impetuous that it
seemed they must destroy, if the lightenings should spare--our God
what a moment-I had no power to rise or to remember I was a sinner
or give a thought to the horrors of Death or the safety of the children-God my Father in that moment so pressing and the plunge in
Eternity the next instant. 0 my Mary, how tight I held my little picture
as a mark of confidence in her prayers, who must be tenderly interested for Souls so dearly purchased by her Son and the crucifix held up
as a silent prayer which offers all his merits and sufferings as our only
hope-how you laugh at your poor half brained Betsy Seton, but
never mindWell the decadance of the storm brought me down from the clouds
and I felt really I suppose as one who is drawn back from that door of
Eternity after having been half in and I crept away to the choir
window 2 to see what had become of my little peaceble Queen who was
wrapt in clouds alternately lightened as they passed over her with so
much brightness that they appeared at first sight like balls of light hastening towards us while she was taken her quiet course above them to
disappear behind the mountain-there again I found the soul which
fastened on God storms or whirl-winds pass by or over it; but cannot
stop it one moment-My Mary dear, how nice it would have been to
have died then if it had been the right time-but since it was not here I
2The choir window refers to the windows of the little Chapel in the restored St. Joseph' s House,
today called the White House. There may have been a statue of Mary, the Mother of God, in the front
yard, or Elizabeth may have been gazing toward the mountain and envisioning the grotto area where

there was a statue of the Blessed Mother.

-677am very happy to meet all the countenances of terror and wonder this
morning and the repeated appeal of "0 Mother! what a night" - Kit
and Bec actually unconscious of it all-You are always so present
with me in these scenes of grandeur we have so often here, seeming as
if the majesty of God is collected round our atom spot as much as we
can bear to behold, that I talk with your dear heart as if it was in my
own - and so it is my Sister - I have3

7.272 To William Seton
My William
again I charge you to write - bless your dear dear Soul forever - I
dare not think of the many dangers it is in, but I do hold it continually
before our God, and press my crucifix on your heart in mine, night and
day-O on my pillow! there indeed you are loved
== the thought of seeing you again - of seeing you a good man an
honour to religion, and your country-the pride and glory of A
Mother-hush--Qnly let me die before I ever hear you have forgotten
these sacred claims-No my Son - You will be ever the darling of this
doating heartYour own EAS.
Kit and I have a pitched battle at the opposite ends of our little table
on which we have had our Wednesday dinners, She will send you a
rice watch paper she has painted - I insist it will be crumbled but she
says "/ will My good angel shall guard it" - Sister Marte [Martha
Daddisman) stands laughing between us and says "0 do remember
me to dearest William"-and so would every Sister in the house say,
especially poor Sus [an Clossy). los says, "at last he shall have work to
open my paper"-

3The text ends here.
7.272 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:9

-678dearest William if you love me do not fail to show every remembrance in your power to all who were so kind to you on your voyage
andjournies, and do write to our Blessed [Simon] Brute particularly

7.273 To William Seton
"pray for us" and his love to you
To Eternity Eternity
God bless you my William ah be faithful to him-any thing else is
less than Nothing
alas! alas! alas! that is light so bright so evident, yet "light I leave in
darkness"

7.274 To William Seton
My William
Your Mothers heart and Rebeccas-and Josephines in our little
happy cell that you are with our Richard and near us for a moment-we will count the hours till WednesdayBless - Bless - both a thousand timesYour Mother.

7.275 To George Weise
My Friend George
a little Chaplet' brought from Jerusalem the Christian Turk in Philadelphia.
dearest Father will bless it for you.

7.273 ASJPH Seton·Jevons #350
7.274 AMPH Seton·Jevons #177
7.275 ASJPH 1·3·3·2:67b
' A rosary

-6797.276 To George Weis
[after 1810]

My dear George will do his Mother the kindness to take the
inclosed letter to Mr. [Robert Goodloe] Harper himself as soon as it
reaches you as it is on Special business = I refer you to our dear
Fathers' letter being pushed and hurried much at this moment = ever
yours in our adored a thousand times MEAS
also Mrs. [Marie Fran~oise] Chatards yourself if you please my
friend we want a bottle of lemon juice very much if you had any way of
sending it = 2
7.277 To George Weis'
Anina is no better, but dayly losing strength. I write Mrs. [Marie
Chartard her situation-be assured you are always in my
poor prayers and I trust our adored will turn all right at last-we know
he will for us all if we are faithfulhappy w[oul]d I be to take the SOITOW and trouble of you all if you
might have the merit-keep courage "the Night is far Spent' _
Blessed for ever be the Adored

Fran~oise]

7.278 To George Weis'
My dear George
Your kind letter was as always a letter from you must be very very
welcome - my not writing to you was to be sure from a very bad cause
7.276 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:74
'Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S ., or Archbishop John Carroll
2Writtenon the outside: "Mr. [John] Dubois begs you to give the enclosed to Mr. [Simon] Brute as
[soon] as possible."
7.277 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:102, 4 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
2Cf. Rom. 13: 12.
7.278 ASJPH 1-3-3-2:76, 5-7 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'Two excerpts from this letter appear in ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99, 4-5.

-680being cross, sick, and lazy-but these things will happen ... and you
must forgive Your troubles I find like my own are multiplied, and so will our
comforts be when this dark night of life is over-Wont we sing Alleluia in the morning - you may depend-I do not grow very fat, nor
strong in the body-yet the soul is so well, at liberty that every thing
except Eternity, seems but a dream, a teizing tiresome dream - sometimes ... at others it thirsts for Jesus and knows no pleasure but in suffering-be good Mr. George and tell your dear little woman I think of
her, and pray for her continually, and she must pray that I may be
good, that my prayers may be accepted, and as for you I hope your
cross may increase till it purifies you like pure gold and woe to you, if
you knowing as well as you do, how rich a treasure you have, do not let
work its effect in you: as you are not sure you w[ ould]d have grace to
take it on yourself or that you would even be safe without the very one,
which I grant is hard enough to bear-but might yet be harder if compared with all that is due to our adored Master - tell our dearest Father
[Pierre Babade1that we have adopted his Motto, at St. Joseph's. Well
enough to work and bad enough to suffer - and are proud to share the
cup with him - his Mother has received two new born infants in her
arms since yesterday noon, and called them both Petrus signing them
with a cross as soon as they came into the world-be good my friend have confidence, never let the comparison of time and Eternity slip a
moment from your mind - I find this cures all sorrow
Your friend
MEASetonXt
I keep the book carefully, and lend you the pictures, my dear ones
are all well and doing well, and never forget you and "dear Mrs. Wise"
as they say to our Lord - they never miss praying for you both-

-6817.279 To George Weist
Union to God-Eternity kept constantly in sight.
"try every day to get nearer and nearer to the dearest & best of masters - he will turn all your bitters to delights as he does mine - to rejoice
in him is enough, every thing is converted to precious treasure, and
our poverty spiritual and temporal becomes riches.
"I recommend you with all your trials & troubles to our Lord
daily-my poor xxx, count them all for Eternity!-look at Eternity
with a steady Eye and lifted heart and all, all with Jesus.
no date

7.280 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
[betweeen 1817-1820]

My precious child Jane [Frances Gartland] gives me this to inclose that it may have
my seal upon it-I do not write you for the present-but my whole
heart and soul blesses you-in case Sister Betsy [Boyle] has not written tell Filliste [ Filicita Brady] that her Brother' has been quite lately
to confession and communion, and her Mother said he was a great
comfort to herYour own forever

7.279 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99,8-9 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S .S.
7.280 UAQ #10
'This family lived in the Emmitsburg area.

-682-

7.281 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
+
Remember my own loved Cicil that even in that point of points so
sacred as the Sorrow of a soul for its sins and want oflove for the lover
from Eternity, yet even there you may exceed-Ah my Souls Celia I
know what you would say, I am tempted more than you would
guess-but faithful resistance - that is all-HE IS OUR FATHER I
REPEAT-and though His goodness is but a deeper contrast for our
ingratitude-still He is our FatherPeace to your precious soul-

7.282 To Sister Cecilia O'Conway
My own souls Cis,
all goes well and doubly well for the cross fastened all over within
and without
write me about yourself, may you enjoy true peace in Him who has
nailed us, that your little poor Mother does-I would not pull the
smallest nail out for a thousand worldsOh love and bless and love night and day for your poor little
Mother he will take us home at last-Oh my beloved Cis - and will
we separate no more-is true fullest mightiest hopeever ever yours

7.281 UAQ #lld
7.282 UAQ #lla

-683-

7.283 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+S[t]. F[rancis] D[e] Sales [January 24]

"Blessed"
I will plague you no more with such thoughts though they are always with me in some shape or other-OUR GOD he who sees
all-knows all can do all as the poor Savages' say, will in his own
timefor Now, according to Sister Angelas [Brady] little representation
of things your side you have occasions of merit which can be the best
of Martyrdoms in a humble way so different from what you could
have calculated here as any where you might have engaged yourself
Blessed blessed is his Name for all these dispensations of his
graceI might not love my Vocation had I tried it, I dont know - but for this
part of sitting at the pen smiling at the people young and old it is too
dangerously pleasing-his dear will is All though-

7.284 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
Peace - abandon - dearest remembrance, your own Mothers Soul in
mine every moment your birth ... his death - our Eternity!

7.285 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
alas the partitions ofthis world, yet I sit or stand opposite his tabernacle all day, and keep the heart to it as the needle to the pole and at
night still more even to folly since I have little right to be so near to

7.283 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:34
1A reference to people who are unchurched or uncatechized
7.284 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:36a
7.285 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:38

-684him[.] even the hard speeches' I make our Sisters and young ones do
not cloud his dear countenance so indulgent he is-

7.286 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+

nothing in our state of clouds and Veils I can see so plainly as how
the saints died of love and joy, since I so wretched and truly miserable
can only read word after word of the blessed 83rd' and 41st Psalms in
unutterable feelings even to our God, through the thousand pressings
and overflowings-God - God - God-that the Supreme delight that
he is God and to open the mouth and heart wide that he may fill it
-but to be patient gentle humble - how little of that thro' my torrents of daily tears and affections so delightful and enrapturing over
the old blackbook of this Octave divine.
-Our God
a Novice of the most simple and least outward polish says to us
with hands on her face as she kneels before me all my actions will be
eternal then in their consequence-oh my Mother-so says one of
your meditations to her heart quite lost in the thought-what then
should mine be !

'A reference to the instmctions Elizabeth regularly gave to the pupils and the sisters

7.286 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:44
'Psalm 83 CPs. 84 in the contemporary Catholic Bible) and Psalm 41 CPs. 42 in the contemporary
Catholic Bible) are prayers of longing for God.

-6857.287 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+

Your poor old Mrs. Lindsey - she must see the Mother-"Come
show me your rooms" "she says" and your pictures and it will tender
my heart"-here is our Redeemer! "the Lord be merciful, is it he"
dropping her curtesy-"but where is the holy Queen" there with our
little Jesus-"O - 0 - 0" and here is the Pope. "0 bless him I pray for
him-look what he sent me" (pulling out her Agnus Dei) but I know
very well what pope it was - a good dear woman she is looking full
with her blue eyes "Oh Mrs. Bee'"
-how often I use that grace of yours when tempted to Constructions they are stoped in a moment by the thought you would see only
the good-so I will see only the good-poor old Mrs. Lindsey yet she likes not to be thought old - now
near death - 0 our Jesus!All as quiet as the still breeze over the little lake at _ _

7.288 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
1149 [8:45] Eve of Hosanna [after September 1812]

I cannot go to the nest without sharing with you this heavenly joy
who bears my heaviest sorrows-Our angel Cecilia [O'Conway]
comes kneeling for her communion cross, cold and half fainting no
power of speech for many minutes, at last when I got her on my bed
she sighed it out "no pain like this my Mother known to God and God
alone - my Mother"-a long while before I could draw from her Why
the pain - "0 my heart my heart will break" she long repeated with a
dying look at last with many efforts the word dropped "tis my ingratitude all he has done for me-and all I do so bad 0 my Mother" and

7.287 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:45
1Elizabeth herself
7.288 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:46

-686then again in fainting-then roused again to say "Yes this night in am
judged and lost now for them I say my Jesus nothing could you do that
you have not done for me-nothing, NO nothing-O the pain the pain
my Mother!"-and now to you my G I [echo] 0 the pain the pain-to be so bad a
Mother to an angel so bad a Mother to your blessed G-My God my
God the pain you only know indeedthis dear Cecilia often has these pressing pains upon her heart in
humble, silent, peaceful exterior, that none could ever guess but the
Mothers heart-She has poured her tears over your meditations on
Sin, contrition etc. in a turn of heart so different from the rest-She is
even Venerated by us all-NOW WHAT A COMMUNION FOR
HER TOMORROW G-and my heart like a black cavern beside her
virgin lilly tabernac1e-O my Godhave made no confession but to you since last Wednesday week12 days yet communion tomorrow the Superior [John Dubois]
says-Well it is not my fault that is my comfortdearest G- Passion and Death-O how how, turned the heart to
both-lost in both I hope-all else is less than nothing-My "ingratitude" Cecilia there is the point - yet tomorrow COMMUNION - Jesus-silence-the next - Cecilia there a moment ago in a dying agony
oflove for to him to whom Anina there said !-hush I repeat no moreG of my Jesus pray for poor poor mother-

7.289 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
+

Most precious Communion - preceded by alarm and thoughts of
fear-but all settled in one thought how he loves and welcomes the
poor and desolate.' he said while the Soul was preparing see the
blood I shed for you, is at this very hour invoked upon you by your
Brother - and - and - they prepare, and you will thank-peace, silence,
7.289 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:47
ICf. Matt. 11 :28-29.

-687the garden, my will my will2 forever!-<>h yes adored, your will your
will forever-in all my late communions this abandonment and misery has given a mixture of sorrow and peace and love which is made a
part of the daily Bread tho' so many other bad bad ingredients are
added

7.290 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
SUNDAY! GOOD SHEPHERD I-watching night and cramp
breast made heavy head for COMMUNION-as the tabernacle door
opened the pressing thought this bread should not he given to a dog,
Lord2-immediately as the eyes closed a white old shepherd dog
feeding from the shepherd hand in the midst of the flock as I have seen
in the fields between Pisa and Florence3 came before me-Yes my
Saviour you feed your poor dog who at the first sight can hardly be
destinguished from the sheep-but the Canine qualities you see-

7.291 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
Sunday just now I come from asking when shall I die, when I shall I
sin no more and when shall your own G who must live to save souls
look well to his own, in silence and peace - not going out of you like a
feather on the wind-for at last how much more good can he do by
staying within with God than by most zealous speculations - plenty of
people in this world to mind planning and opinions, but how few to
build in God, and be silent like our JESUS-yet he did most surely

2Cf. Luke 22:39-46.

7.290 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:57
IThe gospel of the day may have been taken from John 10.
2Cf. Mark 7:27.
3Elizabethhad lived in Pisa, Italy. briefly in December 1803 when she was widowed. Afterwards
she stayed with the Filicchi family in Leghorn (Livorno) and visited other parts of the region of
Tuscany. including Florence.

7.291 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:60

-688mean you to be one of the few-and how stands the improvement of
the grace-I am almost sure I know

7.292 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
G---obliged to stop the piano and litany to keep the dear old 80 old
woman I in her senses-she clasped hold of me, fixed her eyes a long
time on mine up in the clouds saying "Jesus Christi" and dropped on
her knees-now all asleep - and Where!-in the bosom! of our Eternity where [page tom]
old old Mrs. Wyse-[unclear] I believe comes too for her COMMUNION after she cried once the "Mother" in a transport of expression of her Dutch piety she asks for "the church" there she is in her arm
chair while Ma [Bridget] Farral calls me behind the curtain to tell "her
misseries" with [page tom]

7.293 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.

+
Our dear Venerated Father
Be assured you are never forgotten and will not be forgotten by
us-we will unite now particularly all our little fires to this heart of
yours you complain of-I have told Cicil [O'Conway], Sister Betsy
[Boyle], Ma [Bridget] Farrel, Sister Joanne [Smith] already and more
of our Stay shall know your dependance on them.
Mother Seton

7.292 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:61
IMrs. Wyse may have been a boarder at Sl. Joseph's ora neighbor who attended religious services
with the sisters.

7.293 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:63

-689-

7.294 To Simon Brute, S.S.
but it will not measure there with the sentence.

o my Brother for the day of language without measure!!

how
much I shall say to you - when it will be by a look of the Soul-

7.295 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
if Francis 1 was 20 he was too old to be called a "young and amiable
angel"-it is very odd too that when we speak of Spiritual beings, we
place the word angel in the masculin - but when of human beings it is
very seldom applied to the masculin without some awkwardness or
excess - my Brother - an angel at the altar! because in a Divine and
Spiritual order there, but no one would dream you were an angel any
where else but the Morning Dreamer-forgive-

7.296 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
Eternity Eternity Eternity
A 1000 times sounding in the heart, with views of 10000's of
10000' s angels and saints-the vacant throne - Suspended
crown--our only beloved Interceeding-

7.294 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:64
7.295 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:65a
'Probably a reference to St. Francis of Assisi (1181 - 1226) who underwent a profound religious
conversion when he was in his early twenties.
2Elizabeth herself

7.296 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:80a

-6907.297 To Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.

+
Jerusalem my happy home
How do Ilong(sighl for thee
When shall my exile have an end
thy Joys when shall I see.

So far from some old Methodist hymn 2 I believe-and your poor
Mother enchanted with the lamentations in the Sanctuary in holy
week3 turned a music of her own from them, and added on Aninas bed
these words---every body crys at the words and music.
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Jerusalem
No sun or moon in borrowed light
revolve thy hours awayThe lamb on Calvarys mountain slain
Is thy Eternal day.4
From every eye he wipes the tear'all cares (sighs) and sorrows cease,
No more alternate hope andfear
But everlasting peaceThe thought of thee to us is given
Our sorrows to beguile
To anticipate the bliss of heaven
(In) His everlasting (Eternal) smile. *
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Jerusalem

Mr. [John] Hickey of all people says "Oh it is so delightfully wild"
To be sure Dick cried hearing it, not knowing his mother was in
it-poor Berte cried, strangers cry, what a pity you cannot hear it and

7.297 AUND II-1-a
'This hymn also appears in ASJPH 1-3-3-3:49 and ASJPH 1-3-3-3:93, 2 with slight word
changes. These are indicated in the text in parentheses in verse I, line 2; verse 3, line 2; and verse 4,
line 4. It was probably composed in the sixteenth century by Rev. Laurence Anderton, SJ.
2Methodist hymns had revolutionized liturgical music and had a wide influence in the United
States.
3Excerpts from the Book of Lamentations were sung as part of the Holy Week services.
4Cf. Rev. 21:22-23.
5Cf. Rev. 21:4.

-691cry too-but they sung it at your first return offratory at the mountain.
I will never forget-and Mr. Olier!6

Quand dans toute votre vie vous n'aimez gagne qu'une seul arne
elle amoit ete bien employee pusque Ie fils de Dieu amait bien donne
la sienne and repandu tout sou sang-ah pour Quin-do do my sou7
*from one of your meditations

7.298 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.e.D.)
[n.d.]

My own dear StansMy heart is very full thinking about our beloved Anina ... you know
how I loved her and how much more I love her now, I knew not my love
until we were separated ... many a thought of regret and repentance I
have for having ever given her any trouble-my beloved dearest Anna
how does my heart long and sigh to be again united to thee.

7.299 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.e.D.)
[n.d.]

Dearest Stans I have been a little uneasy about your silence to me-but conceit
often comes in the way-let this letter assure you that I am in peace
with you let the little dove come with the olive branch in his mouth as a
6Rev. Jean Jacques Olier (1608-1657) founded the Society of St. Sulpice (1641) and was a close
friend and collaborator of St. Vincelltde Paul. Revs. Simon Brute, 8.8., and John Dubois, 8.8., were
members of the 8ulpicians.
7This quote was probably taken from a book of meditations compiled by Olier for the 8ulpicians.
Its basic idea is "When in your whole life you had won only a single soul, it [your life] would have
been well employed since the son of God had given his [life] and poured out all his blood-ah for
Quin-do do my soul."

7.298 ASJPH 1-3-3-26:C-16
7.299 ASJPH 1-3-3-26:C-20

-692token of peace that the waters of displeasure are forever dried Upl indeed I hope it is so ...
Let us try to do our dearests Will in every thing, then how happy
would we be --pray for your Sion who prayed so hard for you this
morning

7.300 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.C.D.)
My precious Soh what joy it gave me last night when you

7.301 To Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus,
O.C.D.) and Catherine Jamison (Sister Ambrosia of the Heart
of Mary, O.C.D.)'
[n.d.)

+
Now dearest children who called me mother so often and so tenderly in our dear Lord, show your truly compassionate love and help
my poor soul so soon to meet its last Judgment pray for it now and
when it is gone
Yours EAS in Christ

lCf. Gen. 8.
7.300 ASJPH 1-3-3-26:C-21
7.301 ACM
I Catherine Jamison (Sister Ambrosia of the Heart of Mary) was a first cousin and raised as a sister
to Mary Smith (Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus). She was born in Frederick County, Maryland,
and attended SI. Joseph's Academy. She entered the Carmelite Monastary in Port Tobacco,
Maryland, and made her profession January 18, 1819.

-6937.302 To Catherine Seton
My Josephine
Mother will speak to Bec dearest one at any moment- 0 be good my darling and try to keep in innocence
before our Lord
that you may be
always faithful
and escape the
bitter sorrows and
tears of your poor
MotherPray a great Deal
for me as I do for
you my dear one
and think a great
deal too of your
poor William who
has so many dangers
before himYour own Mother

7.303 To Matthias O'Conway
[before 1818]

My dear Friend
-You know you have shared with me the title of Parent, consequently the cares and solicitudes of that dear title must be shared and
participated by a heart so fondly attached to your most dear amiable
Veronique [Cecilia O'Conway] as mine is and indeed filled with the

7.303 PAHRC MC 44: 1,9

-694strongest interest in all your concerns which is all the justification I
can offer for daring to touch so delicate a string as that of your long silence to our dear V - and the apparent cause which seems to rest with
dear Joseph [O'Conway] - little Annas [O'Conway] letters so long
supplying the place of yours - [a report] that he was in Baltimore filled
her with alarms, but some hints we have received thro ' our friend
[George] Wies that our dear Father [Pierre Babade] was very uneasy
at his being so long in that city without calling on him, once so honoured and revered, made her yet more unhappy, she wrote herself
[and] such a letter as would impress a heart the most indifferent with a
sense of her affliction much more one so tender as that of our Joseph,
who has replied to it in so unsatisfactory a manner tho with Brotherly
love, that her sorrow is doubled instead of alleviated and cannot fail to
hurt her extremely if she remains in this state of uncertainty-You
certainly know by experience my much valued friend that a full disclosure of whatever sorrow wounds your own breast would be far
more easy to support than the exaggerations of a mind so feeling as
hers - therefore do do rely upon her piety and the Virtuous principles
with which you have filled her Soul and fear not any excess or want of
resignation, I will be her security as I hope to be her support with our
most dear Lord who is always with US and whom she approaches continually, not only in prayer and the Sacraments, but as chief Sacristan
to my great surprize I find she has not told she filled that office
from the first of her coming here till very lately; and fills it with a very
peculiar grace and much to the satisfaction of us all-little Anna give
us a hope in her last letter that my dear amiable friend, your beloved
consort [Rebecca Archer O'Conway], may come to visit us which
would be a sweet pleasure indeed-Oh that you could all come, dear
Grandmama too and my darling young Pedro [O'Conway]-remember my dear friend you have no connection on Earth more attached to
you all than my poor self - alas love is all I have to offer any one-I
would fain prove the great share you have of it by doing all in my
power to forward your Editha [O' Conway] in the path of goodness
and virtue in which indeed she is not lacking but her disposition is
slow and temper very carless yet mixed with great sweetness and
bountiful goodness of heart, and a simplicity and innocence

-695unequaled at her age-you must be patient as to her improvement Veronique is sometimes distressed to see her so backward and even
forgetful of the former advantage she enjoyed - but in such cases I am
persuaded patience will remedy all- as the understanding strengthens
and developes, she will of her own accord do what now cannot be obtained-patience patience in all things my dear Dom Mathias, it will
win the crown at lase if you knew how much it is wanted even in our
peaceful Valley, you would not wonder that in your scene of turbulence stores are necessary.
tell your beloved Mother and dear Wife my heart hails them with a
pax vobis, such peace as this world can neither give nor take/ and for
yourself take this X. thro' it we will conquer, it is one badge and we
had better carry it with a good grace - Our Souls Father [Piene
Babade] is well we heard from him indirectly last week. tell Anna I
beg she will prepare to join us as soon as she can be sparedl and remember me, rather US in your Prayers as we do you - Bless my sweet
pet a thousand times for his second Mother and kiss all the little ones
for us Your true friend MEASe ton
much we wished to go to Communion for you to day St. Matthias4 but it will be to-monow and some dear Sisters who have but one heart
all join in the intention.

7.304 Draft to Mr. Smith
My dear Smith l
My Heart has gone Home with you as a Parent follows the child she
loves when she sees it treading in uncertain steps doubtful whether it
lCf. James 1:12.
2Cf. John 14:27.
lAnna O'Conway appears on Sl. Joseph Academy records beginning in 1818.
4At this time the feast of St. Matthias was February 24.
7.304 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:81
1Mr. Smith may be either Joseph L. Smith, Jr., or his brother Leonard, both early students at
Mount SI. Mary's when their sister, Henrietta, attended SI. Joseph' s Academy. Richard and
Catherine Seton were friends with the Smiths of Carrollton Manor, who were related to the Catons,
Carrolls, Harpers, and Jamisons.
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Creator, to be set apart to that service, and thereby seperated from all
the contentions the doubts and temptations that surround the man
whose lot is cast in the busy scene of the World, is in itself a sufficient
plea on the side which I wish you to engage-but to be placed as a representative of God Himself - to plead for Him, to be allowed the exalted privilege of serving Him continually, to be his Instrument in
calling Home the wandering Soul and sustaining, comforting and
Blessing your fellow creatures - are considerations which bear no
comparison with any other and should lead you to consider the very
possibility of your realizing the Hope they present as the Most precious and valued gifts this life can afford.
-let me in the exercise of Sincere friendship remind you that every thing "Good is from above"2 and you cannot of yourselfhave the
good and exalted desire you expressed this Evening. The grace of
even wishing to belong to God must come from Himself, and be cautious my dear dear friend how you damp or check that good gift which
should be cherished as the richest mercy-and I pray that those dear
friends whose opinion will be your guide may consider how much
they may one day wish that they had encouraged, without regard to
temporal interest, the disposition on which your eternal interests are
depending
-and after all the choice of a c1ergymans life is but placing yourself in a situation to fulfil the solemn duties you engaged in at your
Baptism, have since renewed in confirmation, and must at all times be
convinced are the only pledges of eternal Peace to your Soul and
which you are not the less strictly bound to fulfil because you see the
greater number of your fellow creatures live in neglect and disregard
to themA man may be a very good man in the pursuit of any other Profession - but certainly that of a Clergyman is the easiest, surest road to
God, and the first, the highest, and most blessed that can adorn a Human Being-

2James 1: 17

-697The Peace of God is the full, the sure and certain compensation for
any discouragements or obstacles the World may throw in the way and his guidance and favor ' till Death, in Death and after death the reward and crown of Him who faithfully serves him

7.305 Draft to An Unidentified Gentleman
[written about 1811-1812]

Sir,
Your letter on the business Rev. Mr. [William] Dubourg interested
you in, was immediately referred to Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois who has
the charge ofthe house of St. Joseph, and he directs me to tell you that
he relies intirely on your Judgment and begs you to do whatever you
think most proper.-also that if you determine on an exchange with
the Bank and the money should be forwarded to him, Mr. Abraham
White in Baltimore will recieve it and transmit it to his partner in
Emitsburg from whom Mr. Dubois will recieve it.

7.306 Draft to Elizabeth King's Guardian
[n.d.]

Sir
I address you as the guardian of Elizabeth King' who has received a
letter from her sisters expressing their surprise at her expenses in our
house, and their earnest recommendation to her to become a Sister-for her expenses they have been only such as other children have
incured coming as she did without bed and bedding and with very few
articles of clothing suited to her situation here. the gentleman who
7.305 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:94
7.306 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:80
' Elizabeth King attended St. Joseph' s Academy, beginning in 1815.

-698brought her gave no restrictions whatever and we were directed to
supply her with whatever she might want-Elizabeth might indeed
have been explicit about her pecuniary circumstances, but young girls
seldom judge rightly about oconomy
as to her becoming a Sister it is not so easy a matter, there are many
more requisites then may be imagined by those who do not consider
the subject in its sacred point of view-Elizabeth has no disposition to
be a Sister, nor has she the advantage of constitution which would recommend her as a useful member for the laborious part of our duties, or
a mental capacity suited to the object of our institution therefore dear
Sir be so good as to <direct us what to do> send for her and give her
your directions, her sisters unite in saying she must not remain with us
one day as a boarder,' after reading their letter, we have no means of
sending her from here, the public stage itself is no nearer than
Gettesburg. 3 even ifthey could wish a female of her age to go alone in
it excuse then my importunity
Your humble servant EAS.

7.307 To an Unknown Person
you mention my Father [Babade], answer he is wonderfully altered
of late* he has grown very referved in his mainers* converfes but little, enquirers after no one, except names are mentioned before him*
but I am certain he will never cease to remember you*

2Elizabeth King must not have lived in the vicinity, and so she would have had to be a boarder
rather than a day pupil as were those whose homes were nearby.
' Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, is less than ten miles from Emmitsburg.
7.307 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:95
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7.308 Copy to an Unknown Person'
[before 1815]

"how much he must pity me knowing as he does the sole and whole
bent of my Soul is to please him only and yet close to him in this life
and the next .... "

7.309 Copy to an Unknown Person'
[n.d.]

If you c [oul] d see my sweet boys fetching waterfor me and making
fire while darling Ann fixes, & sweeps & little Kit runs to the grocer
for our loaf and I run out with the old sick woman's affairs and you
w[oul]d not say [unclear]

7.310 Copy to an Unknown Person'
[n.d.]

cannot catch the thoughts is it ...
Those whom I saved are delighting above, and with those who are
lost by my fault I must suffering Eternal despair! or ... while I lost by
my own fault must suffer in Eternal despair

7.308 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99,18 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.
7.309 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99,18 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
'The text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S .S.
7.310 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:99,22 (manuscript copy) No original exists.
IThe text is in the handwriting of Rev. Simon Brute, S.S.

-7007.311 To a Parent of a Student
Sir I have continually deferred answering your obliging letter, always
hoping to say something consoling to the heart of a parent, and unable
to force myself to do the contrary - and now with pleasure can assure
you that your dear daughter has shown a considerable perseverance in
her good determinations for some time past-her will is very good
and after a little we may hope her mind will become more solid-she
is particularly applied as [?] in her reading writ[in]g And sewing to
which she is willingly attentive and her general conduct has not shown
the disposition to self will which made her herself and us unhappy-her disposition to piety is like that of most children, who have
a light turn of mind but her heart is so good there is no doubt of its future effect and be assured very prudent means will be used for her advancement
we are very grateful for your confidence in the cha[]ge of [unclear]
and sensible of the necessity of the most faithful attention which be assured is con [unclear] to her with the most perfect respect
Your humble S
119

Balance

87

119

7.311 ASJPH 1-3-3-25:5, 1-2

-7017.312 To a Pious Lady, a Parent
[n.d.]

My dearest loved friend
-I think you are too anxious for the fruit of your dear little tree,
which is ripening very fast, and will soon be as you wish it. Quite sure
as to the point of instruction-yet 1 tried to draw out all her little
thoughts on the questions you proposed, and see a heavenly simplicity
and purity of mind preparing the way to the most blessed fruits of
faith. But we must wait for these fruits; for, if there is a true danger for
one of her turn, it would be to push her too fast, and force an exterior
look without the interior spirit.

7.313 To a Sister on One of the Missions
[after October 1814]

My own dear sister,
1 take a laugh and a cry at your flannels and plasters. Never mind;
God is God in it all. If you are to do his work, the strength will be given
you; if not, my precious child, some one else will do it, and you may
come back to your corner. No great affair where his dear atom is, if
only his will is done. Peace, dearest soul, from our Jesus. 1 look a long
look at our dear crucifix for you. All are here nearly as you left: our
faithful God the same!
Ever your little mother.

7.312 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton. tenth ed., 342-43.
7.313 Charles 1_ White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 382.

-7027.314 To a Sister Being Sent on Mission
[after October 1814]

Knowing as I do so well your heart's full desire to serve our Lord
purely, I can say nothing to you, dearest soul, but to keep well to what
you believe to be the grace of the moment. You will so often be at a
stand for what is best in a situation so new, but only do your best as you
always have done, and leave the rest for our dear God. Try only to
keep in mind, as I know you wish to do, to be guarded and very careful
in disapproving or changing anything until you have been there a
while and can see through the meaning of every thing. Oh, may our
dear Lord strengthen you in that point and you will see how well all
will go for a little while. We separate, dear child, but you go to do what
we stay to do, - the dear will of God, - all we care for in this poor life.
May he bless you forever!

7.315 To a Pupil
[after 1810]

Alas! when shall we meet again? Only in our God now. Yet how
much sweeter is our friendship in absence, with our bright hope before
us, than the friendship which goes no farther than the grave? Ours will
be so far, far beyond it!

7.314 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth cd., 382.
7.315 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth cd., 396.
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7.316 To The Same Pupil
[December, after 1810]

My dear one,
itis so sweet to call you so; so often I do it in my heart, and in speaking to your dear ones here who love you so tenderly! Now, this beautiful season of Advent,-do try to take its spirit, my friend; to think of it
as the last! You have so many opportunities to love our Jesus in his
poor-to make the little Babe so many presents before Christmas
comes. You know in our sweet meditations it says, now he is our tender Babe, stretching his arms and offering his tears for us, by-and-by
our awful Judge!

7.317 To a Clergyman
[after 1810]

Writing on a table opposite the door of the chapel, looking at the tabernacle,l the soul appeals to Him, if this is not a daily martyrdom. I
love and live, and love and live in a state of separation 2 indescribable.
My being and existence, it is true are real, because I meditate, pray,
commune, conduct the community, etc., and all this with regularity,
resignation, and singleness of heart; but yet this is not I; it is a sort of
machinery no doubt acceptable to the compassionate Father; but it is a
different being from that in which the soul acts. In meditation, prayer,
communion, I find no soul; in the beings around me, dearly as I love
them, I find no soul; in that tabernacle I know he is, but I see not, feel
7.316 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 396.
7.317 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 399-400.
'Elizabeth's room in the White House was next to the chapel. From her desk she could see the
tabernacle.
2Elizabeth's description of the absence of consolation, along with her ability to carry out her usual
daily tasks, is characteristic of the spiritual purification known as the dark night. This experience
typically marks a person's transition from meditative to contemplative prayer and prepares them for
mystical union with God.

-704not; a thousand deaths might hang over me to compel me to deny his
presence there, and I would embrace them all rather than deny it an instant; yet it seems that He is not there for me; and yesterday, while for
a few moments I felt his presence, it was only to make me know that
hell was gaping under me and how awful his judgment would be.

7.318 To a Clergyman
[n.d.]

I am atom! you are God! Misery all my plea! so few saved! If we
are lost, are you less justified? The patience so long waiting, less adorable? And the soul, burying itself in the chaos of mystery, always
rested in stupidity within; but without played with children, amused
with the sisters, yielding to all minutiae, attentive to all necessities,
with the liberty with which a philosopher suffered and endured, lending the machine for the beauty of order; not one spark of grace can the
soul discern in it all, but rather a continuation of the original fault, of
desire to do, to be loved, to please! and, so far from the simplicity of
grace which would turn every instant to gold, it felt ashamed when returned to the tabernacle, as if it had played the fool, or acted like those
women who try to please company and show all their ill-humors at
home .... Yet it might be a grace, for as often he saw it was no more in
my choice to hinder these evaporations than to stop the giddiness of
my head in a fever; and they (the community) are so loving, so fixed
on Mother's every look, clouds or sunshine, so depending, sometimes
I would shudder at the danger of such a situation, if it was not clear as
light that it is a part of the materials he takes for his work; and so little
did he prepare the composition that he knows, if nature was listened
to, I would take a blister, a scourging, any bodily pain, with a real delight, rather than speak to a human being-that heavy sloth which,
hating exertion, would be willing to be an animal and die like a brute

7.318 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 4()()-OI.

-705in unconsciousness! Oh, my Father, all in my power is to abandon and
adore. How good he is to let me do that!

7.319 To a Priest
I see myself now in the soul as once in the body fifteen years ago,
when two maladies at once rendered all the efforts of physicians fruitless. Whatever they attempted to do for the relief of one complaint was
sure to increase the other. My father [Dr. Richard Bayley], who was
himself an eminent physician, sent all away, and insisted only on continued use of the warm bath, which really cured me; and no doubt you
will spiritually do as he did naturally, and insist on the piscina' of penance, though now for the soul, as then for the body, it is hard to get in
and out.

7.320 To an Unknown Person
It is not the soul that is guilty of all this, the evil spirit is most active,
it is true, but the good one sits in anguish at the foot of the cross, looking over all this desolation, adoring, subjecting, abandoning all to
him, seeing only him, annihilating' itself and all creatures before him,
saying amen to the resounding alleluias, and willing any moment to
go into hell itself, rather than add one more offence to the mountain it
has laid already upon him.

7.319 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 401 .
'A basin or pool used for ritual abultions
7.320 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton , tenth ed., 401-02.
IThe language of self-abandonment and self-annihilation (Fr. "aneantissement") was characteristic of the seventeenth century so·called "French school of spirituality" in which many of
Elizabeth's Sulpician advisors had been fa nned. Jean-Jacques Olier, founder of the Sulpicians,
taught that spiritual growth is fostered by acknowledging one's utter inability to do anything without
God' s help and by surrendering one' s life to the Spirit.

-7067.321 To an Unknown Person
I am sick, but not dying, troubled on every side, but not distressed;
perplexed, but not despairing; afflicted, but not forsaken; cast down,
but not destroyed; knowing the affliction of this life is but for a moment, while the glory in the life to come will be eternal.'

7.322 To An Unknown Person
To drive him back, as he resisted my command, I took a stick to
threaten. What did the little animal' but crouch under the stick and lick
the end of it? The stick not moving, he drew a little nearer and nearer,
till he reached the feet of his mistress, which he licked with a transport
of joy and affection. The poor mistress was so touched by the lesson,
she threw down the stick, took the faithful creature in her arms, covered it with kisses, and the sweetest tears she had shed for many
weeks. "Yes, 0 Adored, I too will kiss the stick which is lifted to crush
me, will wind round the feet which would trample upon me;" and
opening my prayer-book, the first lines I met were the resolutions of a
soul determining on a total abandonment, and saying, among other
things, "I will obey the will of those who are the most distasteful and
displeasing to me, and put myself under the feet of everybody."

7.323 To a Priest
In the hour of manifestation when all this cross-working will be explained,' we will find that in this period of our poor life we are most

7.321 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed. , 402.
' Cf. 2 Cor. 4:8-9, 16-17.
7.322 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Setol!, tenth ed., 403.
'Probably a pet dog
7.323 Charles I. White, Life af Mrs. Eliza A. Setal!. tenth ed., 403-04.
' Catholics believe that at the time of the Last Judgment, the inner meaning of all things will be
revealed and explained. Elizabeth may have been using the image of the reverse side of a piece of
needlework.

-707ripe for the business for which we were sent. While the ploughers go
over us, then we are safe. No fears of pleasing ourselves, no danger of
mistaking God' s will. No; if! thought that by investigation and an appeal to superior authority 1 would be to-morrow released from this
cloud of darkness, yet 1 would not take one step. And you, my dear
master and captain in the way of the cross, you know that my only safe
way (I speak for salvation) is to remain quite still with Magdalen.2
You well know that he who works my fate has no need of any other
help from me but a good will to do his will and an entire abandonment
to his good providence. Let them plough, let them grind: so much the
better; the grain will be the sooner prepared for its owner; whereas,
should 1 step forward and take my own cause in hand, the Father of the
widow and the orphan3 would say that 1 distmst him .... Shall we
make schemes and plans of human happiness which must be so uncertain in obtaining, and if obtained-hush-death!-eternity!-Oh,
my father, sursum corda4 -we know better than to be cheated by such
attractions. No; we will offer the hourly sacrifice, and drink our cup to
the last drop, and we when least expecting ie will enter into our rest.

7.324 To an Unknown Person
Alone on a rock this afternoon,' surrounded by the most beautiful
scenery, adoring and praising Him for his magnificence and glory, the
heavy eye could find no delight; the soul cried out, 0 God! 0 God!
Give yourself. What is all the rest?2 A silent voice of love answered, I
am yours. Then, dearest Lord! keep me as I am while 1 live; for this is
2The reference is probably to Mary, the sister of Martha and Lazarus, who sat at Jesus' feet and

listened to him. Cf. Luke 10:38-42. Elizabeth identifies this woman with Mary Magdalen.
3Cf. Ps. 146:9.
4Latin for "Lift up your hearts."
5Cf. Matt. 20:22, Matt. 24:50. and Mark 13:33 .
7.324 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Setoll, tenth ed. , 404-05 .
' Possibly the rock grotto on the hill near Sl. Mary's Mountain. Cf. Rose White' s Journal.
2Elizabeth' s words are similar to the Suscipe, a prayer attributed to SI. Ignatius Loyola, part of
which reads, "Give me Thy love and Thy grace, for this is sufficient for me," (Spiritual Exercises,
no. 234). It echoes the prayer of SI. Teresa of A vila: "Who has God wants for nothing. God alone
suffices."

-708true content,-to hope for nothing, to desire nothing, expect nothing,
fear nothing. Death! Eternity! Oh, how small are all objects of busy,
striving, restless, blind, mistaken beings, when at the foot of the cross
these two prospects are viewed!

7.325 To a Friend
For that I bless him most of all. Where would I be now if he had not
scourged and bound me?' And in his infinite goodness he may do the
same for you. What matter by whose hands? If I get to his kingdom,
what matter now? Faith, faith my dear friend! the Captain marches on.
Oh, yes, we follow, we follow!

7.326 To a Clergyman
[after 1810]

Your dear Bourdaloue is always the fountain of my Sunday instructions,' because I can draw so many little streams to apply direct to
our own wants . Poor, poor pauverina! 2obliged to preach, and against
the commands of St. Pau!!3 And if you kew only one-half my reluctance to give an instruction or a catechism: (formerly the heart' s delight,) it seems to me even yourself would be tempted to turn away
with disgust from the ungrateful culprit; but the Dearest says, "You
shall, you must, only because I will it; trust your weak breast and turning head to me; I will do all. And Sam' is so cruel, whenever there is an
7.325 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 407.
' Cf. Matt. 27:26.
7.326 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Setoll, tenth ed., 408-09.
'Elizabeth was familiar with Bourdaloue ' s sermons, which she may have used in preparing her
regular conferences to the sisters and to the school children.
2An epithet which her friend Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S., sometimes applied to her and which she
occasionally used herself
3Cf. 1 Tim. 2:12.
4A manual of religious instruction using simple language and a question-and-answer format
' Elizabeth's name for the devil

-709evident success, he pushes and says, "See how they are affected! how
silent and attentive! what respect! what look of love!" and tries to
make distractions in every way. The poor, poor soul don't even look
toward him, but keeps direct forward with our Dearest, but with such a
heavy, heavy heart at this vile mixture. So, in the refectory6 sometimes, the tears start and the weakness of a baby comes over me; but
our Dearest again says, "Look up; if you had your little morsel alone,
of another quality, no pains of body or reluctance to eat, what part
would I have in your meal? But here is your place: to keep order, direct
the reader, give example, and eating cheerfully the little you can take,
in the spiritoflove, as if before my tabernacle. I will do the rest. Abandon all!" Abandon all! All is abandoned. But pray, pray for your poor
one continually.

7.327 To a Young Lady
[Elizabeth says that she was] only an adorer of the mystery of the
Church, the only ark in the world. [As to heathens, savages, sects, and
the like, they were] only in her heart for prayer, but never in her brain
for what became of them; ... to trouble my faith in his wisdom and
mercy, the Father, the most tender Father of all; my immense God; I
am his atom.

7.328 To a Relative
How many times did rapturous joy and adoration fill the whole
soul of thanksgiving that I am permitted to dwell in this divine region
of superstition, as the Englishman calls it'-to be a Catholic! Heavenly mercy! I would be trampled on by the whole world.

6Dining room

7.327 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 412.
7.328 Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 412.
'When Elizabeth was in Italy, an Englishman made a disparaging comment about Catholic belief
in the presence of Christ in the Eucharist. Cf. Vol 1, 291.

-7107.329 To a Student
[probably after 1818]

God bless you, my loved child. Remember Mother's first and last
lesson to you:-seek God in all things. In all your actions submit your
motives to this unerring test-"Will this be approved by his all-seeing eye?" If you do this, you will live in his presence and will preserve
the graces of your first communion. You will never see Mother again
on this earth. May we meet in heaven! Three wheels of the old carriage
are broken down, the fourth very near gone; then with the wings of a
dove will my soul fly and be at rest. 1 Remember me, and, if you love
poor old Mother, pray for her.
Not forever do we part: a few short years, dearest, and we will be
united never, never to part. God bless you again!

7.330 To a Sister
My blessed God! how far from that thought am I, of going straight
to heaven! such a miserable creature as I am!

7.331 To The Same Sister
I do not suffer, I am weak, it is true; but how happy and quiet the
day passes! If this be the way of death, nothing can be more peaceful
and happy; and if! am to recover, still, how sweet to rest in the arms of
our Lord! I never felt more sensibly the presence of our Dearest than
since I have been sick; it seems as if our Lord or his blessed Mother
stood continually by me, in a corporeal form, to comfort, cheer, and
encourage me, in the different weary and tedious hours of pain. But

7.329
1Cf.
7.330
7.331

Charles I. White, Life (JfMrs. Eliza A. Setol!, tenth ed., 422.
Ps. 55 :6.
Charles I, White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 423.
Charles I. White, Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, tenth ed., 423.

-711you will laugh at my imaginations; still, our All has many ways of
comforting his little atoms.'

'See A-7.332 through 336 for letters about the Eucharist copied by Elizabeth Seton and A-7.337
for the register of women who entered the Sisters of Charity during Elizabeth Seton·s lifetime
( 1809-1820).

Elizabeth Seton, in a portrait commissioned by the Filicchi family

Bishop Simon Gabriel. BlUte, S.S.

Bishop John Dubois

(Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg)

Graves of Rebecca and Anna Malia Seton, Emmistsburg

. ~.

"'1 /

.' . - ~'

BlUte's sketch of Elizabeth Seton two days before she died, 1821
(Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg)
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APPENDIX

A-5.10a Sister Cecilia O'Conway's Memoir, 1808-1815
March 14th 1805. Our dearest Mother [Seton] was received in the
Church March 25th 1805 she made her 1st Communion in N[ew]
York. Corpus Christi June 16th 1808.
Mother anived in Baltimore with her three little daughters Anna,
Josephine and Rebecca. Decber 7th 1808 first beginning of the new
Institution; I anived on this day from Philadelphia. Maria Murphy arrived in Holy week 1809 from Philadelph. Susan Clossey came on
Wednesday 24th May 1809 from N[ew] York. Mary Ann Butler arrived the 1st June 1809 from Philadelphia April 27th 1809
Jose[phine] made her first Communion in Baltimore. June 22d 1809
dearest Mother, Cecilia Seton, Maria Murphy [Burke] and Madalene
[Harriet] Seton set off for Emmitsbourg.
July 28th 1809 Sr. Rose White and Kitty Mullan were added to our
little Community and we all set off from Baltimore in a waggon for the
Valley of Emmetsburg.
Peifection, every heart transported with delight at the little beginning of St. Joseph's family, the journey was pleasant some relating the
different devout passages of St. Theresa's [of Avila] travels at last we
arrived at the old stone house where we met our beloved Mother, Cecilia Seton, Madalene & Maria all with gay and happy hearts and yet
more happy to tind the beloved Cecilia restored to her health which
but 3 weeks before was hurrying her to the grave. She was one of the
first who ran down the lane to meet the waggon of travellers.
30th July all met in the old house where two more members were
added, Sister Sally Thompson and her younger [sibling] Sr. Ellen
[Thompson] we were at this time 9 in number.

A-S.I0a ASJPH 1-3-3-4:118,1
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1st Superior Revd. Wm. Duburg.
Octobr 20th 1809 Bishop [John] Carroll administered Confirmation in the Valley for the first time.
Decber 23d 1809 Madelane [Harriet] Seton died, she was interred
on Christmas eve, most solemn day to all.
Feby 20th 1810. We moved in the new house though not finished.
This same day the B[lessed] Sacrament was carried in procession to
the new little Altar of St. Joseph's so poor and humble not even
plaistered.
Feby 22d. We first opened [Saint Joseph's Free] day school
March 19th 1810 the first high mass was celebrated in St. Joseph[' s
House]
April 9th 1811. Mother returned to Baltimore with Cecilia Seton
whose health was again very bad & required a change of air, (as was
thought)
April 30th. Mother, Anna [Maria Seton] & Sr. Susan [Clossey] returned with the precious corpse which after being exposed to the view
of the Community, in the choir was deposited in the sacred little wood
near her Sister [Harriet].
May 14th 1810 we receive the first 5 boarders from Frederick [for
Saint Joseph's Academy]
July 29th 1810 Revd Mr [John] David arrived with three new Sisters vis. Fanny Jordan, Angela Brady and Julia [Shirk] .... he staid at
the Stone house; with him the second retreat was made, which began
8th of October & finished the 15th 1811.
Feby 2d 1812 we made our third Retreat with the Revd J[ohn]
Dubois our present Superior.
Octber 7th 1812 Bishop Carroll gave Confirmation in St. Joseph's
house.
October 15th 1812 Sr. Maria [Murphy Burke]died.
July 20th 1815 first election of Mother took place at same time the
officers were appointed.
Sr. Rose [White], assistant, Sr. Kitty [Mullen] Treasurer Sr. Ann
Gruber Procuratrix.
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1st May 1809
Oh! dear, dear, and ever my dearer child!
What ajoy you have infused in my soul by your dear letter! obedience at length has showed itself to you in its proper shape - and with its
Salutary rather I say heavenly charms and attractions. 0 my dear
child, you have at length arrived at the door of true happiness. You are
coming to the safe harbour of Salvation. oh yes, be an obedient child,
a child of obedience, and mock all the hellish powers, for God himself
asures you that you will Sing great and many victories ... for if once
you are a child of obedience, if you once offer up to the will of God the
Sacrifice of your own will in the hands of your Superiors, of your father and mother in Christ Jesus, then I asure you in the name of him
whom I have the honor to represent that you are a true living member
of the obedient Jesus, then I asure you, you will share in our
over-flowing joys, then yours is the pretious peace promised to men of
good will. you may trust to the experience of an old veteran in Jesus'
militia. the more I have had the happiness of sacrificing my own private will, judgment and inclination, to those of my Superiors, the
more I have enjoyed that sweet peace and joy which is here below a

foretaste of the happiness reserved to us above. the gift the sweet gift
of tears in which my Soul is melting from about ten years, has been, I
understand, the reward of the most generous Sacrifice I ever made of
my own judgment and will to those of my Superiors, as I may tell you
in our next conference.
experience has already fully taught you that our peace and happiness ought not to depend on our feelings which are so changeable, so
variable, and now let faith teach you and persuade you that there
A-S.2Sa AMSV 110:10, 15
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and obedience. Mankind was lost by the disobedience of Adam, and
was recovered by the obedience of Jesus Christ, the 2d Adam. by his
generous obedience Abraham was justified and deserved to be the father of all the faithfuL obedience has been at all times the Shield and
Palladium of all the elects of God. let it be your own safety, for I am
persuaded that you are one of them. let every step of yours be regulated and sanctified by obedience and every step of yours will be meritorious of eternal life, happiness and glory.
understand that it is the renouncing of our own judgment and of our
own will which constitutes that self denial so much commended and
enforced by our Divine Master as the essential complement and perfection of Christian virtue and an indispensable requisite for eternal
Salvation. understand that such a sacrifice, even when most perfectly
made on our part and considered as the highest pitch of perfection
which can be attained by human weakness, is but exact justice, and
even a very inadequate retribution for what we have received from
him who when he owed nothing to us, but anger, wrath and punishment, has deigned to sacrifice himself entirely for us and has made
himself obedient unto death and unto the death of the cross. when we
take in contemplation the generosity of such a Sacrifice of our Divine
Redeemer, when duly weighing who he was and who we were, we
consider what he has done for us. oh! dear child can we set bounds to
our sacrifices, can we keep anything in reserve which we refuse to
give Him, to sacrifice to him? we have only to regret that our poverty,
misery and wretchedness leaves us so little to give in return, and that
this very little is still so degraded, so corrupted, so unworthy of being
offered. then - to make up for such our deficiency we lose ourselves in
Jesus who lives in us and he fills up the void and deficiency. we re-

nounce with him and in him worldly goods and property, and the poverty of Jesus our chief dignifier, the poverty of his members with him
and in him we renounce every sensual pleasure and gratification of the
flesh, and the mortification of Jesus purities our flesh, and the life of
Jesus is made manifest in our body, by the chaste life we live and profess with him and in him-we pledge ourselves never to do our own
will, nor what pleases us, but invariably the will of God and what is
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tyranny of Satan, and from the confusion and anarchy of our own passions and raising us to the freedom and liberty of the Children of God,
Secures to us an uncontrovertible light to rank among the heirs of his
Kingdom and glory, Nay such a renouncing to our own will binds the
will of God to our own. oh! if such is the excellence, and merit of obedience, let it be perfect, and constant, without any variation and reserve. let the most sincere obedience to revelation and faith, sanctify
our reason and understanding. let the more exact observance of divine
commands and of the ordinances of his church, together with unrelenting readiness to obey the inspirations of divine grace, and to submit in every thing to the will of our Superiors whoever they may be,
sanctify our Soul with all its faculties.
when we meet again I will enter into a minute detail of your daily
occupations, of the order and manner in which you act and do every
thing. in the meanwhile the peace of the Lord be with you for ever.

A-6.3a Sister Rose White's Journal
[Baltimore]
In the beginning of June, 1809, Mrs. Seton' s sisters-in-law, Miss
Cecilia and Miss Harriet Seton, arrived in Baltimore accompanied by
their brother, Mr. Samuel Seton and Mr. [Guy] Carleton [Bayley], the
half-brother of Mother. Miss Cecilia had become a Catholic in New
York before Mother Seton left but was prevented from having much
intercourse with Mother on account of the great prejudice that existed
against the Catholic religion, but the very bad health of Miss Cecilia
Seton continued and it was thought she was in confirmed consumption [tuberculosis], and must soon fall victim to its rapid progress.
The last and only thing that physicians could offer as a shadow of hope
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but begged as a last favor that she might be permitted to come by the
way of the packetsl -as there were then no steamboats-to Baltimore to see her Sister [Elizabeth] Seton .
. They readily agreed, seeing that she had but a short time to
live- one on whom all the affection of her family was bestowed-of
which she was truly worthy as she was a lovely soul. They were so
convinced that they put material for a shroud in her trunk and a few
yards of black silk to make a dress in case she would live. They arrived
safely in Baltimore and the change of air and the great pleasure Miss
Cecilia had in meeting her sister, Mrs. Seton, made her feel much
better, yet she continued to raise blood and was very weak.
After a few weeks stay in Baltimore she determined to remain with
us and Dr. [Pierre] Chatard advised she should leave the city for the
country air. The time was drawing near when the little community assembled in Baltimore would leave for the valley; it was thought best
that Mother should bring Miss Seton up at once. When her friends
who accompanied her saw she was determined to remain, the two gentlemen returned to New York where their business called them, and
Miss Harriet Seton determined on accompanying her sister to the
Mountain. So they left Baltimore on the 22nd [June 1809], Mrs.
Seton, Misses Cecilia and Harriet Seton, Miss Annina Seton and Miss
Maria Murphy, afterwards Sister Maria. They arrived at the Mountain
and were lodged in the small [log] house on the hill which had been
first occupied by Rev. Mr. Dubois, who gave up his room.
Rev. Mr. Dubourg had left Mrs. Rose White in the place of Mrs.
Seton to take charge of the family left in Baltimore who were to follow. The persons left were the two children of Mother Seton, Josephine and Rebecca, Miss Cecilia Q' Conway from Philadelphia, Miss
Mary Ann Butler of Philadelphia, Miss Susan Clossey of New York,
two boarders, Miss Isabella Q'Conway and Miss Julia La Briton, and
a young woman who attended the duties of the house, named Miss
Ann Nabs. William Seton and Richard were at Mount St. Mary's College.

1Packets

or packet boats travel a regular route carrying passengers, freight, and mail.
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[Journey to Emmitsburg]
On the 26th of July, a letter from Mr. Dubourg and Mrs. Seton directing us to pack and load the wagon that was sent to Baltimore for
us, and come immediately to the Valley. Mother wrote that we would
find pebbles for beads, tin cups to drink out of and plates of [word indistinctV We began to make our arrangements and by the morning of
the 30th [July 1809] we were ready to start at half past two 0' clock.
We drove through [Saint Mary's] College yard and Madame
Fournier, Rev. Dubourg's sister, opening the casement of her window, waved her hand to bid us adieu. We were so closely packed in the
wagon that it seemed we would be unable to proceed when the wagoner cried out: "When we have gone a few miles the baggage will settle down and you will be more at your ease." (He was a young man of
the neighborhood by the name of [William] Harris who married
shortly after, and we now have one of his children in the Community
by name Sister Joachim).3
We were willing to believe what he said, and remained silent each
one occupied with her thoughts, which I hope referred all to God. We
went on all day, without stopping to take dinner, made use of the provisions we had in the wagon. At night we stopped at a tavern where we
had but poor accommodations. We asked for supper, but told them as
it was Friday, not to prepare any meat. When we went to supper, there
was plenty chicken on the table. Sister Kitty [Mullen] remarked we
had told them not to prepare any meat. "Oh," said the woman who
waited on the table, "chicken is not meat." We smiled and made our
supper on bread and butter, tea and eggs. William and Richard Seton
were with us, slept in the wagon with Mr. Harris to take care of our
baggage. 4 We rose early and were soon seated in our wagon for another day's journey. We had not proceeded far when Sister Susan
[Clossy] was taken very sick and remained so until we arrived at a

2Although indistinct, the sentence appears to read: "tin cups to drink out of and plates of lesser
[quality]."

3Sister Joachim Harris (1812-1873) joined the Sisters of Charity December 25, 1832, to serve in
the Philadelphia almshouse during the cholera epidemic.
4 At this time William Seton was thirteen, and Richard was eleven.
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stopped and received much kindness from him.
[Emmitsburg]

Again seated in our wagon we proceeded on and arrived at about
four o'clock at the Farm House [the Stone House] of St. Joseph's
where we were met by our dear Mother and her three children, Anna,
Josephine and Rebecca. (I ought to have mentioned that two weeks after Mother went to the Mountain Josephine and Rebecca went up in a
private carriage.) Sister Cecilia Seton, whose health was wonderfully
improved, Miss Harriet Seton, Sister Maria Murphy and Sister Sally
Thompson. They had reserved a part of their dinner for us which we
sat down to eat. Sister Susan so sick that the doctor had to be sent for.
The news of our arrival soon reached the Mountain and Revs. Dubois
and Dubourg paid us a visit and welcomed us to our new home, truly a
blessed one.
Rev. Mr. [William] Dubourg and Rev. Mr. [John] Dubois then
went to the village, purchased a few cups and saucers, pewter spoons,
knives and forks, etc., half a dozen of chairs. We brought our mattresses with us and laid them on the floor as there were no cots or bedsteads. Next morning was Sunday; we had to rise early and go to
Emmitsburg to early Mass. 5 All went to confession before Mass, and
Communion at Mass, came home much fatigued. All returned to High
Mass except two Sisters and Mother.
Mr. Dubourg was starting for Baltimore and wanted to have a
memorandum of what was wanting as we had no means to purchase.
Our wants were few. All was strange around us, the new house under
cover, the carpenters yet at work, and we not knowing exactly what
we were to do. However, it was necessary to make some little arrangement of Rules and begin the order of the day ...
Sister Kitty Mullan was appointed housekeeper; Sister Rose
[White], Mother's Assistant; Sister Cecilia [O'Conway], Secretary

5St. Joseph's Catholic Church in Emmitsburg dates to 1793 when the first church was built.
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baker. The Sisters in turn to cook, all lending a hand at ironing; and our
washing place was at the creek, [Tom's Creek],6 where we took the
clothes early in the morning and remained the day; not a plank to stand
on or a covering but the tree under which we would place our tubs, and
if the rain came on, we would have to bring up our clothes all wet and
heavy-no accommodations, no water to wash with at the house.
We continued the winter in this way. We were fifteen in the family.
We went every morning to Emmitsburg to [Saint Joseph's Catholie] Church, there being but one priest stationed here, that was Reverend Dubois. Rev. Mr. Dubourg after a few days returned to the Valley
for the purpose of giving us a Retreat, had an altar made in a very small
room, said the first Mass, and began our first Retreat; gave all the
meditations as well as the instructions. At the end of the Retreat he requested that each one should make her resolutions, writing them and
bringing them to him; that we must not speak to each other nor make
known in any way our thoughts on the resolutions we were to take. As
the most of us had not made a Retreat of this kind, nor written resolutions, it was well seen that a good priest had here a fine opportunity
to discover not only how far we had profited by the Retreat, but also a
specimen of our writing and spelling and thus he could judge at once
of our knowledge.
He remained some days with us, encouraging us by his heavenly conversation to look forward with the hope of seeing much done
for religion; to keep our selves humble, and confide all to our sweet
Savior whom we had assembled to honor in the way which would be
pointed out to us hereafter. He presented us with a copy of Christian
Perfection 7 which we had never seen before; also gave a bell to regulate our exercises. His last words were to cultivate plenty of carrots, in
order to make use of for coffee, which we used-that and rye were our
morning and evening beverage for breakfast and supper. Sister Sally
"rom's Creek appears as early as 1742 in a survey of the area. It was not far from the farmhouse
where Elizabeth and her community spent their first months in SI. Joseph's Valley.
7Rev. Alphonsus Rodriguez, S.J., (1538-1616) wrote The Practice ofPelfectioll and of Christian
Virtues which was first published in Seville in 1609 and later translated into twenty-three languages.
The work, a revision of sermons he had given to novices, is known for its practical spiritual doctrine

and clarity of presentation based on scripture and the Fathers of the Church.
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only one acquainted with the neighborhood. She made all purchases
and directed us in our domestic concerns, and was the first at all that
was laborious, having excellent health, and of a most happy disposition to oblige; always cheerful.
In the month of September, her sister, Miss Ellen Thompson,
joined the Community; she was of very delicate health. Our good Father Dubois gave us Mass in our little Chapel nearly every morning,
and on Sundays also, as he said two Masses, would come to us in all
weather. Miss Harriet Seton was engaged to be married to Mother
Seton's half-brother, young [Guy] Carleton [BayleyV before Harriet
left New York. She wore his miniature round her neck and would often say, "Were it not for this engagement I would remain with you."
When she spoke of becoming a Catholic Mother spoke to her of the
difficulties she would have to encounter in her husband's family, and
perhaps she would not have resolution enough to resist them, and how
unhappy it would be for her, if after embracing the Catholic faith were
she to fall off, begging Harriet to reflect well, and so she did, for she
persisted in becoming a member of the Church, and instructed herself
fully. Her amiable and affectionate conduct endeared her to us all.
She partook of our homely fare and bad lodgings as cheerfully as any
of the Sisters, and would often express her happiness and regret that
she would have to leave us. At length the happy day arrived; the 24th
of September [1809] she made her First Communion, and a few
weeks after, the Most Rev. Archbishop [John] Carroll arrived from
Baltimore and administered the Sacrament of Confirmation in our littIe chapel, and Harriet [Seton] took the name of Madeleine.
Soon after this, William Seton came from the mountain to see his
mother and was taken very ill so that he could not return; remained
very low for several weeks with nervous fever and received all the
Last Sacraments. Sister Rose and his Aunt Madeleine [Harriet Seton]
made his shroud and prepared everything to lay him out, as it appeared
he had but a few moments to live. However, it pleased Our Lord that
he should recover. At this time Sister Cecilia Seton was taken ill with
8Harriet had, in fact, heen engaged to marry Andrew Barclay Bayley.
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a return of spitting blood, and gave us many fears as to her recovery.
Madeleine [Haniet Seton] renewed her attentions with all the devotedness of a true sister in which we all united to do our utmost by every
care to preserve the life of one so valuable.
I regret not to have mentioned, though it may be brought in its
place, that after our retreat given by Mr. Dubourg, he invited us to
walk over the farm and select a place for a burial ground. Cecilia
[Seton] and Madeleine [Harriet Seton] were of the number. After a
survey had been taken of all the grounds, we selected our present spot,
and each one made a choice of a spot under some of the beautiful trees
that thickly covered the grounds. Madeleine Seton selected hers under the largest oak tree. As we were then near the farm house, we returned home after looking through the new building, [originally
called the "house in the fields"], at which the carpenters were then at
work. All appeared happy and most grateful to our kind benefactor,
Mr. Samuel Cooper, who had so liberally bestowed on us such a
home, and to our good friend and superior, Rev. Mr. Dubourg, who
had been the happy instrument to begin the good.
Sister Cecilia Seton continued sick. In December, Madeleine
[Harriet Seton] was taken sick so as to be unable to sit up and was put
to bed. Her bed and that of Cecilia [Seton] were in the room next to the
chapel. In the same room Mother slept on the floor with Rebecca and
Josephine. When Mass would be said, the door of the chapel would be
left open so that the two dear sisters could hear Mass, and often partake of Holy Communion. The people of Emmitsburg would attend
early Mass on Sundays, and often Rev. Mr. Cooper, who was then a
seminarian, would come to serve Mass. It was a sight for angels to see
- the sick and the well, the young and the old, externs all crowded
round the little altar and the sick beds.
On one occasion Madeleine [Harriet Seton] expected to receive
Communion, though we knew she was not as she had been burning up
with fever during the night and broken her fast. The fever had affected
her head while her heart was alive to all that was heavenly. She eagerly watched the priest as he gave Communion to each one, expecting he should come to her, but finding him turn to the tabernacle and
place the ciborium in it and close the door, she began to speak in the
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cause us all to shed tears. We were unconscious how near was her dissolution. That night, I think, she grew worse. In the morning when
Rev. Superior came to say Mass, found her very ill, and administered
the Sacrament of Extreme Unction; she had lost her speech. This was
on the 21 st of December [1809]. On the 22nd in the morning, she gave
up her beautiful soul to God. (I forgot to mention that she received the
scapular when she made her First Communion.)" The morning of her
death, her sister Cecilia, who was lying in the next bed, begged to be
raised and leaned over and kissed her, thanking Our Lord that He had
taken her to Himself. The weather was intensely cold. We laid her out,
and put on her the shroud that she had helped to make for William
[Seton], who was then well. On the 23rd which was Sunday, she was
placed in our little spot in the wood which we had selected and in the
place she had chosen for herself. She was the first who died with us,
one of the most healthy, and one of the loveliest of her sex both in
body and mind. Thus ended the life of the most beautiful Harriet
Seton, who accompanied her dying sister from New York only a few
months before; when she was taken and Cecilia left.
Our beloved Cecilia continued confined to bed and suffering
much. Our dear Sister Ellen Thompson was taken very ill, and it was
thought she must die. The Doctor had several blisters applied, ordered
her head to be shaved, and a blister. He ordered her a bath. We had no
tub large enough and had recourse to an ash barrel, but found it leaked,
so Sister Sally [Thompson] took it to the creek and placed it in the water to tighten. In the meantime Rev. Superior [Dubois] offered us a
large tub that had just come home for a meat tub. It was sent for and
when it came it was too large, the stair case was too small to admit it
upstairs. We then sent for the barrel at the creek, which we placed in a
small tub filling the barrel. We found it leaked and thought the tub
would be sufficient to keep the floor from being wet while we placed
our dear Sister Ellen in the barrel of warm water, when behold the barrel gave way so that the tub overflowed, and we had to open the seam
~he scapular Harriet received was probably related to enrol1ment in a Confraternity or Sodality
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. A characteristic of the Society of St. Sulpice is to promote Marian
devotion.
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of the floor and sweep the water out of the room, and placed the dear
sufferer on the bed, who was exhausted by the exertion and a body
covered with blisters; yet she was smiling at the drollery of the scene.
Sister [Cecilia Seton] continued very ill and received the last Sacraments and we prepared ourselves to give her up as we thought she
could not live. But our dear Lord was pleased in His mercy to let her
remain with us for some time longer. She was a model of piety.
After her recovery Sister Sally [Thompson] was taken sick with
chills and fever, and before she got well she had to give up her cot for
Sister Susan [Clossy] who was sick. We had but two cots for the sick
Sisters; all the rest laid on the floor. Sisters became sick several at a
time. The good Archbishop Carroll paid us a visit and appeared to be
much afraid that we could not keep on with our work. Yet our Lord
was pleased to support and enable us to keep up.
We walked every Sunday to the Mountain at this time. There was
no bridge nor road to the mountain; we had to go over one by one on
horseback when the water was high, and when low, we would walk
over the creek on stones, climb the fences, and often lose our way
through the thick woods. We would carry our dinner in a sack and often fry our meat at the mountain and take it from the frying pan and
place it on a piece of bread without knife or fork, eat standing, and take
a good drink of water, and go up to church and wait for Vespers. Often
we would be caught in the rain coming home, at this time we never
wore a shawl, much less an umbrella.
When we came to the creek, we would meet a horse which Father
Dubois would send from the mountain to take us across, and the oldest
Sister would remain standing in the rain by the old oak tree, until all
had passed over; then in her turn, she would be taken and sometimes
continue her ride to the farmhouse door of our home. Our shoes would
be heavy with mud, and our clothes so wet that we would have to
change them. We continued this Sunday going to Church for many
years, both winter and summer.
We received two candidates at the farmhouse from New York;
Miss Martina Quinn and Miss Jane Corbet. We became so crowded
that it was thought necessary that some of us should come up to the
new house [the White House], to sleep. Accordingly, Sister Sally
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named and for several weeks we slept in one of the unfurnished
rooms, and would rise often at two, three and four o'clock and go
down to the farm [ to the Stone House] thinking it was time for morning prayers, and the ground was rough plowed and often very muddy.
Sometimes we would be forced to stay all day at the new house, the
rain would be so heavy; one [sister] would go down and bring up
something to eat. We had spinning wheels and would keep ourselves
employed. While sleeping at the stone house, the snow would drift
in; one morning Sister Sally [Thompson] and Sister Rose [White]
shoveled out nearly two cart loads of snow in the garret where two of
the Sisters were sleeping, and did not discover that their beds were
partly covered also with snow until day began to dawn through the
cracks of the boards, which were the only fastening for the windows,
but happily the Sisters took no cold.
Our good Rev. Superior would come to give us Mass on mornings
when it would be so cold that his beard would be stiff with the frost,
and his hair also, and he would be so cold and so stiff that he could
hardly hold the reins of his horse. On Tuesdays he would remain all
day as it was the day on which he heard confessions. On the 20th of
February [1810], we moved from the farmhouse to the new house [the
White House], the Blessed Sacrament brought in procession, Sister
Veronica [Cecilia O'Conway] walking before with the bell and the
cross, the Rev. Mr. Dubois carrying the Blessed Sacrament next, the
Mother and Sisters following. Sister Sally [Thompson] had in her
arms Sister Cecilia [Seton] wrapped in a blanket, as she was yet very
sick. The present choir was not made until the little chapel was finished, which was complete before March; on the 19th of March
[1810] we had high Mass for the first time in the Valley.
Sister Cecilia [Seton] continued ill, yet the good Archbishop [J ohn
Carroll] thought, and Doctor [Pierre] Chatard also, that if she was
brought to Baltimore there might be some remedy resorted to that
could not be had here, and she accordingly went down on the 9th of
April [1810]. Mother [Seton], Sister Susan [Clossy] and Annina
[Seton] accompanied her. They stayed at Mr. [George] Weise's near
the Seminary of St. Mary's.
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We took occasion of their absence to clean the yard round the
house which was covered with the shavings and chips from the building, and the only steps to the entrance of the front and back doors was
on piles of these shavings which were filled with fleas as the hogs
rested on them and surrounded the house. What with the shavings
and the hair which was prepared for the plasterers, and which was put
for safe keeping in the garret, we were literally eaten with fleas. So, we
determined to try and get rid of them, if we could, and set to work with
pick axes, spades, wheelbarrows, and a cart, and in a few days we had
the greatest part of the rubbish removed, and rolled some large blocks
to the front and back door for steps, though we had to bear with the
plastering nuisance in the garret, and the men were about to commence plastering, the carpenters being very nearly finished.
Holy Week began, and on Wednesday the Rev. Superior [David]
said Mass for us, consumed all the Sacred Hosts in the ciborium, and
told us we would have to come to the Mountain for Mass and Communion, so we set out fasting on Holy Thursday, and went to Holy Communion.1O (As the Sisters formed the choir, we had all the singing to
do.) In the evening we returned, and went next morning-Good Friday-fasting, returned in the evening, and returned next morning-Holy Saturday-to Communion at High Mass and the same
Easter Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday. Received news that Sister Cecilia was no more; she died on the 28th. On the 29th after High Mass
had been celebrated-the corpse present-it was placed in the carriage and Mother and Susan [Clossy] accompanied the body to the
Valley. Rev. Mr. Cloriviere l l attended on horseback and arrived at the

Valley about an hour before the carriage. We assembled and went out
to meet them as they approached the house. The coffin was brought in
the hall, and the body exposed, was taken in the choir, and the same
evening placed in the little woods, next to her beloved sister, Madeleine [Harriet] Seton. They were the two first interred in our burial
ground, in the places they had selected but a few months before, when
in perfect health, at least Madeleine [Harriet] was. Our good Mother
IDProbably Sister Rose is referring to the first Holy Week the community spent at St. Joseph's in
1810.
" Joseph Picot de Cloriviere (d. 1813)
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so edifying death of Cecilia [Seton].
February 22, 1810--received three new scholars. 12
March 16 [181O]-Sister Betsy [Boyle] and Ann [Gruber] arrived.
Men began to plaster the first story; we moved from one room to
another, and at one time lived in the hall. Our school increased in number, both boarders and day scholars. We had great difficulty in accommodating the boarders. Sisters all slept in the garret on the floor, in the
same place as the hair was for the plastering, and often we pass[ed] the
night carrying our mattresses from one place to another to find rest;
we were so bit with fleas that our skin were purple in appearance. We
began to take in sewing from the Mountain to pay the debt we owed.
We made mattresses, quilted quilts, and made all the boys' clothes
and mended them; also corporals, surplices, vestments and albs for
the Mountain; (did all our own washing, yet, at the creek, never hired a
woman to wash until the year 1816. Our Sisters began to fail and the
necessity was plainly seen that aid was wanting.) In July, Sister Rose
[White] went to Baltimore on business as guardian for her son,
Charles, and returned the first of August in company with our Reverend Superior who was then Mr. [John Baptist] David; Sister Fanny
[Jordan], Sister Angela [Brady], Sister Julia [Shirk] and Charles
White, who was seven years old, came up to be placed at the Mountain.
Mrs. Margaret George, [a widow,] came on a visit and returned
again to Baltimore. Father David had intended to give us a retreat,
but finding so much confusion in the house with carpenters and plasterers that it was impossible. He had been named Superior by the
Archbishop in place of Rev. Mr. Dubourg who was called to
Martinique."
The carpenters and plasterers finished before winter set in and we
began to build a small log kitchen which was under cover before winter set in - the old shed nearly blown to pieces; the last dinner cooked
12Entrance of these students marked the beginning offree Catholic education in the United States
which gave rise to the parochial school system.
13Martinique is one of the Windward Islands in the West Indies that was under the French crown
but had been subject to British occupation 1794-1802 and again 1809-1814.
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down the chimney and put out the fire, so that [s]he had to bring the
pot in the work room to finish boiling the dinner.
Rev. Mr. Dubourg left Martinique thefifth ofJ une, 1811 for Baltimore, brought with him three candidates for St. Joseph's, and arrived
in Baltimore June 30th. The candidates were Miss Louise Roger[s],
now Sister Louise; Miss Adele Salva, the well, active, zealous, pious
and faithful observer of rules, Sister Adele, who took her leave of us a
few months since for her true home, Heaven; Madame [Madeleine]
Guerin, the sister of Sister Adele; her only son accompanied her and
was placed at the Mountain.
On the 23rd of July [1811], Rev. Mr. Dubourg arrived at St. Joseph's in company with the above named persons. After an interview
with the superiors, Misses Roger and Salva were admitted as candidates; Madame Guerin as a boarder. This last had made a vow at sea
that if she arrived safe to her journey's end, St. Joseph's, that she
would wear a brown dress and cap for three months in honor of the
Blessed Virgin. She had provided herself with materials in Baltimore,
and made her dress and cap with us and put it on. She was employed in
the school as a French teacher. Her humility and piety and amiability
soon won the hearts of all, and before the three months expired she petitioned for admission as a candidate, was received, and continued to
wear her brown dress during her candidateship and novitiate. Her son
was placed at the Mountain and provided for.
This good novice finished her novitiate, made her vows, and took
the name of Magdalen. As she had been one who had indulged in the
goods of the world, she was remarkable for her spirit of mortification;
she delighted in the most menial offices. Her hands being very soft
and beautiful, she delighted in the dirtiest work, and had charge of the
chamber buckets and night vessels which were made of tin. These she
would scrub and clean, that I have often seen her hands so rough and
bleeding from work and exposure, that they would be purple. Her
countenance was always smiling; she was full of kindness and preventing care.
Once when she was descending the staircase with a night bucket,
she met the Rev. Superior ascending with the Blessed Sacrament to a
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fear that there was the appearance of disrespect, and she was not sensible of the Blessed Sacrament coming up, and as soon as an opportunity offered, she threw herself at the Superior's feet to ask pardon. His
reply was: "What, my child is there to offend? The God of all charity
met a Sister of Charity performing an act of charity, how could He be
displeased?" She continued her daily round of duty, giving edification to all until the twentieth of December, 1816. She expired in the
greatest sentiments of piety, resignation and love of God. In 1812,
Rev. Mr. Dubourg was appointed to go to New Orleans. 14 He petitioned for Sisters to be sent to assist in the duties that he would assign
them according to their rules.
Rev. Mr. Dubois was appointed Superior of the Community in
place of Rev. Mr. David who had promised to share the labors of Rev.
Mr. [Benedict] Flaget whom it was thought would be made Bishop of
the West - Rev. Mr. Flaget had gone to France. February 1, 1812,
Mrs. [Bridget] Farrell and her daughter Mrs . [Margaret] George, and
Miss Teresa Conroy arrived at St. Joseph' s. Mrs. George and Miss
Teresa [Conroy] as candidates; Mrs. Farrell as a boarder. Mrs. George
took the name of Sister Margaret and Miss Conroy kept her name and
was called Sister Teresa.
Rev. Mr. Flaget returned from France and brought us the rules,
constitutions and conferences of the Sisters of Charity founded by St.
Vincent de Paul. Rev. Mr. Flaget received the promise of Sisters to accompany him to America, and the money was provided to pay their
passage, and it was thus he received for us the rules, constitutions and
etc., but the government under Bonaparte interfered and the Sisters
were not at liberty to leave France. The constitutions and rules were
submitted to the Archbishop [John Carroll] and the Rev. Mr. [John]
Tessier of St. Sulpice [in Baltimore]. They were modified to suit this
country and translated into English by our Rev. Superior, Mr. Dubois,
then read to the Sisters assembled before they were signed by the
Archbishop and Rev. Mr. Tessier to know from us if they were approved of by the Archbishop and Rev. Mr. Tessier who had directed

14Rev. William Dubourg, S.S., was appointed bishop of Louisiana in 1812 and served until 1826.
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liberty to adopt these rules or not, free to retire, if we wished to from
the Community. All were invited to stay notwithstanding bad health
and other infirmities. Each was invited to raise her hand, if she were
willing to adopt the rules. All were united but one voice. The good Superior left us for Baltimore, returned in a few days, the Constitutions
signed, Rules approved of by the Archbishop Carroll and Rev. Mr.
Tessier. 16 We proceeded to an election of officers and began our novitiate according to the rules of the Sisters of Charity, and made our
vows at the end of one year. Candidates and boarders increased. The
beloved Archbishop paid us several visits, much pleased at the prospect of the work going on.
Our beloved Sister Ellen [Brady], of whom we spoke, continued to
suffer more or less until the 28th of November, 1813. She died perfectly conscious; her death was that of an angel. Our Superior baptized her and had been her confessor and gave testimony that he
thought she had not lost her baptismal innocence. He administered the
last sacraments; she died a few moments after she had received Holy
Viaticum.
The eldest daughter of our Mother, Miss Annina Seton, whose conduct was an example of every virtue, and before she applied to become
a Sister she practiced the rules she saw observed by the Sisters, and her
early rising at four o'clock never failed both winter and summer,
though we then had no fire to say our prayers or meditation, and the
weather was intense cold. We had never had a shawl or cloak, even
when we went to the mountain during the most severe weather of winter. This amiable child was taken sick, and her malady baffled all skill.
A rapid consumption soon hurried her to the grave. She suffered
much from a violent cough, chills and high fevers, large gathering under her arm and heavy night sweats. She was reduced to a mere skeleton - the skin off her bones. In all these sufferings she was patient as
an angel and edified everyone around her by her pious conversation.
150 ne significant modification made education of female children a primary thrust ofthe mission

of the Sisters of Charity of SI. Joseph 's.
16Jalluary 17. 1812. marks the official confirmation of the Rules and Constitutions of the Sisters
of Charity of SI. Joseph 's.
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speak to them of the vanity of this world and remind them how
shortly since they had seen her amongst them in school, as likely to
live a long life in perfect health as they were, and now so soon to be
consigned to the grave; that they well knew her affection for her
mother, but of what avail was all attachment to the things of this earth
since none could save her from death.
This, my dear girls, shows the necessity of placing all our hopes in
God and clinging to Him alone. They would be sobbing in tears
around her. They loved her as one who had been a bright example of
every virtue to them while in school. She made her vows on her
deathbed and expired like an angel in the arms of one of the Sisters
who was supporting her. Her last movement was to raise her eyes to
Heaven and clasp her hands, which remained clasped, that we may say
she died in prayer. Our dear Mother who was kneeling by the bed
made her offering to God and retired before the Blessed Sacrament
giving directions that her hands should not be unclasped, which was
attended to, so that we cut open the seams of her night dress and cut
those of her shroud so that we laid her out with her hands in the position she had placed them before her death. This dear child was the
third of the name of Seton who were first laid in the graveyard and at
the spot selected by themselves. She died on the 12th of March, 1812.

[Philadelphia]
Philadelphia application having been made by the trustees of the
Orphan Asylum of St. Joseph's, Philadelphia for Sisters to take
charge of the Asylum, allowing $600 a year for the support of Sisters
and orphans, the traveling expenses to be paid of the Sisters by the
trustees. The call had been submitted to the Archbishop [in Baltimore], who desired much that the Sisters should be sent, though it was
at the time of the embargo, and the sum offered for the support was
small as provisions were high. Yet, there was an opening and it was
thought we ought not to refuse on account of difficulties, so it was
agreed to accept the proposal and send on three Sisters, as three only
had been asked for. As it was not safe to go by the packets, as the
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sent by way of Little York and Lancaster [in Pennsylvania] with directions to beg hospitality on the way so as to lessen the expense. It was
then that a small half flannel shawl was given us to wear, the first
worn by the Sisters. One trunk contained all our baggage. We set out
September 29, 1814. The good Superior accompanied us as far as [the
next town in Maryland], Taneytown, giving us lessons of economy all
the way.
At Taneytown we parted, he continued his journey to Baltimore
and we to Philadelphia. We begged hospitality as far as Lancaster, as
we stopped at Catholic families who received us kindly, and would
have done the same at Lancaster, but arrived late and felt a delicacy in
disturbing a family to whom we were directed, and whom we would
have had to find out the best we could as we were all strangers to the
place. We stopped at a hotel and had only to complain of the fine accommodations. Next morning very early we set off for Philadelphia
and arrived there in the evening; had to inquire our way as we moved
through the streets as we knew not even in what street we were. Frequently the driver, who was a friend of our neighbor Mr. Livers,18
would give us the reins to hold and would get down from his seat and
ask at several houses if they could tell us where St. Joseph's Asylum
was. No one seemed to understand him. He became a little tired and
one of the Sisters asking him if he had any information to guide him,
"0, no," said he, "you might as well ask a pig about a holy day as to ask
those people where St. Joseph's Asylum is."
We drove on without knowing where we were going, but our good

angel was with us, for wearied with going up one street and down another when the driver stopped and thought he would ask again, when
behold! we were before the door of Trinity Church which was next to
the Asylum. The carriage being closed. the housekeeper of the priest,
17The English were still in the Chesapeake Bay as a result of the War of 1812, and continuing
skirmishes or attacks made sea travel perilous.
1'This was probably John Livers whose family was very supportive of the community and owned
property near the Sisters of Charity. The families of Arnold Livers and William Elder, Sr. , related by
marriage, were charter members of the Catholic community in the Catoctin Valley that founded the
original mission on the mountain where Rev. John Dubois. S.S., began his ministry in the
Emmitsburg area.
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a good French woman named Justine, approached the carriage thinking it was a corpse brought to be buried, when she lifted the curtain as
if by inspiration, she said:
"Are you notfrom St. Joseph's?"
"Yes, who are you?"
"Rev. Mr. {Michael} Hurley's housekeeper. "
"Will you tell us where the Asylum is?"
"Yes, you are at its door. Will you get out of the carriage?"
"Yes, if you will tell us where the Rev. Mr. Hurley lives; we have a letter
for him. "
"0, you are at a very great distance, but give me the letter; I will take it to
him."

So, off she went with the letter and we entered the Church. With
gratitude and love we made our acts of adoration and remained an
hour. By this time, Rev. Mr. Hurley arrived, took us to the asylum
where the good old matron was making every preparation to leave the
house, and we could not enter before she left - the furniture being
hers, we had to wait until things were provided. The children looked
poor and miserable; were going to a free school and running the streets
like so many little ragged beggars.
We took possession of the Asylum on the sixth of October [1814]
and our kind benefactress, Mrs. [Rachel] Montgomery, who was the
President of the Lady Managers, and the true Mother of Charity towards the orphans and Sisters. The Asylum was in debt $5,000. The
subscriptions for its support were few; the embargo made goods double price, and it was often told us to reflect that the sum allowed for
support was only $600 a year. They had no occasion to remind us, for
our fears were so great that we would not be able to make out that for
three months we never ate bread for dinner, but used potatoes; no
sugar in our coffee which was made of corn and the poor children had
not been accustomed to get any sugar in their morning beverage;
breakfast was weak coffee and dry bread, sugar being very high.
However, Rev. Mr. Hurley hearing of our not using sugar commanded
us to use it, and some was sent. We found the children lying three and
four in a bed.
Notwithstanding the embargo which caused such hard times, God
in His mercy sent means, and we made out to get separate beds for the
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was told us that it was so because no means offered for separation, and
it was with much difficulty it was effected to keep them as they were,
but should means offer, the intention was to form separate establishments. The truly good lady who may be styled the Orphans' Mother,
Mrs. Montgomery, did all in her power and was always employed,
whether in her chamber or her parlor sewing and knitting stockings for
the orphans. She presented us the first winter with twenty seven pairs
of her own work; the most of our children were small, and the boys'
stockings were short ones. The children had scarcely a second change
[of clothing]. The Ladies Society had just been formed to assist the
Managers and it was they who paid the traveling expenses of the Sisters to Philadelphia, and paid the salary of each Sister - $36 a year,
and found them shoes.
We were going on with many fears that the sum allowed would not
suffice and then both Sisters and children had barely necessaries.
When we would go to market, much time was spent in trying to procure the cheapest articles. It appeared that a merchant on the same
street of the market who had been watching us, wrote us a letter begging us not to be so sparing in our purchases; that if at the end of the
year we found the sum allowed by the trustees would not meet our expenses we might call on him for any reasonable sum which he would
cheerfully give, and begged us to go on with our arduous task. He had
not signed his letter but told us by applying to Miss Cauffman, one of
our lady managers, would tell us who to apply to. We found out afterwards the name of this good gentleman was [a] Mr. Springer who at
the end of the year paid a grocery bill of $48, though we had not expended the $600.
Sometimes we would return from early Mass during the week, we
would find barr·e1s of flour at our kitchen door; sometimes the kitchen
table strewn with the produce of the market. Some of our kind friends
would leave us to guess which of them it was. Mr. Ashley was one of
the most liberal. When we first arrived in the city, finding us clothed in
heavy, thick flannel, very different from what we now wear, he went to
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go and purchase bombazette l9 and have it made up for us, that it would
never do for us to wear such clothing. Happily before Miss Cauffman
purchased the stuff, she spoke to us. We told her it would never be accepted by us and begged she would not put Mr. Ashley to so useless an
expense. Finding they could not prevail, they begged Mr. [Samuel]
Cooper who was in the city, to write to our Superiors to insist on our
wearing bombazette. Our Mother answered the letter thanking them,
yet assuring them that our dress could not be altered so they said no
more. During this first year we were afraid to call on the Managers and
continued to beg alms for the orphans, knowing the house to be in debt.
We lived mostly on potatoes, and our fires were mostly of tar from the
tar yard. One morning we had but twelve and a half cents in the house.
We sent one of the orphans to market to buy a shin of beef, if she could
get one; it was washing day and we could not go ourselves. In about
two or three hours, little Maurice returned with a large piece of beef,
her twelve and a half cents, and a half dollar besides, telling us that a little old woman who kept a butcher's stall asked her if she was not one of
the orphans from near Trinity Church. On her answering yes, she gave
her the above, and told her whenever we were in want to send to her. We
made good use of her kind offer and received large pieces of good meat
for the Asylum.
One day, in the octave of Corpus Christi, the Blessed Sacrament
was exposed, one of the Sisters was making her fervent supplications
for help, as we were told it was likely the sheriff would come and sell
the house over our heads. When we returned from church we found
our kind little benefactress, who gave us the meat, seated in the parlor.
It was the first time she had visited us, renewed her friendly offer, and
gave us ten dollars. This was a great help. Soon after this the embargo
was raised, the city illuminated and the public rejoicing was followed
by an overflow of business, and the market glutted. The time to give in
our account came, and to our great joy we found we had called for but
$400. The $200 remaining we claimed as our due, in case the next
year we could not make out with the $600 allowed. The Managers

19 A

thin plain or twill woven worsted cloth with smooth finish used for dresses and coats
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donations, charity box donations and eatables, we had made out with
the above sum.
Our orphans increased in number. Donations and small legacies, so
that the next year we called for less from the Managers, and the third
year still less, so that they gave us carte blanche. What with donations,
charity sermons and legacies, the debt was paid; a fund formed and the
Asylum went on increasing from year to year until in its present beautifullocation in Spruce Street. Thus our Lord blessed the beginning of
our first Asylum and fifteen to twenty orphans, if not more, much
poverty, the house under debt five thousand dollars, it is now a splendid asylum - one hundred orphans and no debt, I think, and the boys
removed to one of their own.

[New York]
In August, 1817 the Sisters were called to New York. Three were
sent to begin an asylum - the house purchased by the Managers who
formed a society for the relief of orphans was an old frame house on
Prince Street, the front door was two steps below the street. The beginning very poor, yet the people very kind. We began with one orphan and had many difficulties to meet with; the greatest was that we
were obliged to admit boys and girls, the same poverty existing, and
the same promises made by the Asylum Managers that as soon as
means could be secured there should be a separation. This, we regret,
is not yet effected, though they have a splendid Asylum accommodating two hundred orphans.

A-6.4a Provisional Regulations for the St. Joseph Sisters'
I. They will rise at five-give their first moments to God by reciting fervently on their knees, each by herself as soon as they are

A-6.4a ASJPH 1-3-3-5,14
IThis document is in the handwriting of Sister Cecilia O'Conway.1t was used by the sisters until
their rule was approved by Archbishop John Carroll in 1812.
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etc.
II. At 5:30 vocal prayer (out of the pious guide) and a meditation
till 6: 15, the subject of which everyone will read for herself, laying
down and using her book when she pleases.
III. Then they will walk two and two to church saying one-third of
the Rosary in going and another in retuming-one of the Sisters by
turns shall keep the house, whilst the others go to church-and employ herself in sweeping and fixing everything for Breakfast.
IV. On their return home they will breakfast-after which they
will be in recreation or permitted to talk for half an hour--during
which they will employ themselves to the different arrangements in
the House. (At 90' clock they will kneel down for two or three minutes
to adore the Sacred Heart of Jesus.)2
V. Manual labor till 11 :45-in silence--during which one of the
Sisters will read to the others the life of the saint for the day or some
other, as the Mother may direct. They may also interrupt their silence
by singing together at intervals under the direction of the Mother or
the presiding Sister such spiritual songs as they may know by heartVI. At 11:45 reading of twenty-five verses of the New Testament
on their knees and examination of Conscience, terminated by the Angelus and act of adoration to the Sacred Heart of Jesus VII. At 12 dinner during which two of the Sisters in succession
will read to the others. The first Will read twenty-five verses of the
Old Testament, chiefly of the books of Solomon (except his song),
Esther, Judith, Tobias, and the Psalms, then some religious history.
The second will continue the history and when the Mother gives the
signal, two numbers of the Following of Christ.
VIII. After dinner, Recreation till two o'clock. Two will be appointed by turns to removing the things from the table-washing the
dishes, sweeping the hall, etc.-and the rest of the time they will
spend it together in friendly conversation, avoiding, however, anything that might degenerate into excessive familiarity-When the
2The first four regulations are bracketed. Written in the left margin outside the bracket is the
following stipulation: "Silence is to be kept during all this time. It shall be interrupted only in case of
some personal necessity but for as short a time as possible and in a Jow voice."
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house in the grove or wherever the Mother may find it most agreeableIX. At 2, the reading of one chapter of [Thomas] a Kempis, either
in the fields or at home as the Mother think proper, after which manual
labor as in the morning, interrupted at 4 by an act of adoration to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus-and accompanied at intervals by pious reading of singing X. At 5 0 ' clock recreation for half an hour during which everyone
will be at liberty to do what she may be inclined to - At 5:30 they will
go to church to adore the Blessed Sacrament, saying the third part of
the Rosary. Such as may be prevented from going will spend half an
hour at home in this pious exercise. Those who go to church will only
remain half an hour in it and go out together when the Mother or presiding Sister gives the signal- They may talk familiarly on their return
XI. If on their arrival at home they do not find everything ready for
tea, they will wait in silence. During tea, one will read out of The Spiritual Combat.
XII. After tea, recreation as after Dinner till 8:30, during which
they shall fix the beds, etc.
XIII. At 8:30 Evening Prayers-and reading ofthe subject of meditation for the next morning-after which the Sisters will ask the
blessing of the Mother, and retire to bed in profound silenceSister Rose [White] is appointed, till further orders, assistant to the
Mother, and shall act in her place whenever she is directed by her to do
so-She is particularly appointed to superintend the needle work. Sister Sally [Thompson] is appointed also, till further orders, Steward
and will be assisted by Sister Cecilia [O'Conway] in keeping a daily
account of the expenditures. Yet Sister Rose, Sally and the other Sisters, according to their respective strength and ability, shall take by
turns under the direction of the Mother, the different employments of
the house, such as cooking, washing, ironing, etc. with this proviso,
however, that the one appointed to prepare the Dinner will have nothing to do with the Breakfast and supper.

-740Sister Cecilia will attend the children in reading, spelling, and writing etc. one hour and a half in the morning and as much in the evening-in time of manual labor - the rest of the time she and the
children will join the community and employ themselves in sewing or
other works.The days appointed for Communion will be Sunday, Wednesday,
and Friday, unless there occur some particular feasts in the week
which may determine to alter them or to grant an extraordinary Communion - none shall be allowed to receive oftener-the Director is to
judge to whom he may grant the favour of so frequent an access to the
sacred table and will every now and then deprive of it even the best
disposed for a week together, both to excite in them a more vivid hunger for that adorable food, and to prevent anyone from being exposed
to observation when she would be deprived for other reasons.-The
Sisters shall pay no Visits - They will hold no correspondence without
the Mother' s permission - and will give her their letters open-either
those which they receive of those which they may write-3

A-6.49 Elizabeth Seton's Transcription of Anna Maria Seton's
Letter to a Friend l
19th July 1810
How often at the foot ofthat altar dedicated to the Queen of Purity I
have prostrated myself to implore her for purity of soul-to make me
virtuous-to reform my heart of stone - to kindle in it the fire of divine
love-to teach it to praise its all bountiful and merciful LordLife is frail, and of very short duration, but let us fix our hope in
heaven-these souls which were united here will part no more, there
we will be purified-there we will behold the Lord we love, forever.

3At the top ofthe last page. otherwise blank, appears the notation in a differenthand: "gave Sally 2
dollars"

A-6.49 ASJPH 1-3-3-26A, 11
1At

the top of the transcription, Elizabeth wrote: "words of Anina in a letter to a friend."

-741He is as a fire in the very center of our Souls ever burning-yet are we
cold? because we do not stay by it-O our Jesus When?-

A-6.66a Elizabeth Seton's Transcription of Anna Maria
Seton's Letter to Theresa Carrare1
[December 1810]
JMJ
Dr Theresa
I only write to you to put you in mind of the great action you are going about, and do my dear love try to prepare your heart to receive our
Blessed Lord. I think Theresa how good he is to you in granting you
such a favour spend every day till Christmass a quarter of an hour in
the Chapel to offer your dear heart to our Blessed Lord, and beg him
my dear love to prepare your heart, you know you cannot do it yourself after yourself to the blessed Virgin beg her to make you her
Child-Beg our dear Lord to be born in your heart as he was in the
Manger for our Salvation - Oh! Theresa remember you can make your
first Communion but once, try to make it well then-in the course of
the day while you are at your lessons sometimes think Oh how happy
am I, Jesus my dear Jesus is coming to me - Oh dearest Lord prepare
me for yourself try to serve him and make resolutions to - do your best
- if you are impatient now and then - try when you think any thing will
make you angry to think, is this preparing to receive my Lord When you are at your prayers keep your head down and your hands
joined, and dont look about the Chapel, because you need not think
our Lord will listen to your prayers when you dont even think of what
you are saying to him, and after your first Communion try then, try to
keep your Blessed Lord in your heart, keep those precious graces he
A·6.66a ASJPH 1·3·3·26A, 7·10
I At the top of the transcription Elizabeth wrote: "a letter written by dearest Annina to a Child
preparing to make her first Communion (Theresa)"
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the day Come my dear Jesus my souls longs to be with you - and particularly when you are to go to Communion do not look about at all but
try to keep your heart with your dear Lord. Ah! My Love if you knew
what I feel for you, and the dear girls who are to make their first Communions, all I ask of you is to beg him, and him alone to prepare your
heart, and to give you a true sense of what you are going about - I know
I need say nothing if our Lord pleases to make you Hi[s] - all I wish is
to put you in mind because I would be so happy to think you would be
forever his.
Pray for me dear Love, beg our Lord to make me his and teach me
how to love him Annina+
Whatever is given you at the table say nothing but take it silently
and if you do not like it say dear Lord I offer it to you - Jesus , Mary, J0seph+

A-6.77 Elizabeth Seton's Transcriptions of Anna Maria
Seton's Letters to Henrietta Smith l
July 3rd 1811
My d[ea]r H[enriett]a
I am very sorry my love to have gone so far as to make you cry
about our old Hermitage which exists only in fancy-never mind I
have some hopes yet that after you have seen a little of the world and
experienced its nothingness you will come and end your days with
Sister Anina of St. Josephs I hope you wont be negligent about your
prayers-you know Death soon takes us, and often unawares, from
the greatest pleasures this world can bestow remember you will have a
A-6.77 ASJPH 1-3-3-26C, 14; ASJPH 1-3-3-26C, 1; ASJPH 1-3-3-26C, 2; ASJPH 1-3-3-26C,
3; ASJPH 1-3-3-26C, 4
'Henrietta Nelson (Smith) who was associated with Carrol Manor
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given you so many opportunities to be good-dont forget to say the
prayers we joined in for a happy death you know we ought to take a little trouble to prepare for that which should be the concern of our
whole life.
I had the happiness of receiving our
to H. S. 1811
you wish to be resigned to live in this wicked world as you call
it-Ah! Henrietta you have many opportunities of serving and pleasing our dear Lord in it make use ofthem it is for them you will be called
to account-here is the first day of advent and we are chiefly to keep in
mind the judgment day-never cease praying my sweet friend that we
may meet one another joyfully in that day of terrors-when we think
of the Eternity which follows we may well tremble-I return you a
monthly patron-I hope you have had the happiness of recieving our
dearest Lord and that you did not forget your poor friend
-love and pray for and with y[ou]r Anina
meet me at the foot of the cross next Saturday at 8 oclock
[n.d.]
--Dur dearest Lord will protect you-may he reunite us all if it is
his holy will in this world, and if not here, in heaven-Ah then all our
endeavours should be to gain that happy abode-the road though is
strewed with thorns-with parting tears and many sorrows-we can
hardly perceive them fully till youth is past but we will pray for one
another and walk on resolutely loving one another and serving our
blessed Lord together that we may love him together for Eternity!dearest Mother is pretty well and desires her dearest love to you
all-beg Aunt G to pray for me tell her she shall be paid with mine if!
may hope they are acceptable---dont forget to say your short beads,
think how much those poor souls want them pray for and love your
ever affect[io]n[ate] friend in our Blessed Lord-
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week it is not much for a friend - dont forget to draw a saint for me, I
send you yours

[n.d.]
Blessed Lord yesterday, the Visitation, never do I enjoy that happiness but you are all in my heart = ah if my prayers could do you good
what good girls you would be-S, is gone home B, is going and as for
me I am going home too, that is when Mr. Death comes and asks me to
go with him-wont you be sorry to part with me?
Mother sends you a great deal of love - pray for your Anina
This time last year we Were all together-for my part I remember it
only as a dream, =perhaps it is the will of God to separate us in this
world that we may take more pains to meet in the next-O my dear
ones when we consider how soon Death will cut us offwe ought to forget everything, to gain the one only thing necessary. =
I have no news but the old news how very much I love you-when
you are tired of the world I have some hopes you will come and join
your Old Nun tho I am so unworthy of the name.
X

[n.d.]
I hope you continue to be as good as formerly or rather that you are
better-you must not neglect meditation particularly meditate on the
miseries of this life, that you may not be too much taken up with its
pleasures meditate much on death also that you may not be attached to
this life, and on the shortness of time that it may prepare you for Eternity an endless etemity---:-where we may feel the most bitter regrets for
the loss of that time we now trifle with.-how good a use we should
make of the few moments which God gives us here-if we neglect
them we lose an Eternity = sometimes I fear your dear heart thinks too
much of this world of which you have not yet tasted the numerous
miseries.-O be not careless - you know dear love we cannot tell at
what moment we may both meet before the awful tribunal and then

-745perhaps you will thank me for reminding you tho' I think so little myself - pray for y[ou]r A

A-6.83a Archbishop John Carroll to Elizabeth Seton
September 11th, 1811
Hon[ore]d and dear Madam
Shall I confess that I am deeply humbled at being called on to give a
final sanction to a rule of conduct and plan of religious government,
by which it is intended to promote and preserve amongst many beloved spouses of Jesus Christ, a spirit of solid and sublime religious
perfection? When I remember how many prayers, fastings, watchings
etc. were employed by the holy founders of religious institutions to
obtain light and assistance from the Holy Ghost to render their constitutions and rules adapted to the objects of their poius zeal, I am so sensible of my unworthiness, that I would certainly decline from the task,
if I did not entertain a confidence that it may please God to bestow a
blessing on the ministerial acts of the ministers of religion, whom he
has constituted, to which blessing they are not entitled, if only their
private worth were considered. Under this misap[prehens]ion therefore, I shall and do now give my approbation to the constititution, exhibited to me by Mr. [John] Dubois after they shall have received the
alterations suggested by him. You will know from him what these are;
and it affords me great pleasure to learn that all the material points on
which a difference of opinion was thought to exist have been given up
by Messrs de Sulpice in their last deliberations. If they had not, I do
not think that I should have approved the Constitutions, as modified in
the copy thereof which has been before me. Mr. Dubois has not exhibited the rules of detail and particular duties of the Sisters, but they being matters of which yourselves and your Rev. Superior will be the
best judges, I commit you and them with the utmost confidence to the
guidance of the Divine Spirit. I am exceedingly anxious that every
A-6.83a ASJPH 1-3-3-1:45
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one in particular, which can serve to give quiet to their conscience,
provided that this be done without endangering the harmony of the
Community and therefore it must become a matter of regulation. I am
rejoiced likewise to know that the idea of any other connexion than
that of charity, is abandoned between the daughters of St. Joseph' s
and the society of St. Sulpice; I mean that their interests, administration and government are not to be the same, or at least under the same
control. This removes many inconveniences for you and for Messrs.
of St. Sulpice. No one of that body but your immediate Superior residing near you will have any share in the government or concerns of the
Sisters, except (on very rare and uncommon occasions) the Superior
of the Seminary of Balt[imor]e, but not his society. This however is to
be understood so as not to exclude the essential superintendance and
control of Archb[isho]p over every Community in his Diocese. Your
own particular situation required special consideration on account of
your dear children. It seemed to me that only general principles for
you and your family's case should be now established, grounded on
justice and gratitude and that any special considerations should be deferred to the period when the circumstances may require them. At
present too many persons would be consulted and amongst them some
who are incompetent to judge; and even they who are most competent
might find their most equitable provisions rendered useless by the
changes produced in a few years. Mr. Dubois has been very explicit in
communicating. I believe, whatever it was proper for me to know; on
my side it has been my endeavor when I read the constitution to consult in the first place the individual happiness of your dear Sisters and
consequently your own; 2ndly. to render their plan of life useful to religion and the public; 3dly. to confine the administration of your own
affairs and the internal and domestic government as much as possible
to your own institutions once adopted and within your own walls.
Your Superior or Confessor need be informed or consulted in matters
where the Mother and her Council need his advice. I shall congratulate you and your beloved Sisters, when the Constitution is adopted. It
will be like freeing you from a state in which it was difficult to walk
straight, as you had no certain way in which to proceed. In the mean
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time assure yourself and them of my utmost solicitude for your advancement in the service and favor of God, of my reliance on your
prayers; of your prosperity in the important duty of education which
will and must long be your principal, and will always be your partial
employment. A century at least will pass before the exigencies and
habits of this Country will require and hardly admit of the charitable
exercises toward the sick, sufficient to employ any number of the sisters out of our largest cities; and therefore they must consider the business of education as a laborious, charitable and permanent object of
their religious duty. Mention me in terms of singular affection to your
dear, sons and daughters. 1 will not make annina vain by repeating all 1
hear of her merit. The dear Baltimore girls in your school form a special object of my affection, though 1 cannot name half of them. Your
account of Miss Wiseman has added much to my high estimation of
her. J ulianna and Maria White, Mary Anne Jenkins, Ann Cox and Ann
Nelson occur this moment to my memory, yet 1 omit some equally
dear to me. Mr. Harper thinks of sending up his daughter. 1 have not
seen her since her return home. Adieu. Mr. J[ames] Barry still in
Wash[ingto]n as is our ever honored friend. 1 am with esteem and respect Honor[e]d and d[ea]r Madam
Y[ou]r se[r]v[an]t in Xt.[Christ]
1. Abp. of Balt[imore]

A-6.99a Elizabeth Seton's Journal of Annina's Last Illness and
Death
[January-March, 1812]
Annina 1
When we first found her complaint obstinate, speaking of her danger, she s[ai]d : "I can never believe that after all our dear Lord has

A-6.99a ASJPH 1-3-3-3:18, 1-32
lThis document is not in Elizabeth's writing with the exception of the first word " Ann ina" written
at the top. It may be the copy of Elizabeth· s journal made by Ellen Wiseman. (See document 6.217.)

-748done for me in this house, and attaching so much to it, that he would
ever let me leave it. He knows I always will be his and his alone."
Well, but, my Anna, if poor mother s[houl]d die, or be no longer
mother, if strangers should fill her place, could you have courage to
stay? Why, dearest Mother, if another was in your place, they would
not hinder me from serving our Lord when they saw I did my best, but
if our dearest will take me I am sure I am very willing but Dh how I
have abused his graces.
If only I had made use ofthe opportunities he has given me here, if
the girls did but know how sorry I am for ev' ry vexation I have given
the sisters and ev'ry fault I have committed against the rule of silence
at table, and every other bad example. Dh if I get better, I will be different in every respectThe Seton2 in the side being proposed "yes my mother I agree to it,
tho' I do not believe it will do my body any good, but let me pay my
penance for so often drawing in my waist to look small and imitate the
looks of my companions, let the ribs now draw with pain, for having
drawn with Vanity. When the operation was put off, Dh no she s[ai]d
today is Friday let it be done today it is the best day: my dear Lord,
thr[ough] all the painful dressing the wound and drawing the cord
ev'ry day no other expression, but lifted streaming eyes and D my dear
Lord! sometimes she w[oul]d say when taking her powders, "My
Mother, why w[oul]d you keep me, if my life is prolonged a little,
while it must be done at last." She wrote her former companions, I am
suffering now in earnest, not as we used to do on our knees, when
meditating the passion of our dearest Lord we used to wish to suffer
with him, but when called to prove the wish, how different is the reality from the imagination, let my weakness be a lesson <a> to you half
reproaching her for the little care of her health, rising at the first bell,
and being on the watch to ring it the moment the clock struck-washing at the pump in the severest weather, othen eating what sickened
her stomach, "Ah, dear Mother," she replied, colouring deeply as if

2A Seton was a medical cord inserted in an open wound to keep the passage from festering. [t was
dressed and pulled daily.
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I wrong to go, In washed at the pump did not others more delicate do
it. If I ate what I did not like, was it not proper since it is but a common
Christian act to controul my taste, besides what w[oul]d my example
have been to my decuri if I had done otherwise in either of these
cases,--indeed, I have given too much bad example without
that--dearest Lord pardon me-January 1812
"Poor lump of clay lie down, I see myself dead upon that bed, and
you all looking at me, poor mother crying: but how short will,be our
separation, how soon you will follow me, my Mother!"
Sr. Cecilia [0' Conway] pitying her burning fever she s[ai]d "In the
woods I shall be cold enough, wait till the flowers spring up"- creeping slowly to the window, looking down. "hard old earth my body
must be laid in you," then raising her eyes, "Oh beautiful heavens how
high you are when will my soul reach you-Hasten, Hasten happy
hour-He comes, he comes-The festival of the adored Name' unusually depressed and dejected she s[ai]d, "when I think how soon I
shall go, I cannot excite myself to that interior joy-my sins-my
sins! but resigned and willing that his will shall be done." Confide in
him my dear Lord," ev'ry cough thro ' the night and day mixed always
with that expression "Oh my dear Lord:' -Friday St. Peter Nolasco (31 Jan) .
Our departing <Angels> darlings consecration she s[ai]d "dear
Mother, I c[oul]d not but be amused to hear Mr. [John] Dubois say so
much about consecration, having been accustomed long before my illness to perform this act and since continually repeating it, but now it is
to be done that I may become a Sister, and be numbered among the
children of the blessed St. Vincent." What a communion for the child
and the mother 0 qui il est bon--qu'il est bon bon bon

3A band of girls whom she watched
"The Feast of the Holy Name of Jesus was celebrated on the tirst Sunday of the Octave of
Christmas, or if no Sunday occurred during this time. January 2.
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how deeply affected by the admonition of the dear sufferer "be
good, be good, be good, Oh when you come to y[ou]r death bed as I
am how you will wish you had been good, that you had never offended
our dear Lord, Oh if I had never offended him
Purification [February 2]-At the feet of our sweet happy Mother
Mary listening to dear old Simeon doating on the darling babe-offering the precious sufferer in my arms when he entered our chamber,'
and oh to hold them both up to the Eternal Father-the child offering
the mother-the mother, the child-the sweet half hour of love and
peace with Jesus between us, as she sits on her bed of pain, and I kneel
beside her, cov' ring her when she laid down and giving her the usual
cross on the forehead, she s[ai]d with the most endearing smile. "Yet a
little while you see me, again a little while you shall not see me, because I go to my father,"6 then as if she feared it was too much to use
such sacred words added, "so says my dear Lord." In her sleep she
cried out Oh Eternity, Eternity-seeing some writing of Rev. M.
B[abad]e's in my hand she s[ai]d, "Oh Eternity which seems connected with the thought of him ---laying on her bed with her crucifix in her hand talking to him of his dear head resting on thorns, the
thousand <s> souls who would not come to him---"Dearest Lord
I did not come when you called me, and you came and brought me, Oh
how I wished I was good enough to help them, but poor little strayed
sheep here I am at the foot of your cross-Death will command I will
hold so fast to the cross and to your dear feet, you shall go with me
wherever I go---poor souls, see how they fall into Eternity how I
wish I could help them--Suddenly from her sleep she cried out Amen, Amen! I asked her,
do you say Amen to the Alleluias in heaven darling! Yes my Mother,
but just then I was saying Amen to the pains in my breast, sides and
back-she added all my cough and distress in continual spitting I

' Cf. Luke 2:22·35. The Blessed Sacrament was brought for Annina's Communion.
6John 16:16
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Seton for my brothers dear William and Richard how much I think of
their souls; finding her in a position almost impossible to lift her out of
because ofthe festered hip and excessive pain in the side. I s[ai]d how
my darling must suffer "dearest Mother," she said, "my greatest pain
is my impatience don't you see how my tears run and I can hardly help
groaning." But my darling in y[ou]r heart you are not impatient with
your pains. "No, no, my Mother I always wish they were more to pay
my sins and penance here--- Oh my dear Lord! enquiring of her
where was her worst pain, she s[ai]d "I have so little to suffer that this
morning when you dressed my Seton, I thought Dearest Lord, I have
nothing to offer you but the sufferings of my mother"-Well but darling the Seton looks so sore and the flesh is drawn inward with the
string so as to make a hole. "Oh to be sure Mother it smarts and cuts,
but that is nothing"---Pulling up her sIeve to show her bony arm
to one of the boarders she said gaily--"Ah when you see that in the
resurrection" to the little ones when they came to see her she said,
"You come to look at what the worms will soon devour and see how
soon you may die, remember how short a time ago I was playing with
you all-Love Our Lord"--Friday Afternoon 17th--our dearest passion Obliged to remain
with my darling who seemed to be entering hers, what anguish, unremitting pains-O my Jesus"! was all she could say with her eyes continually on the large crucifix at the foot of her bed-poor mother what
a meditation.---Saturday morning all suffering all patience--offered to take out
the Seton which smarted unusually, "No," she said, "let me keep it
<?> they put it there, let them have the suffering, our dearest Lord the
glory, if he did not hold me how could I bear so many pains"--18th
Saturday afternoon--The back, breast and side in such misery the
nerves drawing from her feet to her head could not fix her eyes and
said, "Well my dear beloved crucifix I cannot look at you, now, but I
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adored your will not mine forever, s yet I will, I will indeed what you
please, when and as you please, between ev'ry word her frame jerked
and the sweat pouring off-Our Jesus what a smile was on her face all
that long hard trial, in the night some ease, told her Mr. [Simon] Brute
was much pleased she was now aSisterofCharity.9"Yes," she s[ai]d,
"I have some how had to check a rising wish to live ever since that
day" why darling, <sd> said I, it w[ oul]d seem you would rather have
reason to fear (if you should live) the danger of not keeping to your engagement--"Oh to be sure Mother if it depended on me, but Our
Lord is so good, and has so long kept that thought in my mind, that
suppose I lived the longest life, it would be but one moment to Eternity
and short enough to serve him, and 1 do not believe there can be a
better way in this world to serve him than as a Sister of Charity-this
has long been my thought _ Oh our Jesus how boundless, boundless, is
your goodness-20th Sunday--After I had read the meditation to
the Sisters she begged me to leave her no more, her pains so excessive
so many little prayers and reading must be done ev'ry day. Afternoon
more ease, read too many of her favorite hymns, she reminding me of
the tunes-At eight 0' clock making an effort to get out of bed a strangling seized her, she fell back bursting into a heavy sweat, the muscles
of the throat working excessively she said _ "0 my Mother what does
this mean"_ I told her my darling be ready-"Oh my Jesus" she cried
"is this my agony you are too good, it is too easy. Now Jesus Mary Joseph receive again my heart my spirit and my life. Jesus Mary Joseph
assist me in my agony. Jesus Mary Joseph may my soul depart peacefully in your holy company-Oh my mother it is too easy-She saw
some tears-"Oh, my Mother it is not for me you shed tears, No Kitty,
No Rebecca, rejoice for me-Oh my Jesus, looking on her crucifix
and kissing the dear feet, you know my only hope is in you, never,
never shall I be confounded my Jesus"-

?Cf. Matt. 20:22.
sCf. Matt. 26:39.
9Annina was perm.itted to profess vows as a Sister of Charity before she died.
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refuge of sinners pity me I am a sinner, a miserable one_ What all my
idle words, silly thoughts and careless actions to be accounted for this
night_" I presented the feet of the crucifix again to her lips, "Yes," she
added with great affection. "my sweet Lord your sacred wounds <is>
are my hope. Jesus, my Jesus _ Oh, my mother Oh my Sisters call to
our Jesus for me, say Jesus all around my bed, say Jesus ev'ry
where"-We said the Litany of Jesus while she pronounced his name
with us, in a manner not to be described, and coming to Jesus, Infinite
Goodness her transport <is not to be described> glowed on her countenance and it seemed as if her soul must go with the heavings of her
poor little breast, and the drawing of her eyes was so constant we ev'ry
moment thought the string w[ oul]d break. Now her desire for the holy
oil seemed almost to disturb her, but our dearest was so good as to hasten our wish-The Rev[eren]d Sup[erio]r [JohnDubois] arrived-what a moment for her-he must wait for a book, and she kept
her eyes on a crucifix when the pouring sweat and agony of pain
would permit, when it came she presented her hands the moment they
were wanted with such a look of joy! !! 0 happy-happy Mother in
that hour and moment _ but now the trial was to come, after Extreme
Unction the alarming symptoms subsided she must wait still with delight tho' to receive our adored in the morning, what dear contentment, what peace when he came to her, and poor Mother too received
him kneeling by her an hour of happiness worth what they alone can
know who understand, if the pains of a thousand lives were counted
they would be but a moment compared with it, and what else could
have preserved thro' the following week, every minute night and day
looking for the summons, but our Jesus said No, and who could connt
the acts of Faith, Love, Submission, desire, confidence and Abandonment expressed by this dear soul in so hard a trial, pains and sweat of
cough and restriction unceasing, deadly, perpetual choaking and
heaving of the chest, every hour suffering more apparantly than the
many dear ones I have seen in their departing agony, never a word but
Jesus, sweet Jesus, amiable Saviour! to which she seemed to attach
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was ever so great, tears for me my Mother! No, no, no, you see I am
obliged to be willing to part even with you, with you my Mother, I
must be good, Yes my dearest Lord your will forever, not mine. But
what a soul in her look when she added, yet my Mother but for a little
while! we will be united! What a thought to part with you no more! to
live and love in our Jesus for Eternity!
St. John of God (19th March)
How admirable <is our> has been our dearest in his Annina, at
break of day she told me she could not, dare not go to communion, her
anguish was so great she was sure she would groan aloud the whole
night she had not slept one hour, or been able to stay five minutes in
one posture, from the continual choaking and pain of the three wounds
where the bones had pushed thru the skin. Mother told her her groans
were excellent prayers to the physician of the sick, but the confessor
should decide, he brought her the adored physician before mass, and
from the moment she received him, she was as still as an infant with its
mother, she slept a little while after, but when I brought him to her
bedside again at communion how many things she said to him, after
breakfast going to dress <to dress> her arm, we found her poor little
breast was purple and black in the center and near her heart "My
mother, what does this mean?" It means dearest darling that you have
received him, and he is now going to receive you, but oh! the ascensions from the heart, the looks to her crucifix, the accents of joy: after
again and again enquiring can it be so, she told some Sisters around
her, the most animating things and observed if I shall go soon, I have
yet an offering for his glory, will you let me say something to all the
dear girls this morning my mother, let my last breath be for him, first
she called for her community which consisted of the first class, who
had among themselves certain regulations and times and practices of
piety, secondly for her decury children and finally all came in companies, but what a sight for Angels! with looks of the sweetest affection
(and to a mother more than human liveliness) smiling on all with that
peaceful expression which comes from within, she spoke to each
band, short but the most moving words of LOVE to Jesus, peace in
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had been even more healthy than many of them, and their united resolution to prepare daily for death, she was hushed by sobs and sighs
they were unable to controul, showing her poor little breast, nothing
but a skeleton and so discolored, "see how vain and foolish is all that is
not Jesus, how it presses, but in the resurrection!!! lifting her eyes
fixed on heaven in silence, they departed and her little decury children
came forward, "Oh yes" she said, "come my little ones, how often I
have told you to be good and love our Jesus, now look at me what
would I be without him, you see dear Mother, he knows how I love
her, but what is mother now to me, what can she do for me but
strengthen me in the love of our Jesus in whom we hope to be united
forever; but now I must quit her, every body, every thing, all alone
with Jesus, be good, love him, love him" said much to a little favourite
whom she told to kneel by her side, while she admonished her to be
faithful to her first communion and represented the scruples and examinations made our communion when on the bed of death, to the
strangers who came since her sickness she said with great simplicity
and modesty "I do not know you, but I love you in my Jesus, be good,
love our Jesus, when the sisters came she first addressed dear Mme.
[Sister Madeleine] G[uerin] Je vais but could say no more, looking on
them with inexpressible tenderness and pronouncing My Sisters, burst
into tears, after a while she told Sister K[itty Mullen] she had been a
cause of much trouble to her she feared, but begged her again to pardon, and asked the general pardon of all the dear Sisters for all the
scandal she had given, entreating their prayers, when all were gone
"alone with my Jesus and my Mother" and went to sleep in the evening the Community and decury children sent to beg their little mother
for a last penance, to the first she sent the prayer of union with the hour
of death of our Jesus on the cross, to say when the clock strikes; to the
little ones, Remember, 0 most pious Virgin Mary, which she herself
said always in the middle of her painful nights, with an expression of
confidence love for her, which none of us could resist, the Sisters
many of them asked for a penance; she said very gaily to be sure for his
glory, whenever you enter the Mountain church; thank our Virgin
Mother for all the favours she obtained there for me, I never can tell
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for my abuse of them, when we were alone again now my Mother she
added; your penance is every day you live to remind our Sisters to
pray for me; you know the judgements of my God, my Mother-remember, she sat up erect in her bed and sang Vespers with the choir,
the Magnificat (which she always said with the miserere to counter-balance) seemed to lift her soul with Mary herself _ in the night
finding no effort of ours, no change of position, could obtain the least
relief from the incredible pain of her bleeding bones of the back, she
looked firmly at the crucifix, "0 now, my Jesus," she said, "I will bear
it as you did with your grace, without a change of posture but I must
talk to you, 0 my God, my All, my Jesus you know how I fear to displease you, you know how I dread my enemy, hide me, my Jesus hide
me in your open side again and again, you know how I have done it
daily, trying to purify this poor heart from every earthly affection, that
it may be yours alone and pleasing in your sight. Oh! now have mercy,
save me from my enemy, will you leave me when I have no other help
but you, I deserve a thousand hells if I looked only to your justice. I
know I am lost, but your mercy, your dear mercy is all my confidence,
you will save me from my enemy, you will not reject so poor a soul!
my cruel enemy, but I renounce him my Jesus, I renounce a thousand
times whatever he may say to me, I renounce him," she had spoken so
long a while with so much agony I did my best to stop her but she
could not till quite exhausted saying things of that kind, which I can
ever remember with her expressions and a countenance supernatural. .
.. some hours after I asked her; why dearest did you say so often I renounce him "because Mother he tried even then to make me think of
something else but what I was doing, and because I know even in my
last hour I may be lost," this she repeated the last night also when she
was dying, "my mother remember the enemy in my last hour let all
pray for me, yet I do not fear hell, our Jesus too good, so good, infinite
goodness say for me the prayer to the Blessed Sacrament, say soul of
Jesus sanctify melO and this with the prayer to Jesus dying and Jesus
Mary and Joseph I give you my heart spirit and life"-She repeated
l"The Allima Christi of SI. Ignatius Loyola
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every few minutes in the intervals echoing the name of Jesus from the
lips of our dear Rose [White] until Mr. Brute came, her desire to receive our Lord she expressed in every way and had begged for preparation prayer, in the joining all the litanies and evening prayer of
Sisters and children in succession he told her he would say Mass for
her suggested many things for the moment to which she replied with
all her soul, tho' a little before he came she had appeared to wander a
little, speaking of [unclear] and laughing foolishly-when Mr.
B [rute] left her for the altar she called after him, earnestly repeated she
prays for all, all her dear Sisters, Seminary, and all as he had suggested, her efforts were so great I tried to compose her, telling her
while mounted kneeling before her on the bed and holding the crucifix
high before her, unite yourself to your suffering Jesus in the divine
sacrifice. now stay, poor mother he called you at that moment himself
to stand with Mary and receive even the sword"-no more Alleluias
nor glorias-Mother and child both lost their
senses----------But after Mass how many, many most fervent acts and aspirations
toward Jesus what cheerfulness of her dying countenance; how lovely
she applied her now speechless mouth to the crucifix, what a cry of joy
of all around her _ amidst so many precious signs, I remember this
act of gratitude and thanks to Jesus, the arms stretched to heaven with
inexpressible energy, and look as piercing even to him on high and
also an effort ofthe breast to cry and express-O Mother Mother, Alleluia, Gloria thousand, thousand thanks all your life, every day of this
life till meet with h e r . - - - - - - - - - -

A-6.134a First Vow Formulal
I, the undersigned, in the presence of God and all the company of
Heaven, renew the promises of my Baptism and make my Vows of

"Cf. Luke 2.

A·6.134a ASJPH 1-3-3-1
lThe wording of the vow formula is almost identical to that used by St. Louise de Marillac and the
French Daughters of Charity of Sl. Vincent de Paul.

-758POVERTY, CHASTITY, and OBEDIENCE to God and our Rev. Superior General until the 25th of March next, and engage myself to the
corporal and spiritual service of the poor sick, our true Masters, the instruction of those committed to our charge, and to all the duties
pointed out by our Rule in the Society of the Sisters of Charity in the
United States of America, which I beg to fulfill through the merits of
our crucified Saviour and the intercession of the Blessed Virgin.
Amen.

A-7.73a Act of Incorporation of the Sisters of Charity of St.
Joseph's in the State of Maryland; By-Laws of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Joseph's; Initial Minutes of the Corporation
The concluding section of the Act of Incorporation reads:
"Be it therefore enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland,
that the said Elizabeth A. Seton, Elizabeth Boyle, Cecilia O'Conway,
Jane Smith, Rosetta White, Margaret George, Bridget Farrell, Mary
Ann Butler, Frances Jourdan [Jordan], Susanna Closey, Teresa
Conway [Conroy], Jane Francis Gartland, Eleanor Angela Brady,
Ann Gruber, Adela Salva, Elizabeth Magdalene Guerin, Sara Thompson, Camilla Corish, Margaret Felicity Brady, Scholastica Bearns
[Bean], Julia Shirk, Louisa Roger, and their successors hereafter to
become Sisters of Charity of Saint Joseph's, according to the rules and
regulations of their association for the time being, shall be and hereby
are constituted a body corporate, by the name and style of 'The Sisters
of Charity of Saint Joseph's' with perpetual succession, and power to
sue and be sued, and to have and use a common seal, and to take and
hold in fee simple, or otherwise, the farm in Frederick County in this
state, on which they now dwell, and any other lands and real estate,
and any personal or mixed estate, to sell, lease, dispose of and convey,
in as full and ample manner as any person or body corporate holding
any lands of property, real, person or mixed, may sell, lease, dispose
of and convey the same; and to collect and receive rents, profits, proA-7.73a ASJPH 1-3-3-13:70B; ASJPH 3-1-3; ASJPH 1-3-3-6:1,1

-759ceeds and emoluments of all property by them so held or possessed,
and apply the same to the uses of their said association, according to
the rules and regulations established from time to time from the government thereof. Provided always that they shall not at any time hold,
use, possess and enjoy, either by legal seizure or trust for their benefit,
more than eight hundred acres ofland, nor shall their personal estate at
any time exceed in value the sum of fifty thousand dollars.

The By-Laws of the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's
1st. The officers of this corporation shall be five: the Mother Superior (or President of the Board), the Assistant, a Treasurer, a
Procuratrix, and a Secretary to be elected every three years, unless a
majority of the members of the Board present at a meeting should
deem it expedient to make exceptions to this law.
2nd. The affairs of this Society are entrusted to the officers of the
Board, who shall advise with the Rev. Director, and act in accordance
with the requirements of circumstances.
3rd. It shall be the duty of the Mother Superior to call meetings and
preside at them, and to have a general superintendence over the affairs
of the society. Mother's Assistant shall represent her and act in her
name during absence or sickness and, in case of Mother's death, shall
take her place until another Mother is elected. The Treasurer shall receive all monies, make purchases, pay bills, give receipts, etc. and
shall give a correct statement of receipts and expenditures whenever
required to so do by the Board or by the Mother Superior. The
Procuratrix shall see to the daily wants of the Sisters in concert with
the Treasurer. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep records of
the meetings and other acts of the Board.
4th. When any vacancy occurs by death, resignation, removal, or otherwise, such vacancy may be filled at the following meeting of the
Board.
5th. Whereas the members of this Board are and shall at all times be
Sisters of Charity and therefore subject to be missioned to distant
places, which must make it too inconvenient and expensive for all the
members to assemble, even for holding elections of officers, it is
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be present at the meeting holding such elections, and provided further
that the acts of such elections be recorded and signed by the officer
presiding at such meetings and by the Secretary, and witnessed by the
Rev. Director.
6th. Whereas no person is admitted in the Society of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Joseph's unless the applicant agrees to give her services
gratitously for charitable, pious, and useful objects in connection with
the said society, such person or persons shall have no claim whatever
on this corporation or on account of this corporation should they at
any time cease to be regular members of the said society of the Sisters
of Charity of St. Joseph's.
7th. The signature of the Mother Superior shall be sufficient for the
validity of the acts of the Board involving sales, transfer, or lease of
propelty, but all acts referring to elections of officers must be signed
by the Mother Superior or (in case of her death) by the Sister Assistant
and by the Secretary and witnessed by the Rev. Director.
8th. In as much as this Society of the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's
is modeled after the Society of the Sisters of Charity instituted in
France by St. Vincent de Paul, this Board adopts the Rules and Constitutions of that same society except such of them as may be incompatible with the laws of these United States, ofthis State of Maryland, or
of the above named Act of Incorporation of our Society.

Corporation Book, July 23,1817 Minutes
After the adoption of the above Bylaws, it was moved to proceed to
the election of the Mother Superior. Sister Elizabeth Seton was by acclamation elected as Mother Superior of the Society. It was publicly
acknowledged that her experience, prudence, and kindness with
which she had governed the Sisters of Charity from the commencement of the Society, that is from the 31st day of July 1809, fully entitled her to the confidence and respect of all the Sisterhood.

-761Then the meeting by a majority of votes elected Sister Elizabeth
Boyle Assistant, Sister Margaret George Treasurer, Sister Johanna
Smith Procuratrix, and Sister Angela Brady Secretary of the Board.
There being no further business to transact, the meeting
adjourned.Witnessed by(signed)MEA Seton
(signed) J. Dubois, Sup.(signed) Sister Angela Brady,
Secretary.

A-7.179 To William Seton
8th Sept., 1818
My Soul's William,
-After waiting so long and sending so often in vain for your dear
August letter, here it is on the doating heart of your own mother, and
by the uncertainty you were in what time you might sail I hasten this,
thinking our good angel will not let it be lost. Oh, my William, now indeed is my true courage called for to see things as they are. Three
years, three years- yet I protest to you that I could give you up to duty
with a free heart, if the way was but clear for our dear futurity; but oh,
who but our God can know my anguish at the thought of resigning you
there also, and the thousand, thousand fears that we meet no more, because you well know that our meeting again has decided conditions
which, in your situation, it is next to impossible to fulfill. We are ready
enough to be led away when there is every help and support to keep us
right, but when tyranny of custom, example, and every outward circumstance helps our own passions within, what becomes of the beloved soul? I have now, fixed at the foot of my bed, the crucifix which
used to be at the Mountain-the one you said you would willingly
carry to me even from that distance, if only I might see it. You
A-7.179 Robert Seton Memoirs II: 277-78
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understand well the thousand thoughts it brings. My soul's William!
How strange to be a man, and God but a secondary consideration, or
no thought at all; to be a few years beating through this world after
shadows, then enter an eternity of existence quite unprepared, though
to prepare for it is the only end of our being here below. You know, beloved, I seldom say much of these things; but it would be concealing
the sharp arrow in your own mother's soul from yours, into which I
would wish to pour every thought of my heart. Long letters from Richard-all very cheerful. Kit is the very picture of health and cheerfulness. Do not be uneasy for her, my dear one. Mrs. [Julia] Scott's
affectionate letters to her would be a comfort to you in your anxiety
about the poor darling .... At the end of the letter my heart would
break out again; but it must not, will not give one pain to yours it can
ever avoid. I know I should strengthen yours; but, my beloved, how
little you can know what it cost me to part with you. Every thing else in
this world has its place in my affections in measure, but my love for
you has no bound or measure, and can never be satisfied but in our
eternity. Oh! hear, then, the cry of a mother's soul, my beloved, and
take care of what is dearer to her a thousand, thousand times than herself.

A-7.222 To William Seton
29th September, 1819
My own William,
- I have written you every way 1 could devise,-New York, Baltimore, Boston, etc. The most welcome of all letters from Valparaiso
we received in the middle of July, and we hardly dare hope for another
yet. The one for Richard was forwarded immediately. Our last from
him, in June, said much of you, his longing to hear from you, etc. Your
own Kitty is quite well-returned from her summer excursion at the
[Carrollton] manor. How we think of you, delight to speak of you,
A-7.222 Robert Seton Memoirs II: 284-85
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hopes, all so inexpressible, and counting the days and weeks as they
pass in view of that dearest one which will bring you again to us. Oh,
my dearest William, will it can it be that once more you will come to
your little valley? Every time the clock strikes, I so earnestly bless and
call down blessings on you. This is but one work to go to the good,
kind William Hickey, in Washington, to tell you we are well. He also
wrote you the welcome word, and sent you papers, which, I trust,
reached you. Oh, my love, dear love, love me,-you know how and by
what proof. When you are passing Cape Horn again you may be sure
my poor, wild mother's heart is always around, to shelter and cover
with a mother's prayers-my only, only comfort, night and day, beloved. What could ever force me to live separated from you, but the
One Adorable Will? I would go the world over in any disguise,-hidden even from yourself,-to be only in the same vessel and share the
same dangers with my William. Oh, my soul's dearest, deny me not
the only meeting where we will never part. You know, well, it depends on yourself. The agony of my heart, as I carry your beloved
name before the Tabernacle, and repeat it in torrents of tears, which
our God alone understands, is not for our present separation; it is our
long eternal years which press on it beyond all expression. To lose you
here a few years of so embittered a life, is but the common lot; but to
love as I love you, and lose youforever-oh, unutterable anguish. A
whole eternity miserable, a whole eternity the enemy of God-and
such a God as He is to us.

A-7.239 To William Seton
20th March, 1820
My own loved William,
-It can not be, I trust, that so many letters as your poor, faithful
mother has written you should all be lost. Just now we have your dear
one of January, which says you have not had a line from home since
A-7.239 Robert Seton Memoirs II: 285-86
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The two words, so painful, stupefied me, for my hopes had been different. Life is death, indeed, in this hard separation. What they call
fortitude. I think I know something of in every case; but this one
shakes my very soul; and you well know why, my beloved: not for our
momentary separation, hard as it is, but-. How I hold you wrapt in
my inmost heart it is impossible to describe, or give you the least idea
of. Every sound of spring was a delight to me until your last letter; but
as it will not bring you, all seasons are alike, and winter, if you come,
will be the welcome one. You say "Tell all that's going;" but from one
month to the other, I can say we deviate scarcely half a degree in any
thing.

A-7.268 Account by Rev. Simon Brute, S.S., of Elizabeth
Seton's Last Days
2d January 1821
Mother at St. Joseph
1st Jany. Evening after blessing-extremely low-I offered the
holy absolution-she desired it-I spoke the words of love-thanks
to him - peace-"my peace I leave to you" all meeting in her looking
to heaven & bowing is assent
2d. J any. After mass-at which I had recommended to pray for the
Mother of the Visitation of Georgetn. whose happy rest in our Lord. I
heard yesterday-I was called to Mother "like dying"-I went and
she looked almost soI will repeat some acts to you said I kneeling by her, you need but
say yes-I thus suggested love-thanksgiving-mercy-acceptation
of His will, all his adorable and amiable will in every order of life and
death-I added an act of petition to grant her heaven to love him and
praise him for ever-she agreed with the yes or motions of the head

A-7.268 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:3 and ASJPH 1-3-3-12:4
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I went to dress and many Sisters came in-she joined to her best
during I read the indulgence for which I made her repeat the holy
names of Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
I offered yet to read the prayers of agony and together we read the
litany and the first prayer "depart"-she uniting-but at the end she
seemed fatigued and to spare her I ceased-asking her to pray for all
and bless all to which she answered "be sure"-I retired
Acts to be suggested to Mother.
Tell Mother remember in her pain
"the sorrowful soul of our Jesus.""receiving the chalice for us in Gethsemani-"
"his blessed bloody sweat of most loving salvation""the nails & spear piercing his divine heart opened to us, our whole
rest in it""I thirst - 0 Jesus! we know and thirst also for thee!""behold, thy Mother-yes, Mary now, at this hour our mother"
"in thy hands 0 father I commend my spirit!" (This last the main
word.)
The acts by little quickening questions to which the heart answers easily.
"don't you love him with your whole heart?"
"don't you thank him for all, - accept all?"
"don't you suffer willingly with our Saviour?"
"don't you desire heaven, see and love God?"
"don't you resent every sin and fault of this life, in your Jesus?"
"don't you wish his glory and pray for all you love and all souls?"
"Don't you renew your blessed vows to him"
some verses of litanies-holy water [this line written in French]
When she had received her last Sacraments in September Mr.
Dubois asked her to bless her whole community there present and also
her daughter and with her the boys which she did her hand lifted over
all and praying for it.
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watch her by night if they prayed together--often she told An[astasia
Nabbs] which prayer liked she best-some of the litanies to which she
unites more easily-some times of Jesus, sometimes of Mary, sometimes of the infant Jesus-part of them if all would fatigue her-she
prays so very often said the Sister, which gave me much consolation-but the greatest is her unabating desire of the holy communion,
missing none - since September but one that I can remember because I
came too late and then she had it the morning after as she had not
joined that day with the community-so this morning I remember I
said leaving her think not of yourself, think but of your Jesus whom
you have tried to love and received so often in communion, to which
she gave her usual expressive assent of the yes lifted up which I wish
ever to remember
I was struck with the main thought of petition after I had left her
and I spoke to a great number of the community, who were in the
work-room after breakfast-"Ask, and you shall receive"-it is your
Jesus, your Lord of Truth and Love who has promised it-Then, ask
heaven for Mother through great many aspirations during your
workThus, 0 my Lord, do I note some lines after the former ones three
months ago when we thought she was dying-but now it is in earnest.
That long time has been marked by a few better days-but generally by an increasing turn of decay and probably the formation of interior abscesses in the breast - Sometimes the anxiety of pain was great
and a degree of unwilling uneasiness took place of which after she immediately reproached herself the least marks offered to her good attendance, sometimes calling for me to confess and purify the fault of
it.
Mr. Dubois came at one 0' clock-as she had got so much better after the spell in September as to restore hope of recovery he has thought
that Extreme Unction could be repeated- I had announced it to her at 12 and her answer "very thankful"
though she had recovered at that hour a tolerable degree of ease so
much so as to say "I feel a little better whether for life or for death" and
even to Josephine "M. Brute thinks then I am so very low"-indeed
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time and so strange are our sensations that may be she feels not herself
more low than at that time
Mr. Dubois having called all the sisters first addressed
them-"mother being too weak, gives me charge to recommend you
at this sacred moment in her place - first to be united together as true
sisters of charity-secondly to stand most faithfully by your
rules-thirdly she requests that I ask you pardon for all the scandals
she may have given you" - I obey her desire You know she gave none
by the indulgences she means particularly in what she had to eat or
other allowances for her situation in which she did but follow my express prescriptions and of the physician
Mr. Dubois then beginning the prayers she lifted up her faint voice
to say "I am thankful Sisters for your kindness to be present at this
trial-be children of the church-be children of the church she repeated with a heaving breast as if under a great sense of the consolation and grace of the blessed sacrament which she was
receiving-and the word "0 thankful" with eyes and expression that
however faint seem to me to absolutely speak that sense and feeling of
faith and consolation-the Sisters trying as it were to hear I thought I
must repeat as much as I could the very words and said: "Sisters,
Mother says so and so--["]
Mr. Dubois then went on, Mother uniting visibly with great interior
application, the countenance the breathing and half sighs expressed
it-affectingly by and though Mr. Dubois had requested me to read
some verses from the penitential psalms to her during the long Latin
prayers-I read an few thinking she had her attention enough engaged
by the prayers and administration, besides she formerly knew a little
Latin, the use of a great many words of these prayers is so familiar to
her that I thought she could catch much in them whilst in the beginning Mr. Dubois spoke them more aloud-less to-wards the endThen I read some few verses more, selecting those of penance humility and petition and finishing in the fourth by the "An humble and contrite heart thou shalt not despise-and -Open my lips 0 Lord and my
mouth shall speak thy praise"-O Lord in heaven that I praise thee-
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Dubois was at 6 having left nearly in the same situation when we left
after the extreme unction she still said to her Sisters "Pity me, - pray
for me"
3d [January] I have seen Mother a moment the morning, in the
same situation and quiet disposition
The afternoon as I went to begin the retreat of the children for their
First Communion I entered her room to request her to bless them and
pray for them-saying, May be our Lord would spare her to have one
communion more with them on the day of Epiphany- I told her I was
beginning with them by the joy the angels declared to the shepherds-and that which the good Magi felt seeing the star- I gave her
the verse that says, God does for us "more than we can think or ask"
and at last the "ask, and you shall receive" which I believe I had said
also the morning-"ask heaven mother, the truth and love of our Jesus
are pledged having said 'ask and you shall receive,' ask 'heaven'"
January 4, 1821 "ask heaven to praise and love him" my last words
to Mother - at four o'clock afternoon were my last indeed and of any
priest on Earth to her for to-day at 2 after midnight she has removed to
her eternal house
They had called Sister Mary Xavier [Clark] the assistant some time
before, as she seemed dying, herself wholly present but so often deceived for death seemed not to believe it was yet the time- However
after she had welcome in an obliging manner Sister Mary Xavier, "it is
you Xavier" she united with their prayers which they repeated by intervals and being manifest she was dying her poor daughter Josephine
began to cry aloud in a distressing manner and could not check herself
but rather had such convulsions as made the sisters affraid she would
die before her mother, so they sent for me, as much for her as for
mother whom they considered so long and fully prepared The dying mother must have well noticed that exceeding grief of
her daughter but happily showed not to be disturbed at it being we
hope long tried and strengthened that side she soon could not breathe
and cease to live.
I arrived 114 of an hour after she had expired-towards midnight
tells me one of the nurses offering her a drink she refused a moment in
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Viaticum of saturday being extremely thirsty towards midnight the
same nurse (Sister Susan [Clossey]) urged her to drink-O no she
said, Eternity; let us mind that and she kept on for one communion
more-last night amidst the various prayers said for her, she began the
prayer of Pius VII may the most high and a [the most amiable will of
God be accomplished forever] and seeing her intention
When Sister Xavier came in at eleven. "is it you dear Xavier" she
said with a smile -then "all you can do is to praise him"-they repeated the prayer after communion "Anima Christi" Sr X[avier] and
when saying "blood of Jesus wash me" she repeated herself "blood of
Jesus wash me" -then also the little "Jesus Mary and Joseph assist me
in my last agony" and as said above "May the most high will etc"
which she used much to say, these last days-.
She had about one hour a hard agony then ending sweetly, when
sister Xavier saying our lord calls you she said "Who"-as not actually sensible of that call then she lowered her breathing and died very
gently "as to sleep." says Sister Anastasia [Nabbs] and not a struggle
and gasping afterwards
Burial of Mother Seton
The 5th of January - Eve of the Epiphany to which she had great
devotion-she died the 4th of January 1821 at two o'clock in the
morning - she was brought to the choir and all watched by turns and
the children too the whole day - then the Superior gave orders - a plain
coffin - the grave in the right of her daughter Rebecca - high mass at
ten with the SeminariansWe said the first mass. The 5th at the usual hour 6 3/4-after communion of the sick-Josephine the poor daugher there by her motherabsorbed in her grief, yet happily, quiet
all went to communion alas! but, Mother herself - during the
thanksgiving I step a moment in the choir as occasionlly I do to unite
with them in their communions as their spiritual Father,and in hope
that it does not distrub them I told them:
"My Sisters I do not disturb you but my Jesus in my heart and in
your hearts, I unite with you a moment - Mother is according to her
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burying at 10
-I only have in her presence remind you of her two last words
-Since she cannot, I, a voice for her repeat to you 1st be united as
true daughters of charity should be - 2ndly keep your rule like to cement the house God granted her to begin with you for ages - be united
and keep your rules-and I also for your consolation repeat to you
what has been some of her last prayers "Soul of Jesus sanctify me blood of Jesus wash me"
oh do repeat, let us, our Jesus present in our hearts, repeat with him
soul of my Jesus Sanctify me - blood of Jesus wash me - and also my
dear Sisters this excellent prayer of our common Father oh all our
prayer not "May the most high, most holy, most amiable will of God
be done, be exalted in all for everBe it so I have not distrubed your Sisters, nor said a word of you
Mother - I have only repeated what should now remain so sacred to
you "to be united to keep the rule-and the will only will in all--copied from Father Brute's writing for Sf. Ann Frances
St. Joseph's Aug. 24th 1834

A-7.269 Last Will and Testament of Elizabeth Seton
In the name of God. Amen. I Elizabeth Ann Seton being in a weak
state of health but of a sound & disposing mind, do make, & ordain
this last will and testament in the manner and form following.
Whereas of my three surviving children, two of them Viz William
and Richard can with the assistance of God provided by their prudence and exertions for their future support I consider it my duty to
provide as far as is in my powers for my beloved Daughter Catherine
Josephine Seton, whose situation claims all my attention _ accordingly after granting to my beloved boys William and Richard all the
blessings which a most affectionate Mother can bestow and knowing
that their brotherly hearts will perfectly coincide with me in the
A·7.269 ASJPH 1·3·11
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distinction I make, I leave and bequeath unto my beloved Daughter
Catherine Josephine all the real & personal property, either in my possession, or bequeathed or to be left to me, at the time of my decease, to
her heirs and assigns for ever, appointing her Sole Executrix of this
my last will and testament, annulling & revoking any other will or
wills heretofore by me made - in confirmation whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 14th day of November eighteen hundred and twenty
EA Seton Seal
Signed, Sealed, and acknowledged
by the above named testatrix, to be
her last will and testament in presence
of us the under written witnesses
who in presence of her & in presence
of Each other, have subscribed our names
Thomas Radford
Robert Moore

7.332 To Emily!
Letters of first Communion
The Intention
my dear Emily
my heart was struck at the reception of your letter and the request to
pray for your first communion of next Christmass 2 -1 was much
pleased however with the few forcible expressions it contained of
your deep sense of the heavenly action in which you engage dear child
while yet so young-they rejoiced my heart before God, yet a second
thought was suddenly felt "does my Emily see well enough 0 my divine Lord what it is to prepare for a first communion . .. that thought
7.332 ASJPH 1-3-3-20C, 35-39
'This and the next four letters are addressed to a young woman preparing to receive her First
Communion. Copied by Elizabeth, they appear to have been written originally by the recipient's
father or by a priest.
2It was the custom for St. Joseph' s students to make their First Communion on Christmas day.
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church respecting the proper time and trust entirely to the good friends
who have now the charge of your precious soul ... I only remind you
that the main point on which all depends is that you should well discern (as says the holy apostle) who you are to receive in this divine
communion 3-my child my dear child think well of it, and assume
well your intentions and preparations at this moment. that one
thought my Emily I am preparing to receive really and actually the
Saviour of my soul, my Jesus my God-So soon I will receive his Sacred Body and blood, and Soul and divinity-oh what indeed will be
your preparation under such a thought and continual remembrance
these few days before Xtmas . .. Imagine only that we were in the time
when our Lord was visible upon earth, and that he called you to him
among the children he blessed and caressed:-O my Lord will my
Emily come so near to you-receive you wholly offered and given for
her in the Divine Sacrament of your Body and blood now to be made
her own-think of this my dearest child, for I am sure your heart
would have been quite moved at the approach & caresses of your dear
Lord-and how much is mine at the thought that it will take place exactly so now, and though you will see him only by Faith it is the same
divine Saviour your Jesus who calls for you now you are on the eve of
your happiness - the incomprehensible happiness of your dear first
communion ... how does my heart bless you with the most tender solicitude that all may be well with you on that day-how earnestly will
I offer you to him my dear and intreat him for your full grace now, so
that you may one day enjoy him without veils in the Eternal brightness
of <prais> his glory above5 in that praise & joy which will be ever everlasting - God bless you my child pray for your Father.

3Cf. 1 Cor. 11 :29.
4Cf. Matt. 19: 13-15.
5CI. 2 Cor. 3:18 ; Rev. 22: 4-5.
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Again I write you my child on the subject of your last letter, the
thought of your first communion is so present to me with such heart
felt solicitude. - my own is now represented by memory in the most
lively manner, may our dear Lord remember it the sweet mercies he
then showed to my Soul-Emily my dear child be also happy and be
more faithful than I have been-you ask my pardon and shall I not
also tell my child to forget the many moments of ill temper she may
have seen in me I who should have been to her a living image of her Jesus her meek and humble Jesus-J your Father, your young Soul entrusted to me by your heavenly Father and Saviour-fervently indeed
do I wish to lead you to our Jesus-the thought goes with me every
where these precious days-I see you in mind at your private devotions as well as before that altar where such wonderful things await
my dear child - may our God bless abundantly your pure desires of
love and praise and your earnest wish to be truly his own above all
things mind I intreat you what I at first so much insisted on to think
with the most lively Faith on what you are about---called actually now
to your Jesus as if at the moment of Death, the moment you are to enter
heaven---called indeed as at that moment to a Judgment for which you
must so sacredly prove yourselJbefore you dare approach-yet my
good child all is mercy now if on your side you are only sincere and
earnest-Your Jesus is all love on his part, for what does he offer you,
but his own sacred Body crucified for you his blood shed for you, his
soul which loved you even with ardent desires of passion & Death for
your sake-words fail my child no words can express enough what
that moment so fast approaching will be to you, but I trust you fervently and humbly sue for a true sense of it, for a real sorrow for your
past offences, offering your whole life hence forward to your dear
Saviour, his coming so near, the good tidings indeed of great joy I-be
my dear child blessed again and again by her devoted Father

7.333 ASJPH 1·3·3·20C, 440·43
I Cf. Luke 2: 1O.

-7747.334 To Emily
My whole heart is so fairly engaged my dear child in this great moment of your life that I find it my greatest consolation to write to you,
so sweetly I can offer all the cares and solicitudes of a Father's heart
on the subject though I know my Lord will ask me what I did for your
Soul the price of his blood and his Eternal love, pledged in our hands,
and entrusted to me to be made his heavenly praise with all his Saints
& Angels-I do earnestly desire dearest child to discharge my trust
and will you not yourself do all in your power especially in this most
Sacred time of your best security for your precious Soul-best security of the wonderful love of our great God for us--oh unutterable
love indeed shown to us through mysteries so far beyond whatever we
could comprehend or hope forI but it must rejoice your young mind to
hear your divine Saviour himself giving thanks to his Father that he
has revealed his mysteries not to the wise and learned but to his little
ones 2 who receive his word with Humility & Gratitude-you will do
so my child and see yourself as his own child his own image is spirit,
his truth and love and immortality breathing in you, yes my child you
are his image your imm0l1al soul can never dieWhat amazement for your whole life & mine that we are the image
of our infinite God, the children of his Kingdom and his very Eternity- think much of this I intreat you, and do not accustom yourself to
recite carelessly your blessed creed which from the very first word is
so full of heavenly meaning and to the very last excites our delighted
admiration and boundless hopes .. . say it in these days of your fervent preparation with redoubled attention from the first word "J believe in God," to the last "and life everlasting"
May its heavenly light fall upon your soul and your heart be all love
for your Saviour whom you will find in the sad experience of life is so
little loved, who came as said the beloved disciple to his own, and they
received him not, to the world and it know him noC-but you will be
7.334 ASJPH 1-3-3-20C, 44-48
I ct'. Eph. 3: 8-21.
2

3

Cf. Matt. 11 :25 .

Cf. John 1:10-11.
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in your true joy and happiness receiving him humbly & lovingly, only
be earnest for your Grace that that life may be strengthened in you
which your Jesus bought for you with his blood, that life he now
brings you again in our blessed first communion, oh receive & secure
itforever

7.335 To Emily
-Love believes all thingsl-I intreated you in my last dearest
child to think well of the infinite love of your divine Saviour in his holy
sacrament of his mercies in your creation and redemption of the glorious Eternity now waiting for you if you are faithful through your trial
upon earth-Well may we be lost in gratitude while we say "He loved
me and gave himself for me"'-my child beg him to print these
blessed words with the fire of his love on your heart, often repeat to
yourselffor me he came,for me he died and now to me he gives himself only let my love answer the love of my compassionate Saviour-and thank him my happy child for the Faith he has given you so
many there are who measure his love by their own, not seeing that
their compassionate Lord who stopped not at a manger or a cross, will
stop neither at the poverty of our Altars or our heart-it is they who
stop and remain far from his Mercies because they are blind to his love
believing he once endured the most cruel outrages for them blasphemies stripes & crucifixion yet they will not believe the last excess of
his love and his communications to the souls who eagerly & faithfully
receive him-but you my child stand by the side of St. Peter & uniting
with his Faith say "to whom indeed my Lord should I go, thou hast the
words of Eternallife"3
Strange that the glorious mysteries of the Trinity should be so easily believed, a God distinct in three person, the one incarnated in our
flesh; the origin of Sin the terrible Hell which is to punish it, all this
7.335 ASJPH 1-3-3-20C, 48-55
I Cf. 1 Cor. 13:7.
2 Gal. 2:20
3 John 6:68

-776believed so fairly ready at every hour of life, in the hour you know not
I will come at any moment the call may be given to anyone of us come
to the nuptials come enter the joy of the Lord, come blessed of my Father or go ye cursed. 4 -fix this in your mind my child lay it on your
heart so forcibly that every day every hour you may be forced watching, and in habitual preparation for that Eternal Communion our last
blissful end ... hear the voice of our benign & compassionate Jesus
saying to you continually with tender solicitude watch "I say to all
watch"5 do this my child & you will be then prepared and ready not
only for the communion of this earth, but also your Communion of
Eternity.
And in this one watch of love how can we help grieving for the
deadly insensibility and ingratitude of this world, so indifferent to the
love in his incarnation among us, & his blood shed for us his love in
the delight he takes to be at all times among us, & communicate himself to us in every mystery of that love we lost our Eden and he offered
us his calvary & his tabernacles not his presence of the ark and the
cherubim,6 but the presence of his own glorious flesh thinly veiled under the feeble appearances of his Sacrament - "What is this" said the
Israelites when they saw the Manna of the desert fall from heaven,7
but it is we who should cry out with admiration seeing with grateful
wonder our true manna our Jesus daily coming to us from heaven with
a miraculous goodness infinitely greater than can be conceived or expressed ...
I have told you of the prophecy of Malachi" as so many ages before
the coming of our Lord who had seen all our altars over the whole
earth as it were, the pure victim offered in every place every distant
mountain as it were a calvary, and the divine sacrifice there offered
near the heavens-and this is indeed the case my beloved child, all
round this our little ball the divine sacrifice and our delightful communions are continually going on ...
Cf. Matt. 24:42,50; 25: 6,21 ,34,41.
Cf. Matt. 25 : 13.
6 Cf. Num. 7: 89.
7 Cf. Exod. 16:13-15.
8 Cf. Mal. 1:11.
4
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-777You know how the first Christians so well "discerning" our God in
his divine Sacrament,9 yet received him every day as the holy Church
would wish all the faithful to do inviting them daily to receive with the
priest at the altar. .. Oh then my child I repeat to you what is it too
much for Souls to be in constant preparation for communion, & every
hour of life ready for their Eternity . .. do do be ready, and beg the
same for me, for what is our communion on earth but the very same as
our communion above - - and must therefore be a "Judgment" a "discerning" but oh never never a "condemnation"-forbid it sweet Lord,
never let it be a condemnation to my child.

7.336 To Emily
Immediate preparation.
My child
I might be affraid to tire your patience did I not remember with
pleasure the sweet eagerness for assistance and more and more preparation which the heart experiences all alive to grace in the happy days
you now enjoy. When every word ofafriend seems to bring its decisive impression . .. how much more endearing then above all and full
of comfort will be the least suggestion from the anxious heart of your
tender Father Oh that I could indeed be a true Father to you in these
blessed days and and bring my child to her God an angel of piety and
holy desires ... helping her effectually for the divine communion
here below, and the glorious communion above-Faith now alarmed
at the near approach of so great a grace our Jesus himself coming personally to be received calls earnestly for an immediate and close application of the whole soul to the earnest duty of preparation-let us
prove ourselves cries the Soul with tender anxiety! lor Our Jesus himselfis coming

9

Cf. 1 Cor. 11:29.

7.336 ASJPH 1-3-3-20C, 55-64

-778Blessed Saints help me, you who were ready to go to him in his
bright heavens even from your recreations here below because you
were innocent and always in the preparation 1 now make-Oh that 1
too may be innocent even in my recreations and ready through out my
whole life, refreshing it continually with real or spiritual communions-my Soul always on the wing to answer the heavenly call "I
come quickly"l-and now my Sense ofFaith awakened and brightening in us through all our preparation-have we been most diligent in
cleansing away every sin and fault for this awful coming so pleasing
yet so fearful-my soul hasten - purify all most diligently & zealouslyMy Jesus what care is enough to prepare for meeting thee what
may allay the dread of coming to thee in Sin what diligence suffice to
make my good confession sincere and humble-what contrition be
equal to the love lowe so tender a Saviour, or satisfaction for my Sins
proportioned to their offence-but thy mercies at last are all my dependence my compassionate Lord-I will hope and will not be confounded forever had Cain himself not fled from thee, had even Judas
who so cruelly betrayed thee 2 returned for pardon & mercy they
would have speedily and readily found thee-I cry to thee in my misery, and will never cease to hope, speak but the word and my Soul
shall be healed. 3

Visit the garden & calvary' my child, see the precious blood which
there flowed for you - it was shed for sin even for your own & mine,
we the offenders, while our Jesus expiates for us in agonies and
DeathHe delivered himself to them for you my child after giving his di-

ICf.
2Cf.
3Cf.
·Cf.

Ps. 40:7.
Gen. 4:8 and Matt. 27:3· 5.
Luke 7:7.
John 18: 1, 19: 17.

-779vine sacrament-my Body for you my blood for you he said 5-and
what can
We render to him, the most feeling gratitude, tenderness of love,
desires of fidelity with every full exertion of service through life, must
yet fall so short-Oh divine Lord pity our weakness, I can return nothing indeed of my own, but will come to receive thee our whole Salvation & treasure, thy Body, blood, Soul, Divinity all will be mine, and
offered to thee with the most lively ardour of union and praiseWhat else indeed can I return 6 all else would be too little, the soul
itself so dearly redeemed in thy own blood would be nothing to give if
not united with thyself-who hast loved us to the end with the last excess of love accept and receive then blessed Lord thy own child of
Love, and seal her thy ownforever

What ardour should it give to our preparations to think of ourfinal
happiness in the accomplishment of the purest love of our Jesus-We go now to receive his first tears at the manger to be followed
so soon by the shedding of his blood, by his agonies and Death, his last
powerful cry to his Father on the cross. Then his coming on our altars,
descending in our own bosom-remaining with in our tabernacles till
our going to Eternity-let us enjoy, and only unite to these blessed intentions of our Jesus, himself the life and love of our poor Soul-

A last word my child - you will receive your holy absolution7 this
day-go then alone with our Saviour to detest your sins which
brought him to crucifixion & Death-look on him you also pierced8
your Saviour in his blood, mocked, scourged, crowned and nailed
lifted up bleeding and dying for you---dwell on each Sin, each commandment dear child, spare not the full acknowledgment-prostrate
5Cf. Luke 22:19-20.
6ct. Ps. 116: 12.
7She was to receive the sacrament of Penance and make her First Communion.
8Cf. John 19:37.

-780and supplicating remember a day also of agony & Death awaits
you-prepare for that day by your sorrow now for sins which cost
your Saviour the last drop of his blood, prepare peace and security for
that hour by judging yourselffor it, you have a great work to mind,
spare no care or pains - cry to him for a true absolution who washes us
in his blood, who gives us a new robe of innocence to sit down with
him at his banqud who himself is the lamb and the victim the heavenly manna of every delightful taste-----call most earnestly for true
mercies true forgiveness, restored innocenceMary Mother oflove and mercy bless my child, obtain for her a part
in your unmovable perseverance, in your eternal praise & joy 0 Joseph bless thy family, guardian angels watch & bless holy patrons
bless obtain forgiveness-

A-7.337 Register of Women Who Entered the Sisters of Charity
During Elizabeth Seton's Lifetime (1809-1820)'
Admissions in Order of Entrance
December 1808 - December 1820
Admission

Withdrawal

1808

Mother Seton

Baltimore

1808
Baltimore

Name
Seton, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ann
Bayley
Foundress and the first Mother
(1 809-1821)
O' Conway, Miss Cecilia

1823

Sister Cecilia (a.k.a. Sister
Veronica)

Birth

Death

1774
New York

1821
Emmit<;burg

1788
Pittsburgh, PA

Montreal, Quebec

1865

1809

Seton, Miss Cecilia2

1791

1810

Baltimore

Sister Cecilia

Hanover Square, NY

Baltimore

1809
Baltimore

Murphy Burke, Miss Anna Maria
Sister Maria

n.d

1812
Emmitsburg

9Cf. Matt. 22:11-14.
A-7.337 Register of Women Who Entered the Sisters of Charity during Elizabeth Seton's
Lifetime (1809-1820)
1ASJPH Rare Book #69. Sister Margaret George. Treasurer's Notebook. Entrallce records of tile
Sisters of Charity of Saint Joseph's (1808-1843) (Emmitsburg, 1839). Edited and enbanced based
on information in the Council Minutes and community records.
2Sister-in-Iaw of Elizabeth Seton
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Butler, Miss Mary Ann 3

1784

1821

Baltimore

Sister Mary Ann

Ireland

Emmitsburg

1809
Baltimore

Clossey. Miss Susan

Sister Susan

1785
Ireland

Emmit~burg

1823

White, Mrs. Rosetta Landry

1809

Sister Rose Mary (a.k.a. Sister
Rose, (Mother, 1821-1827;
1833-1839)

Baltimore

1784

1841

Baltimore

Frederick, MD

1809

Mullan, Miss Catharine4

1783

1815

Baltimore

Sister Kitty

Baltimore

Emmitsburg

1809
1809

1810

1810
18lO
1809
1810
1810

1778

1850

Sister Sally

Emmit<;burg

Emmitsburg

Thompson, Miss Eleanor (Ellen)

1783
Emmitsburg

1813
Emmito;;burg

Sister Ellen

1809
1809

Thompson, Miss Sarah (Sally)5

1846

1810

Quinn, Miss Mary

c.1794

1816

Sister Martina

New York

Emmitsburg

Corbet. Miss Jane 6

n.d.

Sister Jane

Ire land

Brady, Miss Ellen7
Sister Angela

1793

1825

Ireland

Emmitsburg

Jordan, Miss Frances Ann (Fanny)

1790

Sister Fanny

Santa emz Antilles

1811

!8ll

c.1814

Emmit1:!burg

Shirk, Miss JuJia

1793

1848

Sister Julia

Baltimore

New Orleans

Gmber, Miss Ann

1799

1840

Sister Ann

Switzerland

Pittsburgh

Boyle, Miss Elizabeth 8

1788

1861

Sister Elizabeth (Betsy)

Baltimore

New York

Duffy, Miss Catharine

1792
Frederick CY, MD

Emmitsburg

Sister Agnes

1811

1867
t

Stinson, Miss Margaret
Sister Clare
Salva, Miss Adele 9
Sister Adele
Rogers, Miss Louise to
Sister Louise

1814

1784
c.1785

1839

Martinique. West
Indies

Emmitsburg

c.I771
Martinique, West
Indies

1847
Emmitsburg

3Sister of Rev. Thomas Butler
'Sister of Rev. Mr. Mullan
YJ'he first to enter in Emmitsburg, she was the sister of Eleanor Thompson.

"The first candidate to withdraw from the community
'Niece to John Mullanphy, Esq., of Saint Louis, a future benefactor of the Sisters of Charity
SElected the founding mother of the Sisters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul of New York
(1846)
9 A sister to Sister Madeleine Guerin
IOHad been Madeleine Guerin's seamstress in Martinique
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1784

Sister Madeleine

Martinique, West
Indies

Seton, Miss Anna Maria 12

1812

1812

Guerin, Madame Madeleine II

Sister Annina

1852

George, Mrs. Margaret Cecilia
Farran iJ
Sister Margaret

1812
181 2
1812
1813

c.1814

(1827)

(1835)

l780

Sister Teresa

Ireland

181 3

1792

1820

Emmitsburg

Corish, Cecilia
Sister Benedict

1798
Ireland

1814
Emmitsburg

Corish, Miss Margaret 1:5
Sister Veronica (a.k.a. Sister Mary
Antonia, after 1827)

1814

1765
Ireland

1847

Emmitsburg

l768

184 1

Sister Joanna

Frederick CY, MD

Emmitsburg

Corish, Miss Jane 18

1794
Ireland

1819
Emmitsburg

Nabbs. Miss Ann (Nancy) Nabbs 19
Daddisman, Miss Louisa Mary
Elizabeth Ann20

c.1814

1787

Ireland

Smith, Miss Jane 17

Sister Martha
1813

1823
Emmitsburg

Ireland

Sister Anastasia

181 3

1868
Cincinnati

Sister Jane Frances

Sister Camilla

1813

1812

Emmitsburg

Gartland, Miss Mary 14

Sister Bridget

1812

1787

Co. Sligo, Ireland

Conroy, Miss Teresa

Farrell, Mrs. Bridget l6

1812

l795
New York

1816

Emmitsburg

Roach, Miss Catherine
Sister Vincentia

1788
1795
Frederick CY,
Maryland

1823
Philadelphia
1889

Emmitsburg

c.l797

Fells Point,
Baltimore

Brady, Miss Jane

c.1795

Sister Victoria

Ireland

182 1
Emmitsburg

11 A sister to Sister Adele Salva
1201dest daughter of Elizabeth Seton
13Elected the founding mother of the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati (1852). Daughter of Sister
Bridget Farrall
14The first novice, after the establishment of the novitiate and the first sister to make her vows as a
novice; a sister to Rev. Francis Gartland

"Sister to Sister Camilla Corish
16Mother of Sister Margaret Cecilia Farrell George
17 Niece of Sister Regina Smith who was the second visitatrix of the United States Province of the
Daughters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul (1855-1859)
18

Sister to Sister Veronica (Mary Antonia) Corish

19Formerly the housekeeper for Elizabeth Seton at Paca Street in Baltimore. She was the first
sister to die on mission away from Emmitsburg.
21YJ'he last surviving companion of Elizabeth Seton. She was among the group of sisters in

Emmitsburg when Archbishop James Gibbons of Baltimore suggested the possibility of initiating
the Seton Cause for canonization in 1882.
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1814

1814
18 16

18 14

1846

18 14

18 14

Handlen, Mary Margaret
Sister Lucy

c.1793

S ister A loysia[lJ

Philadelphia

Brady, Miss Margaret21

1794

1883

S ister Felic itas (Felic ity)

Ireland

Philadelphia

1786

Murray, Julia
Llewellyn , Mrs.

18 14

Baltimore
22

Sister Mary Joseph
Bean, Elizabeth23

18 14
18 15

n.d.

Mulherrin, Mi ss Margaret

1786
c.179 1

Sister Scho lasticu

SI. Mary's CY, MD

Conno ll y. Bridget

c.l795

1814

18 15

Liddle, Mrs.

c. I779

18 15

18 15

Reilly. Ann

n.d.

18 15

1815

Hartwell , Martha

n.d.

1816

1816

Corcoran , Mary A.

c.1800

1816
1818

O'Connor, Mary Margaret

1799

1866

Annapolis

Emmitsburg

Steigers, Elizabeth

1794

1839

Sister Catharine

Conewago

Emmitsburg

18 15

Murphy, Teresa

18 14

18 15

Peeker,

1816

1827
1819

1817
18 17

Bickworth, Rebecca

Sister Chri stiann
Mullan, Elizabeth
Sister Agatha
S ister Ellen

18 17
1816

Kitty

Brady, M. Ellen24

18 17

18 19

1835 Emmitsburg

S ister Agnes

18 14

18 16

1816

Emmitsburg

n.d.
n .d.

1799
c. 1794
1796

18 18
Emmitsburg

Green, Mary Rachael

1788

1859

Sister Mary Teresa

Harford CY, MD

Emmitsburg

Le Breton, Julia25

Sister Julia
Egan , Mary

26

n.d.

1801

1817

Sister Mary Teresa

Philadelphia

Emmitsburg

Marlow, Miss Belinda

n.d.

Sister Barbara

Southern Maryland

1834
New Orleans

21Sister to the second Sister Ellen Brady (1796-1818)
220ne of the four Trappestine nuns from a failed establishment recommended to the Sisters of
Charity by Rev. John Moranville of Baltimore. All were accepted by the Council in Emmitsburg
except Bridget Connolly whose health was an obstacle to admission; however, she remained a while
with the community in Saint Joseph' s Valley before her departure.
230ne of the four Trappestine nuns from a failed establishment recommended to the Sisters of
Charity
24 Sister to Sister Felicitas Brady
25 One of Elizabeth Seton's first boarders at the Paca Street school in Baltimore
26A sister to Rev. Michael Dubourgo, future president of Mount St. Mary' s. Their uncle was
Michael Eagan, O.F.M., (1767-1814), first bishop of Philadelphia.
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IS46

Shirley, Ann27
Shirley, Nanci8
Sister Clare

IS17

c.ISOI

Sister Magdalen
n.d.

IS17

ISI7

CanD, Miss Margaret Mary

n.d.

IS17

ISI7

Kelly. Mary

n.d.

ISI7

IS17

Flaut, Mary

n.d.

ISI7

IS17

Dougherty, Grace

n.d.

IS17

IS17

IS19

IS20

Gardner, Ann

nd

ISIS

n.d.

IS23

Sisler Ann Cecilia

Southern Maryland

Emmitsburg

Sister Benedicta

ISIS

IS17

1792

IS5S

of Philadelphia

Emmitsburg

17S6
Philadelphia

Emmitsburg

Butcher, ElizaJO

ISOO

IS49

of Philadelphia

Mobile. Alabama

Wagner, Mary

n.d.

ISIS

Sister Mary Elizabeth

Gennany

Emmitsburg

Doughlcss (Pougherty), Rachel

Sister Mary Paul
ISI9

Lacy, Eliza

Sister Mary Frances
Clark. Mrs. M. Eugenia Mestezzer
Sister Mary Xavier (Mother,

ISIS

ISIS

1818
IS20

1820
1821

ISIS

IS26

n.d.

IS21
Emmitsburg

Sister Teresa Mary

c 1797
of Baltimore

Emmitsburg

Henry, Mrs.

of Baltimore

Mills, Teresa

ISIS

IS61

Emmitsburg

I7SS
Baltimore

Jordan, Bridget (Biddey)

ISIS

177S
Phi ladelphia

ISIS

Emmitsburg

IS55
Emmitsburg

Sister Appollonia

IS12

n.d.

Santo Domingo

IS39-1~5)

ISIS

IS70

Sister Martina

Sister Mary Ignatius

IS17
ISIS

Mary29

Tomey, Teresa

IS17

IS76
Emmitsburg

Rivel, Mary

Sister Mary Augustine (Mother,
IS27-IS33)

ISI7

1797
St Mary' s CY,
Maryland

Sister Mary Joseph
Decount,

ISI7

IS46

Emmitsburg

Fish, Ann Cecilia

Parsons, Ann

ISIS

IS72
New York

1796

McGinnis, Mary

1790

Sister Mary Stanislaus

Ireland

Pord, Sarah (Sally)

Sister Aloysia
Doyle, Eliza
Sister Mary Benedicta

of Washington, DC
1792
of Georgetown

27Sister to Sister Claire Shirley. Became a New York Sister of Charity
'·Sister to Sister Magdalen Shirley
'9 Aunt of Sister Martina Butcher
"'Niece of Sister Mary Augustine Decount

IS20

IS39
Emmitsburg
IS21
Washington, DC
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1818

1818

1819

18 19

Ironside, Mary
n.d.

Langley, Eliza

Saint Mary's CY,
MD

Sister Mary Vincent
Doyle, Nancy

1788

1821

Sister Mary Ignatius

Georgetown

Emmitsburg

1799
Paradise Township,
PA

Dello[ne], Catherine

1819

Sister Mary Felicitas
Zwycr. Catherine
Sister Gabriella

1819

n.d.

1833

from Reading. PA

Emmitsburg

1791

1818

1819

Stanard, Mrs.

1819

1820

Steigers, Mary Ann
Sister Clotilda

n.d.

1819

1820

Hardy, Emily

n.d.

Dorsey, [Sarah] Ann

1805
Baltimore, MD

1820
1819

Virginia

Sister Marcellina
1833

1854

Detroit

Gibbons, Catharine

1857

Emmitsburg

n.d.

Sister Camilla
.~

Kennedy, Mary

1820

Sister Mary
Boyle, Jane

1820

Sister Bemardina (a.k.a. Sister

Bernard)
1820

1820

1820

1822

1820

Wischoff, Joanna

1804

1879
Emmitsburg

Alexandria, V A

n.d.

Sister Elizabeth

Tyler, Rosetta31

1792

1839

Sister Genevieve

Claremont, NH

Frederick, MD

n.d.

Sister Frances Xavier
Clark, Elizabeth

1819

1825
Emmitsburg

1801

Kreitz, Eve

Love, Mary Ann

1820

1800
Ireland

Sister Gertrude

1840

Saint Louis, MO

1780

1852

Philadelphia, PA

Emmitsburg

~,

1820

1821

Power, Sally
Sister Adeline

n.d.

1820

1823

Watkin, Ellen
Sjster Victoria

n.d.

1820

1823

Ford, Sophia
Sister Paulina

n.d.

31Three siblings also entered the Sisters of Charity in Emmitsburg in 1827: Sister Mary James
(1800,1830), Sister De Sales (1804,1899), and Sister Mary Beatrice (a.k.a. Victoria, 1809,1858)
who withdrew in 1837 and became a Visitation nun in Saint Louis.
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437,440,446,487,583,679,680, 694,
695,698,709, 715,750
Bainbridge, Commodore William: 530, 533,
537,539, 546, 561,564
Baltimore, Maryland: 2, 4, 5, 9, 27, 30, 33,
34,38, 39,44,47, 48, 52,54,56,58,60,
61,64,65,66,69,70,72,73,75,83,84,
86,88, 99, 100, 107, 114, 119, 120, 123,
124, 126, 127, 133, 134, 136, 144, 147,
148, 149,151 , 163, 170,171,172,177,
178, 179,184,189,198,219,220, 221,
225, 230, 232, 234, 235, 238, 239, 246,
251,253,254, 265,267,268,269, 275,
276,279,281,290,291,283,301 , 302,
303,304, 321 , 323,335,342, 349,350,

354, 358,361,369,372, 374, 375, 380,
381,386,387, 395,404,406, 411,413,
414,417,429,432,459,465, 477, 478,
482,484,488,490,491 , 496,497, 505,
506, 507, 510, 520, 530, 542, 555, 557,
559, 564, 573, 584, 629, 637, 642, 646,
650,653,657, 658, 664,670, 694, 713 ,
714, 717, 718, 720, 726,728,729,731,
732, 733, 762, 780-785
Baragazzi, Mrs.: 279
Baragazzi, Nicolo: 370
Bardstown, Kentucky: 58, 186, 666
Barry, Ann (Nancy): 10, 11,26, 32,49,51,
105, 193, 649
BalTY, James: 10, 49, 193,747
Bany, Joanna Gould (Mrs. James) : 10, 32, 49,
51,56,79,81,88,92, 105, 142, 158, 165,
186, 180, 192,193, 196, 576
Barry, Mary Ann (Mrs. Robert): 10, 14, 15,
79, 92, 120,124,132, 133,143, 154, 186,
415
Bany, Robert: 7, 10, 12, 15,81, 143, 146,
165,169,180,291,374, 375, 379,380,
383,388,416, 430,447,507,509,539,
543,557, 558,562,563, 565,576
Bayley, Andrew Barclay (half-brother): 4, 13,
80,84, 95, 100, 104, 117, 126
Bayley, Catherine (sister): 50
Bayley, Catherine White (Mrs. Richard)
(sister-in-law): 338, 345, 409
Bayley, Catherine Charlton (Mrs. Richard)
(mother): 12, 50
Bayley, Charlotte Barclay (Mrs. Richard)
(step-mother): 13, 50,72
Bayley, Grace Roosevelt (Mrs. Guy Carleton)
(sister-in-law): 72, 265
Bayley, Guy Carleton (half-brother): 72, 73,
99,265,289, 608,717, 722

-788Bayley, Rev. James Roosevelt (nephew): 72,
124, 224, 235
Bayley, Dr. Richard (father): 9, 12, 13, 50,
72,116,214,359,449,551,705
Bayley, Richard (half-brother): 287, 289, 338,
345,409,510,619
Bayley, Susannah LeConte (Mrs. William)
(grandmother): 50
Bayley, William Augustus (half-brother): 99,
510,539,545,547,618
Bayley, William (grandfather): 50
Bean, Sr. Scholastica: 612, 758, 783
Beeston, Rev. Francis: 88, 93, 101
Belgium: 271
Benevolent Organizations:
Ladies of Charity: 6
Lady Managers: 734, 735
Society for the Relief of Poor Widows
with Small Children: 8, 13, 17, 295,
737
Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary: 724
Bertrand, Felix: 320, 324, 334, 337, 358, 374,
376,388
Besancon, France: 6
Biblical References:
Abraham: 716
Acts: 453
Adam: 81, 716
Baruch: 606
Bible (Scriptures): 38,422,434,488
Cain: 778
Corinthians: 128,706,772,775,777
Daniel: 530, 590
Ecclesiastes: 109
Epistle: 384
Elijah: 119
Elisha: 119
Ephesians: 368, 569, 774, 776
Exodus: 23, 357, 776
Galatians: 271 , 775
Genesis: 467, 595, 692, 778
Habakuk: 568

Haggai: 351
Hebrews: 171,568
Isaiah: 7,127,415,421,530
James: 695, 696
Jeremiah: 21
Joel: 512
John: 21, 65, 187, 189,228,244,271,
322,384,453,500,508,631,695,
750, 774, 775, 778, 779
Judas: 778

Kings: 119, 394
Lamentations: 690
Luke: 2, 21 , 115,229,258,271,277,368,
369,384,390, 400, 411 , 419, 432,
466,494,499, 500,508,537,589,
593,600,603,607,623,644,657,
659,670,687,707,708,751,757,
773,778
Malachi: 776
Mark: 293, 332, 707
Matthew: 22,39,45,75, 92, 188, 210,
279,297,322,366,402, 406,425,
440,448,494,495,479,497,502,
536,573, 595,601,615,640,660,
686,687,707, 708,772, 776,778,
780
Micah: 606
Numbers: 569, 776
Peter: 119,629
Psalms: 21, 34, 37, 92,107,113,187,204,
215, 225,229, 290,325,327,357,
399,420,421 , 434,440, 442, 537,
606,614,630,684,707,710, 778,
779
Revelation: 1l3, 440, 588, 657, 690, 772
Romans: lB, 119,641 , 679
Philippians: 332,615
Song of Songs: 614
Timothy: 708
Tobit: 258, 299
Bickworth, Sr. Christiann: 783
Biographical Sketch of Edward Post, Esquire
(Guy Carelton Bayley): 608
Blue Ridge Mountains: 74,177, 226,255,
276
Boarman, George: 335, 337, 338, 495
Boarman, Sr. Mary Catherine: 335,495
Bonaparte, Jerome: 40 I
Bonaparte, Napoleon: 53, 88,105,185,189,
276,285,322,401,599,602,730
Book of Common Prayer: 638
Bordeaux, France: 7, 17,27,309,312,334,
339,349
Boston, Massachusetts: 251, 526, 530, 531,
544, 547,555,570, 572,582,583,590,
762
Bourdaloue, Rev. Louis: 29, 296
Boyle, Sr. Bernadina (aka Sr. Bernard): 785
Boyle, Sr. Elizabeth: 127,204,280,319,323,
327,370,400,406,414,487,588, 592,
667, 671,681,688,728,758, 761,762,
781

-789Brady, Sr. Angela (Ellen) (entered 1810):

c

323,342,474,549,590,683,714,728,

731,758,761,781
Brady, Sr. Ellen (entered 1817): 493, 549,
783
Brady, Sr. Felicita: 493,498,501,548,549,
611,612,681,759,783
Brady, Sr. Victoria: 782
Brawner, Sr. Samuel Anna: 389
Brawner, Sr. Hilary: 389
Brent, Ann Carroll (Mrs. Robert): 158
Brent, Daniel: 158,263,286,508,557,558,
564, 566, 569
Brent, Eleanor Carroll (Mrs. William): 158
Brent, Jane: 154,250, 654
Brent, John: 263, 266, 654
Brent, Robert: 263, 266
Brusle, Charlotte: 1,9,48
Brute, Rev. Simon, S.S.: 1,2,3,30,36,67,
79,100,112,124,131,155,156,159,
167,181,194,205,208,215,223,224,
226,228,229, 235, 242, 243, 249,
257-260,264,269,270,280,281,284,
289,291,291,293,295-29,299,300,
305,306,308,309,311,313,315-318,
320-322,327,328,330,336-339,344,
353,358,358,365,367-369,374,379,
390,393,395,397,401,403,405,416,
419,421,423,428-432,437,440,445,
448,453,454,466,470,479,480,488,
494,495,497,499,500,512,519,549,
561,566,567,583,588,591,593,597,
598, 606, 607, 620, 630, 631, 634, 635,
663, 666, 668, 671, 673, 678, 679, 681,
685-691,699,752,757, 764,765-71
Bunch, Mary Fitch Bayley (Mrs. Henry)
(half-sister): 99, 111, 132, 192,200,
211,214, 346,463,490,503,551,575,
605,608, 618, 620, 622, 632, 655
Bunch, Sir Henry (brother-in-law): 99, 503,
551,605,619
Burke, Margaret Carey Murphy: 114, 115
Burke, Sister Maria Murphy: 34,71,73,78,
81,114,115,119,229,230,713,714,
718, 720, 780
Butcher, Sr. Martina: 495, 506, 526, 784
Butler, Sr. Mary Ann: 76, 81, 249, 713, 718,
758,781
Byrne, Rev. John: 33, 105

Calvin, John: 498
Campbell, B. U.: 464, 522, 523
Canada: 17,552,593
Canadian Plan: 17, 18
Cann, Margaret Mary: 784
Cape Horn: 570, 582, 590, 605, 763
Carrare, Theresa: 741
Carrel, John: 617
Carroll, Charles (of Homewood): 286
Carroll, Charles (of Carrollton): 59, 66, 603,
609, 650, 695
Carroll, Charles: 266
Carroll, Charles of Baltimore: 579
Carroll, Charles and Mary Darnell (of
Annapolis): 43
Carroll, Harriet Chew (Mrs. Charles (of
Homewood)): 286
Carroll, Henry: 653
Carroll, Archbishop John: 7, 11, 12,29,43,
46,47,49,53,58,64,66,74,76,77,80,
81,86- 91, 94,101,105-108,119,127,
142, 146, 148, 149, 153, 154, 157-159,
1~1~1~1~lnl~I~I~

225,231,236,239,250,253,263,267,
283,284,286,291,300,328, 331,334,
335,341,348,357,360,361,469,714,
722,725,726,728,730,732,737,
745-748
Catholic Doctrine and Practice:
Agnus Dei: 32,401,537,685
Chaplet: 678
Communion Cross: 598, 685
Crucifix: 264, 318, 328, 329, 345, 366,
371,380,381,395,434-441,443-447,
456,462,466,483,506,518,519,
522,539,567, 598,676,677,701,
751-754,756,761,762
Holy Picture: 371
Holy Water: 125,344,381,440, 519,765
Indulgences: 25,259,316,343,401
Mass: 5, 7, 23, 27, 28, 32, 51, 55, 57, 69,
89,92,93, 121, 168, 173,218,221,
235,270,278, 296,310,317,320,
324-328, 336, 380, 390, 408, 428,
436,443,444,448,451,457,470,
479,483,487,489,526,6 .13,631,
667,714, 726,754,757,764,769
Medals: 319
Rosary: 678
Scapular: 659

-790Stations of the Cross: 384
Tabernacle (Christ's Presence in): 173,
180,203,204,223,230,244,275,
421,425,482, 644, 662, 683,
703-705,714,726, 729,732,736,
739,750,756,763,767,779
Catholicism: 2, 4, 8, 10, 17, 18, 22, 24, 29,
34,45,52,54,57,59,77,79,88,95,96,
105,117,126,129,134,172,188,193,
233,236,278,279,281,293-296,322,
325,332,334,357,368,371,374,376,
382,390,397,411,423-425,430,
452-454,457,462,464,469,470, 479,
480,488,489,492,498,500,517,573,
622,629,638,646,657,709,713,717,
722, 767, 772
Caton, Elizabeth: 465
Caton, Emily (Mrs, John McTavish): 43, 59,
133,147,169,186,207,520,545, 552,
603,625, 645,661,665
Caton, Louisa (Mrs, Hervey, then Mrs,Felton
Bathhurst): 43, 66, 67, 79, 91,93, 133,
176,186,207,308,312,398,518,542,
545,645,661
Caton, Mary Ann Carroll (Mrs, Robert
Peterson): 207, 542, 576, 620, 645
Caton, Mary Carroll (Polly) (Mrs, Richard):
43, 603, 609, 620, 626,. 653
Caton, Richard: 43, 59, 66, 220, 239, 542
Cauffman, Catherine: 345, 352, 475, 563,
574,588,604,605,617,657
Cauffman, Sarah: 224, 239, 248, 345, 475,
519,527,528,529, 530, 566,562,574,
583,587,588,604,605,617,657
Caussin, Nicholas, S.1,: 467, 470
Chance, Rev. John, S.S.: 613
Charlton, Dr. John (uncle): 50, 295, 562, 639,
651,652
Charlton, Mary de Peyster (Mrs. John) (aunt):
295,627,639,651
Charlton, Mary Bayeux (Mrs. Richard)
(grandmother): 295
Chariton, Rev. Richard (grandfather): 295,
639
Chatard, Charles: 198,218,220,230
Chatard, Emily: 222, 223,400,485,629,630,
631, 634, 666
Chatard, Ferdinand: 448, 538
Chatard, Frederick: 448, 487
Chatard, Henry: 222,448,487
Chalard, Sf. Julianna: 38

Chatard, Marie Fran90ise (Mrs. Pierre): 38.
198,218,220,221,222,223,225,230,
253, 269, 302, 304, 305, 360, 372, 394,
400,403,418,448,478,484,485 , 486,
487, 490, 496
Chatard, Dr. Pierre: 38, 70, 73,119,121,168,
198,218,220,222,223,225,234,238.
242,253,302, 400,403,429,437,444,
448,482,485,497,620,630,631,634,
718,726
Chateaubriand: 647
Chesapeake Bay: 4, 733
Cheverus, Rev. John: 17, 18, 47,49,52,55,
90, 129, 163, 164, 165, 189,278,296,
300, 331, 334, 341, 357, 451, 458, 468,
533,537,539, 540,547,555,558,560,
570-573,576, 592, 644
China: 328,607,657
Churches:
SI. Andrew, Episcopal, New York: 639
SI. Augustine, Catholic, Philadelphia: 5,
22
Eyler's Valley Methodist, Emmitsburg:
330
St. John, Catholic, Baltimore: 253
SI. Joseph, Catholic, Emmitsburg: 189,
315,512,587,720
St. Patrick, Catholic, Baltimore: 94
SI. Patrick, Catholic, New York: 502
SI. Paul, Episcopal, Philadelphia: 16
SI. Peter, Catholic, Baltimore: 163
SI. Peter, Catholic, New York: 5, 11, 17,
24,26, 33, 46, 105,424,503
Trinity, Catholic, Philadelphia: 733, 736
Trinity, Episcopal, New York: 295,425
Cincinnati, Ohio: 151, 251, 782
Clark, Sr. Mary Xavier (Eugenia Mestezzer):
92,526,528,533,567,616,646,657,
660, 664, 665, 669, 670, 672, 768, 769,
784
Clark, Sf. Gertrude: 785
Clay, Henry: 266

Cloriviere, Rev. Joseph, S.S.: 120, 727
C1ossy, Sf. Susan: 76, 81,96,97,119,120,
121, 122, 133,208,209,267,268,283,
287, 311,321 , 323,325,334,365,366,
370,383-385,406-408,427,439,452,
519,527,533,540,565,587,613,616,
646,664,666,670,677,713,714,718,
719,720,725,726,727,758, 769,781
Coale, Mary Ann: 194
Coale, Sally: 194.250

-791Common Rule of the Daughters of Charity:
58,157,165,185,194-196
Concanen, Bishop Richard, O.P.: 129
Conewago, Pennsylvania: 640, 659, 670, 783
Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul: 730
Connolly, Bishop John, O.P.: 493, 494, 523,
590
Connolly, Bridget: 783
Conroy, Teresa: 251,258,283,321,345,350,
351, 354,730,758, 782
Cooper, .Tames: 6 I
Cooper, Rev. Samuel: 24, 30, 54, 57, 58, 59,
61,64,76,107,118,241,246,254,464,
479,480,511,525,565,571,593
Corbet, Sr. Jane: 127,725,781,782
Corcoran, Mary Ann: 783
Codoing, Bemard, C.M.: 607
Corish, Sr. Benedicta (Cecilia): 46, 257, 258,
259,782
Corish, Sr. Camilla (Camilla Jane): 46, 257,
758,782
Corish, Sr. Veronica (aka Sr. M. Antonio)
(Margaret): 46, 257, 782
Council, Council Minutes: 77, 141,283,319,
323,505,514,611,612,640,664,758,
760,780
Cox, Charlotte Sitgreaves (Mrs. James): 1, 10,
16,39,41-44,43,60,63,84,95,134,160,
161,169,177,191,216,228,239,242,
247,264,274,287,340,405,476,529,
542,552, 608, 643, 655
Cox, James: 41, 377
Craig, Charlotte Amei1ia Bayley (Emma)
(Mrs. William) (half-sister): 63, 99, 346,
575
Craig, Helen Bayley (Mrs. Samuel)
(half-sister): 13,25,49,99, 111, 132,
200,265, 346, 453, 463, 503, 550, 565,
576, 605, 655
Craig, Samuel (brother-in-law): 13, 28, 49,
50,60,85,99, 110, 111, 123, 128, 182,
192,265,266,299,346,551,618,655
Craig, William (brother-in-law): 2, 99, 110,
111,123,128,131, 154, 164, 174, 183,
200, 214, 265, 266, 299, 346, 453
Curson, Richard (husband's grandfather): 35,
478
Custerman, Dedderick: 519

D
Daddisman, Sf. Martha (Louisa): 541, 584,
616,647,667,672,677,782
David, Rev. John, S.S.: 58, 75, 87, 91,
106-108,120,122,140,145,148, 151,
157-159, 165, 172, 178. 179, 183, 185,
283,714,727,728,730
de Saint Cesaire, Madame: 339, 347
de Vogluzen, Marguerite Armand Dubourg: 9
Decount, Sr. Mary Augustine (Mary): 495,
506,526,533,616,626,664, 671,784
Delaruse, Celanirc: 10. 33, 37
Delaware: 225, 226, 354
Dello[ne], Sr. M. Felicitas (Catherine): 785
Deluol, Rev. Louis, S.S.: 633, 667
Denmark: 16,241,308,355,379
Depestrc, Louise: 543, 604
Depestre, Mary: 604
Detroit, Michigan: 785
Dirvin, Rev. Joseph, C.M.: 268
Disease, Illness and Treatment:
Ague/Fever: 57,96,97, 174, 197, 198,
199,200,204,214,217,261
Bleeding: 70, 562, 564
Blister: 393, 395, 404, 724, 725
Boils: 197-200
Cholera: 495, 719
Rheumatism: 36, 199,394,549,551
Tuberculosis: 3, 32, 35, 37,44,70,84,93,
94,96, 101, 116, 125, 131, 142, 161,
168,169,170,172-174,178,200,
201,203,211,218,223,232- 234,
238,247,260,276,287,312,314,
318,321,34],345,366,369,372,
376, 378,391,393,394,400,407,
420,432,443,456,463,466,476,
484,544, 564,567,574,578,581,
585,586,590,717, 731,750,751,
767
Yellow Fever: 50, 495
Dorsey, Sf. Marcellina (Sarah Ann): 785
Dougherty, Grace: 784
Doughless (Fougherty), Sf. Mary Paul
(Rachel): 784
Doyle, Sr. Mary Benedicta (Elizabeth): 784
Doyle, Sf. Mary Ignatius (Nancy): 785
Dreams: 141, 167,201,206,219,246,266,
292,329,339,340,381,392,440,476,
587,590,630,680,689
Dubois, Rev. John, S.S.: 61, 62, 74, 75, 77,
78,81,87,100,104,113,114,118,

-792121-123,130,139,141,142,149,157,
159, 161, 173, 178, 179, 184, 185, 186,
194, 195, 196, 198,200,203,208,229,
231,237,246,257,259,262,267,279,
280,281,290,302,315,316,320,321,
323,329,331,336,337,342,349,351,
353,359,369,376,381,386,390,391,
392,396,400,420,421,427,428,430,
435,437,439,440,446,453,464,487,
493,496,502,506,513,555,557,561,
562, 564-566, 572, 573, 578, 591, 594,
607,613,620,628,635,651,658,660,
664,665,668,670,671,679,686,691,
697,714,718,720,721,724,726,730,
745,746,749,753,761,765,766, 767
Dubourg, Louise Elizabeth (Aglae): 10,32,
33, 37, 42, 59
Dubourg, M. Louise Frances: 10
Dubourg, Rev. William, S.S.: 6,9,12,17,21,
24,28,29,30,33,35, 40,47,48,52,54,
55,59,62,65,68,71,77,80,83,84,86,
87,90,91,120, 142,148,163,184, 189,
206,207,279,374,420,479,508,644,
697,714,718,719,720,721,723,728,
729,730
Ducass, Dominica: 413, 415, 486
Duffy, Sr. Agnes (Catherine): 284, 781
Duhamel, Rev. Charles: 164,311,316,317,
319,320,331,384,420,500,512,526,
566,651
Duncan, Julian: 352, 574, 657, 663
DuPavillon, Charles: 60, 83, 97, 103, 11 0,
133,138 ,147,148,162,173,185,191
Dupleix, Catherine (Mrs. George): I, 8, 49,
51,98,105,123,136,154,164,170,171 ,
182,183,192,199,210,214,217,218,
227,233,235,252,254,265,278,299,
346, 353, 366, 367, 407, 408, 451, 452,
463,503,535,545,551,554,605,622,
655,660
Dupleix, Captain George: 8, 11,26,36,49,
51,56,57,99,105,136,139,164,174,
192,367,407-409,453,622,660

E
Easton, Pennsylvania: 39, 95, 177,190,263
Ecce Homo (Picture): 384, 434, 442
Edgeworth, Maria: 430
Education: 61,179, 189, 195,206
Egan, Sr. Mary Teresa (Mary): 316,783

Egan, Bishop Michael, O.F.M.: 164, 165,
194, 560, 572, 651, 657, 667, 783
Elder, Rev. Alexius: 318,613
Elder, Basil Spalding: 236
Elder, Charles (of Baltimore): 318
Elder, Rev. George: 666
Elder, Guy (of Emmitsburg): 318
Elder, Sf. Helena (Elenor): 237, 381
Elections: 714, 731, 760, 761
Embargo: 16,44, 60, 85, 88, 732, 734, 736
Emmitsburg, Maryland: 1,2,6,24,34, 58,
59,61, 69, 74, 75, 81,120,140,144,145,
167,170,179,225,236,241,255,254,
265, 268, 278, 293, 343, 344, 354, 490,
559,561,582,583,681,713,719,
720-732, 780-785
Episcopal Church: 9,17,295,373,488
Etienne, Rev. John Baptiste, C.M.: 633
Europe: 99, 263, 273, 289, 291, 300,311,
315,325,326,327,338,339,468,469,
480,491,520,521,576,603,642

F
Faerie Queen (Spencer): 85
Farquhar, Eliza (Mrs. James) (aunt): 4, 35,
101,117
Farquhar, Eliza (Zide) (cousin): 1,4,8,22,
23,24, 26, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 65, 72
Farquhar, James (uncle): 4, 35,101,117
FarreJl, Sr. Bridget: 251, 280, 295, 316, 319,
480, 533, 541, 688, 730, 758, 782
Fenwick, Rev. Benedict, S.J.: 664
Fenwick, Rev. Edward, O.P.: 129
Fenwick, Rev. Enoch, S.J.: 408, 664
Filicchi, Amabilia Baragazzi (Mrs. Antonio):
10, 20,27,29,47,278,279,290,298,
341,357,360,370,382,387,390,391,
392,430,457, 469,472,480, 508, 573,
579,580,592,603,644,651
Filicchi, Antonio: 10, 15, 16,24,27,39,44,
46, 48, 53-55, 124, 126, 128, 130, 131,
142,148,187,188,189,266,276-79,
289-91,297-301,308,329,332, 333,
334,336,338,340,341,346,348,349,
355,356-359,367,369,376,382,389,
391,392, 399,423,430,448,456,458,
468,469,471,472,473,476,477,479,
480,491,496,505,507,510,534,539,
572,579,592,594,622,643, 644,651,
654,668,669,670

-793Filicchi, children (Antonio and Amabilia's):
20, 27, 29, 130,278, 334, 335, 357, 383,
387,392,398,455,469,470,472,508,
580,621,687
Filicchi, Filippo: 17,27,29,45, 47,52,54,
89,90, 116, 124, 130,277,279,297-301,
331 - 334, 336, 338, 341, 346-349, 356,
359,367,369,370, 376,382,383,387,
390, 392, 398, 399,403, 423,445,448,
455, 457,458,471,573,579
Filicchi Firm: 4, 17,46, 72, 85, 92, 116, 123,
124,128,146,189,291,300,302, 306,
334,336, 339,347,358,363,371,373,
376,379,388,389,392,408,416,417,
458,419,448, 468,477,478,491,497
503,505,534,542,571,581
Filicchi, Georgio: 27, 278, 290, 298
Filicchi, Mary Cowper (Mrs. Filippo): 17,47,
54, 191,279,298,333,360,370,382,
448,579,581
Filicchi, Nicolino: 290
Filicchi, Rosina: 644
Filicchi, Patrizio: 298,644
Fish, Sr. Ann Cecilia: 784
Flaget, Rev. Benedict, S.S.: 2, 58, 87, 129,
157,165,178,183,186,237
Flaut, Mary: 784
Fleming, Robert: 61,76
Florence, Italy: 7, 19,47,579,581,687
Flowers: 173, 183,482,483,610
Exogonium Purga: 350
Honeysuckle: 193
Jasmine: 217, 414
Laurels: 327
Lilac: 646
Lilies: 604
Lily of the Valey: 217
Morning Glories: 193
Myrtles: 217
Roses: 218, 231, 484, 485, 487, 564
Violets: 217, 431, 483, 604
Fontainbleau, France: 105,276
Ford, Sr. Aloysia (Sarah): 784
Ford, Sr. Mary Magdelen (Monica): 672
Ford, Sr. Paulina (Sophia): 785
Fournier, Fran~oise-Victoire Dubourg: 7, 8, 9,
14,19,22,30,163,719
Fox, children (Mary, Jane, Eliza): 407, 415,
417,426,450,482,483,485,489, 493,
501,509,511,512,514,525,548,554,
556,570

Fox, Elizabeth (Mrs. Robert): 407, 415, 417,
426,451,485,486,487,489,493,501 ,
509,511,512,514,548,556
Fox, Robert: 407, 415, 426, 450, 482, 489,
493,497,501,505,509,511,514,525,
543, 548, 554, 555, 570, 590
France: 2, 6, 16,27,38,44,53,74,78, 185,
206,289,291,299, 300, 308, 313, 338,
398,421,481,496,505,517,542,543,
553,555,559,566,607,617,632,786
Frederick, Maryland: 74, 75,122,134,271,
327,429,541,624, 692,714,758,780,
781 , 782, 785
French Embassy: 45, 53

G
Gardner, Ann: 784
Gartland, Sr. Jane Frances (Mary): 240, 515,
568,613,616,620,646,657,659,660,
666,671,681
Gaston, Hannah and Susan: 640, 651
Genoa, Italy: 339, 344
George, Sr. Margaret Farrell: 251, 258, 294,
307,319,323,370,385,396,400,406,
480, 498, 518, 521, 541, 556, 565, 578,
588,592,611,613,615,616,622,623,
665,671,728,730,758,761,762,780,
782
Georgetown College (Washington, D.C.): 4,
7,14,19,26,30,46, 61,105,469,481,
646,664
Germany: 784
GettYSburg, Pennsylvania: 584, 698
Ghent, France: 266
Gibbons, Cardinal James: 541, 782
Gibbons, Sr. Camilla (Catherine): 785
Gibralter: 668
Giles, General Aquila: 608
Gillespie, Maria: 385, 543
Gobillon, Nicholas, C.M. : 607
Gottsberger, Ellen: 501, 502, 551
Gottsberger, George: 383, 388, 428, 50 I, 502
Grassi, Rev. John, S.J.: 480
Great Britain: 8,9, 39,44, 50, 53, 116,228,
285,290,311,314,321,398,553,579,
580,605, 608,618,648
Green, Sr. M. Teresa (M. Rachael): 783
Grenoble, France: !O5
Grim, Charles: 278, 452
Grim, Eliza: 8,26, 30, 32, 34, 66, 278, 452

-794Grover, George: 236, 496,540,555,557,564,
667
Gruber, Sf. Ann: 714, 728, 758, 781
Guadeloupe: 60, 110, 138
Guerin, Sf. (Magdalene): 207,454,729,755,
758,781,782

H
Hamilton, Alexander: 22
Handlen, Sr. Lucy (M. Margaret): 783
Hanover, Pennsylvania: 640,670
Hardy, Emily: 785
Harper, Catherine Carroll (Mrs. Robert): 43,
206,245,257,261,262, 286,288,307,
461,505, 516,520,521,523,550, 553,
555,569, 576,578,579,581,593,603,
610,625,626,636,641,646,648,649,
651,652,658,665,669,673
Harper, Charles: 207, 212, 262, 504, 521,
523,636
Harper, children: 220, 342, 550, 569, 579,
581 , 592,650, 656
Harper, Elizabeth: 43, 205, 257, 384, 460,
464, 516,518,520, 523, 543,544,550,
553, 578, 603, 609, 626, 636, 642, 646,
648,651,652, 658,660,669,673
Harper, Emily: 43, 205, 257, 485, 577, 603,
609,625, 636, 642,646,648, 649,651,
652, 658, 660, 669, 673
Harper, Mary Diana: 154,205,206,212,245,
257,261,262,282,288, 307,398,461,
504, 505, 516,517,520, 523,542, 543,
545,553,555,610,636,642
Harper, Robert Goodloe: 43, 205, 206, 212,
220, 245,257, 261,282, 285,288, 307,
398, 416, 460, 464, 483, 504, 505, 516,
518, 520,522,533,539, 542,543,550,
553 , 555,557,560,561 , 564,576, 577,
579,580, 603, 609, 611 , 624,625,636,
642,648, 651 , 652,658, 668,669,670,
673,679, 747
Harris, Sf. Joachim: 719
Harris, Rev. William: 9
Hartwell, Martha: 783
Havanna, Cuba: 655
Henry, Mrs.: 784
Hickey, Rev. John, S.S.: 331, 317, 320, 323,
325, 326, 330, 359, 438, 482, 497, 535,
538, 602, 612,614,615, 634, 637,640,
658,666, 690

Hickey, Sf. William Anna (Eleanor): 482,
536,602,614,615 , 640,659
Hickey, William: 536, 614, 659, 763
Hobart, Rev. Henry: 295 , 488
Holland: 35
Holy Court (Caussin): 467, 470
Hudson River: 34, 309
Hughes, James: 75, 140
Hughes, Rev. John: 127
Hunter, Df. William: 50
Hurley, Rev. Michael, O.S.A.: 1, 5,6,7,23,
25,26, 32, 46, 66, 254, 734
Hymns: 213,470
Adoram",. Te Christe: 34,487
Ave: 204
Come Let Us Life OUI' Joyful Eyes: 319,
440
Contemplation of Heaven: 319
Gloria,.: 204
Hymn to the Holy Spirit: 431
Methodist Hymn: 690
o What Could My Jesu,. Do More: 76
Pange Lingua: 102
Tantum Ergo: 102
Te Deum: 27, 188,204,311,325,431,
512, 567
Thou Wilt Show Me the Path .. .: 440
Venite: 204
Hymnsfor Use of the Catholic Church in the
United States: 213, 319

I
Incorporation of Sisters of Charity in State of
Maryland: 205, 212, 464, 758, 759
Imitation of Christ (1\ Kempis): 29,738, 739
Introduction to the Devout Life (Francis de
Sales): 151
Ireland: 5, 8, 10, 12, 13,124,142,151, 240,
251 , 258, 660, 781,786
Ironside, Mary: 785
Issy, France: 58

Italy: 2, 28, 47, 130, 188,271,279, 302, 309,
312, 339, 351, 369, 429, 455, 488, 505,
506,507,518,579,580, 668,709

J
Jackson, General Andrew: 306
Jamaica: 13, 84, 95
Jamison, Catherine (Sf. Ambrosia of the
Heart of Mary, O.C.D.): 692
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Jamison, Henry: 327,429
Jamison, Mary: 226
Jefferson, Thomas: 16, 383
Jerusalem: 678, 690
Jordan, Dominic: 186, 351, 354, 420
Jordan, Mary (Mrs. Dominic): 351,420,672
Jordan, Sf. Ann Francis (Fanny): 151 , 179,
186,251,354,386,420,518,546, 611,
613,615, 617, 714, 728,758,770, 781
Jordan, Sf. (Bridget): 186,351,420,672,784

K
Kaskaskia, Illinois: 389
Kelly, Mary: 784
Kelly, Thomas: 30
Kempis, Thomas a: 29, 739
Kennedy, Sf. Mary: 785
Kenny, James: 454, 480, 631
Kentucky: 129, 159, 178, 183, 283
King, Elizabeth: 697
Knox, John: 498
Kohlmann, Rev. Anthony, S.J.: 46, 66
Kreitz, Sf. Elizabeth (Eve): 658, 667, 785

L
Lacy, Sf. M. Frances (Elizabeth): 784
Lancaster, Pennsylvania: 530, 733
Langley, Sf. M. Vincent (Elizabeth): 672,785
Last Will and Testament: 167,246,486,673,
770,771
LeBreton, Sf. Julia (Julia): 37 , 76,83, 612,
718, 783
Leghorn (Livorno),ltaly: 4,10, 17,45,47,
72,85,87,89,116,124,191,279,281,
289, 290,291,302, 332,334,335,
337-339,344,345,346,347,349,358,
359,367,370,373, 387,402,453,458,
477,478,503,506,524, 539,542,573,
579,581,603,605, 611 , 650,670, 687,
488, 490
Liddle, Mrs.: 783
Life ot"Louise de Marillac (Gobillon): 607
Life of Mrs. Eliza A. Seton (White): 701-711
Life of Vincent de Paul (Abelly): 607
Liturgical Year and Feast Days:
Advent: 204, 361, 703, 743
All Saints: 431 , 438, 513, 521 , 589
All Souls: 439
Annunciation : 470

Ascension: 322, 324
Assumption: 23, 248, 249, 338, 418, 664
Christmas: 76,94, 96, 203,204, 444, 597,
599,631,637, 703,741 , 749,771
Corpus Christi: 6, 326, 411 , 614, 736
Easter: 64, 265, 269, 316, 318, 382-384,
388,4 18,475, 538, 540, 644
Ember Days: 325
Epiphany: 259, 296, 768, 769
First Friday: 388, 567
Good Friday: 244, 474, 727
Good Shepherd: 687
Holy Family: 166,221,224,269,277,765
Holy Innocents: 291
Holy Name: 258, 749
Holy Saturday: 727
Holy Thursday: 727
Holy Week: 265, 267, 690, 713, 727
Immaculate Conception: 595,633
Lent: 178, 522, 644, 663
Leper Sunday: 419
New Year's Day: 598
Pentecost: 322, 323
Purification: 521, 750
Rogation Days: 321, 322, 397
Rosary Sunday: 427
St. Agnes: 25
St. Ambrose: 596
St. Andrew: 630
St. Augustine: 667
St. Anthony: 32j9
St. Barnabas: 328, 329
St. Clare: 25
St. Elizabeth: 589
St. Elizabeth of Hungary: 360
St. Francis of Assisi: 25
St. Francis de Sales: 600, 683
St, George: 180
St. Ignatius Loyola: 77,756
St. Jerome Emiliani: 569
St. John the Apostle: 97
St. John of God: 754
St. John the Evangelist: 292
St. Joseph: 112,316,3 18,376, 393,474,
537,605
St. Louise de Marillac: 757
St. Martin: 446, 629
St. Mathias: 468, 695
St. Pascal: 433
St. Peter and Paul: 405, 410, 656
St. Peter: 488
St. Peter Nolasco: 749
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SI. Scholastica: 315
S1. Simon and Jude: 353
St. Steven: 453
St. Teresa: 351 , 352, 435, 436, 443
St. Valentine: 465
SI. Vincent de Paul: 97, 568, 660, 749
Transfiguration: 280
Trinity Sunday: 311, 325, 480
Visitation: 411 , 567, 659, 744
Whitsunday: 271, 322, 324, 434, 557
Liverpool, England: 555, 573, 618
Livers, John: 321, 733
Llewellyn, Sf. Mary Joseph: 400, 783
London, England: 376,577,580
Longmere, Madame: 24, 32, 36
Louisiana: 4, 6, 8, 420, 508, 644, 730
Love, Sr. Frances Xavier (Mary Ann): 664,
785
Luther, Martin: 498

M
Madeira, Spain: 11 , 32, 34, 105
Maitland, James (brother-in-law): 31
Mantauban, France: 6, 24
Manufactory: 58, 59, 62
Marechal, Bishop Ambrose, S.S.: 469, 481,
505,514,566, 580,583 , 592,596, 598,
670
Markow, Mehitabel Cox (Mrs. John): 242,
362, 377, 404, 529
Marlow, Sr. Barbara (Belinda): 783
Marseilles, France: 339, 344, 346, 347, 349,
359
Martinique: 163, 207, 728, 781, 782
Mary, the mother of Jesus: 51, 81, 104, 105,
112, 115, 128, 140, 167,204,228,260,
329,343,358,381,399,420,437,441,
444,474,676, 685,710,729, 741,751,
753, 755, 756, 758, 765, 766, 780, 78l
Maryland: 57, 59, 73,121,128,164,177,
212,226,271,285,413,419,592,733,
783,784
Massachusetts: 47, 55,129, 151,164,296,
331,334,347, 387
Matignon, Rev. Francis: 17, 18,49,52,55,
90,129,592
McCarty, Mr.: 367, 396, 402, 416, 463, 509,
511
McGerry, Sr. Mary Eulalia: 327
McGinnis, Sf. M. Stanislaus (Mary): 784

McMeal, Anna: 375, 620
McMeal, Margaret: 375,620
McVickers, Mr. and Mrs. John: 154,217,575
Memoirs of Mrs. S... : 488
Milan, Italy: 27
Mills, Teresa Mary: 784
Mobile, Alabama: 785
Montgomery, Rachel: 253, 254, 499, 734, 735
Montreal, Canada: 18, 34, 780
Moon, Dr.: 460
Moore, Dr. Daniel: 232
Moore, Dr. Robert: 167, 232, 486, 772
Moore, Dr. Sam: 486
Moranville, Rev. John: 94, 280, 400, 465,
524, 660, 783
Morris, Andrew: 17, 18,23
Mount St Mary' s College and Seminary
(Emmitsburg): 2, 4, 62, 71, 74, 75, 79,
83,84, 113, 131, 137, 148, 173, 194, 198,
207,218,220,229,232, 252,258,262,
266,267,284,286,290,293, 301,303,
304,313,315,316,320,326,327,328,
335, 337, 342, 354, 374, 375, 380,
384-386,388,391,394,396,397,401,
408,414, 429,448,452,474,480,487,
490,491,495- 497,504,508,511,521,
523,533,538,540,546, 547,654,561,
562,566,575, 582,607,613,616,628,
653,695,718,722,725,727-729,731,
761,783
SI. Mary' s Mountain: 4, 62, 74-76,100,
104,110,126,131,137,138,145,
160,172,183,189,226,278,324,
326,423,457,587,619,632, 675,
676, 707, 718, 755
Mulherrin, Sr. Aloysia (Margaret): 783
Mullan, Sr. Agatha (Elizabeth): 783
Mullanphy, John: 151,782
Mullen, Sr. Catherine (Kitty): 76, 77, 79, 83,
93,102,179,187,236,251,284,341,
342,348, 713,714,719,720, 726, 755,
781
Mullen, Rev. James: 497, 561, 781
Mullen, Sally: 342, 348
Murphy, Teresa: 783
Murray, John and Sons: 10, 18,28,40,47, 85,
88, 123, 128, 290, 391 , 468,469
Murray, Julia: 783
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Nabbs, Sf. Anastasia (Ann): 15,69,76,319,
321,539,541,718,766,769,782
Nagot, Rev. Charles, S.S.: 6,69,71,86,91,
107,120
Naples, Italy: 129
Native Americans (Indians): 572, 593
Algonquin: 572
Iroquois: 572
Malectite: 572
Micmac: 572
Passamaquoddy: 572
Woodland: 572
Neale. Rev. Charles: 469
Neale, Rev. Leonard, S.J.: 469, 481, 505
Nelson, Ann (Smith): 194, 195,250,284,
330, 342, 349, 559, 747
Nelson, Henrietta (Smith): 742
New Hampshire: 785
New Haven, Connecticut: 35
New Jersey: 48, 72
New Orleans, Louisiana: 24, 28, 151, 243,
279,730,781,783
New York, New York: 36,50,74,75,84,94,
96,99,100,105,116,124,147,151,154,
162,167,170,174,191, 192,199,217,
218,225,234, 238, 252, 264, 266, 278,
299,300,309,314,315,317,320,337,
338,345,346,360,366, 374,382,387,
425,428,452,453, 454,455,463, 465,
473,477,482,493,494,496,502, 503,
507,509,510,512,525,531,532,535,
537,541,542,545,546,553,555,556,
559, 563, 565, 575, 580, 588, 595, 605,
618,623,632,644,651,655,660,713,
717,718,722, 724,725,737,762,
780-785
Sister of Charity Missions in New York:
73,127,151,251,258,496,518,541,
573,611,613, 616,644,647,666,
671
Nice, France: 344
Nicholson, Judge Joseph Hooper: 46, 59
Nicholson, Rebecca: 59, 350
Norfolk, Virginia: 151,582-584,668,670
North Carolina: 646, 651
Novitiate: 58, 75, 76, 83, 96, 104, 127, 151,
207,236,245,247,251,259,316,351,
506,640,647,664,731,782

o
Ogden, Abraham: 374, 382, 409, 417, 426
Ogden, Gouverneur (brother-in-law): 22, 95,
189, 294, 382, 397
Olier, Rev. Jean, S.S.: 2, 691, 705
Olive, Mrs.: 299, 300, 329, 632
O'Connor, Sr. Agnes (Margaret): 647, 783
O'Conway, Anna: 90, 596, 694, 695
O'Conway, Sf. Cecilia Veronia (later Mother
Marie of the Incarnation, O.S.U.): 34, 37,
59,67,70, 74,75,76,77,81,83, 91, 112,
140,144,145,150,152,155,159,167,
202,204,258, 280, 293, 294, 325, 384,
398,400,419,432,440,493,498,501,
502,503,506,513,515,525,567,568,
589,597,595,597,600,611,612,613,
617,622,630,673,681,682,685,688,
694,695,713,718,720,726,737,739,
749, 758, 780
0' Conway, Columkill: 74,114,152,155
0' Conway, Isabella Editha: 9, 37, 67, 71, 76,
90, 114, 141, 145,596,694,718
0' Conway, James: 90, 114, 144, 150
0' Conway, Joseph: 68, 70, 71, 74, 90, 141,
152,279, 513,694
0' Conway, Matthias: 67, 70, 71, 74, 90, 112,
139,140,143,151,159,513,514,595,
596, 612, 693
O'Conway, Peter: ] 14,151,562,596,694
0' Conway, Rebecca Archer (Mrs. Matthais):
67,71,74, 113, 114, 151, 142, 152,596,
612,694
Olier, Rev. Jean Jacques, S.S.: 691

p
Paca Street: 6, 33, 67, 73,83,172,486,414,
612, 782-784
Pacific Ocean: 570, 573, 650
Paranguc, Captain: 344, 346, 347, 416
Parent's Assistant, or Stories for Children
(Edgeworth): 430
Paris, France: 26,29,58, 65
Parsons, Sr. Benedicta (Ann): 616, 670, 672,
784
Patapsco River: 5
Patterson, Mrs. : 63
Pecker, Kitty: 783
Pederson, Peter:
16,212,231,238,241,273,312,355,362,373
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Christian Virtue (Rodriguez): 721
Peru: 643
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 5, 10, 30, 34, 39,
41,44,46,54,60,63,66,70,75,76,118,
147, 151,162,164,177,190,203,226,
236,240,241,254,286,287,308,316,
317, 321, 343, 345, 349, 351, 352, 354,
358, 362, 434, 442, 488, 495, 496, 520,
525,526,530,531,532,534,535,546,
560,562,566,580, 588,608,612,617,
626,645,650,667,678,713,718,732,
733, 780-785
Sisters of Charity Missions in Philadelphia: 75,76, 151 , 258,283,287,308,
317,345,350,354,378,386,434,
518,527,573,612, 613,616,645,
647,666
Physick, Dr. Philip Syng: 343, 345, 354, 369,
468,469
Pilch, Eliza: 483, 485
Pisa, Italy: 10, 116, 335, 355, 370, 371,445,
687
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: 127,780,781
Plunkett, Abbe Peter: 20, 47, 279
Pope: 276, 401, 495
Pope, Alexander: 305, 384, 492
Pope Pius VII: 105, 181,276,769
Port Tobacco, Maryland: 271, 692
Portugal: 643
Post, Catherine Charlton (niece): 12,214,
490,554
Post, Edward (nephew): 12, 338, 376, 608
Post, Emile (niece): 12
Post, Eugene (nephew): 12
Post, Lionel (Leo) (nephew): 12,397,409,
455,460,546,559,561,565,608,622,
632, 652, 655
Post, Mary Bayley (Mrs, Wright) (sister): 9,
12,22,49,50,72,98, 132, 164, 174, 182,
183,200,214,220,225,226,238,253,
264,265,266, 309, 312, 338, 345, 357.
359,367,374,376,390.397,409,423,
428,451,460,477,482.490,535,539.
542,554, 556, 572, 585, 608, 632, 655,
675
Post, Mary Elizabeth (niece): 12
Post, Richard Bayley (nephew): 12
Post, Dr, Wright (brother-in-law): 2, 9, 12,
17, 18.23,32,50.200,214,220,225,
232,311,314,321,338,345,376,424,
453.490, 554, 572, 585

Power, Sr. Adeline (Sally): 785
PrayerlPraying: 78, 87, 106,202,260,298,
310,315.357.365,382-384,393,397,
406,417,427,431,434,438,440.448,
449,452,454,457,514,522,526,532,
538,541,543.569,596,644,662,670,
679,680,684, 694, 703, 732, 742, 743,
745.767
Prayers:
Act of Contrition: 588
Adoration: 280, 320, 419, 483, 506, 526,
551 ,634,734,755
Angelus: 25, 280, 343, 381, 738
Anima Christi: 434. 756, 769, 770
Aspirations: 384,438
Benediction: 7, 65, 267, 280, 294, 325.
326,385,418,419,487,634,755
Benedicte: 326
Contemplative Prayer: 703
Creed: 774
Divine Office: 3, 132, 323. 439
Doxology: 399, 512
Evening Prayers: 739, 757
Examination of Conscience: 31. 738
Hail Mary: 292, 399, 470, 646, 738, 744
Holy, Holy, Holy: 205
Holy Hour: 734
Kyrie Eleison: 7
Litanies: 29. 34, 204, 325, 432, 433, 442,
688,753,757,765
Magnificat: 483, 567, 767, 757
Meditation: 78.275,401,433,470,482,
634, 703, 738, 744, 754
Melllorare: 414, 483, 755
Miserere: 4, 756
Novena: 115,420
Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary: 470
O"r Father: 292, 399
Prayer of Pius VII: 770
Psalms: 34, 132,767
Rosary: 146.537,584,589,598, 738,739,
743
Sign of the Cross: 344.433,440,601
Spiritual Reading: 530, 578
Stations of the Cross: 167
Veni Sancte: 325

Vespers: 3,4,7,34,267,294,325,419,
457,470,725, 756
Visit to Blessed Sacrament: 24

Vocal Prayer: 738
Protestant Demonimatiolls: 276,423- 425,
430, 500, 638, 659
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Anglican: 644
Lutheran: 497
Methodist: 330,424
Presbyterian: 498, 638
Quaker: 39,424,638
Protestant Reformation: 498
Protestant students: 329

Q
Quinn, Sf. Martina (Mary): 96, 97,122,317,
370, 725, 781

R
Raborg, Goddard: 303, 353
Radford, Thomas: 167,200,353, 359,772
Recreational Activities:
Drawing: 124,397,404,576,740
Jumping Rope: 559
Knitting, Spinning, Weaving: 83, 98, 128,
172, 199,463, 726
Painting: 408, 411
Playing: 255,403,511,559,576,738
Playing Ball: 383
Reading: 14,576,652,653, 700
Riding Horses: 201 ,616,624,646
Sewing: 581, 700, 728, 740
Story Telling: 372
Wagon Rides: 202
Walks: 31,100,161,215,344,384,559
Redmond, James: 26, 29, 32, 36, 64, 66
Reilly, Ann: 783
Religious Communities:
Carmelites: 271, 692
Cistercians: 480
Company of St. Ursula (Ursulines): 28,
34,499
Congregation of the Mission: 420, 508
Order of St. Augustine: 5
Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans): 390
Order of Preachers (Dominicans): 129,
294
Poor Clares: 25
Sisters of Mercy: 3
Society of the Holy Ghost: 164
Society of Jesus (Jesuits): 10,46,281,
368, 640, 664, 670
Society of the Priests of St. Sulpice
(Sulpicians): 6,11,14,22,25,28,52,
74,90, 91 , 98, 129,137,148, 157,

184, 185,195, 321 , 437,481 , 566,
613,633,691,705,725,730,746
Trappestines: 400, 612, 783
Visitation Sisters: 151,257,327,389,764,
785
Rembrandt's Crucifixion: 35
Rennes, France: 309, 322
Retreat: 86, 121, 140, 157-159,315, 376, 397,
401,408,414,418, 433,506,513,540,
660, 714,721 , 728,768
Ripley, Colonel: 559
Rivel, Sf. M. Joseph (Mary): 784
Roach, J.: 486, 487
Roach, Sf. Vincentia (Catherine): 475, 563,
588, 657, 782
Rodriguez, Rev. Alphonsus, S.1.: 721
Rogers, Sf. Louise: 207, 729, 758, 781
Rome, Italy: 105, 276,28 1
Rosati, Rev. Joseph, C.M.: 420
Rule (Constitution, Regulation of the
Community): 11,58, 62,77, 98, 104,
106, 121-122, 135, 140,142,157,159,
165, 172,185, 194-196,204, 231,232,
236,247,251 , 275,446,494,502,513,
568, 594, 640, 672, 684, 720, 730-732,
745,746,747, 758 , 759,764,767 , 770
Provisional Regulation: 77,106,108,136,
737

s
Sacraments: 498, 524, 590
Annointing of the Sick (Extreme Unction): 102,1 25 , 210,342,430,431,
436, 438, 443,451 , 452, 545,589,
670, 671 , 722,724,731,754,765,
766, 768, 769
Baptism: 420, 474, 594, 637, 639, 696,
731
Confirmation: 11, 48,77,81,87, 112,
163,267,268,451,580,696,714,
722
Eucharist: 6, 7, 20, 23, 25, 27, 34, 45, 50,
51,55,65, 70,89,92,93, 102,108,
112,126,141,150,163, 179, 187,
188, 190,204,210,220,235,240,
258, 259, 267, 268,270-272,278,
294,296,304,320,322,324-327,
329, 336, 338, 344, 345, 350, 35 1,
382, 383, 385, 386, 388, 390, 391,
396, 413, 418,427,431 , 432,434,
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491,508,512, 513,556,567,573,
583,589,598,613,619,631,637,
640,649, 656, 681, 686-688, 694,
695, 703, 709-711, 720, 722, 723,
727,740,742,749, 753,754,766,
769,772-778
First Holy Communion: 4, 6, 46, 77, 104,
166, 194,221 ,235,316, 318,329,
330,376,436,438, 470,474,506,
515,531,537,540,629,634,637,
713,724,741,742,771,773
Viaticum: 317,438,452,589,731,
753, 755, 765, 768, 769
Holy Orders: 61,277,296,327,439,466,
494,508,530,531,536,614,696
Reconciliation (Penance): 58, 81, 157,
179,205,3 18, 320,337,338,383,
396,430, 435,436,442,444,475,
487,491,502,536,583,649,656,
659,681 , 686,712,726,764,765,
766, 778, 779, 780
Sadler, Eliza Craig (Mrs. Henry): I, 13,48,
5 1,98,99,109, 123,131,136,139,153,
163,164,172,174,182,192,199,210,
213,216,225, 226,230,233,252,254,
265,266,299,321,346,367,409,452,
462,503, 550, 554, 575, 605, 632, 633,
655
Sadler, Henry: 13,265,266
St. Joseph's Academy: 34,59, 119, 185,194,
195,204,205,224,226,237,240,245,
250,257,265, 271,275,284,288,308,
318,327,329,335,342,345,349,350,
352,367,375,384,395, 407,413,415,
426,460,466,475,479,482,483,
485-487,489,501,505,508,509,516,
517,520,527,528,533,535,553,559,
563,566,576,603,604,607,610,612,
614,615,617, 620,624,625,628,629,
636,637,640,646,647,652-654,
657-659,663,668,671,672,692,695,
697,714,728
Baltimore Boarders: 15, 19,37,48,718,
748,783
Cemetery: 3,26, 123, 133, 138,213,214,
217, 222,226,231,234,239,249,
276, 328, 336, 343, 436, 449, 723,
724, 727, 732, 770
Day Students: 728
Emmitsburg Boarders: 122, 134, 140, 142,
154,165,167, 168,172,177,183,

185,189,202,207,234,257,452,
714,728-731
Free School: 620, 670, 714
Grounds: 3,60,61,69,71,76,79,84,89,
137,146,153,164,177,223,234,
241,276,283,293,299,300,318,
323, 327, 346, 378, 394, 463, 481 ,
628,695,697,714,721,725,728,
763,783
New York Boarders: 8, 17, 455
Stone House: 74, 76,102,158,397,421,
713,720,723, 725
White House: 76, 92, 96, 102, 105, 106,
137,139, 140, 142,148,173,189,
203,252,253,258,265,267,279,
342-344,359,385,392,400,410,
411,420,421,425,432,451,452,
499,5 15,524,573,574,576,587,
592,596,598,611,612,628,631,
633, 664, 670, 672, 676, 688, 697,
703, 714, 723, 725, 726, 728, 734,
759,764
St. Louis, Missouri: 420, 644, 781 , 785
St. Mary County, Maryland: 612, 783, 784,
785
St. Mary's College and Seminary (Baltimore):
2,4,6,7,9, 10,14-16,19,21-25,30,31,
38,40,41,46,47,48,52,54,58, 60- 62,
65,67,69,73, 75, 83,84, 103, lJO, 137,
138,172,173,189,195,278,321,344,
365,367,421,454,481,494,508,512,
560,561,565,570,572,612,614,615,
633,664,666,719,726,746, 747
Saints: 405, 419, 424, 437, 444, 488, 498,
639,689,774
Aloysius: 275
Ambrose: 27,467,596
Angela Merici: 28
Anselm: 319
Anthony: 329, 390, 419
Augustine: 437, 444
Barnabas: 328, 329
Camillus de Lellis: 319
Catherine of Sienna: 23
Clotilda of France: 78
Dominic de Guzman: 129
Elizabeth of Hungary: 360
Francis of Assisi: 689
Francis de Sales: 151,405
Francis Xavier: 319,437,444,546
Gabriel: 480, 588
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707, 708
Jane Frances de Chantal: 240
Jerome Emiliana: 569
John the Baptist: 589
John Eudes: 26
John the Evangelist: 292
John of God: 319,755
Joseph: 128, 277,437, 444, 765, 781
Lazarus: 420, 631
Louise de Marillac: 98, 151,172, 607,758
Margaret of Scotland: 480, 588
Mark: 320
Mary (sister of Martha and Lazarus): 707
Mary Magdalen: 707
Mary Magdalen of Pazzi: 35
Matthias: 695
Michael: 323, 588
Paul: 271, 405, 708
Peter: 277, 322, 405,488,775
Philip: 390
Raphael: 588
Teresa: 115,271, 527, 608,707, 713
Thomas Aquinas: 102, 242
Vincent de Paul: 98, 151, 172,508,607,
691,750
Salva, Sf. Adele: 207, 729, 758, 781
Santa Cruz (Antilles): 151,781
Santo Domingo: 6, 195,526,784
School curriculum:
French: 374,729
Geography: 240, 658, 673
Grammar: 237
History: 388, 599
Italian: 397
Latin: 386
Mathematics: 232, 374, 511
Music: 212, 232, 237, 404, 408, 486, 495,
546, 599, 609, 625,637,690
Navigation: 511
Piano: 147,238,374,383, 406,414,487,
510,624
Reading: 237, 240
Religion (Catechism): 517, 631 , 638,647
Spanish: 397
Spelling: 231 , 237, 740
Writing: 231, 234, 286, 700
Schreiber, Laura: 659, 672
Scotland: 498
Scott, John Morin: 1, 10,39,44,60,70,95,
134,147, 161,176,191,212,216,238,
242,247,255,263,264,272,274,287,

308,340,355, 363, 378, 405, 449, 462,
475, 484,492,511 , 542,552, 582,586,
599,602, 624,643
Scott, Julia Sitgreaves (Mrs, Lewis Allaire):
10, 13, 16, 18,38,39,41,58,61,68,82,
85 , 94, 96, 116, 118, 133, 145, 147, 160,
162, 168, 176, 190,197,201,211,214,
215,219,227,231,238,240, 246, 253,
255, 264, 263, 272, 273, 277, 286, 308,
311,339,343,345,351,354,357,362,
369, 372,377,391 , 403, 414,428, 430,
449,461,468,469, 475,484,491,510,
519,527,529,539,541,543,545,546,
552, 554,581,585,586, 599,601 , 607,
610,621 , 623,641 , 643,645, 655,657,
661 , 763
Scott, Lewis Allaire: 10, 16,39,211,624,
645,653, 655
Scott, Maria Litchfield (Mrs, Peter Pederson):
10, 16, 39, 42, 44, 60, 70, 84, 86, 95, 134,
147, 160,162,168, 169, 177,191, 202,
211,215,216,219, 227, 231,233,238,
339, 241,242, 247, 253, 252,256, 263,
272,273,288,308,311,339,379,462,
551,608
Scott, Mary Eme1en (Mrs. John): 39,449,
542,448,462,475,484, 552, 582, 586,
602,624
Scott, Sarah: 552, 582, 586, 599, 602, 624,
645,655
Seasolls (Thompson): 605
Sequin, Mrs.: 408, 486, 487, 495
Servants:
Caty: 25
Mammy Dina (Dina): 25
Mammy Taylor: 8, 25
Mary/Crazy Mary: 25
Seton, Anna Maria (daughter): I, 2, 3, 4, 12,
13, 23,32, 33, 37,38, 42, 47,48, 52,54,
58, 59, 60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 68, 73, 78, 83,
84, 95-98, 100, 102, 103, 105, 110,
116-121,124, 132-136,138, 143, 144,
146, 149,154,155, 162, 165-167,169,
173,174,177,180,182, 185,187,188,
190-192, 198-204,207-209,211-217,
220,222,224,227-229, 231,232,239,
240, 250, 253, 263, 267, 268, 276, 287,
291,303,305,312,317, 339,343,355,
361 , 370, 377, 379, 381,383,390, 405,
409,431,436, 445, 449,452,462,473,
481,485,487, 508, 519,520,534,574,
607,618,642,662, 679,686,690,691,
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740-758 , 769,782
Seton, Anna Maria (Mrs. William Seton, Sr.)
(mother-in-law): 2,4, 8, 22
Seton, Catherine (daughter): 1, 3, 12,25,33,
37,38, 42, 43,52,63, 66,67, 76,80,81,
112,1 37,139,15 3,155,162,172,182,
188, 205,213,218,221,227,231 , 234,
235,244, 245, 248, 249, 256, 260,
263-266, 274, 276, 280, 286,287,298,
300, 302,304,310-313, 318, 321,330,
333, 334,336-340, 342,343,345,346,
348,351,360, 361 , 363, 365, 367, 369,
372,374,376-378,381,383-386,388,
389, 391 , 395,396, 398,402-404,409,
411- 414, 417, 41 8, 423, 429, 431, 432,
441 , 439,447,449,451 , 452, 455,457,
460-464, 473,475, 476-478,481,482,
484-491 , 496, 503-506,508,509-511 ,
513,515,518, 519,525- 527, 529, 530,
531,533,534, 537,539,541 , 542,545,
546,548-559,561,562,564,565,
568-570,572, 574-577,579,581,
582-584, 586, 587,590, 593,599,601,
604,605,607,610,616, 619-624,
626-628,630-632, 634,641,645,646,
648-653,656,660,661 , 663,667,669,
673,676,678,693, 695, 699,713,718,
720,723,748, 752, 762,766,768-71
Seton, Cecilia (sister-in-law): 1-5, 12, 20, 23,
24, 25 , 26, 29,31,33, 34,46,49,53,64,
67,72,73,77-79,80-81 , 83-84,91,
93-94,96,100-103, 105, Ill, 117,
119-120, 123, 126, 129, 133-135, 138,
141,146,153-154,167, 170,172,175,
180,182,188,200,201,239,243,276,
287
Seton, Charlotte (Mrs. Gouverneur Ogden)
(sister-in-law): 22, 95, 189,294,382-397
Seton, Charlotte Gorham (Mrs. John Curson):
571
Seton , children (Elizabeth and William

Magee' s): 15,48,118,137,139,169,
170,172, 174,176,181,183,185,188,
189, 192,214,226,228, 233,260, 408,
747
Seton, children (James and Mary Gillon
Hoffman' s girls: Agnes, Amelia,
Catherine, Emily): 23,24, 26, 29, 30, 31,
35 , 72
Seton, Edward Agustus (brother-in-law): 1,8,
26, 33, 36, 92

Seton, Emily Prime (Mrs. William)
(daughter-in-law): 4
Seton, Henrietta (Harriet) (sister-in-law): 1, 4,
8, 13,22,23, 26,29,30,31,33,35,53,
65,72,73,74,77-81,83,84, 87,91,93,
96,98,101-104,108,117, 126,133,138,
150, 167, 170, 173, 175, 182, 188, 190,
213, 214, 217, 229, 239,276,287,294,
317,449,713 , 714, 717, 718,720,722,
723,727
Seton, Henry (brother-in-law): 26, 31, 35, 175
Seton, James (brother-in-law): 2, 12, 24, 31,
34, 36, 46, 49, 50, 72, 84, 562
Seton, John Curson (brother-in-law): 26, 32,
36,547
Seton, Maitland and Co.: 116,410,478
Seton, Mary Gillon Hoffman (Mrs. James)
(sister-in-law): 12
Seton, Rebecca (sister-in-law): II
Seton, Rebecca (daughter): 1, 3,9, 11, 32,37,
42,52,63,66,76, 80,81, 112, 137, 139,
155, 162, 182, 188, 190,213,218,220,
221,222-225,227,232,234,235,238,
242, 243,245,253 , 256, 258-269, 274,
276,280,286-287,294,298,302,304,
305,310-314,316,318, 325, 329,330,
333 , 334, 336-340, 342-346,348-354,
358-362,365-367,369-374,377,379,
381 , 383-385,388,389,391-399,
401-408, 410-412, 414,416,418-420,
422,423,427-432,434-437, 439,441 ,
446, 447,449-452,455-457, 462,463,
466,468,473,475,476,484,485,487,
504, 513,517,529,542,546,571,574,
618,623,642, 662,676,678,693,713,
718,720,723,748,753,769
Seton, Rebecca Curson (Mrs. William Seton,
Sr.) (mother-in-law): 12,26, 116
Seton, Rev. Robert (grandson): 97, 175, 655
Seton, Richard (son) : 1,4,7, 8, 12, 14, IS,
18,23,30,38,47, 48, 76,77,79,84, 110,
111,118,119,123, 130, 132, 134,137,
143, 147,149, 152, 162, 171, 173, 174,
177, 182,209,213,214,216,221,222,
244,227,233,234, 246,256,266,267,
268, 276, 285, 286, 287, 290, 301, 367,
369-376,379,381,383-389, 391 , 394,
395, 397,399,403,404,407- 412, 414,
416-418,423,429,440,445,446,453,
455,457,459, 460,462,466,468,469,
470, 472,476,477, 481,485-487,
490-492,494,503,505-507,509, 510,
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542, 543, 546, 548, 549, 553, 554,
558-560, 562, 563, 565,570- 572, 574,
577, 579,580, 583, 586, 587, 590,593,
599, 603-605, 610, 611,616,620,619,
622, 627,629,642, 643,647,650,653,
656,657,659, 661 , 663,668, 670,678,
690, 695,718,719,748,751,762,770
Seton, Samuel Waddington (brother-in-law):
1,8, 24,26,32, 36, 66,72,73, 129, 175,
560,717
Seton, William, Sf, (father-in-law): 116,347,
459, 472, 478
Seton, William (son): 1,4,7, 9, 14, 19, 23,
30,38,47,48,76,77, 84,98, 105, 110,
1l! , 118, 119, 123, 130, 132, 134, 137,
143, 147,149,150, 152,162, 169,170,
171,173,182,183,197-201,203,208,
209,213,214,216,217,221 , 222,227,
230, 232, 234, 242, 244, 246, 256 263,
265, 266,270,276, 278,283-287,289,
290, 291,296-300, 301 -306,308-311 ,
312-316,318,321,322,327,331-334,
336, 339-344, 346-352, 355-360, 362,
363,367,369-371 , 373-375,379,380,
383-389, 391, 396, 398, 402, 404, 408,
409,411 , 412,414, 416, 418,422,428,
429, 443,445,446,448,453,454,
456-458,462,465, 468,471 , 472,477,
482, 474, 476,477,480,481,487, 490,
491 , 494,496,499,503, 505-507,509,
511,513,515,516,518, 520-527,
529-532,534, 537, 542,543,545,547,
548,549,551,553, 554, 557-559,561,
563, 564, 569, 570, 573, 574, 576-578,
582, 583,585-587, 590,593,599,601,
603 , 604,610-612, 616,619-624, 626,
629, 642-644, 650, 653, 654- 656, 657,
659,661-663,667, 678, 693,699,718,
719, 722,724,748,750,751,761,762,
763, 770
Seton, William Magee (husband): 2, 3, 4, 12,
17, 35, 101, 116,146,150, 162, 172,200,
213, 214, 217,229,276,279,287,293,
294,297,300,309,317, 321 , 327, 344,
346, 355, 359, 370, 373, 380, 382, 409,
410,449,459,478, 540,562, 713-714,
717, 720, 722-728, 780
Seville, Spain: 72 I
Ships:
Frigates: 565, 651
Grand Sachem: 2,5

Blooming Rose: 334
Fanny: 419
Guerriere: 558, 561, 564, 569, 577
Java: 374, 530
Macedonian: 564, 570, 573, 578, 582,
583,586, 587,593,603, 644
Independence: 530, 531, 533, 560, 559,
577, 578, 654
Scioto: 471, 472, 477
Tomile: 309, 310
Upton: 392
Shirk, Sf, Julia: 151 ,321,345 , 350,354, 414,
620, 714,728, 758, 781
Shirley, Sf, Clare (Claire): 784
Shirley, Sf, Magdalen (Ann): 672, 784
Sibourd, Rev. Louis: 24, 33, 34, 35, 223
Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati: 251 , 782
Sisters of Charity of Halifax: 175, 558
Sister of Charity Missions: 75, 127, 151, 178,
251 , 258,316,323,495,541,612,647
Sisters of Charity of Nazareth: 6, 58, 61 , 97,
98, 157, 185, 195, 283,633 , 757, 760
Sisters of Charity of New York: 502
Sitgreaves, Harriet: 228, 242
Sitgreaves, Mary Kemper (Mrs. Samuel): 39
Sitgreaves, Samuel: I, 39, 43, 60, 68, 70, 95,
134,161,169,177, 190,216, 219,228,
239,242,247,263,274,287,340,355,
405 , 552, 605
Sitgreaves, Susanna Deshon (Mrs. William):
10, 14, 22, 39
Sitgreaves, William: 10, 16, 39
Smith, Eleanor: 119, 134, 610
Smith, Henrietta: 154,607, 616, 620,624,
695, 743-746
Smith, Sf, Jane: 758
Smith, Sr. Joanna (Joan): 251 , 316,486, 592,
672, 688,759, 761 , 782
Smith, Joseph: 482, 607, 654, 695
Smith, Leonard: 695
Smith, Mary (Sr. Stanislaus of the Infant
Jesus, a.CD.): 271, 272, 274, 521, 691,
692
Smith, Sf, Regina: 782
Smiths of Carrol ton Manor: 582, 607, 610,
624
South America: 570
Souvey, Rev. Charles, CM.: 465
Spain: 129
Spencer, Edmund: 85
Spiritual Combat: 739
Spiritual Exercises (Ignatius Loyola): 708
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Angels: 20, 28, 53, 144, 270, 244, 258,
311,324,344, 367,368,399, 416,
428,437,444,447,465,466,487,
510, 5 18, 601 , 637,640,689,723,
733,754,761,774,780
Charity (Love): 19, 117, 125,160,220,
221 , 236,241,251,260,261,269,
273, 28 I, 294, 350, 355, 397, 470,
500,588,597,614,665,682,684,
692, 699, 734,746,753, 764, 765,
770,775, 779
Confidence: 37, 149, 220,358, 366, 405,
421,429,434, 436, 443,496, 528,
530, 619,676
Contemplation: 499, 600
Courage: 152, 157, 234, 330, 337, 344,
348,405, 406, 422, 446, 474,513,
524, 618, 665, 679,761 , 762
Death: 4, 78, 91 , 95 , 98, 107-109, 117,
133, 161 , 188, 210,214,225,227,
230, 239,241, 296,319,323, 340,
345, 352, 353,360, 376, 381,398,
422,428, 431 , 435, 436-438, 443,
444, 447,450, 451 , 457,462, 475,
502,517,539,549,551,552,557,
566, 567, 569,571,573,578,588,
590, 593, 594,599, 608,613,622,
627,632, 652, 657, 659, 675,685,
687, 697, 704, 708, 710,724, 727,
729, 731, 732, 742, 744, 745,
747-757, 764-771 , 773, 780
Devil: 367, 368, 439, 583, 614, 705,708,
717
Eternity: 11, 22, 44,51,52,53, 96,107,
109,115,130,156, 157, 180,187,
190,191,200, 208, 214-218, 221,
224, 225, 228, 229, 239, 243, 244,
249, 252, 254, 255, 260, 261 , 268,
273,275-278, 285, 291,292, 298,
313, 314, 321 , 326,328, 330, 331,
338, 343,347,351,354, 399, 406,
419, 422,431 , 433, 450, 454,455,
459, 471 , 484,505, 513, 517,527,
536, 554,567, 590, 607,619, 644,
650, 651, 663, 676, 678, 680, 681,
683, 688,689, 706, 708,716,744,
750, 762, 769, 772, 775, 776
Faith: 78, 117, 125, 211 , 241 , 243, 269,
289, 296, 317,320, 323,329,330,
356, 376, 432, 437, 438, 444, 447,
462, 479, 498,499,528,551 , 568,

591,600,614,630,638,639, 650,
656,701,708,709, 715, 753,773
Fidelity: 278, 304, 381, 417, 421, 440,
446, 491 , 506, 513, 515, 518, 678,
679,693, 773 , 778, 779
Grace: 259, 293, 320, 330, 361, 368, 500,
504, 522,588,591,595,602, 615 ,
634, 657, 659, 680, 688, 696,702
Gratitude: 350, 355, 356, 359, 439, 446,
473,488,549, 601,606,615,631,
643, 644, 686, 710, 734, 764, 765,
774, 776, 779
Heaven: 56, 80, 94, 96, 103, 134, 137,
157,161 , 171, 177, 190, 208, 240,
243, 260, 308- 310, 328, 330, 336,
337, 347, 357, 365, 370, 371,374,
398,399,404,419, 420, 432,
434-436,440, 441 , 443,465,473,
484, 498,504,505,518,525, 532,
545,555, 594,619, 640,654, 659,
690,707,708,710,732, 740, 743,
756,763,765,768,769,777-779
He]): 388, 422, 545,594, 629, 650, 662,
699, 704, 705, 775
Hope: 169, 175, 177, 190, 211,227, 240,
241 , 271, 296, 320, 338, 343, 353,
405,422,428, 429, 434,436, 439,
443, 445, 446, 490, 496, 507,541,
561,611 , 638, 639, 649, 682,690,
696, 706, 708, 732
Humility: 156, 251 , 295,296,405, 464,
501 , 517, 523,636, 686,721,729,
767, 774
Joy: 78, 230, 26 I, 334, 352, 368, 430,
432, 433, 435, 441,447,453,489,
492, 641 , 684, 692, 715
Judgment: 318, 319, 437, 444, 492, 556,
665, 692, 706,715, 743, 773
Mercy: 21 , 41 , 145,289, 444, 457,468,
527, 587,601,664,685,725,756,
764, 778
Obedience: 172, 177, 184, 350, 353, 408,
410, 536,594, 715
Patience: 106, 119, 152, 154, 171, 180,
243, 344, 368, 374, 375, 386, 388,
412,439, 447,460,464,467,469,
471,472, 482,504, 532, 561,613,
615 , 621 , 633,647, 660, 669,695,
704,731,741,751
Peace: 48, 81, 95 , 101,108, 121 , 123, 140,
146,150,152,153,168, 171,183,
198, 200, 218, 221 , 230, 240, 242,
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324,342,350,368,379,381,390,
402,420,421,426,439,442,446,
449,451,454,454, 456,463,470,
486,504,506,517,526,538,549,
568,574,611,619,621,630,633,
634,638,647,649,659,660,663,
666, 682, 683, 686, 687, 690, 691,
696,697,701,710,715, 753,754,
765
Perseverance: 106,337,439,451,465,
517,526,537,564,618,644,718,
644, 764, 780
Piety: 58, 86,141,276,278,301,311,
368,376,397,419,433,438,439,
450,451,465,475,479,480,500,
508,517,522,575,593,630,688,
694,700,725,729,777
Providence: 19,45,52,5:;, 57,59, 156,
181,184,247,256,277,283,291,
292, 303, 306, 310, 332, 335, 335,
347,349,373,377,400,460,468,
469,507, 540, 549, 553, 561 , 562,
574,586,592,595,601,608,619,
629,630,634, 640, 642, 643, 668,
670
Purgatory: 26, 419, 438, 444
Purity (Innocence): 133, 141, 147, 172,
210,275,315,352,356,389,408,
410,412,422,490,600,640,693,
701,716,740
Resignation: 21, 27, 66, 72, 111, 113, 119,
154, 156, 162, 188,210,211,230,
269,313,343,398,406,419,421,
422,444,445,455,491,547,569,
632,694, 743, 764
Resurrection: 432, 550, 567, 751, 755
Sacrifice: 211, 302, 365, 368, 715, 716
Salvation: 429, 437, 473, 488, 518, 629,
639,707,715,716
Silence: 122,330,372,443,446,525,
589,597,615,686,687,691,738
Sin: 3, 108, 112, 167,211, 298,318,435,
437,441,442,444,454,588,597,
686,687,773,775,778,779
Self-Denial: 20,157, 205, 296,314, 405,
430,435,441,498,633,637,644,
705,716,729,747,751,756,767
Suffering: 21, 22, 41, 53, 71, 80, 92, 94,
103, 107, 109, 125, 135, 141, 152,
170,187,209,211,215,225-227,
242,269,275,305,312,315,331,

350, 352, 379, 393, 399, 404, 406,
411,417-419,425,429,431,433,
435,437,439-441,442,444,447,
449,451,469,472,475,499,507,
517,615,635,665,680,682,683,
690,693,703,704, 706, 708, 748,
751,758,765-771,773,778
Temptations: 78,107,314,341,439,452,
696, 705
Will of God (Trust): 3-5, 17,22-24,28,
31,33,43,45,47,50,52,53,62,64,
69,71,78, 81,88, 89,91, 103, 111,
116, 121 , 124,125,134,138,156,
178,181,194,195,199,210,211,
215-217, 220,226-230,230,235, 243,
253, 260, 264, 268, 269, 271,277,
285,290,295,296,304,308,312,
318, 328, 330, 333, 336, 352, 357,
341,354,366,368,373,375,390,
399,400,402,406,407,417,418,
421,427,432, 433,435,436,438,
439,441,442,444-446,448,452,
454, 455,459,460,466, 468, 470,
474,476,479,490,494,506,507,
514,545,537, 539, 549, 555,565,
568,574,575,593,594,603,611,
614,623,637,659,667,671,683,
687,692,701 , 702,705-707,709,
Stanard, Mrs:. 785
Starlin, Sarah Clark (godmother): 17, 24, 129,
154,295
Steamhoats: 343, 344, 353, 359
Steigers, Sf. Catherine (Elizabeth): 783
Steigers, Sf. Clotilda (Mary Ann): 785
Stinson, Sr. Claire (Margaret): 244, 781
Stonestreet, Rose: 628
Stuhbs, Rose: 56, 103
Switzerland: 127,781
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Taneytown, Maryland: 128, 342, 733
Tessier, Rev. John Mary, S.S.: 189, 195,200,
231,321,327,344,566,633,730
Thomspon, Sf. Ellen (Eleanor): 83, 122,713,
722, 724, 781
Thompson, James: 605
Thompson, Sr. Sarah (Sally): 393, 713, 720,
721,722, 724, 725,726,739,758,781
Tieman, Ann Elizabeth: 302, 395, 407, 410,
414,485,643,646,647,652

-806Tieman, Elizabeth (Mrs. Luke): 209, 395,
4\0, 427, 483, 485 , 631,635
Tieman, Luke: 301, 302, 335, 342, 353, 373,
375, 380, 383, 388, 392, 395, 403, 404,
408,409, 4\0,414,418,423,455,459,
468, 469,476,477,483,490,491,510,
520, 559, 642
Tieman, Luke (son): 301 , 335
Tieman, Sally: 395,414,559
Tilghman, Ann: 637
Tisserant, Rev. John: 48, 49, 99, 124, 154,
163
Tomey, Sr. Mary Ignatius (Susan or Teresa):
506, 589, 785
Tours, France: 78
Tuscany, Italy: 47, 687
Tutilli, Dr.: 20, 47,191,279
Tyler, Sr. De Sales: 785
Tyler, Sr. Genevieve (Rosetta): 785
Tyler, Sr. Mary Beatrice (Victoria): 785
Tyler, Sr. Mary James: 785
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United States of America: 44, 99, 325, 337,
340,611
United States Army: 291 , 289
Continental Army: 608
United States Navy: 4, 26, 175, 263, 286, 289,
471,472, 476, 478,491,503,506, 508,
510,514, 516,518,521,523,559,624,
642,526

v
Vallejo, Jose Maria (Painting of Crucifixion):
424
Valpariso, Chile: 570, 604, 626, 762
Vespre, Rev. Francis: 281 , 358, 383, 592
Vincennes, Indiana: 2
Virgin Islands: 151
Virginia: 3, 582, 630. 785
Vows: 53, 57, 105, 136,140,172,184, 207,
245,247,318, 470,521 , 611 ,729,752,
757,758, 782

w
Wagner, Sr. Mary Elizabeth (Mary): 497,
589, 784
Wall, Mrs.: 26, 32, 66, 72
War: 263 , 272, 285, 503, 626

American Revolution: 264, 608
French Revolution: 6, 74, 98
Napoleonic Wars: 187,3 12,332
Spanish-American War: 624
War of 1812: 228, 266, 302, 306, 312,
530, 733
Washington, D.c': 7, 14, 75, 151, 196,266,
285 , 286, 338, 506, 52 I, 535, 546, 554,
559,570, 747,763,784, 785
Washington, George: 17, 608
Watkin, Sr. Victoria (Ellen): 785
Weis, George: 75 , 79, 93, 94, 96, 97, 103,
119, 121 , 124,125, 135,149, 150, 155,
156, 167, 170, 171 , 186,180,200, 202,
203, 208, 215, 224, 235, 242,243,249,
264, 361, 678,679,680, 68 1,694
Weis, Mrs:. 79, 96, 97, 103, 125, 135, 150,
155, 167,171, 180,200,203 , 224,235,
242, 243,680
Wells, Dr.: 317
West Indies: 13, 101 , 294, 728
White, Charles (son of Sr. Rose White): 148,
15 I , 354, 386, 728
White, Rev. Charles I.: 16, 126, 268,269,
701-7 11
White, Captain Joseph (husband of Sr. Rose
White): 386
White, Julianna: 275, 410, 414, 465, 747, 748
White, Sr. Rose Landry (Rosetta): 75,76,77,
79, 92,93,102,120,122,148,148, 151,
165, 171 , 178, 179, 185, 194, 230, 237,
251 , 259,275, 283, 287, 304, 317,321 ,
344, 345, 350, 353, 354, 363, 373, 378,
386, 414, 493, 494, 498, 501, 503, 5 I 3,
515, 525, 535, 543, 551 , 554, 556,557,
568, 570,572,589, 611 , 613, 666, 667,
71 3, 717-37(Joumal), 739, 757, 758, 781
Whitfield, Rev. James: 573, 580, 592, 596
Wilkes, Charles (son of John): 547, 561 , 577
Wilkes, Charles (brother of John): 9
Wilkes, John: 9,17,18,19,32,45, 129,299,
300
Wisehoff, Joanna: 785
Wiseman, Catherine (Kitty) : 239, 240, 248,
249, 475, 574, 588, 604, 605,6 16,657,
659
Wiseman, Ellen: 194,351 , 352,353 ,361 ,
367,406, 412,465, 466, 474, 527,530,
533, 537, 554, 563, 566, 572, 574, 582,
586, 587, 604, 605, 616,627,628,630,
632,646, 647, 649, 650,653,656, 662,
667, 747

-807Wiseman, Joseph: 194, 362,466,474,505,
530, 532, 587, 605, 617, 646, 65 J , 657,
663, 667
Wyse, Mrs.: 327, 688

x
Xaupi, Rev. Honorae, S.S.: 613

z
Zocchi, Rev. Nicholas: 128-131, 142, 188,
290, 356, 391, 480
Zwyer, Sr. Gabriella (Catherine): 785

